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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

When, a few years ago, I published " Die Verbannten des

ersten Kaiserreichs " ("The Exiles of the First Empire")
I stated in the preface : "I shall devote a separate

biography to the most interesting of all the exiles of the

First Empire—the Duke of Reichstadt." In the present

volume I have endeavoured to keep my word. I believe

it fills a gap in historical literature. For what has been

written since the year of his death—1832—concerning

this Prince, who was deprived of his throne, is practically

summed up in Montbel's " Le Due de Reichstadt " and

Prokesch's " Mein Verhaltniss zum Herzog von Reich-

stadt" (" My Relations with the Duke of Reichstadt").

It can scarcely be said that Welschinger in his book " Le
Roi de Rome " (1897) has added essentially to our know-

ledge. In order to draw a true portrait of the Emperor's

son, it was necessary to pursue a searching inquiry

among the archives, in which any complete biography of

the Duke of Reichstadt was lacking. I have done my
uttermost to fulfil these indispensable conditions ; and

my trouble has not been without its reward. A wealth

of material was offered by the Royal and Imperial

Archives of State, the Archives of the Ministry of the

Interior in Vienna, and the Archives of War. My best

thanks are due to the following gentlemen who gave me
their ready assistance with the above-mentioned archives :

Court Counsellor Dr. Gustav Winter, Drs. Arpad von

Karolyi, Anton Felgel and Johann Paukertz, the Keepers

of the State Archives Baron Franz von Nadhe;iny and
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Dr. Hans Schlitter, Dr. Thomas F»llner and Dr. 11.

Schuster, at present keeper of the Archives of Salzburg,

His Excellency F. Z. M. Leander von Wetzer, Major von
Prohaska and Captain Pallua. Abroad I have made use

of the Royal State Archives of Prussia, where Dr. Rein-

hold Koser and Dr. Paul Bailleu earned my gratitude for

their assistance in my work. I gained less from the

Archives of Parma, which contain but little material

bearing upon the history of the Duke.

I appealed with equal success to private collections.

In the first place, I must recall with special warmth
the generosity of his Serene Highness Prince Maurice

Oettingen-Wallerstein, Bavarian General attached to

the army, who kindly gave me access to the numerous
posthumous papers of Count Maurice Dietrichstein, the

young Napoleon's governor. I am equally indebted to

Lieutenant-Colonel Baron Oscar Obenaus, who kindly

placed at my disposal the Diary of Baron Joseph Obenaus,

the Duke's tutor, as well as the letters addressed to him
by Dietrichstein.

Less productive, yet not without information, were the

Archives of their Highnesses the Archdukes Rainer and
Frederick, for access to which I return my respectful

thanks. I must also acknowledge my indebtedness to

his Serene Highness Prince Paul Metternich and Dr.

Frederick Schwarzenberg, who provided me with fresh

material, derived from the Princely Archives.

Besides the copious literature in the French language

dealing with events up to 1832, the exploitation of

contemporary German literature was especially useful

to me. Dr. Robert F. Arnold, Privatdozent of the Vienna

University, was kind enough to call my attention to the

abundance of information on this subject. With the aid

of this important material, published and unpublished,

I have endeavoured to create a true picture of the Duke,

viewed in the light of contemporary history.
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For the elucidation of this personaHty several pictures

have been added to the book. Daffinger's portrait,

although well known, cannot be omitted on account

of its beauty. On the other hand, the picture of the

Duke as a sergeant, from the collection in the Court

Library, is here published for the first time. The water-

colour by Isabey which, by his Majesty's gracious per-

mission, I have been able to reproduce, is the original (in

the bed-chamber of his Imperial Majesty) from which was
probably made, with a few important alterations, the

miniature published by Welschinger. Also from the

original is the extremely touching water colour by Ender,

in the Archducal collection, Albertina. It differs from

that wide-spread representation which shows the Duke
on his death-bed attired in uniform. The picture of Marie

Louise, a fine oil-painting in possession of Franziska,

Countess Bombelles of Pozsony (Pressburg), is com-
pletely unknown. Very acceptable, too, is the reproduc-

tion of the cradle, from the " Schatzkammer " in Vienna,

and also the facsimile of one of the Duke's letters, for the

original of which I am indebted to the Foresti family.^

1 Besides the illustrations enumerated above, we have been enabled,

through the kindness of the author, to make the following important

additions to the English edition : Napoleon I., from a miniature in the

possession of the Emperor Francis Joseph I. (artist unknown) ; the

King of Rome, from a water-colour drawing by Isabey, 1 8 1 1 ; the Duke
of Reichstadt's carriage ; the King of Rome, in the possession of Dr. A.

Heymann, of Vienna ; the Prince of Parma, from a miniature by
Natale von Schiavoni ; the Duke Reichstadt, by Sir Thomas Lawrence,

P.R.A. ; the Reading of the Patent (1818) creating the Prince of Parma
Duke of Reichstadt ; Prince Metternich, Chancellor of State, from a

painting by Joseph Axmann ; Count Dietrichstein, governor of the

Duke of Reichstadt, from a painting by Joseph Krichiiber, 1839 ; Anton
Count Prokesch-Osten, by Tunner ; the Duke of Reichstadt, from a

painting probably by Daffingcr ; the Duke of Reichstadt holding a

Review, by Von Hochle ; the Room in which the Duke died at Schon-

brunn ; the Body of the Duke of Reichstadt borne from Schonbrunn

to Vienna during the night of July 23, 1832.

—

[Transx-ATOr's Note.]
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I must also avail myself of tins opportunity of ex-

pressing my thanks to them for other valuable letters

of the young Napoleon, previously published by me.

My gratitude is also due to General Vilmos Count
Palffy-Daun for the lively sympathy which this lover

of history has shown in the progress of my book.

One word as to the title of the present work. Napoleon's

son, by the succession of historical events, was called :

" King of Rome," " Prince of Parma," " Napoleon II.,"

and " Duke of Reichstadt." He bore the last title until

his death ; it is, as it were, his historical designation,

therefore I decided to choose it as the title of my book.

Finally, let me observe that all documents of which

the place of deposit is not given in tlic footnotes are

taken from the Royal and Imperial Archives of State in

Vienna. For the sake of brevity I refer to the Archives of

the Ministry of the Interior as M. I., and to those of the

Princely house of Oettingen-Wallerstein as Pr. Oe.—W. A.

THE AUTHOR.
October 1902.
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2 THE DUKE OF REICHSTADT

She had but httle faith in the future of the Corsican,

who, however, to her astonishment, was destined ere

long to lill the world with his fame. Her happiness soon

knew no bounds, and would have been complete had

not the misfortune of a childless marriage been a con-

tinual trouble to her.

Napoleon, who had but to stretch out his hand for

the Imperial crown, naturally desired an heir to all his

acquired power. The apparent hopelessness of expecting

one from Josephine was a continual source of disappoint-

ment. In a dark hour he spoke of his wife's failure to

bear him a child as the great sorrow of his life. With a

woman's unfailing instinct, Josephine realised that this

would one day cause the loss of all her present glory.

Napoleon, whose letters to her are full of passion, would
never have dreamed of a separation, if only he had
been the possessor of an heir. But this thought weighed

increasingly upon his mind and received considerable

encouragement from his own family, who bore a deadly

hatred to Josephine.

There is no doubt that as early as the spring of 1804,

after the perfecting of the Constitution of the new
Empire, the subject had already been discussed. Over-

come, however, by Josephine's tears—for her charms

still exercised a strong attraction for him—Napoleon,

already omnipotent, revoked his threat, and even

promised that she should be crowned Empress beside

him.

Josephine, who wished to make a separation impossible

in the future, confided to Pope Pius VII., who had come
for the Coronation, that her marriage was only a civil

contract, which had not been followed by a religious

ceremony. The Holy Father at once announced that the

Coronation was not to take place until the marriage had

received the sanction of the Church. Napoleon, infuri-

ated at first bv Josephine's disclosure, finally conformed
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to the Pope's wishes, and allowed Cardinal Fesch to per-

form the marriage ceremony on December i, 1804. That

the new Empress caused her uncle the Cardinal to draw
up a special marriage certificate for her own use avL iled

her nothing in the end. It was impossible to silence the

rumours of an approaching separation ; and at the close

of March 1808, Napoleon announced to the Empress
his intention of getting a divorce. Her tears and en-

treaties, however, moved him so deeply that he once

more shrank from taking this step. The attempt made
upon his life in 1809, by Staps at Schonbrunn, seems to

have finally put an end to his irresolution. He was
now inexorable, and prepared to carry the divorce

through, in order to secure the heir so needed by the

country. It was a deeply affecting scene when, in the

apartments of the Tuileries, on December 13, i8og,

Josephine read aloud in a trembling voice the first

lines of her declaration, wherein she consented to re-

nounce all claim to the throne of France.

Was Napoleon, however, justified in releasing himself

from the civil contract ? Through her own vanity

Josephine had put beyond reach her one means of

legal defence. She was bitterly to rue having made a

false declaration as to her age before the authorities

in 1796, making herself out to be four years younger

than she really was. According to Article 277 of the

"Code Civil," a divorce was impossible when the wife

had passed her forty-fifth year. This enactment would

have served the Empress well had she not previously

made a shght " correction " as to her age. But would

Napoleon, who knew no consideration and ignored ail

obstacles, have been turned from his purpose through

fear of violating this clause ? Undoubtedly he would

have made short work of Article 277, as of everything

which had stood in his way so far. This is evident

by the arbitrary manner in which he treated his own
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family statute of March 30, 1806, of which Article 7
ran as follows :

" Divorce is forbidden to members of

the Imperial family, irrespective of sex or age." By
setting aside this law he made his divorce from Josephine

possible. It was hoped that this statute of March 30,

1806, would have prevented the annulling of the marriage.

On the other hand, some maintained that since Napoleon

had sufficient power to issue such a statute, he would also

be strong enough to replace it by another.^ On the

grounds of this latest assertion of his will, the Senate

declared his marriage invalid.

For marriage with a Princess of a non-Catholic house

this divorce, granted by the highest legal body in France,

would have been deemed sufficient. But how would it

work now that Napoleon had resolved to form an alliance

with a royal house of the Catholic faith, in whose eyes a

divorce was not valid, unless it had been sanctioned by
the Church ? As long as Napoleon was negotiating

with the Court of the Tsar with a view to marrying one

of the Grand Duchesses," it was unnecessary to have

recourse to ecclesiastical law. The alliance with a

Princess of the House of Hapsburg was, however, quite

another matter, and Napoleon would have to secure

the consent of the Church in this case. In the opinion

of the Emperor Francis the declaration of the Senate

did not suftice, and therefore he would not allow Marie

Louise to ascend the throne of France until the

disiolution of Napoleon's marriage was confirmed by
the ecclesiastical authorities. As it was impossible to

appease the Emperor of Austria's religious scruples by
any other means, the omnipotent ruler was forced to

loave the issue of his matrimonial suit to the verdict

of an ecclesiastical court.

^ Sclmitzer, " Die Ehescheidung Napoleon I.," in the " Katholischea

Eherecht," 1898. ^,

* See " Napoleon I^''. et Alexandre P''.," by Vandai. '^- --' - -
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It was hoped that the Pope would be the sole adjudi-

cator in this matter, but this view arose from an error.

His Holiness was accustomed to dissolve royal marriages

rather on traditional than on legal grounds. Would it

have been wise to appeal to the Pope as judge in this

case, considering the ill-treatment he had received

from the Emperor, who still held him a prisoner at

Savona, and whom he had excomm.unicated in his turn ?

Naturally, it would not suit the Pope to forward an

alliance between Napoleon and Austria, since by so

doing he would deprive himself of all hope of humbling

his worst enemy, the Emperor of the French, through

the medium of the Court of Vienna.^ Pope Pius ad-

mitted later that the marriage had been an exceptionally

clever stroke of diplomacy on the part of Austria to

destroy the dangerous friendship which existed between

France and Russia.^ But, in spite of this grudging

recognition, the Pope must be regarded as prejudiced

^ Account given by the Chevalier of Lebzeltern to Metternich on

June 19, 1810.

" The alliance, which has drawn together the two Imperial Courts and

placed an Austrian Archduchess on the throne of France, must at first

have made a very painful impression upon the Pope, the more so because

he had all along set his hopes on the success of our arms." Lebzeltern

had been sent by Metternich on a secret mission to the Pope, who was
then living at Savona. (Here I observe once more that, as in this in-

stance, documents in which the place of deposit is not further indicated

are borrowed from the Royal and Imperial State Archives in Vienna.)

For this mission, see H. Chotard, " Le Pape Pie VII. i Savone," Paris,

1887.

* Ihid. " The marriage," said the Pope to Lebzeltern, " which

occupies all minds and has doubtless filled them with astonishment,

although a blow to several of my affections, is, however, as I must
acknowledge, a clever political manoeuvre, indispensable in the situation

wherein you have beftn left by the war, isolated and in need of a

long rest in order to recuperate your forces. Austria is the sole remain-

ing anchor of salvation. . . . For the rest, you should at all costs hinder

the bond between Russia and France from becoming closer ; this would
be the crowning disaster."
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against the union, owing to his attitude towards Napoleon.

On the strength of a provision in the canonical law, which

makes it permissible to set aside a prejudiced judge, the

Emperor was within his rights in declining to refer

this dispute to the judgment of the Pope.-^ Therefore

he appealed to the ecclesiastical court of the diocese of

Paris.

This court had first to prove that the union of Napoleon
and Josephine had been illegal from the beginning, owing

to an obstacle sufficiently weighty to bring about a

separation. Could they succeed in doing this, they

might at once pronounce the marriage null and void.

The trial took place in Paris on January 9, 1810,

before the episcopal authorities. Guieu, who appeared

as Napoleon's counsel, pleaded for a dissolution of the

marriage on the ground that from the very first it had
been lacking in the one essential to its validity, i.e., the

muUial consent of both husband and wife. He laid par-

ticular stress on the fact that Napoleon had never in-

tended to form any real and lasting tie with Josephine.

To prove this, he appealed to Fesch, Talleyrand, Berthier,

and Duroc, who all played important parts in this divorce

case. Napoleon had certainly consented to the marriage

ceremony with Josephine, performed by Cardinal Fesch

on December i, 1804, but had at the same time taken

care to rob the sacred ceremony of its legal character."^

He had purposely allowed the marriage to take place

without witnesses, and without informing the priest of

his own diocese of his intention. Always on the point of

divorcing his wife, he did not draw the line at fraud

when he could obtain some advantage from it. Like a

true general, he was prepared for any eventual attack.

In order to leave his opponent no way of escape, he

had been careful not only that the religious ceremony

^ See Schnitzer, already quoted.

* For the following, see Welschinger, " Le Divorce de Napoleon."
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should take place without witnesses, but also under com-
pulsion—even against his will. By the Emperor's request,

Fesch stated that he, Napoleon, had already told him, in

1804, that in the moment of founding an Empire he must
not neglect to secure for it the benefit of a direct heir.

Talleyrand also said that, to his knowledge, before

December 1804, the Emperor had repeatedly declared

he had never intended to allow the civil marriage of

1796 to be sanctioned by the Church. Fesch, Talleyrand,

Berthier, and Duroc unanimously declared that Napoleon,

tired of the pressure put upon him by his Imperial consort

in 1804, could no longer withstand her desire for the

religious ceremony : it had therefore taken place against

his will. They certified that in 1804 the Emperor, with

great forethought for the future, had excluded the

presence of witnesses and of the priest of his own diocese.

All this was confirmed by Fesch, who, after the wedding,

had drawn up a document respecting the validity of the

marriage. There is no parallel in history to this spectacle

of the highest dignitaries of a kingdom, with the con-

nivance of its sovereign, openly admitting that the ruler

has intentionally deceived both the Church and his

consort. But if in 1804 he had alread}' intended to take

this course, why did he permit his humble and compliant

servants to remain silent for six j^ears ? Ought he not

to have allowed his witnesses to make this declaration at

the moment when the blessing of the Church was being

accorded—as alleged—merely for the pacification of

Josephine ? But what did such objections matter to

this supreme autocrat ? His chief concern now was to

get the necessary proofs—genuine or false—in which the

ecclesiastical authorities agreed that he had acted under

compulsion.

This transaction gave rise to the liveliest dissensions.

Some lawyers would not acknowledge that compulsion,

even though effectually proved, constituted sufficient
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grounds for a divorce.^ Others, on the contrary, main-

tained that actually the moral will to enter into a

marriage contract had never existed ; therefore the

Paris authorities could lawfully order its dissolution.'

But could the judges, while confirming the legality of

the marriage of 1804, completely disregard the religious

element in Napoleon's civil marriage of 1796 ? Was it

not their duty to examine thoroughly into the matter ?

The ecclesiastical court could hardly be ignorant of the

fact that, according to Roman Catholic ideas, a marriage

is sacred, even if opportunity were lacking to seal the

bond before a priest. In March 1796 it was extremely

difficult to obtain the services of one of the clergy.

Probably the members of the ecclesiastical tribunal

purposely ignored this point, lest they should be com-
pelled to arrive at results that might be attended with

very serious consequences to themselves. If the Em-
peror's civil marriage was really valid, no power on

earth could have dissolved it, neither that of the Pope
nor of any other religious or secular authority. Therefore

the ecclesiastical court of Paris avoided any further

investigation into the religious character of the civil

ceremony. Their decision can only be described as a

misjudged one, based upon gross carelessness.^ Though

' See " Die Ehescheidung Napoleon I.," by Sehling, in

Friedberg-Dove's " Zeitschrift fiir Kirchenrecht," vol. xx. Wels-

chinger also expresses himself to the same effect in his essay, " Le
cardinal Fesch et le divorce de Napoleon " in the " Revue Napoleon-

ienne," conducted by A. Lumbroso, February to March 1902.—Fleiner,

" Die Ehescheidung Napoleon I.," Leipsic, 1893.
* Schnitzer, already quoted.
' I must call attention to the fact that Schnitzer in his investigations

arrived at the conclusion that Napoleon's second marriage—since the

civil contract must be regarded as valid—was illegal from the Church's

standpoint because an obstacle existed to its celebration. If only on

account olf the observance of the tridentine form—by which, at least

the good faith of the bride was taken for granted—the alliance between

Napoleon and Marie Louise may be described as a ma'timoniian put-
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some might still look upon Napoleon's first marriage

as probably valid,^ and others as being lawfully dissolved,

the significant fact remains that the misgivings of the

Imperial Court were completely set at rest by this

declaration of the ecclesiastical tribunal of Paris.

At one time it certainly seemed as if this particular

point would frustrate every plan. The religious scruples

of the Emperor Francis had been quieted ; not so those

of Count Hohenwart, Archbishop of Vienna. " So

long," he said to his sovereign on February 28, " as th^

reasons of the civil and ecclesiastical courts in France

for declaring the marriage of Napoleon null and void

are not made convincingly and authenticallv known
to me, I am not in a position to consecrate his approach-

ing union with the Archduchess Louise ; lest I shc.ild

place the Holy Sacrament in danger of being annu'xd,

and the bridal pair in a position at once dangerous

and insecure, in which they would be exposed to cavilling

and witticisms." ^ The Court of France had forwarded

the original documents of the Paris tribunal to their

ambassador in Vienna, Count Otto, so that he could

produce them at once when requested. But whether

due to Metternich's carelessness, or to extreme haste

on Otto's part, the documents had been sent back to

Paris before the Archbishop had time to become ac-

quainted with their contents. This caused a delay of at

least a fortnight before Otto—according to his pro-

mise—had despatched a special courier to Paris to bring

back the desired papers. Otto, who knew his master's

impatience, feared that he would incur his displeasure

mtivum. A putative marriage possesses the peculiarity that although

it is itself void, the children of the same are legitimate (as was the case

with the King of Rome, born 1811).

^ See " Ehescheidung und zweite Heirat Napoleon I.," by Bern-

hard Duhr, in the " Zeitschrift fiir Katholische Theologie," 12th year,

p. 600.

* See " Marie Louise," by Hclfert, p. 101.
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through this mistake, and was, as may readily be under-

stood, in a state of despair.-^ Metternich also realised

to the full the great importance of the moment. He
knew the Monarchy would be placed in a very critical

position should they fail to induce the Archbishop to

withdraw his refusal, i^t the same time, it was necessary

to respect the scruples of the highest religious authority

in Vienna. This frame of mind is the only explanation

of his words :
" The existence of the Monarchy is at

stake, but conscience is of greater importance than

this existence." ^ It was the Archbishop himself who
suggested a compromise. For his own satisfaction, he

demanded that the Chancery of State, or the Austro-

Bohemian Court of Chancery, should draw up a docu-

ment in which one or the other of the authorities should

declare that " the nullity of the natural and civil marriage

contract between the Emperor Napoleon and the Empress

Josephine had been duly and properly acknowledged and

made public." ^ Metternich did not repudiate this

suggestion. He considered, however, that it would be

best if Count Otto, who had the original documents,

would issue a formal declaration that the judgment

given by the diocesan and metropolitan authorities of

Paris had already acknowledged the nullity of Napoleon's

first marriage. On March i, by command of the Emperor
Francis, Metternich betook himself to the Archbishop.

After careful examination of Otto's papers which were

laid before him, Count Hohenwart declared he found

in the words and character of the writer " more than

sufficient to quiet his conscience." * Metternich was

^ Count Otto to Metternich, February 25, 1810. "I am really in

despair at not having foreseen this incident and kept back the official

documents for a few days."
^ Metternich's Despatch, March i, 18 10.

• Helfert, p. 401, already quoted.

* Metternich's Despatch, March 3, 18 10.
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greatly relieved. A difficulty which had cost him many
a sleepless night was at last arranged to his satisfaction.

In his joy he at once despatched a messenger to Paris

with the news that, in Vienna also, the last obstacle to

the marriage of the Archduchess Marie Louise with

Napoleon had been removed.^

But was Metternich's satisfaction so great merely be-

cause he had at last come within sight of the completion

of a work sprung from his own initiative, whereby he

might regard himself as the saviour of the Monarchy ?

All along it has been asked : Who originally suggested

the alliance between Marie Louise and Napoleon ? This

still remains a mystery. Metternich preferred to suppress

the truth concerning the origin of the transaction.^

Neither do we derive any guiding contemporary evidence

from Napoleon himself. Only in an hour of distress,

conscious that his downfall was approaching, he said to

the Baron von Wessenberg :
" Does Metternich forget

that my marriage with an Austrian Archduchess was

his work ? ^' ^ On the other hand, the Emperor Francis

writes to Napoleon, March 12, 1810 : "I will be the

first to congratulate your Majesty on the event you
desired." * Between these two directly contradictory

statements there exists yet a third piece of evidence,

dating from 1809, in which Metternich attributes the

idea of an alliance between the two Imperial Courts to

himself.^ He, who since the peace transactions of

Altenburg, wished for nothing so much as to become
Stadion's successor,^ would naturall}^ see that the surest

^ Metternich's Despatch, March 3, 18 10.

' Metternich, " Nachgclassene Papierc," vol. i. p. 98.

^ Arneth, " Johann, Freihcrr von Wessenberg," vol. i. p. 189.

* Emperor Francis to IS^poleon, March 12, 18 10.

' Eduard Wertheimer, " Die Heirat der Erzherzogin Marie Luise

mit Napoleon I.," " Archives of Austrian History," vol. Ixiv. p. 509.

" Eduard Wertheimer, " Geschichte Oesterreich's und Ungarn's,

&c,." vol. ii. p. 432.
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means of obtaining promotion and influence would be

gained by an alliance with Napoleon. His calculations

were correct. The new matrimonial alliance had sur-

rounded his name with fame and glory, so that he might

well make it his proud boast that no saviour of the

world could have been more honoured than was he

himself on this occasion.^ Metternich, who in a docu-

ment of September ii, 1811, states that the suggestion

of the marriage emanated from him,^ in his Memoirs

—

written a long time after the event—denies any such

intention, and attributes the initiative entirely to

Napoleon.^ Psychologically, it is explicable why, at a

later period, he did not care to claim any further con-

nection with this marriage. After Napoleon's downfall,

he might well shrink from being regarded as the origin-

ator of this union between the Archduchess and the

Emperor, at whose ruin he so zealously connived. Re-

cently, fresh doubts have been cast upon Metternich

as the promoter of this marriage.* Much, indeed, that

deserves serious consideration has been urged against

its probability. It is quite untrue that the Court of

Vienna remained completely passive and expectant.^

Dating from the days immediately following the divorce,

there exists a memorandum from the Austrian side

which discusses in detail the pros and cons of the matri-

monial alliance. The choice of an Austrian Archduchess

was, in the opinion of the writer of this memorandum,
such a masterly stroke, accompanied by so many ad-

^ Metternich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. i., p. 236.

^ M. Duncker, " Aus der Zeit Friedrich des Grossen und Friedrich

Wilhelra III.," p. 325,
' Metternich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol, i,, p. 98.

* Demelitsch, " Metternich und seine auswartige Politik," book ii.,

ch. i. " Die Heirat Napoleons ;
" and Anton Becker, " Der Plan der

zweiten Heirat Napoleons," in the " Mitteilungen des Instituts fiir

Ssterr. Gcscliichte," vol. xix., pt. i., 1898.

^ Becker, p. 137 (already quoted).
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vantages, that Napoleon could not hesitate for a moment
to prefer Marie Louise to a Russian Grand Duchess.

If x\ustria granted the hand of the Archduchess in

marriage, the hopes of all the nations oppressed by
Bonaparte were destroyed at one blow, for they looked

upon the Court of Vienna as their last support. In

this way, the moral resistance of an entire generation

to the tyranny of France must break down. Napoleon,

on the contrary, gained a moral existence based on the

assurance of political duration, and his only powerful

enemy—the secret alliance between all the other nations

—was now disarmed. But in proportion as Napoleon's

moral credit increased through his marriage with an

Archduchess, that of Austria waned. Yet ought the

Court of Vienna, on this account, to have declined this

matrimonial alliance ? No, since Austria thus gained a

negative advantage not to be undervalued. The warding

off of the dangers which threatened at the moment by
means of a rapprochement with France, brought about

by the marriage of the Archduchess, was the only means
of saving Austria at this juncture. " The latest tendency

of our policy," runs the memorandum, " cannot be

altered by an alliance with France ; this alliance can

only lend us new strength for the attainment of our

aim. Some day, when the pressing moment of dissolution

arrives, Austria must grasp the reins with a strengthened

hand and once more guide a straying, frightened and

bewildered generation into the deserted paths of right

and order."

We do not know the author of this interesting docu-

ment, but, as it emanated from the Chancery of State,

it probably contained the opinions of the most influential

personalities of the time. Where such views prevailed,

there could be no question of a passive and expectant

attitude. Still less would such an attitude be justified,

since there was always considerable anxiety lest Napoleon
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might after all decide to wed a Grand Duchess. Accord-

ing to the author of the memorandum, anarchy, the

destruction of the intermediate States, the downfall of

the Allies, self-government, ending finally in barbarism,

would be the result of such a course.^ But a testimony

in i\Ietternich's own handwriting proves conclusively

that Vienna did not stand and look on with folded

arms at this all-important event. In a report of

February 7, 1810, Metternich declares that his instruc-

tions to Schwarzenberg in Paris had met with the best

results and, " that the marriage transactions will certainly

be to our advantage." ^ Although Metternich had not

perhaps actually taken the first step, we may be sure

that he jumped at it gladly enough when he was in-

formed of Napoleon's desire for a matrimonial alliance

with Austria. He did not doubt that Marie Louise

was a suitable consort for the French ruler.^ Metternich

had always held, since the rumours of divorce became
more persistent in 1807, that the betrotlial with a Russian

Grand Duchess would be a great misfortune.'* Was not

this comprehensible, since Austria would have been only

too glad to see Napoleon cast a favourable eye on an

Archduchess ? Probably Metternich had had similar

wishes expressed to him by the Fouclie-Talleyrand party

during his stay in Paris, particularly in 1808.^ When in

1809 the guidance of affairs was confided to him, and the

dissolution of the marriage of Josephine took a more

decided form., it naturally followed that, more than ever,

he cherished the idea of raising an Archduchess to the

throne of France. Having regard to the Emperor

^ ?iIemorandum.
* Metternich's Despatch of February 7, 18 10.

^ " Diary of Count Karl Zinzendorf," January 22, 1810. "The latter

(Metternich) spoke to me . . . about the marriage of Napoleon, and
considered the Archduchess Marie Louise very suitable to him.'-,

* Metternich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. ii., p. 147,
* Ibid. p. 317.
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Francis's feelings, he might well hesitate before he laid

such a proposal directly before the throne of his master.

If Metternich entertained this idea, which seems in-

disputable, it also found support, as unexpected as it

was desirable, in other quarters in Vienna. According

to the statement of a well-informed Austrian dignitary,

Count Karl Zinzendorf, Minister of State, the suggestion

came direct from Vienna and, once expressed, won the

immediate support of the Emperor and his Ministers.

Prince Trauttmansdorff, Lord High Steward, expressed

an opinion to Prince Ligne, who was celebrated for his

brilliant intellect, that the betrothal of the Archduchess

to Napoleon was most desirable. Ligne did not hesitate

to repeat this remark, which emanated from one of the

highest Court officials, to Napoleon's trusty servant

Count Narbonne, who was then—January 1810—in

Vienna. Narbonne in his turn requested Prince Ligne

to set forth the various reasons for the marriage in

writing, and on receiving the document sent it at once

to Fouche in Paris, in order that it should come directly

to Napoleon's knowledge. Prince Ligne was so convinced

of his valuable influence in the matter, that he boasted of

having been the promoter of the scheme.-^ These facts

are vouched for to a certain extent by Metternich him-

self. Upon Narbonne's being accredited Ambassador to

the Bavarian Court, the Minister remarked to the

Emperor :
" The appointment of Narbonne to Munich

is very important, since it must be regarded as the

result of his letter (known to your Majesty) to Fouche
touching the marriage." ^

^ " Diary of Count Zinzendorf," February 24, 1 8 lo :
" The Prince de

Ligne believed himself to have been one of the first promoters of this

marriage. Trauttmansdorff had told him how desirable the marriage

would be. Ligne repeated this to Narbonne, who begged him to make
a written statement of his views, which Narbonne sent to Fouchd."

- Metternich's Despatch of February 7, 1810. About Narbonne, see

Becker, p. 141 (already quoted).
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There is no doubt that Fouch6 had a hand in all this.

It even appears that from Vienna they entered into direct

communication with him concerning the matter.^ All this

is contrary to the hostile opinion which he expressed in the

Council of January 31, 1810, against the marriage with

an Archduchess. Probably the Minister of Police played

a double part on this occasion, as he had done on many
others. It is characteristic of him that he always had

two strings to his bow. Although publicly opposed tc

Marie Louise, he still secretly wished to ingratiate himseli

with the new Empress of the House of Hapsburg, in case

the Russian matrimonial alliance should prove a failure.

In Vienna it was firmly believed that the powerful

Minister of Police was their ally. This alone explains

why the Emperor Francis advised his daughter at the

moment of parting to place full confidence in Fouche.^

But had this minister made use of Narbonne's information

concerning Napoleon ? If the event actually took place,

he would find it still easier to gain access to the French

Emperor, because, according to important proof furnished

by Archduke Rainer, Napoleon's thoughts are supposed

to have turned, even as early as July, and during the

war of 1809 to the Archduchess Marie Louise.^ The
report of the French Minister Champagny, in November
1809, with reference to the health of the Austrian Princess

accords with this.* An intimate alliance between France

and Austria was in the minds of most influential French-

men. General Andreossy, Governor of Vienna during the

occupation of this city, said :
" The two Governments

must come to an understanding and, approaching each

other honourably, forget the past." Andreossy expressed
' Floret'3 Account, Paris, January 13, 1810.

' Louis Madelin, " Fouche," vol. ii., p. 199.
' " Records of the Archduke Rainer," Kod. Rain. 59, in the Court

Library at Vienna. "Already in July, during the war. Napoleon bad
this idea and was now to carry it out."

* " Marie Louise," by Helfert, p. ^2-
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the opinion that should Metternich succeed in bringing

this about, he would have rendered a great service to his

country and his master.^ Yet it was not until after the

Countess of Metternich's audience with Napoleon that

the whole business was put on a really firm footing.

The French Emperor utilised the wife of the leading

Austrian Minister in order to find out decisively

whether the Court of Vienna would consent to give him
the hand of the Archduchess in marriage. Napoleon no
doubt told the Countess that her husband as Prime Minister

could become very useful to France. Queen Hortense,

in any case, discussed more closely the meaning of the

Emperor's words at his audience held the following day.

Josephine told the Countess, even more frankly, that she

herself had advised the Emperor to make this marriage,

and would not regard her sacrifice as vain, if only her

wish were accomplished, " I think," she added, " that

the Emperor would approve of this choice if he could

count on a favourable reception from your side." ^

The Prussian Ambassador in Vienna, Count Finken-

stein, claimed to have heard from reliable sources

that Napoleon had endeavoured to ascertain the feelings

of the Viennese Court through the medium of Countess

Metternich.* According to Floret, Counsellor of the

Austrian Embassy in Paris, we gather that he first gave
serious consideration to the marriage from the time of

Countess Metternich's audience.*

^ From Hoppe to Metternich, Vienna, November 21, 1809. Ap-
pended to the correspondence between Metternich and Hudehst.

- Countess Metternich to her husband, Paris, January 3, iSio, in

Metternich's " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. ii., p. 320.

^ Count Finkenstein, Vienna, March 15, 18 10, Royal Prussian

State Archives. " The first advances on the part of Napoleon
to discover whether he would not demand in vain the hand of the

Archduchess Louise, having been made by Countess Metternich."

Compare this with his account of February 21, iSiO.
* Floret to Metternich, Panr, January 10, iSio. "The Cour.;r-,s

Metternich's letter is to-day the most important item of our reports.

B
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During these transactions, Marie Louise gave little

thought to the idea of becoming Napoleon's wife. The
sound of his name alone filled her with terror, for in

him she saw the Antichrist embodied. From the depths

of her soul she pitied any princess whom he might choose
;

she herself was determined not to be the piteous sacrifice

offered up to political exigencies.^ Marriage with

Napoleon appeared to her in a still less attractive light,

since those who surrounded her lost no opportunity of

fostering her hatred for the conqueror of her Imperial

father.^ To this party belonged more especially her

stepmother, the Empress Maria Ludovica, Napoleon's

zealous opponent, who would have preferred to make a

match between her own brother, the Archduke Franz

d'Este and the Archduchess,^ a plan which was only

frustrated by the Prince's lack of means.* When,
however, an alliance with Napoleon became probable,

I implored her to be verj"- explicit in her wording of it, and not to over-

look any details that have passed since her presentation to the Emperor,

as nothing dating from that day is unimportant." This passage can only

refer to Metternich's letter in his " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. ii,,

p. 319. For it is highly improbable that a letter with such important

contents, if written on January 3, v.-ould not have been sent until the

loth ; so it is to be taken for granted that the date in the " Nachgelas-

sene Papiere " is not correct. One more proof is that Metternich would

not have left the letter from his wife, dated the 3rd, unanswered until

the 27th. From all this we suppose that the Countess's letter was
written on the loth. Bailleu had already sagaciously attributed the

decision to this audience.

^ " Correspondence of Marie Louise, 1799-1847," p. 143.

' " Records of the Archduke Rainer." Kod. Rain. 59, in the

Court Library at Vienna. " They tried to fill Louise with dislike to

Napoleon, but she was so sensible that it had no effect and she sur-

rendered herself to her fate with patience and wisdom." See also

" Un Commissaire des Guerres " in " Le Carnet historique et litte-

raire," 1898, vol. ii., p. 575.
^ Eduard V»'ertheimer, " Die drei ersten Fraufn des Kaisers Franz,"

p. 97.
* Ibid., p. 98.
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no one troubled themselves much about Marie Louise's

personal feelings. They were not accustomed in Vienna

to consult the tastes of an Archduchess when it was a

question of politics.^ Towards the end of January,

Marie Louise received the first announcement of the fate

which awaited her.^ Although the Archduchess had told

her friends in confidence that she would put no diffi-

culties in the way of this marriage,^ at the last moment
she changed her mind. From Ofen, where she was

staying at the time, she sent urgent appeals against

her marriage with the French Emperor, who was so

repulsive to her.* It appears that the Emperor Francis

had to appeal to the filial affection of his most devoted

daughter before he could induce her to make the necessary

sacrifice. The Pope's Nuncio himself was entreated to

dispel her scruples, which were probably of a religious

nature, to this marriage,^ and on February 14 Metter-

nich was glad to announce this important news in Paris.*^

The way was now paved for the formal proposal of

^ Mettemich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. ii., p. 323. "Our
Princesses are not accustomed to choose their own husbands according

to the promptings of their hearts."

' Archduke Joseph to the Emperor Francis, Raab, January 26, 18 10.

^ " Correspondence de Marie Louise," p. 81. The letter here referred

to is incorrectly dated 1809. According to the contents it belongs to

the year 18 10.

* Marie Louise to Emperor Francis, Paris, December 5, 18 10. "I

can only repeat to you how happy and contented I always am, and

am convinced I always shall be. I cannot thank God enough for

giving me such great happiness, and you, dearest papa, thai you did

not yield to my pleadings from Ofen." This passage disproves what

Metternich writes (vol. i., p. 100) of his personal interview with Marie

Louise. This could not have taken place, as Metternich was in Vienna

at the time Marie Louise was in Ofen.

^ Metternich's Despatch of J^Iarch i, 1810. On the back of despatch

is written: "Appended to a treatise by tlie Pope's Nuncio stating

opinions against her Royal Higimess the Arcliduchess Louise." This

treatise unfortunately has not Locn prej-crvcd,

" Metternich, vol. ii., p. 326,
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marriage, which was hourly expected. In Paris, however,

they had not waited for this news before considering the

affair complete. Napoleon was not a man to do things

step by step, as they preferred to do in Vienna. On
the morning of February 6 he read Caulaincourt's latest

despatches from St. Petersburg. From them he gathered

the information that the time had now come for breaking

off the marriage negotiations with the Russian Court,

which, however, had never had any serious intention

on his part. It was evident to him that, having regard

to the evasive answers of the Russian Empress-Mother,

every further delay meant for him a sore discomfiture

which would seriously undermine his prestige. On the

very same day, therefore, he commissioned Eugene de

Beauharnais, the Viceroy, to announce to Prince Schwar-

zenberg that the Emperor Napoleon was prepared

to wed the Archduchess Marie Louise, on condition

that the contract should be signed within a few hours.

The assent of the Austrian Ambassador, who had no

idea whether the Archduchess had consented or not,

was thus to be won by taking him unawares. Beads of

perspiration stood on the Prince's forehead when he

realised what was expected of him.' As yet he had no

authority to actually arrange such a matter. After a

severe mental struggle, and with a feeling of overwhelming

responsibility, he signed his name to the document which

made Marie Louise Empress of France."^ The simplest

* Vandal, " Napoleon et Alexandre," vol. ii., p. 260.

* Schwarzenberg to ]\Ietternich, Paris, February 7, 1810, Helfert

(already quoted), p. 354, see also 358. On p. 358 is a " private letter
"

from Schwarzenberg. He seems to have been agitated by the extra-

ordinary events, as he writes January 8, instead of February 8. The
Journal mentioned in this letter is not forthcoming. We are therefore

in complete ignorance of the events which preceded the signing of the

contract. We gather, however, from both Schwarzenberg's documents
as given by Helfert, that he must have been threatened with the

rupture of all further negotiations unless he signed at once.
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demands of propriety were outraged. The marriage

contract was to be concluded before any formal proposal

had been made ; without even waiting for the consent

of the Archduchess, and far from the home of the bride.

One might have supposed that the way in which the

Ambassador's hand had been forced would have created

a very painful impression in Vienna. But the result

was exactly the opposite. " My arrival in Vienna,"

writes Floret, who had brought over the marriage con-

tract, !' has caused a very great and, I may say, pleasant

sensation. There is only one opinion with regard to

the marriage : never has an event been more popular

with the nation. The Emperor is contented and happy

;

the young Princess just as one could wish to see her.

Count Metternich conducts himself perfectly ; everything

has been done with the best intentions in the world
;

everything has been thought of ; and it is the general

desire that the festival shall not fail to do credit to the

greatness of the occasion. Ducats, which on the day

of my arrival stood at 22, fell the next day to 17 and 18.

The following day no business was possible on the Stock

Exchange, as no one wished to sell." ^ At the same
time, the Emperor Francis, to save his own dignity,

added one stipulation to his final consent : that the

Paris contract, which could only be looked upon in the

light of a promise, was to be followed by the signing of

the real marriage contract in Vienna, in accordance with

the domestic laws and formalities binding upon the

descendants of the reigning house." A formal proposal

was also to be made to the Imperial bride. Napoleon

chose Berthier, Prince of Neuchatel, his best friend and

comrade in arms, for this mission.^ There was universal

^ Floret to Schwarzenberg, in Paris, Vienna, February 19, 18 10.

Prince Schwarzenberg's Archives at Worlik (Bohemia).
'' Helfert (already quoted), p. 94.

^ It is said in a bulletin from Schwarzenberg on February 12, that
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agitation consequent upon the great variety of views

and impressions which prevailed. The Russo-Enghsh

party were dumbfounded, and could hardly recover

from the shock. ^ In Prague, the seat of Napoleon's

most irreconcilable adversary, the general feeling was

not favourable.^ The Hungarian nobility looked upon
the marriage as a bad omen for the constitution, and

were afraid that the Court of Vienna, strengthened

by the power of France, would now take steps to carry

out their plan of crushing Hungary.^ But the Hungarian

commercial classes rejoiced, for they saw in this alliance

a guarantee for the maintenance of peace and an increase

in the credit of the State.* The Viennese also shared in

these rejoicings. But although every one expressed their

satisfaction at this important event, the popular wits

soon found out the weak spot in the new situation,

and on every side the question was asked :
" What is

the difference between the marriage of an Emperor
and that of a peasant ? " The answer was :

" Peasants

generally fight after the marriage ; Emperors, on the

contrary, do so before." Napoleon and the Emperor
Francis were also depicted playing cards together,

the former plays the King of Hearts and the latter

the Queen of Hearts, whilst a Tyrolean, looking

on, exclaims :
" The deuce ! so far the gentlemen

have only played ' Grab,' but now the}' play ' IVIatri-

Talleyrand asked to be allowed to go to Vienna as the Emperor's proxy
;

but Napoleon had refused, saying that people would accuse Talley-

rand of equivocal meanings, if he was so anxious to bring about the

betrothal with Marie Louise.

^ Hellert (already quoted), p. 95.
* Ibid., p. 95.
^ Hager, the Prefect of the Pohce, to the Emperor, Vienna, March

13, 1 8 10. Archives of the IMinistry of the Interior in Vienna. (I indi-

cate these archives by the letters M.I., Minister of the Interior.)

^ Professor Schedius to the Court Secretary Armbruster at Vienna,

Pest, February 22, 18 10. M.I
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mony.' " ^ The answer to the question, " Is Napoleon's

marriage with Marie Louise a mesalliance or not ? " is

also amusing. " No," says the Viennese wit, " because

the father-in-law is a paper-maker and the son-in-law a

sword-cutler." ^ All these jokes were of a good-humoured

nature and not calculated to damp the happy humour
of the Viennese. The populace of the provinces joined

in the general rejoicings.^ All regarded the marriage

of the Archduchess as a guarantee of a better future,

and as the beginning of a much-desired period of peace.

On March 8, Berthier as " Grand Ambassador " made
his ceremonial entry at Court, amidst the loud cheers

of the crowd. On the same day a magnificent ball

took place, at which Marie Louise appeared. Count

de Laborde, who was then in Vienna, writes :
" The

Archduchess was charming this evening. The fair hair,

of which she possesses s-uch quantities, was dressed high

on her head, freely displaying her neck and shoulders.

Her exceptional freshness, her smile and the expression

of her face, the particular grace and modesty with which

she made her appearance, created such an impression

that we all said she would, without doubt, be one of

the most agreeable ladies at the Court. There is no

question that, apart from her beauty, it would have

been impossible, even among the lower classes, to find a

healthier person, or one who so rarely ailed anything.

Her complexion is spotless, and I am convinced that

^ " Grab " and " Matrimony " were two popular card games of the

time.

^ See my treatise, " Die Heirat der Erzherzogin Marie Louise mit

Napoleon I." Archives for Austrian History, vol. Ixiv., p. 523. " Paper-

maker " is an allusion to the Emperor Franz's fondness for the produc-

tion of paper money. " Sword-cutler " alludes to Napoleon's wars.
^ See accounts of the general feeling in the year 18 10. M.I. The

Poles only were thunderstruck at the news. See also the account

of the Court Councillor, Von Baum, from Wieliczka, February 28,

l8io. Archives of the Imperial and Royal Finance Minister in Vienna.
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her children will be as strong and fresh as herself." ^

At half-past five on March ii, the provisional wedding
ceremony took place in the church of St. Augustine,

when the Archduke Charles represented his great enemy
as bridegroom. In the evening the whole town was
lit up, and decorated with all kinds of illuminated in-

scriptions. One of them ran as follows :

" Durch Rocke und Hosen
Vereinigen sich Oesterrcicher und Franzosen." "

(" The French and Austrians are united through petticoats

and breeches.")

But for Marie Louise the hardest hour of life was
approaching. With tears in her eyes, she took leave of

her family. So deeply moved was the Empress Maria

Ludovica that grief rendered her unable to escort her

stepdaughter to the carriage which was to bear her

away from her own people.^ The father of the Arch-

duchess watched her disappear in the distance with a

heavy heart. His feelings are shown in a letter, written

to his son-in-law the day after the wedding : "If the

sacrifice I have made in parting from my daughter is

immense, if in the future my heart bleeds for the loss

of my beloved child, the only consolation I shall have,

and I do not hesitate to say it, is in the complete assurance

of her future happiness." * The Emperor Francis wished

to embrace Marie Louise once more before she crossed

the frontier of his country. He therefore preceded her

to St. Polten with the Empress, and from thence ac-

companied her alone as far as Enns, where he took a

^ Count de Laborde to the Duke of Bassano, Vienna, March 9, 1810.

National Archives of Paris.

^ See my treatise " Die Heirat dcr Erzherzogin Marie Luise," &c.,

P- 531-
^ See my book " Die drei ersten Frauen des Kaisers Franz," p. 99,

also observations on, p. 82.

* March 13, 18 10.
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fond farewell of her.-^ On March 16, in the pavilion built

expressly for this purpose outside Braunau, Marie Louise

was finally surrendered to the care of the French repre-

sentatiye, the Prince of Neuchatel. Hudelist, who acted

as Austrian Secretary at the ceremony, left the place

with the consciousness of having assisted at an important

event. " I am now going back to Vienna as soon as

possible," runs his letter, " with my heart full of hope

for at least a peaceful future. We have given Napoleon

a pearl of our Imperial House ; if we gain peace thereby

it is the greatest gift he could bestow on us in return,

provided we can make good use of this respite. Bella

gerant alUy ^ Marie Louise was stirred by very different

feelings. Although outwardly quite self-possessed, in-

wardly a cold shudder ran through her (this is her own
expression) when the ladies and gentlemen of her late

retinue kissed her hand for the last time with tears in

their eyes. " God has given me," she writes to the

Emperor Francis before she left Austria, " the strength

to bear this last painful blow with courage—the parting

from all my belongings ; I have put my whole trust in

Him, He will help me and give me courage, and I shall

find peace in the consolation of having done my duty

towards you by making this sacrifice." ' Quick to observe

the difference between the " French and the Viennese

ladies," and placing no confidence in her sister-in-law.

Queen Caroline Murat, who came to receive her,* she

^ Account given by Hudelist, St. Polten, March 14, 1810. He mentions

particularly that the Empress journeyed back alone from St. Polten

to Vienna, and that the Emperor alone travelled to Enns.
' Hudelist to Metternich, March 17, 18 10.

' Helfert (already quoted), p. 119.

* Ibid. It is interesting to see how Marie Louise's uncle, Archduke
Ferdinand, Grand Duke of Wurzburg, expresses himself in quite a

contrary tone on the subject of Queen Caroline. He writes from

Compicgne, April 19, 1810, to the Emperor Franz; "One thing which

pleased me especially was that the Queen of Naples made the entire
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comforted herself with the thought that she would be

allowed to take her former chief maid-of-honour for a while

to Paris. Napoleon himself had suggested her doing so,

and Marie Louise was so delighted that she exclaimed :

" This tender solicitude on the Emperor's part binds me
to him already, and fills me with respect as well as with

the hope of our future happiness." -^ But it was to

be ruled otherwise. She was soon to learn that her

joy was premature. Already in Vienna Berthier had
told Metternich that Countess Lazansky must not go

to France. The decision had been postponed from

hour to hour, and in Braunau this delicate question was
again discussed. Prince Trauttmansdorff, who accom-

panied Marie Louise to Braunau, was at great pains to

prevent Countess Lazansky's dismissal, and told Berthier

that just at this moment the Empress was especially in

need of the greatest forbearance. All he could achieve,

however, was an undertaking that this unpleasant news

should not be communicated to her until they reached

Munich.' Marie Louise was deeply grieved, and she

writes without reserve, after submitting herself to the

inevitable :
" How much I feel the parting from her,

and I could make my husband no greater sacrifice,

although I am convinced the idea was not his own." '

Laborde gave Prince Trauttmansdorff to understand

quite frankly that it was really Queen Caroline who had

instigated the dismissal of Countess Lazansky, for she

wished to have an unlimited influence over her young

sister-in-law, and to keep her guidance solely in her own
hands.* Napoleon, however, remarked to Count Metter-

joumey with the Empress and showed herself so friendly towards her.

I had the pleasure of knowing her well, and know what excellent

services she can and will render her."

* Trau**-mansdorff to the Emperor, March 25, 18 10.

' Ibid , March 25, 1 8 1 o.

8 Helfert (already quoted), p. 122.

* Trauttmansdorff to the Emperor, March, 25, iSlo^
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nich, at a later period, that the order was only attributable

to a stupid blunder on Berthier's part.-^ Yet it is certain

that he actually gave the order himself.^ This is all the

more incomprehensible, as this harsh demand distinctly

contradicts all his declarations that he intended to win

his bride by means of the most affectionate advances.

He had already written to her that he desired her happi-

ness before all, and would make every effort to please

her. He took great pains over the smallest things which

gave her satisfaction. He inquired in Vienna if she

had any pets, and when he discovered that she had
two birds and a dog to which she was attached, he had

them brought to Paris. ^ He also paid great attention

to his personal appearance, in order to make an im-

pression upon his wife's heart. This mighty man, the

terror of the whole world, sent for tailors to make him
well-fitting clothes ; and also for a dancing-master to

teach him the Viennese waltz.* He could hardly restrain

his ardour for Marie Louise. The thought of being able

to call an Archduchess of one of the oldest reigning houses

of Europe his v^dfe seems to have flattered his self-esteem

and filled him with immense pride. This of itself explains

his being unable to await the arrival of Marie Louise.

Urged by his impatience, he hastened—accompanied by
his brother-in-law Murat— to meet the Empress's

carriage, in the guise of an ordinary artillery officer,

^ Metternich to Emperor Francis, Paris, April 4, 1810. "As to

Madame de Lazansky," said Napoleon, "her dismissal is a stupid mis-

take of the Prince of Neuchatel, who ought not to have hesitated a

moment about letting her continue her journey. I commission you,"

he added, " to make my excuses to your master. My intention was
good, but you see I am as badly served as others."

^ Champagny to Otto, Paris, February 25, 18 10. Ministry of

Foreign Affairs in Paris.

" " Zinzcndorf's Diary," March 14, 1810.
'' Schlossbcrger, " Briefwechsel der Konigin Katherine von West-

falen," L., p. 292.
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wlio was merely to deliver a despatch. Unfortunately,

much to Napoleon's annoyance, this carefully planned

surprise was frustrated by Audenarde, Master of the

Horse, who had not been initiated into the secret.^

In consequence he arranged a surprise of a very different

kind for Marie Louise. Inconsiderate, as he always was,

he consummated his marriage at the Castle of Compiegne,
without waiting for the ceremony in Paris. He had, as

it was said at the time, and as he himself acknowledged
later,* first taken counsel with a bishop to quiet his

conscience. This prelate assured him that the ceremony
which had already taken place in Vienna entitled him
to all the rights of a husband over his wife.' On the

following day, the ladies-in-waiting served the Emperor's

breakfast at Marie Louise's bedside. In the full enjoy-

ment of his experience, he said to one of his confidants :

" Do not marry any one but a German. They are the

best wives in the world, good, naive, and fresh as roses."

In thus anticipating his marriage—which there is no
doubt he did—Napoleon proved his own inconsistency,

for he had previously declared that the ceremony by

' Schwarzenberg to Metternich, Paris, April 5, 18 10. " It was the

Emperor's intention to surprise the Empress by pretending to deliver

her a letter in the guise of an oiTicer of artillery ; but M. d'Audenarde,

who had not been warned of the plan, sprang from his horse on seeing

the arrival of his sovereign, and opening the carriage door announced
" the Emperor." At St. Helena Napoleon recounted that it was Queen
Caroline of Naples who exclaimed, " Here is the Emperor !

" Gourgaud,
" Sainte Helene," vol. ii., p. 275.

'' Napoleon at St. Helena mentioned the Bishop of Nantes, but it is

doubtful if, as here stated, he also asked Metternich's advice. Gour-

gaud, " Sainte Helene," vol. ii., p. 376.

* " Zinzendorf's Diary," April 16, 18 10. " It was written to Madame
de Rombeck that Napoleon anticipated the religious ceremony and

consummated his wedlock with Marie Louise before he had the right

to do so." Ibid., April 22, " Napoleon's anticipation of the event

is being generally discussed. He went expressly to a bishop to find

out if it was permissible." See the opinions of his contemporaries

by Helfert (already quoted), p. 410.
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the Archbishop of Vienna was a secondary considera-

tion, and the only real authorisation was that of the

officials in Paris. But what did one more brutality

matter to Napoleon, who had behaved brutally throughout

the entire marriage negotiation ? He was overjoyed at

being able to fold Marie Louise in his arms at Compi^gne
;

according to his view of the matter the blessing of the

Church would follow soon enough.



CHAPTER II

BIRTH OF THE KING OF ROME

When Napoleon, on February 6, formally compelled

Prince Schwarzenberg to complete the marriage con-

tract in all haste, was it his exclusive aim to assure

himself of Austria's consent by means of a solemn act,

or had he not other and more secret motives ?

It is more than probable that through this transaction

he intended to deprive the Court of Vienna of the possi-

bility of acquiring any political advantages from the

sacrifice made to him by the Emperor Francis, or of

adding any conditions to the marriage contract that

he would prefer to avoid fulfilling. This was a very

clever move on his part, which Vienna strove hard to

frustrate. Metternich, the leading Minister, went him-

self to Paris to try and recover there and then the lost

advantages. Armed with the entire confidence of his

Imperial master, and with no risk of being called to

account, he desired an audience with Napoleon in order

to demand the rescinding of the burdensome condi-

tions of the last Peace Treaty of 1809, which hindered

all development of Austria's internal forces. His

personal mediation ought now to make it possible for

the Monarchy to attain, through the marriage of the

Archduchess, what it had kept in view from the first.

The complaisance of the Imperial son-in-law would

provide the remedy for the healing of tliose wounds
inflicted durinij recent years.
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Metternich's ideal was so to increase Austria's military

power that she would be strong enough, not only to
" maintain the Austrian throne in its present lofty

position among the Powers of Europe, but also to defend

it against any future assaults from outside." ^ The
Emperor Francis was throughout in perfect agreement

with his Minister.^

Metternich began his journey almost at the same
time as the new Empress of the French. He overtook

her in Strassburg, whence he wrote to her father as

follows :
" The way she behaves is splendid and meets

with universal praise. She develops qualities which

are very necessary in this country ; on all occasions

she speaks with much grace and dignity and improvises

all her replies to the addresses presented to her, which

are generally couched in language very inferior to her

own." ^

When Metternich arrived at Compiegne, where the

Imperial Court was staying, he was astonished at the

affectionate way in which Napoleon devoted himself

to his young wife. " The Emperor, I assure 3'ou," he

writes on March 29, " is almost entirely taken up with

her ; he pays her the most assiduous attentions and
everything goes to prove how completely the Empress
fulfils his expectations. Her behaviour is in every

respect perfect ; winning, affable, yet dignified, she

gains all hearts, and among the Court officials opinion is

^ Metternich's Report, March 14, 1810.

^ Autograph reply from Emperor Francis to Metternich's Report

of March 14. " Placing the fullest confidence in your personality,

I have commissioned you to proceed to Paris in order to act for the good

of my Monarchy. I therefore impose on you the duty of doing your

utmost in our interests and of endeavouring to obtain for us the greatest

possible advantages, including the various subjects for negotiation

herewith proposed."
^ Metternich to the Euiptror Francis, Strassburg, March 23,

1610.
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unanimously in her favour." ^ This bears out what
Queen CaroHne IMurat said : that it was only necessary

to see Marie Louise in order to fall in love with her.^

The fresh, healthy, unspoiled disposition of the Arch-

duchess appealed in its simplicity to Napoleon, on

whom she made a similarly fascinating impression.

For that reason he wished to lead her to the altar with

an almost unprecedented pomp and splendour, when,

in Paris, the blessing of the Church was again to conse-

crate his second marriage.'^

Metternich was also to learn from the Empress herself

how happy she was in her new position. Marie Louise

invited the Austrian Minister to visit her, and told him
the Emperor had reproached her for not having sooner

received him in private audience.* He observed with

pleasure that, although lacking in experience, her womanly
instinct had already taught her how to adapt herself to

the Emperor's character, and that all her previous fear

of his overwhelming personality had now vanished.

Metternich was proud of the fact that Marie Louise was

greatly appreciated by the Emperor's family.^ Napoleon's

^ jSIetternich to Emperor Francis, Compiegne, March 29. Masson's

"Marie Louise," p. 117, states the contrary; he attributes the fact to

the bad influence of Madame Montebello.

* " Zinzcndorf's Diary," March 19, 1810. " The Queen of Naples said

it was enough merely to see the new Empress, the Archduchess Marie

Louise, to be in love with her."

^ Metternich to Emperor Francis, Compiegne, March 29, 18 10. He
adds to what has gone before :

" The preparations of all kinds are on

such an extensive scale that it is difficult, without having seen them,

10 form any idea of their magnificence."
"* Metternich to Emperor Francis, Paris, April 4, 18 10.

* Metternich to the Emperor Francis, Paris, April 16, 18 10. With

this opinion Queen Katherine of Westphalia also concurs. See the

correspondence published by Schlossberger, i., p. 29S. Marie

Louise herself writes to her father from Compiegne, April 22, 1810;
" I get on very well with the Emperor's family." Masson's " Marie

Louise," p. 116, states that Madame Montebello had raised endless
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mother assured him, with tears in her eyes, of the happi-

ness the Empress had conferred upon her son.'-

Although greatly pleased to know that his Archduchess

had learnt to adapt herself to Napoleon's disposition, he

was still more anxious to discover whether she had gone

so far as to establish an influence over him. To Metternich

it was of primary importance that time should provide

him with an instrument, in the person of the Empress,

through which he might exercise his influence upon the

Emperor. On this point he was fortunate in being able

to convey the most comforting assurances to his master,

and presented them to the Empress's father with a

freedom of speech few would have dared to use in ad-

dressing their sovereign.^

" The Emperor," so runs the gist of Metternich's

remarks, " is entirely taken up with her, and everything

proves to me that she begins to understand him thoroughly.

He has possibly more weaknesses than many other men,

and if the Empress continues to play upon them, as she

begins to realise the possibility of doing, she can render

the greatest services to herself and to all Europe. He is

so evidently in love with her "—he continues
—

" that he

cannot conceal his feelings, and all his customary ways
of life are subordinate to her wishes. He loads her daily

with presents, and her slightest wish is invariably antici-

pated ; their intimate relations are perfectly happy, and

—what pleases me most—she feels this completely.

Above all," concludes Metternich, flattered by the

success of his plan, " I can enjoy the pleasant con-

viction—since she herself assured me of the fact

—

that everything has turned out precisely as I had pre-

dicted. With her very straight, unprejudiced outlook,

disputes on questions of etiquette between the Empress and Napoleon's

sisters, which were always attributed to Marie Louise's pride.

' Metternich to the Emperor Francis, April i6, 1810.

' The same to the same, April 16, 1810.

C
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the Empress will succeed very well in her exalted but

difficult position." ^

The Emperor Francis, who had not parted from his

favourite child without misgivings as to her future, was
deeply touched by these tidings. Profoundly moved,

he wrote himself to Metternich in Paris :
" What you

tell me about my daughter in your despatch of April i6

gives me true joy and comfort ; God grant that her

marriage with the Emperor Napoleon may bring happi-

ness and a blessing to the whole world." ^

Napoleon, who was residing with Marie Louise at

Compiegne, whither he had also invited Metternich,

knew no rest until some account of the close and almost

idyllic ties between himself and the Empress had reached

Vienna. " Impress upon the Emperor," he said one day

to Metternich, " that his daughter is the most precious

gift he could have bestowed upon me. He in no way
deceived me, for the better I get to know her, the more

perfect I find her, and she is destined to bring me
happiness. Should this state of things ever come to

an end, the fault would not be yours, but mine ; all

reproaches would fall upon my head. My gratitude

therefore to the father who has confided such a treasure

to my care cannot be less than eternal." ^

It was b}/ her gentleness of heart, her piety,* and

other good qualities—rather those of a simple housewife

than of a great Princess—that Napoleon was most
^ IMetternich to the Emperor Francis, Paris, April i6, 1810.

^ The Emperor Francis to Metternich, Vienna, May 2, 18 10.

^ Metternich to the Emperor Francis, Compiegne, April 27, 18 10.

Archduke Ferdinand also writes, Compiegne, April 19, 18 10, to the

Emperor Francis :
" Thank God all goes well, and the Empress behaves

just as one could wish, and could not doubt she would do. The Emperor

is in his glory, and only one opinion prevails as to your daughter."
• Metternich to Emperor Francis, April 27, 1810. " The gentle piety

of his wife is a great merit in the e\'es of the Emperor ; he said to me
recently that without this quality she would lose for him half her attrac-

tion, which increases daily."
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attracted to his wife.^ He was never tired of repeating

to Metternich how he was now beginning to hve, for the

first time, how he had always longed for a home,^ and
now this dream had become a reality ; for this new exist-

ence he had to thank the excellent qualities of his wife.^

Under this influence, life at Court took a new and
different aspect to its former one. Easter week, the

solemn character of which had hitherto only been empha-
sised by the Emperor and Josephine's retired life, was
now celebrated in quite a different manner. Napoleon

gave orders that during this festival the same ceremonies

should take place as were customary at the Court of

Vienna.*

Court life also underwent other changes. Josephine

had always given audience to ladies in the morning.

Marie Louise departed from this custom and saw no
one in the early hours of the day, which she devoted

to music and drawing lessons, or to embroidery. At
any moment Napoleon would enter her room and,

sitting down by her at the piano, listen while she played.

While affairs of State were left to stagnate, the Emperor
spent the greater part of his time with his wife, walking

or driving with her. He interested himself in all she did.''

^ Metternich to Emperor Francis, April 27, 1810. "Extreme dis-

parities are so strongly united in a character like that of Napoleon,

that those qualities by which the Empress is allied to the good house-

wife class of women are what he values most."
- Ibid. " He (Napoleon) has told me twenty times that he had never

had a home, although he had often dreamed of one, but since his marriage

his dream had become a reality."
•'' Ibid. Paris, May 9. " Your Majesty," remarks Metternich

again in this letter, "who only knew your Imperial daughter in

her youthful and less independent days, would certainly find it

difficult to realise the admirable attitude which she maintains under

all circumstances."
* Metternich to the Emperor Francis, May 9, 18 10.

' See on this subject the interesting chapter " La lune de miel," in

Masson's " Marie Louise."
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He permitted her to invite five or six guests of her own
choice to their dinner-parties, but took care that place

should be made at her table for tliose people of im-

portance who had opposed his marriage with an Arch-

duchess. Marie Louise could not mistake his good in-

tentions to secure her friends and adherents, even

among her opponents, although at the same time, as a

subtle diplomatist, he promoted his own political ends.

In any case the Empress could have had but little of

the woman in her, if his assiduous attentions, seductive

amiability, and complete devotion had left her cold.

Her feelings for Napoleon became gradually more tender.

She already defended him against the malicious slanders

and defamation of character by which some people

tried to prejudice him with the Emperor F.ancis.^ From
Holland, where she was travelling with her husband, she

wrote to a friend washing her the same inimitable happi-

ness which had fallen to her own lot.^ It was said in

Vienna that she was so deeply in love with the Emperor
that she could not spend a single hour apart from him.^

A letter to her father confirms this :
" Wherever I am

with him I am truly happy." * Alluding to Napoleon's

evident love and tenderness, she remarked one day to

Metternich :
" All the world thinks that I fear the

Emperor ; I believe that he is afraid of me." ^

Their mutual relations grew ever more intimate when,

after repeated disappointments, it seemed at last certain

^ Marie Louise to Emperor Francis, Compiegne, April 22, 1810. "I
assure you, dearest papa, that many things are laid to the Emperor's

charge which he has never done, for the more intimately one knows

him, the better one learns to appreciate and love him."
^ " Correspondence de Marie Louise," p. 147.

^ " Zinzendorf's Diary," Vienna, June 15, iSio. "The Empress of

France is so much in love with her husband that she wept when, to

save her fatigue, he wished to leave her to rest at Antwerp."
* Marie Louise to Emperor Francis, Laeken, May 16, 18 10.

"' Metternich to Emneror Frinci-;. Paris, June 12, 1810.
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that Marie Louise was likely to become a mother. De-

pressed at first by the absence of hopeful indications,^

her happiness was all the greater when—although some-

what doubtfully in the early stages—the symptoms
became manifest. As confirmation of these hopes

was for some time lacking, Metternich thought it wise

to warn the Emperor, " who dreamt only of an heir,"

that he must not count too prematurely on this happi-

ness. He well knew the terrible depression which would

possess Napoleon should he be forced to give up the

hope of a successor to the throne.'"^ All the more heartily

did he share his joy when there was no longer any doubt

that Marie Louise was to become a mother. " The
Emperor," announced Metternich, " is in a state of

jubilation difficult to describe, and the Empress by
this situation obtains an ascendancy which she already

knows how to turn to account." '

As Marie Louise had endeavoured to influence her

husband for her father's benefit,* so one may conclude

that she now strove to support Metternich in his negotia-

tions with Napoleon. His chief aim was to induce the

Emperor to relax some oppressive conditions of the

Treaty of Vienna, and to win from him a frank and

unreserved declaration of his future policy.^ For this

he had elected the daughter of his sovereign as his chosen

ally, and he believed he had good reason to be satisfied

with her activity behind the scenes.

' The Empress Maria Ludovica (third wife of Emperor Francis)

to her husband :
" She (Marie Louise) is very depressed because as

yet there are no symptoms of pregnancy," Karlsbad, June 7, 18 10.

^ Metternich to the Emperor Francis, Paris, May 9, 18 10,

' The same to the same, Paris, July 9, 18 10.

* Marie Louise to her father, Compicgne, April 2, 1810. "I think

of you constantly, and speak of you almost every day with the Emperor.

I assure him daily that he could have no better friend than yourstlf,

and he believes as I do—who know it by experience—that no one could

be a better or more tender father than yourself."

^ Metternich to the Emperor Francis, Paris, July 9, 18 10.
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" The Emperor," he writes to Francis, " has now

reached a point from which Austria alone affords a

quieter outlook. His relations with the Empress, which

grow stronger day by day, have had a good deal to do

with this. Her Higlmess is beginning to acquire an

influence over him which is most important, and her

conduct is as unexceptionable in this as in all other

respects," ^

Metternich was fortunate in being in Paris at a moment
when entirely new relations were being formed between

the greatest States of Europe, regarding which he says :

" Please God, much good may result to your Majesty and to

the kingdom." ^ In a serious conversation with Napoleon

he achieved a piece of work which was " very complete

and instructive for the future." ^ Already he saw the

clouds of a threatening conflict between France and
Russia gathering afar. Convinced that he had placed the

interest of the State, of which he was leading Minister,

in the " clearest light," he saw in imagination Austria

reaching out towards new and important acquisitions.

He writes to the Emperor Francis : "It depends only on

your Majesty to occupy Belgrade." *

Towards the end of September Metternich returned

to Vienna, upheld by the consciousness that in the French

capital he had smoothed the way for a new and happy
alliance between Austria and France.^ At the same time

^ Metternich to Emperor Francis, Paris, July 20, iSio.

^ The same to the same, July 9, i8io.

^ Metternich to Emperor Francis, Paris, July 20, 1810. "True to

the principles laid down in my last dutiful despatch, to elucidate, so far

as is practicable, all questions without however precluding any indi-

vidual one, I hope to lay before your Majesty a very complete work

—

mstructive for the future—which I purpose sending by the next courier

as soon as I have finished drawing it up."
* The same to the same, July 20, 18 10.

* Metternich to Emperor Francis, July 17, 1810. "In this con-

flict between such great elements your Majesty's fair views cannot
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his mind was at ease concerning the happiness of Marie

Louise, in whom he had instilled the idea of sacrificing

everything for the good of the Monarchy.^ " I can only

repeat to you," writes the Empress herself to her father,

" how happy and contented I always am, and I am con-

vinced I always shall be. You will only realise it when
you come to know the Emperor personally, then you
will see how good and lovable he is in domestic life, and
what a noble-hearted man he is. I am persuaded that

you would love him too." ^

Napoleon, who loved his wife, not only for herself,

but now also on account of the expected child, was
more than ever kind and attentive. He counted on

the birth of a son with almost fatalistic certainty, and

followed the development of his desired happiness with

keen attention. Although no heroine, as she herself

remarks, Marie Louise looked forward fearlessly to the

hour of her trouble.^ She enjoyed the best of health,

as she states in a letter to her father on February 20.

" I am feeling very well, but take care of myself as

much as my horror of medical orders permits." ^ But
she was mistaken in assuming that this would be her

last letter to her father before her confinement. More
than once she was able to send him news before the

great event—which had been expected much sooner

—

actually took place.^ " I still feel pretty well," she

but triumph in the end, and in this conviction I find courage and

strength."

^ The same to the same, Paris, September 5, 1810. "The health

of her Majesty continues very good. She accompanies her husband

everywhere, and their intimate relations could not be better. Her gentle

and serene presence has won the affection and confidence of the whole

Imperial family. Their domestic happiness is safe on all sides, and I

cherish the conviction that it is assured for the entire future."

^ Marie Louise to her father, Paris, December 5, 18 lo,

' " Correspondance de Marie Louise," p. 151.

* Marie Louise to her father, Paris, February 20, 181 1,

» Ibid.
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writes to her Imperial father on March 5,
" except for a

sharp pain in my right side, and I am trying to arm
myself with courage and resolution for the moment of

my confinement. I hope to have an easy time, and
promise you I will lay up for at least a month, for I am
convinced that all my future health depends on this

moment." ^ At last the event seemed imminent. For
some time past every preparation had been made for

the reception of an Imperial heir ; and on the evening

of March 19 the whole Court, including its most repre-

sentative members, was assembled in the palace of the

Tuileries. The Empress needed all her fortitude for

the approaching hour, the most serious of her life. Things

did not go as smoothly as she had hoped. Her agonised

cries reached even the apartment where the Court was
assembled ; but this was only the beginning of her trouble,

since the doctors present—Corvisart and Dubois

—

declared that the child might not be born for another

twenty-four hours.

At six o'clock on the morning of March 20, Napoleon
took a bath to quiet his nerves, and was still in it when
Dubois, pale and trembling, reported to him at eight

A.M. that the greatest danger threatened both mother
and child, of whom the sex had already been ascertained.

" What would you do in a similar case if you were

attending the wife of a citizen ?
*' asked Napoleon, quickly

regaining his composure. " I should make use of in-

struments," was the concise reply. " Well then,"

answered Napoleon, " do exactly as if you were in the

house of a tradesman in the Rue Saint-Denis. Be careful

of both mother and child, and if you cannot save both,

preserve the mother's life for me." When, thus em-

powered by the Emperor, Dubois, instruments in hand,

approached the bedside, Marie Louise exclaimed plain-

tively :
" Ah ! because I am an Empress I must let myself

* Marie Louise to her father, Paris, March 5, iSii.
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be sacrificed." Napoleon, who had hurried at once to

her side, tried to cheer her by tender words of comfort,

although he himself stood as much in need of them as

his suffering wife. The man who, on the battlefield,

had been accustomed to the greatest horrors, dared

not look on at Dubois's operations. Dropping Marie

Louise's hand, and pale as death, he entered the adjoining

room where, oppressed by care and anxiety, he received

the reports which were brought to him every moment.
At last came the news that the mother's life was saved,

but the child appeared to be stillborn. Napoleon, deeply

grieved at first, was beside himself with joy when this

supposition was disproved, and five minutes later the

son—for such it was—gave oral evidence of life.^ The
Emperor, noticing his valet near him, said : " Well,

^ Before the birth of the King of Rome a French poet wrote the

following verse :

" Le sexe de I'enfant, espoir de la patrie,

Meme pour I'Empereur est encore un secret.

C'est la seule fois dans sa vie

Qu'il n'a pas su ce qu'il faisait."

After the birth, a Swiss, eighty years of age, parodied this little poem
in the following way :

" Le sexe de I'enfant, espoir de la patrie.

Pour I'univers entier cesse d'etre un secret.

L'Empereur a done su en d6pit de I'envie

Faire toujours ce qu'il voulait."

(From the Collections of Baron von Wessenberg, No. 15.

Translation of verses :

" The sex of the child, the hope of the country,

Remains a secret for the Emperor.
This is the first time in all his life

That he has not known what he was doing.

"The sex of the child, the hope of the country.

Has ceased to be a secret for the world.

The Emperor then has known, in spite of envy,

How to get \vl:at he wants as i'.;;ual."
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Constant, we have got a fine youngster at last, but he

has kept us a long time awaiting his pleasure." Then
he gave utterance to the oft-quoted words :

" My pages

and a lumdred and one salutes." At the same time

he exclaimed :
" This dear woman, what she must have

suffered ! At this price I desire no more children." ^

When, soon after lo a.m., the first salute of the cannon

resounded, every one stood still in the streets, in breathless

expectation whether the twenty-first report would be

followed by a twenty-second. Scarcely had its echo died

away, than from the throats of millions came the cry of

joy :
" Long live the Emperor !

" Even at the first salute

those who were at enmity forgot their grievances, but at

the twenty-second they fell into each other's arms.^

Scarcely an hour had elapsed after the birth of the King
of Rome before the renowned aeronaut, Madame Blan-

chard, mounted in her balloon, which had been held in

^ The city of Paris ordered for the King of Rome a cradle which was
to be executed from the designs of Pierre Prudlion by Odiot and Thomire
jointly. The exhibition of this cradle at the last Paris Exhibition

{1900) does away with the false legend suggested by French writers

of the last century. Paul Mantz, Charles Clement, Henri Havard
all state that this cradle was to be found in the " Musee des Souverains,"

or amongst the collections of national property. They frequently

mistake the cradle of the Duke of Bordeaux for that of the Duke of

Reichstadt. It is now difficult to prove exactly when the cradle of

the young Napoleon was brought to Vienna. It is, however, certain

that on April 4, 1826, " a small golden crown from the cradle of the

King of Rome," together with two Napoleonic relics—a writing-case

dating from the Hundred Days, and a drinking-glass—were purchased

at a sale of property for the Imperial collection of treasures at Vienna.

On October 8, 1833, Marie Louise presented to the collection of

treasures—preserved in the stables—a baby carriage that had belonged

to the Duke of Reichstadt, " as a suitable pendant to the cradle

of his deceased Highness, already in their possession," which places

its authenticity beyond a doubt. See on this subject, H. Modern's
" Jean Baptiste Claude Odiot," in " Kunst und Hand\\erk," 3rd year,

part iv. pp. 164, 165.

* Albert Vandal, " Napol6on et Alexandre," vol. iii. p. 120, note.
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readiness from an early hour. Amid the booming of guns

she set forth to spread the news of the event—by means
of printed bulletins—throughout the towns and villages

of France. -"^ The great and universal joy found eloquent

expression by day and night in meetings, processions,

pyrotechnic displays, illuminations, and all kinds of

occasional poems."^ Napoleon, from a window in the

Tuileries, looked out on the doings of the crowd, who
since early morning had assembled in the palace gardens.

Tears of joy ran down his cheeks. He had at last attained

that which he had so long desired. Here was now the

successor to his throne, who would give stability to his

dynasty ; in whom the French could behold their guar-

antee for an assured future, who would strengthen their

confidence in the Empire.

The Archduke Ferdinand, who was then in Paris,

conveys the public feeling in the following terms :
" One

may realise, but one cannot describe, what every one has

felt on this occasion." ^

With prophetic instinct, Metternich, at the nuptial

banquet in Paris, had raised his glass and drunk to the

health of the future King of Rome.* This title was

conferred on the Imperial child while he lay in his

cradle ; a title which, until the overthrow of the German
Empire by Napoleon, had always pertained to the House

of Hapsburg. It denoted the great change which in the

course of recent years had taken place in Europe. No
longer now, as in ages past, would the son of the German
Emperor bear the title of " King of Rome "

; it had

^ Georges Firmin-Didot, " Pages cl'Histoire," p. ii.

' Welschingcr, " Le Roi de Rome," p. 17, and Desire Lacroix, " Roi

do Rome et Due de Reichstadt," p. 31. In 1812 Goethe dedicated a

poem to the King of Rome, " Goethe's Works," Hempel's Edition,

vol. ii. p. 412.

" Archduke Ferdinand to the Emperor Francis, March 20, 18 10.

* Barante, " Souvenirs," vol. i. p. 318.
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passed to the heir of the Emperor of France.^ Nor had
Metternich, the Minister of the former Roman-Teutonic

Emperor, considered it offensive to announce in the

French capital itself—champagne-glass in hand—this

monstrous transformation. It could not, therefore,

have been a great surprise to Vienna when it was made
known that Napoleon's new-born heir was to bear the

imposing title of " King of Rome."
The first news of this great event was brought from

Strassburg by the Chef d'Escadron Robeleau. On
March 23, at 10.15 a.m.," he arrived in Vienna at the

Mariahilferlinie, whence he hastened direct to the French

embassy. Whilst Robeleau rushed breathlessly up the

staircase to Count Otto's apartments, his garrulous

servant was relating the sensational news to the wife

of the hall-porter. " A Prince !
" she cried aloud, and

instantly the carriage of the French courier was sur-

rounded by the crowd, which had already been attracted

by his arrival. The servant repeated his news. All

seemed electriiied by this embassy of joy. The people

ran to every part of the town, shouting as they went

:

^ In a book of German humorous poetry of the year 18 14, we find :

" Lieben Leute ! Kommt und seht

Eine Konigs-Majestat,

Die in Windeln eingepackt,

Sich bep . . . und bek ... 1
"

Which may be translated :

" Come, dear people, come and see

How his kingly Majesty,

Swaddled warmly by his nurse,

. . . his little bed and . . . . !

"

(Communicated to " Der Volkswitz der Deutschen iibcr den gestiirz-

ten Bonaparte," 1849, vol. i. p. 117.)

^ Report of Commissioner of Police Hoffmann, Vienna, March 23,

1811. M. T. Helfert, "Marie Louise," p. 195, gives, erroneously,

the date of Robeleau's arrival in Vienna as the 24th.
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" Our good Archduchess Marie Louise has a Prince.

What joy for our good Emperor !
" ^

In Marie Louise's home, as in Paris, her confinement

was celebrated as a joyful event both by the Court and

the people.^ Napoleon's enemies gave vent to their

anger at his good fortune by various spiteful remarks.

Count Pozzo di Borgo, a Corsican, who hated his fellow-

countryman, remarked to Sir Stratford Canning in a

London drawing-room :
" Wait for the end. Napoleon

is a giant who bends down the mighty oaks of the

primeval forest ; but some day the woodland spirits

will break from their disgraceful bondage, then the

oaks will suddenly rebound and dash the giant to earth

again." ^ In Vienna, too, it was boldly said :
" In a

few years we shall have this King of Rome here as a

beggar-student." * A sinister prophecy, which troubled

few in 181 1. Nearly all, however, were dazzled by
Napoleon's successes, and Count Otto, his ambassador in

Vienna, celebrated his sovereign's triumph at a grand

banquet given in his honour.^

Marie Louise revelled in bliss. With proud satisfaction

she gazed on the beautiful child, the hope of France and

of his father. " The birth of my son," she writes to the

Duke Albert of Saxe-Teschen, " increases, if possible,

the felicity which has been my lot since my union with

the Emperor, I cherish the desire that the child may
resemble his father and, like him, make the happiness of

^ Account by Commissioner of Police Hoffmann, Vienna, March 23.

M. d. T.

- In the illuminations of March, 18 10, among the transparencies

was one that predicted thav Marie Louise should have a male-

child ("Kind mit Zipfel "). " Zinzcndorf's Diary," March 13,

iSio.

' Adolf Schmidt, " Zeitgcm'jssischc Geschichten," p. 4.

* Helfert (already quoted).
•'' Maret, Duke of Bassano, to Napoleon, Paris, May 31, 181 1. Minis-

try of Forci.gn Affairs in Paris.
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all who surround him." ^ The Archduke Ferdinand

reports to the Emperor :
" The baby is very much alive

and could not be healthier or more beautiful than he is."
^

The Imperial Prince, who had already received the

names of " Napoleon Francis Joseph Charles " at the

private baptism on the evening of March 20, was now
to be publicly christened with great pomp in the Cathedral

of Notre-Dame on June 9. The streets through which the

Imperial procession was to take its way were thronged

with countless multitudes, attracted—according to an ill-

natured observer—more from curiosity than from loyalty.^

If one may believe this eyewitness, the Russian diplomatist

Tchernitcheff, there was on this day but little of the

enthusiasm and jubilation that had been so striking a

feature on March 20. He relates that murmurs were

heard among the people, and even sharp shrill whistles,

as Napoleon, surrounded by his satellites, rode through

the Arc de Triomphe.* The Russian explains the reasons

of this sudden change by the fact that the Parisians,

whose poverty had steadily increased in consequence

of bad trade, felt injured at this display of magnificence.^

Might it not rather have been the tidings, recently re-

ceived, of a fresh defeat of the French in Spain (the

battle of Albuera, May 4) that had put the Parisians out

of humour ?
'^ If the people really exhibited such a

hostile attitude during the christening ceremony, it is easy

to comprehend tliat it could not have escaped the

keen glance of the Emperor. Tchernitcheff also informs

his sovereign that Napoleon during the whole ceremony

^ Marie Louise to Duke Albert, St. Cloud, April 25, 18 11. Archduke

Frederick's Archives, Vienna.
- Archduke Ferdinand to the Emperor Francis, Paris, April 13, iSir,

^ " Ruskavo Sbornik," vol. xxi. p. 177. Tchernitcheff's account to

Alexander I., Paris, June 5, 17, 181 1.

* " Ruskavo Sbornik," vol. xxi. p. 178.

' Ibid. p. 1 78. " Ibid. p. 179,
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looked straight in front of him in morose silence. Only

when he took the infant in his arms to show him to the

Paris crowd, did a gleam of joy light up his face.^ The

child enraptured him. Like Henry IV., the great

sovereign was often to be found lying on the ground play-

ing with his little son.^ He loved to play all manner

of tricks upon him. Already the infant was brought

by his governess regularly at breakfast-time to the

Emperor's room. One of his great jokes was to dip the

child's finger in gravy and smear his face with it. Another

time he would place his Majesty the King of Rome
in front of a looking-glass and make faces at him. If

the little fellow—frightened at the sight—cried, Napoleon

would pretend to scold him :
" How, sir, you are crying !

What, a king, and crying ! Fie, fie, how shocking !

"

Once he thrust his hat on the child's head so that it

came down over his nose and also buckled his sword

round him. He laughed heartily when the little feet

got into difficulties with the long sword and the baby
tottered comically from side to side.

Marie Louise's treatment of her little one was very

different. Although not less fond of him than her

husband, and always as careful for his welfare,^ she showed

more dignity towards her son than Napoleon, who
always beamed with joy at the mere sight of him. While

the Emperor at times handled the child almost roughly,

^ In grandiose style, Victor Hugo in his poem " Napoleon II."

interprets the Emperor's feelings when he represents him proudly

saying :
" The future, the future, the future is mine !

" See Victor

Hugo's complete works, edition of 1880, vol. ii., p. 46.

^ On April 21, 181 1, Marie Louise writes :
" The Emperor is astonish-

ingly good to him, carrying him about in his arms ; he is quite

childish about him, and already insists on giving him food, which,

however, generally upsets him." Helfert (already quoted), p. 201.

^ Marie Louise to her father, Trianon, July 22, 181 1. " My son and
the Emperor are both very well ; my son grows strong and beautiful,

but he begins already to suffer from teething, which makes me a little

anxious."
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she hardly ventured to take him in her arms or press him
to her heart. There was no doubt that father, mother,

and child offered a picture of the most intimate conjugal

bliss to all who had the entry at Court. " I am con-

vinced," writes the Empress to her father, " that you
would be delighted could you see my domestic happiness

with your own e3^es."
^

Notwithstanding these assurances, there were constant

rumours in Vienna regarding the relations between

Marie Louise and Napoleon which were represented in a

sinister light. It was said the Empress was unhappy
in her married life, and was daily becoming thinner,

owing to her mortification at her husband's infidelity

with Queen Hortense and other ladies of the Court."'^

Thus rumour effected that which was actually intended :

the disquietude of the Emperor Francis as to his daughter's

fate.^ Tettenborn, the Austrian despatch-bearer, who
brought the official tidings of Marie Louise's confine-

ment to Vienna, was questioned by Francis as to whether

these reports were all true. On learning the contrary,

he burst into tears of joy.* The Viennese police, com-

missioned to inquire into the origin of these malicious

calumnies, soon discovered the focus of the intrigue.

Strangely enough, it was Garonne, the French secretary

to the Embassy, who confided to his mistress, Frau von

Abel, that Napoleon cherished no love for his wife and

sought compensation " in the lap of Marshal Lanne's

widow," an obvious lie, emanating from the Quartier St.

Germain.^

^ Marie Louise to her father, Paris, December 9, 18 11.

^ Police report of January 20, 18 12. M. I.

•'' Maret to Napoleon, Paris, May 31, 181 1. Archives of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Paris.

* Ibid. This was related to the Duke of Bassano by Tettenborn him-

self on his return from Vienna.

* Hager to Metternich, 1S12 (January or the beginning of February)

M. I.
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The greater part of these calumnies, however, sprang

from those circles in Vienna, numerically strong, which
represented the Russo-English faction, and sought at all

costs to embroil the Emperor Francis with his son-in-law.

To this party, the marriage of Marie Louise had seemed

a crime from the first. But now that a collision between

Alexander and Napoleon became more probable every

day, it could not do otherwise than press forward with

all the more vehemence to the undoing of the concord

between Paris and Vienna. Poison must be dropped

into the heart of the Emperor-father in order to render

him inaccessible to the blandishments of Napoleon.

Even were the Emperor Francis's parental anxieties

alleviated, he could not but admit that in giving his

daughter to Napoleon he had made a sacrifice for which

the duration of peace did not compensate. In the

very day of rejoicing over the birth of the King of Rome,
the report of an inevitable collision between France and
Russia appeared like an ominous spectre.

Even while ^Metternich tarried in Paris, it became
evident to him that the relations between the Paris

Cabinet and the Court at St. Petersburg were much
disturbed and would inevitably lead to an outbreak of

hostilities. Napoleon himself, on February 3, 1811,

assured the Austrian Ambassador, Prince Schwarzenberg,

that since his nuptials with Marie Louise coldness and
distrust had replaced the previous friendship between
himself and Alexander I. This event constituted only

the external ground of offence. The actual causes of

dissension lay much deeper, and belonged rather to the

period before the betrothal of Napoleon and the Arch-

duchess. They originated from the time when in 1809
Russia refused to take active part in the war against

Austria, The Franco-Russian Alliance was shattered

when the French Junperor desired to make the Duchy of

Warsaw into a bulwark against the vast Empire of the

D
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North. Since then all attempts to revive the crippled

alliance between the two Imperial Courts had been useless,

and now Alexander trembled at the thought that Napoleon
might at length bend even him beneath the yoke and
reduce him to a vassal, like the other Princes of Europe.

Even the bare idea that his former ally might be pre-

paring such a destiny for him caused him great agitation.

In this frame of mind he rebelled against Napoleon.

Astounding commotion prevailed throughout Europe
when the Russian Emperor raised a protest against the

incorporation of Oldenburg into the French Empire
;

thus espousing the cause of a little State that had
formerly belonged to a near relative of his house. But
in reality it was not the annexation of Oldenburg which

incited Alexander to this bold step ; it served merely

as a cloak to hide his wrath and anxiety at the aggrandise-

ment of Warsaw. The Tsar did not doubt for a moment
that Napoleon secretly intended to raise ancient Poland
to its former dignity, which would inevitably lead to the

dismemberment of Russia. This dangerous situation

caused Alexander to turn his attention to Vienna, in

order to win over and separate from France that Court

which he had left helpless in its hour of need. But
Metternich distrusted Russia ; he feared that the St.

Petersburg Cabinet might be reconciled to Napoleon,

and that at Austria's expense. Far from hastening to

range himself on the side of his northern neighbour,

he was filled with malicious joy that the latter

should nov/ be obliged to sue for an alliance with the

Monarchy, or at least bid for its neutralit3^ So little

confidence had the Austrian Minister for Foreign Affairs

in the power of Russia, that he thought its subjection

inevitable. On this assumption it seemed to him a

political precept not to involve the State which he

guided in the downfall of Russia.^ Austria's welfare

* Demelitsch, " Metternich und seine auswlirtige Folitik," p. 414.
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appeared to hiin at the present time to rest exclusively

upon the closest union with France, in the perfecting of

the system marked out by Napoleon's marriage with the

Archduchess. By a meeting between the rulers of France

and Austria their friendly relations would win a far-

reaching and visible expression in the face of the whole

world.

At Dresden, where the Emperor Francis with his

consort Maria Ludovica, and Napoleon, accompanied by
Marie Louise, arranged to meet, it was to be openl\^

proclaimed that the family tie between the Imperial

Courts on the Seine and .the Danube had been drawn
still closer by the birth of the King of Rome.
The parts were now exchanged. Once upon a time,

at Tilsit and at Erfurt, the French and the Russian

Emperors had shared in the dominion of Europe ; but

now Napoleon and Francis were at Dresden, to the

exclusion of Russia, in order to come to an understanding

as to the future destiny of the Continent. Would the

friendly union of the two Princes endure ? Or did it

not already hold the germ of destruction ? At first it

really seemed as if the policy of the Franco-Austrian

system had come forth strengthened by the Dresden

meeting. But, built upon insecure foundations and
without the intimate concurrence of Austria, this system

could not but fall to the ground and tend to the over-

throw of the Napoleonic dynasty, to ensure the security

of which its founder had divorced Josephine and be-

stowed his hand upon Marie Louise.

We will pursue in the next chapter the development

of this drama, which was to rob the Imperial Prince of

his throne.



CHAPTER III

THE DOWNFALL OF THE EMPIRE

Napoleon had not led home the daughter of an Emperor
merely to endow Europe at last with the long-desired

peace ; but rather with the intention of adding yet

another glittering leaf to his crown of fame. He com-

pletely disillusioned all who had expected that the peace

of the Continent would follow upon his marriage. He
was already thinking again of v/ar. Alexander I. of

Russia, his former ally, was now to be vanquished, in

order to remove from his path the last hindrance to his

dominion over the world. But he did not resolve on

this step so light-heartedly as is generally supposed.^

Instinctively, he could not but forebode that such a

combat of giants might entail a struggle for bare ex-

istence. It must have been of essential importance

to him to attach Austria to his banner in order to

strengthen his powers for this tremendous undertaking.

Metternich stood by the French Emperor, not from

enthusiasm, but from the compelling instinct of preserva-

tion. At the same time he wanted to secure for his

country, by means of the alliance with France, the

restoration of the territories lost in the peace of 1809.

Napoleon offered as the price of co-operation the possession

of the principalities on the Danube, but Metternich would

have nothing to say to them because of their unproduc-

^ Sybel's " Ilistoiische Zeitschrift," vol. xliv., p. 439 ; Barante,

vol. i., p. 331.
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tiveness.^ The Minister claimed before everything else the

restoration of the Illyrian provinces,' together with the

guarantee of GaUicia. Only such an acquisition, he

thought, could place the participation in a Franco-Russian

war—so thoroughly unpopular in Austria—in a more
favourable light. ^ On this basis the treaty of alliance

was brought about on March 14, 1812, by which Austria

was pledged to provide an auxiliary subsidy of thirty

thousand men.'*

The friendship just concluded between the two Courts

was, for the time at all events, more firmly welded

together in Dresden. There, in the capital of Saxony,

at Napoleon's instigation, the rulers of France and

* Confidential despatch from Metternich to Schwarzcnberg, Viennaj

January 24, 18 12.

" The countries in question (the principalities of the Danube) bring in

nothing ; they furnish no men and are simply uncultivated lands which

could only be made profitable by means of capital we do not possess,

and should not think of investing in such uncertain securities."

' Ibid. " The most important question is, without doubt, that of the

acquisition of the provinces of lUyria."

* Ibid. "The co-operation of France and Austria is still very un-

popular with us. We prove, in fact, that we do not attach any extra-

ordinary value to this consideration. The Emperor knows too well

that every government should show sufiicient respect for public

opinion to endeavour to lead it as a means of ruling, but must not

be ruled by it ; he is equally well aware that public opinion always

follows the event. If it were possible to induce Napoleon to allow us

to give out some assurances of the future restoration of the Illyrian

provinces to Austria, if he himself would give support to this opinion

by falling in to some extent with our meaning, he would double our

strength."

* Article 5 of the Convention set forth that in the event of the restora-

tion of Poland, Napoleon should specially guarantee GaUicia to the

Emperor of Austria, to whom he had already promised possession of

it ; and paragraph 6 runs as follows :
" That should it please the

Emperor of Austria to cede to Poland part of GaUicia in exchange

for the Illyrian Provinces, Napoleon must pledge himself to agree

to the exchange." See Demelitsch, " Metternich und deasen au«-

wiirtigc PoUtik," vol. i., p. 518.
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Austria met in personal interview. Metternich, who
never doubted for a moment but that the French Emperor
would inflict a crushing defeat upon Russia, was over-

joyed that Francis and Napoleon had come to such an

excellent understanding, contrary to all expectation.
" We had," he writes from Dresden on May 23, " very

excellent reasons for being satisfied with our visit.

Napoleon is full of blandishments towards us. Both
parties are mutually pleased, and the good result of

the meeting will be that in future they will continue

to estimate each other as they do to-day." ^

In spite of all assertions to the contrary,^ this state

of mutual satisfaction continued till the last day of

the sojourn in Dresden.^ Metternich was glad he had
succeeded, during his intercourse with Napoleon, in

settling all the affairs he had at heart.* He left the

Saxon capital with the consciousness that, while there,

he had effected everything that could be desired under

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Dresden, May 23, 18 12. In this letter,

Metternich mentions the following remark of Napoleon :
" You are

right, your Emperor is a hundred times superior to what I believed.

Every moment he reduces me to silence." Hudelist had to represent

the leading Minister during his absence. " His department (Hudelist's)

is that of Home Affairs," says Metternich in the despatch of August 11,

1813, " according to our organisation, one of the most important and

difficult." On August 13, 1813, Metternich proposed him as Councillor

of State, an appointment which was shortly afterwards conferred on

him. Despatch of August ii.

^ Demelitsch (already quoted), p. 535.
^ Metternich to Hudelist, Dresden, May 25, 18 12. " Both the

Emperors are thoroughly pleased with one another, and the most

favourable results will follow from our stay here."

See also Krones, " Aus dem Tagebuch Erzherzog Johanns," 1810-

1815, p. 62.

* Idem, Prague, June 3, 18 12. "I have finished all the business

which I had set myself to do in Dresden." Th's referred to the ex-

hausted state of the Austrian finances, so that the pay of the auxiliary

subsidies had to be provided from the central exchequer of the French

army, as ah advanced loan.
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existing circumstances. He thus sums up the final

result of the interview : "In short, we have every

reason to be satisfied with our situation. Looking

into future contingencies as thoroughly as I do, I am
daily more convinced that no other line of action can

be pursued, short of taking the direct road to ruin." ^

But though Metternich outwardly ranged himself on

Napoleon's side, in his inmost soul he remained hostile

to him. He was anxiously striving to prevent the

destiny of his country from being permanently linked

with the fortunes of France.^ It was, in fact, his leading

aim to secure a free hand for Austria's policy under all

circumstances. Thoroughly convinced that Alexander

would be defeated (as Napoleon had prophesied) at the

first encounter,^ he sought nevertheless to prevent the

rupture of all relations with his northern neighbour.

Intercourse was resumed, though in all secrecy, with

Count Stackelberg, the Russian envoy, a man whom he

highly esteemed on account of his moral character and

upon whom he thought he could rely.* With the same

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Prague, June 6, 1812.

* Metternich to Hudehst, Prague, June 19. " You will see that I

have been very assiduous in trying to keep the Alliance carefully

separate from future conditions of war, and have tried to give it the

colouring under which the embassy have to present it."

^ The same to the same, Dresden, May 26, 1812. "This country

(Russia) lies already outside Europe, for in Europe its voice is no longer

heard." The samo to the same, without date or address, but it must
in any case have been written after June 22. " The state of things

is much the same. Nai:oleon seems to be quite sure of the matter."

Hudelist was also convinced of Russia's downfall. On July i he writes

from Vienna to Metternich :
" The die is cast, and by now the Rubicon

has probably been left far behind by the French army. The destiny

of Russia will be fulfilled."

* Metternich to Hudelist, in answer to the latter's letter of June 23,

1812. "Moreover you can rely entirely on Count Stackelberg's moral
character. In him are united principles and partiality to the

Chancellor which are all in our favour." Later on, July 15, Metter-

nich writes again in reply :
" Every day you will have further opportuni-
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intention he wanted to keep in touch with Count Harden-
berg, the Hanoverian ambassador, as the representative

of Engnsh interests.^ Both these great Powers must be

made to understand that, in any case, no inference was
to be drawn from the raising of the auxihary corps as

to the future demeanour of the Court at Vienna.'- Metter-

nich found himself in a very dehcate situation. All

his foresight and prudence were needed—on the one

side not to awaken the suspicion of Napoleon, who did

not trust him in any case ; and, on the other, not to

repel the Russians, who looked upon him as a foe.^

So, while he v/as tacking to and fro, and awaiting the

issue of a first battle, in order that he might rise or

fall with the tide,* Napoleon had sent the Empress
Marie Louise from Dresden to remain for some time

in Prague. In this way a visible proof was once more
to be offered to the world of the close intimacy which

existed between the Courts of Vienna and Paris. How
delighted was Marie Louise to return for a while to

her family circle ! The good news which reached her

from Russia and Paris as to the excellent health of her

husband and son completed her happiness." But just

when she flattered herself that the Emperor would soon

ties of being convinced uiiat a straight course Count Stackelberg takes

in every occurrence great or small, and how little of a Russian he is

(in an unfavourable sense)."

^ The same to the same, Prague, June 13.

- The same to the same. In anr-Aver to Hudelist's letter of July 16,

18 1 2, it states that Stackelberg is to confine himself to the point at issue.

" That the actions of the auxiliary corps are separate from those of

the Government, and must remain so."

^ The following utterance by Metternich is interesting as an answer

to Hudelist's letter of July 14, 1S12. '' Our whole endeavour is to keep

Gallicia tranquil, and it will certainly be attained. A new proof of the

excellence of the party we have espoused will be, you may venture to

assert, the final result to Russia itself."

* The same to the same, in answer to Hudelist's letter of July i, 18 12.

'' " Correspondance de Marie Louise," pp. 158, 159.
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be returning, crowned with fresh lanrcls from the Russian

battlefields,^ the most bitter disappointment awaited

her. Contrary to all rules of strategy, he had pene-

trated too far into a country where he had to cope not

only with a strenuous opponent in the shape of the

religious fanaticism of old Russia, but also with hunger

and cold.

He, so far the most cunning of men, now became
himself the victim of an enemy's cunning. Instead of

following the dictates of prudence and making a timely

retreat in good order, Napoleon clung tenaciously to

the hope of compelling the Tsar to make peace on his

own territory. The Russians feigned to accede to

these proposals, thus luring on the French intruder

until the precious moment for retreat was irretrievably

lost, and the deadly cold had wrought unheard-of de-

vastation in the ranks of his army." Moreover, he

dallied too long in Moscow, which the incendiary's

torch had converted into a heap of ruins.

Napoleon does not seem to have immediately measured

the whole significance of the moral impression which

would be produced by his defeat in the snow-covered

steppes of Russia. He was inclined to ascribe his failure

to the disposition of the elements, rather than to his

own errors of judgment. But he could not conceal

from himself the meaning of the Emperor Francis's

exclamation on hearing the news of the evacuation of

Moscow : " The moment has arrived for me to show

^ " Correspondance de Marie Louise," p. i6i.

' Colonel Count Latour, whom Prince Schvrarzenbcrg had sent on a

mission to the French headquarters, writes on December 19, 1812 :

" There is no doubt that the Russians have been completely successful

in deceiving the Emperor Napoleon during the whole time of his stay

in Moscow, causing him to believe that they were in earnest about the

resumption of negotiations for peace ; his army shared in this decep-

tion, believing the promise given by tlte Emperor of a speedy return

home."
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the Emperor of the French who I am." ^ At length

the hour of release from the oppressive yoke of Napoleon

had struck.^ Metternich, like his master, believed the

time had come for crying " Halt " to the boundless

ambition of the Corsican. Yet nothing was further

from the Austrian Minister's intention than the de-

thronement of Francis's son-in-law, w-ho was hurrying

from Russia to Paris to conjure new hosts out of the

earth. Meanwhile, the Court of Vienna was actuated

by the desire to put an end to the war and restore peace

to Europe. This is very evident from the letter which

Francis wrote to Marie Louise when there was a question

of appointing her to the Regency in Napoleon's absence,

and of her solemn coronation. The Emperor writes :

" In this plan of your husband's you must see a great

and flattering proof of his trust. God grant that

events may not oblige you to make use of this confidence.

Yet should it be otherwise ordained by Providence

—

follow the example of your ancestors, follow the counsel

of a father rich in years and experience ; seek your

happiness in the love of the people entrusted to your

care, and gain this love by the maintenance of peace

^ Oncken, " Oesterreich und Preussen im Befreiungskrieg," vol. i.

p. 40.

* In " Der Volkswitz der Deutschen iiber den gestiirzten Bona-

parte," 1849-1S50, we find in vol. ix. p. 182, some nonsense verses

entitled :
" Napoleon untcrrichtet den Konig von Rom im A.B.C."

" Bei A, heisst esnoch : AUons, Angefangen, Aber, Aufmerksam, Achte,

Auf, Alles. Bei \V, lautet es schon anders : Wohin ? Wie Wird
Werden ? V.'ehrlos ! (Napoleon wird ohnmachtig). Wie Wird ?—Wehe,
Wehe ! Wohlriechend Wasser ! Den X, den Y, den Z, soil schon

mit Nachdruck die Kosaken lehren, Bleib du nur ruhig hiibsch zu Bett."

Roughly translated as follows :
" A stands for Away, At 'em, Atten-

tion Avenge and Annihilate, all to Arms. With W. Napoleon changes his

tune : Whither ? Where and oh Whither Wend We ? Weaponless

(Napoleon faints). Where Will We be ? W'oe, woe, perfumed Water !

The Cossacks make us learn our X, Y, Z, but you stay quiet, little one,

in bed,"
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at home and abroad. By means of the latter you

will safeguard your son's rights and secure the in-

heritance which his father has acquired and bequeathed

to him." ^ Little as Francis and Metternich desired

to wrest the crown from Napoleon, they were not in-

clined to let the favourable opportunity they had gained,

thanks to the Russian campaign, slip by unutilised.

Austria must now secure that commanding attitude of

which she had been so long deprived. The Court of

Vienna must be raised to a more imposing status both

in the eyes of France and of victorious Russia. After

the two opponents had torn each other asunder a kind

of equilibrium might be restored to the Powers, and

Austria might assume the office of mediator and peace-

maker.^ Metternich was too crafty not to know that

his voice would ring hollow unless enforced by a con-

siderable number of bayonets ; therefore the needful

preparations were actively carried on.^

It could not escape Napoleon's sharp-sightedness that

the ways of the Court of Vienna were now running

counter to his own. With unmistakable displeasure

he remarked to Bubna :
" I accepted your intervention

for peace, but an armed mediator does not suit me."
But just this kind of mediation was Metternich's fore-

most aim. It formed the basis from which a command-
ing and honourable position towards all parties could

be maintained, and was the more important because

the King of Prussia had gone over to the Russian camp
after the treaty of Kalisch (February 28). Metternich

wanted to take up an independent line of his own,

^ Undated. This letter is characteristic because it i3 written entirely

in Metternich's own hand, and recapitulates the Minister's opinions.

^ Metternich's Despatch of February 3, 18 13. Luckwaldt, " Oester-

reich und die Anfange des Befreiungskrieges, von 1813,'" p. 90.

^ As to these preparations see Criste, " Der Beitritt Oesterreichs

im Jahre, 18 13," in the Royal and Imperial Archives of War in Vienna,

1892, pp. 2202-27.
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without allowing his plans to be influenced either by the

allied Prussians and Russians, or by Napoleon. He
continued to withdraw more and more from the French

Emperor's sphere of activity, in order to bring about

a rapprochement with the Russians and Prussians.^

Surprising though it may sound, it is nevertheless

true that the Austrian Minister would have preferred

to throw down the gauntlet ^ to Napoleon on the spot.

But the Emperor Francis would not hear of a war with

his son-in-law. As it was, Metternich had a hard fight

with his sovereign to prevent him from hindering the

preparations for war.^ It is incorrect, therefore, to

state that the Austrian Minister and Stadion were in

opposition, and to ascribe the work of unification between

Russia, Prussia, and Austria entirely to Stadion's energy.*

Metternich was completely at one with his representative

^ Metternich to Stadion (in his own hand), Gitschin, June 13, 1813.

" Napoleon's proceedings at this moment are entirely calculated upon

the personalities of the Emperor of Russia and our master. He thinks

he can induce the former to negotiate promptly and privately (Cou-

laincourt's embassy to Alexander I.), and the latter to leave the allies

in the lurch. When he has fallen between two stools he will cease to

shilly shally."

' Metternich to Stadion (his own handwriting), Gitschin, June 8,

18 13. "As for me, I would have struck long since, but the Emperor
is more unwilling than ever. My position in this matter is not cheerful

any more than yours, but what is to be done ? Short of throwing the

handle after the hatchet, which simply means at this juncture certain

and instantaneous death to the monarchy—I can only follow the plan

I submit to you."
^ The same to the same, Vienna, May 24, 18 13. "It would be

difficult to be more disinclined for war than our Emperor is at present

—

increasingly so day by day ; and it is only his reason, which has, how-

ever, the upper hand over his emotions, that compels him not to relax

his military operations. I shall do all I can not to depart from the

path in which we are completely estabUshed." On June 8 he writes

to Stadion :
" As to the military measures taken by us, you can rely

upon their being extensive and active. The Emperor is thoroughly

convinced of this necessity. L'appetit viendra peut-6tre en mangeant."
* This is what Luckwaldt asserts from source already quoted, p. 275.
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in the Russo-Prussian camp ; and Stadion, in signing the

secret treaty of Reichenbach on June 27, 1813, was only

acting in the spirit of his chief's intentions.^ Not only

the Emperor Francis's love of peace, but also the

prejudices which prevailed at the headquarters of the

Russians and Prussians, restrained Metternich for the

time being from unfurling the banner of war.^ He
therefore adhered to the policy enjoined upon him by
the Emperor Francis's predilections for peace, which

was based on the principle of being prepared for war
whilst in practice inculcating peace, or at all events

insisting on negotiations which would lead to it.^ For

that reason he begged Stadion to act as soon as possible

the part of " m6diateur dictateur."^

His object seemed to be attained by the treaty of

Reichenbach.^ Would Napoleon, however, recognise the

armed mediation of Austria and fall in with the con-

ditions she might impose ? He made a last attempt,

^ Metternich to Stadion (in his own hand), Gitschin, June 8, 1813.

* ?*Ietternich to Stadion (his own handwriting), undated. " Try to

make them (the Russians and Prussians) understand ; induce them to

expect more from peace than from a war they do not know how to

wage
;

plans they cannot carry out even after brilliant victories

which it would be difficult not to recognise as such."

* The same to the same (his own handwriting), Vienna, June 28, 1813.

"... you must know that our theory (doubly underlined by Metter-

nich) is to be war, and our praclice, peace or negotiation that leads to

peace, whilst with the Emperor peace is really the basis of all his desires."

^ Tlie same to the same, undated (his own writing). " As far as you
possibly can set yourself up—in a word—as a mediator dictator."

' By the treaty of Reichenbach the Emperor Francis pledged himself

to unite his forces with those of Russia and Prussia, in case Napoleon
should not accept the conditions imposed upon him by Austria before

July 20. These were: (i) The surrender of the Duchy of Warsaw,
and the division of its provinces between Russia, Austria and Prussia ;

(2) The extension of Prussia by the addition of the town and territory

of Dantzig
; (3) The restoration of the lllyrian Provinces to Austria ;

(4) The restoration of the Hansa towns, or at least of Hamburg and
Liibcck." -^
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by means of a personal interview with Metternich, to

induce the Court of Vienna to observe neutrality—even

though an armed neutrality. It was a great historic

moment when Napoleon and Metternich met face to

face, on June 26, at the Markolini Palace in Dresden,

and the Emperor tried by mingled threats and flatteries

to win over the Austrian Minister to his side.-^ All

Napoleon's persuasive cajoleries were shattered against

Metternich's " iron front" ; while, upheld by the con-

sciousness of the new and powerful development of

his country,^ he repulsed all attacks made upon the

position he had assumed. The Emperor Francis's

representative—in his own words—" had fought bravely"

and compelled Napoleon, after an " unparalleled struggle,"

to accept the armed intervention of Austria, which

appeared to him to offer an immediate prospect of

peace. " Tell your mama," he wrote to his daughter

Marie, on July 2, 1813, " that I have returned from

Dresden in a contented frame of mind, and that on the

last day of my visit I had to carry on an encounter

—

which lasted over six hours—with the Emperor Napoleon,

from which I emerged so triumphantly that he embraced
me in the end. . . . Within a short time we shall have

peace, or else an appalling war, and then I shall have

the pleasure of joining in the campaign. But, bearing

in mind the first moral victory which I have just gained

over the Emperor, I still venture to hope for peace." *

^ Metternich's Despatch, Dresden, June 26, 9 p.m. " It consisted of

the oddest mixture of heterogeneous subjects, violent outbursts alternat-

ing with friendliness." This is the exact wording which has undergone

some alteration from Oncken, vol. ii., p. 385 ; see Metternich's " Nach-

gelassene Papiere," vol. i. p. 150.
'' Despatch, June 28. In the original it runs :

" was wir zur Stunde

erwirkten." Oncken, vol. ii. p. 395, prints it " bewirkten," which does

not express the meaning as well.

' Metternich to his daughter Marie, Gitschin, July 2, 1813. Docu-

ment relating to Prince Metternich's Axchives.
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The interval which was to bring about the attain-

ment of this aim was not long. By midnight on August 10

the preliminaries of peace had to be settled. On the

stroke of 12 p.m. Austria was to declare war in case the

preliminaries were not signed. The Congress was sitting

in Prague, and the inexorable limit of August 10 drew

ever nearer, yet the first step towards an agreement had
not been taken, while, to use Metternich's drastic phrase,

Napoleon struggled against the opening of any negotia-

tions " like a devil in a vessel of holy water." ^ Even
at the last hour, when all hope of a peaceful settlement

of the differences seemed to have vanished, the Emperor
Francis made a final attempt to influence his son-in-law

through the medium of Marie Louise.^ But Napoleon
did nothing to comply with the Emperor's heartfelt

wish. Metternich, too, no longer reckoned upon the

possibility of peace, but rather directed things in such a

manner as to prevent all chance of it.^ Napoleon, in his

infatuation, actually let the loth of August pass without

heeding the warning to yield. At 12 o'clock (midnight)

the Congress was declared to be dissolved, and by i a.m.

Metternich had laid Austria's declaration of war before

^ Metternich to Stadion, Brandeis, July 25, 1813. "Napoleon
se bat contra la negociation comme un diable dans un benitier."

* The Emperor Francis to Marie Louise, undated, but in any case

shortly before August 10. The whole letter is in Metternich's hand-
writing.

' Metternich to Stadion (his own hand), Prague, August 8, 1813.
" I beg you to look at the actual position of things in the best possible

light (underlined by Metternich) and to induce others to do so. The
way in which we have set forth the question is as frank as it is natural

;

it admits of no possibility of an affirmative on the part of Napoleon
;

it even distracts his attention from the progress of the conferences
;

on the nth v\'e shall no longer admit the six articles ; any questions

which the Emperor Napoleon may wish to put to us will only be re-

ceived if addressed to the three allied courts. Napoleon can only give

further proofs of weakness by parleying with us, and bringing about
another negotiation, side by side with the negotiation which must
terminate in his utter disgrace."
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the French representative. It appears that Napoleon
was not prepared for such an issue from the Congress of

Prague. He had announced in all directions that the

Court of Vienna would co-operate with him, and that in

conjunction with this Power he would dictate the terms

of peace to Russia and Prussia.^ Francis, too, was not

well pleased to find himself obliged to join the enemies

of France in consequence of his son-in-law's obstinacy.

As soon as Metternich had despatched the declaration of

war, the Emperor seized his pen to express to Marie

Louise his deep sorrow at this turn of events." " Keep
calm," writes Francis to the Empress; "the war we
wage is purely political ; I am not, and never shall be,

your husband's foe—nor he mine—so much I can vouch

for. Extraordinary forces stand in opposition, a short

space of time will probably decide what can be done to

bring about by an appeal to the sword what we have not

been able to effect by negotiation." ^ The Emperor,

knowing his daughter's anxiety as to the final conse-

quences of her husband's eternal campaigns,* felt con-

' Metternich to Hudelist, Prague, August i8, 1813. " By all reports

the most frightful consternation prevails amongst the French as to our

declaration of war. Napoleon gave out a week ago a i'ordre du jour,

that there would certainly be peace, or that Austria would declare

for him."
^ The Emperor Francis to Marie Louise. " That Fate which rules the

world has frustrated all my endeavours for peace. I have done what

I could to bring tiie matter to a sor.ad conclusion, but all my attempts

have been in vain." Metternicli supplements this letter by a de-

spatch of August 10, with the request that the Emperor will send it

back on the morning of the nth, so that the letter may go off that

day. The Emperor must thereiore have written it either on the evening

of the loth, or the morning of the i ith.

^ Emperor Francis to Marie Louise, August 10 or 11, 1813.

* On January 31, 18 13, Marie Louise had written to the Archduke

John :
" You know what sorrow and anxiety I have undergone both

in Prague and since. Truly no one can be entirely happy, and I

assure you that I often wished last year for complete obtuseness and
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strained to alleviate her fears for the future by means
of this letter. In reality, the sentiments expressed to

her in writing were in direct opposition to the actual

trend of politics of the Viennese Cabinet. All that

Metternich carried out at this time, in perfect mutual

agreement with the Emperor Francis, was far removed
from a rapprochement with Napoleon. Moreover, he

remained deaf to all the blandishments by which Caulain-

court sought to entrap him, in obedience to orders from

the French Emperor. He saw through their real object.

" Caulaincourt's recent advances," writes Metternich to

his faithful famulus Hudelist, at Vienna, " give an im-

pression of yielding to those who do not see clearly
;

and quite the contrary to those who do, especially that

evident desire to turn everything topsy-turvy.^ Metter-

nich put a stop to this by a most decided rejection of all

Caulaincourt's secret proposals. After the Powers had
made common cause against Napoleon, the ambition of

the Austrian Minister aimed at nothing less than becom-

ing the Premier of the whole Coalition. He wished to

impress the seal of his master-mind upon all the decisions

of the Allied Powers, and also to publish to the outer

world, with a skilful touch, the harmony that reigned

within the Allied Courts. Now that with banners flying

he had marched into the camp which represented that

portion of Europe which pined for freedom from Napoleon's

oppressive yoke, it must be made evident, by united

action, that mere self-interest and egotism had not

bound the Allies together, as Maret, Duke of Bassano,

had asserted in his report to his Imperial master. It

must be clearly demonstrated to the world, as Gentz

writes, that " no persuasive suggestions, no deceptions,

nor cabals " had been needed " to form a bond of

insensibility." Contributed by me to Lumbroso's " Miscellanea Na-

poleonica," series iii. and iv.

' Metternich to Hudelist, Prague, August i6, 1813.
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union which every one had long had at heart, which was
the outcome of urgent necessity, which was matured by
mutual esteem and promised the happiest results to

their amalgamated wisdom and perseverance." ^ This was
particularly important at a moment when the language

of diplomacy was overwhelmed by the thunder of artillery,

and a turning-point had come in the relations between

Napoleon and the hostile Powers who confronted him.

* * *

Napoleon, as well as the Allies, had made use of the

time for negotiations to strengthen his forces. The
French Emperor had 440,000 at his disposal, ; the Allies

492,000. Such powerful hosts were to decide in mutual

combat the future of Europe. The third division of the

Allied troops was stationed at Trachenberg. The army
of the North, in Brandenburg, was commanded by
Bernadotte, Crown Prince of Sweden. Under Bliicher's

generalship, the Silesian army occupied the centre of

Silesia. The Bohemian army, under the command of

Prince Schwarzenberg, encamped in the northern part

of Bohemia bordering on the Saxon frontier. Isolated

bodies of troops were ordered to avoid an encounter,

unless they were in an undoubted majority. In this

way it was hoped to take from Napoleon the opportunity

of employing tactics frequently used by him with the

greatest success : the annihilating of his opponents

before they had effected a union. The initiative of

taking the offensive was to be left to Napoleon who,

with the main body of his arm}^ was expected to throw

himself on Bohemia, and from thence to penetrate

into the heart of Austiia.-

But the French Emperor did not assume the offensive,

' Gcntz on the subject of Marct's report to Napoleon, from August 20,

1813.

- Gustav Roloff, " Die Entstehung dcs Operationsplancs fiir den

Feldz"g, von 18 13," in the Berlin M Hilary Gazette, 1892, No. 58-60.
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as the Council of War of the Alhes had expected. He
dii 1 not contemplate an immediate march on Bohemia.

He was much more anxious to annihilate Bcrnadotte,

in order to free his rear, and to overpower part of Prussia,

including Berlin. Only after defeating the Swedish Crown
Prince did he think of falling back on Dresden, which he

had strongly fortified. From thence he intended to

strike powerfully with united forces. A great battle was
to be planned to put an end to the whole campaign.

Napoleon's attack upon Berlin was not undertaken as a

mere stratagem, but in thorough earnest, and on that

account he assumed the defensive for the first time with

the main body of his army. The execution of the plan

fell far short of the design : the faulty tactics in the

action itself caused those reverses which shortly under-

mined for ever Napoleon's supremacy on German soil.

First, Oudinot's expedition against the army of the

North miscarried, for Biilow routed him completely at

Grossbeeren on August 23. Meanwhile, greatly to the

astonishment of the Emperor of the French, Schwarzen-

berg moved towards Dresden. At the first news of this,

Napoleon allowed Blucher to continue his retreat to the

Bober, although he had been on the point of attacking

him. Taking a sudden resolve, he hastened to fall back

upon the Saxon capital. But whilst he was successfully

repulsing the attack of the Bohemian army on Dresden

(August 26-27), Blucher was defeating IMarshal j\Iac-

donald's army at Katzbach. Though the defeat of

Oudinot had been of great significance for the Allied

forces, the battle on the Katzbach marked the first truly

important success. The increase in moral confidence

with which this victory fiPed the soldiers must be

estimated much higher than the liberation of Silesia

which followed. Now they learned that the foe was

not invincible. Schwarzenberg, it is true, had to fall

back on the Erz Mountains, after suffering heavy
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losses, but this severe defeat was counterbalanced by the

annihilation of an entire French army corps under General

Vandamme, who was himself taken prisoner at Kulm, on

August 30. When his defeat was known at headquarters,

every one drew a breath of relief. " Now things are

looking up," wrote Metternich to Vienna on August 31,
" since we have scored three victories against Napoleon,^

the results of which cannot be ultimately measured." ^

People were now fully convinced that Napoleon's star

was doomed to set for ever.^ In this belief they were

confirmed by the tidings that IMarshal Ney had been

overpowered at Dennewitz on December 6. Napoleon

might truly say :
" If I am not there, everything goes

wrong." After these disasters the magic power which

he had hitherto exercised as a general completely col-

lapsed.^ The Allied Powers drew together with increased

circumspection, in order to drive the Emperor across the

Rhine. " From to-day," declares Metternich on Sep-

tember 12, " the whole army desires his coming, for we
are all of one mind, and the chances are in our favour.

A few hours will decide matters, and God will guide the

cause aright." ^

Every step Napoleon took was closely observed, and

it was determined as soon as he made a movement
towards retreat " to meet him "—says Metternich

—
"" by

a smart offensive action." ^ Certainly Metternich was

not so optimistic as the Emperor Alexander, who was

of opinion that " the Corsican must be ' devoured ' in a

' Metternich means by this the victories won at Grossbeeren, Katz-

hach and Kulm.
^ Metternich to Hudehst, August 31, 18 13.

' The same to the same, TepUtz, September 5, 18 13.

* Metternich to Hudehst, Tephtz, September 9, 1813. " He has given

no proof of his talent as a general since the opening oi the campaign."
* The same to the same, Teplitz, September 12, 1813.

* Metternich to Hudehst.
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week." ^ Metternich would have preferred uniting all

the forces before risking a great battle.^ But the decisive

hour came at length, even for him, when Napoleon began

to retire upon Leipzig. " All proves," he declares to his

daughter Marie, " that the hour has struck, and that

my mission, which is to put an end to so much evil, is

supported by the decrees of Providence. I am certain

that Napoleon thinks of me continually. I must seem
to him a sort of conscience personified. I predicted

everything to him at Dresden. He would not believe a

word of it ; and the Latin proverb, Qtios deus vult perdere

dementat {prius), is again proved true." ^

Metternich already believed in the approach of a

great day of retribution.* There, in the wide plains

of Leipzig, a great battle of the nations actually took

place. Metternich was beside himself with joy at the

glorious victory that followed. His policy having been

long criticised and suspected in Vienna, his satisfaction

at this brilliant overthrow of his accusers seems to be

fully justified. " Now," said he, " everything declares

for the war, for myself and for Schwarzenberg." ^

' Metternich to Hudelist, Teplitz, September 28, 18 13.

^ Ibid. " As soon as the hour of conflict actually arrives I shall

be the first to advise its taking place, but I would like to see Napoleon
lose half his army without danger to our own, Bennigsen draw near

so that Bohemia and our main communication on the Elbe is secured,

and then we could get to the Rhine if we had anything like good

fortune."

» Metternich to his daughter Marie Louise, Teplitz, October i, 18 13.

Records of the Princely House of Metternich.

* Metternich to Hudelist, Komotau, October 8, 18 13.

» Metternich herein wishes Hudelist to raise the question of granting

to him and to Schwarzenberg the freedom of the city of Vienna, " any-

thing out of the common always has good effect! The 'salvata'

of Vienna is worth something. Try to bring it about sub rosd. If

Count Saurau received the solemn badge of citizenship on account

of his general proclamation in 1797, we ought to have the same granted

to us."—Metternich to Hudelist, Octobfr 18, 1813.
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His feeling of satisfaction at the issue of events increased

still more when Napoleon made overtures for peace

the first day after the battle. Although he was not in-

clined to respond till the Rhine had been reached,^

Metternich prophesied nevertheless that in less than four

weeks the war would come to an end and peace be restored

to Europe.^ But would the Emperor Alexander, who
would have preferred to wreak vengeance on the ravager

of Moscow, share in these peaceful aspirations ? The
Tsar's policy could not be relied upon with any certainty,

inasmuch as it was guided by a very realistic outlook,

as well as his desire for vengeance. Filled with the

idea of uniting Poland with Russia, he could wish for

nothing more ardently than to carry on a war it Vontrance

against the Polish champion. From France, diminished

in power, Alexander need fear no resistance. For this

same reason, Metternich could not but wish to maintain

the position of Napoleon, albeit with greatly curtailed

supremacy. Supported by Prussia ^ and England ^ the

Austrian Minister succeeded in winning the Tsar's consent

to the despatch of Baron St. Aignan as an envoy of peace

to Napoleon.'' In the name of the Allies he was to propose

the Rhine, the Alps and the Pyrenees—the " natural "

boimdaries of France since the Revolution—as the basis

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Rotha, near Leipzig, October 19, 1813,

10 A.M. " He (Napoleon) was in the position of a defeated general

and showed himself ready to yield on many points, if not on all. We
shall answer him from the Rhine."

^ The same to the same, Leipzig, October 22, 1 8
1 3.

^ Roloff, " Politik und Kriegfiihrimg wahrend des Feldzuges von
1814," p. 4.

* Oncken, " Aus den letzen Monaten des Jahres 1813." Historical

Pocket-book, Series vi. 2nd year, p. 12. Metternich to Hudelist, Sep-

tember 14, 18
1 3, on Lord Aberdeen.

'-' Metternich to Hudelist, October 28, 1813. The same to Schwarzen-

berg, October 27, at Klinkowstrom, " Oesterreich's Teilnahme am
Befreiungskrieg," p. 770.
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of peace negotiations to be discussed at a Congress.^

It is unjustly asserted that Metternich wanted to lay

down his arms at all costs, even before the Rhine had

been crossed.^ Let it be emphatically repeated in this

connection that his proposals of peace, which he regarded

as useless, were only to serve the purpose of reconnoitring

in order " to see his way clearer," ^ and at the same time

to furnish the nation he governed with a stronger case

against the ruler of France. Napoleon, indeed, returned

an evasive answer, restricted to generalities, which was

far from satisfactory.* Steps were now taken towards the

publication of a " declaration," ''' dated December i (in

reality some days later), on the composition of which

Metternich prided himself greatly, as emanating entirely

from himself,^ although Lord Aberdeen pronounced it

weak and lacking in spirit." In this proclamation it is

expressly declared "that Europe does not make war on

France, but only against the ascendancy which Napoleon

had exercised all too long beyond the boundaries of his

Empire." It was an exaggeration to infer from it that

its object was to wrest France from Napoleon. But
for those who already had in view the downfall of the

' Fain, "Manuscript de 1814," p. 48 and following.

^ I refer to Fournier's opinion. Congress of Chatillon, p. 15.

^ Metternich to Hudelist, November 9, 18 13.

* Oncken (already quoted), p. 37.

^ Printed by Fain (as quoted before), p. 283. For the history of

the origin of this declaration, see Oncken (in the publication quoted

before), p. 37. In opposition to Rolofi see Fournier's careful refutation

already quote'^, p. 24, note 2).

•^ Metterp.ich to Hudelist, December 11, 1813. "I am very glad

yon are pleased with the declaration which I wrote from the depth

oi my heart. It is the hardest bit of work I ever did in my life. For

to write in the name of live Powers to one concjuered nation is certainly

not easy. I have not got it signed because I did not know by wfiom
this was to be done. Who (is to sign) ? The sovereigns ? The
Cabinets ? If so, what Cabinets ? One of them ? Then which one ?

Moreover neither manifesto nor declaration will ever be signed."

' Oncken, same source as before, p. 38.
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existing French dxaiast}^ this declaration seemed an

uncommonly valuable document, awakening hopes of a

better future. It could be used as a weapon, when
occasion offered, for the dethronement of Napoleon,

At the present time such a course was not to be thought

of ; for on December 5, the day of the proclamation,

Napoleon declared that he accepted the conditions

offered by the Baron St. Aignan as a basis of negotiation.^

Metternich was already of opinion that Napoleon must

conclude peace, unless he would deprive himself of his

throne, also that Austria might very well put up with the

man who had subdued the revolution, provided he could

persuade himself to bridle his hitherto unrestrained greed

of conquest. For us it is important to know that not

only the leading Austrian Minister, but also Stadion,^

intended to fulfil the aim and purpose of the great

coalition of 1813, by the expulsion of the French from

Germany and Italy. If Napoleon had been as great a

politician as he was a warrior, he would not have closed

his eyes to the realities of the situation. His blind

infatuation prevented his making use of the favourable

attitude which his father-in-law still maintained towards

him. Metternich and Stadion knew very well that the

Emperor Francis only wished for his son-in-law to be

chastened and his powers limited, so that he might be

maintained upon the throne, together with Marie Louise.

The letters addressed at this time by Francis to his

daughter testify more than anything else how strongly

the feeling for peace dwelt within him. " As regards

peace," he writes to Marie Louise, on December 20, 1813,
*' be assured that I desire it no less than you, than all

France, and—as I hope also—your husband. In peace

^ Fain (already quoted), vol. ii., p. 296. Metternich to Hudelist,

Frankfort, December 5, 1813.

^ " Memoires du Comte de Stadion sur la situation de I'Autriche

en Janvier 1813," in the Wessenberg Collections, No. 15.
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alone lies happiness and prosperity. My ideas are

moderate. I only wish for what accords with a lasting

peace, but in this world wishes are not enough." ^ Writ-

ing on January 9, 1814, he repeats that he would willingly

offer anything to attain this end. The whole letter gives

the impression of having been written for Napoleon to

read ; it is meant as a last warning to yield, as earnest

as it is impressive.^ Metternich was all tlie more inclined

to support his master in this matter because political

considerations, as already stated, made it desirable to

retain Napoleon on the throne. He did not want to

speak the decisive word :
" It is all over with Bona-

parte "
!
^ Therefore he induced the Emperor Francis

to declare that he was ready to conclude peace with

the present ruler of France on the basis of the existing

terms of alliance with the other Powers ; that, moreover,

he respected the rights of every independent nation, and

would never lend a hand to declare for the imposition or

deposition of a sovereign.* Thus, on Austria's part,

permission to negotiate was granted to the French

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Caulaincourt, whom Napoleon

had sent on his behalf to the headquarters of the Allies.

But it still remained to overcome the opposition of the

Tsar, who desired to drive his opponent from the throne

and proclaim the " infernal " Bernadotte ruler of Fro.nce.^

Metternich had every reason for believing that Alexander

had pledged himself to the French emigrants not to

disarm as long as Napoleon was on the throne.^ He

^ This as well as the second letter of the Emperor on January 9,

18 14, is entirely in Metternich's handwriting.
* Emperor Francis to Marie Louise, January 9, 18 14.

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Basle, January 20, 18 14.

* Fournier (already quoted), p. 65.
'' The same, p. 43, and note 4.

* Metternich's second Report, Langres, January 28, 1814. Metter-

nich here remarks that Alexander will possibly speak to the Emperor
Francis about the promisewhich he is said to have given to theemigrants.
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must therefore be prepared for a liard struggle with

that monarch, who had so enjoyed playing tlie part of

leader of tlic Coalition. Mettcrnich did not shirk the

combat ; lie could not at any price permit the Tsar

to come off victorious in a matter of such importance

to Austria. After a conference which took place during

the night of January 27-28, of which, unfortunately, no
verbal report exists, he won his case against Alexander,

as he triumphantly informed his master. The Tsar

agreed to the opening of a Peace Conference, and de-

clared most distinctly that he did not wish to interfere

in the dynastic question.^ Metternich—at one with the

English Ministry on this point—was able to succeed in

treating the subject as a purely national one, which

was to be settled on the initiative of France only, without

the intervention of Europe. But the French nation

had to decide whether Napoleon or the Bourbons were to

rule. Metternich absolutely refused to hear of Berna-

dotte.

It now rested with Napoleon to make peace with

Europe at the Congress of Chatillon, which was to be

opened under the title of " Preliminary Conference to

Promote Universal Peace."

After the battle of La Rothiere (Brienne) on February i,

In which case he begs Francis to answer that the highest in rank among
them, to whose ears the matter has reached, do not believe it, and
attach no importance to it. On this report, Francis concludes

:

"The Russian Emperor, who was with me, together with La Harpe,

did not speak of the subject imder discussion, nor of any other business

matter."
' Metternich's Report, Langres, January 28, 1814, i a.m. Beer,

Vienna Abcndpost, 1879, No. 298 (and not 278 as erroneously quoted).

Beer published the report probably from a copy not quite verbally

correct, and also with some not altogether unimportant words left out.

Oncken, " Lord Castlereagh und die Alinister Konferenz." Historical

Note book. Series vi. 4th year, p. 26, surmises wrongly that the first
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1814, Napoleon regarded his position as desperate ; in his

need he looked to Chatillon as to a safe anchorage. He
gave Caulaincourt, his representative at the Congress, un-

limited power " to bring the negotiations to a happy issue,

to save the capital and avoid a battle, on which rested

the last liope of the nation." ^

But the negotiations did not advance a step. The
envoys of the Allied Powers demanded that the boundaries

of France should be the same as before 1792—there was
no longer a question of that unfortunate phrase used at

Frankfort, " natural boundaries "—therefore the French

representative came forward with a counter-demand to

be informed, first of all, what indemnification there would
be for the sacrifices made by him, and, furthermore, in

whose favour they were to be made ?

In striking contrast with the stagnation at Chutillon

was the activity at Troyes, where Metternich was fostering

negotiations as to the existence or non-existence of the

Napoleonic dynasty. The Prussian Chancellor of State,

Baron von Hardenberg, was for a speedy conclusion of

peace with Napoleon, on the assumption that France
should be restricted to its old boundaries prior to 1792.

Had he followed his own secret inclinations he would
rather have seen the legitimate ruler—a Bourbon—on

the throne ; but he shrank from sacrificing the lives of

the Allied troops for such a purpose.^ The Russian

Minister, Count Nesselrode, declared himself in quite a

contrary spirit. He demanded on behalf of his master

that the solution of the dynastic question should be
decided in Paris itself. If the capital declared for

" negociate " (negozieren) should read "operate" (operiren). The
report in the original certainly gives " negozieren."

' "Correspondence of Napoleon I.," vol. xxvii., p. 216. Maret
wrote these words to Caulaincourt by order of Napoleon.

^ Oncken, " Die Krisis der letzten Friedenverhandlnng mit Napo-
leon," ia Historical Note-book, 5th year.
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Napoleon, peace must be concluded with him. Only by

installing a Russian as governor of Paris (which was

what Alexander had in view) could the impartial ex-

pression of public opinion in France be really censured.

^

Metternich and Hardenberg agreed, on the contrary,

that all the efforts of the belligerent parties would be

amply rewarded by restricting France to its boundaries

of 1792. If it were the downfall of Napoleon at which

Alexander aimed, the Austrian Minister openly admitted

that the object of the conflict was not a change of

sovereign. The Emperor Francis would not allow

blood to be shed for such a purpose. But even if

Napoleon were to bring about his downfall by his own
fault, Austria would never suffer any one but Louis XVIII.

—the only legitimate head of the Bourbons—to ascend

the throne of France.^ Alexander was therefore plainly

told that none of the aspirants whom he favoured would

have any prospect of being the successor of the Corsican.

England ranged herself on the side of Austria and Prussia.^

But was peace to be concluded without Russia's co-opera-

tion, or even in defiance of this Power ? Metternich

threatened to break up the Coalition and cement a

special alliance with Napoleon in case Alexander refused

to fall in with the wishes of the Allies. The Tsar was
not to be shaken. Even a heated interview with the

English Premier could not move him. He was attracted

by the effect of an entry into Paris. It was only under

the influence of Napoleon's victories over Olsuwief,

vSacken and Bliicher that Alexander was finally induced

to withdraw his opposition. But now it was Napoleon,

flushed with recent victory, who would not give a thought

to peace, as the Allies interpreted t'.e word. He, feeling

his own self once more, was already reckoning on the

^ Sbornik (Collections), vol. xxxi., pp. 377, 379.
* " Austria's Vote," published by Fournier, " Congress of Chatillon,"

p. 226. * Idem, p. 285.
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possibility of winning Austria over to his side. The

Empress now attempted to influence her father,^ but

Francis showed himself quite as inaccessible to his

daughter as to his son-in-law.^ " If I stood alone in

the field against him," he wrote to Marie Louise, " I

could more easily arrange matters with him, but now
a treaty with Austria would merely precipitate his ruin,

instead of being of service to him. I shall never separate

myself from an alliance which actually aims only at the

general good. Thus, in order to win peace, the Emperor

must do what is needful to bring it about. The greatest

service you can render your husband, your son, and

your new country, is to back up my friendly and paternal

advice and counsel." ^

Thus the decisive day, March lo, drew near. The

Allies had appointed it as the final limit for the declaration

of the French representative. It was owing to Napoleon

that the Congress closed on March 19 without any result
;

neither Caulaincourt's remonstrances nor those of his

brother Joseph * could induce him to give a straight-

forward consent to the demands of the Powers. He
allowed himself to be easily led away by every new
victory from facing the danger that threatened him.

He dared not confront his own misfortunes.^ Up to

March 15 it rested with him to save himself and his

dynasty.^ The Cabinets were ever ready, even then, to

' Helfert, " Marie Louise," p. 278.

^ Francis to Napoleon, Chaumont, February 27, 1814, printed by

Demelitsch, " Documents on the History of the CoaUtion of 1814,"

p. 294, in the Fontes Rerum Austr., vol. xlix., second half.

' Francis to Marie Louise, Chaumont, March 6, 18 14. The hand-

writing is Metternich's.

* Houssaye, " 18 14," p. 249.

* Wessenberg's "Posthumous Papers," No. 97. " The conversations

which the author of these pages has had with several of his (Napoleon's)

generals and Ministers (Bassano, Caulaincourt, Bertrand and others)

of his entourage leave him no doubt in this respect."

' Talleyrand, " Mcmoires," vol. ii., p. 154.
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come to terms with him. Metternich could not conceive

how "a bhnd passion could infatuate so long and so com-

pletely " as to make him put everything in jeopardy.^

The breaking off of the negotiations at Chatillon con-

vinced every one at last that no good understanding could

be arrived at with tliis man.

From this moment, those tendencies got the upper

hand which finally led to his dethronement. Hence-

forth the Bourbons gained in importance. Alexander I.,

who was enthusiastic in the cause of Bernadotte,^ was
never in their favour.^ The other Powers, however,

had repeatedly declared they would never stir a finger

for the old dynasty unless the French nation them-

selves demanded its restoration. Hitherto that had not

occurred. When, however, it was observed that only

the downfall of Napoleon could put an end to the war,

people began to abandon their attitude of neutrality

in respect of the Bourbons. At headquarters a willing ear

was given to those who were working directly for the down-
fall of the Imperial power, and who recognised the exiled

Bourbons as the only legitimate rulers. Their adherents

were now bestirring themselves on all sides. As early as

January i6, 1814, Schwarzenberg reported to Metternich

from Vesoul that a certain M. de Virieu had informed

him that the old dynasty commanded a strong party

in France, who were ready to rise at the first signal from

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Bar-sur-Aube, March 23.

^ Fournier (already quoted), p. 43.

^ Metternich to Merveldt, Vienna, April 21,1815: "It would not be

difficult to convince nie that his (Alexander's) views are as unfavourable

in 1815 to Louis XVIII.'s government as they were in 1814." Wessen-

berg, " Posthumous Papers," No. 19 :
" The Emperor has thought of

the Bourbons late in the day and slightingly. Pozzo di Borgo and
Moreau sometimes recalled them to his recollection, but without inducing

him to show them any actual favour." See Macdonald, " Mcmoires,"

p. 277, in which Alexander says :
" I do not care for the Bourbons.

I do not know them."
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the Allied Powers.^ In this month, also, Noailles came
on a similar mission to the Commander-in-Chief of the

Allied forces.'^ These proposals acquired a firmer basis

owing to the re-appearance of the Bourbon Princes on

the Continent. The Due d'Angoulcme joined the camp
of the Duke of Wellington. The Due de Berry showed
himself on the shores of Brittany, and the Comte d'Artois

alighted in Vesoul. The presence of these Princes so

near France, and above all the sojourn of foreign troops

in the country, produced an agitation in the public

mind which might easily have led to disastrous results

for the Allied army.

Some sort of direction must be given to public opinion.

Under these circumstances, Baron vom Stein demanded
that the word liberation should be pronounced. No
longer, he declared, must the Bourbons be hindered

from openh^ unfurling their banners. Were this favour-

able opportunity allowed to slide, there might be some
danger of the various parties making common cause and
wreaking their wrath and hatred on the Allied forces.^

At the same time Stein called Metternich's attention to

the written statement of a former officer of high standing

in the French police, in which he asserted that the nation

longed for nothing so much as to shake off Napoleon's

yoke.* Just at the same moment, Baron de Vitrollcs

—

wlio travelled under the pseudonym of Monsieur de St.

Vincent—entered the Allied camp, whither he had been

sent by Talleyrand and Dalberg ^ with secret despatches

in the Bourbon interest. He arrived at Chatillon '^ just

* Schwarzenbcrg to Metternich, January i6, 1814. Semalle in his

" Memoirs," p. 139, calls him M. Loup de Virieu.
-' The same to the same, January 29, 18 14.
" Baron vom Stein to Metternich, Chateau dc Policy, prcs Bar-sur-

Seine, March 20, 1S14.

* Stein to Metternich, March 20, 18 14.

'" Talleyrand, vol. ii., p. 148.

® Baron dc Vitrollcs, vol. i., p. 76. Talleyrand, vol. ii., p. 151,
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when events pointed to a crisis. Stadion advised him
to seek Metternich, who was staying at Troves, to ])lace

himself under the protection of that Minister and to

follow his advice.^ Stadion himself gathered the im-

pression from Vitrolles' account, that although disturb-

ance might reign in the department of La Vendee, it

would be barren of results unless one of the French

Princes had the courage to land there and place them-

selves at the head of the malcontents.'^ Almost simul-

taneously a direct emissary of the Comte d'Artois, brother

of Louis XVIIL, w'ho was then at Vesoul, announced his

arrival to the Allies. Since the mission of Frangois

d'Escars had been fruitless,^ the new messenger was to

plead the cause of the Bourbons once again—more urgently

than before. This man was a native of Switzerland, who
travelled under the name of Herr von Wildermeth.*

Although at the beginning of February Metternich had
said : "the question of the Bourbons is still very problem-

atical," ^ he now felt that the decisive hour had come.

No longer hampered by the considerations which so

frequently impede negotiations,^ he took up the dynastic

question afresh. " The majority of the French nation,"

is wrong when he makes out that Vitrolles spoke to Nesselrode and

Stadion for the first time at Troyes. Stadion was at Chatillon, where

Vitrolles met him. Nesselrode, on the contrary, remained at Troyes.

' Stadion to Metternich, undated. ^ Ibid.

^ Semalle, " Souvenirs," p. 142.

* Ibid., p. 145. He himself writes from Nancy, April 2, 1814:
" I have a sense of pure satisfaction, which is more valuable than any

recompense, because I have been one means, under Providence, of

restoring the rightful King to the throne, and of giving peace to Europe,

since I was the bearer of messages from the House of Bourbon to the

Ministers of the great Powers, at the moment of the dissolution of the

Congress, and because the first ofticial relations have been the direct

result of my actions."

' Metternich to Hudelist, February 9, 1814. Fournicr, p. 256.

* Metternich's "Memoir," March, 1814. Minute written by his

own band.
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he said in his report, " seems to declare against Napoleon.
They regard him as the obstacle to peace, and believe his

personality to be irreconcilablewith a state of tranquillity."

But was this majority prepared to overthrow the Emperor
and recall the Bourbons in his place ? To this objection

the Minister replies :
" It is more than proved that the

French will never take the initiative for the Bourbons." ^

It was evident to him that the Powers would not go

back upon the principle of the nation's right to self-

government which they had already approved. But
need they on this account obstruct the Princes in the

assertion of their own rights ? After the mission of

Vitrolles and Wildermeth, Metternich considered the

Courts justified in upholding the intentions of the

Bourbons and granting the support demanded by them.-

Now he hesitated no longer to allow Vitrolles as well as

Wildermeth to gain some insight into the negotiations

of the Congress of Chatillon. Vincent was now empowered
to inform his party that full authority was to be given

to the Comte d'Artois to take up his quarters at some
place protected by the Allied arms, but situated in an

isolated position. In spite of this favourable attitude,

however, the world was to be offered, at all costs, the

spectacle of a nation choosing its new ruler quite inde-

pendently and upon its own initiative. Therefore,

Vitrolles was frankly told that the co-operation of the

Powers in the restoration of the Bourbons depended

solely upon the attitude of the French. In any case the

^ Metternich's "Memoir," Maixh 1814. Had Metternich already

written this before the declaration of Bordeaux for the Bourbons ?

At any rate it dates prior to Bombelles' mission to Artois, between

March 20 and 25.

- Metternich's " Memoir," March 18 14. " He would be authorised

to inform his party that Monsieur (Artois) is to be permitted to settle

at some place protected by the Allied armies, but sufficiently isolated

not to allow of a cause eminently French being mixed up \\ith alien

mterests."
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Allied Powers would not pledge themselves to effect the

final triumph of the Bourbons against the will of France.^

On the other hand, full security as to their future safety

was assured to all who might declare themselves openly

for the new d^mast}^ even in the event of failure.^

Therefore it is quite inaccurate to state that Metter-

nich—as Talleyrand and Dalberg would have us be-

lieve—told the envoy of the Bourbons, with reference

to the Princes of this house, that there could never be

any question of their restoration.^

Hitherto Vitrolles had claimed the exclusive merit of

the restoration of the Bourbons. He represents himself

to have been the only envoy who had appeared in the

Allied camp, and maintains that they were not rightly

informed there as to the actual whereabouts of the

Comte d'Artois.* Now this was very accurately known
from the lips of Wildermeth himself. But Vitrolles,

^ Metternich's " ^lemoir," ]March 1814. " M. de St. Vincent

(Vitrolles) would be commissioned to assure the party who sent him
of the most direct support in case they succeeded in declaring them-

selves. He will not conceal from this party, however, the impossibility

of the Powers pledging themselves not to lay down their arms until

they have ensured success to the Bourbon cause against the wishes of

the station, or without its powerful support. He is to assure his party

that the efforts of the Powers will move in harmony with the develop-

ment of the national sentiment."
^ Ibid. " He is to give an assurance that whatever be the condition

of the party, the Powers will take care to stipulate for a complete

amnesty for those individuals who have devoted themselves to this

cause, and in no case will peace be made without the Ufe and Uberty

of these individuals being guaranteed." See Foumier, from the source

already quoted, p. 230.

^ Talleyrand, vol. ii., pp. 152, 259.
* Vitrolles, " Memoires," vol. i., p. 103. Vitrolles also tells us

(ibid., p. 96) that Metternich had said he did not meet with a universal

expression of dislike to Napoleon. On February 9, 18 14, however,

Metternich had written to Hudelist :
" The general opinion in France

is ' Down with NapoL on !
'
" Could the Austrian Minister have

actually given utterance in March to such an opinion as Vitrolles

attributes to him ?
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from whom it had been kept a secret, was not even aware

that a special confidant of the Comte d'Artois had ap-

peared in Troyes. As Httle did he know that Count

Bombelles had been sent on March 25 to enter into further

negotiations with Artois.^ If he had known all this, he

would have abstained from informing posterity in such a

romantic style that it was he who had once more raised

the fallen hopes of the Comte d'Artois, for which the

latter had fallen upon his neck in gratitude.''^ It was

not Vitrolles, but Count Bombelles who actually dis-

pelled by his cheering news the last remaining doubts of

the Royal Prince as to the future destinies of his house.

^

Dating from that moment, Artois might look forward

with greater assurance to the future.

* * * *

Whilst the Powers were taking this step in the Bourbon

interests. Napoleon still believed himself to be the master

of his fate. He thought to cut off the enemy's retreat

through Lorraine and Alsace by a bold stroke. Such a

brilhant success could not but revive his declining repu-

tation. But he failed in his reckoning. He was defeated

at Arcis-sur-Aube (March 20-21, 1814). If he had

^ Bombelles to Metternich, August 3, 1814. " As far back as March

25, I was charged to negotiate with Monsieur, brother of the King

(Louis XVIII.), whilst on April 2 the Emperor Alexander did not

even know what sort of government would be restored to France."
^ Vitrolles, as quoted above, vol. i., pp. 178, 183.

' Wildermeth to ?, Nancy, April 2, 1814. "The arrival of M.

le Comte (Bombelles) has done away with the least shadow of fear

which might linger in Monsieur's (Artois) mind as to the intentions

of the great Allied Powers and those of their worthy Ministers,

with regard to the House of Bourbon." Comte d'Artois wrote from

Nancy, on April 9, to the Emperor Francis : "I cannot deny myself

the pleasing satisfaction of expressing directly to your Imperial Majesty

how deeply I am touched by all the kind and gracious words com-
municated to me as coming from your Imperial Majesty." It is in-

correct to state, as Semalle does in his " Souvenirs," p. 145, " that

Wildermeth's mission had no practical result."
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intended, as his unfinished letter of March 22 reveals,

to draw his foes away from Paris by his march on

the Marne, they—for that very reason— decided to

make straight for the capital. There they desired to

dictate peace. A manifesto to the French nation,

which Metternich says "was quite to his taste," ^ was
to justify in the people's eyes the advance of the

Allied Powers, who were far from wishing to devastate

the country. All responsibility for the ravages which

laid waste France was put down to Napoleon's account.

Peace alone—so it ran—could heal the wound. However
mild was the language of the manifesto, it was evident that

the knowledge of the vicinity of the hostile hosts would

have a paralysing effect on Paris. Deep depression had

reigned in the capital for some time past. This increased

perceptibly when it became certain that the enem}^ now
stood between Napoleon and Paris. It was out of the

Emperor's power to help his capital. The Regency,

which had administered affairs during the absence of

Napoleon, was now forced to give serious consideration

to their action at this threatening juncture. Was Paris

to be defended, or given over to the advancing enemy ?

The National Guard would be prepared to fulfil their

duty. Only a short time before, when they took leave

of Napoleon on January 23, the officers of the Guard

had sworn with tears in their eyes to protect his wife

and child at the sacrifice of their own lives. The downfall

of the Empire was certain if the Regent left the capital

with the Ministers. At such a moment a similar step

signified the voluntary surrender of the field to the

Bourbons. Therefore, a great Council of the Regency

declared, on March 28, for Marie Louise's remaining.

But at this decisive moment King Joseph, appointed

' Metternich to his daughter Marie, Dijon, March 29, 18 14, i a.m. :

" I send you the subjoined declaration, which is quite to my taste."

—

Prjfije ?iletternich's Arclii\es.
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by Napoleon as his Lieutenant-General, read out a

letter from the Emperor addressed to him on March 16,

which effected a complete change of opinion. Therein

the Emperor expressly stated that his wife and the

King of Rome were to leave Paris directly the Allies

approached in force. ^
" Remember," he continues, " that

I would rather throw my son into the Seine than into

the hands of the foes of France. Tlie fate of Astyanax,

captured by the Greeks, has always appeared to me the

saddest in history." ^ What was Marie Louise to do

now ? Could she rely on the opinion of Talleyrand,

who had protested against her departure in order that

he might play the leading part in the Regency ?
^

Napoleon himself had undermined the influence of

Talleyrand when he denounced him as the deadly foe

of his dynasty. No one was bold enough to take the

responsibility of giving contrary advice in face of the

letter of March 16, announcing the Emperor's wishes,

Hortense did indeed exclaim, " Were I the mother of

the King of Rome, I should know how to inspire every one

with the resolution which animates me !
" Marie Louise

should actually have been ready to betake herself and
her child to the Hotel de Ville to appeal personally to the

loyalty of the citizens and to demand their defence of

Paris.* But in order to give free vent to this heroic

impulse, and to carry those who still hesitated along

with her, an iron force of character was needful, and
that Marie Louise certainly did not possess. How could

^ Pasquier, " Memoires," vol. ii., p. 143. Savary, " Memoires,"

vol. vi., p. 314. Houssaye, " 1814," p. 32. All these references

contradict Metternich who, writing about this scene to Hudelist

(Langres, February i, 1814), says: "The Guard however, remained

silent."

^ " Napoleon's Correspondence," vol. xxvii., No. 21, 497.
^ " Revue d'Histoire diplomatique," 1887, p. 247. Talleyrand to

the Duchess of Courland.
* " Memoires de Madame Durand," p. 177.
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she have found strength in herself to act independently

upon her own convictions ? Napoleon had never offered

her an opportunity of independent action. His authority

had always appeared to her so all-powerful that she con-

sidered it quite out of the question to disregard his orders.

Even when instinctive feeling urged her to resist,^ she

dared not violate Napoleon's commands. When she

resolved to quit Paris it was at the price of her crown.

Equally instinctiv^e seems to have been the protest

made at the last moment against this act by a person

of no less importance than the heir of the Empire him-

self. The King of Rome, not yet four years old, struggled

evidently against entering into the carriage which was to

bear him away from the Tuileries for ever. On the same
da}^ March 28, when the members of the Ministerial

Council separated with the conviction that they had
assisted at the last act of the reign, a scene was being

played at St. Dizier, Napoleon's headquarters, which
seemed in like manner the forerunner of approaching

overthrow. The Emperor declared to the Austrian

diplomatist. Baron von VVessenberg,- brought a prisoner

before him, that if the war were only carried on against

himself in person, he would resolve to abdicate in favour

of the Regency ;
" for," he added, " even ambition wears

itself out, and I am not far from the age when one feels

the need of repose." Hinting at this, he requested von

"VVessenberg, whom he restored to liberty, to convey to

his Court the intelligence that he was prepared to leave

the making of peace confidently in the hands of Austria.'^

Napoleon came forward too late with all these fine

assurances, to which no belief was attached. On hearing

this, Metternich said: "We are no longer masters of

^ Masson, " Marie Louise," p. 370.
'^ Houssaye, " 18 14," p. 408, erroneously speaks of him as Weissen-

berg ; also Masson, " Marie Louise," makes the same mistake.
•"' Arneth, " Johann Frclhcrr von Wespf'nl)er£r." vol. i., pp. 18^-192.
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our actions to-day." ^ A few days earlier it was still in

his power to uphold Napoleon.^ He would have done so

the more willingly because he experienced a mild shudder

at calling upon the nation to arbitrate upon its own
destiny.^ That was indeed to proclaim the purest

revolutionary principles.

But all this availed nothing. The Powers had in-

volved themselves too deeply with the Bourbons to be able

to retract. In Dijon, where Francis and Metternich

tarried, everybody was preoccupied with the restoration

of this dynasty. Those, indeed, who came into closer

contact with the representatives of the old kingdom,

as did Wessenberg when he visited Artois at Nancy, were

horrified to find his reception-room filled exclusively with

representatives of a period prior to 1789. Terror ^

seized upon Wessenberg on finding himself, as he de-

scribes it, among actual Knights of the Order of St.

Louis, who were carrying on the most absurd conversa-

tions in the most violent manner. This did not augur

much good for the future. Apparently no one at the

moment thought of the great drama, tending to tragic

conclusions, while the whole world held its breath.^ Paris,

that had hitherto dominated Europe, had been obliged ^

^ Arneth. " Johann Freiherr von Wessenberg," vol. i., pp. 188-192.
=» Ibid.

^ Nothing is more untrue than Houssaye's assertion in "1814"
that Metternich had been conspiring against Napoleon since the Con-

gress at Prague, and now for the first time dropped his mask. Masson,
" Marie Louise," falls into the same error.

'^ Wessenberg's account of his journey from London to the head-

quarters of the Powers in France, 18 14. Wessenberg's Correspond-

ence, No. 19.
"' Metternich to Hudelist, Dijon, March 28, 1814. "The present

moment is one of indescribable importance. We are at the beginning

of quite a new scene and, end as it may, it is not the less certain that

we were hardly ever nearer the close of a great drama than now."
•^ Schwarzenberg to the Emperor, Headquarters, Bondy, March 30,

1814, II o'clock. 'Roj'nl and Imperial .Archives of War in Vienna.
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to capitulate during the night of March 30-31 and to

open its gates to the enemy. Napoleon could not realise

that the city had been given up ; he, being in the

neighbourhood, thought of hazarding one more attempt

to save it or, as it is asserted, to reduce it to ashes,^

simply to prevent its falling into the hands of the Allies.

But his resources were no longer equal to this. Conscious

of his powerlessness, he sent the devoted Caulaincourt,

Duke of Vicenza, to Alexander to negotiate and conclude

peace. Caulaincourt, who had formerly represented the

Empire, in the zenith of its glory, at the Russian Court, and

could boast of his friendship with the Tsar, met the Russian

Emperor at Bondy. Alexander received him cordially, but

had hardened himself to every overture from Napoleon.

The Tsar was burning to enter Paris as a conqueror

at last. After a short interview, he invited Caulaincourt

to visit him there." Since Charles VII. 's time no hostile

army had approached the soil of the French capital.^

Nor without apprehension was the coming event antici-

pated. " I wager," said Anstett the Russian to the

Austrian Stiirmer, " that we shall be received in Paris

as in Warsaw. No one will be in the streets." * Instead,

however, of the dreaded, deathlike stillness, as a silent

expression of hatred towards the conquerors, a moving

" Paris is in our hands. The foe obstinately defended the heights of the

capital, but was driven back at all points. The great army stands

united—as at Leipzig—on the heights, and before the barriers of Paris."

' Stiirmer to Metternich, Paris, March 31, 18 14. "... It has been

positively given out that Napoleon wanted to march on Paris with

6000 men to burn the town." The same to the same, Paris, April i,

1814. "It is certain that Napoleon intended to burn the town of

Paris."

- Houssaye, " 1814," p. 546.
' Stiirmer to Metternich, Headquarters^, Paris, April i, 1814. "Since

Charles VII. no hostile army has reached Paris. They (the French)

are humihated, and the hatred that they have long cherished for the

Emperor Napoleon has reached its height."
^ Idem ad eundem, Paris, April i, 1814.
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mass thronged the streets, to the astonishment of the

invaders. The Royalists had mobilised their adherents

with all secrecy,^ intent on receiving Alexander, the King

of Prussia, and Prince Schwarzenberg, representative

of the Emperor Francis, with white cockades and acclama-

tions for the Bourbons. Although in a minority, they

succeeded by their nois}^ demonstrations in impressing

the foreigners with the idea that all Paris was rejoicing

over the return of the Bourbons,^ All the windows, so

Stiirmer informs Metternich, were crowded with people

who waved their handkerchiefs to accentuate their

shouts of joy.^ Alexander, whose face beamed with

pleasure at the homage paid him, could scarcely contain

his delight,* and directly the review of the troops

was over alighted at Talleyrand's house. A secret

understanding already existed between the Tsar and the

Grand Chamberlain of the Empire. Even in Erfurt he

had warned Alexander against Napoleon's boundless

ambition. The Russian Emperor could not but look

involuntarily to Talleyrand as the coming man, even

if the latter had not given assurances of his devotion

through Count Orloff. The French statesman had

recognised, with the sharpness of vision peculiar to him,

' See Semalle, " Memoires."
- Pasqnier, " Memoires," vol. ii., p. 255. His opinion merits con-

sideration, in face of the exaggerated utterances of the Royalist authors.

See also Houssaye, " 18 14," p. 547.
^ Stiirmer to Metternich, April i, 18 14. "But what was our sur-

prise on seeing a crowd of people pressing up to the gates of the town
in order to view the Emperor and the King and receiving us with shouts

of joy."

The same to the same, Paris, IMarch 31, 1814. " He (Nesselrode)

desires me to tell your Highness that what M. de St. Vincent (VitroUes)

has told you. Prince, about the temper of the town of Paris is far short

of what we found to be the case. The return of the Bourbons is unani-

mously desired." About the entry into Paris, see Beranger, " Ma
Biographie," p. 144.

* Stiirmer to Metternich, April i, 1814.
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that after ]\Iarie Louise's departure Paris must be the

centre of the new government, therefore he had had
recourse to cunning in order to allow himself to be

forcibly detained in the capital,' which by command of

Cambaceres was to be cleared of all who held high offices

in the Empire.

The crafty man wanted, at any rate, to secure his price

for reinstating the Bourbons, since he could not be the

all-powerful Minister of the Regency. He had thought

at first of the recall of an almost " out-of-date dynasty "

—

to use the phrase of a diplomatist of those days—only as

an " expedient in extremis,'''' ^ but he was now quick

enough to use the discovery at hand : that the Bourbons

were an indispensable element for calming men's minds.^

Alexander, filled with hatred for his great opponent,

glowed with the thought of striking Napoleon out of

the list of sovereigns. But he would most likely have

hesitated to venture on the last decisive step had it

not been for Talleyrand's incentive.^ Now, he was not

only ready for the dethronement of Napoleon, but also

resolved to set aside his son and his whole family.^ On
the evening of March 31 the famous declaration with

Alexander I.'s signature (it emanated from Talleyrand's

^ Pasquier, " Memoires," vol. ii., p. 231. Tallej-rand himself writes

on ^larch 31, to the Princess of Courland : "I found the barriers closed,

and it was impossible for me to continue my journey."—" Revue
d'histoire diplomatique," 1S87, p. 248.

- Wessenberg's " Posthumous Papers," No. 19.

^ Houssaye, " 18 14," p. 559.
'' Stiirmer to Mettemich, April i, 1814, writes : "... We must nc

longer hesitate to dethrone the Emperor Napoleon ; that it was the

only means of securing peace to tlie world, nothing could lead back

this sovereign to moderation and justice ; that ambition would

always remain his ruling passion ; that he was at the head of the Jaco-

bins, and for the happiness of France aiid of humanity we must be

rid of him."—Pasquier, vol. ii., p. 258 ; Talleyrand, vol. ii., p. 163.

^ Pradt, " Recit historique sur la restauration de la royaute en

France, March 31. 18 14," p. 66—Vitrolles' " Memoircs," vol. i., p. 313.
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pen) was placarded everywhere.^ It announced that the

Powers would no longer treat with Napoleon, and that

they would recognise and protect the Constitution which

the French should choose for themselves.^ The right

of the people to choose their own Constitution was pro-

claimed, remarkable to state, by the most absolute

autocrat in the world. The revolution of 1789 could not

desire a finer trophy." The Tsar, who recoiled from the

sole responsibility of this portentous step, used all his

persuasive powers to move Prince Schwarzenberg to

sign the document. The generalissimo refused. He had

not the courage to do so without his Emperor's sanction.*

This declaration—effectually the deathblow of Napoleon's

government—was in reality a very arbitrary act on the

part of the Tsar. Therefore Ne^elrode deemed it ex-

pedient to excuse himself to Metternich ; he must not

take it amiss, he told him, " that he had acted at this

decisive moment without his co-operation, on which,

however, he had ventured to rely." ^

Great surprise was felt at Dijon when the news of this

declaration was received, on April 3. ^ Metternich was

^ Pasquier, vol. ii., p. 261, is of opinion that this declaration was

not only composed at the conference held under the presidency of

Alexander, but that it had already been mapped out by Talleyrand

and Pozzo di Borgo.
- In the Moniteur of April 2, 18 14.

' This was Wessenberg's opinion. " Posthumous Papers," No. 19.

* Stiirmer to Metternich, April i, 18 14. Schwarzenberg could hardly

have declared his consent (as VitroUes tells us, vol. i., p. 313) to the

dethronement of the King of Rome by a nod in reply to Alexander's

look of inquiry. Stiirmer, who was staying at headquarters as Metter-

nich's special informant, and watched every incident closely, could not

have possibly reported Schwarzenberg's refusal in that case. But

even had the generalissimo so acted, as Vitrolles represents, then it

was on his own initiative, without the sanction of the Emperor or

Metternich. * Ibid.

'' Wessenberg's " Posthumous Papers," No. 19. " I shall never

forget the astonishment that the Emperor Alexander's famous declar-

ation produced at Dijon."
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exercised in his mind, and hesitated wliethcr to authorise

its being posted on the walls, thus testifying his approval

of Alexander's arbitrary action. ^ We know from the

Minister's own lips that he was much perturbed by the

proceedings of March 31 in Paris. " The declaration

of the Russian Emperor," he wrote to Hudelist, " is a

miserable performance, which would never have been

couched in these terms if I had been at hand. We
have published it therefore as a historical document."

"

The disapproval on the part of Metternich altered nothing

in the course of events. Talleyrand redeemed his pledge

to the Tsar that the Senate should pronounce Napoleon's

dethronement.^ On April 2, 1814, the memorable
revolution took place.

>it >!< * >|c

On the same da}' that the Senate voted against Napo-
leon, Caulaincourt returned from Paris with the news that

the Emperor Alexander insisted on Napoleon's abdication.

But the French Emperor had 60,000 men at his dis-

posal. He was therefore resolved not to yield. But he

met with unexpected resistance from the marshals who
surrounded him. Convinced that France under his

further guidance was lost, they demanded his abdication

in favour of the Regency for his son the King of Rome,
a minor. They unanimously desired to pledge them.selves

for his succession with the Allied Powers. After a hard

^ Wessenberg's " Posthumous Papers," No. 19. " Prince Metter-

nich was so struck with astonishment that he hesitated for a

moment as to whether he would permit the declaration to be posted.

He was quite thoughtful and sad, alarmed perhaps at the result of

his condescension in agreeing to the proposal of his illustrious ally, in

the matter of refusing to treat any longer with Napoleon."
'' Metternich to Hudelist, Dijon, April 4, 1814. "To-day you will

hear the end of all things. . . . The proclamation which the Emperor
Alexander has signed is bad, and I would not have agreed to it had I

been there."

^ Talleyrand, " Memoires," vol. ii., p. 16^.
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struggle, Napoleon yielded. Caulaincourt, Ney, and
Macdonald betook themselves to Paris with this resolu-

tion of the Emperor. They represented to the Tsar with

great zeal the need of a Regency. Napoleon, who knew
his opponent accurately, and wanted to take him on his

weak side, gave him to understand through Ney, that if

he (Napoleon) had anything with which to reproach

himself it was with having sinned against his truest

ally ; even now he reckoned upon his generosity, and
looked with confidence to a decision as to the degree

of power to be assigned to him. These words made a

deep impression upon Alexander, the effect of which

he did not seek to conceal from any one.^ He who had
reached the goal of his ambition seemed to waver and

wish to fulfil the marshals' desire. That he wished for

time to reflect, was so much gained for the Imperial

cause. Just then the fateful intelligence reached him
that Marmont, with his army corps, had seceded from

Napoleon and crossed over to the enemy's lines. ^ The
strongest argument on which Caulaincourt, Ney, and
Macdonald had relied had thereby lost its value. Now
it was proved that even the army was no longer abso-

lutely loyal to its old leader. The secession of Marmont,
who had turned traitor to his Emperor, decided the

Tsar in favour of the Bourbons, to the detriment of the

Regency. " You see," he said to Pozzo Borgo, " Provi-

dence wills it thus. The direction of Providence asserts

itself. No more delay, no more wavering."^ Without
delay, without hesitation, he told the Imperial Com-

' Stiirmer to Metternich, Paris, April 7, 18 14.

^ As regards this occurrence Schwarzenberg reports to the Emperor
Francis, Paris, April 2, 18 14, Royal and Imperial Archives of War in

Vienna. " The deputies of the hostile army, owing to Marshal Marmont's
secession and their own conviction of the excellent spirit of the pro-

visional government and of the people generally, feel disposed coq-

siderably to abate their demands."
•' Pa^qnier, vol. ii., p. 311,
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missioners when he received them at 9 a.m. on the morn-

ing of April 5, that the Emperor must resign for himself

and his heirs. He granted to his opponent nothing

but the title of Emperor, with the sovereignty over

Elba. When, a few days later, Hardenberg, the Prussian

Chancellor of State, reproached the Emperor of Russia

with this concession, the Tsar replied in his pious fashion :

" Christianity enjoins us to pardon our enemies." ^

Napoleon, with a heavy heart, signed the abdication

for himself and his heirs on April 6. With the words,
" You want peace ? Well, you shall have it," he handed
the ever-memorable document to his marshals, who
hastened to bear it to Paris,^ They arrived during the

night of April 6-7. The negotiations concerning the

compact with Napoleon began forthwith. The Imperial

Commissioners regarded it as their duty to consider the

fate of Marie Louise. " They have declared," WTites

Schwarzenberg, " that they are pledged in the name
of the army to demand a residence for the Empress
more suited to her health than would be the climate

of an island. In this respect they propose to assign

Tuscany to her Majesty, where she would reside apart

from her husband, only stipulating that she might
visit him from time to time." ^ Schwarzenberg did not

venture to dispose of Tuscany on his own initiative, there-

fore he proposed to the marshals to let the matter rest

until the arrival of the Emperor Francis in Paris. He
told them the}^ might place perfect confidence in the

paternal disposition of the Austrian Emperor, therefore

this question need neither disturb, nor delay, the progress

* " Hardenberg's Diary." State Archives of the Kingdom of Prussia,

April II, 1814. "I ventured to reproach the Emperor Alexander

as to the convention with Napoleon. He pleaded the Christian spirit

which enjoins us to pardon our enemies."
* Houssaye, " 1814," p. 635.
' Schwarzenberg to Emperor Francis, Paris, April 8, 1814. R. and I.

Archives of War in Vienna.
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of the remaining negotiations.^ On account of the out-

spoken adherence of the army to Napoleon, and their

open disHke to the Bourbons,^ Schwarzenberg wished to

hasten the conclusion of the agreement with Napoleon

so as to get him speedily beyond the confines of France.

The Austrian general feared with good reason that the

presence of Napoleon would be a sufficiently powerful

lever to raise the hopes of his adherents.^ Besides, a

breach might be expected from him at any moment.
x\s a matter of fact, the report was actually in circulation

on April 7 that the Emperor had left Fontainebleau in a

carriage and had taken the road to Bourgogne. When
the marshals got wind of this, they declared at once

that if Napoleon had betrayed their conlidence they

would deliver him up " dead or alive." * The report,

however, was an utter fabrication. Nevertheless, Schwar-

zenberg was of opinion that the decentralisation of the

army, already decreed, must be reconsidered.^ In the

confused and dangerous state of affairs he begged the

Emperor Francis to come to Paris without delay.^

People were astonished at the self-dependence with

which Alexander viewed the most important decisions,

as if he alone were the head of the Coalition. It is

conceivable that the Emperor Francis, who was delighted

with the Royalist outburst of enthusiasm at Dijon,''

1 Schwarzenberg to Emperor Francis, Paris, April 8, 1814. R. and

I. Archives of War in Vienna.

^ The same. " A feeling adhesion to Napoleon is still prevalent

in the French army on the whole, whilst the Bourbons have hardly

any following." ^ Ibid.

* Ibid. ^ Ibid. « Ibid.

' Metternich to his daughter Marie, Dijon, April 5, 1814.

Archives of the Princely House of Metternich. " Here we are in

the midst of cries of 'Vive le Roi.' The public seems possessed.

More than 20,000 cockades have been sold in one day. The milliners

and the dressmakers do nothing else. All the street urchins have bits

of white paper in their hats and caps. ' Richard Ccsur de Lion ' was
represented this evening. The people went crazy. The Emperor
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did not really wish to be in Paris at the moment when
his daughter was dethroned.^ But why did Metternich

remain absent ? Just at that time he made the singular

disco\-erv that he had nothing more to do in the French

capital.-^ Later on he repented bitterl}^ of this, and
spoke of it as " one of his greatest misfortunes." ^ Mean-
while he cherished the delusion that he had the whole

conduct of affairs in the hollow of his hand.* This

was so far from being the case that it seemed to the

Austrian diplomatist Stiirmer a ver}^ serious matter

that Alexander should be regarded by the French as the

only influential member of the Coalition.^ Metternich's

conduct appears the more enigmatical because he knew
that " the Emperor Alexander needed some one who
would keep him a little in check." ^ Only when Talley-

rand and Nesselrode pressed him, on April 5,'' to come
to Paris did he set out for the French capital, but, strange

to sa}^ without any particular haste.® On April 10 he

Napoleon is not beloved. This fact is certain. Everybody was

embracing everybody else in the street, and saying, ' Alon Dieii '

after twenty-five years we shall have some quiet at last.'
"

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Dijon, April 7, 1814. "The Empress's

father might naturally wish to avoid Paris at the very moment of his

daughter's expulsion from the throne."

^ Metternich to his daughter Marie, Dijon, April 5, 18 14. Archives

of the Princely House of Metternich. " I shall not go to Paris till

later on, 1 have nothing to do there now."
•' Metternich to Hudelist, Paris, May 13, 1814. "... especially

my absence from Paris, where I arrived a week too late, it is one of my
greatest misfortunes."

* The same to the same, Dijon, April 4, 18 14. " In any case we have

the matter quite in our own hands, and the result of all our endeavours

will be a speedy universal peace."
"^ Stiirmer to Metternich, Paris, April 7, 1814.

® Metternich to Hudelist, Dijon, April 7, 1S14.

'' Talleyrand and Nesselrode to Meiternich, Paris, April 5, 1S14.

'* You are bound to come. Paris and Madame Junot expect

you."
^ Metternich to Hudelist, Dijon, April 7, 18 14.
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reached Paris.^ What right had he then to reproach

the Tsar on his arrival—as we see from his Memoirs ^

—

for ceding Elba to Napoleon ? In all probability this

account is but the subsequent fruit of his imagination,

and he never really spoke to Alexander in that sense.

Metternich's despatches at that time certainly contain

no word of blame for the Tsar.^ He must have already

been aware of this clause in the terms of the projected

contract. It seems as though he intentionally absented

himself from the Paris negotiations. He only took part

in them at Alexander's express request, and then merely

because one of the items in the contract that had to be

settled treated of an independent establishment for

the Empress and the King of Rome,* The supposition is

almost justified that it was desired to make Alexander

answerable for all that took place in Paris. Had not

this been his leading idea, he would have felt obliged

to shorten his stay in Dijon directly after the Tsar's

declaration of March 31, which so greatly displeased him.

Even had there been no agreement as to the surrender

of Elba to Napoleon, was it quite fair that Alexander

should not only drive the Emperor from his throne but

also exclude his son from the succession ? He had

already declared on February 9, 1814, that a " Regency

was scarcely to be thought of during the present dreadful

tension." ^ According to Pradt, the proclamation of the

Regency of Marie Louise would have been possible even

on March 31.^ Metternich knew very well that at the

first summons the whole army would have unanimously

raised the King of Rome on their shield.'^ He was not

^ Metternich's " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. i., p. 199.

^ Ibid. * Ibtd., vol. ii., p. 469. * Ibid.

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Foumier, " The Congress of Chitillon,"

p. 256.

" Pradt (already quoted), p. 66.

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Paris, April 21. "The revolution is

accomplished. Its only opponents are those who clamour for the
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unaware of the great regard which Marie Louise enjoyed

with the nation,^ who were for the most part more Im-
periahst than Koyahst in tlieir sympathies. Propositions

in favour of the King of Rome came from various quarters,

his cause, so it seemed, had found a warm advocate even

in Gentz. The information received from Lucien Bona-

parte, who was staying in London, was of a significance

not to be underrated. Even before the fall of Napoleon,

he had informed RIctternich that the foremost men in

France had asked him to head a movement to o\'erthrow

the Emperor and raise his son to the throne in liis place.
"^

But Lucien would not undertake anything without the

active co-operation of Austria,^ which was just wliat

Metternich refused.* So greatly did people in Paris

reckon upon the initiative of the Court of Vienna, that

it was universally said Austria would not tolerate the

restoration of the Bourbons, but thought only of a

change in favour of the King of Rome,^ an opinion which

Napoleon silently did his best to confirm by means of his

adherents.^ Metternich would not hear of these plans,

Regency. This class is very important, especially as it includes the

army."
' Metternich's Despatch, Paris, April 13, 1814. " It comes to this,

that the Empress through her exemplary behaviour has a very strong

party, among which the majority of the army must be numbered,

who swear allegiance to this same opinion : the restoration of the

Napoleonic dynasty."
^ Lebzeltern to Metternich, Rome, July 16, 1814. "They were

disposed," reports Lebzeltern, " from information received from

Lucien (Bonaparte) in Rome, to make a revolution in favour of the

Empress and the King of Rome." M. Lucien was invited to place

himself at the head of the party. Napoleon was to be for ever excluded

from the throne, from the government, and from France.
•' Lebzeltern to Metternich, Rome, Julj' 16, 18 14.

" Ibid.

•' Metternich's Despatch of April 13, 1814. "The pubhc cannot
conceive that your Majesty is not in agreement about the change of

government."
'' The same. " The Emperor Napoleon has caused it to be hinted
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in regard to which he was of the same mind as his master.

Like him, the Emperor Francis decidedly disclaimed all

attempts to secure the succession to the throne for

Napoleon's family through the weight of his opinion.

Champagny, Duke of Cadore, who filled the office of

Secretary of State for the Regency, came direct from

Blois, where Marie Louise resided, to Dijon. He delivered

a letter from the Empress in which she commended her

own and her son's future to the heartfelt consideration

of her father.^ But Champngny was to interpret

personally to the Emperor all tliat was left unsaid

in the letter. It was his mission to persuade

Francis to make over the French crown to the King of

Rome, under the Regency of Marie Louise," But the

Emperor of Austria did not allow the Duke of Cadore to

doubt for a single moment that there was not, and

never would be, any question of this.^ The son-in-law

had ceased to be a political factor in his father-in-law's

eyes, and as a grandfather he would not assign such a

part to his grandson. If he were disposed for a moment
to receive Napoleon—in case he wished to come to Dijon

—

abroad that Austria will certainly lose no opportunity of replacing the

Napoleonic dynasty on the throne."

* Helfert, " Marie Louise," p. 296.

^ Prince Moritz Liechtenstein to Field Marshal Duka, St. Floren-

tine, April 6, 1814. Stadion to Metternich, Chutillon, April 9, 1814.

Stadion was with Emperor Francis.

* Stadion to Metternich. Chatillon, April 9, 18 14. " But his Majesty

being fixed in his resolution to avoid altogether the question oi the

succession to the French Empire in Napoleon's family, and sp'-akiug to

him about it with the habitual frankness he displays on such (occasions,

succeeded in persuading the French envoy of the uselessness ol any

overtures bearing on that subject." But Champagny was not to be

dissuaded after his journey from writing once more on this question

to Metternich, April 9, 18 14. "... in depicting her Majesty (Marie

Louise) as she has appeared during these last few months as courageous,

as grand, as noble, as a grand-daughter of Maria Theresa should be,

you may judge how worthy she is to occupy the throne upon which

the will of her august father placed her."
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with all the honours due to him,^ the next minute he was

again lirnily resoh^ed not to allow any intercourse bet\veen

his daughter and her husband, consequently he showed

great displeasure on hearing from Prince Schwarzenberg

that the Russian general, Schuvalov, had been sent

from Paris to Blois to conduct Marie Louise and her

son to Napoleon at Fontainebleau.^ He expressed his

displeasure to Metternich through Stadion :
" From the

v^ery moment "—Stadion had to write Metternich
—

" that

the Archduchess "—as she was already styled
—

" is

separated from her husband she belongs to no one but

her father, and he alone can, and may, take her under

his protection. He desires that his daughter and her

child shall be handed over to him, so that he may have

them brought to his own country, in a manner befitting

her rank, and provide a suitable place of residence for them
until such time as their ultimate fate can be decided."

When these clearly worded injunctions reached Paris, the

^ When Champagny on his return communicated to Field Marshal-

Lieutenant Prince Moritz Liechtenstein his intention to persuade Marie

Louise to repair to her Imperial father, to which the latter had con-

sented, Liechtenstein wrote to F. M. L. Duka (Joigny, April lo, 1814) :

" I am convinced that the Emperor Napoleon might also come, espe-

cially if he spoke to the Duke of Cadore (Champagny), who has this

project very much at heart, and regards it as the only means of safety."

To this Duka replied at the Emperor Francis's desire (Troyes, April 11,

5 o'clock in the afternoon) that Marie Louise, in case she appeared,

was to be received with all due ceremony, likewise Napoleon if he were

to come, "nevertheless with this difference, that his escort must be

strong enough to protect him (Napoleon) from any kind of insult which

might be offered him." Liechtenstein was commanded to accompany
Napoleon to Troyes in person, alone, or with Marie Louise

^ Schwarzenberg to Emperor Francis, Paris, April 8, 18 14. " General

Schuvalov was sent to Blois early yesterday morning to accompany
the Empress Marie Louise to her husband at Fontainebleau." Meneval
" Memoires," vol. iii., p. 265, is therefore under a misapprehension

when he says that Schuvalov was commissioned to escort Marie Louise

and her son to Orleans. Accordingly, Houssaye, " 1815," p. 159, as

well as Masson, " Marie Louise," p. 383, must be corrected.

^ Stadion to Metternich, Chatillon, April 10. 18 14.
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famous Convention of April ii had just been concluded

under Metternich's auspices. After receiving Napoleon's

abdication, this Convention secured to Marie Louise tlic

possession of the Duchies of Parma, Piacenza and Guastala,

with the title of " Empress, Duchess of Parma," and for

her son that of " Imperial Highness Prince of Parma." ^

Meanwhile, Napoleon, in a very dejected mood, was
awaiting the issue of the Paris negotiation. A hfe iull

of the greatest, mightiest deeds, which had paved the

way to the summit of earthly honour, was now undone,

owing to his recent defeats. All the brilliant victories

he had won on the battlefields of Italy, all his successes at

Austerlitz, Jena, Friedland, Wagram, arose before him,

showing up the present in still darker colours. It would

not be strange if this man wished to put a violent end

to his existence in an access of despair.^ Those around

him thought they sav/ indications of mental aberration.^

]\Iarshal Macdonald maintained that he could not grasp

two consecutive ideas.* But he took his exile to Elba

more quietly than was expected of him. He said to his

1 Metternich to Hudelist, Paris, April 23, 1814. " In all newspapers

and documents both Napoleon and Marie Louise are to retain their

Imperial titles : Emperor Napoleon, Empress Marie Louise, Duchess

of Parma, his Imperial Highness Prince of Parma. Tlicsc are the

titles to be used."—Metternich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. ii.,

p. 469.
- It has never yet been clearly ascertained whether Napoleon

wished to commit suicide. Metternich did not think him capable

of it (Helfert, "Marie Louise," pp. 435, 179, notes). Macdonald,
" Mcmoires," pp. 300-301, spcaIvS only of the Emperor's state of ill-

health.

•^ Metternich to Hudelist, Paris, April 15, 1S14. ''"'He (Napolcou)

must in any case be very much indisposed mentally. Everything points

to it." The same to the same, Paris, May 13, 1814. "Moreover,

it appears from everything that he is on the verge oE madness."
* Metternich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. ii., p. 470. In the

eport before me there is the following sentence, wanting in Metternich's
' Posthumous Papers "

:
" It appears that he is in a frame of mind

)ordering upon a catastrophe."
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generals : "It will not be so bad there. I would rather a

hundred times live quietly on this island than rule

over a France less great than I made it by conquest." ^

But he could not hide from himself the fact that for him
]^31ba actually signified a prison.'-^ Vanquished, he went

into exile, but not without a hidden thought of returning

one day under happier circumstances. He was perhaps

hardly in earnest when he said to his courtiers :
" I have

played out my part. Serve the Bourbons w^ith the same
zeal with which you have dc\'()ted yourselves to me." ^

It w^as only a pose w-hen he affected to give himself up
to intellectual pursuits, to chemistry and mathematics.*

His thoughts were certainly bent on quite a different

object. Napoleon had been ruined with the help of

that very same Austria that had lent him the greatest

moral support through his marriage with the Archduchess

Marie Louise. The Court of Vienna completely deprived

him of every prospect of his restoration to the Empire
when the Empress and the King of Rome were carried

away from France.

The Imperial party had no longer its appointed head.''

Therefore Metternich—as he himself said—took up the

leadership of the purely Royalist party ** and sununoncd
the Emperor Francis to Paris, that he might sanction I?}-

his presence the accession of Louis XVIII. to the thronc

with due solemnity.^ Like bewitching music, Hudelist's

^ Major Count Clam's account to Schwarzenberg, withoixt date of

the day of the month, 1814.

^ Metternich to HudeUst, Paris, April 15, 1814.

» Ibid.

' Idem, Paris, April 21, 18 14.

* Ibid. " Since we have taken away the Emperor aad t'?i;- Prince,

the (Imperial) party remains without any actual prop.''

" Ibid.

' Metternich to Hudclist, Paris. April 15, 1814. " Tb^i s-vrival of

the l-lmperor completely sets the seal upon what has alrea/?v happened^

and composes men's minds." Metternich's Report of hpi^CiXX. 1814.
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praise rang in his ears when that faithful friend applauded

him for having accomplished a gigantic enterprise, com-

pared with which " old Hercules' labours " were child's

play. Only the gigantic work did not stand the two

years' test which Mettcrnich prophesied for it at I lie

very beginning. It did not last, not only because he

had conceded Elba to Napoleon, but still more because

he had helped to victory the extreme Royalist ])arty with

Comte d'xA-rtois and the Duchesse d'Angouleme at their

head ; all this could not but lead to that revolution known
to history as " the Hundred Days."

" I am convinced from hour to hour that your ^-lajesty has become

an active instrument of moral power in France, the; finest i6le that can

be reserved for a monarch."



CHAPTER IV

THE PRINCE OF PARMA

After Napoleon had signed the deed of abdication,

he addressed an altogether despairing letter to Marie

Louise. He was ruined, his hour had struck ; thus

he wrote. To avoid being involved in his misfortunes,

he advised her to throw herself into her father's arms.^

She was quite prepared to do so without this advice,

even before these lines reached her. Her brothers-in-law.

Kings Joseph and Jerome, compelled her to take this

step. They wanted to abduct her from Blois, being

resolutely determined to hold her as their hostage

against the Allies. Only her own fearlessness, and an

appeal to the loyalty of the officers who were present,

frustrated this rash design on her person.^ Immediately

afterwards she was thrown into fresh disquietude as

to the safety of herself and her son.^ The approach of

3000 Cossacks under the leadership of Tschernitclieff

was universally dreaded. Marie Louise was firmly

convinced that they had orders to take herself and
her child prisoners. Napoleon's last letter had deprived

her of any prospect of help from him. He had even

allowed the expression to escape him that he scarcelv

believed he w^ould reach Elba alive.* Racked with

anxiety, she wrote in feverish haste two letters to the

^ Helfert, " INIarie Louise," pp. 435, 179, note.

' The Memoirs of Joseph and Jcr6me contain nothing about the

matter. Bausset, on the contrary, mentions it in his Reminiscences.

' Helfert, "Marie Louise," p. 303. * Ibid. p. 435.
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Emperor Francis, which she entrusted respectively

to Bausset, her major-domo, and to M. Saint-Aulaire,^

She gave most impressive utterance to her desire to be

permitted to join her father, a desire which both her

envoys strenuously reinforced by word of mouth.^ Under

the influence of these tidings, Metternich sent a letter

forthwith by Saint-Aulaire to Marie Louise, with the

comforting assurance that independent means of living

in Paris would be secured to herself and her son. " But,"

he added, " of ail desirable measures you could adopt

just now, the most acceptable would be for your Majesty

with your Illustrious Offspring to betake yourself to

Austria, where you could remain until the establishment

in Elba, as well as that intended for your Majesty in

Italy, can be arranged. The Emperor would then

have the happiness of doing his very utmost to dry

those tears for the shedding of which, Madame, you

have had such ample cause. Your Majesty would

repose for the time being, and in the future be mistress

of your destiny. Thus you could take care of your

own health and of that of your son." '

^ Helfert "Marie Louise" p. 177, note), however, maintains that

the first letter was brought by Saiut-Aulaire, the second by Bausset,

whereas he is refuted by Melternicii's Despatch of April ii, wherein

exactly the contrary is stated.

^ Metternich to the Emperor, April 11, 1814.

^ Autograph letter from Metternich to Marie Louise, Paris, April 11,

1S14. The contents of this letter are given in Meneval's " Memoircs
pour scrvir a I'histoire de Napoleon I." " vol. iii., p. 285, but the author

has contrived to impart a not immaterial nuance which docs not appear

in Metternich's own letter. He wTites : she is to repair to Austria,
" pour attendre que I'etablissement a. Elbe soit forme ainsi que celui

que Ton destinera a V. M''^ en Italic " (to wait until the establishment

in Elba is prepared, as well as that chosen for your Majesty in Italy).

Meneval, on the contrary, says :

" En attendant qu'elle ait la choix

entre les lieux ou se trouvera TEinpercur Napoleon et son propre

6tablissement." Metternich, it is certain, never thought of such a

free choice being granted to ]\Jarie Louise, and not a syllable of it is

to be found in his letter.
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Scarcely had this letter been despatched to Marie

Louise than Metternich had also to convey to her an

invitation, through the Princes Paul Esterhazy and

Wenzcl Liechtenstein, to betake herself to Rambouillct

without delay, where she would have the opportunity of

meeting her father in the course of a fcv/ days. Metter-

nich informed the Emperor of this arrangement in the

following words :
" By these means the Empress and

your Majesty are free to do what seems good to you,

and her Majest}' the Empress is relieved from a painful

position." ^

Three hours after the arrival of Princes Esterhazy

and Liechtenstein, Marie Louise was ready to start."

Nothing was further from her thoughts in undertaking

the journey to Rambouillct than the intention of separat-

ing at once and for ever from Napoleon. If Metternich

cherished secret thoughts of preventing her return

to Napoleon, he had not yet ventured to approach

her with any such proposition. He only spoke of

temporary separation. Marie Louise thought she m^ight

venture to agree to this, all the more readily because

the proposal was pointed out to her as the most suitable

solution of the crisis. Her declaration to Bausset was

sincerely meant : Duty and desire enjoined upon her

to be at the Emperor's side. But would Napoleon

agree to this transplantation to Austria ? She was
obliged to admit to herself that he would never suffer

his son to be left, even for a short time, in the hands of

his enemies in Austria. For this reason she dreaded

seeing Napoleon before starting for Rambouillet ; she

did not trust her power to resist him.^ Up to the

^ Metternich's Despatch of Apvil ii, 1814.

^ The same of April 13. Marie Louise to Metternich, Orleans,

April 12. 1 8 14. " I intend to start ?^t 5 p.m. for Rambouillet, where the

hope is held out to me of the Empercr of Austria's arrival to-»iorrow."

'^ The letters of Lady Burghers}*, edited by Lady iio^ Weigall,

London, 1893, p. 226.
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last moment she feared he might come to fetch her

himself. Hence the haste in which she left Blois and
Orleans.^ In her distress, which cost her tears enough,

and in which she sat brooding gloomily by the hour

together, one thing above all was clear to her : hcncefortii

as a mother she must sacrifice everything in order to

ensure for her child a destiny as favourable as could

possibly be arranged. This feeling prompted her to

keep her husband, hated as he was by all the Powers

of Europe, as much as possible in the background.

Thus it is explicable v/hy she who, according to ail

that we know of her at this period, still clung to

Napoleon, at the same time displays in her letters only

anxiety for her son. She entreats the Emperor Francis

to obtain for his grandson some other possession besides

Elba.^ She did not know, as yet, how little her Imperial

father tolerated the cession of this island to Napoleon.

Francis would have preferred to see him banished far

away to some remote corner of the earth. " Moreover,"

he declares, " we must be careful to see—since it can-

not be put a stop to now—that after Napoleon's death

we get Elba for Tuscany, that I am appointed guardian

to the child for Parma, and that, in the event of my
daughter's death and that of the child, these two States

shall not revert to Napoleon's family." ^

' Metternich's Despatch of April 13, 1814. "Her Majesty the Empress,

who was always in a state of anxiety lest her husband should fetch her

from Orleans, took the road to Rambouillet three hours after the

arriv^al of my Lords (Estcrhazy and Wenzel Liechtenstein)." Vv'hat

Metternich says here, quite contradicts the communications published

in the Gaulois, from the Memoirs of de Galbois (at that time Colonel

de Galbois) in which Marie Louise utters the ttnderest expressions

of feeling for her husband, and was hrmly convinced that her father

would maintain her upon the throne with Napoleon.
^ Helfert, " Marie Louise," p. 307.

^ From Metternich's " Posthumous Papers," vol. ii., p. 472. Here

it is " rcservicrt," whilst in the original it is expressed " reversible,"

which alone gives the exact rendering. Massoii, " Marie Louise,"
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Marie Louise was guided by a true and right instinct

when she wished to appear at Rambouillet exclusively

as guardian of her son.^ For here she was soon to learn

that no one wished to have anything to do with her

husband, and in the interests of her child and for the

peace of Europe she felt obliged to sscritice all inter-

course with Napoleon." But a great deal still depended

upon the attitude of Marie Louise. It Vv-as v,\ il lin'^v.n

that she represented a Power which, in her name, mighi

easily initiate a decisive movement in favour of the Re-

gency. It was therefore imperatively desired to get her

out of France and not allow her to have any further

intercourse with her husband. Napoleon had given

his consort ill advice when he recommended her to

take refuge with her father. He soon recognised his

mistake. It was, however, too late to hinder her journey

as he wished, so that she might accompany him to Italy

and restore her shattered health at some watering-place

in that country.^ Marie Louise, wlio received the

Emperor's letter after she had started, could not then

draw back. Napoleon had all the more reason to rue

his former advice now that at Rambouillet she was

p. 396, gives a somewhat kindly-worded letter from the Emperor Francis

to Napoleon, which directly contradicts his words quoted by us in

the text ; it seen\s to u? quite impossible that Francis could have

written any svch letter as IMasson publishes, we therefore treat it as

apocryphal.
' Hardenberg writes on April 17, 1814, in his diary: " ^Metternich

at Rambouillet with luri Lraperor to sec the Emprcso Marie Louise."

Royal Archives of I'rr.ssia.

- Wessenberg, who had intimate knowledge of these things, savs in

a document of 1814 :
" Faitset docun;ents relatifs aux reclaniations de

la reine d'Etrurie "
: "... From the time v hen great sacriiiccs

were required of Marie Louise in order to serve the political vie\\s

which have restored the ancient dynasty to the thrcie of France." He
expresses himself in n^uch the same way in a document to be quoted

later.

^ jMeneval, " Memoirc:;," vol. iii. p. 293.
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deprived of every chance of seeing him again. Napoleon's

complaint is therefore justified : tliat the Empress was
forcibly separated from him.^ In consenting to go to

Austria with the Prince of Parma (as he was now entitled),

Marie Louise always cherished the hope of travelling to

Elba, at a later time, after she had taken possession of her

new territory. She set forth, therefore, on her journey

to her early home with a lighter heart, now that Napoleon

himself had postponed the idea of a meeting until the

autumn.^ When he wrote in this strain, he only imagined

that Marie Louise would be taking the baths at Aix in

the meanwhile, as Dr. Corvisart had prescribed. His

letter contained no word of consent to her establishing

herself in Vienna and, according to his views, he would

certainly never have given it. The Empress was to

remain near him, and on the very day upon which he

finally departed for his principality he sent her a new
token of his love. " Farewell, my dear Louise," he

writes, " under all circumstances you may rely on the

courage, serenity, and friendship of your husband. A
kiss to the little king."^ Three days after Napoleon

^ Statement of the Imperial Austrian Comviissioner, General Baron

Keller, to Metternich, Rouanne, April 23, 1814. The same to Metter-

nich, Fontainebleau, April 15. Roller here maintains that Napoleon

sent Flahault to Rambouillet, at whose intercession be expected Marie

Louise would give up her resolve to part from him. Respecting Roller

himself, see Helfert, " Napoleon I.'s Journey from Fontainebleau to

Elba."
^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, April 18, 1814. "The

Emperor goes to-day to the Island of Elba, and writes to me to save

myself on account of my health, because otherwise he would be vary

anxious, and he begs me to follow my doctor's orders (Corvisart's)

with regard to the baths of Aix ; he writes he woiild rather not see me
till the autumn than see me suffering." See also Helfert, already

quoted.
^ " Correspondanoe de Napoleon," vol. xxv-ii., No. 21, 562. There

is no cogent reason for assuming, as Helfert does (already quoted

p. 327), that because this letter has only been met with in Mr. Jarriette's

autograph collection, it had never been seen by Marie Louise. Many
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sent her this letter, on April 23, Marie Louise set off,

accompanied by her suite, which was under the direction

of the Austrian general, Count Karl Kinsky.

She was impatiently awaited in Vienna, where her

step-mother, Maria Ludovica, Napoleon's implacable foe,

made all preparations herself for her step-daughter's

reception at the country seat of Schonbrunn. She even

wanted to tra\-el a stage on the road to meet her. " You
can imagim^," she writes to the Emperor Francis, shortly

before the arrival of the Empress's carriage, " with

what emotion I shall embrace; her once more." ^ Maria

Ludovica had last seen h.er in Dresden in 1812, and

certainly a greater contrast between the present meeting

and the one that took place in the Saxon capital can

scarcely be imagined. Then, IMarie Louise shone in all

the pomp and splendour with which the victorious

Emperor surrounded her as the hrst Princess in the

world ; now, shorn of her glory, she returned with

her child, like a fugitive, to her father's home. Did
Marie Louise, longing only for repose after the violent

excitements she had recently undergone, feel the change

in lier circumstances very deeply ? Archduke John,

who observed her attentively on her arrival, said :
" She

feels it and hides it."
'^ Her step-mother, with kindly

consideration, avoided everything that might make her

position harder to bear. The Viennese also were taking

pains to prepare a warm welcome for their Archduchess.

When, on May 21, at a quarter past six p.m., she arrived

in the Empress Ludovica's carriage at the avenue of

Schonbrunn, she was greeted with an impetuous outburst

such documents have been preserved in private collections without

it being possible to assert that they were never received by the persons

to whom the}" were addressed.

^ Eduard Wertheimer, " Die drei ersten Frauen des Kaisers Franz,"

p. 125.

' Krones, " Aus dem Tagcbuch Erzhcrzog Jphanns von Oesterrcicb,"

P- 159.
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of joy which penetrated to the interior of the castle

itself.^ Ten minutes later a second carriage drove up,

containing Napoleon's son, whose arrival was awaited

with the greatest curiosity. Prince Trauttmansdorff

lifted him from the carriage and delivered him to Count

Kinsky, who carried him up the steps of the palace as far

as the great hall, where the Court was assembled. Every

one exclaimed with enthusiastic delight on beholding the

beauty of the Emperor's youthful son. They shouted,
" Long live the Prince of Parma !

" and the distinguished

ladies who were ranged on either side of the stairs vv^ould

not be restrained from kissing his little hands, so that

Count Kinsky could with difhculty pass along.^ " The

people," writes Hudelist to Metternich, " were assembled

in great numbers, and heartily cheered tlie Empress

Marie Louise, who graciously acknowledged the greetings

of the crowd. They were still more enchanted with the

little Prince of Parma, whose friendly behaviour and

hue healthy appearance they are never weary of prais-

ing. Hitherto, why I know not, reports to the contrary

have been publicly circulated, and people are now agree-

ably surprised, which niust have a very beneficial effect.

To-day half Vienna is rushing to Schonbrunn to see all

this for themselves." ^ There was in fact no end to the

pilgrirriage to the Imperial country seat. People could

talk of nothing but the gracious and beautiful little Prince

in whose features they wished to trace a resemblance

to the Hapsburgs.* The people declared quite openly :

" He belongs to our family. Now we are convinced that

he is no spurious child." ^ But soon the warm sympathy
shown to their former Archduchess veered completely

^ Police report of Maj' 21, 1 8 14. M.I. ^ Ibid.

^ Hudelist to Metternich, Vienna, May 22, 18 14.

* The same to the same, Vienna, May 23, 18 14. "The Prince of

Parma continues to receive great adulation, and people notice that he

has the features of our Imperial family."
^ Police report of May 2 1 , 181/I. M.I.
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round. Suddenly nothing but complaints were heard;

that her demeanour was proud and haughty, that she

preferred to play the Frenchwoman and that her looks

betrayed an utter contempt for the Viennese. " She
is an Austrian no longer," they said, " she is altogether

spoilt—she is a Frenchwoman." ^ She was perpetually

found fault with ; her dress was too theatrical, her

manner of taking her meals too French." She was
most severely censui'ed for never being able to forget

her former role of sovereign lady of France. It was
said she still wept over her lost throne, talked to her

child of nothing but Napoleon, and would have preferred

to join him immediately in Elba.^ Such reports were

gladly circulated by the attendants of the Imperial

Court, to whom the French entourage of Marie Louise

was a thorn in the flesh.* Moreover, the highest Court

officials—such as Trauttmansdorff—made it a ground of

reproach against the ex-Empress that she behaved and
talked as if Napoleon were still ruler of France.^ She
created a feeling of resentment by sternly refusing to see

any likeness between the Prince and herself, and is

reported to have said :
" He resembles the Emperor.

No one will admit it, yet it is certain he has his

face and aU his ways and manners.^' In diplomatic

circles also, she gave offence because she would not put

the slightest control upon her partiality for the Emperor.

It was rumoured that, pointing to a bracelet on her arm,

which contained a likeness of Napoleon, she had said,

this was all that now remained to her of a husband

whom she loved and with whom she had lived, in the most
^ Police report from Schonbrunn, presented May 30, 18 14. M.I.
^ Police report, presented June 2, also one of June 10, 18 14, M.I.

* Police report of June 10, 18 14. M.I,
* Hudelist to Metternich, May 27, 1814,
^ Ibid.

* Baroness Reede to Princess Louise of Prussia, Baden, near Vienna,

May 31, 1814. Intercept. M.I.
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perfect harmony.^ " The Empress Louise," wrote Hude-
list to Mettemich, " must be ill-advised, for she loses the

public sympathy here day by day, because she shows

herself too French, too wanting in affability, and displays

too great an attachment to Napoleon." ^ It was not only

the Viennese who so violently condemned their Arch-

duchess's predilection for a malefactor, as it was now the

fashion to call Napoleon.^ The Berlin Ministry also

considered her bias incredible, and wished for nothing

more ardently than that her Imperial father should

interpose his authority and refuse to allow his daughter

to follow her t5n:annical husband to Elba.*

Doubtless at this time, Marie Louise's thoughts dwelt

continually upon Napoleon. She was also in constant

correspondence with him, so that it is improbable that

she had renounced all idea of meeting him again. Besides,

how could she have forgotten so soon the glory of past

days ? Thus her health began to suffei . She had started

upon " a cure " in Vienna. She did not, however, expect

complete restoration to health except from the Baths of

Aix (in Savoy ^), a course of which had been already

promised to her by her father, while at Rambouillet.

But before going to Aix, she wished to speak to the

latter, whose return from Paris was expected at any

moment. On June 9 she writes :
" It is necessary for

me to speak to you, dearest papa. I cannot tell you how
I long for your coming. All that is being said in Vienna

* Picquot's Report, Berlin, Vienna, May 28, 18 14., Royal State

Archives of Prussia,

- Hudelist to Metternich, Vienna, June 9, 18 14.

^ Police report from Schonbrunn of June 11, 1814. M.I-

* Count Goltz to Piquot at Vienna, Berlin, June 7, 1814. Royal

State Archives of Prussia. The same to the same, April 23, 1814.

Ibid. "... It is difi&cult to believe that Marie Louise should wish,

or that she would ever be permitted, to follow her tyrannical husband

to Elba."
* Maxie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Vienna, June 9, 1814.

H
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makes my head whirl, and as my entire conhdence is

placed upon you alone, I am indeed impatient to open

my heart to you." ^ We shall not go very far wrong in

connecting the talk that made her head whirl with

the insinuations against the journey to the Baths at Aix.

It was no secret in Vienna that from this watering-place

in Savoy she meant to visit Napoleon in Elba.^ That
was more to be feared than anything else ; hence the

attempts to dissuade her from the idea.^ Marie Louise

reckoned, however, with full conhdence on her father's

promise, and he did not hesitate for one moment to

redeem his pledge. All the representations of State

Councillor Hudelist were futile in face of the Emperor's

resolve.^ It is erroneously stated that this journey

was undertaken with Metternich's sanction."^ He was
staying in London at the time, and was not a little

astonished when tidings to this effect reached him from

Vienna. On account of the great sensation this journey

would excite on all sides, more especially just then in

Paris, he expressed his strong disapproval as soon as he

arrived in the French capital. He declared that he

would never have consented to it.^ What an impression

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Vienna, June 9, 18 14.
-' Baroness Reede to Baron Bentinck at the Hague, Baden, near

\ ienna, May 28, 18 14. Ministry of the Interior.

' Krones (already quoted), p. 162, June 3, 1814. "Marie Louise

tt^ars that she might be prevented from going to the Baths, and to

Parma. Not entirely without foundation."
^ Hudelist to IMetternich, \'ienna, June 19 and July i, 1^14.
-' Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," p. S7.

'- He expressed himself thus to Louis X\'III. on his return in Paris.
' Correspondance de Talleyrand," p. 275, not^ ; in the same terms

Metiernich ^,rote to Count Merveldt, Austrian Ambassad<n' in London,
P^r;s, July 6, 1S14: "This journey, which I regard as unsuitable

under the txisting circumstances, which can only give offence here,

and wliich I should have tried to prevent had I been m \'ienna, cannot

but excite surprise in England."

See also " Corre-pondance Diplomatique du Conte Pozzo di Borgo.',

vol. i . p. 21
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would be created by Marie Louise's appearance on French

soil which she had so recently been obliged to leave 1 The
adherents of the Empire, who had only submitted with

difficulty and reluctance to the new condition of affairs,

now derived fiesh hope. Queen Hortense wished to

start immediately for Aix to do homage to the Empress.

She only gave up the journey by the express advice of

Pozzo, the Russian Ambassador in Paris.* The wide-

spread reports that Austria favoured the Napoleonists

now gained credence. It was said that the secret purpose

of this journey was to be a meeting between Marie Louise

and Napoleon in Elba.^ Blacas, the favourite of the

French King, declared to Count Bombelles, Austria's

representative in Paris, that Marie Louise's arrival in

France signified a violation of tlie treaty of Fontaine-

bleau.^ This language was dictated by anxiety lest the

Court of Vienna should thus promote the Regency of Marie

Louise, who stiU numbered many adherents in France;.*

Bombelles endeavoured to counteract these fears by
remarking that the Emperor Francis would not have

deemed it necessary to send his daughter from Paris

to Vienna, if he had wanted to make her Regent.
" Certainly," replied Blacas, " we have full confidence

in the Emperor personally, but Marie Louise is ill-

advised, especially by her physician, Corvisart, who
keeps up a secret correspondence with Napoleon." ^

Louis XVIII. trembled for his tottering throne, which

^ " Correspondence of Count Pozzo di Borgo," vol. i., p. 20.

- Marcscalchi to Metternich, Parma, August 11, 1S14. " Ilere, as

elsewhere, the journey to the Baths of Savoy has given rise to reports

as to her suspected desire to cross over to the island of Elba." Klin-

kowstrom, " Oesterreich's Teilnahme an den Befreiungskriegen,'* p. 399;
* Bombelles to Metternich, Paris, June 29, 1S14.

* Ibid. "Napoleon is generally abhorred, but the Regency of the

Empress has had the support of the greater part of the army and of a

portion of the provinces of the North and Centre."
'^ Bombelles to Metternich, Paris, June 29, 1814.
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the least convulsion might serve to overthrow. It is

said that the council of ministers decided to veto

Marie Louise's crossing the frontier, and only failed

in their plan owing to a protest on the part of the King.^

In Vienna it had been considered advisable from the

first to reassure the King of France with regard to Marie

Louise's journey, which had no underlying political

motive, and had been ordered solely for reasons of

health.^ To these explanations Francis also added

with laconic but pithy brevity :
" The Prince of Parma,

her son, remains in Vienna." ^ This concluding sentence

by no means allayed the anxiety of Louis XVIII. The
ghost of the Revolution hovered perpetually before his

imagination. He did not fail in his reply to express

some censure of the Emperor's conduct who, in his care

for his daughter, had probably overlooked the fact that

her presence at Aix might be productive of evil results

quite out of proportion to the desired effect of the Baths.*

^ " Correspondence of the Count Pozzo di Borgo," vol. i., p. 20.

^ Emperor Francis to Louis XVIIT., Vienna. June 18, i?T4. On
July 23, 1814, Count Neipperg writes from Aix to the Emperor:
" Doctor Corvisart and the Duchess of Montebello, who enjoy the

unbounded confidence of the Empress, and to whom the Baths of

Aix seem more convenient than any other on account of their proximity

to Paris, have certainly been chiefly influential in bringing about the

journey hither."
•'' The Emperor Francis to Louis XVIII., Vienna, June 18, 18 14.

* Louis XVIII. to the Emperor Francis, Tuileries, June 28, 1814.

If Pozzo di Borgo in his " Correspondence," vol. i., p. 20, on June 24
and July 6, informs Nesselrode from Paris that Louis XVIII. had
written to Francis saying he could not sanction this joumej', and if it

took place, Marie Louise would not be treated with that consideration

which her exalted rank would under other circumstances command

—

the actual truth is quite the reverse. Louis XVIII. says in his letter ;

" I hasten to assure your Majesty that nothing shall be wanting on
my part to make the visit of the Princess to the Baths of Aix in Savoy
both satisfactory and agreeable, and it only remains for me to hope
that in other respects she will find there conveniences and comforts

which contribute so efficaciously to the success of such treatment."
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The ex-Empress left Schonbrunn on June 29, 1814,

to set out on her journey to Aix under the incognito of

" Duchess of Colorno," a name she had borrowed from

one of her future country houses. Whilst still on the

road, she wrote to the Emperor Francis as follows :

" I beg of you once more, dearest papa, to take care

of my son during my absence, for if I did not know that

he was in such good hands I should be terribly anxious." ^

After she had travelled through a part of Switzerland, she

found awaiting her at Carrouge, not far from Geneva, a

man on horseback. The cavalier who now saluted her,

was destined to play a great and—in Napoleon's estima-

tion—an extremely dishonourable part in her life. This

was the Austrian Field-Marshal-Lieutenant Adam, Count

von Neipperg. It has been stated that Metternich was
responsible for the choice of Neipperg as equerry to the

Empress, and that he deliberately' selected the Count

as the man best suited by his personality to banish

every thought of Napoleon from her heart.- This is

altogether false, for Metternich, who was far away from

Vienna at that time, could have had no voice in the

matter. When the journey was resolved upon, the

Emperor Francis desired Prince Schwarzenberg to name
an officer capable of conducting Marie Louise to Aix,

" of reporting matters to me and, in case of need, of

helping my said daughter with advice." ^ Schwarzen-

berg recommended Count Neipperg, who was at that

time in command of a troop in Pavia,* and the

Emperor sanctioned the appointment. The Count had

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Meersburg on the Bodcrisee,

July 4, 1 8 14.

^ Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," p. 88. Honssaye, " 1815," vcL i.,

p. 161.

^ Royal and Imperial Archives of War, Vienna. Meneval's state-

ment in his " Memoires," vol. iii., p. 32.''. that the Empernr Francis's

choice fell on Prince Nicholas Esterhazy is incorrect.

* Welschinger (already quoted) erroneously makes him out to have
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already met the Empress three times, although only for

a few moments. The first occasion was in March 1810,

when Marie Louise passed through Strasburg on her

wedding journey ; again in the summer of the same
year, in Paris, at the great fetes held in honour of the

youthful mistress of France. But it can be accepted

with tolerable certainty that neither in March 1810,

nor in the summer of that year, had Neipperg been

obser\'ed by the Empress. It is much more probable

that she made his further acquaintance during her stay

in Prague, in June 1812. There he formed one of the

gentlemen, twelve in number, whom the Emperor Francis

placed at her disposal. Meneval is wrong ^ in making
the Count appear as chamberlain to Marie Louise as

far back as the visit to Dresden, where the Empress
stayed a short time with Napoleon, and in depicting

her as addressing a few words to Neipperg as she hung
upon the Emperor's arm. Neipperg at that time was
not even in the Saxon capital. Untrustworthy as this

account of Meneval has been proved, Herrisson is equally

wrong " when he maintains that the Count accompanied

the Empress, after Napoleon's first abdication in April 1814,

had a command close to Geneva. Wurzbach falls into the same
mistake, vol. xx., article " Neipperg."

^ Meneval, " Napoldon et Marie I.onise," vol. i., p. 369.

* Le Comte d'Herrisson, " Le Cabinet noir," p. 267. In this single

instance Houssaye (" 1815," \i. 164, note), who generally looks upon
Neipperg as nothing but an A.ustrian adventurer and makes wholly-

inaccurate statements about him, now critically investigates the fiction

quoted by Herrisson. It is not true that Marie Louise had written

to Neipperg in the beginning of 1S14, as is assorted in the " Memoires

d'une Inconnue," Paris, 1894. The malicious anonymous author of

the publication.- " Marie Louise und der Hcrzog von Rcichstadt, die

Opfor dcr Politik Mettcmich's " (Paris, 184^), makes out on p. 154

that Mctternich entered into relations with Neipperg with a view to

make him the favourite of Marie Louise, immediately after the first

Peace of Paris, MayiSi4. At this time Neipperg had not appeared

upon the scene.
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from Rambouillet to Vienna, and had even then entered

into intimate relations with her. It was not Neipperg,

however, but General Major Count Kinsky who acted as

equerry upon the journey of the dethroned Princess in

1814. Certainly there was no question of Neipperg at

that tiire. The first impression he made upon Marie

Louise is said to have been a highly unfavourable one.

Possibly it arose from the idea that the Count had

been placed in her suite merely as a secret informer,

a tiresome spy upon every step she took which might

bring her into contact with her husband. If this were

really the case, her dislike to the Count did not last

long. Only five days after her arrival in Aix she writes

to her father :
" Count Neipperg is most attentive to

me and his manner pleases me very much." ^ He him-

self announced to his sovereign on July 18 :
" The

Empress has received me very giaciously," " and again

on July 23 :
" .She treats me with favour and con-

fidence." ^ Neipperg, who was thirtj^-nine years of age

at the time,* was a great lady-killer. At first sight

he might pass as a plain soldier whose martial air

was enhanced by the black shade over the right

eye, which he had lost in battle. But on closer

inspection there was something fascinating in his

graceful appearance, which was quite compatible with

his military bearing, and was even heightened by the

^ Helfert, " Napoleon und Marie Louise im Sommer, 1814," appeared

in the " Dioskuren," third year, 1874, p. 22.

^ Neipperg to Emperor Francis, Aix, July 18, 18 14.

^ The same to the same, July 23.

* Neipperg was born in Vienna on April 8, 1775. In Helfert's " Na-

poleon and Marie Louise in the Summer of 18 14 " (" Dioskuren," 187^).

he relies only on a printer's error in triving the date as 1765. Houssayf",

" 1 81 5," p. 161, erroneously makes out that Neipperg was forty-two

years of age in 18 14. Wclschingcr, " Lc Roi de Rome," p. 88, puts

his birth in the yo:iT 1771. consequently he would have been forty-thr^^o

years old in 18 14.
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closely - fitting, picturesque uniform of a general of

hussars. Added to this, his conversation was of that

refined and captivating quality to which people involun-

tarily succumbed. Certainly it was not without intention

that he continually referred in conversation with Marie

Louise to her husband's campaigns/ so as to create an

impression of impartiality towards him. As an excellent

musician, he commanded an almost unfailing means of

captivating feminine hearts : an art in which he had
also shown himself a past master on various occasions.

To these capacities he joined polite and insinuating

manners ; and although full of ambition, he sought

rather to let appreciation come from others, whilst

speaking of himself with a certain modesty and self-

restraint which gained him the sympathy of many,
and caused him to be looked upon as the most amiable

of men.^ Assuredly, intercourse with such a man was
too dangerous for a woman ^ whom it was the object of

political intrigue to estrange from her husband. But
there is no proof of the assertion that this gentleman

boasted, on his arrival at Aix, that he would be Marie

Louise's husband within six months.* He could not

have made use of this expression, since, whatever may
be said, this was never meant to be part of his mission.

It was expressly stated in the instructions given to him ^

that, " his first duty was the silent, unobtrusive—it

^ Neipperg to the Emperor Francis, Aix, July 23.

* See the characteristics of Neipperg in Mencval's " Menioires,"

vol. iii., p. 341.
^ Neipperg was married to a lady whom he had taken from her

husband. There were several children of the marriage. Neippcrg's

wife died early in 1815, after an illness which only lasted two days.

Mcneval, vol. iii., p. 594.
^ Masson, " Marie Louise," p. 404, takes Mencval as his source in

vol. iii., p. 343, of Mencval's " Mcmoires."
^ Particulars of instructions to General Count von Neipperg, Vienna,

Jane 27, 1814. DrawTi up at the Emperor's command by State Council-

lor Hi'.delist, in the absence of Mottornich.
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might indeed be called inoffensive—observation of the

conduct of the Duchess of Calorno, as Marie Louise was
then styled. Moreover, the Count was to find out

whether she were in epistolary communication with

Napoleon. His further duty was to prevent Marie

Louise from visiting the ex-Emperor. The injunctions

on these points read as follows :
" Count Neipperg will

carefully seek to alienate the Duchess of Colorno from

any idea of a journey to Elba, which could not fail to

fill the paternal heart of his Majesty the Emperor with

the tenderest anxiety for the well-being of a beloved

daughter ; he is to leave no means untried to divert

her from her purpose, at all events he is to endea-

vour to gain time, so that decisive information may
reach his Majesty ; but in the worst case, supposing

all remonstrances should be in vain, he is to follow the

Duchess of Colorno to the Island of Elba." ^

Great anxiety was felt in Vienna lest Marie Louise

should betake herself to Elba from Aix. She had main-

tained an obstinate silence on the subject, which con-

vinced them all the more that she meant to go her own
way.'-^ She was also very reserved towards Neipperg,

and gave the impression that she had not been quite

frank with him. She no longer appeared to be thinking

about the journey to Elba, which caused Neipperg to

assume that she had submitted to her father's wishes.

" Although her Majesty," writes Neipperg to the

Emperor on July 23, " always speaks with affection

of him [Napoleon], yet she has never expressed any

desire to share his lot on the Island of Elba. 1 could

almost confidently assert that if such a project had

^ Neither is it correct when jMasson say?, " Marie Louise," p. 405,

th"t Neipperg had instructions, should the Empress insist on going

to Elba, " absolutely to forbid her to do so" (" passer a la defense

absolue si clle persistait.")

- V/illiarn von Iluniboldt to the TCin-:; of Prxissia.. Vienna. Septemb'-r

3, tS:4. I^.oyal State Archives of Prir-sia.
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ever existed, or were still in progress, it would never

reach maturity, not only on account of the difficulties

attending it, but also because of the objections of her

suite." ^ Neipperg, who assures the Emperor he will

leave nothing undone to gain his end, tries to get round
Marie Louise on her weak side, by appealing to her feel-

iiiMS as a mother. In his insinuating wa}^ he seeks to

persuade her that her cliild's happiness should com-
pel her to sacrihce her meeting with her husband in

his exile. On July 28 he announces to the Emperor:
" In confidential talk she often mentions the Emperor
Napoleon, but she has deigned to inform me herself

that her views for her son, which come before any-

thing else, would induce her—however great her own
inclination to share her husband's fate—to renounce it

completely, and devote herself entirely to her son's

education. She added that if the Emperor Napoleon

were unhappy, or had an unworthy fate overtaken him,

no consideration would have induced her to disunite her

fate from his ; but under present circumstances she be-

lieved that her attitude, and especially her maternal

feelings, justified her in the eyes of the world." ^ But
could Neipperg already boast of an actual conquest ?

Was this really the expression of her opinion ? She

had not by any means broken off all correspondence

with Napoleon, and she was deeply moved when in

his hasty, excitable fashion he expressed his longing

for wife and child. Without Neipperg's knowledge, "^

she delivered into the hinds of a servant of Kmg
Joseph—passing through in disguise—some hastily

v.-ritten lines, with a lock of her hair, whicli he was to

^ Helfcrt, " Na,polcon and Marie I.oui^o in the Summer of i": ^,"

p. 29. I quote from the ori.^inal, v.'hirh differs in "omo triflin,:^ pnints

from Hclfert's vprsion.

- Neippnrg to the Emji'^ror Francis, July "^. TTidfort (alrearly

quoted), p. ~g. * Ic:d Au,L:iist ii, i:-^i4.
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hand over to the Emperor on his birthday.^ Neither

was the Count aware tb.at on this same birthday,

August 15, she had written in strict confidence to

Meneval during his visit to Paris :
" To-day is one of

my sad days ! How can I be clieerful on this 15th,

since I am doomed to pass this festival apart from the

two beings I hold most dear ? " "• She was indeed in a

most unenviable position, so that sometimes she com-

jiletely lost her head and longed for death ^ as the only

release from this depressing situation. On the one side,

Neipperg urged her not to go to Elba ; on the other,

Napoleon importuned her to trust herself to him, without

any further parleying—by which he meant vv^ith the

Emperor Francis.'* Her answer,^ that she dared not

undertake the voyage without her father's consent,

aroused all Napoleon's anger. As he had formerly

treated his generals without mercy, so he now harangued

his consort in very plain language. He reproached her

for having deserted him in his misfortune, and for having

separated herself from their son.^ If Marie Louise still

cherished the wish, although only with her father's

consent, to proceed from Parma to Elba, at some later

date, this letter quenched every inclination in her heart.

Fear of Napoleon ^ now took possession of her, which

increased still more when he went so far as to threaten

her with forcible abduction in case slic did not obey his

* Neipperg to the Emperor, August ii, 1S14.

- Meneval, " Memoires," \'ol. iii
, p, 319,

^ Ibid., p. 347.
* Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Aix, August 30, 18 14. " Three

days ago I received an officer from the Emperor, with a letter in which

he desires mc to start immediately, all alone, for Elba, where he awaits

me with ardent longing." ^.laric Loui-e had imparted the contents

of this letter to Neipperg, Neipperg to the i'lnperor, Aix, August 3,

^ Ibid. Ilclfert (already quoted), p. 39.
*"' N(Mpperg to the Emperor, Aix, August 31, 1814.

^ Ibid.
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call of her own free will.^ It was only the intense bitter-

ness of feeling he experienced at Marie Louise's refusal

that drove him into such unbridled language. He
considered this enforced separation from wife and child,

as he declared to an Englishman, a crime against God
and humanity." This measure stirred his whole being

to revolt, not only because it injured his feelings as a

husband and father, but also because it isolated him
politically, and destroyed that fable of an understanding

with Austria which he had given out to the world. Tired

at last of this continual pressure brought to bear on Marie

Louise, he wrote to her once again, but expressed no

further desire to see her.^ This must have been the last

letter which he wrote from Elba to the Empress, of

whom Neipperg daily assured the Emperor that she

wished to place her " whole future destiny "—thus the

' Neipperg to the Emperor, Geneva, September 6, 1814 "
. , in

the letter just received, there is even a threat of iniiiblc abduction

in case of continued refusal." Neipperg had taken all possible pre-

cautionary measures to hinder such a project.

- General Major Count Goltz (Prussian Ambassador to Fraii»:^e),

Paris, November 7, 1S14. Prussian State Archives. Wellington had
himself informed Goltz of these words of Napoleon's, from the letters

of the English Agent in Elba. See also Campbell, " Napoleon at

Fontainebleau and Elba," pp. 297-298.
^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Berne, September 22, 18 14.

" I have received a letter from the Emperor at Leuk, which is very

unimportant, he only speaks of his health and says nothing of his v.'ish

lor me to go to the Island of Elba. I would not fail to announce the

arrival of this letter, as a proof that I have no secrets from you. With
your permission I will send my answer unsealed, so that j^ou may read

it first and send it on to him." It is very questionable whether, as

Houssaye maintains (" 1815," p. 164, note 2), I\Iane Louise wrote

finally to Napoleon on July 31. It does not appear from the letters

of ]\Iarie Louise whether the Emperor Francis allowed her to send off

the above mentioned letter. But when Houssaye (in " 181 5," p. 164)

says that Marie Louise had no opportunity during her journey through

Switzerland and, thi^nks to Ncipperg's i^iflncncc, no desire to write

to Nnpoleon. he is contradicted by this letter from Berne, of September

22, 1ST4.
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Count's statement runs— at the disposal of "your
Majesty's paternal heart," as also that of the much-
loved Prince, whose future happiness constituted her

only aim in life.

Neipperg triumphed. The Court of Vienna might well

be satisfied with his execution of the mission entrusted to

him. He had succeeded in estrajiging the Empress from

Napoleon, and in refusing to the latter the only consola-

tion he expressly demanded. It was a political act of

violence to withhold from the exile his wife and child.

No administration in any degree law-abiding could excuse

such a step. His throne had been taken from him, but

there was no justification for depriving him also of

family ties ; it was an utterly despicable measure to keep
Marie Louise altogether apart from her husband by means
of Neipperg. It would have been greater and loftier,

had she persisted in adhering to her original opinion that
" wish and duty alike called her to the Emperor's side."

Yet it must not be overlooked that under these distressful

circumstances her motherly love, which was skilfully

worked upon, made also a powerful appeal. How could

the everlasting theme so cleverly handled by Neipperg

fail of effect : namely, that she would jeopardise her

son's future and would destroy his chance of the throne

of Parma ? In this way they gradually succeeded in

destroying the feeling which had first prompted her to

share her fate, under all circumstances, with such a

man as Napoleon—that had warned her she would
lower herself by not following his colossal spirit into

exile. Posterity, in order to place her transgressions

against him in a stronger light, has contrasted her with

the ideal figure of Queen Catherine of Westphalia, whom
no threat, no arbitrary decree, could induce to leave her

husband Jerome Bonaparte in the day of his misfortune.

But Marie Louise was not fashioned of the same stuff

as was the ideally strong character of Catherine of
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Westphalia. This woman was bound to Jerome by bonds
of the strongest affection, from which she drew strength

to resist with energy every attack upon her wifely

loyalty. Marie Louise, on the contrary, although sincerely

attached to her Imperial consort, and grateful for the

numberless attentions which he heaped upon her, had
never felt any genuine passion for him.

Now that Napoleon had fallen, she was incapable

of feeling his greatness when deprived of its outward

show. Neipperg had recognised this at once, and divined

that the right way to succeed in subduing the wife was by

appealing to the mother. Her nature was too limited

to fdl both parts at one and the same moment.
Neipperg had, however, still another commission to

execute, on the due discharge of which IMetternich laid

great stress. Marie Louise desired to travel to Parma
as soon as her cure was completed, in order actually

to take possession of the Duchy which had been promised

to her ; the more speedily because she hoped thereby

to elude a bold stroke on the part of France. She was
not entirely unaware of the report, intentionally spread

by the French Ministr}^, that she would never acquire

Parma, but would be obliged to resign her claim to it,

as well as to Piacenza and Guastalla, in favour of the

former Queen of Etruria, the Infanta Maria Louisa,^

in return for an indemnification in mone}^ or an ex-

change for a part of the l-'apal lands. On that account

she had already written to her father on July 22 that she

would go to Parma, but without giving her real reason

for this determination. She onl}/- said she could not

remain in Vienna '"with decency" while so many Princes

were attending the Congress there. " It you have no

objection," she says, " I will go to Parma at the beginning

of September ; I believe it to be indispensably necessary

' Neipperg to the Emperor, Aix, August 8, 1814.
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to arrange my house. I am longing to go." ^ In Vienna,

however, they were not favourably inclined to the

Duchess's plan. ]\Ictternich tliougUt it xcry dangerous

for Marie Louise to appear in Parma under the circum-

stances. He represented to her that the elder Bourbon
line, which had formerly ruled in Parma, supported by
France and Spain, would leave no stone unturned in

order to expel Marie Louise. The least uneasiness

which she might cause would utterly destroy her chance

of the kingdom. She must therelore wait until the

Congress of Vienna had solemnly sanctioned her posses-

sion. Then only could she go to Parma and reign over

the States " in full and perfect security." ^ Metternich

also urged the Emperor to write in the same strain to

his daughter,^ and begged Neipperg to leave no means
untried to make Marie Louise understand that a journey

to Italy was not only incompatible with her own and
her son's interests, but would also be attended by insur-

mountable difficulties.* Unhappy at being obliged to

return to Vienna, and not wholly convinced by the

reasons which Metternich had put forward,^ Neipperg

had to use all his persuasive arts to induce her to give

up the journey to Parma.^ " I willingly give my father

a proof of my acquiescence in his advice," she wrote

' Marie I.X)uise to the Emperor Francis, July 22, 18 14.

^ Metternich to Marie Louise, Baden, near Vienna. August 6, 18 14.

^ The Emperor's rejjly (in his own handwriting) to ^^letternich's

despatch of August 6, 18 14. " I fully agree with what you say, and
am writing to my daughter to the same effect."

' Metternich to Neipperg, Baden, near Vienna, Auigust 5, 1S14.
" Kindly direct your conversations with the Eiri];rcss into tr;o same
channel. Her journey to Italy would be no: only ini.irions to her

interests but it also preoonts insurmountable difiicuities."

^ Meneval, vol. iii., p. 351.
'' Neipperg to Metternich, Aix, August 20, 1814. " I have c;.;ployed

al! my persuasive arts to convince hi.r Majesty the Empress Marie

Louise that her joe.rney to Parma would be injurious to her interests,

and to those of her sen."
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herself to Mettemich, " by repairing to Vienna on Octo-

ber 5 or 6. Besides which my son's interests are so

sacred and precious to me that for love of him I am
prepared to make this sacrifice. I entrust my cherished

interests to you, convinced that I could not leave them
in better hands, and I am sure I shall not be dis-

appointed." -^ With these beautiful sentiments of confi-

dence—as set forth in a letter to her secretary, Meneval ^

—

she tried to win over Mettemich to her side. Not only

did she reckon on his support in respect of Parma, she

also hoped he would uphold her desire to remain in

Switzerland during the sitting of the Congress.^ She

looked for compliance with this wish, because she had
yielded on the more important question. But Mettemich
had vital reasons for the speedy return of Marie Louise.

He knew only too well the worry and anxiety which

her presence in Aix excited at the French Court. Talley-

rand was for ever reminding him that her visit to the

Baths of Aix kept the public mind in a state of tension.*

Mettemich feared complications for the Imperial Court

if Marie Louise continued to prolong her stay abroad.
" Our political relations," he argued in a report to

Francis, " become so much involved by the Empress's

journey that I urgently beg your Majesty to refuse your

consent distinctly and finally, in case her Supreme
Highness should ask permission to remain outside the

^ Marie Louise to Mettemich (her own hand), Aix, August i8,

1814. The same to the Emperor, Aix, August 19, 1814.

^ Meneval, " Memoires," vol. iii., p. 353.
^ Marie Louise to the Emperor, Aix, August 19, 1814. "I do not

wish to arrive till after the departure of these exalted personages.

It would go against my feelings to be in Vienna at the same time

as these Princes."

* Metternich's despatch, Baden, August 18, 18 14. He must be allu-

ding to Talleyrand's letter of August 9, which is given in the " Corresp.

inedite du Prince de Talleyrand et du Roi Louis XVIII., pubUee par

Pallain," p. 275, note 1,
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hereditary dominion during the session of the Congress." ^

Metternich proposed Briinn, Pressburg, or some convenient

castle on the confines of Hungary as her place of residence,

thus meeting her wish to remain " somewhere outside

Vienna, but in the vicinity of the capital." ^ By this

arrangement the Minister wished to demonstrate to all

the world openly and incontestably that the Emperor's

daughter was no longer in a position to conspire with

Napoleon. While agreeing to her desire to pass through

Switzerland on her return journey, he impressed upon her

to limit this visit to the shortest possible time. Above
all he enjoined upon her to be careful as regards her

demeanour towards Napoleon's brothers, who were staying

near Geneva.^

At last, on September 5, Marie Louise left Aix,* where

she had been continually " shadowed," just as in Paris.

^

Now, at length, the world began to breathe more freely

when there was no longer any danger of seeing the

Empress start some day for Elba.® At her express wish,

' Metternich's despatch, Baden, near Vienna, August 18, 18 14.

2 Ibid.
•"^ Metternich's despatch of August 28, 1814.

* Neipperg to the Emperor, Aix, August 31, 1814. " Although the

French Government seemed to be completely relieved in mind about
us during the .'alter part of our stay in this country, yet they rejoiced

at our speedy departure."

^ Helfert, " Napoleon und Marie Louise im Sommer, 18 14," p. 24.

® Bonibelles to Metternich, Paris, August 18, 1814. "You cannot
imagine how pleased Blacas was, when I told him the Archduchess
was shortly returning to Vienna. This proceeding does much to raise

our actions in the estimation of that Court." Welschinger's statement
that Marie Louise did not leave Aix at the wish of the French Court,

but because she had finished her cure, is not quite in agreement with the

above. Soon after Talleyrand's letter of August 9, and in consequence
of Neipperg's account, Metternich said in his despatch to the Emperor
of August 18 :

" This [Neipperg's report] confirms the necessity of her

Majesty returning here as soon as possible, so as to put an end
to the unpleasant complications, to which her sojourn at Aix, or at

any other place on the confines of France, cannot but give occasion."
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Neipperg accompanied her on the return journey to

Vienna ;
^ not because she had any tenderness for him

at this time, but because, once accustomed to a person's

presence, she did not care to see new faces about her.

We should form too low an opinion of this woman were

we to accuse her of a false step with Neipperg at the

\-ery moment when onh^ her father's express command
had been able to keep her from Elba. This regrettable

incident in her life belongs to a later period. Had a

mutual understanding already existed between Neipperg

and herself, he would hardly have shown himself so un-

willing to carry out the task imposed upon him. In

reality he would have preferred to return forthwith to

his command in Pavia.^ He remembered his instructions,

which were to remain near the Empress only so long as

she was living upon French soil.^ So little did he think

of being permanently attached to Marie Louise, that just

at this time he requested Metternich to give him the

post of Ambassador at Turin, for which he deemed himself

specially qualified.*

On the evening of October 6 Marie Louise arrived at

Schonbrunn, v/here she could at last clasp to her breast

the son for whom she had been longing with all hei"

heart. If we are to believe la Montesquieu, the young

* Marie Louise to the Emperor, Aix, August 30, 18 14.

' Neipperg to the Emperor, Aix, August 20, 1814. The same to

Metternich, August 20, 18 14. Helfert (already quoted), p. 41, note.

3 Ibid.

* Neipperg to IMetternich, Berne, September 22, 1S14. "I hope to

be of some use in the diplomatic, as well as the military service at

Turin." On December 26, 18 14, Count Bubna writes to Metternich

from Turin, he had heard with pleasure that Neipperg had been

mentioned for the embassy at Turin. " This general," he adds, " is

well known and much esteemed in the country ; he will do better

service for the Court than any one else in this position." 1 must add

that Neipperg had applied to Prince Metternich on .\ugust 20, to be

admitted to the diplomatic service in which he had already served as

Ambassador at Stockholm.
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Napoleon's governess, the ex-Empress had not the

slightest affection for her child. She even goes so far

as to say most explicitly that the mother showed less

care for her son's future than the veriest stranger.^

This defamatory assertion can only be explained by
Montesquiou's idolising love for the Prince. It was
inconceivable to her that Marie Louise could forsake

her child in such troublous times in order to travel to so

remote a place as Aix ; moreover her uncle, the Archduke

John, shared this opinion."

It was, however, no want of love that separated

the ex-Empress from her child ; nothing but her en-

feebled health would have induced her to absent herself.

All that the Empress did and thought at this juncture

had reference to her son alone. During the whole period

of her sojourn at Aix she never forgot to implore her

father's special protection for the child. " I commend
to you most uigently, dearest papa," she writes from

Berne, " my son's interests and my own. I am con-

vinced that I cannot place them in better hands than

yours, and that your fatherly and tender care will do all

that is possible for us," ^ It was for the Prince's sake, too,

that she now wanted to set off for Parma, and only on

his account did she become involved in a fierce contention

as regards these States, which she desired to keep intact

for her child. The Bourbon Courts were then thinking

seriously of expelling her and her son from the Duchies of

Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla, so as to acquire these

possessions for the widowed ex-Queen Infanta, daughter

of the Spanish King Charles IV, This rapacious idea

originated with Talleyrand.* Not content with having

^ Jung, " Lucien Bonaparte et ses Memoires," vol. iii., p. 182. Letter

of Mme. Montesquiou, July 29, 18 14.

^ Krones, " Tagebuch Erzherzog Johanns," p. 165.

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, September 22.

* " Correspondance de Talleyrand avec Louis XVIIL, publiee par

Pallain," pp. 233, 273.
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brought abovit Napoleon's fall, he now endeavoured to

depri^'e his wife and child of their last remnant of power.

His former Empress might be indemnified with money,

or, if that were not possible, with Papal territory. " I

must tell your Majesty," he writes to Louis XVIII.
from Vienna, " that I lay great stress upon this, because

in this way the name of Bonaparte will be erased from

the list of sovereigns both now and hereafter, since he

only possesses Elba for his lifetime, whilst no independent

sovereignty can accrue to the Archduchess's son." ^

According to his views he would not have recoiled
'^

h-om employing assassins to remove the great exile from

the world, and he desired to reduce Marie Louise and the

Prince of Parma to mere shadows of power. After posing

before the foreign representatives assembled in Vienna as

a Minister of Louis XIV. 's reign, he went on to direct

his energies against Parma. He never doubted the

attainment of his object.'^ Presumably the ex-Queen of

Etruria only followed his advice, when she repeatedly

applied to the Emperor Francis in order to claim her

inheritance directly from him.* But had the Infanta

any right to Parma ? Was Marie Louise the legitimate

owner of this Duchy ? There is no doubt the Infanta

had forfeited, by her own fault, all claims to this

^ " Conespoudance de Talleyrand avec Louis XVIII., publiee par

Pallain," pp. 233, 273.

- See my feuilleton, " Talleyrand in Wien zur Kongrcsszeit," Nene
Frcie Presse, April 11, 1896. ^^'elschinger (already quoted), pp. 107,

i 1 1.

^ " Correspondance de Talle3'rand," pp. 41, 155, 191.

* Ex-Queen Marie-Louise to the Emperor, Rome, June 18 and July i,

1 8 14. Besides the Spanish Ambassador Labrador, there was also

her representative in Vienna, the Parisian banker, Goupy. About
Goupy the Emperor Francis writes to the President of the Police,

September 30, 18 14 (Ministry of the Interior), that he had come to

\'ienna supplied with plenty of money (according to Magawlys' account)

in order to use it for the assistance of the ex-Queen. Francis there-

fore recominenrled liim to the supervision of the police.
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country. It must be admitted that she had formerly

ruled over Parma as Queen of Etruria, a creation of

Napoleon's, but she had surrendered Parma to France

by agreement, not by force ; an agreement which the

King of Spain, Charles IV., had also ratified. By this

means all the claims of Spain—and those of the elder

Spanish branch—to Parma had become extinct. When
the great war began in 1813 and 1814, this Duchy was
in the possession of France. The allied armies recovered

it, but not in favour of her who had signed away its

possession by solemn contract. They took possession of

Parma as a country without ruler which they could freely

bestow at their own discretion.^ It was not only Austria,

but the whole of Europe that had guaranteed the Duchies

to Marie Louise and her son as independent possessions,^

without conditions or restrictions of any kind." It

was the duty of all Europe, which had solemnly sub-

scribed to the treaty of Fontainebleau by the signatures

of its Princes, to protect the rights of Marie Louise and
the Prince of Parma against every aggression. It

would have been a breach of faith had Europe permitted

the spoliation of the ex-Empress and her son—a spoliation

which, especially as regards Marie Louise, had no justifica-

tion whatever. Had she been ambitious she certainly

would never have needed to appear, as now, in the

^ Stadion's " iNIeinoirs," undated.
- Ibid. " It is not Austria only, it is the wlaole of Europe which

awarded them to the Archduchess Marie Louise : by what right can

they be reclaimed to-day by a power which is only involved in the

transaction by its adherence to a principle of conformity which has

been adopted equally by all those who took part in it ?
"

^ V/essenberg's notes on the Congress. " This gift was not condi-

tional. The Empress ought to have been looked upon from the

moment of the ratification of the said treaty (April ii, 1814) as the

independent sovereign of the Duchies of Parma and Piacenza, and the

individual actions of Napoleon could invalidate neither the spontaneous

gift of the sovereign donors, nor the sovereignt}' of the Empress and
her proprietary rights over the countries in question."
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humiliating character of a Duchess of Parma begging

for her rights. Undoubtedly it had depended on her

alone to become Regent of France.^ To her sacrifice,

made for the repose of Europe, the Bourbons owed
the restoration of their throne ; therefore, their own
honour ought to have pledged them to respect a compact
made by the Government of France.^ But even if this

country, or rather Talleyrand—and under his influence

Louis XVIII. also—prepared to set aside the dictates of

honour, was Austria therefore obhged to take part in the

Bourbon spoliation ? A few—including Gentz, Wessen-
berg and Stadion—were of opinion that it was impolitic

to deprive Marie Louise of the Duchies and to hand them
over to a Princess who was entirely under the mfiuence

of the Bourbons. Others took a different view. They
thought that with the exception of Piacenza, which was
strategically important to Austria, Marie Louise would
be very well indemnified for Parma and Guastalla by a

sum of money which should be greatly in excess of the

fluctuating revenue derived from these States. The
residue of the property they would apply to making
the Prince of Parma a wealthy private gentleman.

Why create him Prince of so insignificant a State as

Parma, he who had once been designated ruler of half

Europe ? ^ Among the number of those who were

ready to lend a hand in the spoliation of Marie Louise

was Metternich ;
* he who a short time before had given

^ Wessenberg. "... (Marie Louise) who would still reign in France

if ambition had been able to influence her decisions, and who might

again exercise a great influence over the affairs of Europe, if she chose

to take part in the destiny of her husband, from whom she only sepa-

rated to give an additional pledge of peace to the world."

^ Ibid. " This dynasty (the Bourbons) should be interested as much
for honour's as for policy's sake in the maintenance of this agreement."

" Memorial of Gentz, February 12, 1815, in the " Nachgelassene

Papiere," of Metternich, vol. ii., p. 498.
^ " Nachlass Wesscnbergs," No. 53. " Prince Metternich at the
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his solemn assurance that she would be able to take

possession of her new State in November. Now he was
inclined to listen to Talleyrand's representation and dis-

miss the claims of INIarie Louise with an indemnification in

money, or a gift of Church property which would have

brought a curse along with it.^ It was not Neipperg,

as French historians relate,^ but Baron von Wessenberg,^

her representative at the Congress, who lodged the most

decided protest against such an illegal proceeding. The
contest was all the harder because Talleyrand had already

won over the English to his pretensions.^ But Wessen-

berg was not to be shaken. Moreover, it was his opinion

that the English statesmen would only laugh at Austria

if she were to give way upon a question in which her

own interest was concerned.^ It was a matter of in-

estimable importance to the Court of Vienna, which had
striven for powerful influence in Italy, not to relinquish

its position in Parma, which was governed by them.^'

" Undoubtedly," wrote Wessenberg at that moment,
"it is greatly to our advantage not to permit our hands

to be tied in Italy. And why," he continues, " should

we burden ourselves with the maintenance of the

Emperor's son at our own expense ? We are sufficiently

instigation of the Spanish Court, and perhaps also of that of Louis

XVIII., wanted to revoke the treaty (April ii, 1814), and proposed to

convert the dowry of Marie Louise into a pension."

' As regards the negotiations, see " Corresp. de Talleyrand avec

Louis XVIII. ," published by Pallain, p. 272 and following ones.

^ Houssaye, " 1815," p. 139. Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," p. 96.

* " Nachlass Wessenbergs," No. 53. " I have negotiated for her

about the Duchy of Parma." The Emperor Francis had appointed him

representative for Marie Louise at the Congress.

* Wessenberg to whom ? Probably Metteruich. Undated.
^' Ibid. " I think Mr. Whitehead will laugh at us if we give way

about this question."

" Metternich to Hudelist, Paris, April 21, 18 14. " The Empress will

place the administration of the Duchy of Parma in ouy hands, in order

to obviate the influence of Napoleon."
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master of the situation," adds Wessenberg, " vigorously

to enforce the clause respecting the establishment of

Marie Louise in Parma, consequently this must be carried

out." ^ Upon his advice ''—not upon Neipperg's, as has

been asserted"—Marie Louise applied to the Tsar for

assistance as well as to the King of Prussia. With the

consent of the Emperor Francis and his Minister, she

reminds Alexander L of the assurances he had given her

that she should never be disturbed in her peaceful posses-

sion of Parma. " Never," she declares, " could pledges

have been entered into with more assurance of their

inviolability than those which have been guaranteed by a

compact between all the Allied Powers. Will you, Sire,

support the excellent designs which my father cherishes

for the interests of my son, the guardianship of whom
he shares conjointly with myself?* I am certain that

under such protection my just hope of the stability of

my claims, and my confidence in the loyalty of your

feelings towards me, will not be disappointed." ^ Not
in vain did she appeal to Alexander L,^ nor to the King

of Prussia." The Tsar, touched on his most sensitive

side—he liked to pose as the champion of the oppressed

—forthwith informed his Minister, Count Nesselrode,

that he was to conform strictly to the provisions of the

' ^^'essenberg to whom ?

- Wessenberg's " Nachlass," No. 53. " I won over the Emperor
Alexander to the interest of Marie Louise by means of a letter which I

got her to write."

^ Houssaye, " 18 15," p. 139. Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," p. 96.

' Marie Louise had written, " Que mon pere . . . me montre a cette

occasion," which Metternich changed into, '' que mon pere . . . voue a

ses interets."

' Marie Louise to Alexander L, Vienna, November 21, 18 14.

'' Alexander's reply to Marie Louise has not been preserved. But

Wessenberg expressly saj'-s in his " Posthumous Writings," No. 53 :
" He

(Alexander) hastened to declare himself her champion in this matter."
' We do not possess JIarie Louise's letter to the King of Prussia,

whereas we have tlv.' r,iisv\er, dated November 23, 1814. M.L
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Treaty of Fontainebleau.^ For the moment Marie

Louise was saved. Backed by the emphatic opinion of

Russia, Metternich also changed his tone. He, who
only a short time previously had been mercilessly

opposed to the Duchess of Parma, would now hear no
more of her exclusion from Italy. He had the more
reason to think that he could arrive at some friendly

arrangement with France, because in the meanwhile a

more intimate understanding had arisen between the

Courts of Vienna and Paris as regards other questions.

Alexander's design of incorporating Poland with his

dominions, and a similar attempt on the part of Prussia

with regard to Saxony, had split up the Congress and
brought an appeal to arms within very measurable

distance. Austria, England and France, owing to their

influence, would by no means suffer the aggrandising

schemes of Russia and Prussia. Thus in all secrecy a

self-defensive alliance, directed against such greed of

power, was concluded between Austria, France and
England on January 3, 1815, which was kept, however,

from the knowledge of the world. Owing to the pressure

of these important events, negotiationswere again renewed,

at the instigation of Louis XVHL himself, as to the fate

of Marie Louise and her son."-^ They were no longer to

form the subject of official pour-parlers, but to be dis-

cussed directly and informally between France and
Austria.' Louis XVIIL, fired by the ambition of rein-

stating all the Bourbon dynasty in their former posses-

' Wessenberg's " Posthumous Papers," No. 53. " It was indeed

time, for the transaction, in Metternich's opinion, had ah'cady hccr.

clearly set forth. The Emperor Alexander gave his Minister, Cornt

Nesselrode, precise orders to keep strictly to the terms agreed upon in

Paris, and thus the Duchy of Parma was secured to Marie Louise.

The affair remained a secret, but I possess the papers which establis!;

the fact."

- Metternich to Vincent, February iX, 1815. Private despatch.

' ' Corresp. de Talleyrand," pp. 305 and 314.
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sions, in order to pass as their acknowledged head/ now
appeared, to Metternich's disgust, with very exacting

demands. Not only was Parma to be given back to the

ex-Queen of Etruria, but the hated Murat was to be

driven out of Naples and the former King Ferdinand
re-installed there. Austria, which had secured to Murat

by treaty his maintenance on the throne, recoiled from

such a hazardous step at a moment when there were so

many far more important matters to be arranged.

Metternich declared this transaction could not be settled

at the Congress, but should be put off to a more con-

venient time.- But Louis XVIII., advised by hot-headed

Royalists, would not hear of this. Metternich agreed.

But in return for the concession of Naples he demanded
Parma. " If we humour France in Southern Italy,"

he said, " the northern part of this country must be

at our disposal." ^ But in spite of the defensive alliance

of January 3, 1815, there was to be an embroglio over

these questions.

The Emperor acquainted his daughter with the critical

state of her affairs. He advised her once more, on

February 15, 1815, to write to Alexander I.,^ who assured

her two days later that he had never ceased for a moment
to show the most active interest in her affairs, and laid

great stress upon his desire to justify the confidence

* Vincent to Metternich, March 4, 1815, postscript :
" It seems that

the King is flattered at the idea of being able to promote the restoration

of all branches of the House of Bourbon, and of being considered its

chief and counsellor ; this motive, rather than any reasons of State,

seems to me to have influenced his desire for the re-establishment of

the infant Don Charles Louis, in Parma."
"^ Metternich to Vincent, February 18, 18 15.

' Ibid. "It is only fair that on the day in which we are willing

to employ our own forces to replace Southern Italy under the

Bourbon dynasty, we should still further concentrate our influence

in the north of the peninsula." See also " Corresp. de Talleyrand,"

P- 305-
' Marie Louise to the Emperor Alexander, February 15, 1815.
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which she placed in him personally/ At the same time

Metternich selected as mediator the English Premier,

Lord Castlereagh, who was about to leave Vienna for

London by way of Paris. He was to secure the com-

pliance of Louis XVIIL In a farewell audience, the

Emperor Francis assured the English peer that he was
ready to meet the requirements of the French King

;

but as a father and guardian he must protect his daughter's

rights, which his own interests as Emperor of Austria

further compelled him to do."

Metternich also gave Castlereagh a " confidential

memorandum," which was to serve as a basis of ne-

gotiation. In this, Austria announced her decided

intention of dethroning Murat on the very first oppor-

tunity which he himself should offer, and also expressed

a desire to accommodate France in other particulars."^

But the claim of Marie Louise to Parma was not to be

infringed upon.* In one altogether important point

Metternich attempted still further to meet the King's

views. He was willing to pledge himself secretly never

to permit Napoleon's son to attain to sovereign dominion
;

to nothing less, in fact, than his exclusion from the suc-

cession to the throne in favour of the descendants of the

ex-Queen of Etruria.^ But even this concession did not

' The Emperor Alexander to r'.Iarie Louise, February 17, 18 15.

^ Metternich's despatch, Vienna, February 12, 181 5. In this

despatch Metternich begs the Emperor to put things in this light to

Castlereagh, which he actually did. He adds :
" Let your Majesty

make it understood that the whole affair is most disagreeable to your

Supreme Highness, and that you are only actuated by a strong spirit

of conciliation."

^ Confidential memorandum enclosed in Mettcrnich's instructions

to Vincent, February 18, 181 5.

• Metternich's " Remarques sur les articles du memorandum confi-

dentiel," enclosed in the instructions of February 18, 18 15.

' Confidential memorandum. " Secret understanding on the part

of Austria never to establish tlie son of Nnpolcon and Marie Louise in

a position ol so\'crcign power."
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satisfy Louis XVIII. " Let us come to an understanding

about Parma," he declared to the Austrian Ambassador,

Baron Vincent, " and I am at one with you as regards

everything else." ^ No agreement was, however, arrived

at, for the simple reason that at this juncture Napoleon's

sudden re-appearance in France cut short their delibera-

tions. It is therefore incorrect to assert, as Houssaye

does,"^ that Marie Louise was required to sacrifice her son

for the sake of the Crown of Parma, and that she was
" weak enough " to consent immediately. Houssaye

simply transfers to the early days of March 1815, an

event which only took place at the end of December

of that year, consequently after the second downfall of

Napoleon, when a state of affairs already unfavourable

to his son had become essentially worse.

1 Vincent to Metternich, Paris, IMarch 4. P.S.i.

* Houssaye, " 1815," vol. i., p. 140.



CHAPTER V

ATTEMPTED ABDUCTION OF THE PRINCE OF PARMA

All correspondence between Napoleon and Marie Louise

had ceased since the Empress had returned to Vienna from

Aix. The ex-Emperor received no further direct token

of her existence. He supposed her to be a captive at

the Court of \'ienna,^ and strictly forbidden to have

any intercourse with him. This line of conduct wounded
him in his inmost soul. However assiduously he might

avoid mentioning the Empress's name "^ to those about

him, his wrath was often stronger than his purpose
;

he could not master his fury. In cutting terms, he

accused his father-in-law of inhumanity. " They have

even taken my son from me," he said to Campbell, " just

as in olden times conquerors carried off the children to

grace their triumph." ^ He felt it an additional insult

to his person when he learnt that it was desired to compel

Marie Louise to separate from him and marry the King

of Prussia.* Some such plan was actually rumoured

abroad.^ More particularly it was asserted that the

Nuncio at Vienna had secretly caused a pamphlet to

be circulated which was intended to establish the in-

^ Campbell, " Napoleon at Fontainebleau and Elba," p. 297.

^ George Firmin-Didot, " Royaute ou Empire," p. t3i.

" Campbell (already quoted), p. 327.
' Ibid., p. 326. Statement from Florence, December 3, 18 14.
•'' George Firmin-Didot, " Royaute ou Empire," p. 190. Report of

the Commissioner of Police Gohausen, Vienna, Novel ber 24, 1814.

M.I.
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validit}'- of Napoleon's marriage with Marie Louise.^

It is probable that the idea of a divorce commended
itself in certain quarters." The Emperor Francis, how-

excr, certainly did not think of it. At the first mention

of such an idea, he commissioned Prince Metternich to

take measures against it at the Papal Court, " as such a

proceeding could not be viewed with indifference." ^

Therefore, Gentz designates these reports " idle gossip." *

It was, however, the decided wish of the Imperial

father to keep his daughter permanently apart from her

husband. Marie Louise seemed the more easily persuaded

to take this course, because for some time past she had

shown signs of an increasing inclination for Count Neipperg.'^

Thus the Empress entered upon that new phase of her

existence which is bound up with the most painful memories

concerning her. Even though her return to Napoleon

were prohibited, she ought to have borne in mind his

greatness and the rank he had bestowed upon her.

As the wife of so remarkable a man, she could not

surrender herself to her passion for Neipperg without

lowering her reputation. But Marie Louise was want-

ing ni perception of the sublimity of the situation in

which the downfall of the Empire had placed her.

In full measure, therefore, she deserves those crushing

^ Note by hand from the Emperor to Metternich, Vienna, September

I/.- 1 8 14.

- Krones, " Aus dem Tagebuch Erzherzog Johann's," p. 165.

^ Note by hand from the Emperor Francis to Metternich, Vienna,

September 17, 1814.
* Klinkowstrom, " Oesterreich's Teihiahme an den Befreiungs-

kriegen," pp. 472-473.
' Account of March 12, 18

1 5. M.I. Account of March 27, 181 5, t6ii.

" Meanwhile I venture to assert that this connection between Marie

Louise and Neipperg can only have good results, since he has obtained

an ascendency over her which does not permit of her taking any step

without her friend's advice, and the Count's character is a sufficient

pledge that this advice can only be such as he believes to be in keeping

with her illnstrious father's views."—Report of March iS, 1815. M.I,
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condemnations of her character which have been heaped

upon her, ahke by her contemporaries and by posterity.

Only the weak nature of the ex-Empress, accessible to

every passing impulse, can explain this unprecedented

change in her sentiments. She was one of those characters

on whom the impression of the present totally effaces

the memory of the past. Marie Louise, who had none

of the greatness of soul of her grandmother Queen Caroline

of Naples, needed a guide in every situation of life. Such

she found in Neipperg, who understood how to attach

her completely to himself. She surrendered willingly to

the fascination he exercised over her. Devoid of any

feeling of ambition, she readily decided to pass her

existence with a not undeserving, but certainly not famous,

general, who appealed to her temperament more than

Napoleon had done.

Only a woman so swayed by erotic emotions could

have played this not very dignified part. Since Neipperg

had won her for himself, Napoleon was for ever shut out

from the approach to her heart. Now she had ceased to

think how painful to the great man in his fall was the

separation from wife and child, nor how much he missed

their consolation. With what joy he had made arrange-

ments for the reception of Marie Louise and their son in

Elba !
^ But all these preparations had been made in

vain. She did not come. He spoke no word of accu-

sation against Marie Louise. But he, the embodiment of

power, was seen weeping at least once before the picture

of his beloved son.^ He never called him anything but
" mon 'paiivre petit chou."" ^ "I have a little of a

mother's tenderness," he said, " even a great deal, and I

do not blush to own it. It would be impossible for me

^ " Correspondance de Napoleon V," vol. xxvii., p. 439. Pons de

THcrault, " Souvenirs et Anecdotes de I'lle d'Elbe, par Pelissier," p. 68.

^ Pelissier, Pons de I'H^rault, " Souvenirs et Anecdotes," p. 206.

^ Ibid., p. 69.
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to reckon upon the faithfulness of a father who did not

love his children." ^ The appearance in Elba of the

Countess Walewska with his illegitimate child—a circum-

stance which momentarily gave rise to the reports of

the landing of the Empress and the King of Rome on

the island
'^—could not compensate Napoleon for those

who remained afar. But it was precisely these cruel

proceedings, directed against his domestic hfe, which
should have opened his ej^es to the dangers which

threatened him from hostile quarters. These alone

should have already warned him to be on his guard.

He was aware of other plots directed against his personal

safety. He knew that Talleyrand had proposed to the

Congress at Vienna to have him transported to some
inhospitable region where he would be practically buried

alive. In the same way he heard of the hired assassins

who only awaited an opportunity to plunge a dagger into

his breast. For some time past the French Government
had ceased to pay the sum guaranteed by the treaty of

Fontainebleau which was necessary for his maintenance.

All this caused him to mature his plan of a flight from
Elba. The tidings from France of the great dissatisfaction

which prevailed there encouraged him to attempt an

incursion into that country. The memory of the mighty
victories of which he had been the hero was still very

keen—above all, it dominated the mind of the arm}'.

Silently, he formed the resolution to leave Elba and

surprise the world by his sudden apparition. On Febru-

ary^ 26 he set forth, accompanied only by a few hundred

^ Pelissier, Pons de I'Hdrault, " Souvenirs et Anecdotes."
- Pallain, " Correspondance de Talleyrand," p. 72, note. Pellet,

"Napoleon a I'lle d'Elbe," p. 32. Pelissier, Pons, "Souvenirs et

Anecdotes," p. 578.

^ Pelissier. Pons (already quoted), p. 381. Hitherto the statement

had been accepted that it was only the arrival of Fleury de Chaboulon
between February 12-13 that decided Napoleon to escape from Elba

(Houssaye, " 18 15," vol. i. p. 179). Pons combats this assertion in his
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men, sustained by confidence in his star which had so

often led him to victory. However great his achievements

in the past, they bear no comparison with his present

triumphal progress, which is one of the most daring

deeds that history has ever recorded.^ Without any

communications with his adherents in France, upon whom
he had burst as unexpectedly as he did upon the un-

heeding Royalists, trusting only to the magic of his name.,

he accomplished incredible feats in the shortest possible

time. After all France had paid him homage in his

rapid advance from village to village, from town to town,

he was able, as early as March 20, to make his entry into

the Tuileries which Louis XVIII. had been obliged to

evacuate in all haste.

On March 7 the news of Napoleon's landing reached

Vienna, where the Princes and their Ministers were con-

ferring as to the new disposition of Europe. This action

filled every one with astonishment. " Any one who had
said on March 5 that on the 22nd Napoleon would be

sitting on his throne again, would have been pronounced

crazy "—thus runs a letter written from the capital.

If one is to believe the somewhat unreliable statement

of Mettemich as to the way in which the tidings of the

flight from Elba reached him,^ the Powers had scarcely

' Souvenirs et Anecdotes de I'lle d'Elbe," published by Pelissier

(P- 379)' The Florentine Minister, Fossombroni, writes to the Prince

Corsini in Vienna, Florence, ]\Iarch 4, M. I., that he has learnt that
" on Saturday evening, February 25, a little boat arrived in Porte

Ferrajo from the coast of France, with two of his subjects, who imme
diately had speech with Bonaparte, and that directly after the con-

sultation he decided to set off." According to Pons (already quoted),

the day of the departure was February 26, actually a Sunday.
^ Klinkowstrom (already quoted). Gentz, Vienna, March 29, writes :

" History shows nothing like it ; if old Oriental legends represented such

a thing as fact, we should accuse them of exaggeration and absurdity."

^ From Metternich's " Posthumous Papers," vol. i., p. 209. Accord-

ing to these a despatch arrived for him from the Imperial-Royal

General Consulate in Geneva, in the night of the 6-7 March, which he

K
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been informed of this new development before they were

all unanimously agreed to sacrifice their last soldier in

crushing Napoleon.^ On the other hand, it is said that

the Princes did not regain their composure so quickly in

face of this unexpected action.^ We must not, however,

overlook the fact that several days elapsed before they

resolved, by means of their famous Proclamation of

March 13, to declare Napoleon an outlaw—in other

words, a man at the mercy of the public vengeance.^ This

unique measure was first urged by Talleyrand,* who
lost no time in showing himself the most merciless oppo-

nent of his former Emperor. By repeatedly proclaiming

that Napoleon must be exterminated like a mad dog,^

he intended to avert any suspicion of being himself

only opened at 7.30 a.m., because he had been occupied till 3 a.m. at a

conference. From this despatch he learnt of Napoleon's flight. He
immediately betook himself to the Emperor Francis, and, with his

consent, to the Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia, so that

by half-past eight in the morning war was declared against Napo-

leon. In other reports the story is rather differently given. Thus,

Count Salis writes to his son, Vienna, March 8, M.I. :
" Yester-

day a concert was being given at Court when the news came."

A later note in Archduke John's diary tallies with this statement

(5^1? Krones, already quoted, p. 208), where, however, March 5 is

given as the date, which must surely be wrong, unless it is merely a

printer's error ; on page 211 John says the same thing. According to

Pertz, Baron vom Stein (vol. iv., p. 367), it was Wellington who first

received the news on March 7. Metternich's further account (already

quoted, p. 210) that while everyone was in doubt as to whither Napoleon

had wended his way, he knew at once that the ex-Emperor had made
direct for Paris, is also calculated to throw doubt upon this statement.

^ From Metternich's " Posthumous Papers," vol. L, p. 210.

^ Gentz (see Klinkov/strom, already quoted, p. 575) writes, March 10 :

" The news of Napoleon's escape has excited the greatest anxiety in

Vienna." See Archduke John's statement, Krones (already quoted),

p. 211.

^ Printed in Talle3n-and's " Memoires," vol. iii., p. in.
* Klinkowstrom (already quoted), p. 597.
* See my article, " Talleyrand in Wien zur Kongresszeit," Neue

Frtie Presse, April 11, 1896.
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involved in the ex-Emperor's action. The notorious text

of the proclamation is only a feeble echo of the rough

draft which Talleyrand would have liked to see published.

In this extremely violent document, propounded by him,

every one was expected to treat Bonaparte as a bandit,

should they succeed in getting him into their power.^

We should be wrong in considering this document, which

is an important testimony to Talleyrand's frame of mind
at that moment, merely as a memorandum^ which was

to prove to the assembled Princes and their Ministers

the necessity of proclaiming an act of outlawry. As a

matter of fact, the French Minister recommended that

this document—which, although couched in the most

violent terms, was expressly called a rough draft—be

adopted by the Congress.^ The ferocity of Talleyrand's

language offended even the Emperor Francis,* Only

after a long and lively debate, during the evening session

of March 13, did they decide upon the wording of the

proclamation to be issued to all Europe.^

* "
. . . and constitute an act of highway robbery, in the precise and

proper sense of the term. This individual has placed himself beyond

the pale of every law, human and divine ; it is just that he should fall

beneath the blow of the first who strikes him and, moreover, he is liable

to all pains and penalties that the codes of civilised nations impose on

malefactors and brigands."—Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," p. iii.

^ Welschinger (already quoted), p. no.
^ In the copy preserved in the State Archives of Vienna it is expressly

entitled, " Projet francais d'une declaration contre Buonaparte."

Gentz also bears witness to this in his " Vertrauliche Denkschrift,"

Vienna, April 24, 181 5. See Klinkowstrom (already quoted), p. 597.
* Metternich's report, in his own writing, Vienna, March 13, 181 5 :

" Receive [your Majesty], in the annexed, the form of the declaration

definitely decided upon at our evening session to-day, which your

Supreme Highness will doubtless consider very superior to the rough

draft which I took the liberty of submitting to your Majesty by Floret.

All the passages which your Majesty rightly considered objectionable

are entirely omitted, and the whole document bears a much more
dignified character." The Emperor Francis endorsed it immediately in

his own writing : " By all means."
^ Klinkowstrom (already quoted), p. 597,
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However crushing it might appear as regards Napoleon,

it was nevertheless quite moderate by comparison with

Talleyrand's original proposal. This diplomatist, however,

was not to be satisfied with the first declaration of out-

lawry. Directly after Napoleon's arrival in Paris, he

sought to induce the Powers to publish a second mani-

festo against " the enemy of Europe." As the Emperor
had succeeded, against all expectations, in taking possession

of the French capital, the Allied Princes were to renew

their solemn undertaking of March 13. The disturber of

the peace must be deprived of every semblance of hope

of obtaining any advantage for himself or family from

his " criminal action." ^ In view of Napoleon's successes,

the Powers were not inclined to allow themselves to be

hurried into repeating a measure as to which, even prior

to March 13, they were not all in agreement.^ Now it

was all the more important to avoid that kind of rhetorical

performance, which might be described as " unnecessary,

untimely and perhaps dangerous." The same man—it

was Wessenberg—who expressed himself in these terms

was the keenest critic of Talleyrand's work, which was

mainly sacrificed to his protestations.^

^ Draft of declaration suggested by M. Talleyrand. It bears date

March 3. Since, however, this official document refers to Napoleon's

entrance into Paris as having already taken place, the date can only

be interpreted as April 3. In Pallain's " Correspondance de Talley-

rand," p. 383, this declaration is given, but not with the correct date.

Here, too, the following passages are missing, which occur in the draft :

" It was out of regard for her [France] that the Powers had accorded

an honourable refuge to the man who had had the honour of being her

ruler. They have now cause to regret that this sentiment made them
overlook for a moment the fact that he was a man to whom nothing had

ever been sacred." ^ Klinkowstrom (already quoted), p. 597.
^ Wessenberg, " My opinion upon a new declaration against Napoleon

proposed by Prince Talleyrand. April 5." He says here :
" Declara-

tions will not disarm France. It seems to me we had a sufficiently

painful experience of them in 1 792-1 800." For the opposition to this

new declaration, see also Gentz, April 19, 18 15, in Klinkowstiom

(alirady quoted), p. 589.
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Marie Louise suffered many anxious hours after

Napoleon's flight from Elba. She is said to have heard

the news just as she was returning from a walk.-^ Longing

for repose, and hoping to find it at last in Parma, she

foresaw at once that Napoleon's reappearance would

expose her to fresh agitations. She was already estranged

from a husband whom she had once loved and to whom
she had borne a child. The advice of her French attend-

ants, to declare herself in his favour, met with scant atten-

tion from her who had been so easily able to banish

Napoleon from her heart. Meneval accuses her of hav-

ing, in this mood, removed the last obstruction which

hindered the publication of the famous proclamation.

According to him, she wrote to Metternich on ]\Iarch 12

that she stood completely aloof from the Emperor's

plans, and placed herself under the protection of the

Powers. After such a statement, the Courts felt them-

selves relieved of every scruple and the act of outlawry

was unanimously pronounced against him on March 13.^

But did Marie Louise actually address such a letter to

Metternich ? If we may believe the statement—although

certainly not given at first-hand—of her confidential

friend Countess Lazansky, Marie Louise was very un-

pleasantly agitated by the proscription of Napoleon.

According to this testimony, she is reported to have

hastened to her father in order to insist upon the procla-

mation being rescinded forthwith. When he replied

that he could do nothing by himself, she directed her

efforts towards Frederick William and Alexander L, but

without success. The Tsar said very plainly that her

husband was a rebel and must be treated as such.^ From

^ Meneval, " Memoires," vol. iii., p. 412.

^ Meneval (already quoted), pp. 418, 419.

3 Report of the police officer Weyland, March 16, 181 5. M.I.

Weyland had this story from the chambermaid of the Countess, to

whom it had been confided by ]\Iarie Louise.
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Marie Louise's attitude, therefore, we may conclude

that she abstained entirely from taking a step which

would hand over Napoleon to the mercy, or inclemency,

of his foes. In contradiction of this, however, we have

two police reports which refer expressly to her letter to

Metternich.^ Indeed, one report contains even a proposal

to commend in the newspapers the conduct of Marie

Louise in this respect in order to disarm her enemies.

-

In spite of diligent search, we have not succeeded in

discovering among the archives any such letter by the ex-

Empress.

On the other hand, it is proved that on March i8

—

just after Napoleon's proscription therefore—she wrote to

her father imploring his protection for herself and child.

" My dear father," she writes, " at the moment of a new
crisis, which endangers the peace of Europe and threatens

to bring down fresh disasters on my head, I can find no

surer refuge, no kindlier haven, than that which I implore

your fatherly tenderness to provide for myself and my son.

To your arms, my dearest father, I flee with the one being

who, of all the world, is most precious to my heart. I

place our fate in your hands and entrust it to your

fatherly protection. I could not leave it in a holier

shelter. We will acknowledge no will save yours
;
you

will deign in all tenderness to guide my footsteps in this

dark hour. Entire submission will be the first token of

my gratitude and respectful attachment." ^

Contrary to her invariable custom of writing to her

father in German, on this occasion she made use of the

French language—the strongest proof that the letter was

intended to be laid before the Congress of Princes at

Vienna. In this way Metternich probably wanted to

give the Powers the comforting assurance that they had

^ Report of March 14 and 15, 181 5. M.I.

^ Report of March 15, 18 1 5. M.I.

' Marie Louise to the Emperor, Schonbrunn, March 18, 1815.
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nothing to fear from Marie Louise. She was faithful,

only too faithful, to her promise of blind obedience. Hence-

forward she had no more secrets from the Emperor Francis,

and whatever Napoleon might write, or whatever message

he might send her, she brought at once to the knowledge

of her father. It was only natural that the French

Emperor's most urgent efforts should be made to secure

the return of his wife and child to Paris. Nothing could

have convinced the French people more strongly of a

secret alliance with Austria than the return of Marie

Louise and her son to France. Was not Carnot's first

question to the Emperor :
" Have you assurances from

the Powers, or only from Austria itself ? " When
Napoleon was obliged to answer in the negative, Carnot

shook his head and retorted :
" Then you have still

more to do than you have done already." ^ But what

he confessed to his Minister of the Interior, might not be

disclosed to the public. The nation must be still further

imbued with faith in Austria's assistance. " Every
day "—so runs a report from Paris at that time

—
" the

falsehood gains ground that the Archduchess Marie

Louise is expected, that her carriages are held in readi-

ness and her apartments arranged, that couriers from

Vienna have come in, and that Madame Montesquiou and

Count Bausset have arrived." ^ Scarcely had Napoleon

set foot in France than he insisted—even from Grenoble

—

on Marie Louise coming to him with the King of Rome.

This letter was brought to Vienna enclosed in a nutshell.^

^ Wellington's " Supplementary Despatches, &c.," vol. x., p. 28.

^ Ibid., p. 56. Auguste Talleyrand to Dalberg, Zurich, April 30,

1815. M.I. "Bonaparte gave such positive assurance that the

Empress Marie Louise and the King of Rome would be in Paris in a

few days, and that the Powers, notably Austria, were agreed with him

that no war would take place, that the people were persuaded of

this, which added to his following every day."
' Wessenberg's notes. No. 53 : "Arrived at Grenoble, he addressed

a pressing letter to her [Marie Louise] urging her to join him. This
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It was followed at brief intervals by others still more
imperative. Count Anatole Montesquiou, son of the

young Napoleon's governess, who arrived at the Imperial

capital about March 20, was also the bearer of letters

from his master.^ Napoleon left nothing undone in his

efforts to win Marie Louise. On March 28 he repeated his

request that she should meet him, with their son, about
April 15 or 20 at Strasburg.^ Some days later, April 4,

he wrote again :
" My good Louise, I have written several

times already. Three days ago I sent Flahault to you.

Now a man is being sent at my orders to tell you all is

going well. I am idolised here and master of the situa-

tion. I only want you, my good Louise, and my son.

Come to me then, by way of Strasburg. The bearer of

this will inform you as to the tendency of public feeling

in France. Adieu, my friend. Your devoted Napoleon." ^

This letter, as well as two other communications from

Joseph Bonaparte and his wife, were delivered to Marie

Louise by Meneval, to whom they had been entrusted by

letter reached Vienna concealed in a nut." Field-Marshal Lieutenant

Count Bubna writes to Metternich from Genoa, March 17, 1815, that

General Songeon, Commander of the Department of Mont Blanc, had
sent an officer named Nion on March 14 to deliver him a letter from

Napoleon to Marie Louise. Songeon mentions in his communication

to Bubna that he will have already received the letter sent by Napoleon

to Marie Louise from Grenoble. But Bubna did not receive this letter.

Who, then, conveyed it to Vienna ?

^ Wessenberg's notes. No. 53: "More pressing letters arrived by
other means, one through young Montesquiou."

^ Fournier, " Ein Brief Napoleon I. an Marie Luise," Historische

Zeitschrift, vol. Ixxxvii., p. 270. Welschinger. " Le Roi de Rome," p.

122.

' Welschinger (already quoted), p. 123, gives one part of this letter,

but undated. According to the copy lying before me, however, it

bears the date of April 4, which Metternich confirms in the note

written in his own hand. Thus Fournier (already quoted), p. 271,

is wrong when he alludes to the letter of March 28 " as being per-

haps the only and last news of Napoleon " which reached Marie

Louise's hands.
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the bearer.-^ But Meneval absolutely refused to give the

name of the man who had served as courier to Napoleon.^

True to her promise of March 18, the ex-Empress did

not hesitate for one moment in laying before her father

this epistle of April 14." Napoleon not only importuned

Marie Louise, but also his father-in-law, urging him* to

restore his wife and child. The Emperor Francis, however,

no longer recognised his son-in-law. When Metternich

informed him that news had come from Kehl of the

arrival of an Imperial envoy from the French Court,

travelling through to Vienna, Francis replied :
" You

must so arrange matters that if any one is sent by Napoleon

in future, he will not reach here." *• Flahault, to whom
Napoleon had entrusted his letter to the Emperor Francis,

as well as the one of April 4 to IMarie Louise, was not

in fact able to reach Vienna.*' It remains a problem how
the French Emperor's missives succeeded all the same
in reaching Meneval. Napoleon was not the sole advocate

of his own interests ; he also employed his Minister of

Foreign Affairs to negotiate for him. By his medium he

endeavoured to make it understood in Vienna that the

restoration of the Empire signified universal peace.'^

Appealing to the most sacred of laws—that of family

life—the oldest social institution, Caulaincourt thus

apostrophises Metternich :
" The Emperor desires the

happiness of France ; he desires the preservation of

^ Metternich, probably to Hager, undated, but still belonging to the

month of April 1815.

^ Ibid. " Meneval refrained from telling Marie Louise that he

kept the notes he had opened."
* Ibid. Fournier (already quoted), p. 272, is wrong in making out

that the Emperor Francis ordered all communications from Napoleon

to be withheld from his daughter ; as has been seen, it was rather she

who laid Napoleon's letter before the Emperor.
* " Correspondance de Napoleon V\" vol. xxviii., p. 60.

^ Metternich's despatch of^Iarch 30,1815, with the Emperor's decision.

* Caulaincourt to Metternich, Paris, April 16, 1815.

^ Ibid., April 4, 1815.
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peace ; he desires the return of his wife and son. He
is not ashamed to lay bare all these, his most heartfelt

wishes, and in this respect the French nation supports

him." 1

The sole answer returned to such immoderate demands
on the part of the Emperor and his Minister was an order

for the strictest surveillance of the Prince of Parma, with

a view to the frustration of any plot for his abduction.

Soon after Napoleon's entry into Paris, Lord Castlereagh

drew Metternich's attention to the danger of an attempt

to carry off the Prince, which might be possible with the

help of Marie Louise's French attendants.^ The public

mind was also agitated at the thought that some audacious

and enterprising Frenchman might seize the young

Napoleon by a bold stroke. " And as such a hostage

would be very important in every respect," writes Count

Chotek to Baron von Hager, " ought we not to double

our vigilance and remove the all too numerous persons

of this nationality who infest Schonbrunn and inhabit

Vienna, upon whose intentions we cannot rely with any

certainty ? " ^ For Hager—Prefect of the Police—this

warning was unnecessary. As early as March 14 he had

told the Emperor frankly that nothing would be easier

to effect than the abduction or flight of his grandson from

Schonbrunn—if any such design lurked in the mind of

Napoleon and his adherents.* Metternich shared this

opinion. " If at first sight," he writes to the Emperor,
" this anxiety seems somewhat exaggerated, it is certainly

not without foundation, and in my respectful opinion

prudence demands that measures should be taken to

make the Prince of Parma's abduction practically an

impossibility." ^ Suspicion was chiefly directed against

^ Caulaincourt to Metternich, Paris, April 11, 18 15.

* Count Merveldt to Metternich, London, March 26, 1815.

' Chotek to Hager, Schonbrunn, March 18, 18 15. M.I.

* Hager's report of March 14, 1815. M.I
^ Metternich's despatch of April 3, 1815.
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Colonel Count Anatole Montesquiou, the young Imperialist

who was welcomed in the best Viennese society on account

of his attractive appearance and winning manners. How
simple it would be—thought Hager—for Count Anatole

to procure from the French Embassy a passport for

himself and a child, made out in an assumed name.

Already he pictured him awaiting with a travelling-

carriage in the outskirts of Vienna, until his mother,

on pretext of taking the child for a walk, should deliver

him up to be borne off with all possible speed. " If,

contrary to all expectations," says Hager, " Marie Louise

were to favour the abduction, pursuit from Vienna could

only follow discovery too late to be of use. The Prefect

of Police therefore advocates the most stringent measures :

the Prince should be transferred at once from Schonbrunn

to the palace at Vienna ; the French attendants dis-

missed and the carriages of the Imperial Court should

supersede the French equipages then in use. Besides

this, trustworthy agents should be sent immediately to

stations on the frontier to hinder the escape of persons

known to them by sight." ^ Hager especially distrusted

Eugene de Beauhamais. He was aware that only a

few weeks previously the latter had been requested by
a part of the French army to place himself at their head

and drive out Louis XVIII.^ Night and day Hager
kept him under the most careful supervision, " because,"

as he says in his report, " I am morally convinced of the

depravity of this Prince who—even by the King of Bavaria

himself—is still invariably entitled the Vice-King of Italy,

and, neither from his father-in-law, nor from the Emperor
of Russia, can I find any guarantee that Beauharnais is not

capable of joining in designs on the Prince of Parma,

or even of secretly conspiring with Napoleon himself." ^

' Hager's report of March 14, 1815. M.I.

* Ibid.. March 24, 18 15. M.I.

» Ibid.
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According to the Emperor's orders of March i6, the guard

at Schonbrunn was doubled, and two capable police officers

were also sent there. Owing to want of room in the

palace (Hofburg),where the various foreign Princes had been

lodged during the Congress, it had not been possible so far

to remove the young Napoleon to the town.^ Recent

anxieties, however, brought about a change in this arrange-

ment. Now it was decided that the Prince should leave

Schonbrunn. On ]\Iarch 20—the very day of his father's

entry into Paris—the son was brought to those apartments

in the Imperial palace of Vienna, previously occupied by the

King of Wiirttemberg." Now he was no longer permitted

to see his beloved governess, who had tended him with

such genuine devotion. As early as March 14 Hager
had demanded her removal as an extremely urgent

measure.^ Not on Count Wrbna, as Meneval asserts,*

but on Wessenberg devolved the very unpleasant task

of announcing to the Countess Montesquiou her dis-

missal from the Court of Marie Louise. Wessenberg

discharged his delicate commission with due deference

to this estimable lady, for which she seemed to feel herself

indebted to him.^ At the same time Count Anatole was
commanded to leave Vienna ; his mother was to follow

in the course of a few days.^ This arrangement was
deemed all the more necessary because a report had gone

about that Napoleon's notorious spy Charles Schulmeister

^ The Emperor's decision of March 16 upon Hager's report of March 14.

M.I.

- Siber to Hager, Vienna, March 19, 1815. M.I. Talleyrand to the

Kijig, March 23 {see Pallain, p. 359).
^ Hager's report of March 14, 1815. M.I.

* Meneval, " Memoires," vol. iii., p. 426.
'•' Wessenberg's Records, No. 53. " The task devolved upon me of

announcing to Mme. Montesquiou that she must resign her charge and

leave the Court of Marie Louise. I carried out this commission with

every possible consideration, which ]Mme. Montesquiou seemed to

\'aluc."

" Hager's report of March 19, 1815. M.I.
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had anived in Austria in order to effect the abduction of

the Prince of Parma, in conjunction with the dancer

Duport and the French painter David. This report

speedily ^ proved to be only the outcome of imagination.^

On March 19 Anatole was to leave for Paris. Before

starting, he begged Marie Louise to entrust letters to his

care. She had only handed him an unimportant com-

munication for the Duchess of Montebello. Influenced

probably by Neipperg, she showed some anxiety lest

young Montesquiou might also be the bearer of more

compromising documents from her French attendants.

Therefore she was extremely desirous that Anatole

should be stopped at the frontier and his papers taken

from him. She insisted all the more urgently upon this

because—as Neipperg puts it—she regarded the whole

affair as something menacing to her peace (!) of mind.^

However, the matter stopped short of an examination of

Anatole's baggage ; because meanwhile—March 22

—

orders were given that neither the Countess nor her son

should be allowed to start.* It would appear that they

were regarded as less dangerous under strict supervision

in Austria than they would be in France. Count Anatole,

however, did not fall in with this compulsory stay in

Vienna. He hoped to escape from this enforced detention

by flight. Since March 28 Hager had been aware that he

was thinking of getting away secretly in company with

^ Account of March 20, 18
1
5. M.I.

^ Mettemich's report of March 28, 18 15. It turned out that no one

had any actual information about Schulmeister ; David was not the

famous painter, but the manager of the china manufactory in Ludwigs

burg, who had come to Vienna to inquire into the secrets of the china

works there, and Duport the dancer had no other design in view than to

conclude a contract with directors of the theatre. Metternich pro-

nounced him extremely dangerous.
' To Metternich. From the handwriting, Empress Maria Ludovica

must have written this letter. Undated—Neipperg, to whom ?—March

19, Court Councillor Neuberg to Hager, IMarch 19. M.I.

* Hager's report of Jtlarch 22, 1815. M.I.
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Bresson de Valensole/ who had obtained leave to return

to France as agent of the French Marshals. The pobce

immediately adopted measures to prevent this escape
;

measures which were inefficient in any case, since Anatole

succeeded notwithstanding in absconding, disguised pre-

sumably as a servant.- When on March 30, during a

supper given by the Russian Princess Bagration, it was

related, with much scoffing at the police, that Montesquiou,

in company with Men^val, had set off that afternoon for

Paris, Hager indignantly exclaimed :
" Then Heaven

help Aichner and Tappenberg [the two police officers in-

volved]. I can endure no more !
" ^ A vain search was

made in all directions. Meanwhile the fugitive had

slipped over the frontier by some circuitous route. Here,

according to preconcerted agreement, he met the French

courier Vanier, who was travelling with Imbert Saint-

Amand, and took a place on the box of their carriage

as their servant.* At night, when Vanier arrived in his

close carriage at Ebelsberg and gave up his passport,

the commissioner of police asked him what business he

had with a servant. In spite of the reply that he had

no special authority for his presence, the official, who
had to get off several other travellers, allowed the courier

and his companions to proceed unmolested.^ Montesquiou

was not so fortunate at Lambach, the next station on

the road. Hger, the police superintendent of the frontier,

inspected his people somewhat more closely. He demanded
to see Montesquiou's pass also. As this paper, which

had only been endorsed by the French police and not by
the Viennese authorities, did not seem to him quite in

^ Hager's report of March 30, Vienna, 18 15. M.I.

' Report of March 29, 1815. M.I.

^ Hager to the superintendent of the Viennese police, Siber, March 30

and 31. M.I.

* Police Report of April 4, 18 15. M.I.

^ Aicholt, Governor of Upper Austria, to Hager, Linz, April i, 181 5.

M.I.
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order, he informed the Count that he must remain at

Lambach until his passport had been examined at Vienna.

This decision fell upon Anatole like a thunderbolt. St.-

Amand then tried to bribe Ilger with fifty ducats, and

finding that was of no avail, endeavoured to suborn the

military police, but still without success. These attempts

at bribery only warned Ilger to exercise greater caution.

Directly after St.-Amand's departure he went to

Montesquieu's room in order to assure himself personally

of his presence. On entering the apartment, profound

silence reigned, and it appeared as though Anatole were

in bed. But on approaching nearer, Ilger found only the

mock effigy of a sleeping man. After this discovery the

house was immediately searched. We can imagine Ilger's

delight when he found the fugitive hidden in a corner

of the yard, into which he had let himself down by means
of a rope.^ Afterwards Montesquiou always stoutly

maintained that his attempt was not made in earnest

;

he only wanted to make a fool of the police officer.^ But
Ilger did not see the joke, and for the future set a double

guard upon the room.' On April i the chief superinten-

dent of police, Schuster, together with two constables,

repaired to Lambach in order to bring Anatole back to

Vienna, where they arrived on the 3rd.* Hager, who
would have preferred to see Montesquiou consigned ®

to a fortress, wished to place him under arrest on his

arrival in Vienna. Metternich,^ however, raised objections

to this. By his command Anatole was assigned two com-
fortable rooms in the house of the Counsellor of the

Government, Kleinschmied, the windows of which, although

^ Ilger's report. Lambach (not Lembach, as Welschinger, already

quoted, prints it), p. 117, March 31, 1815. M.I.

^ Anatole Montesquiou to his mother, April 4, 181 5. M.I.

^ Ilger's report, Lambach, March 31.
• Siber to Hager, Vienna, April 5, 1815. M.I.
^ Hager's report of April 4, 1815. M.l.

^ Idem. Report of AprU i, 1815. M.I.
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not barred, might only be opened with the greatest

caution. Day and night a pohce officer was stationed

in the room occupied by Anatole, while in the adjoining

department two members of the force remained con-

tinually on duty. Apart from this he was very well

cared for, and treated with the greatest civility.^ All

this, however, could not satisfy Montesquiou, who longed

for freedom. " They load me with every respect and

attention in my captivity," he wrote to Hager ;
" they

try to gild my chains, but the impression always remains

the same." ^ Mme. Montesquiou was deeply moved by

her son's fate. In her trouble she turned to Talleyrand ^

for advice and assistance. Being very favourably dis-

posed towards her, he spoke to Metternich directly on

the subject. " If," replied the Austrian Minister, " the

Countess will pledge her word in writing that her son

shall not leave Vienna wdthout permission from the

Government, he may be set at liberty without delay." *

The Countess hastened to comply with this condition.^

Metternich scarcely waited to be in possession of this

written declaration before releasing the prisoner.^ Hager,

who did not trust Anatole, and was afraid unpleasant

complications might arise from his release, did not agree

to this proceeding.''' But he was obliged to submit to

^ Siber to Hager, Vienna, April 3, 181 5. M.I.

^ Anatole Montesquiou to Hager, April 5, 1815. M.I.

^ Welschinger (already quoted), p. 117, note.

* TallejTand to Mme. Montesquiou, April 5. M.I.
•'"' This declaration was handed in on April 5. The son also made a

similar statement, which runs :
" I pledge my word of honour to keep

exactly to the agreement made by my mother."
'' Talleyrand to Mme. Montesquiou, Vienna, April 6. M.I. Metter-

nich's report of April 10.

^ Hager's report of April i, 1815. M. I. "He [Anatole] will

respect his promise just as little as the French Marshals respect their

most sacred oath to their King. The public will be much scandalised

by his re-appearing at liberty here. The foreign diplomatists might

even suspect in such condescension the trickery for which they are
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Metternich's orders. Montesquieu, who found this strict

supervision of all his doings extremely irksome, and
was longing for his wife and child, soon grew tired of

life in Vienna. He repeatedly begged to be released

from his painful position.^ In June he received the long-

desired permission to set out for France in company
with his mother. On June 14 Marie Louise received

once more her son's former governess, to whom he was
so deeply attached. By the express wish of the ex-

Empress, Wessenberg was present at this interview.

Now, it was Marie Louise herself who was consumed with

impatience to see the Countess depart.^ Immediately^

after this farewell, mother and son left Vienna ; and thus

terminated a most unpleasant and uncomfortable incident

for both of them. Although nothing had been proved

against Montesquiou, yet it is characteristic of him that

both at home and abroad he was considered capable of

having planned this abduction. Talleyrand ^ and Dalberg ^

believed this, and the Hanoverian Minister, Count Miinster,

pointed him out as the moving spirit of the whole con-

spiracy.*

The departure of Countess Montesquiou and her son

did not entirely alleviate anxiety as to the abduction of

always on the watch in the policy of Austria." It had already been re-

ported at the time of his capture at Lambach that Anatole would
be set at liberty in return for his promise given on his word of honour.

1 Hager to the Chief Superintendent of Police, May 4, 181 5. Anatole

Montesquiou to Metternich, May 29, 18 15. M.I.

^ Wessenberg to Hager, June 14, 1815. M.I.

^ Report of the head of police at Linz, June 17. M.I. " They both

passsd Linz in order to proceed to France by way of Bavaria."
^ Talleyrand to Louis XVIII., Vienna, March 17, 18 15. " Corre-

spondancc ineditc de Talleyrand," by Pallain, p. 351.
^ Dalberg to the Duchess of Dalberg, Vienna, March 20, 1815. " Her

son [Mme. Montesquiou's] came from Paris, and we all think it was with

the design of carrying off th' !le Prince."

" Miinster, " Politische Skizzcn, 1815-1867," p. 237. Mimster to the

Prince Regent of England, Vienna, March 25, 1815.
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young Bonaparte. As early as April i, Hager had drawn
attention to a fresh source of danger. The precautions

which had been taken so far had not altogether

calmed his fears. He was particularly anxious lest some
of Marie Louise's attendants—whose sympathies were

French—^might dress the Prince as a girl and, thus

disguised, lead him through one of the many outlets

from the city to a carriage waiting in readiness to bear

him away.^ Even Metternich deemed it absolutely

necessary to dismiss the French servants on the spot,

and replace them with reliable and loyal Germans. " But
since it would be unseemly to have the Prince surrounded

all day long by his attendants," says Metternich to the

Emperor, " may it please your Majesty graciously to

appoint a German gentleman to whom the superintendence

of the Prince's Court would be entrusted ; who should

receive express injunctions to attend the Prince every-

where—especially when he visits Sch5nbrunn for a few

hours—and to entrust him with no one else. This

prudential measure," he continues, " would have the

twofold advantage of allaying your Majesty's anxiety

under all possible circumstances, while it would also

make a highly favourable impression upon the public,

whose attention has been too strenuously fixed upon

the possibihty of an abduction." ^

It was, in fact, impossible to silence these rumours

of a flight, successful or the reverse. It was reported in

Schonbrunn that Napoleon had offered a very considerable

sum as a reward to any one who vrould bring his son to

him. It was also said he had sent one of his ]Marshals

to Vienna on the same errand in some sort of disguise.^

Others—still more worked upon by their imaginations

—

related with full details how on the night of April 5 every-

^ Hager's Report of April i, 1815. M.I.

^ Metternich's Despatch of April 3, 18 15,

' Siber's account of April 6, 1815. M.I.
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thing had been prepared for flight with Marie Louise's

knowledge, but that she had been surprised by her father

in the very act of writing a letter to Napoleon. Thereupon

a most violent scene had taken place between father and

daughter.^ It is characteristic of the Viennese that in

spite of all proofs of Marie Louise's abandonment of

Napoleon, they could not be persuaded but that she

remained faithful to her husband, and wished for nothing

more ardently than his ultimate success. Public opinion

was fundamentally in error. But although Marie Louise

did not wish to have anything to do with the Emperors

and was by no means inclined to favour the Prince',

abduction, she certainly did not take sufficient care of

the child. The Prefect of Police was often in despair at

the insufficient supervision which at any moment might

lead to a catastrophe. He was particularly disturbed by
the carelessness shown in guarding the inner apartments.

He was constantly harping on the removal of the French

household.^ But when Marie Louise and the Prince,

accompanied only by a few French attendants, stayed

out in the lonely, wooded country of Haimbach beyond

Hadersdorf till nearly six o'clock in one evening, Hager

was completely beside himself. " I cannot, your Majesty,

repress my constant anxiety," he exclaims to the Emperor,
" permit me to repeat most respectfully that under these

circumstances I cannot be answerable for what may occur
;

in fact, I look forward with horror to the moment when
your Majesty departs, leaving the Prince of PanPxa in his

former surroundings." " The Emperor promised the sub-

stitution of German for French servants,^ and also signified

^ Account of April 7, 1815. M.I.

- Hager's Report of April 9, 1815. M.I. ''These attempts could

only be frustrated with any certainty if the Prince were entirely sur-

rounded by German attendants wherever he went, by which means, may
it please your Majesty, to relieve us of our responsibility."

^ Hager's Report of April 10, 1815. M.I.

* The Emperor's decision on Hager's Report of April 9, 18 15. M.I.
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to Metternich that he was to consult with his daughter

as to the appointment of a German gentleman who was to

accompany his grandson wherever he went.^ But Francis

contented himself with half-measures, and only dismissed

the male members of the French household. Hager had
no confidence in the French women in whose care the little

Napoleon still remained. Once it happened that the

German servants left the Emperor's son quite alone

in the Schonbrunn Gardens with the French female

attendants ;
" should this occur again," remarks the Pre-

fect of Police, "an attempt on the person of the Prince

would be rendered easy."^ For safety's sake a personal

description of the Prince was sent to all the frontier and
other police authorities, while it was impressed upon
them that no one must be permitted to leave Austria

accompanied by a child whose personal appearance in

any way tallied with this description, which was as follows :

" He is 2 ft. in height, rather thick-set, has a very smooth,

beautiful, pink and white complexion, full cheeks, blue

eyes, rather deep-set, a small turned-up nose with rather

wide nostrils, a small mouth with somewhat pouting lips,

in the middle of which is a little cleft, large, very white

teeth, long flaxen hair, parted on the forehead and faUing

round his face and shoulders in thick curls. The Prince

usually speaks French, but also some German. He talks

in a lively manner and gesticulates with his hands. His

behaviour is very vivacious."^ This course was all the

more necessary because news was continually arriving

which testified to Napoleon's efforts to secure his son

as well as his wife. Thus, it was asserted, the most precise

information had been received that Bausset, Marshal of

the Palace to Mane Louise, intended to carry off the Prince

on the day of the Emperor Francis's departure for camp.

^ The Emperor's decision on Mettemich's Despatch of April 3, 181 5.

'^ Hager's Report of May 31, 1815. M'.I.

^ Hager's letter to the Provincial Governors, June 4, 1815. M.I.

;
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Presumably his project was to consist in seating the Prince

in a carriage similar to the Imperial equipages, and to

drive off with him without being recognised, or asked for a

passport at the frontier.^ Duke Duras sent intelhgence

from Ghent to the Court at Vienna that a certain Vincent

de Bordcrie was travelling to the Imperial capital, well

provided with funds and every conceivable aid to tempta-

tion, in order to execute Napoleon's ardent desire.^ Schon-

brunn, whither the Prince of Parma was to be transferred

for the summer season, still appeared to Hager to offer

the most favourable opportunity for the execution of

such a plan. Therefore the Prefect of Police began to

insist once more upon the final dismissal of the whole

French household. " The most important thing in my
opinion," he writes, " is to have trustworthy servants

and door-keepers wherever the Prince may be, for it has

happened before now that the gentlemen with the key

behind them [allusion to the key carried backwards by

the chamberlains as a symbol of their dignity] are not

always the most vigilant." ^ Nevertheless, if we are to

believe the confidential agent of police entrusted with the

guardianship of the Castle of Schonbrunn, Karl Tapp
Edler von Tappenburg, in spite of all these precautions

one attempt at abduction did really succeed. According

to a story which he related some years later to a circle

of friends, two French ladies of high rank, who had followed

Marie Louise to Vienna of their own accord, had risked

some such enterprise. They intended to profit by their

return to France in June 1815, in order to take the son

of the ex-Empress away with them. Scarcely had Tappen-

burg heard of the attempt—he did not say how—before

he set out in pursuit. The fugitives were travelling in an

enormously large carriage. Instead of unmasking their

^ Police Counsellor Schniid to Hager, Alay 20, 181 5. M.I.

^ Hager's Report of June 15, 1815. M.I.

' Hager to Siber, May 22, 1815. M.I.
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designs when he came up with them in the Linzer Strasse

at Steinberg, he allowed them to have their mid-day meal

in peace. It was only at the next posting-station, where

the horses were changed, that he requested one of the

ladies to enter the post-house with him. The result of

this interview was a thorough inspection of the travelling

carriage, which was quite hollow at the back. In this

part of the equipage, which obtained light from a little

window contrived in the roof, and air by means of knobs

and bolts, he found the Prince of Parma seated upon a

pretty little chair, and beside him a little table laden with

toys and sweetmeats. After this discovery, Tappenburg

escorted the travelling party back to Schonbrunn. Whilst

he obtained, in recognition of his services, a post as

inspector of the Imperial Residences, the ladies were after-

wards allowed to return unmolested to France, but this

time under police escort.^ Besides Mme. Montesquiou and

Mme. Montebello, who had already returned to France in

June 1814, and the Marquise de Brignolles, who had
died in April 1815, we do not know of any other ladies

of high rank who were likely to have followed the ex-

Empress into exile in Austria. Cut off from all access

to the Prince since March 20, they could not possibly

have found an opportunity of getting him out of the

palace unobserved. Why did not Tappenburg arrest

the two ladies at Steinberg, instead of letting them travel

on to the second station ? Why does he not say how
he became possessed of the Frenchwomen's secret ?

Could he—without saying a word to Hager—have so

quickly obtained the necessar)^ money and documents

with which to pursue these two ladies ? It is noticeable,

however, that the Prefect of Police never once m.entions

^ Feuilleton der Neue Zeit (Olmiitz), 1864, No. 7. This story is

related there by a friend of Tappenburg's shortly after his death, which

occurred just before 1864. Tappenburg died at the age of 82, as In-

spector of the Royal-Imperial Residences,
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a partially successful abduction in his numerous reports,

but speaks only of such possibilities. What a powerful

lever in his hands such an occurrence would have afforded

in urging his demands for the dismissal of the French

household ! The French female attendants could not

have remained near the Prince an hour longer. Is it

possible that no trace of this adventure of Tappenburg's

should be discernible in any of the countless documents

which touch upon this question of the abduction of the

young Napoleon ? Most distinctly, therefore, the police

officer's story— supposing it really to have originated

with him—may be relegated to those fictions in which

the history of these times is so rich. It is indeed con-

ceivable that, so long as Napoleon sat upon the throne,

people w^ould suspect the French of all sorts of machina-

tions for the liberation of his son from the power of the

Court of Vienna. Only when the Corsican was over-

thrown and banished for ever from France, were men's

minds set at rest.

Napoleon's flight, however, as well as the attempts

universally ascribed to him to get his family back to

France, exercised a prejudicial influence on the fate

of Marie Louise and the Prince of Parma. The con-

ditions of the treaty of Fontainebleau of April 11,

1814, were now opposed with renewed vitality and with

a greater show of justice than before. Its opponents

declared it to be completely invalid, in consequence of

the ex-Emperor's breach of promise. Supported by
England, France and Spain disputed the sovereign

rights of Marie Louise and her child over the Duchies of

Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla. When this matter Vv^as

to be brought forward at the Congress, before the de-

parture of the Princes to the Allied armies in May, a

collision between the friends and opponents of Marie

Louise appeared inevitable.^ Alexander I., who wished

^ Klinkowstrom, " Oesterreich's Teilnahme, &c.," p. 562.
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to pose as champion of the Emperor Francis's daughter,

was determined not to allow her, or her child, to

suffer political disinheritance — a course of action to

which ]\Iettemich and his Imperial master were specially

inclined.^ Lord Clancarty, England's representative,

laid down the most decided protest against the cession

of the Italian Duchies. The tension between Russia

and Great Britain became so great that some anxiety

was felt lest neither of these Powers should subscribe

to this important part of the proceedings of the Congress.

In this critical situation, it was Metternich who devised

an expedient for settling the dispute. The Austrian

Minister put forward that clause—known henceforth as

" clause 99 " of the acts of the Congress of Vienna

—

the composition of which—the work of Metternich him-

self—Gentz eulogises as a masterpiece of diplomatic

ingenuity.^ As a matter of fact, no one could have

shown greater cleverness in bending to the blast of a

momentary political tempest. This was the chief con-

cern to Metternich, who wished to ensure the repose of

the moment. Metternich would not have been Metter-

nich had he allowed himself to be disturbed for an

instant by the consideration that his masterpiece of

diplomacy would only be the cause of severe conflicts

in days to come. The clause, accepted at the sitting of

May 27, 1815, secured to Napoleon's wife the possession

of the Italian Duchies—a ruling which pleased the

Emperor of Russia." The statement that the decision

as to the escheatage to Parma, Piacenza, and Guas-

talla should stand over to the future, satisfied Lord

^ Klinkwostrom, " Ocsterreich's Teilnahnie, &c.," p. 562.

2 Ibid., p. 562.

^ Klinkowstrom (already quoted), p. 5G2. The clause runs :
" Her

Imperial Majesty Marie Louise will possess entire right and sove-

reignty over the Duchies of Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla, with the

exception of the distr" ts wedged in between the States of his Imperial

and Royal Apost. Majesty on the left bauk ol tho Po."
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Clancarty.-' This final clause secured to Austria the possi-

bility of a favourable solution of the delicate question of

her interests in Italy, without taking from the ex-Queen

of Etruria all hope of the ultimate possession of the

Duchies.^ But Mctternich had accommodated all parties

by entirely ignoring in the clause all question of the

succession of the Prince of Parma.^ This piece of pre-

meditation might tend just as much to the advantage

as to the detriment of the Emperor's young son. Above
all, in this respect the Cabinet of Vienna had kept

Alexander in view, since he would by no means have

suffered the positive exclusion of Marie Louise's son

from the succession to Parma. He was so little in-

clined to do so that he declined to acquiesce in this

silent acknowledgment. On his own initiative * he

invited Austria and Prussia to enter into an agreement

with him to protect the rights of the ex-Empress and her

son—an agreement which the remaining Powers should

only be asked to recognise in more peaceful times. Thus
was established the secret treaty of May 31, 1815, between

the Courts of Vienna, St. Petersburg, and Prussia, by which

the possession of the Duchies was guaranteed not only

to Marie Louise, but also to the Prince of Parma.^ Metter-

nich declared some years later that he only agreed to this

treaty unwillingly and from pressure of circumstances.

According to his own account, as early as May 1815, he

^ Klinkowstrom (already quoted), p. 562. The passage referring to

it runs :
" The reversion of these lands will be determined by common

consent of the Courts of Austria, Russia, France, Spain, England,

and Prussia, having at the same time regard to the reversionary rights

of the house of Austria and of his Majesty the King of Sardinia over

the said countries."

* Ibid., p. 563. * Ibid., p. 562.

* Metternich to Vincent, January 12, and February 18, 18 17.

^ The treaty is given by F. Martens :
" Recueils des trait6s conclus

par la Russie," vol. iii., 1808-1815, p. 534. The clause respecting the

Prince runs :
" They [the Duchies] will pass to her son [Marie Louise's]

and to his descendants in the direct line."
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had foreseen that Alexander was not in earnest about the

matter, but was merely playing a diplomatic game, guided

by the desire to pose as knight-errant.^ If Metternich

really penetrated the Tsar's motives at that time, he can-

not have experienced any disillusionment when, in 1818,

Alexander was the first to lend a hand in abolishing the

Prince of Parma's succession to the throne.

* Metternich's Despatch of February 18, 1817.



CHAPTER VI

NAPOLEON II

Nothing could have been more terrible to Marie Louise

than to see Napoleon issue victorious from the struggle

with his enemies. Then his decisive orders would have

brought her and her son back to his side. Nothing dis-

quieted her more than this possibility. Far sooner

would she have passed her days in a cloister than share

the Emperor's throne.^ Neither did she wish to see

France again,^ It is remarkable that she was disgusted

with the French for doing precisely what she was guilty

of herself. It appeared to her an unpardonable crime

on the part of the French nation, first to abandon Napo-
leon, and then to turn from Louis XVIII. with the same
fickleness with which they had treated their Emperor.
" What a nation !

" she said to Magawly, Minister of

Parma. " Unrighteous, shameless, godless. I am de-

termined never again at any price to set foot on the

abominable soil of France!"^ Therefore she— once

Empress of France— desired success to the flag of

the Allied armies. She writes to Francis :
" I pray God

that He will soon bring you back successful and bless

^ Statement by Marie Louise, as given in a report of April 14, 18 15.

M. I.

^ On July 7 sh« writes to the Emperor Francis :
" I beg you, Sir,

to remember what I said to you the day before your departure—that

it would never be possible for me under any circumstances to return

to France." See also Talleyrand's despatch of April 23 to Louis XVIIIi

Pallain, " Corresp. de Talleyrand," p. 407.
* Report of April 3, 18 15. M.L
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your arms."^ Certainly her sister, the Archduchess

Leopoldine, who addressed the following lines to Marie

Louise, was of a different opinion :
" Dear Louise,—

I am directed to send you the enclosed letter immediately.^

I can give you very good news of the Emperor Napoleon,

who is quite well." ^ The young and inexperienced Arch-

duchess had no perception of what was passing in the

heart of her elder sister who, for the sake of her passion

for Neipperg, disowned her lawful husband, and the

nation whose Princess she had been. Napoleon was
deeply wounded that Marie Louise, with the King of

Rome, did not answer to his call. It was a matter of

the utmost importance to him to be able to prove, by
the presence of his wife and son, that the Court of

Vienna was not opposed to him. Before taking the

field, he endeavoured once more to separate Austria

fiom alliance with his opponents. For that purpose

he sent Montrond, one of Talleyrand's devoted ad-

herents, to Vienna, to inquire into Metternich's senti-

ments, as also those of the Powers in league with the

Emperor Francis.* Montrond went not only in the

character of the Emperor's plenipotentiary ; he was at the

same time the envoy of Fouche,^ who wanted in this way
to obtain more reliable information as to what his pre-

sent master might expect from the Allied Powers. This

double part speaks to the adventurous nature of this diplo-

^ Marie Louise to her father, June 3, 18 15.

^ The letter mentioned here is not to hand.
^ Tapp von Tappenburg, the Commissioner of Police at Schonbrunn,

found the Archduchess's letter in Marie Louise's apartment on July 5.

Although in fragments, he was able to piece them together. On July 6

it was handed over to Hager, Prefect of Police.

* Fleury de Chaboulon, " M6moires avec annotations manuscrites de

Napoleon i"," published by Lucien Cornet, 1901., vol. i., p. 289, and
notes, p. 289.

Metternicli to Merveldt, April 21, 18 15. Supplementary despatches

of Wellington, vol. X., p. 146. "Corresp.de Talleyrand avec Louis XVIIL
par Pallain," p. 381.
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matic agent, who was described as a highly " dangerous

revolutionary." ^ Metternich had known him from the

time of his embassy in Paris, where he had lost many a

good gold piece to him at play, ^ Wessenberg points him
out as one of those people who fumble in everybody's

pocket without being actually stigmatised as a thief.^

Montrond was soon convinced that Napoleon had no
hope of finding favour in the sight of his opponents. With
Alexander's consent, Metternich and Nesselrode told

him plainly, no one would ever make terms with the

usurper.* This information was not meant for Napoleon's

benefit only. His adherents, especially Fouche, must
be informed how matters stood. With these they went
even a step further. The Powers were prepared to

grant them every guarantee for providing themseh'es

with a monarchical and representative form of govern-

ment. They were willing to pledge themselves that the

new Ministry should be formed of the men who were most
clearly denominated by public opinion. Also that two-

thirds of the most important offices at Court and in the

civil and military services should be given to those per-

sons who had played a part in the expulsion of the Bour-

bons.^ The Princes also promised that in case the French

^ Hager's Report of April 6, 1815, M.I.

^ Report of April ir, 1815. M.I.

^ Wessenberg Posthumous Papers, No. 80 :
" He was one of those

men who pick every one's pockets without being treated as a thief."

For information as regards Montrond, see Welschinger's article in

La Revue de Pans, February, 1895.
'' Metternich to Count Merveldt, in London. Vienna, April 21, 181 5.

In a memorandum jotted down for Montrond on behalf of the Powers
it says :

"
. . . . M. ds Montrond, who appeared at Vienna to sound

the intentions of the Powers, returns to France to insinuate as follows

to the leaders of the day :
' The Powers will never consent to Bona-

parte or his family reigning.'
"

" Instructions for Montrond's use. " That two-thirds of the posts

at Court, civil as well as military, are to be filled by men who were

among the Revolutionists."
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declared for Louis XVIII., they would prevail upon him
to accept the conditions imposed by them.^ Should the

King, however, refuse his consent, the nation would then

be free to choose another ruler. "^

On April 9, Montrond left Vienna.^ Some days earlier

Bresson de Valensole, the agent of the French Marshals,

had set out on the return journey to France. Metternich

had given the Prefect of Police, Baron von Hager, the

following instructions with regard to him :
" He may

have what he chooses about him, but his instructions

are of such a nature that he must be allowed to leave

us in good temper." * Through the medium of these two

men, Fouche became intimately acquainted with the

intentions of the Powers. From this moment, by various

methods of which we have no knowledge, a brisk inter-

course was started between Napoleon's Minister of

Police and Metternich. To the monarchs assembled

at Vienna, it was highly important that in France itself

they should sap the ground of renewed activity beneath

the feet of the Emperor who had recently returned to

the country. No one was more fitted for that task than

Fouche. For this reason nothing was to be omitted

which might induce this influential personage to make a

public abjuration of his present sovereign ; and not of

Napoleon only, but of his whole dynasty ; for such was

the desire of the Viennese Cabinet. It is, therefore,

absolutely inaccurate to doubt this design of ^letternich's

and to accuse him of double-dealing with Fouche.^

1 Metternich to Merveldt, April 21, 1815.

^ ISIontrond's instructions. " That the whole must be accepted by

whoever is to reign ; by Louis XVIII., if he consents, but on the

condition that shall have been notified to him, that on his refusal he

will be considered to have refused for himself and his whole family."

^ Jvletternich's despatch of April 10, 1815.

* Metternich to Hager, April i, 181 5.

° Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," chapter viii. :
" The intrigues

between Fouche and Metternich in 18 15."
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It has been said of Metternich, that while he exclaimed

to Montrond :
" The Regency ! we would not have it

in any case," ^ he was actually aiming for this goal, with

the secret co-operation of the French Minister of Police.^

Fouche who only cared to rule, no matter under whom,
had certainly made a proposition in Vienna, in April

1815, to proclaim the Prince of Parma Emperor of France,^

But Metternich was by no m.eans inclined to consent to

such an idea. He had given no such authority to Baron
Ottenfels who, under the assumed name of Mr. Henry
Werner, was to meet Fouche's emissary at Basle. We
know that Napoleon received information of this pre-

concerted meeting even earlier than Fouch6 himself,

and that he sent Fleury de Chaboulon to Basle to spy out

Metternich's plans and the intrigues of his own Minister

of Police.* It is also equally well known that no actual

expression of opinion passed between Ottenfels and Fleury

de Chaboulon, because each strove to get the other to

speak first. But when Fleury tells us that the Austrian

emissary sounded him on the subject of Marie Louise's

regency,^ the Frenchman certainly reports more than

was ever said by Ottenfels. From Metternich's notes

at this time, written in his own hand, it is clearly evident

that he would not hear of a regency during the minority

of Napoleon's son. Ottenfels—unless he voluntarily

exceeded his mission— was not empowered upon his

own initiati\'e to acknowledge the young Prince of

Parma as ruler of France. In the " Declaration " en-

trusted to him for Fouche's confidant, it is expressly

^ Talleyrand to Louis XVIII., April 13, 1815, in " Corresp. de Talley-

rand, par Pallain," p. 381.

^ Welschinger, already quoted.
^ Metternich's Posthumous Papers, vol. ii., p. 212.

* Fleury de Chaboulon. New edition, 1901, vol. ii., p. i, and follow-

ing.

' Fleury de Chaboulon, vol. ii., pp. 12 and 21.
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stated :
*' Neither Napoleon nor his issue." * On the

contrary, the following proposals were made :
*' i. Louis

XVIIl/ No emigrants. All exiled. 2. Louis XVIIL
No Prince of the elder branch. No emigrants. The
succession to pass over to the house of Orleans. 3.

The Duke of Orleans and his line."^ In return for the

acceptance of one of these three plans, Mettemich

promised a cessation of hostilities. Ottenfels was not to

wait more than ten days for an answer ; in view of

military operations, on no account could a longer term

be granted. It was not Austria, but the Emperor
Alexander, who advocated the establishment of a regency.

In case this were impossible, the Tsar wished the

Duke of Orleans, rather than Louis XVIIL, to succeed

to the throne.' To the same influence must be attributed

the fact that Metternich, in his instructions, empowered
Ottenfels to listen to any suitable proposals as regarded

the regency, without putting forward any suggestions

himself.* At the same time he was to make it clear from

the first, that the regency was in decided opposition to

the wishes of the Court of Vienna.^ This expression on

the part of Ottenfels was no m^ere pretence. That is

best demonstrated by the communications which Metter-

nich made to England. " The principles laid down by
me," he writes to Count Merveldt, " do not allow the

^ " Pi^ce B. Declaration." " Pas de Napoleon ni de sa race."

Written in Metternich's o-wn hand.
' Ibid. " I. Louis XVIII. Pas d'emigres ; tous bannis. 2. Louis

XV'Ill. Pas des Princes de la premiere branche et point d'emigres.

La succession passant a la lignee d'Orleans. 3. Le due d'Orleans et sa

lignee." It is therefore inaccurate of Metternich to say (vol. i., p. 213)

that Ottenfels' instruction runs :
" Listen to everything and reply to

nothing."
^ Metternich to Merveldt. April 21, 1815 :

" He [Alexander] desires

the regency in the first place in default of that he wishes that the cro^^m

should pass to the due d'Orleans."

* Metternich, " Nachgetassene Papiere," vol. ii,, p. 515.

' Ibid,
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Emperor to exclude the possibility of a regency : but,

far from supporting or maintaining it—rather completely

averse to its establishment than otherwise—the Emperor
will never permit it to be the sole aim for which the Powers

are striving." ^ According to Metternich's opinion, any
active intervention on the part of Austria in the internal

affairs of France would be seriously harmful to the

Viennese Cabinet in the position it occupied, not only

towards that country but, especially, towards the other

Powers. " This," he continues, " would certainly be

the case in which the Emperor would find himself placed,

were his grandson, now a minor, to ascend a throne

which has long been shaken by storms." ^ After all this,

it cannot be seriously contended that Austria wished

to allure Fouche with the prospect of the regency.

For Napoleon, however, the mission of Ottenfels was of

decided importance. That which he had still deemed
feasible, in spite of the act of outlawry of March 13, 1815,

must now appear to him impracticable. The meeting

between Fleury and Ottenfels no longer left any doubt

that the Powers were firmly resolved not to lay down
their arms until Napoleon had been rendered harmless

for evermore. Now, at length, he realised that all

efforts to win Austria to his side were useless. Thrown
exclusively on his own resources. Napoleon did not

hesitate to take the well-defined path which proclaimed

him the armed confederate of the Jacobins. Even
towards the middle of April, Dalberg had said :

" Bona-

parte has thrown off the mask ; he is Mohammed at

the head of his army of fanatics ; he is Robespierre,

girt with the sword, as head of all the Jacobins in the

world." ^ A man so keen-sighted as Napoleon could

hardly have overlooked the fact that this letting loose

^ Mettcrnich to Mcrveldt in London, April 21, 1815. ^ Ibid.

* Dalberg to the Baroness Dalberg, in Mannheim, Vienna, April 11,

1815. M.I.

M
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of the revolutionary element would not adequately

reinforce his strength for the struggle with his oppo-

nents. He had been irrevocably injured by the wide-

spread knowledge of a fact that could be no longer

controverted ; namely, that his fictitious negotiations

with the Powers, especially with Austria, had only

been intended to deceive the populace. Now he might

strive in vain to make the Court of Vienna detested by
his false representations. Who would now believe that

Marie Louise was suffering intensely from her enforced

separation from him, or that she had spent thirty sleepless

nights on this account ? ^ Already, even, we see him
obliged to adopt stronger methods in order to rouse

the nation to a voluntary sacrifice. By means of the

so-called " additional clauses to the Constitution of the

Empire," which assured freedom of worship and of the

Press, the conversion of the former legislative body into

a Chamber of Representatives, and the Senate into

a Chamber of Peers, he hoped to bind the liberal classes

to himself. It soon became evident, however, that

the new Constitution satisfied no one ; it was seen tf. be
nothing more than a compulsory charter, a revised and
improved edition of the Constitution of the Empire.^

The voting on the new liberal Constitution signified a

failure for the Emperor which could not even be con-

cealed by that scene, enacted with the greatest pomp in

the " Field of May," where the result of the voting was
made known. The question put by Napoleon to the

National Guard, whether they were ready to defend

with their lives the eagle entrusted to them, obtained

no inspiriting echo. Only the old Guards took the

oath for their former leader with enthusiasm and genuine

affection. " When they defiled before the Emperor,"

^ " Correspondance de Napoleon I"," vol. xxviii., p. 246.

* Broglie, " Souvenirs," vol. i., p. 304. Pasquier, " M6moiies,"

vol. ui. p. 214.
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relates the Due de Broglie, an eye-witness, " their looks

were illumined with ardent and unwonted fire, while

on their lips one seemed to read, ' Morituri te salutant.'' " ^

That Napoleon had no longer the whole French nation

at his back was very evident from the election of Lan-

juinais, a Senator hostile to the Empire, as President of

the Deputies. After this election the Emperor must
perforce resign all hope of guiding and governing the

Assembly according to his wishes. Soon he was to regret

the convocation of this Chamber as one of his greatest

mistakes.

Under somewhat unfavourable auspices, Napoleon

joined his army on June 12. He entered upon the cam-

paign with none of that consciousness of victory which

had formerly led him on to battle. Now his mind was
agitated by very different feelings. Although intoxi-

cated by the review of 100,000 men, he could not but

admit that France did not possess sufficient weapons

to supply so great a number, and that eventually he

must succumb, even were he at first to win two or three

victories,^ He had prophesied aright. Six days had

scarcely elapsed ere he was a ruined man. At Waterloo

he had suffered the most crushing defeat. Broken down
and shattered with grief, mentally and physically ex-

hausted, he returned to the Palais Elysee on June 21,

at four o'clock in the morning.^ " Do not remain here

an hour," Carnot said to him ;
" depart at once and

place yourself at the head of the army." " I have no

longer an army," was the Emperor's laconic reply, as

he buried his face in his hands.'' He would have done

better to follow Carnot's advice, instead of looking to

^ Broglie, " Souvenirs," vol. i., p. 307.

^ Lebzeltern to Metternich, Rome, November 9, 18 15. Thus Lucien

expressed himself to the Austrian Ambassador in Rome.
" Thibaudeau states this, vol. vii., p. 393. Pasquier, " Memoires "

vol. iii., p. 239, gives 8 a.m. as the time of his arrival.

^ Carnot, " Memoires," vol, ii,, p. 510.
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the Chamber of Representatives for help in his mis-

fortunes. Having left his troops in the lurch in order

to hasten to Paris, he ought to have taken over the

Dictatorship, to have proclaimed a state of siege through-

out France, and to have collected all patriots about his

person by an appeal to their love of the mother country.

This was also his brother Lucien's idea, who urged the

Emperor to mount his horse and ride at the head of his

faithful adherents to the Chamber, the dissolution of

which he should pronounce forthwith.^ This last measure

seemed all the mo e urgent since the Chamber, on the

proposal of Lafayette, had been declared to be permanent,

and any one who ventured to dissolve it would be

declared guilty of high treason. This resolution was
sufficient proof that henceforth the Assembly of Deputies

meant to be the masters of France. If Napoleon in-

tended to hold his position against them and to keep

the power in his own hands, he ought to have followed

Lucien's advice. But the Napoleon who was now
struggling with his destiny was no longer the Napoleon

of old. Even before he joined his army, the authoritative

tone, the self-confidence of earlier days, had deserted

him. After the defeat of Waterloo he was still more
exhausted. He vacillated, and could no longer summon
up the energy which Lucien demanded of him. Whilst

Napoleon failed to take the decisive step which might

possibly have made him once more the undisputed

ruler of France, the feeling against him in the Chamber
increased more and more. Regnaud, one of his most

faithful followers, considered it his duty to inform him
that the Chamber had pronounced his deposition,

unless he would abdicate of his own accord—which all

the world expected of him. Thus the word was

* Jung, " Lucien Bonaparte," vol. iii., p. 332. Carnot, vol. ii., p. 511

Miot de Mclito, vol. iii., p. 407.

^ Pasquier, " M^moires," vol. iii., p. 240.
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uttered which would lead to the solution of the crisis.

At first Napoleon would not hear of abdication. He
strode up and down the room from end to end in

his excitement. " Even though they deprive me of

power," he was heard to say, " I will not abdicate.

The Chamber consists only of Jacobins and place-seekers.

I ought to have expelled them." ^ Regnaud, Davout,

General Solignac, Durbach, struck by the imminence of his

peril, persuaded him to submit himself to the deputies.

Almost yielding to the insistence of these men, he still

asked time for further consideration. The Chamber,

admonished by Fouche,- was only prepared to grant him
an hour at the utmost. Lafayette had already announced

his intention of moving the Emperor's deposition unless

he decided immediately. Once more Solignac appeared

at the Elysee, accompanied by several deputies ; his

language was now that of a man who has to make a

last, solemn appeal. Then Lucien and Joseph, who had
hitherto been opposed to the abdication, united their

efforts to those of the other personages assembled at the

Palace. Finally, upon the day after he returned from

the battlefield to the Palace, Napoleon's resistance was
completely overcome. " Write to these gentlemen "

—

he turned to Fouche with a smile of irony
—

" to keep

calm ; they shall be satisfied." ^ Hereupon he dictated

his form of abdication to Lucien. This document, famous

throughout all ages, contains the following words :

" My political life is ended, and I proclaim my son

Emperor of the French, with the title of Napoleon II.

... Be united, all of you, for the common weal, and

remain an independent nation," If one is to believe

Lucien, the Emperor would never have thought of

abdicating in favour of his son. "What !
" he had ex-

^ Thibaudeau, " Histoire de France, Empire," vol. vii., p. 405.

' Carnot, " iNIemoires," vol. ii., p. 512.

* Thibaudeau (already quoted), p. 405.
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claimed, " an Austrian regency ! Rather the Bourbons !

'*

It was only in consequence of vehement reproaches that he

resolved to insert this passage in his act of abdication :

" I proclaim my son Emperor of the French, with the

title of Napoleon II.," murmuring to himself meanwhile,
" my part is played out." ^ Lucien seems only to have

thought of replacing the Emperor by the King of Rome.
At least he assures us that even in June 1815 he had
expected Napoleon would retire at the " Field of May,"
and place the crown upon his son's head.^ In all proba-

bility Lucien intended to secure for himself the leading

part in the regency which then seemed to be inevitable.

This was again his secret design. But Napoleon saw
through his brother. Whilst apparently yielding, he

certainly flattered himself that he was still the man to

circumvent all such intrigues. It was an excellent idea

to link together in his deed of abdication the independence

of the nation with the proclamation of his son. In this

manner, he still hoped to carry a majority of the deputies

along with him, and especially the army, and to create a

barrier between it and the Bourbons which would have

made their return at any future time an impossibility.^

He was still able to foster secret hopes of remaining the

leading spirit, and of being able to seize the first favour-

able opportunity of recapturing the real authority, under

the ostensible rule of his son ; a state of things which

Fouche feared above all else. But would the Chamber
agree to the Emperor's wishes and declare Napoleon II.

actual ruler of France ? Before it came to that, both

^ Lebzelten to Metternich, Rome, November 9, 181 5 : "It was only

by dint of reproaches that he consented to abdicate in favour of the

King of Rome ; then he kept on repeating :
' My part is played out ;

'

there was no means of rousing him from his apathy." So said Lucien

himself to Lebzelten.
* Lucien to Cardinal Co isalvi, July 14, 1815, communicated to the

Revue NapoUonienne, Frl r lary to March 1902, p. 248.

^ Pasquier, " Memoirec," vol. iii., p. 243.
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Chambers resolved to elect an executive commission,

consisting of five members. Regnaud, prompted by
Fouche, had brought forward this motion. All uncon-
sciously he served this foe of Napoleon as a tool to prevent

a council of regency being formed. The Minister of Police

was intriguing on all sides to render the candidature of

Napoleon II. impossible. The game he had to play was
all the easier, because the majority were dominated by
the fear that Napoleon might take the opportunity of his

son's proclamation to throw himself into the arms of

his soldiers and thus defend the rights of his heir.^ Fouche
said to the patriots : away with the Bourbons, but let

us be prudent, and avoid pledging ourselves wholly to any
government whatsoever. He admonished his adherents

to declare themselves formally in favour of the old

royal dynasty, to whom they would be in a position to

dictate terms, in the event of their return becoming
inevitable.2 These agitations on the part of Fouche
hindered a unanimous vote being given in favour of

Napoleon II. Such was the spirit of the deputies on
learning the answer given by Napoleon when the

Chambers offered their thanks to him for his volun-

tary abdication. " Unless my son is proclaimed,"

he declared to the deputation of Peers, "my renun-

ciation is invalidated." Under the influence of this

threat, the question of Napoleon II. 's succession was
discussed at the evening sitting of the Peers on June 22.

Joseph, Lucien, Jerome, Cardinal Fesch, and other

dignitaries of the Empire, eighteen in number, had been

present on this occasion, in their richly embroidered

robes of State, which tended to give the impression of

something quite unusual. All present felt themselves

to be taking part in an event which should decide the

destiny of the State. In fact this Assembly recalled the

* Thibaucieau (^Ice^dy quoteUj, vol, vU„ p, 41a.
' mi.
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great sessions during the time of the Revolution of

1789.^ The most ardent adherent of Napoleon II. was

General Labedoyere who, after the return of the Bourbons,

expiated his fidelity and devotion to his Emperor with

his life. Full of youthful ardour—he was scarcely

thirty years of age—he made straight for his aim. He
sided with Lucien Bonaparte, who had cried :

" The

Emperor has abdicated, long live the Emperor !
" He was

deeply hurt when Count Pontecoulant declared he would

never acknowledge a child as his king, much less a

sovereign who did not even reside in France. But when
at last Count Boissy agreed with Pontecoulant as to the

adjournment oi this question, and wanted the constitution

of a provisional government settled before all else, Labe-

doyere' s indignation knew no bounds. In a voice excited

by unrestrained passion, he cried aloud to the Assembly

:

" If the son is not recognised, not crowned, the father's

abdication is null and void." He did not shrink from

declaring that Napoleon would, in that case, find sufficient

Frenchmen to shed their blood for him.^ He saw himself

in the front rank of these. Then, suddenly fixing his

flashing eyes upon a certain corner of the hall, he burst

forth in bitter invective. " Probably," he said, " the

Emperor will be betraj^ed again ; there are perhaps

corrupt generals who are at this very moment preparing

to desert him. But let us bring in laws to brand them
as traitors. If the betrayer's name be cursed, his house

demolished, his family exiled, there will soon be no

traitors, no more base intriguers, such as have brought

about this final disaster, whose confederates, or even

instigators, are perhaps even now sitting in our midst."

A tumult of wild anger followed this speech. " Do you

imagine yourself among a regiment of the Guards ?
"

^ Pontecoulant, " Souvenirs," vol. iii., p. 397.

' Villemain, " Souvenirs contemporains," vol. ii., p. ^38. " Archives

parlemcntaires," vol. xiv., p. 50S.
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rang out from Lameth's seat. Massena hurled these

words at him :
" Young man, 3^ou forget yourself." ^

When the uproar—which echoed long in the memory of

those present—had subsided, the struggle for the rights

of Napoleon II. was renewed. Count Segur now entered

the lists on behalf of the Prince's succession. In his

name alone—he opined—could the provisional govern-

ment negotiate with foreign powers, and it must therefore

adopt the title of regency. In this he was supported by
Lucien, Joseph, the Duke de Bassano. the Counts Roderer

and Flahault. Their opponents, however, demanded
that at this critical juncture they should no longer

concern themselves with individuals but, in the words of

Count Decres, Napoleon's former Minister of the Marine,

think first of their country, which stood in such pres-

sing need of the formation of a government for its

defence.^ This appeal to patriotism produced its effect.

They proceeded to choose two members whom the

Peers were to send to the new provisional government

which was to be appointed. The choice fell on Caulain-

court, Duke of Vicenza, and Baron Quinette, who,

together with the three representatives chosen on the

same day by the two Chambers—Carnot, Fouche, and

General Grenier—constituted what Napoleon mockingly

described as the Government of the " Five Emperors." ^

The attitude of General Labcdoycre—passionate rather

than politic—led to defeat, in spite of the assistance

accorded him.* When the Peers separated at i a.m.,

they bore away with them the impression that the

Empire of Napoleon II., scarcely come to the birth, had

already ceased to exist. This at all events was the

' Pontecoulant, respecting this sitting, vol. iii.. p. 397, and following.

Villemain, " Souvenirs," vol. ii., p. 322, and following. " Archives

parlementaircs," vol. xiv., p. 505, and following.

^ " Archives parlementaircs," vol. xiv., p. 510.

' Ernouf, " Due dc Bassano," p. 663.

^ ras(jtiier, " Memoires," vol. iii., p. 252.
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conviction of a prominent contemporary who witnessed

this remarkable sitting of the French " Lords." ^ Nor
did the further course of the debate upon the proclama-

tion of the Emperor's son contradict this view. Fouche,

in whose house a secret meeting of several influential

deputies was held during the night of June 22-23, had
made sure of that. Under the presidency of the Minister

of Police, a plan was evolved by which the numerous
Bonapartists present in the Chamber might be hindered

from proclaiming Napoleon II. It was unanimously

agreed not to drive them to extremities, but to deprive

them of the fruits of their endeavours by pretending

to agree with them,^ although in reality this was an

unsubstantial and feigned agreement. Thus prepared for

the fray, the session of the two Chambers opened at half-

past eleven in the morning of June 23. The question of

the succession, still left undecided on the 22nd by the

Peers, who had now cleared the way for it by putting

aside the orders of the day, was to come to the vote at

the memorable sitting of the 23rd. The debate was
opened by young Berenger, who was greatly esteemed.

After eulogising the abdication of Napoleon as one of the

most brilliant examples of his patriotism, as a deed

which would entitle hira to rank in the eyes of posterity

with Titus and Marcus Aurelius, he asked the Assembly

:

" Is the newly elected provisional government responsible

for its actions or not ? " Berenger himself pleaded for

its responsibility.^ Count Defermon, a very able coun-

sellor of the late Empire, at once profited by these

constitutional doubts to gain the votes of the Chamber
in favour of Napoleon II. In his eyes there was no ques-

^ Villemain, " Souvenirs contemporains," vol. ii., pp. 343 and 344.

See also what Gentz is reported to have said on this subject, Klin-

kowstrom (already quoted), p. 656.
^ Duvergier, " Histoire du gouvernement parlementaire en France,"

vol. iii., p. 75.

' " Archives parlementaires," vol. xiv., p. 522.
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tion of the non-liability, or the responsibility of the five

men elected, since the Empire had certainly not ceased

to exist with Napoleon's abdication. " I ask you, my
lords," rang out his address, " have we an Emperor of

the French ? Yes or No ? There is not one amongst
us who would answer otherwise than :

' We have one in

the person of Napoleon XL' " " Yes, yes," resounded

from all sides of the hall. " If it were made apparent,"

he continued, " that we rallied round the Constitution

and declared in favour of the head whom it indicates, it

would no longer be possible to say that the National

Guard hesitate to give their assistance because they

are expecting Louis XVIII." Cries of " No, no," from

many voices now interrupted the speaker. " We shall

pacify the army," he continued, " who desire tlie main-

tenance of a Constitution, so that any future doubt of

the constitutional stability of the Napoleonic dynasty dis-

appears." After this clear and convincing speech, devoid

of all ambiguit}^ indescribable jubilation prevailed in

the hall. Hats were waved, and the enthusiastic cry

was heard, "Long live the Emperor!"^ This tide of

sentiment in favour of the Bonapartists was now to be

utilised by another Imperial counsellor. Count Boulay

de la Meurthe, in order to induce the Chamber to pro-

claim Napoleon's son Emperor on the spot.^ But this

proposal did not meet with the same enthusiastic recep-

tion as the speech of his predecessor. Exclamations of

approval were indeed heard, but they were drowned in

the noisy commotion which prevailed throughout the

Assembly. Many desired to give utterance to their

own views, indeed several spoke simultaneously from

their places, without waiting for the President's authorisa-

tion.^ Great as was the fear of the return of the Bourbons,

^ " Archives parlementaires," vol. xiv., p. 523
« Ibid.

^ Ibid. \'iUemain (already quoted), p. 379.
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they shrank nevertheless from tying their hands for

ever by such a declaration as that which had been de-

manded by Count Boulay de la Meurthe. Fouche
had not worked upon men's minds in vain ; his insinua-

tions had succeeded in paralysing the resolution of the

deputies for any decisive step. But the Bonapartists

themselves also committed some tactical mistakes.

The Imperialist General Mouton-Duvernet said : " Pro-

claim Napoleon II. and the army will be at the disposal

of the nation for Napoleon II." " If you do not pro-

nounce Napoleon II. Emperor," declared Count Regnauld
de Saint-Jean d'Angely, " the army no longer knows
whom it has to obey, under whose banner it has to fight,

and for whom it sheds its blood "—a speech which brought

upon him the rejoinder: "For the nation!" The
injurious impression made by intentionally identifying

the nation with the person of Napoleon II. could never

be eradicated —it paved the way for those who came
forward to speak against the proclamation of the Em-
peror's son as ruler of France.^ Dupin, above all, knew
how to arrest attention, not only by his fiery eloquence,

but also by the reminder that first and foremost came
the national interests, to which all others must give way.
" If Napoleon I., by his own confession, could not save

the State," he proceeded to say, " how could Napoleon II.

succeed in so doing ? What power, what importance, has

he in the eyes of the foes united against his father ?

What power does he possess to draw us together and
march at our head ? Besides, are not this Prince and his

mother captives ? Are we sure of their being restored

to us ? And what probability is there that their return

will reinforce us ? Therefore," he concluded, " we must

struggle and act in the name of the Nation ; it will

be the true guide of our actions, and this word has more

weight than any other. To the Nation, to its free and

^ Duvergicr (already quoted)., vol. iii., p. 78.
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independent choice, we must look for a sovereign."
" Why not the Republic at once ? " a voice retorted.^

With a motion of his hand, as though in repudiation,

Dupin waved off the suggestion. It was evident that he

wanted neither Napoleon II. nor the Republic. Because he

gave no distinct expression to the thoughts by which he

desired to win over the Chamber to his views, his speech

left no lasting effect.- The Deputies wavered between

two opinions. As the tumult grew, and irresolution

continued to take possession of those present, they

longed for a man who could show them the way out

of this labyrinth leading to destruction. In this crisis of

uncertainty, which exercised a paralysing effect upon the

will, a young advocate from Aix, named Manuel, ascended

the tribune. As the confidant of Fouche he had attended

the secret nocturnal conclave of June 22-23. The Minister

of Police had chosen him to be the mouthpiece of his

own opinions on account of his great intelligence and the

clear and lucid gift of oratory which made him a skilled

debater.^ With Fouche, the law of self-preservation

forbade the Chamber to lend itself just now to an act

of the Bonapartists which should make the elevation

of Napoleon II. to the throne of France appear an
undoubted fact, a legitimate action of the people. He
must have discussed in detail each phase of his plan

of campaign with Manuel. Apparently, according to

mutual agreement, the advocate from Aix conceived

it his duty to allow all outbursts of excitement or anger

to subside before he interfered at the critical juncture.

His success seems to prove that he did not fail to profit

' " Archives parlementaires," vol. xiv., p. 525.
- Villemain (already quoted), vol. ii., p. 382.
3 Pasquier, " Memoires," vol. iii., p. 256. As to Manuel's d/'hiit, ^.ee

Villemain (already quoted), vol. ii., p. 382 : likewise Pontecoulant,
" Souvenirs," vol. iii., p. 417, and Duvergnier (already qnotpd), vol. iii.,

p. 79.
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by the psychological moment. From this hour dates

Manuel's reputation as a weighty speaker ; and it was
he alone who, cleverly outwitting the most cunning

Bonapartists, destroyed Napoleon II. 's chance of the

Imperial crown. " It has been already pointed out to

you," he began, " that the Allied Powers have made
known their firm resolution not to treat with Napoleon,

and it is to be feared that his son will meet with the

same opposition on their part. But," he continued,

raising his voice, " I ask you, is it a question of an indi-

vidual man, or of a particular family ? No, gentlemen,

it is a question of country. The matter at issue is not

the undoing of anything, not the banishment of the lawful

heir to the throne, nor yet the renunciation of the hope
that the Allies will distinguish between father and son.

This is the sense in which, to my mind, we must fix the

basis of this discussion ; a discussion which I admit

to be a great blunder. But inasmuch as it has been

entered upon, the question must be decided."

As though he were an enthusiastic adherent of Napo-
leon II., he argued that his rights must be maintained

inviolate under all circumstances, whether viewed from

the constitutional standpoint, or from that of existing

conditions. From the constitutional standpoint, because

Napoleon had merely abdicated conditionally, in favour

of his son ; from the standpoint of existing conditions,

because the nation, split up into various factions, needed

for the defence of the country a name round which it

could rally. Scarcely had this sentence left his lips

before he gave vent to an opinion which had all the

appearance of a murderous onslaught from a hidden am-
bush and cancelled all he had previously said on behalf

of Napoleon II. To all appearances, he was actually

convinced that the Powers would not pledge themselves

to recognise the Emperor's son. " Even should it be

otherwise," he said in cold-blooded tones, " remain
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resolute not to place the interests of any individual

over those of our country, and, gentlemen, however great

your devotion to Napoleon, resolve to sacrifice your
desires to the highest good of the State. Till then we
must rally all France and consolidate all patriots in one

firm and decided expression of opinion."^ Quite openly

Manuel declared that they might now vote for Napoleon II.

and afterwards let him drop, on pretext of the good of the

State. But this clever advocate from Aix did not let

the matter rest at the first blow. He effected a deeper

and still more cutting stroke. Since Fouche feared

nothing so much—and justly—as the establishment of a

regency consisting of Napoleon's brothers, Manuel also

took the field against the latter, whereby he under-

mined at the same time a strong reason for the existence

of Napoleon's government.

After bringing the Chamber into the requisite frame

of mind, he proposed a fictitious " order of the day,"

which ostensibly upheld the claim of Napoleon II.,

while actually giving it its deathblow. In this pre-

tended " order of the day," Napoleon II. was ac-

knowledged Emperor, in consequence of the abdication of

Napoleon I., and by virtue of the Constitution of the

Empire.^ But there was no question of an oath of

allegiance, which would have bound the French nation.

And the full delusiveness of this acknowledgment—which

only granted the outward form, while the spirit was
disregarded—is made apparent in the second paragraph

of the " order of the day," which makes over all power

to the Commission of the Provisional Government.^

As the Due de Pasquier justly remarks: " If the Napo-

^ Duvergiei (already quoted), p. 8i. " Archives parlementaires,"

vol, xiv., p. 527.

^ "Archives parlementaires," vol. xiv., p. 527. "On Napoleon II.

becoming Emperor of the French owing to the fact of the abdication

of Napoleon I. and to the strength of the Constitutions of the Empire."
' Ibid.
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leonist party were satisfied with the mere form of words

the actual results remained with their opponents." ^

But Fouche harvested the greatest triumph, together

with his pupil Manuel, whose clever advocacy of his

cause had helped him to victory.^ The anxiety as to

the result of the sitting which Fouche had experienced

on the eve of the 23rd was not justified.^ There was
now no need to trouble himself about Napoleon II.

This was soon apparent. The appeal addressed to

the French people by the Provisional Government
contained but one brief mention of Napoleon II., as

though for form's sake. The secretary, Berlier, who
was entrusted to draw up the appeal, wished to have

the recognition of Napoleon II. more decisively ex-

pressed, but Fouche struck out the passage and replaced

it by these few words, " The son is proclaimed." *

But even this seemed too much for Fouche. True to his

maxim that Napoleon II. must be disposed of first, and

then the Duke of Orleans, so that finally the crown

might be placed on the head of Louis XVIIL,^ he now
wished Napoleon's son to disappear altogether from the

political horizon. When the question was raised in

council, in whose name should the acts of regency be

published, and Carnot in his frank way said, " simply

in that of Napoleon II.," Fouche, the actual President

of the Provisional Government, replied :
" That is not

so ; they can only be issued in the name of the French

people." ^ Henceforward they appeared with ttie super-

scription : 'Mw norn du peaple fraitcais." To Fouche,

the whole debate upon the acknowledgment had been

nothing but a comedy with which he had befooled the

' Pasquier, " Memoires," vol. iii., p. 261.

- Villemain (already quoted), vol. ii., p. 387.
^ Pasquier (already quoted), vol. iii., p. 256.

* " Archives parlementaires," vol. xiv., p. s^S.

^ Vitrolles, " Memoires," vol, iii., p. 43.

' Ibid., p. 41.
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Bonapartists. The Commissioners of the Provisional

Government, who had been sent to the enemy's camp
on account of the opening of peace negotiations, were
instructed not to mention the Emperor. " Give us

peace," they said, " at whatever price you please ; we
will submit to any government ; but bear in mind that we
need some security in order that no new revolution

shall break out." ^ When it was represented to them
that this declaration did not tally with the recognition of

Napoleon II. published in the Moniteur, they replied :

" Regard all that as a farce ; we have a free hand to do

as we please." It is easily understood that such state-

ments led to Metternich's remark :
" In any case, a fine

Government with fine securities
!

" ^ But when Fouche
believed himself completely master of the situation and
thought he had laid for ever the phantom of Napoleon II.,

the discussion which took place in the Chamber of Repre-

sentatives on June 30 and July i, must have been an

unpleasant reminder of the deception he had practised.

On this occasion the cry of " Long live the Emperor !

"

was repeatedly heard ; an eloquent echo of the great

enthusiasm of the army for its new chief.^ When Manuel

again performed some of his juggling tricks, and did not

even mention Napoleon in his address to the French

people, which emanated from him, the Bonapartists could

no longer restrain their dissatisfaction.* They would

not be pacified until the name of the newly acknowledged

sovereign was inserted in the address.*^ But notliing

more came of it ; Fouche got off with a mere shock.

Even on July i he had deemed it advisable to be pro-

vided with a protest from the Powers against the rule

^ Metternich to Hudelist, Hagenau, June 29, 1815.

* The same to the same.
' " Archives parlementaires," vol. xiv., p. 575.
* Ibid. p. 579. Pasquier, vol. iii. p. 282.

° " Archives parlementaires," vol. xiv., p. 587. " His son is called to

the Empire by the Constitutions of the State.'"

N
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of Napoleon 11.^ Only in this way could the proviso

made by Manuel in the Chamber on July 23 be fulfilled.

Under the pressure of the protest made by the Allied

Powers, to which Manuel had referred, the decisive

moment arrived. Now, without being considered a

renegade, it became possible to demand in the interest

of the nation, as a sacrifice from the French people,

that the son of Napoleon be declared to have for-

feited the throne to which he had only just been

raised. Fouche wanted a clear field for his intrigues in

favour of the Bourbons, from whom he expected to

receive a Minister's portfolio as the reward of his labours.

He was not the man to bestir himself vainly on be-

half of Napoleon H., whose cause he could not but

deem completely lost, owing to the dominating influence

of the Powers. Mettemich said very plainly that the

Emperor as an outlaw could never abdicate in another's

favour ;
^ just as he also disputed the right of the Chambers

invoked by him to regard themselves as representatives

of the nation's wishes.^ Fouche was M^ell aware of

^ " Supplementary Despatches, &c., of Wellington," vol. x,, p. 641.

Fouche to Wellington, Paris, July i, 1815. " I must speak frankly to

your lordship. Our condition of possession, our legal position, which

has the double sanction of the people and the two Chambers, is that

in which the grandson of the Emperor of Austria is the chief of the

State. We could not think of changing this condition of things, unless

the nation had acquired some certainty that the Powers would revoke

their promises, and that their united wishes were opposed to our actual

Government." Friedrich von Weech is mistaken in his inference that

this letter is favourable to Napoleon II. [Historische Zeitschrijt, vol. xvi.,

P- 357)-

2 Mettemich and Nesselrode to Wellington, Mannheim, June 26, 18 15 :

" It is impossible to admit the legal power of Bonaparte and of the

rights that he might wish to establish in favour of a third person by
his abdication, because this very fact ;vould mean the admission that

we recognised a power of which we dispute his possession."

^ Ibid. " Neither the convocation of these Chambers, instituted by
an illegal power, nor their composition, authorises the admission of a

contrary principle, especially under circumstances in which these
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this mental attitude of the Allies, as well as of their

united resolve to suffer no one but Louis XVIII. as the

sovereign of France. And since Fouch6 did nothing

from enthusiasm, but always with a view to his own
advantage, he forwarded the cause of Louis XVIII.,

from whom he had everything to hope. In order that

he might not be taken unawares in his movements by
Napoleon himself, who was dangerous even now, and
hit upon all manner of adventurous plans, Fouche con-

veyed to him the advice to quit France as quickly as

possible, since he could no longer vouch for his safety.

For once Fouche did not lie, for a Prussian detachment

had actually received orders to secure Napoleon and
shoot him. In spite of aU the base actions of which

Fouche was capable, he did not wish to stain his life

with this the most ignoble of all deeds : the betraval

of the fallen Emperor to his foes. It was indeed high

time for Napoleon to escape. Not only the Prussians,

but also the other Allied Powers, wanted to seize and
render him for ever harmless to the world. Already the

French Commissioners, who had gone to Hagenau to

discuss the negotiations for peace, had been plainly told

by the Allied Princes that unless Napoleon were given

up to them, peace could not be concluded.^ " Let him
go wheresoever he will," wrote Metternich to Hudelist,
" Napoleon must still be actually challenged." ^ On
hearing that he had betaken himself to the harbour of

Chambers permit themselves to sanction two changes of Government in

less than a fortnight's session."

^ Overtures made by the Commissioners of the three Courts to the

French Commissioners. Hagenau, July i. " The three sovereigns

consider the removal of Napoleon Bonaparte beyond the power of

disturbing the tranquillity of France and of Europe as an essential and

preliminary condition of peace and of a true repose. After what
occurred last Alarch the Powers must insist upon his being entrusted to

their keeping."

* Metternich to Hudelist, July 3.
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Rochefort, the Austrian Minister opined :
" It would be

very desirable to have him arrested." ^ Orders for this

purpose were given forthwith.'^ " I hope, rather than

expect," says Mettemich in this connection, " that

we may capture him. He has too many loopholes

and ways of escape to fall into our hands so easily.

The most stringent orders have been given for his

detention. The town and garrison of Rochefort seem
attached to him. The frigate is manned with his devoted

followers." ^ Watched by the English men-of-war, he

could not slip out of harbour unobserved to set sail for

America, which was his immediate goal. With the

mistaken idea that by the English—his bitterest enemies

—

he would be treated with generosity as a fallen foe, and

even received as a guest, he sought refuge on board the

Belleropho7i with Maitland, the captain of the vessel.*

At the same time he wrote to the Prince Regent. He
placed himself under the protection of English laws.

The Prince Regent and his Minister cared nothing for

generosity or hospitable reception. They saw in him
only " General " Bonaparte, who was beaten and their

prisoner. " Now we may reckon upon a lasting peace,"

remarked Mettemich on the news of the Emperor's

capture, " for the focus of all enterprise is lacking." ^

The English Premier was of opinion that Napoleon should

on no account be allowed in England, where within a

few months he would become an object of universal

^ Mettemich to Hudelist, July (no daie of day).

' Ibid., Paris, July 12, i o'clock a.m.

* The same to the same, Paris, July 15, 18 15.

* Count Becker, accompanying Napoleon by order of the Provisional

Government, wrote from Rochefort, July 15, 11 p.m., to St. Cyr,

Minister of War :
" His Majesty, convinced of the impossibility of

getting away to the United States on any of the ships of war, and dis-

daining accessory means which might facilitate his passage to America,

has taken the noble resolution of writing to the Prince Regent in England

to ask his hospitality."

* Metternich's despatch of July 18, 2 a.m.
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sympathy and thus be the cause of increased agitation

to France.^ He would have preferred him to have fallen

into the power of Louis XVIII., so that he might have

brought him before a court-martial and condemned
him to death as a rebel,* But since he had succeeded

in evading the French myrmidons of the law, it was
necessary to devise some plan—such as had already been

projected before his return from Elba—for conveying him
to a place where, removed from all communication with

Europe, he would probably soon fall into oblivion.^

In the eyes of the English Minister the island of St.

Helena answered these demands best, because it possessed

but one approachable anchorage, under the sweep of

its batteries, so that no one could get in or out of the

harbour unobserved.^ The other Powers gave their

consent, and thus it was determined that Napoleon,

under the supervision of an English governor, appointed

by the Commissioners of the ruling Powers,^ should be

confined on the barren rock of St. Helena for the re-

mainder of his days. On August 7, this great man,
whose deeds for years past had filled the world not only

with wonder and admiration but also with abhorrence,

left Europe for ever, a solitary captive, on the English

ship of the line the Northumberland. Never again would

he wield that power, the exercise of which had become
indispensable to him ; never again would he see wife and

child face to face. At the news of Napoleon's removal

to St. Helena, Marie Louise, who had wished success

to the enemies of her husband, and had welcomed his

^ " Correspondence of Castlereagh," series ii., vol. x., p. 434.
' Ibid., pp. 415 and 430. ^ Ibid., p. 434.
* Ibid., Metternich to Hudelist, July 28.

^ Metternich to Hudelist, July 28 :
" We still continue to insist on

the sending of Commissioners, not that the duty of safeguarding

Napoleon will devolve upon them—since divided responsibility in

this world is only half responsibility—but in order to keep us informed

£is to his !ife and well-being for the reassurance of the European public."
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capture as the surest guarantee for a long-desired and
universal repose,^ awoke once more, for the last time,

to a sense — although but a fleeting sense—of her

wifely duty. " I hope," runs her letter of August 15

to the Emperor Francis, " that we shall now have lasting

peace, since the Emperor Napoleon can no longer disturb

it, I hope that he will be treated kindly and with clemency,

and I beg you, dearest papa, to enjoin it. This is the

only request I venture on his behalf, and the last time

I shall concern myself about his fate, since I owe him
some gratitude for the calm indifference in which he

has allowed me to live, instead of making me unhappy." ^

How sharply this language contrasts with her earlier

assurances of tender affection for the Emperor, uttered

in the days of his glory! Now, indeed, there stands

between Napoleon and herself a third person for whom
her heart beats strong and full. With her letter of

August 15, which remains to us as a very undesirable

testimony of her state of mind, she herself annihilated

her past history, and defaced the page wherein she is

recorded Empress of France. So estranged does she

feel from the country in which she once reigned, that

she will have nothing—absolutely nothing—more to do

with it. She is overjoyed that Louis XVHI. should

resume possession of the throne which was once occupied

by her illustrious husband. On July 9 the Bourbon had
actually made his re-entry, now, as before, under the

protection of foreign bayonets. After the imprecations

called forth in the Chamber by the name of Louis XVHL,
we may naturally suppose that " only hirelings and old

women " would give him a good reception.^ Even that

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Baden (near Vienna), July 28,

181 5. " I hope that if you are going to Italy shortly, it may be possible

to let me come with you, especially now that the capture of the Emperor
Mapoleon promises repose, at least for a time, to the whole of Europe."

* The same to the same.
• " Supplementary Despatches," vol. x., p. 676.
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much was doubtful. On the day before his arrival, the

voices hired to cry, " Vivent les Bourbons/ " found no better

echo than, "^ bas les Boiirbons !'^ Even on the morning
of July 9 a man was torn to pieces on the Place Vendome
because he wore the white cockade ; for the same reason

a Marshal was threatened with a similar fate, had he

not effected a timely escape. Nevertheless the unex-

pected actually happened, and can only be explained

by the celerity with which the French are wont to

change their opinions. That same day Louis XVIIL
was greeted by the Parisians with loud acclamations of

delight— just as in 1814. "All accounts agree," so

runs a letter of Schwarzenberg's, " and an eye wit-

ness has said that it is impossible to describe the

enthusiasm of the populace, because none could de-

pict or tell how great was this display of favour-

able sentiment towards the King, The people flung

themselves to the ground, begging forgiveness with sobs

and tears. What a nation !
" ^ This spectacle of the

French—who a short time before were hailing Napoleon

as their saviour—now cringing before the Bourbon,

awakened in Metternich the feeling that this nation

was utterly and wholly bad at heart .^ " How deeply," he

says on July 20, " the events of the last three months
have taken hold upon the moral principle of the

nation, and shattered the remains of that principle,

can scarcely be realised. The difference between

France in 1815 and in 1814 is no less marked than be-

tween the same France in the year 1814 and 1793."^

^ " Supplementary Despatches," vol. x., p. 676.

^ Prince Schwarzenberg to the Court Council of War, DieuvUle,

July 12, 1815. M. I.

' Metternich to Hudelist, Paris, July 28, 18 15.

* Metternich's Memoirs, upon the condition of affairs in France

(in his own hand), Paris, July 20, communicated to Hudelist. He says :

" The only service which Bonaparte rendered to France, and to Europe,

was the curbing of Jacobinism ; but even this service was not to outlast
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Metternich, who noted this change, was not to be de-

ceived as to the weakness of the new Government by the

briUiant reception accorded to Louis XVIII. From the

Ro3-ahsts themselves, he heard the corroboration of their

fears that the throne of the Bourbons would have no

lasting existence.^ The hatred felt for this dynasty

made itself increasingly evident.^ The adherents of

Napoleon II. looked up once more. " Orleans, or the

regency of the world-renowned child," writes Varnhagen

von Ense from Paris, " this is all the French are in a con-

dition to tolerate ; the nation is more than ever imbued

with the desire for independence." ^ This disposition was

not a little aggravated by the demeanour of the so-

called ""Jacobins blancs,^' as the Royalists of the first

water were designated. At their head were the royal

Princes, and the Duchesse d'Angouleme, who desired to

eradicate everything which proceeded from the Revo-

lution of 1789, or the Empire. Opposed to them, and
united in a single class, were the Red Jacobins, the

Orleanists and friends of the regency.* The latter wore

red carnations as their particular badge. It is interesting

to note how the cult of Napoleon actually flourished

during the presence of the foreign Princes. We can but

wonder at the daring of the people who ventured to cry,

Mm, and he let loose Jacobinism once more, as his farewell to the

world."

^ Metternich's Memoirs, upon the conditions of affairs in France
(in his own hand), Paris, July 20, communicated to Hudelist.

* Varnhagen von Ense to his wife, Paris, July 22, 1815. M. I.

* Ibid.

* i\Ietternich to Hudelist, Paris, October 3, 181 5. " France is split

up into three great parties : the Royalists : these are for King and
Constitution. There is the King. The White Jacobins ; at their head
stand the Princes of the Royal house, and at the head of the Princes the

Duchesse d'Angouleme (a calm, gentle woman, like the late Queen of

Naples, but far more circumspect). The Bed Jacobins, the Orleanists,

amis de la rd^ence, &c. All these form a class consisting of people who
are against kingly government, or are convinced it cannot last."
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" Vive PEmpereurf^^^ in the Tuileries itself, in spite of

the certain knowledge that they would be apprehended.
The shopkeepers themselves said their best trade was done
in likenesses of the Imperial family.^ In the Palais

Royal pieces of ten and twenty sous bearing the image
of Napoleon II, sold at ten and twenty francs.^ At the

barrier of Fontainebleau some one cried, " Vive le Roi /
"

and when, being joined by a few delighted Royalists, he
hastily repeated, ''Vive le Roi—de Rome et son Papa!"
he naturally brought upon himself a severe thrashing.*

One caricature represented Louis XVIII., supported by
nobles and clergy, climbing up a pole surmounted by a

crown. The Archduke Charles and the King of Rome
are looking on below. Suddenly the child says to his

uncle, " I should like to go up, too,"" whereupon the

Archduke checks him with the words :
" The time for

that has not yet come." ^ Now, as formerly, the nation

still hoped that Austria would support the Emperor's

son. Hence the report that the Austrian soldiers, gar-

risoned in Paris, were taught their drill in French, with

a view to being employed as the bodyguard of Napo-
leon 11.^ The world was convinced that the Archduke
Charles, the conqueror of Aspem, would come forward

to protect his nephew's rights,' and the establishment of

a regency would be discussed between Talleyrand, Fouche,

and Metternich.^ Fouche, when questioned on the

subject by Gruna% replied that he was well aware of the

accusation that he desired to place Napoleon II. on the

^ Gruner's report to Hardenberg, Paris, August 7, 181 5. Royal State

Archives of Prussia.

* Idem, ibid. ^ Idem, August 22, ibid.

* Idem, Paris, August 29, 18 15, tbid.

5 Gruner, Paris, September 17, 1815, Royal State Archives of

Prussia.

^ Idem, Paris, September 21, ibid.
'' Gruner, Paris, September 16, 1815, Royal State .\rchives of Prussia,

* Idem, Paris, September 12, ibid.
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throne, but he did not trouble himself about such

gossip.^ What seems of far more importance is the

fact that both Gruner, who was entrusted with the

direction of the Prussian police in Paris, and the Crown
Prince of Wiirtemberg, never doubted for a moment that

Metternich was plotting in earnest to make the King of

Rome Emperor of France.- But such an intention was

just as remote as ever from the Court of Vienna. The

Emperor Francis could not divest himself of the idea

that only " bad " people cherished the desire for a

regency ;
^ he knew well enough that his daughter had

no wish to return to France and assume the reins of

government under any title whatsoever. It is indeed

true that some Bonapartist leaders, together with several

generals, importuned Prussia with petitions in favour of

the King of Rome or the Duke of Orleans. For fear of a

reaction of hot-headed Royalists, which threatened their

^ Gruner, Paris, September i5, ibid.

' Idem, Paris, September 14, tbid : "... and I am firmly convinced

that the policy of the Austrian Cabinet is very ambiguous, because

it partly keeps Napoleon II. in view and partly its jealousy of Prussia,

and, in all its secret negotiations, never loses sight of these two con-

siderations." Idem, Paris, October 3, ibid. " The Crown Prince of

Wiirtemberg holds the same view as I do regarding Prince Metternich

and the Austrian Cabinet. He is convinced that the restoration of

Napoleon II. is its secret end and aim."
^ The Emperor Francis's reply (in his own hand) to IMetternich's

despatch of July 18 :
" No party is restrained or contented by the

miserable and slack proceedings of the Government. This causes dis-

quiet, excites a desire for the regency in the evil minded, so that they

may acquire ascendency ; in the great mass of the people, because they

see in it the only chance of repose ; with the well-disposed there is a

desire for an established succession, for the removal of the disaffected

and of traitors, and a wish for a firm government ; so it comes about that

no confidence, no security, reigns in the present state of affairs, one

person does not trust another, and a delusion is dominant that after

the withdrawal of the foreign troops the King may be dethroned and a

civil war break out." A despatch of July 28, M.I., states that according

to letters from Paris, " the Jacobin rabble "wishes for the regency of

Marie Louise so that it may be able to rule daring iier supremacy.
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existence, they initiatedGruner into their seditious schemes,

which they desired to put into execution as quickly

as possible,^ They were thwarted by Prussia's disincHna-

tion to further the alliance between France and Austria

by raising the Irnperial Prince to the throne, thus lending

new strength and prestige to the Court of Vienna at the

expense of Berlin.^ Deserted on all sides, the Bona-

partists were not strong enough by themselves to proclaim

the son of their idol as Emperor. In vain did Lucien

Bonaparte remain in Rome, awaiting Austria's com-
mission to restore his nephew to the throne of France.^

According to Gentz,* it might perhaps have suited Austria's

interests to intervene openly on behalf of Napoleon's

son, whose adherents, at the least sign of encouragement

from Vienna, would have become the most powerful of all

parties in France,^ and would have borne back Napo-
leon II. in triumph to their country.^ But without the

^ Gruner, Paris, September 20, idem, two despatches of September 24,

idem, September 26, October 5, 13 and 18. Royal State Archives

of Prussia.

^ Idem, Paris, September 24, ibid. " Napoleon II. would give such

a preponderance to Austria and France that we must secure ourselves

against it [his accession] as far as possible."

^ Lebzeltem to Metternich, Rome, November 9, 181;. "As soon as

Austria wants me," said Lucien to Lebzeltem, " she wiU know where to

find me. I am at her disposal, and she can count on me on every occa-

sion."

* Gentz, Vienna, July 19, 181 5 (see Klinkowstrom [already quoted],

p. 676) :
" When one thinks to what heights Austria might rise if she

were to adopt openly the interests of Napoleon's son, we are

astonished (and posterity will be still more so) that such a resolve is

not counted as one of the probable—or even possible—contingencies of

the hour."
^ Wessenberg's Posthumous Papers, No. 21, " Sur I'etatde la France

au commencement de juillet 1815." " With the least encouragement

the party of Napoleon's son would doubtless have become the most

numerous—it had already an immense majority before the return of

the Bourbons."
^ Gentz says distinctly :

" France would have received him without

a dissentient voice." Klinkov.'Strom (already quoted), p. 696.
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active support of the Emperor Francis, it was useless

to think of such a project, which found its most deter-

mined opponent in the Emperor's daughter.^ Now,
after the capture of his son-in-law, Francis was less

inclined than before to consider any enterprise of a

nature likely to imperil the newly restored peace.

Contrary to all expectation, however, the position of

Louis XVIn. improved, and with this improvement
vanished all hope that the young King of Rome, who
was living in Vienna, ignorant of all these disputes, would
ever be proclaimed as Napoleon II.

* Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, August 21,1815: "I kiss your

hands a thousand times for all you say about France
; you make me

happy, for under no pretext could I have made up my mind to return

to a country where the people are so corrupt and so faithless."



CHAPTER VII

THE DUKE OF REICHSTADT

By the secret treaty of May 31, 1815, Russia, Austria,

and Prussia had pledged themselves to secure the

succession to Parma, for all time, to Napoleon's son.

They had also agreed to ^ win the consent of Eng-
land, France, and Spain to this arrangement, when a

suitable occasion arose. Marie Louise considered the

return of Louis XVIII. to Paris the most oppor-

tune moment for the fulfilment of this article of

the secret treaty. " Do you not think," she writes

on July 20, from Baden, near Vienna, to her father,

who was staying in the French capital, " that this

would perhaps be a good moment in which to get

from the English and French Cabinets their consent

to that secret clause which secures the succession to

the Duchies for my son ? Perhaps this moment, when
the King is so much indebted to you, would be favour-

able. Pardon me, dearest papa, for reminding you of

this, but I know your goodness and your intentions

as grandfather and guardian of my child, who has no

protector but yourself." " She thinks of nothing beyond
taking her Prince with her to Italy ; she is full of im-

patience to make her entry into Parma in company
with him.^ Powerless to bequeath a royal crown to

^ '• Recueil des traites conclus par la Russie," by F. Martens, vol. iii.,

No. 97, see chap. iv.

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, July 20, 18 15^

* Ihid., July 7, 1 81 5.
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him, she would like, at least, to see him adorned with a

ducal coronet. But she seems to have forgotten what

terror the name of Napoleon excited even yet at every

Court, and not least at that of her father.-^ Metternich

had only lent himself ostensibly to the secret treaty

of May 31 ; he was far from raising a finger to assist

in its consummation. On no account could the young

Napoleon be allowed to visit Parma, where his appear-

ance might revive hope in the adherents of the ruined

dynasty.^ Marie Louise was not to be left in doubt

on this point. Already in August 1815 she was aware

that she must take possession of Parma alone, or not

at all. For her comfort, the prospect of a temporary

separation was held out to her. But even if the

Emperor Francis had demanded her immediate renun-

ciation, she would not have delayed an instant, as an

obedient daughter, to comply with this request. " It

will cost me a great deal," she writes to Francis, " to

separate from my son when, with your gracious assur-

ance, I must travel to Parma ; but you know what is

best for me and for him, and I follow your fatherly advice

blindly, in this as in everything else." ^ Completely

convinced that she had only to make the sacrifice, it

never occurred to her that she could act otherwise,

that there were duties which she owed to her child

as well as to her father, and that above all she was
called upon to remain near her infant son. Probably

if it flashed across her mind that she ought not to

leave him, she was alarmed at the same time by the

threatened loss of the Duchies, which would leave her

son without provision. A stronger character than
Marie Louise would have let things come to extremities,

but she, a weak woman, only " dared " to obey. Marie

^ " Depeches inedites de Gentz," vol. i., pp. 227-228, 307, 309.
* Ibid., vol. i., p. 310.

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, August 21, 181 5,
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Louise received no support from her father in her conflict

with Metternich, wiiom she might otherwise have
ventured to defy. The Emperor carried his dehcacy

towards the other Courts much too far. Not at any
price would he allow himself to be suspected of uphold-

ing his daughter and grandson contrary to the will

of Europe. Gentz is no doubt right in doubting whether
Alexander I., had he been Napoleon's brother-in-law,

would have sacrificed the interests of his family with

such apparent ease.-^ Francis, always more the Emperor
than the father, wished to appear entirely above all

partiality ; for this reason he invariably put forward

the Tsar as the champion of his daughter. When Marie

Louise resolved to leave Vienna alone, without the

Prince, it was in the belief that she was undertaking

the journey solely as administratrix of his inheritance.
" Meanwhile I implore you," so runs her letter to the

Emperor, " not to forget my son's interests and, when
peace negotiations are at length concluded, to insist

very strongly upon his succession being firmly secured

and confirmed by those Powers who have not already

subscribed to this arrangement—this assurance is very

necessary, both for my peace of mind and for his future

welfare, so you must forgive me if I am always troubling

you about it." ^ The statement that she was weak
enough to abandon her son in order to don the purple

of Parma ^ herself must therefore be regarded as an

injustice. She went to Italy far more with the intention

of acting there on his behalf. Convinced that she had
already suffered enough for the peace of Europe, she

thought it impossible that still further and heavier

sacrifices could be required of her. But already the

idea was firmly fixed in Metternich's mind that the

* " D6p5ches inedites de Gentz," vol. i., p. 229.

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, November 14, 1815.

^ Houssaye, " 181 5," vol. i-, p- I'lO-
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Prince must be kept in Vienna and never permitted

to ascend the throne of Parma. With Neipperg and

the Emperor, he had long been trying to remove from

Marie Louise's surroundings anything that could remind

her of her former splendour, in order to lead up to the

final step. Before setting foot on the soil of Parma,

she must lay aside the imperial title by which, until

now, she had always been distinguished. To avoid

all appearance of abdication, this change of title was
to be effected by means of a simple order of the Govern-

ment of Parma. In future, all acts of Government
were to be signed :

" In the name of her Majesty the

Archduchess Marie Louise of Austria, Duchess of Parma,

Piacenza, and Guastalla." ^ "I confess," writes Metter-

nich to Hudelist on this subject, "" that I myself should

have voted for the omission of the title of Majesty, were

it not that an Infanta of Spain (the ex-Queen Maria

Louisa of Etruria), filling a less exalted position both now
and in the past, is travelling all over Europe, also invested

with the title of Majesty." ^ Nothing in future is to

remind her of her former imperial dignity. On that

account Francis requested his daughter to make over

to him an excellent portrait of herself by Gerard, which

represented her as Empress of the French. He promised

her in return a copy of a picture by a well-known Viennese

artist, in which, however, she is not attired as Empress.'

Many subtle considerations lay behind this gradual

divestment of her imperial state. Royalist France had
every reason to be satisfied with such attentions.* But

^ Metternich to Neipperg, Milan, February 15, 1816 :
" Everything

that might seem like abdication must be scrupulously avoided." Idem
to Hudelist, February 15, 1816.

' Metternich to Hudelist, February 15, 1816.

^ Metternich to Neipperg, Vienna, August 7, 18 16.

* Due de Richelieu to Baron Vincent, Paris, March 19, 18 16 :
" The

King has been deeply touched by themotives which haveinduced theEm-
peror of Austria to urge this decision." Royal State Archives of Parma.
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the Court of Vienna was to furnish Louis XVIII. with

still further proofs of its complete estrangement from

Napoleon, whose son received at the same moment
his official designation : Most Serene Highness Prince

of Parma. ^ To avoid all possible misconceptions, Marie

Louise was henceforth to appear as an Italian princess.

Hard as it might be, her French attendants must be

dismissed ; for, according to Metternich, " at whatever

cost she pensions them off, she gains enormously, not

only in a pecuniary sense, but in moral consideration." ^

She, who so pressingly implores the Emperor to let

Neipperg remain about her person,^ had no idea that

he was precisely the man who had proposed to get rid

" of the inconceivable swarm of French attendants." *

But on this point she did not show such compliance

as in her resolve to renounce her imperial dignities.

In laying these aside, she had a reasonable prospect

of satisfying still further her profound desire for repose.

This was hardly the case with the dismissal of her

attendants, to whom she was so thoroughly accustomed.

Here personal comfort and her reiterated expressions of

dislike to new people played a decided part. " With
respect to those of my household who are French," she

writes at the first hint of such a demand, " it would

^ Metternich to Neipperg, February 15, i8i6j

* Metternich to Hudelist, February 15, 18 16.

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Baden near Vienna, July 28,

1816 :
" I will also beg of you, dear papa, to permit and command

General Neipperg to return to me at Vienna, after he has brought his

troops back to their destination,"—he was fighting against Murat in

Naples—" he would be extremely useful to me in my household con-

cerns, and also because I have confidence in him, and I should prefer

to have one of my own countrymen with me, and I do not care to

make new acquaintances. I have written to tell him this, and he is

prepared to come, if you will give the order, especially as he has quite

given up the diplomatic service."

* Metternich's despatch of January 4, 1816.

O
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be impossible to send them all away, for the unhappy

creatures have followed me out of devotion and of their

own free will, and I cannot leave them without bread

;

they are also good, peaceful people, to whom I am
accustomed and attached." ^ Her firmness, however,

as was so often the case with her, did not hold out

long. At first, she was only prepared to dispense with
" the Italian cooks and steward of the household."
" Unfortunately," she adds, " there are examples in

Parma, as indeed in the whole of Italy, that they are

not to be trusted, and in this respect I should neveo

know an instant's repose." '^ Her fear of poisoning

extended even to the doctor ; she was not willing tr

entrust the care of her person, nor the preparation

of her prescriptions, to " Italian hands." ^ But in

Vienna they understood Marie Louise. There it was
known well enough that her first resolution was not

always her last. Consequently the attack upon her

attendants was resumed, and this time her Imperial

father himself stepped into the breach, "so as to leave

her no loophole of escape." ^ To the Emperor she

replied : "To give you a fresh proof of my filial

affection and submission to your will, I have made this

further sacrifice for you, and the greater portion of my
French attendants will be dismissed from my service

and sent back to France, notwithstanding that they

have given me the strongest proofs of fidelity and
attachment." ^ She would have been glad to retain

Count Bausset in her service, since no one understood

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, August 21, 1815.

2 Ibid. 3 Ibid.

* Metteruich to Hudelist, February 15, 18 16.

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, February 17, 1816: "I
only retain in my service," she continues, " those attendants, women
and cooks, and a few men in the stables, whose services I cannot
dispense with, for whose good conduct I can vouch as well as for

my own, and from whom I am firmly determined never to part."
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the management of an establishment so well as he did.^

Neipperg was entrusted with the delicate task of dis-

missing him. At Bausset's own request she granted

him the title of " Honorary Grand Master " {Grand-

maUre Honoraire) " lest the people at home might think

he had been ignominiously dismissed." ^ Hereafter she

obeyed the demands of the Court in all these matters,

and even went so far as to give up, at Neipperg's first

suggestion, the green livery of Napoleon, because it

was still used in the households of his family, adopting

the archducal livery in its place, " because," as she

remarks, " I will keep nothing that might remind the

people of the past." ^ After the dismissal of her French

household, Count Neipperg remained the most im-

portant person in her entourage. She cannot show the

Emperor sufficient gratitude for his kindness in leaving

her "such a faithful servant and friend" in this strange

and unknown land.^ After this man, so full of chivalrous

feelings towards her,^ next in her affections stands

Countess Scarampi who, at her request, agreed to accom-

pany her to Parma. In gratitude for this, Marie Louise

now begged her father that Count Scarampi, then stay-

ing in Paris, be permitted to take up his permanent

residence in Parma ;
" and I should be very glad "—runs

these lines
—

" for my good Countess to have the pleasure

of meeting her husband again there [in Parma], for she

is really making a great sacrifice by accompanying me
to a country where people say there are no distractions,

no society, no cultivated—and few worthy—women." ^

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, August 21, 1815.-

^ The same to the same, February 24, 1816.

^ The same to the same, January 5, 1816. According to her habit

of continuing to use the date of the recently expired year, Marie Louise

again writes 1815 by mistake for 1816.

* The same to the same, December 16, 181 5.'

•^ " Depeches inedites de Gentz," vol. i.

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Oct. 31, i8i5,nnd Mnrch 3,1816.
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At last the day of her departure, for which she had

longed so impatiently, drew near ;
^ but now she was

terrified at the prospect of leavhig her son alone in

Vienna. " At the first moment," she wrote on receiving

the news that she might start on her journey to Italy,

where the Emperor Francis was staying, " at the first

moment, I thought only of the pleasure of seeing you

again, dearest papa. ... It was only after some minutes

that there came over me the painful thought of the

separation from my son. I could make no greater sacri-

fice to his welfare, or to your wishes, and I do not know
how I shall find strength to bear it. It also costs me a

dreadful pang to separate from all my family and from

my fatherland, where I have been so kindly received

after all my misfortunes. I can only find comfort with

you, and in the hope that j^ou will often allow me to

see you and my son again. I need this consolation,

and also the consciousness that I am fostering the future

interests of my child by going to a country where few

rosy days, but much unpleasantness, aw^ait me." ^

We have no grounds for supposing that in giving ex-

pression to these sentiments she was merely playing a

part.^ It is conceivable that, to her friends, she might

try to make herself appear better and more full of feeling

than she really was,^ but why to her father, from whom
she had no secrets and who knew his daughter thoroughly ?

Over and over again she showed him her grief in letters ^

which she knew would come to the knowledge of no

human being but himself, wdth the exception perhaps of

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, January 5, 1816.

' Ibid. February 24, 1816.

^ Welschinger (already quoted).

* " Correspondance de Marie Louise. Lettres intimes et inedites

k la Comtesse de Colloredo et a Mme. de Poutet, depuis 18 10, Comtesse
de Crenneville." Vienna, 1887.

-' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, October 3- and December 12,

1815.
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Prince Metternich, and then only on very rare occasions.

Although she had not shown herself a noble and devoted

wife, yet nothing proves that at this period she was an

indifferent mother to her child. She lived in the utterly

false illusion that she was making a sacrifice for the

Prince, enjoined upon her by the necessity of establishing

him independently of the Court of Vienna. ^ Judging by
the descriptions which reached her of her new possessions,

a certain courage and decision of character were needed

in order to set foot upon the soil of Parma, without

regard to the dangers that awaited her there. The
finances, indeed the entire administration, were in a very

neglected condition.^ Agents from the Spanish Court,

who would give her Government no peace in their efforts

to frustrate it, were rife throughout the country. " Your
arrival here," Neipperg writes to her from Parma, " is

not desired, but dreaded. I do not conceal it from
you. I do not know whose doing it is, but it is a fact

that you are reported to be entirely devoted to the

old French system and to Napoleon's principles ; so

that the repetition is feared in a small way of what
occurred in France on a large scale. The pecuniary

condition of the nobles and private gentry is most pre-

carious, and they all tremble at the prospect of being

utterly ruined if they have to attend the Court." ^

Supposing the question be asked, " What did Marie

1 Edward Wertheimer, " Die drei ersten Frauen des Kaisers Franz,"

p. 130-

^ Neipperg to Marie Louise, enclosed in Marie Louise's letter to her

father of July 28, 181 5. She says: "I have received letters from

Count Neipperg, who has been spending some days in Parma, and
gives me a very sad—but by all accounts a very true—picture of the

state of the Duchies, s . . Cousin Francis also gives me a terrible de-

scription of them, he says that the inhabitants are much exasperated,

and that hunger and privation prevail to such an extent that people

are found dead in the streets."

3 Neipperg to Marie Louise.
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Louise really sacrifice for her son ? " the reply, " Nothing

whatever," ^ would by no means represent the truth. For

the desired repose, which she could have enjoyed to the

full in Austria, she exchanged a hazardous sojourn in

Parma, where at any moment she might expect the

dagger of some fanatical supporter of the Infanta Maria

Louisa to be unsheathed against her. Without fear or

anxiety she hastened to Parma, inspired only by the

desire so to order affairs there that she might some

day be able to bequeath a well-admsuiitered inheritance

to her child. Little did she dream that she was only

holding the reins of government for a stranger. On
her arrival in Parma, April 20, 1816, she was pleasantly

surprised to meet with quite a different reception from

that which she had pictured to herself from Neipperg's

descriptions. " The people," she informs her father,

" received me with such enthusiasm that I was moved
to tears ; this reception has impressed me more than

ever with a sense of the sacred duties now laid upon
me, and has strengthened me in my resolve to do my
utmost to make this people thoroughly happy. ... I

hope I may live here in calm and content . . . and
be able to take care of my son's future." 2 Just as in

Vieima she had already devoted herself most assiduously

to the affairs of the Duchies, she now profited by being

on the spot to make herself far more closely acquainted

with all branches of the Government.^ With great

energy she repressed the inherent vice of the land :

the propensity to beg, rather than to work. She did

not even shrink from the application of forcible measures

to compel the countless swarm of beggars to build a

bridge over the Taro.'^ After such strenuous activity,

' Welschinger (already quoted), p. 208.

- Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, April 21, 1816.

^ The same to the same, Parma, May i, 1816.
* The same to the same, Piacenza, May 21, 1816.
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she longed for leisure at Colorno, her summer residence.

She looked forward with delight to the moment when.

freed from the business of State, she might give herself

up to the undisturbed companionship of the friends she

had brought with her from Vienna. " Society here is

dull beyond all conception," she informs her father,

" for it is impossible to drag a sensible word out of the

ladies." ^ But this enjoyment, so she assures him, is

overcast by the thought that many hundred miles

separate her from the Emperor and her son.^

Limited to the narrow circle of her immediate surround-

ings, and unwearying in her endeavours to give no cause of

complaint, either to the Court of Vienna or to the

Bourbons, Marie Louise, mindful of the earnest advice

given her by the Emperor Francis,^ carefully avoided

all contact with members of the Bonaparte family.

The bare rumour that Madame Mere, Lucien, Pauline,

and Cardinal Fesch intended to go to Lucca, which was
invested by Austrian troops, was enough to affect her

most unpleasantly.^ With her consent, Neipperg re-

quested Count Saurau not to admit any member of the

Bonaparte family within his jurisdiction, a measure

afterwards warmly commended by Metternich.^ The
sole exception was made in favour of Princess Pauline

Borghese who, on account of ill-health, received per-

mission from Austria to make a sojourn in Lucca. Metter-

nich considered her " far too insignificant a person
"

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Piacenza, May 21, 18 16.

2 Ibid.

3 Marie Louise to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, Colorno, July 7, 1816 :

" My father advised me to avoid any sort of contact with the family,

and I thought his advice too good not to conform to it." Welschinger

(already quoted, p. 208), who also uses this quotation, but in another

connection, writes " accueil," which would be quite unintelligible here ;

it must read " conseil."

* Neipperg to Metternich, Colorno, June 21, 18 16.

* Metternich to Neipperg, Vienna, July 6, 1816/
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to cause any unpleasantness. In spite of which, he

recommended that she should neither be received nor

visited.^ It seemed far less desirable that the ex-King

Louis, or, as he was now called, Comte St. Leu, should

wisn to visit Leghorn, where Marie Louise had also

thought of going. On this account she resolved to

settle down at Viareggio, which Count Saurau had

promised to " close hermetically " against all the Bona-

parte family .2 Afterwards, when Louis actually arrived

at Leghorn, she persuaded her uncle, the Grand Duke of

Tuscany, to induce her brother-in-law to leave the

place. She was convinced that Louis, whose political

demeanour had always been without reproach, and

whom she valued more than any other member of the

Bonaparte family, would comply at once, on the slightest

hint of harm to herself or to her son.^ In order to give

Louis XVIII. no cause for suspicion, and also because

she did not wish her peace of mind to be disturbed,

all letters addressed to her by Napoleon's sisters, the

Princesses Elise and Pauline, were left unanswered on

her part.^ " You may rest assured," writes Neipperg,

military commander-in-chief and diplomatic represen-

tative at Parma, to Metternich, " that in accordance

with the strict injunctions communicated to me by
his Majesty, nothing will be left undone by me to put

a stop to anything which might compromise her [Marie

Louise's] exalted rank." ^ But let Marie Louise be ever

so " hermetically sealed " and excluded from the family

into which she had married, Louis XVIII. still mistrusted

her, and suspected her of secret plans. The Government
^ Metternich to Neipperg, Vienna, July 6, 1816.

^ Neipperg to Metternich, Parma, July 9, . . . :
" the little port

of the State of Lucca, which Comte de Saurau has promised me he will

close hermetically to all the members of the Bonaparte family."

^ Marie Louise to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, July 7, 1816.

* Neipperg to Metternich, Florence, August 30, 18 16.

* The same to the same.
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of Paris accused her of placing suspected Frenchmen
about the Court, and of receiving among her troops

officers Hke Guillot, who had deserted to Napoleon at

Grenoble,^ in 1815. But Marie Louise had done neither

the one nor the other, and Guillot, who certainly did

come to Parma, had been expelled at once. Neipperg

might truly say it would be desirable for the French

Court to obtain more reliable information, instead of

coming forward continually with suspicions which his

[Neipperg's] presence in Parma alone should have proved

to be baseless.

2

Nothing would be more incorrect than to accuse the

Emperor Francis, or Marie Louise, of benevolent in-

tentions towards the great exile of St. Helena. Even
Napoleon's request that in case of serious illness the

Austrian Commissioner, Baron Stiirmer, then staying

in the island, should be allowed to see him, remained

unanswered. It was his intention to send his last dis-

positions—meant exclusively for the Emperor Francis

—

to Vienna through this medium.^ But neither Francis

nor his daughter cared to know anything about him.

For Marie Louise, Napoleon no longer existed. Since

her letter of August 1815 she had entirely severed

her lot from his. She lived as though she had never had

any connection with this man ; as if he were not the

father of her child. It never again entered her head

that Napoleon in his exile might be longing for her

and for his son, and yearning for the embrace of the

beings dearest to him on earth. We can well imagine

that in his bitterness at such heartless conduct he some-

times cursed his marriage with her. But this wrathful

mood was not long-lived. Soon afterwards he would

' Neipperg to Metternich, Parma, December 13, 18 16.

2 Ibid.

^ Schlitter, "Napoleon auf St. Helena," "Archives of Austrian

History," vol. 34J
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speak of Marie Louise with love and longing. He raged

incessantly in his inmost soul because his enemies had

robbed him of his family. At the close of 1816 he said

to Las Cases, who had to leave the island at the command
of the English Governor : "If you see my wife and my
son, embrace them for me ! For two years past I have

had no news of them, direct or indirect. Six months
ago a German botanist stayed here who had seen them
in the gardens of Schonbrunn some months before his

departure. The barbarians prevented him from giving

me news of them." But this botanist from Vienna, the

Court gardener Welle, who had accompanied Baron

Stiirmer to St. Helena, had contrived to convey to

Napoleon a lock of his son's hair with a few lines. This

present gave the Emperor extraordinary delight.

Madame Marchand, who was entrusted with the care

of the Prince's person, had given it to Boos, the Director

of the Imperial gardens. She had begged him, through

the medium of Welle, to get the lock of hair delivered

to her son, who was in attendance upon Napoleon.

This happened without Stiirmer's knowledge. The whole

affair, unimportant as it was, caused the greatest agita-

tion in the Cabinets. Suspicion immediately became
rife that the Court of Vienna had a finger in the pie.

"Why had they sent a botanist to an island where there

was nothing to botanise ? " asked the Marquis de Mont-

chenu, French Commissioner at St. Helena.^ He was
convinced that Marie Louise must have persuaded the

Director of the Schonbrunn gardens to get the little

packet containing the lock of hair ^ conveyed to Napoleon.

The Austrian Commissioner, who feared the most un-

pleasant complications, subjected the gardener to the

strictest examination, as though he had actually com-

^ " Rapports inedits du Marquis de Montchenu," par George Fermm
Didot, p. 106.

* " Rapports inedits du Marquis de Montchenu," p. g6s
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mitted an act compromising to the State and dangerous

to the peace of the whole world ! How petty these

diplomatists appear in comparison with a Napoleon who,

deprived of all power, is begrudged even the possession

of a lock of hair ! They were more inhuman than

important. It seems difficult to believe to-day that

the rulers of that period, with all their leading Ministers,

awaited the result of this investigation in a state of the

utmost tension. All that came of it was that Welle

declared he had no idea this lock of hair came from

the King of Rome's head ; he maintained obstinately

that he had supposed it to be Madame Marchand's

hair. In any case his statement was not quite accurate
;

for, in the first instance, he denied having brought any

note with it.^ Later, however, he admitted that the

following words were written in French on the paper

containing the lock of hair :
" Enclosed you will find

some of my hair ; if you have the opportunity of being

painted, send me your portrait. Your mother, Mar-

chand." ^ Welle's conduct appeared in quite a new
light when it transpired after he had left St. Helena

that, besides the lock of hair, he had handed over a

silk handkerchief and an unsealed letter quite casually

to General Gourgaud, who belonged to the Emperor's

suite. ^ After hearing Stiirmer's report, even Metternich

had no doubt but that the silk handkerchief had been

used for secret correspondence, as in the case of the

pieces of dress-material sent by Las Cases through a

secret agent to Madame Clavering.^ The truth must
be fathomed at all costs. Perhaps it might lead to

further important discoveries. Directly after his arrival

^ Schlitter (already quoted), p. 29.

^ Philip Welle's declaration. M. I. The date given in this docu-

ment, St. Helena, November 29, 1816, cannot be correct.

^ Schlitter (already quoted), p. 80.

* Metternich to Sedlnitzky, Vienna, September 20, 18 17. M. I.
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in Vienna Welle was personally interrogated by Count
Sedlnitzky, the Prefect of Police. The gardener made
a perfectly frank confession. He admitted that while

staying in Paris in October 1815 he had received a silk

handkerchief from General Gourgaud's mother and
sister, through the medium of Michael Baron Arnstein,

formerly lieutenant in the Imperial Hussars. But
he denied that a letter had also been given to him.

If any such thing had reached Gourgaud through his

agency—he continued—the General's mother must have
put it into the paper in which the handkerchief was
wrapped. It would never have occurred to him, he

protested, to open the packet, therefore he did not know
whether the handkerchief had been written upon in

chemical ink—or indeed at all. He stoutly denied

having undertaken any other commission whatsoever,

Welle's statement gave Sedlnitzky the impression of

absolute sincerity. ^ Even the English Government, to

which Metternich communicated the result of the inquiry,

appeared perfectly satisfied.^ But Hudson Lowe, the

instrument of torture at St. Helena, had already worked
up his story, together with that of the lock of hair,

into an affair of State. His despicable ambition to

discover plots in all directions found fresh material

when, soon after this affair of Welle, a sailor named
Radowich, on board an English vessel, succeeded in

getting a marble bust of the King of Rome conveyed to

the Emperor. To all appearance this may be regarded

^ Sedlnitzky to Metternich, Vienna, September 27, 1817. M.I.

This is the exact gist of the judicial examination, of which Metternich

had a full report transmitted to London. Schhtter (already quoted),

p. 349. At Metternich's suggestion Director Boos was called to

account, because he failed to hand over the intercepted packet imme-
diately to his superior authorities, Metternich's report of March 11,

1817.
"^ Schhtter (already quoted), p. 251.
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as a mere attempt to dip into Napoleon's purse. ^ In
spite of all, it was believed that this tender attention

could only be ascribed to Marie Louise. Yet how-

wanting she really was in such humane feelings !

Under all these circumstances, Metternich considered it

his duty to the English Government to testify to the blame-
less conduct of the Empress, or—more correctly speak-

ing—to her irreproachable indifference. 2 In fact, she

played no part whatever in the story of the lock of hair,

or the marble bust. All these presents had been secretly

conveyed to Napoleon, because barbarity had pledged

itself to this : no sign of life from the outer world !

He was not permitted to be either husband or father,

and Hudson Lowe had a genius for outraging nature.

Napoleon was to be as a dead man, out of mind. The
Marquis de Montchenu would have been only too glad

could he have reported to his King the death of this bitter

foe of the Bourbons.^ But neither Napoleon nor his

adherents, hunted to death on all sides though they

were, had given up every hope of freedom. A bold

plan actually existed to carry off the captive from St.

Helena to America. In May 181 6 it came to the know-
ledge of the Spanish Minister in Washington that

Carpenter, an American, had proposed to Joseph Bona-

parte to liberate his brother—a piece of news which
also reached the ears of the English Government. It

was even maintained that Joseph had offered the

sum of eight million francs as a reward for the success

of the undertaking. Everything pointed to attempts

to establish written communications between Europe
and St. Helena. Thus, in the winter of 181 6 the Anti-

Gallican, a London newspaper, published a cipher,

which at once attracted the attention of Prince Esterhazy,

^ Schlitter (already quoted), p. 250.

^ Ibid. p. 58, n.

* " Rapport! i'lcdits du Marqiiis de Montchenu," p. 1 16.
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the Austrian Ambassador in London. His suspicion

that there was more in it than a mere trick of numbers

was justified. In Vienna, where the whole thing was

deciphered, it was recognised that an attempt was being

made in this way to open up epistolary communi-
cation with Napoleon. The Emperor's friends had

purposely chosen the Anti-Gallican, a paper hostile to

Napoleon, on the assumption that it would be much
more likely to be sent to St. Helena than journals more
favourably disposed to him. Without the discovery of

the cipher, this would most likely have happened. But
the affair of the Anti-Gallican furnished the Cabinets with

unmistakable proof that the Bonapartists would not

shrink from any attempt whereby they might gain

freedom for their hero. The most extreme measures

might be expected from that Bonapartist faction which

had its centre in North America and looked upon Joseph

Bonaparte as its most prominent member. Its chief

meeting ground was the Portuguese island of Fernando

da Noronha ; about midway between which and St

Helena lies Ascension Island, whence Napoleon could

be reached in four days. Two officers in particular,

Colonel Latapie and General Brayer, had imdertaken

the task of getting the Emperor away from St Helena.

Preparations had already been made. A spot in the

island was to be reached by strategy, and the English

garrison overpowered. They were willing to meet death

for his sake in an encounter with the English. This

bold plan only failed of execution owing to the timely

capture of Latapie.

^

These attempts did not tend to promote very friendly

feelings tow^ards the Napoleonists on the part of the

xMlied Powers. They could not fail to be convinced that

sufficient glamour still attached to the mere name of

Napoleon to lead people to acts of violence which might

^ Schiilter, " Kaiser Franz uud die NapoleouiJcn/' chap. ii.
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easily call up the deep-seated unrest that smouldered

on the Continent. The Bourbons had especial reason

to tremble for their authority ; for their position in

France rested at all times on very insecure foundations.

They, above all, scarcely needed such occurrences as

had recently come to light to induce them to strive

for the annihilation—at all events for the political

annihilation—of the entire Napoleonist party. Marie

Louise and her son must always remain a thorn in their

flesh. France, it is true, had recognised their sovereign

rights by solemn treaty, yet she sought in underhand

ways to circumvent the political existence of the Empress

and the King of Rome as rulers of Parma. True to this

principle, the Royal Almanac ignored them as completely

as though they did not exist. Metternich immediately

conjectured that an avowed attempt was being made to

refuse a new, solemn sanction to Marie Louise's present

position. 1 The French Premier had indeed excused the

omission by saying that it was not desirable to announce

Marie Louise by the title of "Majesty," nor her son

as " Napoleon." Metternich was not inclined to accept

such a reason as final. Through Baron Vincent, Austrian

Ambassador in Paris, he drew Richelieu's attention em-

phatically to the fact that it was to Louis XVIIL's
own interest to keep inviolate those treaties which

recognised the sovereign rights of Marie Louise and

her son, because it was only to those solemn pledges—by
which he meant the Congress of Vienna and the Peace

of Paris of November 20, 1815—that Louis owed his

authority in France.- Metternich insisted on having

the names of the Duchess and the Prince of Parma
^ Metternich to Vincent, June ^o, 1816. Private despatch.

"... that they "—the reasons—" seem to us to show plainly that

the French Ministry only put them forward to hide the real motive,

which made it wishful to avoid the appearance of giving fresh sanction

to the actual political condition of the Duchies.'*

^ Ibid. June 30, 1816.
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inserted in the Ivoyal Almanac. It was only necessary,

he opined, to print :
" Marie Louise, Archduchess of

Austria, Duchess of Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla . . .

and Francis Charles, her son ... by which the crux

of the whole difticulty would be surmounted.^ Louis

XVIIL was very much annoyed at having to recognise

Marie Louise as " Majesty." He declared himself ready

to send a letter couched in the most friendly and amiable

terms in answer to her notification, but the word
" Majesty " would never flow from his pen.^ Metter-

nich's representations were not without result. In the

Almanac of 1817 Marie Louise was to be entitled

"Duchess of Parma"; her son, on the contrary, was
simply mentioned as her child, and not as Prince of

Parma. But the Austrian Court had now shown that

it would not yield an inch in defence of Marie Louise's

claims ; on the other hand, no difficulty would be made
about sacrificing those of the Prince whenever a suitable

occasion offered. That was an alluring prospect, which

could be turned to account some day, to oust the hated

Napoleonists entirely from the political arena.

But whereas Louis XVIII. did not venture to insist

more directly upon the spoliation of the Emperor's

daughter, and only tried underhand means for gaining

his end, Spain went to work quite openly. She fought

indefatigably against that clause of the Vienna Congress

which recognised Marie Louise's possession of the Duchies.

The Spanish Premier, Cevallos, declared to Prince Kaunitz,

the Austrian Ambassador, that his King felt himself

personally insulted by the small amount of consideration

which had been shown in Vienna to his sister the Infanta

Maria Louisa, and her son. He demanded the immediate

restoration of the Duchies, since Spain did not recognise

the treaties concluded under Godoy,the "Prince of Peace."

1 Metteruich to Viucent, June 30, 1816.

* Viucent to Metteruich, July 25, 1816.
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He thought a double marriage would be most likely to

influence Austria in favour of this demand. The Infanta,

ex-Queen of Etruria, in possession of Parma, should

marry the Archduke Ferdinand, Grand Duke of Tuscany ;

whilst the Infant Don Louis, future ruler of Parma,

should be united to the Archduchess Caroline.^ But as it

would not do to let the Austrian Marie Louise go quite

empty-handed, Cevallos thought slie might be com-

pensated with Lucca, as well as with the revenues arising

from the Bohemian estates belonging to the Grand Duke
of Tuscany. Kaunitz at once put an end to all hope of

such a compromise. He pointed out that this matter

could certainly only be settled with the ex-Queen herself,

who was now residing in Rome.^ The poor Queen of

Etruria, who was at that time much straitened for

want of money, would have preferred to dispense with

her brother's intervention in her dealings with Austria,^

which was willing to portion her with Lucca and a yearly

income of five hundred thousand francs.* At one time

the Court of Vienna would not have committed itself

to such a promise ; it yielded now, rather than inflict

new burdens on the pressing obligations of the King of

France. Willingly as the ex-Queen would have snatched

at this offer, she could not arrive at any decision. Her
brother pointed to the vision of a marriage with the

Archduke Ferdinand ; moreover he assured her that her

interests could be better safeguarded by himself in Madrid

than in Rome.^ Thus he hindered the possibility of a
direct understanding between Vienna and the ex-Queen.

The Spanish Court, which feared above all lest the burden

* Metternich to Kaunitz, April 30, 1816. Kaunitz to Metternich,

January 13, 1816.

* Kaunitz to Metternich, Madrid, January 13, 18 16. P.S. II.

* Lebzeltem's statement from Rome of February 8 and 22, 1816.

* Article loi of the Acts of the Congress of Vienna.

' Kaunitz to Metternich, Mfidrid, January 13, 18 16. P.S. II.

P
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of the Infanta's maintenance should fall upon it,^ busied

itself with the whole (juestion. It adopted a tone as

though Parma ought to form an integral part of the

Spanish monarchy. ^ Nor did it rest satisfied with in-

trigues, but commissioned Labrador to present Prince

Metternich on January i6, 1816, with a notice containing

an angry protest against all the treaties of 1814 and
1815.'^ Whence did Spain, amid such internal agitations,

without money and without an army, summon courage

openly to defy the universal wishes of Europe ? Guided

by Tatitscheff, the Russian Ambassador in Spain, and

the Papal Nuncio, Cardinal Gravina—both violent oppo-

nents of Austria—Spain never doubted for a moment
that the treaties of 1814 and 1815 did not actually

give the true views of the Allied Powers ; on the con-

trary, she was convinced that no real mutual under-

standing existed among them. The Spanish King, as

well as his Minister, Cevallos, listened only too readily to

the insinuations of Tatitscheff and the Cardinal, that it

was only needful to resist persistently for a time, in order

to win Parma ultimately for the Infanta Maria Louisa,

with the help of those Cabinets unfavourable to the

interests of Austria.'* A secret plan also existed to

revive the old Bourbon family compact by means of

matrimonial alliances, so as to secure for themselves a

new means of defence against the Court of Vienna.

The Due de Berry, whom Pozzo di Borgo had assigned

to the Russian Grand Duchess Anna, was to marry
the Infanta of Portugal. The Papal Nuncio and Tatits-

cheff desired to arrange a marriage between the King of

Spain and the daughter of Prince Francis of Sicily,^ for

* Instructions for Kaunitz, November 25, 1815,
^ Kaunitz to Metternich, April 11, 1816.

^ Metternich to Esterhazy in London, Milan, February 27, i3l6.
* Kaunitz's Despatches of January 13 and May 28, 1816,
* Kaunitz to Metternich, January 13, 1816,
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fear of his choosing an Archduchess for his consort.^

Prince Kaunitz beheved a family compact had already

been concluded between the three Bourbon Courts of

France, Spain and Naples ; under the protection of this

family alliance he already saw the Court of Madrid

taking possession of the Duchies. ^ So far Metternich

had maintained a profound silence, and neither Labrador's

appeal of January 16, 1816, nor the Spanish King's

letter to the Emperor Francis, had yet been answered.^

Only after assurances of support from the principal Allied

Powers did he deem the moment come in which to lay

aside his reserve, and finally to make his views clear to

Spain.^ At no price would he permit the audacious re-

volt of this State against all the decisions of the crowned

heads of Europe to proceed further. While defending

Austria's interests, he believed he was also protecting

the interests of Europe, where the tranquillity so recently

restored appeared to be menaced by a continued struggle

with Spain. ^ In forcible terms he requested that Spain

should no longer withhold her recognition of Marie

Louise's sovereignty over Parma. He knew that in face

of the imposing attitude which Austria could now
assume, Spain would quickly change her tone.^ The
result was all the more certain, because meantime

—

owing to a remonstrance lodged by the Emperor Francis

in St. Petersburg
"^—Tatitscheff had received a reprimand

1 In the instructions for Kaunitz, November 25, 1815, it is stated :

" In case the King does not marry the Infanta of Portugal, Austria is

prepared to give him an Archduchess in marriage."

- Kaunitz to Metternich, March 25, 1816.

' Metternich to Kaunitz, April 30, 18 16. Apparently No. 2.

* The same to the same, April 30, 18 16. Apparently No. 3.

5 Metternich to Steigentesch in St. Petersburg, May i, 1816. "His
Imperial Majesty, by defending his own cause in Madrid to-day, equally

defends that of his allies."

" Metternich to Kaunitz, April 30, 18 16. Private (iespatch.

' Ibid. See also Metternich's report of January 12, 1817,
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from his Ministry, and there \las a reasonable prospect

that the present Papal Nuncio would be replaced by a

representative more amicably disposed towards the

Court of Vienna.^
" If Spain," wrote Metternich, full of self-confidence,

to Prince Kaunitz, "wishes to quarrel with us, we await

the developments of such an event with the greatest

equanimity." ^ Proud of the victory which he had just

gained over the far more powerful and dangerous state of

Bavaria, by the treaty of April 14,^ through which he

had reduced it to submission, Metternich could well

afford to look with a certain scorn upon the impotent

position of Spain and await its further proceedings with

indifference. Nevertheless his expectations that the

vSpanish King, Ferdinand VII., would allow himself to

be intimidated by the declarations of Austria which

Kaunitz laid before the Spanish Ministry^ on May 25

remained unfulfilled. Cevallos contemptuousl}' re-

marked to the Ambassador that the unanimity of the

Powers in all questions, small and great, on which he

laid such stress, could not be so unqualified, since Russia

alwa3's spoke of the question of Parma as one which

exclusively concerned Austria, the Infanta and Spain.^

Called to account by Kaunitz, Tatitscheff replied that the

Spanish Premier, being very imperfectly acquainted with

the French language, always misunderstood things.^

This statement did not satisfy Kaunitz. He insisted

that the Russian Ambassador should leave Cevallos in

no uncertainty as to the actual intentions of his Emperor.

From this moment a change came over the behaviour of

' Metternich to Kaunitz, April 30, i3i6. Private despatch.

- Ibid.

3 In reference to this see Arneth, " Wessenberg," vol. ii., p,

40-44.

* Kaunitz to Metternich, May 28, 1816.

* Ibid.

^ Jbid. Madrid, May 28, i8i6.
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tlie Spanish Minister ; he showed himself essentially

more amenable.^

Just at this juncture, Russia proposed to submit the

whole affair to the decision of the Parisian Ministerial

Conference. But first milder methods were to be

attempted, and Louis XVIII. must be requested to exert

his influence as a relative in order to reduce Spain to

submission.^ Meanwhile, independently of this step,

Labrador had entered on the path of conciliation in

Paris. He begged for England's intervention. The
British Ministry was to intercede with Austria, so that

upon the death of Marie Louise, Parma should revert to

the ex-Queen of Etruria and afterwards to her son.^ Lord
Castlereagh warmly advocated these proposals. He
considered such a compromise all the more feasible

because it had never really been the Emperor Francis's

intention to establish his grandson as an independent

Prince in Italy,* and Metternich himself had advocated

at the session of the Congress of May 27, 1815, that the

reversionary right to the Duchies be secured to the ex-

Queen.^ Had any one been able to penetrate the Minister's

^ Metternich to Esterhazy, July 29, 18 16, No. 3, and Kaunitz to

Metternich, July 17, 18 16.

- Metternich to Vincent, August 12, 1816, in which the Russian

instruction of June 27 is quoted.

3 Vincent to Metternich, Paris, July 31, 1816.
• Lord Castlereagh to Stewart, September 6, 1816. "As for the

motives which may govern the policy of the Austrian Government,
I can understand that the Archduchess may complain at seeing her son

without any ostensible provision
;
yet if my memory serves me right,

the Emperor never intended to encourage the claims of Napoleon's

son to this inheritance and, influenced by political considerations, he

said he would provide him with some establishment other than a

sovereign dominion."
* Lord Castlereagh to Stewart, September 6, 18 16. "

< 1 . in

which (an extract from the protocol of the session of Congress of May
27, 1815) you will find that Prince Metternich himself put forward

the proposition that the reversion of the Duchies be secured to the

Infanta,"
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inmost thoughts, it would have been evident that

Metteinicli had long been seeking an opportunity to

make the Prince's succession impossible. He was truly

glad to learn that henceforth the Spanish Court would

only claim the reversionary right to the Duchies for the

Infanta. " This is the exact point," he wrote Prince

Kaunitz, " to which we wish to bring the negotiations,

and it is also the point to which it is desirable to limit

them, in order to use them to our own advantage." ^ But
however greatly Metternich might rejoice at an expedient

which coincided with his own desire to put an end to the

prevailing dissensions with Spain, he declined to bring

the question of the reversion to an immediate issue. To
Castlereagli he assigned a reason for desiring this delay

in the negotiations. He told him the question was one

of European importance, which necessitated his dis-

covering first of all the views of the principal Courts of

Europe.'^ But this was not his real reason. The secret

treaty of May 31, 1815, between Austria, Russia and

Prussia, was actually a far greater hindrance to immediate

arbitration ; but of this treaty neither France nor

England had any knowledge.^ In May 1815, Alexander I.

had compelled the Courts of Vienna and Berlin formally

to conclude this protective alliance in favour of the

rights of Marie Louise and her son.'* Metternich could

not be sure whether the Tsar, who had then come forward

as a zealous champion of the Archduchess and the Prince,

would not even now persist in playing his part. Before

taking another step he must clearly understand whether

' Metternich to Kaunitz, October 20, 1816.

- Metternich to Esterhazy, September 26, 18 16.

" Metternich to Lebzeltern in St. Petersburg, February 18, 1817^
" The first and simplest of the considerations which might Iiinder us

from going furtlier into this question would have been the existence of

the secret treaty of May 31, 1815."
' Metternich to Vincent, February 12, 1S17. Private and secret

despatch.
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Alexander wished to use this treaty to expose Austria

in the eyes of England.^ The Minister had never trusted

him, and had always seen through the fact that, as regards

this secret treaty, the Russian Emperor was playing his

own game in order to gain the respect of those who
looked upon him as the champion of Marie Louise.^ It

must also give food for reflection that this precious

document had never been ratified, which clearly proved

its invalidity. Everything pointed to the fact that

Alexander had never seriously thought of its being carried

into effect.*^ But the Tsar did not draw the line at this
;

he was striving, as Metternich puts it, " to build bridges

at our expense over which he intends to glide comfortably

himself." * While never uttering a single word to the

Viennese Court as to the compact which had emanated
from himself, he revealed to England—without first

informing Austria—the secret hitherto so carefully

concealed. He did not even hesitate to represent himself

as a co-signatory, led away by the artful wiles of the

Court of Vienna.^ But after Alexander had broken the

seal of secrecy and lifted the veil, Metternich, who appre-

hended most critical results to the relations between

Austria and England from this arbitrary action of the

Tsar, could no longer refrain from speaking. Not only

did he deem it expedient to inform Castlereagh of the

secret treaty of May 31, but also to initiate him into its

previous history, a proceeding which could not fail to

destroy the glamour of Alexander's reputation in

England.*^ This clever move restored those happv
relations with the British Cabinet which had been tem-

' Metternich to Vincent, January 12, 18 17. Private and secret

despatch.

* Metternich's despatch, February 18, 18 17.

' Ibid.

* Ibid.

^ Ibid. Sec also Gcntz, " Di'pcclie.s iticilitcs," vol. i. p. 3134
' Metternich to Esterhazy, February 18, 18 17.
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porarily disturbed by the Tsar's intrigues. Lord Castle-

reagh acquired fresh confidence in Austria. Metternich

profited by this moment to enhghten the EngUsh states-

man as to Alexander's menacing ambition, thereby

promoting a closer union between England, Austria,

Prussia and France against Russia.^ He pointed out

that the Tsar had also denied in Madrid his participation

in the treaty of May 31 and, contrary to the true facts

of the case, had represented himself there as the protector

of the Spanish interests. The Austrian Minister exposed

the actual motives which had moved the Russian

Emperor, in his passion for conquest, to this disloyal

proceeding. In this way he dealt a successful blow at

Russia ; Metternich's revelations could not but have an

unpleasant effect in England, especially the one which

revealed Spain's agreement to concede to Russia a military

station on the Mediterranean, as a point of attack upon
Turkey. 2 Metternich might now congratulate himself

that English statesmen were gradually recovering from

their bigoted prejudices in favour of Alexander.^ Thus
the general policy of Europe interfered in the question

of the Duchies, turning it into a matter of the utmost

importance to the Allied Courts, so that increased signi-

ficance attached to it.

But Metternich was not only forced to delay the negotia-

tions respecting Parma on account of the secret treaty

of May 31 ; there was also another reason for this—regard

for Marie Louise. Although she had not signed the

treaty of May 31, Metternich still felt some anxiety

' Metternich to Esterhazy, March 26, 18 17. Private despatch.
" The surest moral safeguard, in fact the only one that I could suggest

to-day, to check the ever-growing tendency of the Emperor of Russia,

is to be found in the most open community of interests and opinions

between ourselves, England, Prussia and France." See also the in-

structions to Esterhazy, of April 11.

' Metternich to Esterhazy in London, March 26 and May 14, 18 17.

' The same to the same, March 26. Private and secret despatch.
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lest she should refuse her consent to the projected de-

position of the Prince of Parma. It was precisely upon
his daughter's consent that the Emperor Francis laid the

greatest stress.^ Before Metternich therefore could

advance a single step in the negotiations, he was obliged

to secure Marie Louise's consent to the change in the

succession to the throne of Parma. This was the more
doubtful, because he knew that in her inmost thoughts

she was confident the Prince would one day rule over

Parma. In this dilemma he thought of his trusty co-

adjutor, whose influence had never been refused whenever

a change of mind on the part of the Emperor's daughter

had been thought desirable. On October 5 Neipperg

received orders to come to Vienna in order to consult

about matters which could only have a favourable bearing

on Marie Louise's affairs. In public the Count was not

to assign any importance to his journey ; he was to let

it be known in all directions that he was going to the

Imperial residence in order to congratulate the Emperor
upon his new matrimonial alliance with Caroline Augusta.^

These instructions of Metternich's, the motive for which

Marie Louise seemed to divine, threw her into such a

state of excitement that her health, weak at the best of

times, grew worse in consequence. " It seems," she

declares to her father, " that new questions are arising

as to my States and my peaceful possession of them.

Is it possible the world is not yet satisfied with the many
heavy sacrifices which I have been compelled to make

—

and have made—for the common good ? I would

never submit to humiliating conditions, and still less

would I restore a part of that which Europe has unani-

mously accorded me—unless considerable advantages

for myself and my son were guaranteed to me. Again,

under these circumstances, I commend to you, dearest

* Metternich's despatch of February i8, 1817.

' Metternich to Neipperg, Vienna, October 5, i8i6<
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papa, tlie well-being of your very loving daughter and of

your grandson." ^ Full of impatience, she awaited

Neipperg's return, in order to learn from his lips what
had been decided in Vienna. " I am convinced, dearest

papa," runs another letter, " that you would laugh me
out of my anxiety , but I am so little accustomed to

happiness that, until I see Neipperg before me, and his

report sets m}^ mind at rest, I shall always be imagining

unpleasant things. I have one comfort, that if all the

other Powers have designs upon my peace of mind, you
would always help me with your interest ; nothing

matters to me at all except my son's future." - At
last Neipperg, the long-expected, arrived in Parma. His

journey to Vienna had given rise to the most sensational

rumours.^ His communications had an overwhelming

effect upon the Archduchess. In the Emperor's name,

the Count was obliged to tell her in the bluntest terms

that her son could never be her successor. She was not

prepared for such a disclosure. She still placed her

entire confidence in the secret treaty of May 31, 18 15,

which, owing to the signatures of Austria, Russia and
Prussia, she regarded as fixed for all time. Now she

was to learn, to her sorrow, that even this compact offered

no sufficient protection against the attacks on her son's

position. Where should she now find a refuge, and
assistance in supporting her son's claims ? Not for a

moment did Metternich leave her in any doubt as to the

futility of relying upon Alexander, who had never

taken her affairs very seriously and, like the rest of the

Powers, wanted to be freed from the anxiety of seeing a

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Colorno, October 17, 18 16.

- Marie Louise to her father, October 28, 1816. Schlitter quotes

two lines of this letter in his little essay, " Der Herzog von Reichstadt,"

in the " Mittheilungen des Instituts fiir oesterreichische Geschichts-

forschung," vol. xv., page 117. The correct date reads October 28.

' Metternich to Lebzeltern, in St. Petersburg, February 18, 1S17.
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Napoleon on any throne in the world. ^ Cowed by the

authority of her father, and by the will of the Allied

Courts, this weak woman, incapable of energy, and devoid

of all qualification to be the mother of heroes, yielded once

again. She dared not wage war against all Europe, As
on former occasions, she was now ready to sacrifice her

son's position as a Sovereign out of " filial piety," and
as a proof that—to her— the universal good ranked higher

than private interest. She still possessed the somewhat
unworth}'' courage to claim, in return for her renunciation,

certain advantages which she pointed out as indispensable

to her son's interests. She now demanded, as com-
pensation for the succession to Parma, that immediately

after the conclusion of the negotiations, her son should

be placed in possession of the estate of the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, the so-called " Bavarian Palatinate " terri-

tories,- situated in Bohemia, which were to be incorporated

with her own private property. Only on condition

that an estate of equal value, in some other part of

Austria, should be granted to her son, would she relinquish

possession of these lands ;
" for," she adds, " it is my

duty as a mother, and my decided wish, to see that the

foundation of my son's future establishment should not

only be laid, but also legalised, during my hfetime."

With regard to her own position, she desired furthermore

that the Prince should retain the title of Duke of Parma
as long as it was practicable. Should a pressing need

arise of making a change in this respect, only then must

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Colorno, November 24, 18 16.

This letter ^%'hich, contrary to her usual custom, is written in German,

is not in the usual familiar style, and has quite an official tone, as

though to serve as a basis for negotiations.

* The estates of the Bavarian Palatinate in Bohemia, including

also Reichstadt, near Lcipa, had been since 1805 in the possession of the

Archduke Ferdinand, then Archduke of Tuscany, and formerly Flector

of Salsburg. Before this—from 1692 to 1805—these estates belonged

to the Dukes of the Bavarian Palatinate.
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a suitable and " most appropriate " title be chosen in

its place. ^ Whatever may have been Marie Louise's

determination not to cede a single point in these demands,

and almost to let things come to a fight, she was neverthe-

less filled with the dread of having to encounter opposition.
" The future destiny of my son," she declares to her

father, " often troubles me, in spite of the resolution

I have formed and sent to you at Milan, for I am so little

used to happiness that I am always afraid lest something

should stand in the way of this arrangement." - Her
anxiety was the more firmly rooted because she had

never really believed for an instant that she would succeed

in obtaining the immediate cession of the Palatine

Bavarian property in accordance with her desire. In

making this demand she was simply risking an attempt

to secure something which in djxy case would afford her

son some protection against the danger which threatened

him, so that after the renunciation was accomplished,

he would not come off quite empty handed.^ On this

point Metternich immediately set her mind at rest, assuring

her that the Emperor would never suffer his grandson

to be left unprovided for. At the same time, however,

he declared it would be most unreasonable to put forward

such a demand as that which Marie Louise wished to

address to the Grand Duke of Tuscany."^ ]\Ietternich

was more especially of opinion that Marie Louise must
give way because she possessed no rightful claim. ^ But

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Xoveinber 24, 18 16.

^ Ibid. December 16, 1816.

^ Metternich's despatch of February 18, 1817. * Ibid.

' Ibid. " But had she any such claim, I should be the first to

advise her to secure to herself the peaceful possession of these Duchies,

and freedom to dispose of her savings, instead of submitting her quiet

life and the future of her son to a mere piece of fustian (for the secret

treaty of May 31 amounts to no more) which, now that the time has

come for its practical application, is treated to some extent as null and
void by one of the chief contracting parties (Alexander I.)."
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if, in spite of this, she were to make good lier claim, by
adducing the treaty of May 31, he beheved that he still

possessed sufficient means to persuade her to withdraw

from such an attempt. This " saving means " he saw
in the attitude of Alexander, and in the decisive wishes of

all the Powers, who would ne\'er permit Napoleon's

son to reign in Italy under any circumstances.^ But
this high pressure was not yet required, since Marie

Louise had already consented to her son's deposition, in

the hope of obtaining for him the greatest conceivable

benefit. Freed from the anxiety of having to back up
the secret treaty of May 31, 1815, and compelled at length

by Russvia and England to open negotiations respecting

the reversionary rights of the ex-Queen of Etruria,

Metternich demanded the necessary assent to this from

the Emperor Francis. He felt the more impelled to take

this step, because he feared that these two Powers might

otherwise be turned from friends into the active opponents

of Austria.- Francis gave his assent, whilst addressing

to his Minister the following words :
" In this matter I

make you strictly responsible for my daughter's interests,

and in return for the sacrifice she is again being called

upon to make, \^ou must demand the most advantageous

terms possible, without any cost to the Monarchy, but

rather, if possible, derive from it the greatest profit to

Austria," ^

It appeared as though Metternich would not be able

to comply with his master's injunctions. He caused it

to be stated through the Austrian Ambassador in Paris

—

the seat of the negotiations—that the Emperor Francis

was prepared to make the sacrifice of maintaining his

grandson at his own expense. This was to be done later

^ Metternich's despatch of February 18, 1817,

^ Ibid.

^ The Emperor's decision upon Metternich's despatch of February 18^

1817.
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on by the cession of the estates of the Bavarian Palatinate

which had formerly belonged to Francis. For the ceding

of these, the Grand Duke of Tuscany was to be compen-

sated with Lucca, when Parma passed into the possession

of the Spanish Bourbon line.^ But Austria intended to

be paid for this compromise. The disinheriting of the

young Napoleon was to bring in some profit. If Austria

were forced—although it fell in with her own wishes

—

to cede Parma, after the death of Marie Louise, to the

son of the ex-Queen of Etruria, at least she expected

to secure Piacenza, which was of the utmost importance

to her, as a centre of defence for her Italian possessions.

The Court of Vienna was well acquainted with its oppo-

nents, and was aware that they were trying to snatch away
Piacenza. Austria therefore strove to place her voluntary

sacrifice in the most favourable light. France and
Spain ought to be grateful to her for erasing the line of

Napoleon from the roll of sovereigns ; Russia and Prussia

ought equally to recognise her services to them in nulli-

fying the secret treaty of May 31, 1815.'^ Strange to say,

France made no objection to an Austrian garrison at

Piacenza. All the more, therefore, Alexander I., with

his customary duplicity, intrigued with Spain against

such a project. While he was endeavouring to prejudice

the Cabinets against leaving Piacenza under Austrian

rule, he was offering at the same time to help the Court

of Vienna in protecting the rights of the young Napoleon

in Parma, as guaranteed by the treaty of May 31, 1815.^

A further point of dispute in the negotiations was raised

by Spain's demand that the succession to Parma should

pass not only to the male, but to the female, issue of the

' These arrangements were enacted by Article loi of the Vienna

Congress.

- Metternich to Vincent, Vienna, February iS, 18 17. Private

despatch.

^ Metternich to Esterhazy, June 22, 1817.
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future ruler of the Duchy, which was strenuously opposed

by Austria. Should Spain succeed, a complete change

in the succession would follow, which would lead to the

installation of the third branch of the House of Bourbon.^

The negotiations in Paris were at a deadlock. Spain

persisted in its opposition to an Austrian garrison in

Piacenza ; she would only accede to such a plan on

condition that Austria would raise the ex-Qucen's income

from half a million to a million francs. But the Court

of Vienna would not hear of this. Supported by France

and Russia, the Court of Madrid showed no disposition

to yield. Wellington, who had behaved throughout the

whole affair as a warm friend to Austria, was anxious

lest the continued tension of affairs should have an

injurious effect upon the interests of the Court of Vienna.

He endeavoured therefore to induce Baron von Vincent

to come to some arrangement. With this object in

view, he pointed out the injury this continued hostility

with Spain would inflict upon Austria's commercial

interests in the Mediterranean.^ The English Duke,

who intended to return to London in a few days, wished

to see this dispute settled during his stay in Paris, since

it might easily endanger the tranquillity recently restored

to Europe. " You may be convinced," he said to Vincent,

" that once I have taken my departure, you will never

get this matter settled." ^ These words made a deep

^ The treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle of 1748, which created Parma,

expressly decreed that in case of the extinction of the heirs male of

the Infant Don Philip, Parma and Guastalla should pass into the

possession of Austria, and that of Piacenza to Parma. For this reason

the Court of Vienna opposed the surrender of the succession to the

female line of the ex-Queen of Etruria's son. The provisions of the

treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle were re-afFirmed by a secret clause in the

treaty of May 20, 181 5, between Austria and Sardinia. For the reason

here given, Austria avoided the expression, " reversionary interest,"

and would only agree to " succession."
''' Vincent to Metternich, January 8, 1817*

? The same to the same, June 6, 1817.
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impression on the Austrian Ambassador. He saw clearly

enough himself that after Wellington's departure, France,

Russia and Spain would unite to impose upon him the

hardest conditions possible. He was forced to recognise

this more especially by the equivocal attitude of Alexander

and his Ambassador in Paris. ^ Now, he could still avoid

all appearance of seeking reconciliation with Spain under

compulsion, instead of voluntarily.^ At no other time

could the Austrian occupation of Piacenza have been

purchased at so small a cost.^ All these considerations

caused Vincent to sign, at the Duke of Wellington's

bidding—and without referring to the Court of Vienna

—

the treaty of Paris of June lo, 1817, by which the Prince

of Parma was struck out for ever from the list of

Sovereigns.'* Mettemich entirely approved of the conduct

of his representative in Paris ; he wrote to him saying

that he would not have acted otherwise in his place.

^

The ex-Queen of Etruria was beside herself with joy

Isecause Parma was to come to her, or her son, on the

death of Marie Louise. She might well be satisfied with

a decision which made her moreover Duchess of Lucca,

and put into her almost depleted exchequer a yearly

income of half a million of francs, levied on Austria.^

Marie Louise was also pacified by the contents of the

* Mettemich to Esterhazy, Florence, June 22, 1817.

' The same to Vincent, Florence. June 22, 1817.

3 Ibid.

* The treaty is printed by Neumann, " Recueil dea Traites," vol.

iii., p. 246.

* Mettemich to Vincent, June 22, 18 17. " In your place I should

have acted as you have acted, and I did not hesitate to bring the

matter before the Emperor, to join myself with you in the hope of

inducing him to ratify this important transaction, which will no doubt

be appreciated in history as a memorial of the rectitude and loyalty

of the House of Austria."

* Kaunitz to Mettemich, Rome, July 13 and September 16, 18 17.

Kaunitz had been transferred from Madrid to Rome, wher? the ex-

Queen resided,
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treaty of Paris, as communicated to her.^ She was not

acquainted with the official text, and was not aware,

therefore, that it did not even make an allusion to her

s^n. It would be easy to draw from this the most un-

favourable auguries as to the future of the young Napoleon.

But, as compensation for this neglect, Vincent was obliged

to make a declaration by protocol, on June i, 1817,

which was to serve as a preliminary announcement 2

that the future destiny of the disinherited Prince would
shortly come under discussion.^

If Metternich felt some pride in having carried out

almost all the wishes of the Emperor's daughter, his

pleasure in success was soon embittered by Spain.* The
Court of Madrid simply declined to ratify the treaty of

Paris. It refused to proceed any further, unless the

portion of the ex-Queen was increased by half a million

francs, and the succession secured to the female line of

the future Duke of Parma. The King of Spain laid

great stress upon the necessity for inserting a special

clause in the treaty, by which the exclusion of Marie

Louise's son should be solemnly guaranteed for all time ^

—a proviso which had hitherto been intentionally avoided^

There had been a tacit agreement to abstain from any
mention of the young Napoleon in the treaty of Paris,

just as though he did not exist. Wellington was furious

at this fresh delay on the part of Spain. He said to

Vincent :
" They (the Spaniards) will be forced to agree

in the end, so they had better make haste to do so

of their own accord." ^ Wellington had prophesied

aright. Madrid was gradually coming to its senses.

^ Neipperg to Metternich, Sala, July i, 1817.

3 Vincent to Metternich, Paris, December 18, 18 17.

3 Declaration by protocol to the Ministerial Conference at Paris,

June I, 1817, No. 122.

* Metternich to Neipperg, Florence, June 29, 18 17.

'^ Vincent to Metternicli, Paris, July i, 18 17*

« Ibid.

Q
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Tliis was the work of tlie intriguing Tatitschetf, who so

far had been inciting the King of Spain to continued

resistance by deluding him with all manner of false hopes.

But now, observing general disapproval of the attitude

of the Spanish Court, he was the first to counsel sub-

mission/ Consequently, on July 23, the Spanish

Ambassador was able to announce to Baron von Vincent

that his Court had finally ratified the treaty of June 10.'

" Receive my cordial and respectful thanks," wTote

Marie Louise to her father, on becoming acquainted

with this joyful news, " for what you have done for my
son, dear papa, in the recent negotiations in Paris. You
have richly repaid my heart for the many sorrows it has

suffered, and it will ever be grateful to you."^ Marie

Louise, to whom the official text of the treaty of Paris

was still unknown, remained under the impression that

it contained settlements as to her son's future. She

little suspected what intrigues against the fatherless

Prince, Metternich had been carrying on unknown to

her, and behind her back. Therefore she begged her

father to accomplish his " good work " and invest her

son, as he pleased, with title, rank and a coat of arms

which would secure him the position of a posthumous
Prince of the House of Hapsburg. Only after this had

been done, could she feel that on all points she had
fulfilled her duties as a mother. " Now I believe," her

letter says, " that I have done all I can for the peace of

Europe, and for my child's future. Nothing remains

for me to do but to benefit my subjects as much as possible

during my lifetime, for they have shown me great loyalty

during this critical state of affairs ; and to save as much
as I can for my son without impoverishing the country,

1 Provost (first Counsellor to the Embassy) to Mettemich, Madrid,

June 23, 1817.

* Vincent to Mf^ttcrnich, Paris, July 23, 18 17.

' Marie Louise to ifi2 Emperor Francis, August 13, 18 17.
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and to invest it in your States, so that some daj' he may
come into an independent competency." ^ Since in

Vienna they did not seem to be in such great haste to

carry out her wishes as she was herself, she repeated her

request towards the end of September. " T commend to

your notice, dearest papa," she wrote to the Emperor
at this time, " the title and arms of my son, for his whole

existence and future happiness depend as much upon
this as upon his means." ^ Metternich had long since

resolved to make some definite settlement as to the

political existence of the young Napoleon. He had
promised this to Marie Louise when he met her in Italy

during the summer of 1817 ; ' and the matter was to be

arranged on the lines of the protocol of June i. But he

preferred to put it off until Lucca had been handed over

to the ex-Queen, the Infanta Maria Louisa, Now that

the moment had arrived, he delivered to the Ministerial

Conference in Paris, December 4, 1817— through the

agency of Vincent—a positive declaration by which

the potential conditions of the protocol of June i, 1817,

were to receive force and validity. The new declaration

of December 4 was to serve as a supplement to the treaty

of Paris of June 4, and to form an integral part of the

acts of the Vienna Congress.* Thus, before the assembled

representatives of France, Russia, Prussia and Spain,

the last word as to the future of the young Napoleon

was solemnly pronounced through the medium of the

Austrian Ambassador. On December 4, the Emperor
Francis imparted to the Allied Powers his resolution to

present his grandson, on the death of ]\Iarie Louise, with

the estates of the Bavarian Palatinate in Bohemia, as

1 Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, August 13, 1817.

2 The same to the same, September 27, 18 17.

^ Metternich's despatch, Florence, June 18, 18:7.

* Vincent to Metternich, November 29, and his private letter to

Metternicl) of December 10, 1817.
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private property, which, however, in default of direct

heirs to the Prince, were to revert to the Imperial private

revenues. At the same time he proposed to bestow

upon him a title which could wake no memories of his

past.* On this account it was specially advisable to

avoid the example set by the King of Bavaria, who had

granted the title of " Royal Highness " to the children

of his son-in-law, Eugene de Beauharnais.^ The young

Napoleon was not to be styled " Imperial Highness,"

simply "Serene Highness"; nor to appear in the eyes

of the world as a Prince of the Imperial family. He
was only to take precedence after the Archdukes. " In

this way," wrote Metternich to the Emperor Francis as

early as June i8, " not only will the Prince's existence

be assured, but it will be also honourably politic,

and cannot in any case endanger the present order of

things in Europe." ^

The French Premier, the Due de Richelieu, was not

greatly edified by the declarations of the Court of Vienna.

He raised special objections to the expression " direct

and legitimate heirs"* of the son of the Duchess of

Parma.* The mention of his heirs was particularly

unpleasant, because hopes had been entertained that,

in years to come, the little Napoleon might be consigned

1 Metternich expressed himself in this sense to the Prussian Ambas-
sador. Krusemark's account, Vienna, February 4, 18 18. Royal State

Archives of Prussia.

2 Krusemark's despatch, Vienna, February 4, 181 8. Royal State

Archives of Prussia.

3 Metternich's despatch of June iS, 1817.

4 In the declaration to the protocol of December 4, 18 17, No. 181,

it states :
"

. : . if he (the Prince) leaves no direct male heirs, or

in the contrary case, after the death of such heirs."

* Private letter of Vincent to Metternich, December 10, 18 17.

Count Lottum to the Prussian Ambassador in Vienna, General

Krusemajrk, Berlin, January 24, 18 18. Royal State Archives of

Prussia,
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to the cloister.* As a matter of fact, the question of

dedicating the King of Rome, as he was then called,

to the religious life,^ had actually been raised among
the Allied Princes in Paris (1815) ; and the Counsellor of

State, Hudelist, had regretted at the time that the Treaty

of Fontainebleau had made other dispositions, and de-

clared Napoleon's son Prince of Parma.^ The thought

that the child of Marie Louise might marry and leave

heirs behind him now disquieted the Bourbons, who
were disappointed in their expectations, and had suffi-

cient cause in any case to tremble for the stability of

their rule. Baron Vincent felt that he must pacify

Richelieu ; he endeavoured therefore to allay his fears,

and succeeded in doing so. The question of issue, he

told him, had only been mentioned so that in default of

such, the reversion of the properties bestowed upon
the Prince should be secured to the Emperor.* In the

opinion of the Berlin Cabinet every cause of anxiety

would have been removed by the simple expedient of

forbidding the marriage of Napoleon's son.^ But however

well-disposed the Emperor Francis might be to the

Bourbons, he would not hear of condemning his grandson

to perpetual celibacy. Without wishing to anticipate

1 Lottum to Krusemark, Berlin, January 24, 1818. Royal State

Archives of Prussia.

2 Ibid. " It is also very true that even at the time of the meeting

of the allied monarchs in Paris (Francis, Alexander and Frederick

William III.) there was some idea of devoting Prince Francis Charles

to the religious life, and thus placing him in a category which would

not allow of his joining in dangerous adventures."

3 Hudehst to Metternich, Vienna, April 21, 1817. '•' I cannot

realise the Prince of Parma. I should have made him an Abb6 and

in time a Bishop."

* Vincent to Metternich, private letter of December 10, 1817.

He had been instructed by Metternich in this acceptation. To
Vincent, Florence, July 26, 18 17, private despatch.

* Lottum to Krusemark, I3erlin, January 24, j8j8. Royal Stp-te

Archives of Prussia.
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future arrangements/ he deemed it too severe a measure

to condemn his grandson at present to the sohtude of the

cloister, at the desire of the foes of the captive Emperor,

who wished to destroy the pohtical importance of father

and son at one blow. For this reason Pozzo di Borgo,

the Russian Ambassador, one of Napoleon's most im-

placable enemies, was much displeased with the declara-

tion of December 4, which he desired to exclude from

the protocol.^ As early as June 1817 he had expressed

the opinion that the Emperor Francis took up the Prince's

cause far too zealously,' forgetting that the Emperor of

Austria could not with decency do less for his grandson

than the King of Bavaria, at the Tsar's instigation, had
done for the children of his son-in-law,* Eugene de Beau-

harnais. " What is the good of the whole Declaration ?
"

Pozzo di Borgo now exclaimed. '' Nothing is more
easily explained," replied Vincent. " The existence of

the person who forms its object cannot be a matter of

indifference to any Court in Europe ; mine only shares

in the general interest involved in the protocol ; it seems

to me every one should feel grateful to it for this, and I

think its intention will not be in the least misunderstood."

As the Due de Richelieu and the Spanish Ambassador
himself followed the Austrian's words with nods of

approbation, Pozzo also held his tongue. Henceforward

he abstained from further objections to the declaration

of December 4 in the protocol of the Ministerial Con-

ference,^ which was meant to be communicated to the

individual Courts in order that it might be incorporated,

^ Metternich to Vincent, Florence, July 26, 18 17. Private despatch.
" This stipulation (regarding the succession) does not in any way
prejudice the fate and future career of the Prince."

2 Vincent to Metternich ; private letter, December 10, 18 17.

^ Metternich to Vincent, Florence, July 26, 18 17.

* Ibid.

6 Vincent to Metternich
; private letter, December 10, 1817,
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with their approval, as an additional contribution to

the Acts of the Congress of Vienna.^

]\Ieanwhile Poggi, the representative of Parma at the

Court of France, had sent Marie Louise the treaty of

Paris of June 10, with a request from the Powers that

it might be ratified by her. She was intensely agitated

on closer acquaintance with this document, the contents

of which she now saw for the first time. She had believed

that this treaty had determined the fate of her son. Now,
however—in January 1818—she was convinced to the

contrary. She considered that the Powers had dis-

appointed her, which drew from her the bitter complaint

that she was continually condemned to sacrifice herself,

although Europe, for the sake of which she had done so

much, would do nothing in return for her." For the

first time in her life she showed a power of opposition

surprising in a woman of such infirmity of purpose. She
refused most decidedly to put her name to the treaty of

Paris of June 10, until, either in the treaty itself, or by
means of an additional clause, provision for her son as an

independent Prince had been solemnly promised.' Calmed
by Metternich, she conferred upon Neipperg full authority

to sign on her behalf, and was beside herself with joy,

when a copy of the declaration of December 4, 1817, was
sent to her from Vienna.* This return to a happier mood
was especially strengthened from the time she became

* Declaration of December 4, 1817, to Protocol, No. 181. "
. : 1

to render it (the Declaration) qualified to complete the arrangements

destined to form part of the acts of the Congress."

2 Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, February 2, 18 18.

* Neipperg to Metternich, Parma, January 23, 1818. "... But

never until the future destiny of the Prince of Parma—of which there

is no mention whatever in the treaty of June 10—shall have been fixed

and determined positively and solemnly in an article, or in an additional

and supjilementarj- declaration, signed by the ministers who have

subscribed to the above-mentioned treaty."

•* Neipperg to Melternich, Parma, Marcli 8, 1818,
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aware that Metternich was occupied in drawing up the

deed of patent which was to assure for all time the new
position of the young Napoleon. True to his intention of

entirely separating the latter from his past, the Minister

submitted for the Emperor's choice a great number of

titles, all intended to serve the same purpose. Francis

decided in favour of the title of " Duke of Modling," of

which Metternich said " it was an illustrious name,

borne exclusively by the Princes of the house of

Babenberg."^

As ]\Iarie Louise herself insisted upon an ancient title,

and would not hear of a new one,^ she might have been

satisfied with her father's choice. Yet she felt bound to

make objections to it. " How gladly," she writes to the

Emperor, " I would have accepted for him the title of

Duke of Modling, which recalls the noblest reminiscences

of the old Austrian dukedoms ; what caused me to

demur was the fact that this property is in the possession

^ Metternich to Marie Louise, Vienna, February 24, 1818. Modling

is a place near Vienna. See for this :
" Geschichte cler alten Feste

Medelich (Medling), der ersten Burg der Markgrafen in Oesterreich

aus dem Furstenhaus Babenburg," Vienna, 1819. The younger

branch of the Babenbergs bore this title in the twelfth century. On
the subject of this family see Juritsch :

" Geschichte der Babenberger,"

1894. The younger branch of the Babenbergs, with the appanage of

Modling bore, together with the Austrian Ducal Eagle, a coat of arms
with tw« lions rampant, frequently divided by a pale or chevron. In

this shield we probably see the family arms of the Babenbergs. For

further details see Anthony von Siegenfeld, " Das Landeswappen der

Steiermark," p. 252. Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," p. 236, speaks

of a " Comte de Multing," who never existed, instead of a Duke of

Modling. This disproves Welschinger 's statement that Marie Louise

declined the title of a " Comte de Multing " because the title of Count

was far too humble for her son. Edmond Rostand, in " L'aiglon,"

Act I., scene 13, p. 57, must have followed Welschinger's erroneous

view, when he makes Marie Louise address her son as follows :

" Ainsi quand le decret devait te faire comte,

J'ai dit : Non ! Comte, non ! Au moins due ! Due 9a compte 1
"

2 ^larie Louise to the Emperor Francis, February 2, 1818,
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of Prince Liechtenstein, and the wonderful old feudal

castle forms part of his English garden, but had it been

in your possession, I should have preferred this title to

any other."^ It would have answered most completely

to her wishes, had they desired to call her son " Duke of

Babenberg."^ She was firmly convinced that Metternich

had promised this. He denied it without hesitation. A
misunderstanding must have arisen—he wrote to Marie

Louise—he had only suggested " a Babenberg title, but

not the family name itself."' Expressing himself at

greater length to Neipperg, he says : "To grant to

Prince Francis Charles the title of Duke of Babenberg
would be to revive in his person the former dynasty of

Austrian sovereigns who preceded the illustrious house of

Hapsburg. This alone makes the affair impossible."^

As there was no prospect of overcoming the political

scruples put forward by Metternich, Marie Louise stipu-

lated that the new title should be at least derived from

one of the chief estates of the Bavarian Palatinate,

provided—as she says—that this estate brings with it a

German sounding name.^ But she protested most

decidedly against the possible choice of " Duke of Busch-

tiehrad," which " no one could pronounce outside

Bohemia."^ " I await in patience," she said to Metternich
" the issue of this affair, convinced, my dear Prince,

that now, as before, you will justify the confidence T

have placed in you."' Scarcely was j\Ietternich in

1 Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, March 5, 18 18.

2 Marie Louise to Metternich, March 3, 181 8.

3 Metternich to Marie Louise, March 24, 1818.

4 Metternich to Neipperg, March 24, 1818. Metternich says in the

report of March 16 :
" The title of a family which had once ruled

Austria could never be conferred again ; it would be contrary to aU

conceivable principles."

6 Marie Louise to Metternich, March 3, 181 8. * Ibid.

' Ibid. Buschtiehrad formed a part of the estates of the Bavaii^iiJ

Palatinate,
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possession of this letter, than he instituted an inquiry

as to which of the landed properties of the Bavarian

Palatinate formed the largest estate. Closer investigation

proved that Reichstadt had the preference,^ upon which

the Emperor Francis declared himself ready to create a

duchy out of this property ; and that the title derived from

this estate should be bestowed upon his grandson.'^

To make this plan quite legal, it was necessary to secure

the consent of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, in whose
possession the estates of the Bavarian Palatinate

—

and consequently Reichstadt as a portion of it—were to

remain until the death of Marie Louise.^ Marie Eouise,

who immediately addressed the Grand Duke her uncle

on this matter, was delighted with this favourable turn

of events. " Nothing in the world," so runs one of her

letters, "could have happened more agreeably,for now I am
quite at rest as to my son's future, and especially because

I have only to thank for the fulfilment of my desires

the best of all fathers, not the other European Sovereigns

who have soon forgotten all the sacrifices I have made for

the general good. It was never of importance to me
that my son should reign, but to see his fate irrevocably

settled was the most sacred of maternal duties, and you,

dear Papa, have restored at last my long lost peace of

mind, so that I am quite satisfied with my lot."*

Step by step Marie Louise was forced to retire. With-

out consulting her, the young son of the ex-Emperor

had been divested of his pompous title of " King of

Rome " and degraded to that of " Prince of Parma."

^ Metternich to Marie Louise and Neipperg, March 24, 18 18.

2 The Emperor's decision of March 19 to Metternich's despatch of

March 16, 18 18. "As to the tit e, I look upon the dominion of

Reichstadt as one of the most important of those in question to be

raised to a Duchy, and therefore desire you, if there is nothing

against it, to make the necessary arrangements."

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, April 7, 1S18.

The same to the same,
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Now she had agreed that he should be deprived even of

this dignity. She could not even achieve the desire that

lay so near her heart—that he should be addressed as
" Imperial " or " Royal Highness."^ He, the former

King of Rome and Prince of Parma, was now to be a

mere " Serene " Highness.^ Metternich endeavoured to

console Marie Louise by telling her that the name bestowed
upon her son was of no real importance for his future

destiny ; the chief consideration lay in the fact that

he would be independent and raised above all attacks.'

If Marie Louise herself declared that she had never

dreamt of seeing her son reign, she was only trying to

quiet her conscience by such empty phrases. She
desired to forget the joy she had felt at the assurance

that tlie Prince sliould ascend the throne of Parma.
Her weakness in the face of the least opposition offers

the sole explanation of this kind of self-persuasion
;

that she had never wished anythir^ for her son beyond
the assured position of a rich private gentleman. Not
once does she seem offended because he was not reckoned

as a member of the Imperial family ; she welcomed
whatever her father was pleased to ordain ; and his

orders were that the regulation of this entire question of

rank and title should not be regarded as the business of

the Imperial family.* The Prince who, as the Emperor's

grandson, lived in the Palace and ate at his grandfather's

table, was not to be considered as belonging to this

exclusive family circle, but rather as the highest private

1 Metternich to Marie Louise, February 24, 1818.

2 Ibid.

8 The same to the same. March 24, 18 18. " The Prince is made to

render the name he will bear illustrious, and it is certainly not the

name which will influence his existence."

* Metternich's despatch of April 24, 18 18. See Count Pettenegg,

" Titel und Wappen dcs Herzogs von Reichstadt," in th ' yearly

report of the Imperial and Royal Heraldic Society " Adler," vol. x.

p. 323.
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gentleman in Austria, to whom, as such, a rank imme-

diately below that of the Archdukes was accorded.

What bitterness of spirit this would bring to the young

Napoleon when, in time to come, he would be more fully

acquainted with the past ? With what feelings w^ould

he think of his mother, whose consent to his humiliation

had been won gradually and easily, instead of fighting

with uplifted head for the rights which had been solemnly

promised to him by all Europe ? And for whom were

Francis and Metternich doing all this ? For the Bourbons,

who still thought in their ingratitude that Austria was

far too favourably disposed to this scion of the Corsican,

who had suppressed the " Constitutionnel " for merely

mentioning the Prince,^ and had forbidden the sale of a

perfume called after the Duke of Reichstadt.^ It is,

therefore, more than probable that the Powers, including

the Emperor Francis, troubled very little about the

opposition of Marie Louise. England declared most

emphatically that she would never suffer the ex-King of

Rome to ascend any throne. Influenced by this know-
ledge, Marie Louise wished to secure for her son, under

the protection of the Courts, a peaceful, if inglorious,

existence : that of a wealthy private gentleman. Thanks
to her opposition, he would never be compelled to enter

upon the dangerous career of an adventurous prince.^

These considerations explain the felicity of Marie Louise

when the patent appeared which announced that the

* A. Stern, " Geschichte Europas," vol, i., p. 121.

2 Welschinger, already quoted, p. 236.

3 It is interesting to see the way in which the Chancery of State

speaks of the eventual non-maintenance of the Prince :
" Prince

Francis Charles will cease to be the butt of every disturber of the public

peace, and the Emperor believes he has avoided another rock upon
which we should inevitably have split, if by a complete desertion

—

unworthy of the character of S.M.J.—we had left this young Prince

the victim of the fate which presided at his birth, to become an object

of pity and consequently of interest." To Vincent, July 24, 18 17.
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domain of Reichstadt had been raised to a dukedom,
and that under the title of Duke this estate was secured

to the young Napoleon as future ovvner.^ A date most

fatal in its significance was attached to the diploma which

bestowed upon him the title of l^uke of Reichstadt. It was
issued on July 22, 1818, and on July 22, 1832 he breathed

his last. In other respects also the patent offers much
interesting material for consideration. It is particularly

remarkable as referring to Prince Francis Joseph Carl

only as the son of Marie Louise, Archduchess of Austria

and Duchess of Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla.^ Accord-

ing to this document the Duke had no father who was
known to the world. In their efforts to suppress the

still living Napoleon, the diploma avoids all mention of

the Emperor's name. Neither Marie Louise, nor the

Court of Vienna, seem to have been conscious of the

disgrace thus inflicted upon the Prince's mother, nor

how deeply injured the former would feel himself by this

proceeding. In this case, politics infringed, as they were

not entitled to do, upon sacred rights which they ought

to have respected under any circumstances. Had not

Marie Louise been faithless to Napoleon, she would never

have suffered this condemnation of the father of her child.

The patent also leaves us with the impression that it was

intended to pass sentence of extinction upon the direct

descendants of the Emperor Napoleon, as represented by
1 Four patents were published which determined the creation of the

Duchy, the questions of title and heraldic bearings and the adjudication

of the Duchy to the Prince. All four decrees are published in Montbel's
" Le due de Reichstadt." The Duke was to receive for the present

an income of 500,000 francs from his property. See Larrey, " Madame
Mere," vol. ii., p. 202, what Napoleon's mother says as regards the

title of Duke of Reichstadt. Also Watteville, " Comment le roi de

Rome devint Due de Reiclistadt," in " Revue de la France Moderne,"

May 1890.

2 IV. Patent published by Montbel, already quoted. The Hun-
garian calendars which still spoke of the Duke of Reichstadt as Napoleon

were forbidden in .\ustria. " Briefe aus Wieo 1831," p. 41,
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the Duke of Reichstadt. For, in contradiction to the

declaration of December 4, 1817, which secures the estates

of the Bavarian Palatinate to the legitimate male descen-

dants, the patent (IV.) of July 22, 1818, states most

distinctly that these possessions shall be enjoyed by the

Prince for " his lifetime only." ^ It was probably in order

to spare the sensibilities of the Bourbons that an alteration

was made in the declaration of July 22, 1818, and all

mention of the succession was omitted. Yet it would be

a mistake to conclude from this that the Emperor had

deprived his grandson of the rights of ownership, solemnly

promised, and only reduced these to a mere life interest.

At the same time, we should be forced to this conclusion

without some insight into the secret designs which

emanated from the Emperor Francis, and have hitherto

remained unknown .^ But although, for poHtical reasons,

the Emperor could speak in the so-called " document of

dotation " of a mere life interest, he had conditions drawn

up by which, upon the majority of the Prince, the Duchy
of Reichstadt should become absolutely his own, not

merely for himself, but for his descendants in the male

line.^ In all secrecy, Francis, with the understanding of

his daughter, had provided for the possibility of his

grandson's marriage when he came of age. On August

1 Count Pettenegg in his paper upon " Tlie title and arms of the

Duke of Reichstadt," in vol. x. N.F. of the annual " Adler," p. 325,

has reprinted from the Viennese State archives this patent, which ought

to have been originally published, and in which there is a question

of posterity. Pettenegg has overlooked the fact that it was not

this patent but another which was actually published, in which the

expression " descendants " was omitted. Those who make use of

Pettenegg's version will, of course, be misled.

2 Hermann Hallwich, " Der Herzog von Reichstadt " in " Mitteilungen

des Vereines fiir Geschichte der Deutschen in Bohmen," annual series

xxxvii.. No. I, p. 10. Hallwich has rightly called attention to

this fact, which, however, is disposed of by the secret order of the

Emperor Francis which I have quoted in the te^ct.

3 Hudelist's report, N"icnna, August 28, 18 iS.
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30, 1818, the Emperor decided that, in case of the Prince's

marriage the dukedom should be made subject to the

rights of primogeniture and indivisible, and with the

complete extinction of the male line it should become
once more Imperial private property.^

Thus the former heir to the throne of France became an

Austrian Duke through the Imperial decree of July 22,

1818. All this took place at a moment when Napoleon

had charged his physician, O'Meara, who was about to

return to Europe, with a last message to his son, bidding

him never to forget that he was born a French Prince.

But in Vienna no one heeded this admonition. All the

less, because a plot had just been discovered for the rescue

of Napoleon, which had thrown Marie Louise into a state

of mortal terror.* Closely connected with these designs

was an attempt upon the life of Alexander I., through

which it was hoped to extort some concession in favour

^ " The decrees of the Emperor Francis respecting the law of primo-

geniture for Reichstadt which shall apply in the event of his marriage,"

Vienna, August 13, 18 18. On account of the strictest secrecy and in

order that it might be admitted hereafter as valid documentary

evidence, only three copies of this decree were drawn up and signed

by the Emperor : one for the State Archives, one for the Minister of

the Interior, Count Saurau, and a third for the chief Burgrave of

Bohemia, Count KolovTat. The scaled documents were only to be

opened in case of the Prince's marriage. The enactment says that

neither the Duke nor his heirs, male or female, might marry without

the consent of the Emperor without losing the succession to the Duchy,

and in the case of the women without forfeiting the maintenance

suitable to their rank. In the first draft it is said that the descendants

would have the right to bear the title of duke, but tno the rank, because

it was personal and conferred for life only. Only in consequence

of a representation made by Hudelis-l to Metternich on August 11,

to the effect that by the protocol of December 4, 18 17, the rank als

was secured to the descendants of the Duke, " and that nothing can

ba changed herein (the decree of 18 18) without compromising us," a

passage endowing the descendants also with the rank was introduced

into the decrees of August 30.

' Metternich to Neipperg, private despatch, December 22, i8i8,
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of the captive Emperor, such as the raising of his sort,

or of Prince Eugene de Beauharnais, to the French

throne.^ Under these circumstances the poignant words

in which Napoleon's mother endeavoured to describe his

desperate position to the Princes passed by unheeded.'^

Equally without effect was the passionate appeal ad-

dressed to Metternich from St. Helena, on February

15, 1818, by the Emperor's former chef d'escadron, Piont-

kowski.^ The chorus in favour of Napoleon, raised

throughout the world by Madame Mere, Piontkowski,

General Gourgaud* and Count Las Cases® found no echo.

For the chief rulers of Europe who, assembled at the

Congress of Aix la Chapelle, had chained the greatest of

commanders to the barren rock, the Emperor Napoleon

had ceased to exist. The severest measures were taken

to deprive all the Napoleonists and their followers of poli-

tical activity once and for all .• In future, not one of them
was to have access to Napoleon or his son. The educa-

tion of the young Napoleon, who was now to vegetate

1 Metternich to Neipperg. See also Stern, " Geschichte Europas,"-

vol. i. p. 476.

2 Larrey, "Madame Mere," vol. ii. p. 183.

3 Piontkowski to Metternich, Mantua, February 15, 1818. "The
situation in which the Emperor Napoleon finds himself at St. Helena

surpasses all description ; it will put a speedy end to his life. The
courage with which the Emperor endures his misfortunes, his strong

soul and robust body, will soon succumb to the unhealthiness of that

part of the island where he lives in a damp house, to the bad food

and deprivation of necessary exercise, and to the unjust and useless

annoyances to which he is exposed !
" For further details as to Piont-

kowski and Santini, who were both agents of Napoleon, see Schlitter,

•' Kaiser Franz I. und die Napoleoniden," chap. viii.

* Gourgaud's letters to Marie Louise, the Emperor Francis and the

Emperor Alexander, given in Gourgaud's " Sainte-Helene," vol. ii.

p. 53S-S40.
5 Las Cases to the Princes of Europe, printed in Schlitter, already

quoted, p. 571.

8 On this subject see my book, " Die Verbannten des erstcn Kriisor-

reichs."
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as Duke of Reichstadt, was to complete the political an-

nihilation of the Napoleonic party. Metternich himself

had foreseen the thorny side of this affair when he said,

that even with the greatest care, it would be difficult to

keep the Prince out of all those pitfalls of intrigue to

which his birth exposed him.^

1 Metternich to Vincent, Florence, July 26, 18 17, private despatch.

To us should be reserved the care of directing his education in patlis

of enlightenment, and of endeavouring to teach him how to avoid for

himself in the future the snares to which—independent of us, of himself

and of his will—his birth leaves him only too much ex^^csed."



CHAPTER VIII

THE EDUCATION OF THE DUKE OF REICHSTADT

On February 8, 1814, Napoleon wrote to his brother

Joseph : "I would rather my son were strangled than see

him brought up in Vienna as an Austrian prince."^ But

the man, already so heavily tried by fate, was not to be

spared this tragic blow. Napoleon's son was in fact

already being transformed into a Hapsburger. All the

hopes of the prisoner of St. Helena that this might never

happen were based upon Marie Louise. He was firmly

convinced that neither as wife nor mother would the

Empress consent to her son being brought up in Vienna.*

But he deceived himself. How could the voice of this

weak woman, dethroned and powerless, prevail against

her father and Metternich ? What a storm of indigna-

tion she had already brought upon herself when it was
reported that she encouraged the remembrance of the

Empire in the little Napoleon. With what violence she

had been required to give up her French entourage,

she who dreamed only of the glories of bygone days.

We know how long she held out against this. When,
however, it seemed increasingly probable that an abduc-

tion of the Prince of Parma might be attempted, Marie

Louise was forced to give way in so far that she allowed

the appointment of a German as gentleman-in-waiting

to her son, " one who," as Metternich says, " by his

1 Correspondaiice de Napoleon, vol. xxvii. p. 133.

2 Ibid.
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principles and loyalty to the Emperor, is worthy

of the highest confidence."^ The prince believed he

had found such a man in the person of Major Count

Vecchietti, chamberlain at the Imperial Court, who,

according to Metternich's German statement, " unites

to his other qualities the firmness necessary to hold

in check the Prince's suite, especially if the French

attendants are not to be dismissed from his service."*

Vecchietti, who is described in a police report as ce

vieux plaidoyer of the rights of the ex-Queen of Etruria,^

appears to have refused this responsible post, on the

ground of his advanced age.* The choice of gentleman-

in-waiting, or rather of tutor and governor to the young
Napoleon, now fell upon Count Maurice Dietrichstein,

on the recommendation of Baron von Hager.^ At the

time of the Congress of Vienna he had been told off as

gentleman-in-waiting to Frederick VI. of Denmark.
King Frederick, high-minded and intellectual, anxious

to study all that was of interest in Vienna as regards art

and science, was appreciative of Dietrichstein's able

guidance in these matters. The Count was now forty

years of age. His father. Prince John Charles, had

belonged to the narrow social circle of the Emperor

Joseph II., and his mother. Princess Marie Christine,

had been one of the Empress Marie Theresa's intimate

friends. Brought up under the care of his godfather.

Marshal Lacy, he took part in the campaigns of 1793-

97. Promoted to the rank of Major, he fought, in 1798,

^ Metternich's Despatch of April 12, 181 5^

=* Ihid.

^ Despatch of February 19, 1815. M.I.

* Metternich's Despatch of April 12, 1815.

5 Dietrichstein's Diary, without date. " How I came to the Prince

through Hager." Prince Oettingen—Wallerstein's Archives. (In

future quotations I shall refer to this source under the initials Pr. Oe.

—

W. A.) The appointment dates from June 26, 1815, so Weidmann
informs us in " Moriz Graf von Dietrichstein," p. 55.
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under General Mack against the French in Naples, where

he was made a prisoner/ After he had regained his

libert}^ April 1800, he married, in September of the same
year, Countess Theresa of Gilleis, and retired from the

service with the rank of Major, in order to devote himself

entirely to art and science.^ His home became a centre

for all that was most intellectual in Vienna. Even
Beethoven was to be seen there.'

Marie Louise would only approve of the Count's

appointment as governor to her son " provisionally

"

and for a short period.* The child himself was not

attracted by him. When, on June 30, 1815, Dietrichstein

entered upon his new ofhce at Schonbrunn and was to be

introduced to his Imperial pupil, the young Prince refused

to greet him. " I will not go into the drawing-room," he

cried defiantly to Countess Scarampi, who was sent to

fetch him, " because the tutor is there." When finally

he ceased to struggle, he took in the Count from head to

foot with his great eyes.* Dietrichstein was well aware

that this curious reception on the part of the little Prince

was due to the influence of his French surroundings,

^ F. C. Weidmann, " Moriz Graf von Dietrichstein. Sein Leben

und Wirken," 1867, p. 55.

2 Hallwich, already quoted, speaks erroneously of Dietrichstein as

General, and evidently mistakes him for his brother. Count Francis,

the successor to the title of Prince, who had been made a Major-General

as early as 1796.

' Weidmann, already quoted.

* Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Baden, July 7, 1815.
" Yesterday I went to see my son who kisses your hands. He is

quite well, and has already made acquaintance with Count Maurice

Dietrichstein, who pleases me very much, especially as you have

only appointed him provisionally, until my son goes with me to Italy,

or I make another choice for his education, which will not happen for

another year, since for this purpose he does not satisfy me, althougli

he is an excellent man." Montbel is therefore mistaken when he

remarks in " Le due de Reichstadt," chap, iii., that Dietrichstein was

appointed at the suggestion of Marie Louise.

" Dietrichstein's Notes, 1815. Pr. Oe.

—

W. A.
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especially to the womenkind. He at once declared that

—from this quarter—he apprehended the greatest oppo-

sition to the fulfilment of his mission.^ He confined him-

self, for the moment, to the remark that later it might be

necessary to insist on a change in the existing household

of the young Napoleon. Whilst Dietrichstein was
devoting himself to the study of his pupil, Marie Louise

came to the conclusion that besides the Count, who
would be director in chief, a special tutor would also

be necessary. The man she chose was Captain Foresti,

strongly recommended to her from various quarters as

suitable for the post, which, moreover, he declared

himself ready to accept.^ On August 21, she writes to

her father :
" Should this choice please you, I intend to

place my son in his hands before my departure, and before

the beginning of the winter."^ On September 6, the

Emperor declared his approval, and she expressed her

thanks in the following terms : "I kiss your hands for

your gracious permission to appoint Foresti as my son's

tutor ; I hope, according to all I hear, that this choice

will answer our expectations, and that he will bring up
my son to be a good and well-educated man. I shall

leave him more contentedly, if I know him to be in good

hands."* In an interview with Foresti, Marie Louise

^ Dietrichstein to Court Counsellor Neuberg, June 30, 181 5. Pr.

Oe.—W. Ar. " In the meantime I do not conceal from myself the

difficulties of my position, especially as long as the female attendants

of the Prince remain here." In his Diary Dietrichstein writes on

July 1,1815: " The Abbe Landi found me in tears. I had experienced

much unpleasantness, which has convinced me all the more that I

shall effect nothing until the Prince is in my hands. : . . 1 am tired

of the women-folk and the Prince can take no great liking to me,

for were he to do so, it would excite their jeak usy." Pr. Oe.—W. A.

2 Marie Louise to the Emparjr Francis, August 21, 1815. It is a

mistake when Montbel in "Leducde Reichsta', t," chap. iii. p. 145, say.s

that the Emperor chose Foresti.

3 Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, August 21, 1815.

3 same to the same, September 19, 1815.
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became personally convinced that she was dealing with a

serious and capable man. All who knew him intimately

spoke of his firm character. Born in Trieste, a Catholic,

and unmarried, he had now reached his thirty-ninth year.

Educated at the School of Engineers in Vienna, he left it

in 1796 to start his military career as ensign in the Italian

army. When, after the unfortunate campaign of i8og,^

the Tyrol was divided and the southern portion—his

native land—handed over to the kingdom of Italy, he

decided to renounce his military career, so as to avoid

having to take up arms against Austria under a foreign

ruler. He retired into private life with the rank of

Captain. Released from military duty, he entered the

wholesale business of Baron Boesner at Brody, where for

five years he devoted himself zealously to the important

affairs of this house. Baron Boesner found him very

useful, for he could write and speak Latin, German,
Italian, and French perfectly, besides having a sound

knowledge of mathematics.^

* According to Montbel (already quoted), Foresti, as the latter related

to him, was taken prisoner by the French at Regensburg in 1809.

When on this occasion he was brought before Napoleon, the latter ex-

pressed himself with great violence on the subject of Austria, saying

that she had utilised the war in Spain to his (the Emperor's) detriment.

The story does not appear to me very probable, and gives the impression

of having been subsequently invented in order to make out that the

man who was afterwards to become the tutor of his son, had been

harshly treated by Napoleon. Had Foresti actually had such an

interview with Napoleon, he would certainly have remembered it in

the account of his life intended for Dietrichstein, dated September ;

181 5. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^ Dietrichstein's report to Marie Louiise, Schonbrunn, September

17' 1 81 5. Pr. Oe.—W. A. A copy of this is to be found also in the

State Archives of Parma. Foresti himself \\Tites to Dietrichstein

(supplementary to his letter of September 3, 1815 ; Pr. Oe.—W. A) :

" The languages in which I am quite willing to undergo a severe exami-

nation at any moment are German, Italian, French, and Latin. I

am equal to all the arithmetical calculations needed in everyday life,

and as an officer I studied mathematics as far as this branch of learning
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But Foresti was not to take over the management of

the Prince until after the departure of Mme. Soufflot,

the under-governess, and her daughter, from Vienna.

Otherwise it was feared that a dishke of the new tutor

might be instilled in the mind of a child so accessible to

suggestions.^ The dismissal of these two women was the

work of Dietrichstein, who was convinced that they

constantly talked to the Prince of the glory that had

once surrounded him. They were never tired of de-

scribing the splendours of his father's court. With such

eagerness did he listen to their words, and with such

quickness did he impress them on his memory, that

he ended by imagining he had really seen and experienced

all which he now heard of for the first time. Those who
had no knowledge of this psychological process were

surprised to hear the little Napoleon talk, as by intuition,

of the events of the past, which must have been astonishing

at his childish age. Only thus can be explained his

frequent references to the time " When I was still King,"

or his allusions to the days when he had pages in attend-

ance. Dietrichstein reflected with much concern on

the sad consequences of such methods of treatment.^

He saw how these women, who loved France and its

former Emperor above all else, filled the young imagina-

tion of the Prince with fancies no longer suitable to his

circumstances. For whilst the French ladies brought up

the forsaken child of the Emperor upon pictures of his

brilliant past, it was Dietrichstein's duty to make him

forget all this. All his endeavours, however, were but in

vain, while opposed to the homage of others who were

is applied to military subjects. Beyond this I possess no special

learning."

1 Marie Louise to ber fatber, September 19, 181 5.

2 Dietrichstein's Notes, 1815. Pr. Oe.—W. A. "Only with

sorrow could one hear and observe in silence how all possible pains

were taken to make him (the Prince) wretched,"
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for ever referring to the splendid period of the Empire.

All geographical games the Prince was always allowed to

win, and then, according to the rules of the game, he was

declared Emperor.^ In this way he instinctively came to

suspect an enemy in every one who was not French.

He who, apart from this, was not disposed to candour,

grew distrustful, reserved, shy, and among Germans,

shunned the mention of the favourite subjects which

occupied his mind. The consciousness of misfortunes

undergone, that had deprived him of his former greatness

robbed him of the ease and careless happiness which

belong to children of his age.^ Unless the Prince was
to feel himself an unhappy alien in the country where

henceforth he had to livo, the influence of these women
must be suppressed, and they must be commanded
to return to France forthwith. Dietrichstein hesitated

no longer over this decisive step. " Even if his physical

health offered no reason whatever for separating him
from his present surroundings," he writes to the ex-

Empress, Marie Louise, " there seems to me quite a

sufficient moral reason in the fact that it is absolutely

necessary that all impressions of his former existence

should be obliterated ; for every one's memory reaches

back distinctly enough to the age at which the Prince

now is, and it is to be feared that, with the many things

that have been told him, he can only think with regret

of his past existence, above all, he will carry with him
from childhood to adolescence an exaggerated idea of the

virtues of a nation to which he can no longer belong."'

Marie Louise yielded all the more easily to Dietrich-

stein's demand, because she had already expressed her

willingness to do so when he had first warned her in

^ Dietrichstein's Notes, 1815. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

2 Dietrichstein's report to the Emperor Francis, Schonbrunn, June 17,

1 816. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
* Dietrichstein's report, September 17, 1815. Pr. Oe.— Vv'. A.
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August/ She made one stipulation, however, that

Mme. Marchand should remain another year to give

physical care to her son, who was still too young to

be entrusted entirely to the supervision of men. She

feared no harmful influences from Mme. Marchand.
" She is a good woman," says Marie Louise, " who never

meddles in things that have no concern with her position,

and to whom my son has been accustomed from his birth. "^

Since the medical attendant. Dr. Frank, was of the same
opinion, and Foresti also wished it, it was decided that

the waiting-woman should remain another winter, 1815-

1816, in the household of the Prince. At the same time,

precautions were taken never to leave her alone with the

child during the day, although he was left entirely in

her charge at night.' The parting from Mme. Soufflot

and her daughter took place on October 20, 1815, but did

not appear to make the little Prince very unhappy.*

Now he came under the supervision of Dietrichstein and

Foresti, who had a difficult task before them.

Their first consideration in the mission entrusted to

them was to strive against the child's unfortunate con-

dition of mind, brought about by the influence of these

ladies. It was their aim gradually to impress upon him
that he must no longer seek his vocation in France, but

entirely in Austria, which was now his second fatherland.

Doubtless this desire entirely to estrange Napoleon's son

from his home and the traditions of his father's house

may appear cruel. But it was thought necessary to de-

stroy early in life illusions, the development of which was
debarred by the existing conditions of Europe. However
cruel the task imposed upon Dietrichstein, his intention

was to fulfil it as kindly and carefully as possible.

It would be wrong to assum.e that not a word as to

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, August 21, 181 5.

" I hid. 3 im_ October 11, 1815.

The same to the same, October 20, 181 5.
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the past was allowed to be spoken to the Prince,

or that his father's existence could be kept a secret.

" It would indeed be impossible," said Dietrichstein

himself, " to conceal from the Prince his own descent, or

his father's fate ; on the contrary, one day he must
learn it in its entirety. The question therefore is

:

that he should not learn these things before he comes to

mature judgment, surrounded by the benevolent care

that assures him his existence, so that penetrated by
gratitude for this attention, which he must recognise as

truly paternal, he should learn them in such a way that

he would be consoled for the apparent losses he had
suffered, because his life would seem to him pleasant and

desirable." ^ Already it was regarded as a magnanimous
action to permit him to continue his usual habit of in-

serting his father's name in his prayers night and morn-

ing. Any word of blame, or of recognition, in reference

to the captive Emperor was carefully avoided. On the

other hand, Dietrichstein and Foresti lost no opportunity

of inculcating a feeling of reverence in the child towards

his grandfather. Their evident aim was to make him
feel that the Emperor Francis was his sole support in

the world, and that without his approval he could not do,

or undertake, anything in the future. On this account

they also thought it necessary to crush in him the idea

that he was anything out of the common—a notion in

which he had been brought up by his French attendants.'

Recently this had been not a little aggravated by the bad
habit of allowing numbers of people to be admitted

almost daily to view the son of Napoleon in his apart-

ments, as a wonderful sight.' Dietrichstein lost no time in

abolishing this abuse, which certainly had not a very bene-

ficial effect on the Prince. He wished his pupil to assi-

^ Dietrichstein's report to the Emperor Francis, June 17, 18 16.

Pr. Oe.—W. A. 2 j^^^,

3 Dietrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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milate—untrammelled by past influences—the education

which seemed to him best fitted to give him happiness

in the future. To this end everything that could have a

disturbing influence was set aside. All books stamped
with the Imperial eagle were put away, as also all the

toys that had been brought with the child from France.

If the little Napoleon spoke of the splendours of his child-

hood, he was immediately told that he only knew these

things from hearsay, and was much too young to remember
about them himself—a remark vvhich silenced him at

once. But there were many impediments to the com-

plete success of the methods employed. So long as Mme.
Marchand remained at Schonbrunn there could be no

question of completely separating the Prince from former

reminiscences. A woman of limited education, Paris was
her sole topic of conversation in her daily intercourse

with the little Napoleon. Equally unsuitable was his

French playfellow Emile, the son of Goberau, Marie

Louise's man-servant.^ As Emile lived with his parents

and heard from them of the Emperor Napoleon's heroic

deeds and of his brave armies, it was unavoidable that

he should repeat some of these tales to his princely

playfellow. Their sudden exclamations, delivered quite

in the style of the Imperial Grenadiers, or reminiscent of

the days of the Revohition, betrayed only too well how
they amused themselves. This inconvenience was only

in part ameliorated by restricting Emile's visits to the

palace to the afternoon. In this way it was intended

to prepare the little Prince for Emile's total dismissal.

The boy left Vienna even earlier than Dietrichstein had
1 Friedrich Schiitz in his Feuilleton, " Aus dem Leben des Herzogs

von Reichstadt, Neue Freie Presse," March 5, 1889, S3.ys that Collin

got permission for Emile to share the Prince's lessons, in order to

arouse emulation. This is not correct. Emile had been the Prince's

playfellow long before Collin became his tutor. Collin entered upon
his duties February i, 1816, and shortly afterwards—March 1816

—

Emile left Vienna with his iathar.
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dared to hope. His father had to accompany Marie

Louise to Parma, when in 1816 she resolved to take

personal possession of her new State. When, before the

appointed time, ]\Ime. Marchand also returned to Paris,

Dietrichstein was beside himself with joy. Now, at last,

the course was clear for the fulfilment of the German
education he had planned.

Since February i, 1816, the Clerk of the Imperial

Chancery and Professor of the History of Philosophy

in the University of Vienna, Mathew Edler von Collin

—brotlier of Henry Collin, the renowned poet and
author of " Regulus " — had shared the work with

Foresti. Already, on September 17, 1815, Dietrichstein

had given Marie Louise clearly to understand that

Foresti alone could not undertake " the heavy task

of education combined as it was with so great a re-

sponsibility," therefore it was absolutely necessary

that a second tutor should be appointed as well. " The
Prince," he tells ^larie Louise, "requires more than
double care and attention. So many tendencies to

precocious sensibility should be checked, many of the

ideas inculcated in him should be gradually eliminated,

but without mortifying him, or breaking his spirit. We
must endeavour unremittingly and with special energy

to direct his mind towards the good qualities which he

can find in himself ; and if moral cultivation is altogether

the first and most important part of every education,

with him it is all the more important and difficult, because

after the guidance he has already received, only strenuous

and indefatigable care can avail anything."^ For this

position Dietrichstein had recommended Collin, " who
during the last twelve years," as he remarks, " has given

every proof of moral worth and honesty." Collin, who
was then thirty-seven years of age, had already for

^ Report of Dietrichstein to the Empress Marie Louise, September

7. 1815. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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some years past supervised the education of the Arch-

duchess Leopoldine and Marie Clementine, daughters of

the Emperor Francis. He was well read in the Gennan,
English, Italian, French, and Latin literatures. "His
modest manners," declares the Count, " which endow him
with a special capacity to approach a child's under-

standing, and the goodness of his heart, render him
particularly suited to the work for which I propose him." ^

Although Dietrichstein considered it of the greatest

importance that the education of the Prince should begin

under the co-operation of Foresti and Collin,^ the latter

had not yet been appointed. On January 3, 1816,

the Prince's Governor had to renew his entreaty.' This

time his wish was no longer disregarded by Marie Louise,

who was now full of praise and appreciation for him.*

She wrote to the Emperor Francis :
" To-day, dear Papa,

I must ask your authorisation in a matter which is of

great importance to me, the appointment of a second

tutor for my son. It is extremely necessary that I

should have two ; Foresti only came on this condition.

After many inquiries, and much information, my choice

has fallen upon Collin ; I have spoken to him myself,

and am convinced that he possesses the necessary qualifi-

cations to be my son's tutor."* The Emperor did not

hesitate to release Collin from the Government service

at the request of Marie Louise, a " great favour " which

^ Dietrichstein's report of September 17, 1815. Pr. Oe—W. A.

2 Ibid.

3 Dietrichstein's report, to Marie Louise, January 3, 1816. Pr. Oe.

—

W. A.

* Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, January 5, 18 16. (According

to her custom, at the beginning of a new year of continuing to use the

figures of the previous one, in this instance too she has written 1815

for 1 8 16.) " Now that I know Count Dietrichstein more intimately

I Hkc him very much, and I cannot but congratulate myself upon the

zeal and the trouble that he devotes to my son."

5 Marie Loui.qo to the Emperor Francis, January 5, 18 16.
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filled her with heartfelt gratitude. " I hope," she says,
" that under the guidance of three such talented and
capable persons—Dietrichstein, Foresti, and Collin—my
son will become a worthy and well-educated man."*

On entering upon his new position, Collin found that

some of the difliculties attendant on the education of the

young Napoleon had been already overcome. Foresti

had changed the methods of instruction which had been
followed hitherto. We might suppose that a child of only

four and a half would scarcely have been expected to

learn anything. But at the Court of Napoleon I., where
everything moved with giant strides, other views pre-

vailed. From the age of two, the King of Rome had
already been tormented with rules of French grammar
and with the Catechism, which he could not understand.

He had to recite whole speeches from Racine's plays

and knew by heart thirteen of Lafontaine's Fables. He
was also expected to read, and to learn the elements of

geography and history.^ The evil result of these un-

natural proceedings was that the Prince took a dislike

to all lessons, and it had now become very difficult to

interest him in any subject for long together. Overwork
had brought on a strange mental fatigue. His French
governesses had taken pains to continue in Vienna,

the methods of instruction begun in Paris. Always in

ecstasies over the child, they never noticed that they

were blunting his intelligence, as he himself used to say :

" I am thoroughly idle." ' Always absent minded,

because in spite of all efforts he could not satisfy the de-

mands made upon him, he was not at this time able to spell

correctly. In spite of this, Madame Soufflot and her

daughter were convinced that he was making great

progress. " You will see," they said to Dietrichstein

* Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, January 24, 1816.

* Dietrichstein's report of June 17, 1816. Pr. Oe.—W. A,
' Dietrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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one day, " how well the Prince reads." He could not

read at all, however, but merely guessed at the words
and made mistakes which did not prevent the women
praising his cleverness.^

Foresti soon perceived that such methods must be aban-

doned and some means substituted which corresponded

better with the child's age. He endeavoured to avoid

all over-pressure, while constantly urging him to greater

perseverance and attention. But the Prince, who was not

accustomed to this, cried at the very first lesson. At
the beginning of it he said, half to himself :

" Ah, I will

try hard to learn, because I must be good," but in a

few minutes his attention wandered, and he began to

cry.^ This was not the only difficulty ; at times he tried

to intimidate those around him by outbursts of ungovern-

able passion, a method which succeeded well enough

with his female attendants, but not with Foresti. Once
when he fell from his little arm-chair, in which he was
rocking himself, and the Captain told him what dangerous

consequences might result from such carelessness, he

tried to strike his tutor. Thereupon Foresti looked at

him severely and, asking the Prince whether he thought

he had a woman to deal with, put him in a corner of the

room. This punishment subdued the haughty boy.^

To stimulate him to greater industry, his playfellow

Emile was admitted to his lessons. He was far more

disposed to learn than the Prince. Although the latter

noticed this himself, and had his attention repeatedly

called to the fact, it did not awake in him the least ambi-

tion.* Although he was often refractory, at other times

' Dietrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A. ^ Ibid.

* Notes by Foresti, 18 16. Pr. Oe.—\V. A.

* Dietrichstein's report of June 17, 18 16. Pr. Oe.—W. A. Foresti's

account given to Count Montbel (already quoted, chap, iii.) was quite

the opposite. A comparison of the Captain's statement, which he gave

to Montbel after the Duke's dea1h, with the contemporary records

md reports of Dietrichstein, shows what great pains Foresti now took
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he surprised his tutor by the complete submission with

which he tried to appease his discontent. On one occa-

sion when Coimt Dietrichstein was reading aloud, Emile

rolled on the ground. The Coimt, very much annoyed
at this, cried out :

" Why are you lying there while I am
reading for your amusement," to which the Prince imme-
diately added : " and for our instruction."^

He generally exhibited the liveliest interest in what
was read to him, for he was captivated by everj-thing

which did not remind him of set lessons. Apart from

these, he displayed a lively curiosity and quick powers

of comprehension. He was continually ready to assimi-

late anything new, and the mind of this child of five

years old was as mature as that of many very gifted

boys of double that age. It was no longer possible to

satisfy him with mere nursery tales ; he already demanded,
as Dietrichstein relates, more "intellectual employment."
His teachers were often surprised at the way in which he

assimilated an idea, thought it over, and then came out

with some ingenious notion or acute question. Not less

remarkable was his unusually retentive memor3^ He
could repeat, word for word, many passages from books

he had only once heard read. In his French conversation

he employed with ease all the elegant and choice ex-

pressions he had learnt from his French governesses.

Sometimes he would prepare a subject he had selected

for himself. Those who did not know him well were

charmed with the amiability and true French politeness

with w^hich he gave out these tales and witty remarks.

But the tutor who was always with him, learnt to know
him in a less sympathetic aspect. Without any motive,

he was in the habit of doing and saying things that

to set everything in the mildest and most favouiiible hght. He must
have received orders from Metternich to do so. Therefore Montbel Ci.n

only be accepted ^vith the greatest caution.

1 Dietrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.~W. .\.
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were forbidden, expressly with the view ot angering his

teachers. Battles and campaigns were his favourite

subjects of conversation, and he showed at times a special

preference for deeds of prowess. The love of destruction

to which he gave vent in his games was applied also to

objects in which other people found pleasure. In striking

contrast to this passion for destruction, the ill-treatment

of a dog would move him to tears, and on one occasion he

was observed to cry on seeing a lark devour a worm.
It is equally worthy of remark that, in spite of his mania
for tormenting his tutor, he never cherished any feelings

of resentment or enmity against him for the punishments

he inflicted.^ Often enough his teachers were compelled

to have recourse to severity and to put him in the corner,

or deprive him of some favourite dish. They had to be

constantly on their guard with him and avoid all intimacy.

If he chanced to observe that the tutor forgot himself

for a moment and laid aside the dignity of his position,

he immediately began to invent all kinds of tricks to

annoy him, as though he thought him powerless to

retaliate. At these times he would be possessed by a

spirit of unruliness which led him in his games to use

such coarse expressions that he might have been brought

up " among French soldiers rather than at Court."

Therefore his tutors had to maintain an " almost un-

impaired reputation for seriousness." At the same
time, they endeavoured to avoid severity and to con-

vince the Prince that he might enjoy all legitimate

pleasures so long as he did not misuse them, and that

they were always ready to treat him with kindness when
he deserved it.^

The education of this child was no easy task. If only

it could have been conducted in a language that the

Prince liked ! But, according to Dietrichstcin's decision,

^ Dietrichstein's report of June 17, 18 16. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

2 Ibid.
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it was to be " completely and entirely German even to

the smallest details." ^ On every occasion he dis-

played the strongest dislike to this idiom. " I will not

be German," he exclaimed one day ;
" I prefer . . .

but I . . . hardly dare say so ... I will be a

Frenchman."^ His struggles availed nothing, however,
" for," as his head tutor said, " above all, the Prince must
learn German, and the instruction he enjoys should

be given in that language, so that some day he may be

grateful to this idiom for all the insight and clear com-

prehension that has made him a noble man." Originally,

he had been taught a few words of German, half in play,

by his man-servant, Joseph Unterschill. After the

dismissal cf the French household and the departure of

his mother, whereby he lost all that could remind him of

France, all his attendants were German. They had
orders to interpret all that he required in this language,

and only to use French for necessary explanations.

Gradually, especially after parting with his mother, the

Prince submitted to the cruel necessity of learning

German. He began, although only after considerable

suffering, to lose the sense of being " merely a bird of

passage in Vienna." Every day he had to learn by
heart a few German words from a lesson book and to

repeat those already learnt. Whole sentences, too,

were dictated to him which he was expected to commit
to memory. In this way, by the end of three months, he

^ Dietrichstein's report of June ly, 1816. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^ Ibid. In 1820 a book was published in London: "A system

of education for the infant King of Rome and other French princes

of the blood, dra\vn up by the Imperial Council of State with the

approbation and under the personal superintendence of the Emperor
Napoleon." In the English translation and the French original

the educational plan of July 27, 1812, is given here. It is drawn up,

naturally enough, with the intention of making the King of Rome
into a real French prince. I leave it an open question whether this plan

of education was actually formulated under the auspices of Napoleon.
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was already able to understand a good deal of what he

heard, although he did not speak much himself. Those

around him, however, carefully r voided talking to him
on subjects in which he was interested, in a language of

which he knew so little as yet. Religious instruction he

received in French. Hitherto this had been carried on in

a disconnected and often inconsistent manner. Now,
however, Foresti and Collin, who instructed the Prince

on alternate days, set to work systematically.^ Collin

read aloud from an edition of the Bible especially prepared

for this purpose. Foresti, on the other hand, occupied

him with selections of moral tales, in which he never

forgot to remind him at every suitable opportunity of

that ' innocence of heart which is pleasing to God, of His

severe judgment upon sinners, and to call his attention

to that blessed condition of mind which comes when man
is reconciled to his Creator and leads a virtuous life."^

Whilst Count Dietrichstein translated the Short Catechism

for him into French, Collin undertook the same for Fedder-

sen's Bible History. It may have happened that no

suitable Roman Catholic priest was available to give him
religious instruction. But Dietrichstein was of opinion

that the Prince might wait for a private chaplain to be

appointed until he understood sufficient German.^

Besides instruction in languages and religion, the Prince

W3.S taught the rudiments of natural history and other

popular branches of science suitable to his understanding.

By way of entertainment he had " The Adventures of

Robinson Crusoe " in Campe's edition.*

But with all the pains taken by these three men to

accustom the little Napoleon to his new home and pacify

' Decree of Marie Louise, Sclionbrunn, February i, 1816. Pr. Oc.

—

W. A. " Mr. de Foresti and IMr. do Collin will undertake to supervise

thf education of our beloved son on alternate days."

^ Dictrichstem's report of June 17, 1816. Pr. Oc.—W. A.

' Ibid. * Ibid.
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his longings for his distant country, they could scarcely

hope for complete success. Under all his reserve it was
evident that one subject, in which he would yield to no
one, continued to move him profoundly. Dietrichstein

and both his tutors were well aware that he continually

thought of his father. He appeared anxious to know
still more about him. If the Count spoke to the French

women—so long as they were still on the spot—he would
slip quietly into the room to pick up what he could from

the conversation.^ He absorbed everything that had any
reference to his father's history. This child, who showed
a cold and disdainful indifference to all the world, ^ who
parted from the members of his household with astonish-

ing coolness^—never afterwards asking a word about

them*—who did not even cry when his mother left him,^

this boy, who seemed almost heartless, was occupied day
and night with the thought of his father. We can

understand that some anxiety must have been felt at

the questions which one day he put to his tutor on this

subject. Indeed, such questions could not be avoided. In

July 1816, while taking a walk with Foresti, he inquired

who was now reigning in France ? To the answer :
" A

King," he rejoined :
" But I know an Emperor once

ruled there. Who was it ? " " That was your father,"

replied Foresti, " who, in consequence of his unfortunate

passion for war, lost his crown and empire." After

^ Dictrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Dietrichstein's report of June 17, 1816. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Ibid. Compare Dietrichstein's Notes, also Foresti's " Notate."

On October 20, 1815, Marie Louise said tlie Prince had not shown

much grief at parting with Mme. Soufflot ; on October 28, 1815, she

^\Tites that, on the contrary, " countless tears were shed on both .sides at

the moment of separation." This distinctly contradicts both Dietrich-

stein and Foresti. But what Foresti here calls beartlessness, he points

out to Montbel as a proof of the Prince's self-control.

•* Ibid, and Notes, Foresti, " Notate." Pr, Oe.~W. A,

* Dietrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A
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remarking that he had learnt all about his father's wars

from a book called " Pastes de la France," which he was
no longer permitted to have, the Prince pursued his

inquiries : "Is my dear father a criminal, since he did

so much mischief ? " The tutor extricated himself

cleverly from the pitfall. " It is not for us to judge him,"

he said ;
" continue to love your father and to pray

for him." After this conversation the Prince was
evidently happier in his mind ; he grew more cheerful,

and on returning to the palace called out joyfully to

Collin :
" Foresti and I have had a long talk about

France." Thus, as Dietrichstein describes, the barriers

were broken down.^ Now the tutors had to be prepared

every day for fresh questions and ready to give him
correct information. It was precisely this natural

curiosity on the part of the son which urged his tutors to

carry on his education briskly, so that he would not

have too much leisure for weaving fancies. Contrary to

all expectations, however, his thoughts of his father

became less frequent and more fleeting.^ This was the

more remarkable because if some boy who chanced to

meet him observed, " Here comes the little Napoleon,"

he pondered upon it so deeply as to become quite absent-

minded.^ After the conversation with Foresti it was
evident that some shyness restrained him from making
further inquiries on the subject that still occupied his

mind. He had understood from Captain Foresti that the

latter refused to pass judgment on his father. Having no
hope of learning more than he already knew, apparently

he resolved to wait for some later time when he could

force from others the complete truth as to the Emperor's

fate. That this child reflected upon all matters with a

maturity of mind surprising at his age is proved by a

' Dietrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^ Dietrichstein's report, November 18, 1817. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^ Foresti " Notate," ibi;. Fr. Oe.—W. A.
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number of his observations that have been recorded.

He was not easily put out of countenance. When in

1816 the Archduke Anton said to him at table, that he

would give him a ride on the little lion in the menagerie

at Schonbrunn, he replied quickly :
" Yes, yes, you

mount first, and I will follow you." The following

incident shows what chiefly influenced his mind. At an

exhibition of pictures which he had visited with his tutor,

the secretary was explaining the meaning of certain

paintings. Scarcely had he pointed out that one picture

represented the Temple of Valour and another the

Temple of Fame, than the Prince, who had moved on a

few steps, turned back in haste, exclaiming :
" Where

is the Temple of Fame ? " He thirsted to distinguish

himself, which was in accordance with his decided in-

tention to become a General. When Collin asked him
what he thought a General had to know, he replied

shortly :
" Oh, nothing but how to drill the soldiers,

how to make them march, and a little arithmetic as

well." ^ Everything belonging to this rank attracted his

attention and excited him to an unusual extent. " My
father," he said once, " gave the Emperor Francis a

horse," and added with flashing eyes and in an emphatic

voice :
" but it was a charger."^

Time passed and the Prince attained his seventh year,

which closed the first stage of his education and saw the

commencement of a new one. So far, any kind of over-

pressure had been carefully avoided, and this had not

been difficult, because he disliked any form of regular

instruction, as though it were an oppressive burden.

At the same time it was considered better that he should

not treat his lessons as a mere pastime, since he would

have to take life seriously betimes. Doubtful as his

tutors had been from the beginning, they observed at

the close of this first educational period that their efforts

^ Dietrichstein's Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A. ^ Jlid.
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had been crowned by far greater success than they had
dared to expect. " He reads French very fluently "

—

Dietrichstein wrote of his pupil to Archduke Rainer on
September 17, 1816—" so long as there is nothing to make
him lazy or inattentive. It is particularly agreeable to

notice that during the last three weeks he has mostly
spoken German, and already makes himself admirably
well understood in this language. What he formerly

only made use of to the servants, he now practises with
us, without having to be reminded to say it in German."^
Indeed, according to the Prince's own confession, his

German was more fluent than his French,^ which doubtless

proceeded from the fact that he was hardly ever addressed

in his mother-tongue ; in order that he should not lose

his facility in this language, his teachers had to speak

French and German to him on alternate days.^ While at

first he was opposed to every form of intellectual activity,

he took particular delight in reading. He was especially

carried away by the Bible, on account of its historical

interest. Already he knew the Old and New Testaments.

But he was not sufficiently religious to please Dietrich-

stein ; the Count was always lamenting that he said his

prayers without any concentration of mind.

In his less frequent outbursts of temper, as in his

increasing attachment to his attendants, Dietrichstein

saw indications of an improvement in the Prince's dis-

position. For the first time he confessed with tears

that he loved his mother, which must be regarded as

doubtful in view of his past conduct.* " On the whole,"

^ Autographs in the Vienna Court Library.—Dietrichstein to Amehu
in Parma, February 27, 1816. State Archives of Parma. "You
would be surprised to hear the Prince speak German."

^ Dietrichstein's report, Vienna, November 18, 1817. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^ Dietrichstein's Notes, 1817. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
* Ibid., August 14, 1817. Pr. Oe.—W. A. "I reduced him to tears

when I pressed him as to whether he loved his mother. He confessed

to me he did, and this conversation inspires me with the first hope that
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declared Dietrichstein in 1817, " the moral condition of

the Prince may be said to have improved in many respects

during the last year." ^

After all this, it might be confidently expected that in

the course of two years he would be fit to enter the classes

of the Gymnasium.^ Now he would have to take up
arithmetic, German grammar, and natural history, as

well as mnemonics and the more important events of

Austrian history. At the desire of Marie Louise he

received religious instruction from Darnaut, the Court

Chaplain. As he attended the Court balls, he had dancing

lessons from Sedini to improve his deportment. Thanks

to his grace of movement, " he won all hearts." Once

when he fell down during one of the dances, he blushed

for shame. He rejected all attempts at consolation, with

the words :
" But it is a disgrace, it is really a disgrace."^

To perfect his handwriting, the first caligrapher in Vienna

was summoned—Professor Johann Mayer, of the Poly-

technic. He was also occupied with gardening. With
Collin's assistance he built a log-house in the Palace

gardens at Schonbrunn, which was called the " Robinson

Cave of the Duke of Reichstadt." He was allowed to

his emotions may be worked upon." See Dietrichstein's report of No-

vember 18, 1817, ibid. "The remembrance of his illustrious mother

—judging by a few phrases he involuntarily let slip at the time—appears

to occupy his mind more than one supposed."—Marie Louise herself

was dehghted at this news. On August 29, 18 17, she wrote to her

son :
" Count Dietrichstein has often spoken to me lately of your perseve-

rance and of your goodness of heart, my dear friend, and if you knew
what pleasure and happiness this affords me you too would be very

glad." Kindly communicated by Anton Count Prokesch—Oesten.

^ Dietrichstein's report of November 18, 18 17. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

Similar news was also received by Marie Louise.

^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, December 8, 18 17.

" I have heard with great pleasure through Count Dietrichstein that you

have approved the choice of masters as well as the plan of his education

for this year, because, in this as in all else, I wish to act in agreement

with you."
^ Dietrichstein's Notes, 18 17. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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take part in theatrical entertainments, particularly on
the occasion of the Emperor's birthday, when he acted

charmingly in Kotzebue's play, The Tivo Little Savoyards,

and, dressed in the Savoyard costume, won universal

applause.^

Side by side with his education, efforts were continued

to bind him entirely to his mother's family, and thus,

without having recourse to forcible methods, slowly and
surely to supplant every memory of his father. Dietrich-

stein was therefore triumphant when his pupil gave a new
proof of his affection for Marie Louise, and did not

relapse into his former indifference. When, after a visit

of two months (August and September 1818), the ex-

Empress left Vienna, the Count was delighted to see the

Prince altogether upset at the parting with his mother.
" The ice is now broken," he wrote to the Archduke
Rainer, " at least for a while, and if his habitual coldness

returns at times, the remembrance of this sad hour

will come like the sunbeams to start better and softer

emotions, which alone can lead him in the path of true

happiness." ^ But it was a fatal blunder to hope to stifle

one childish emotion by means of another. More fre-

quently and emphatically than before, his lively imagina-

tion was at work upon the events of the past—a sure

proof that he had not lost sight of his father. From time

to time he still wished to know what had become of him.

In January 1818 he tried to get direct information from

Collin, and the following conversation was carried on

between them :

Prince : Why was I especially called King of Rome ?

1 Dietrichstein's Notes, 1818. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

* The Vienna Court Library. Autographs, Pr. Oe.—W. A. Marie

Louise writes, September 24, 18 18, from Hallstadt, after her departure

from Vienna. " The poor child's grief during the last days was really

touching, and, although I ought to be glad of it, it made the parting

terribly hard."
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Collin : That belongs to the time at which your father's

rule extended so far.

^^ Prince : Did Rome belong to my father then ?

Collin : Rome belongs to the Pope as a sacred gift.

Prince : Where is he (the Pope) now ?

Collin : In Rome.
Prince : My father is in the East Indies, I think ?

Collin : Ah, no, it is not so.

Prince : Or perhaps he is in America ?

Collin : Why should he be there ?

Prince : Where is he then ?

Collin : I cannot tell you.

Prince : The (French) ladies once said he was in

England, and had escaped from there.

Collin : That is a mistake. You know, Prince, how
often you misunderstand things.

Prince : Yes, of course.

Collin : I can assure you on my word of honour your

father is not in England.

Prince : It seems to me I have also heard it said he

was in exile.

Collin : What ? In exile ?

Prince : Yes.

Collin : How could that be possible or probable ?

With the laughing reply :
" Of course not," the Prince

passed on to another subject.^

His teachers always experienced a momentary
embarrassment when their pupil cross-examined them
as to his father's fate. Thus he said to Foresti on one

occasion :

" Napoleon must have been a famous General since

they afterwards made him a King ? " When Foresti in

reply corrected the title, he inquired again :
" Was it he

who afterwards married ray mother, a year before I was

^ Record of January i8, 1818, added to Dictrichsteio's Notes. Pr. Oe,

—W. A.
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bom ? Why is he no longer Emperor ? " To which Foresti

made answer that all the Powers had made war against

him, because he had tried to usurp the whole world.

After a long pause, the Prince again pressed for informa-

tion as to his father's present abode. " I have always

heard he was in Africa." The entrance of the gate-

keeper effected a timely interruption in the conversation,

and saved Foresti "from ever-increasing embarrassment,"

as he himself remarks.^ As Captain Foresti related in

after years, in this exceedingy unpleasant situation

—

which was entirely the outcome of their own lack of

candour—the teachers applied to the Emperor Francis

for instructions, and received this reply :
" Truth must

be the basis of the Prince's education ; answer frankly

every question which he puts to you ; this is the surest

and indeed the sole method of calming his imagination,

and of inspiring him with that confidence which you need

for his guidance."^ The records which Dietrichstein

has left us do not contain a word about this, consequently

we have no test bywhich to confirm or deny this statement.

It appears to us improbable that this pretence at an open

and frank method recommended by the Emperor actually

slaked the young Napoleon's thirst for information in a

few days, and that he was " satisfied with these conver-

sations."^ Was he really pacified ? This would seem
quite contrary to his nature.* More reserved ? Yes.

And this most probably for the reason that he was dis-

satisfied with the explanations he received. Already far

too intelligent not to have observed that people kept

secrets from him, which he had not power to penetrate

as yet, he imposed upon himself silence until a more

' Conversation of August 4, 18 19, added at the end of Dietrichstein's

Notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A. On this point the account given by Montbel

(already quoted) is not in accordance with the truth.

* Montbel (already quoted), p. 156.

' Jbid. Ibid,
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suitable time should come. Therefore, what appeared

like satisfaction and contentment was only a mask.

His teachers, whose patience was often tried by the

Prince's art of dissembling, had to keep their mission

constantly in mind, in order to be equal to the difficulties

of the task ; for their pupil was not one of those who
moved steadily in the path of improvement. He con-

stantly relapsed into his old faults. They had recourse

to the rod as a method of punishment, but it was aban-

doned because it had no effect, and was revolting to

Dietrichstein's nature.^ The complaints about his grand-

son reached the Emperor, who authorised rigorous

severity.^ The boy's governor clung persistently to the

hope that his pupil would finally walk in the right way.
'' We are now uniting our efforts," he wrote to Marie

Louise, " to stir the Prince, after his long holiday (this

refers to the period of his mother's visit to Vienna), to a

greater inclination to study and to further efforts towards

improvement, so that the precious time may be utilised

and also to prevent any reproach of neglect on our

part."^ Dietrichstein, who would gladly have shone

with his pupil, was in despair because no admonitions

on his part could induce the Prince to write a single

letter either to his mother or to his uncle, the Archduke
Rainer,* who took adeep interest in his nephew's education.

It was Collin who succeeded in spurring his ambition
;

the Prince snatched up a pen and composed a letter to the

Archduke, of which not a single line was to be altered.

After this " well-won victory " the Count flattered himself

there would be no " fresh conflicts." In any case, he

^ Dietrichstein's Notes, 1818. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

- Ibid.

^ Dietrichstein to the Archduke Rainer, Schonbrunn, September 27,

1 8 18. Court Library of Vienna, autographs.
* Ibid. Vienna, September 22, 18 19. Court Lil^rary Vienna. First

draft in Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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looked back over the last two years with satisfaction.

" He wins universal affection "—so run his words

—

" by his agreeable manner and engaging speech."^

When, in the spring of 1820—in the Emperor's presence

—he passed the examinations in the subjects belonging

to the normal standard,^ his preparation for classical

study was complete. But the year in which began his

first classes at the Gymnasium was one of the saddest in

his life. On May 5, 1821, Napoleon ended his days at

St. Helena. For some time past he had felt his end

approaching. " I am no longer Napoleon," he exclaimed

upon his sick bed ;
" the sovereigns who persecute me

may rest in peace, they will soon enjoy their security."

The lack of all exercise, of which he had voluntarily

deprived himself, had brought about a disastrous effect

upon his health. Extraordinarily weak and very pallid,

he could no longer occupy himself. Nevertheless the energy

of the man enabled him to dictate his memoirs almost to his

last breath.^ His stomach rejected all nourishment, and

medical treatment was of no avail. Although, from the

nature of his illness—cancer of the stomach—he must
have suffered intense pain, he bore it all with heroic

fortitude. Only during the last few days, when his mind
was already clouded, a few deep sighs and broken words

escaped him from time to time, which revealed that

the mighty warrior was in great agony.'* A courier of the

firm of Rothschild brougiit the news of the great Emperor's

' Dietrichstein to Archduke Rainer, Vienna, September 22, 18 19.

Court Library, Vienna. Autographs.
^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, April 2S, 1820. " I am

so thankful to you, dearest papa, that you were so kind as to be present

at the examination of my son; it is a great proof of your fatherly love for

us both, and my heart is deeply sensible of it."

^ Bertrand to Jerome Bonaparte, London, September 26 (copte) :

"... sometimes dictated however, for he did this to his last days."

Srfi " Ocuvres de Napoleon 1"." in his " Correspondance," vol. 2Q-3.;.

* ll.ul.
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death to Vienna. Francis immediately gave orders

that the sad news should be communicated to his grandson.

As Count Dietrichstein was then in Vienna, this mission

was entrusted to Captain Foresti. " I chose the quiet

hour of evening," he says, " and saw more tears wept

than I should have expected from a child who had never

seen (?) or known his father (?)
"^ When Collin spoke to

him- about his loss on the following day, he again cried

very bitterly.^ Now the question had to be decided

whether the father-in-law ought to wear mourning as

well as the son. Under these circumstances, the Emperor
Francis, as was his custom, turned to Metternich for

advice. If the Emperor was still guided to some extent

by humane feelings, his Minister remained quite unmoved
by this death. For him. Napoleon's demise presented

no interest beyond the fact that it brought a desirable

conclusion to a number of expectations and mischievous

intrigues.' In his eyes. Napoleon had been dead since

the declaration of outlawry, and therefore even the

Emperor had no occasion to command an official mourn-
ing. " By the general Declaration of the Powders on

March 13, 1815," runs his report, "Bonaparte is to be

considered civiliter mortuus. Although a similar judg-

ment might have no influence upon a mere family con-

nection, your Majesty stands in a different position to an

^ Schlitter, " Kaiser Franz I. und die Napoleoniden," "Archives of

Austrian History," vol. Ixxii. p. 451. Foresti's communication to Neip-

perg is dated July, 1821. In any case it must be ascribed to a slip of

memory on Foresti's part when Montbel (already quoted), p. 157, makes
him state that he broke the sad news to the Duke on July 22, " in the

same place and on the same day upon which he died eleven years later."

This is nothing but a posthumous poetical licence.

^ Collin to Dietrichstein, Schonbrunn, July 17, 1821. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

" He [the Prince] wept much when Foresti, at his Majesty's orders,

informed him, and also on the following day when I spoke to him about

it."

^ Schlitter, " Kaiser Franz I. und die Napoleoniden," Archives of

Austrian History, vol. Ixxii., p. 450, 3rd note.
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ordinary citizen. Your Majesty cannot go into mourning

unless your Court does so too. Here personality should

take a secondary place, and your relations to the Monarchy
stand first. As regards the Duke of Reichstadt, matters

are different. He occupies a private position, and

Napoleon was his father. I can find no precedent against

his going into mourning. But this should not apply to

his household.'''''^ After Metternich's report, the Court of

Vienna actually laid aside every outward sign of mourning

for the deceased. But the Duke of Reichstadt and his

two tutors were directed to avoid being seen in public.^

Long after the news of the ex-Emperor's death had been

known in Vienna, Marie Louise was in complete ignorance

of the event which concerned her so closely. She was not

a little surprised to learn this great news from the Piedmont

Times of July 14. At first, Marie Louise did not believe

the announcement in this paper. But the accompanying

details did away with every doubt.^ " I confess," she

writes under the influence of the first impression, " I

was extremely affected by it ; although I never had a

very intense feeling of any kind for him, still I cannot

forget that he was the father of my son, and that far from

ill-treating me, as all the world supposes, he was always

full of consideration for me—which is all that can be

expected from a marriage of policy. Therefore, I am
greatly grieved ; and although one may be glad that he

ended his unhappy existence in a Christian way, I could

have still wished him many years of life and prosperity

—

provided he had kept apart from me." *

She was living in intimate relations with Neipperg,

^ Schlitter (already quoted), p. 451.
^ Collin to Dietrichstein, July 17, 182 1. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Sala, July 20, 1821. "I

first heard of the death of the Emperor Napoleon through the Piedmont

Times, and I should hardly have beheved it had not such exact details

been given."

* " Correspondance dc Marie Louise," p. 226.
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to whom she constantly alludes in her letters as " the

General;" and as she had recently become aware of the

result of this intercourse,^ the prospect of a meeting with

her legitimate husband, from whom she was not divorced,

would have been extremely disagreeable to her. Thus
we understand that astonishing conclusion :

" provided

that he had kept away from me." The scandal in the

eyes of the world would have been altogether too great,

if Napoleon had called her to account for the wrong
she had done him in the arms of Neipperg. She was
now saved from this danger of having to vindicate herself.

Scarcely had she despatched this curious letter of July

19 to Vienna, when she received on the 20th, through

Baron Vincent, the Austrian Ambassador in Paris, the

official announcement of Napoleon's death. ^ Not until

four days had elapsed did she resolve to address a fev/

lines of sympathy to her son. " I have heard, dear

friend," she begins, " that you were profoundly moved
by the trouble that has befallen us both in the loss of your

father, and I feel it is my heart's best consolation to write

to you about it and talk it over with you. I am sure

you feel the grief as deeply as I do, for you would be un-

grateful if you could forget all his goodness to you in your

tender infancy ; I know you will endeavour to imitate

^ Meneval, vol. iii., p. 602, says he will not examine into the fact

as to whether a legal act legitimatised the child of the marriage between

Marie Louise and Neipperg, or whether the matrimonial union between

them took place before the death of Napoleon. To which he adds :

" In Italy, that land of facile agreements, the sanctification of a union

is the easiest thing in the world." Very remarkable is r^Iarie Louise's

letter to her friend, dated Parma, September 30, 1822, in which she writes

that she has a secret to confide to her which she may have already

guessed. Published in " Correspondance de Marie Louise," p. 233. Here

1823 is given as the date of the year, whereas 1822 is really correct. The
Gothaische Genealogische Taschenbuch " gives August 9, 1821, as

the date of birth of Marie Louise's first child by Neipperg, but Napoleon
died on May 5, 1821 I

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Sala, July 20, 1821.
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all his virtues, while avoiding at the same time the rocks

upon which he wrecked his life." ^ What a contrast

between this letter and the one she addressed on July 19
to her friend in Vienna ! Far from feeling any genuine

sorrow, she and Neipperg had no anxiety but to arrange

the mourning solemnities for the mighty dead on the

lines which, three years previously, Metternich had
already laid down in case of Napoleon's death.''^ Here
political exigencies spoke the decisive word, and nothing

was to be done which could remind the world that the

man who had just gone to his last home had once been
the Emperor of France. The official intimation in the

Parma Times only mentioned him as " the Most Serene

Consort of our august Princess " {del serenissimo sposo

deir augusta nostra sovrana^)—and in Italy the title of

" Most Serene " is given to every one of princely rank.*

Marie Louise equally forbade the name of Napoleon to be

used in the prayers for the dead. The priest was to

employ the formula especially prescribed : pro famulo

iuo consorte duds nosfrce.^ The memorial service, to

which no one received an invitation, was commanded
to be given therefore in the palace chapel at Sala. In the

middle of the chapel, which was draped in black, without

any special pomp, stood the bier, bare of every insignia of

Imperial state.*^ Although efforts were made to prevent

her, Marie Louise showed suihcient tact to attend in

person the mass for the repose of the soul of him who was
father to her child, accompanied by the most intimate

* Marie Louise to the Duke of Reichstadt, Sala, July 24, 1821.

' Neipperg to Metternich, July 24, 1821. Marie Louise to the Em-
peror Francis, Sala, July 20.

^ Gazetta di Parma, July 24, 1821.

* Schlitter, "Testament Napoleon Bonapartes," Archives of Austrian

History, vol. Ixxx., p. 15.

•* Neipperg to Metternich, Sala, August 3, 1821-

* Ibid., Sala, July 31, 1821.

T
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members of her Court. ^ Only herself, her household and

domestic servants were to don mourning for three months,

from July 25 to October 24. The rest of the Court and

State officials were exempted from this regulation.-

Thus Marie Louise got over the unavoidable demands of

outward decency without much difficulty. But if she

cherished the hope that with the funeral service which

—

in her own words—" could not but upset her a little,"

'

all was now at an end, she must have been considerably

embarrassed by one of Napoleon's last requests. He
had expressed a wish that his heart should be sent to

Parma—a desire the fulfilment of which necessitated an

unpleasant disturbance of her carefully cherished ease

of life. " It is my wish," she writes to her father,

" that the ashes of the poor departed should be left in

peace, and that his heart may remain in his grave." *

How glad she was to agree to Eng'and's demand that

this last wish of the ex-Emperor should not be respected !

With great satisfaction, she requested Metternich to

publish in an officia form her disapprobation to the re-

moval of her husband's mortal remains.^ On October i

she writes to her father on this subject :
" Besides the

fact that the burial of his heart in Parma would be a

fresh shock to me, it would also be a pretext for all ill-

disposed people to make a pilgrimage there, and that

would be exceedingly unpleasant for me in my position,

for I desire nothing more in this world but peace

and quiet ; I rely, dearest papa, upon your gracious

^ Neipperg to Metternich. " Her Majesty absolutely insisted upon

attending these funeral ceremonies in her seat of State, surrounded

by the members who are in close attendance upon her at Court."
^ Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Sala, July 20. " I and my

household, in accordance with an agreement made long since with

Metternich, are to go into a three months' mourning, the rest of the

Court, the officials, soldiers, &c., will wear none."
^ Ibid., Sala, August 4, 1821. * Ibid.

" Ibid., Florence, October I, i8.ji<
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co-operation to put a stop to this affair." ^ The English

Government could have asked no better ally than Marie

Louise. The heart of the ex-Emperor was left in St.

Helena until, after the lapse of many years, it was brought
back once more to France.

The Duke of Reichstadt was still far too young to be

initiated into these proceedings. He only knew what his

mother had written to him about her grief, but not how
completely she had renounced his father in refusing to

give his heart a last resting-place in Parma. Full of

childish resignation, he had listened to the words in which

—in the same letter—Marie Louise had admonished him
to win the approval of the Emperor, of the Empress
Caroline Augusta—his " protectress " ^—and of his tutors,

by his industry and exemplary conduct.^ And such

admonitions were needful, for he acted on the principle

that all instruction meant compulsion, and only followed

the dictates of his fancy. It was still a matter of diffi-

culty to keep him at work ; to the despair of his teachers,

he often made no progress whatever.* " Unfortunately,

I am too well aware," says Collin, " that, from a kind of

foolish levity, he is in the habit of making mistakes which

he has long since outgrown, and of boasting of them as

though they were miracles of cleverness." ^ Out of

mistaken pride he would never let h'mself be questioned,

and therefore never said what he already knew.^ He
would purposely play the ignoramus, even in subjects

in which he was quite fluent.'' He would struggle against

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Florence, October i, 1821.

^ Thus ColHn describes the Empress in his letter to Dietrichstein of

July 17, 1 82 1, Pr. Oe.—W. A. ; other sources of information also

confirm the fact that she was so.

^ Marie Louise to the Duke of Reichstadt, July 24, 1821.

* Collin to Dietrichstein, July 10, 1820. Pr. Oc.—W. A.

' Ibid., Vienna, August 16, 1823. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

« Ibid., August 18, 1823. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

' Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A<
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the application of a grammatical rule so long as he had

to give his mind to it. Suddenly, when it was least

expected, he would show that he had quite understood

what had been recently explained to him, and also knew
how to apply it. After many efforts, Foresti and Collin

often found themselves bitterly disappointed ;
^ without

" displaying indignation of the strongest description,"

they had to submit quietly to their " hard and difficult

lot." "^ " His conduct to his teachers," says one of them,
" is, moreover, unbearable, for he cannot endure any

coercion, and this has to be concealed, because it mme-
diately makes h m obstinate, which embitters him and

is moral'y injurious." ^

Having lived for several years only among men, he

was ashamed of his youth, and looked with contempt

upon praise which would have been coveted by most

boys of his age.* Dietrichstein would not always make
allowance for this curious psychological condition, and

was consequently very severe at times in his judgment

of the Prince. It is remarkable that although both the

tutors had so much trouble and annoyance with the

Duke, they took his part against the over-harsh reproaches

of the Count. " Your Excellency," writes Foresti to

Dietrichstein, " generally finds all strange children good

and amiable ; other people who see ours, for the moment
only, extol him as an angel, yes, an angel ! I have heard

it frequently. So I should advise you to examine

the matter more closely." ^ His unruliness, idleness,

frivolity and the obstinacy with which, according to

his caprice, he opposed all their endeavours, did not

blind Foresti and Collin to the indisputably good qualities

of the Prince. They desired to see his character develop

^ Collin to Dietrichstein, July 4, 1820, and August 18, 1823, Pr. Oe.

—W. A. ^ Ibid. ' Ihid.

* Foresti to Dietrichstein, August 21, 1823. Pr. Oe.—^W. A.

^ Ibid.
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itself, but Dietrichstein did not always pay the necessary

attention to these idiosyncrasies. Because Dietrichstein

set up too high a standard and wished to make the Duke
into a model of virtue, he generally found him unequal to

his expectations. This contrariety of perception showed
itself also in his judgment of the Duke's style of expressing

himself. Dietrichstein wished him to write with a certain

fluent ease, which did not lie in the young Napoleon's

nature. Frightened by models of this kind, his writing

was worse than it would have been under other circum-

stances. " He has a special bent of mind," Collin de-

clared, " which develops on its own lines, and he would

have long since acquired a better style, had he continued to

write as he pleased, unchecked by preliminary roughness

and perhaps b}' unsightly irregularities. In this way,

with some slight assistance, he would have attained to a

natural, self-formed style. This was my opinion from the

first, and I have often recalled it to memory." ^ Collin

did not despair of his pupil,'^ but encouraged him to

follow his own disposition, and soon he showed a certain

satisfaction at his progress " As regards the art of

letter writing," he said to him by way of encouragement,
" follow your own ideas in this way, without trying to

cramp them in setting them down, then you will soon

produce something withwhich others will also be satisfied."^

Collin had been in frequent correspondence with the

Duke, who was staying for a time at the Castle of Persen-

beug. These letters won a somewhat more favourable

opinion for their author than had hitherto been enter-

tained by Dietrichstein. " I have added two lines in

Italian to the Count's letter to Foresti," he writes n

German, " but they were in a laconic stx/le, because I

' Collin to Dietrichstein, August 18, 1823. Pr. Oe.—W. A. The
letter is in German. ^ Ibid.

^ Collin to the Duke of Reichstadt, Baden near Vienna, .August 28,

1823. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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am a young Spartan. * Yes, yes, a fine Spartan,' I hear

you saying, ' who is never served with the black broth

without eggs.' But here I spend my life like a Spartan.

I get up at half-past six, dress, say my prayers, have

breakfast, and jump round the room with a long branch

instead of a whip ; then the hard head-work begins under

the Count's direction, which, however, unluckily (!) does

not last long ; I am summoned to my mother and often

go for a walk before dinner ; finally meal-time—after

which a pause for digestion. In the afternoon there are

walks, excursions on the water, but not to the lake

—

at last supper and then to bed. Strengthened and re-

freshed, I write you these lines, commend myself to your

family and to your friendship, and sign myself your

grateful pupil Franz." ^ Another equally charming letter

addressed to Collin by this boy of twelve runs as follows :

" I am sitting here in Persenbeug in a very large room,

large, that is to say, for this place, and I write you these

lines at the window, not for the sake of looking out of it,

but on account of the light
;
yet it often happens that my

eyes wander from the paper, although I have firmly

resolved not to look about me. Sunt varia cxempla^

odiosa dicunt. I write these five specimens of my Latin

scholarship that even amid the noise of amusement I

may still reflect upon this agreeable language." ^

At the time when the Duke wrote these lines he was in

the second gymnasium class, or—as it was then called

—

the grammatical class. Now commenced his preparation

for the first " humanity," or classical classes, which he was
to enter in 1825. Collin died on November 24, 1824. His

place was taken by Joseph Obenaus, Imperial Counsellor

of the Government of Lower Austria, who received a

barony in 1827. He had prev.'ously super ntended the

* Communicated from Collin's Literary Remains, by Schiitz in \hf.

morning issue of the Neue Freie Presse of March 5, 1889,
^ Also communicated by Schiitz (already quoted).
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education of the Crown Prince Ferdinand and other

members of the Imperial family, for which reason Diet-

richstein regarded him as well suited to take over the

higher studies upon which the Prince was about to

commence. With a whole-hearted devotion, frequently

injurious to his health, Obenaus gave himself up to this

difficult task, the chief aim of which was to give his pupil

the mental and spiritual direction which corresponded

best with his birth and prematurely developed talents.^

Count Dietrichstein gives him a testimonial to the effect

that " it would not be easy to fmd an example more
admirably applicable in thewhole department of education,

and especially as regards the education of Princes ;
" there-

fore he seems " in the highest degree worthy of the

gratitude of his contemporaries and of posterity." ^ The
plan of instruction drawn up by Obenaus, as it lies

before us, may be accepted as a proof that he really

endeavoured to make a capable man of the Prince. Out of

the lesson hours, too, Obenaus, who was a man of con-

siderable learning, tried to influence the development of

his pupil to good purpose.^ It is therefore false and
unjust, when Rostand in " L'Aiglon " represents Obenaus
as an instrument for the blunting and demoralisation of

the Prince. Nothing, neither authentic testimony, nor

fabled calumnies, attests to the fact that this tutor

degraded himself into the servile executioner of Metter-

nich's designs. Baron Obenaus was an honourable and
respectable man, who would have considered it far

below his dignity to say a word to tlic Prince he loved

and honoured for which he was not prepared to answer.

' Dietrichstein respecting Obenaus. Without date. Judging from

the context, must have been written soon after June 1S31. Pr. Oe.

—

\V. A.

2 Ibid.

' See his unprinted diary, in possession of Lieut. -Col. Baron Oscar

Obenaus
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But, like Foresti and Collin, he, too, was to experience the

difficulty of keeping this unruly spirit, which seemed to be

compounded of contrariety, in the right road. According

to the old habit, scarcely had he made some progress in a

study, than he took a kind of delight in displaying a

complete ignorance of what he knew admirably well.

Frequently he gave the entire staff of teachers who
lent assistance to Obenaus no opportunity whatever of

congratulating themselves on the least success. If for

a considerable time he had been writing really nice letters,

suddenly he would take a pleasure in making use of a

bombastic, almost unintelligible style.^ Such relapses

reduced Count Dietrichstein, as usual, to despair. " The
insolent boj%" he wrote on one occasion, " must be made
to feel ashamed—and if this is no use, we are at an end of

our resources." ^ As in earlier years, the Duke now
received a severe reprimand from the lips of his governor,

who was angry because his pupil had sent him a letter

full of mistakes. " If you really regard me as your greatest

benefactor," ^ Dietrichstein said in reply, " and this I am,
in so far that for eleven years I have devoted to your
education, in every respect, an attention which should have
already borne splendid fruits, if you would respond to it

in some degree—if you give me such an honourable title

and at the same time really feel it, how is it possible that

your words and actions, your conduct in and outside

your household, is daily at variance with such sentiments ?

How can you, at fifteen ! ! !—for the pleasure of astonish-

ing me, which was no doubt your object, write me a letter

full of corrections and proofs of habitual carelessness,

of bombastic notions, disregarding all commonly accepted

^ Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
* Dietrichstein to Obenaus. Undated. In the possession of Lieut.-

Col. Baron Oscar Obenaus.
•'' So the Duke called Dietrichstein in his letter of August 3, 1826.

Pr. Oe.—\V. A.
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forms, extending even to your signature ? " ^ Finally,

Dietrichstein wished to persuade him " to observe pro-

priet}^, honour and industry, and only to imitate noble

examples.^ The governor's words appear to have had
some effect upon the Duke, for on August 10, 1826, he

wrote :^ " My actions will prove what my pen dares not

write, and for the future you will have to do with a young
man who will be quite satisfied with the high calling to

which he is dedicated . . . Obedience and reverence

towards my superiors, punctual fulfilment of my duties,

attention, love of truth and justice, are the virtues by
which I hope to attain to that noble example which I

keep before me." All these assurances could not satisfy

Dietrichstein so long as the Duke, " even as regards

knowledge, considered his own ways the best." He
prophesies that instead of " winning honour and respect,

he will only serve as a laughing-stock to the world." *

" But enough of this preaching," he exclaims. " Do as

you please, your fate is in your own hands. My justifica-

tion and that of the admirable men who instruct you, is

easily established ; our services are recognised. Consider

what you have to answer for here and hereafter." °

In spite of all these reproofs, Dietrichstein again

took the trouble to stimulate him. By talking of

the brilliant future which awaited him he endea-

voured to work upon his sense of honour. The Prince

ought to know what was expected of him. Therefore

he told h m of the conversations about him which he

—Dietrichstein—had held with prominent people, who

' Dietrichstein to the Duke of Reichstadt, Vienna, August 5, 1826.

Pr. Oe.—W. A.
2 Ibid.

^ The Duke of Reichstadt to Dietrichstein, Weinzierl, August 10,

1826. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
* Dietrichstein to the Duke of Reichstadt, Vienna, Seiucnibcr 6, 1826.

Pr. Oe.—W. A.

« Ibid.
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were following his development with great attention.
" From this you can conclude," said Dietrichstein, " how
important in every respect is your complete education,

and how much you should do towards it, because you
are intended to play a brilliant part in the State of Austria,

and to draw the attention of all eyes to yourself the more
you increase in 3^ears, and the sooner you meet your

vocation half vay. You have lost much time, but with

your natural gifts and with steady goodwill you can

make up for all." ^

But it was not always the mere spirit of contradiction

which kept the Duke from learning what was first re-

quired of him. His imagination, which was continually

at work, acted as a counter-attraction, which—as he

himself recognised—drew his mind, busy with other

matters, away from actuality to far-away regions from

which he could only extricate himself by a great effort.^

Already he dreamed of the great deeds which he would
some day accomplish; and to him, enthusiast as he was,

regular and quiet study, with its constraints, was pain

and torment. This evidently rash tendency on the Prince's

part justified Dietrichstein's complaints, even if

—

prompted by zeal and affection—they may sometimes

sound too pessimistic. It is certain that the Duke made
no secret of his dislike of Latin ^—an antipathy he appears

to have inherited from his father, who made little progress

with it at school. On the other hand, however. Napoleon

showed from the first a strong predilection for mathe-

matics, which cannot be said of his son.*

In 1825 it was decided that the officer of engineers

Major Weiss, who was considered a very capable man,^

^ Dietrichstein to the Duke, Carlsbad, July 4, 1827. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ The Duke to Dietrichstein, Weinzierl, August 10, 1826. Pr. Oe.

—

W. A.

^ Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

* Ibid. s Ibid.
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should, undertake the Duke's entire education as regards

mathematics. The knowledge that this study was quite

indispensable to his future military career spurred him to

industry, the fruits of which were seen in the examina-

tions he passed successfully;^

His progress in French was not very satisfactory.

He spoke well enough, especially as regards accent,

but his construction was bad, because he no longer

thought in French, but in German. His expressions were

full of Germanisms. To the annoyance of his teachers,

Podewin and Baron August Barthelemy de St. Hilaire,

he displayed great obstinacy in this subject, and tried

to frustrate rdl their efforts.^ His compositions and trans-

lations from German into French still show the most

complete dependence upon the former language. More

satisfactory were his studies in Italian, which was taught

him by Foresti and the Abbate Fina. But by 1828 he

was still unable to write a good French or Italian

letter,^ as then—according to his own account—he had

taken a great dislike to this literary form.*

He listened with far greater interest to the unconven-

tional lectures of Obenaus upon history, statistics and

the faculty of jurisprudence.^ Universal history had a

particular attraction for him when it was unfolded to him

in its general aspect, and the connection of events grew

clearer to his mind. By 1828 he had got as far as the

Peace of Westphalia (1648). Already he endeavoured

to anticipate future events by comparing them with those

which had been described to him. It could not escape

an attentive observer that he caught with eager curiosity

at every word which related to the period of Napoleon.

He was continually occupied with the thought of his

^ Dietrichstcin's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

3 Ibid.
' Ibid.

* The Duke to Dirtrichstc-in, August 3, 1826. Pr. Oe.~\\'. A.

* Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1830. Pr. Oe.—\V. A,
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descent, with his vanished greatness, with his father's

fate and with his followers. This world of ideas, to which

he so willingly surrendered himself, frequently gave rise

to profound emotions.^ Not without anxiety did Diet-

richstein and Obenaus look forward to the lectures upon
the latest period which was so dangerous to the Prince's

mood, the account of which would have to be given in

1829. Already the professor of history was making
preparations for this critical task. Without passion, but

with weight and dignity, he wished to relate to the Prince

all the events which interested him so greatly and touched

him so closely, and to damp his ardour with the needful

cool-headedness.''^

It was unanimously decided to picture Napoleon to him
as the victim of his unbridled lust of conquest. Dietrich-

stein, who often talked to him of the Empire and its final

fall,^ urged Obenaus not to hesitate any longer before

initiating the Duke in the history of the ex-Emperor,
" Among other things," he wTote to him, " I think it

would be well to take up very soon the history of the

Prince's father, about which he already knows a great deal.

It is unfortunate that I knov/ of no work which he might

read casually, or which would require few commentaries.

However, you will accomplish your work as cleverly and

as satisfactorily for hhn as you have done hitherto." *

Obenaus therefore carried the history lessons down to

the latest period.

Looking back over the course of education given to

the young Napoleon, it is impossible to dispute its ex-

cellence, nor the fact that it was calculated to make him a

very capable man. As the Archduke Rainer wrote to him

^ Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
'^ Ibid,

^ Dietrichstein to Obenaus. Undated. In the possession of Lieut.-

Col. Baron Oscar. Obenaus.
* Ibid.
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on one occasion :
" Believe me, I have no greater wish

than to see you some day a good, well-educated and
upright man." ^ No methods were neglected of develop-

ing the Duke's great gifts, with the avowed intention

that they should be devoted to the service of his new-

fatherland. Dietrichstein, and the army of teachers

who supported him, knew no higher aim than to turn

Napoleon's son into a second Prince Eugene. Nothing,

therefore, is less reasonable than the statement that :

" The education of the Duke of Reichstadt, which was
carried on by the fatherly Emperor (Francis) in person,^

forms a worthy pendant to the deliberate ill-treatment of

the prisoners of the Spielberg " (near Briinn).

^ Archduke Rainer to the Duke of Reichstadt, Milan, October 12.

Without the date of the year. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

- Treitschke, " Historische und poUtische Aufsatze," vol. iii. p. 157.



CHAPTER IX

THE POLITICAL STATUS OF THE DUKEOF REICHSTADT

By creating him Duke of Reichstadt, it was to be pro-

claimed to the whole world that the grandson of the

Emperor Francis was henceforth only an Austrian Prince,

although ranking immediately after the Archdukes. The
title of Duke of Reichstadt should remove every pretext

for anxiety on the part of the Bourbons which might be

occasioned by the existence of the young Napoleon.^

Metternich knew only too well that the Bonapartists

would always be prepared to support the regency of Marie

Louise in favour of Napoleon II. Savary was confident

that Austria had only to declare herself in order to

assure the victory of the ex-Empress's regency.^ He was
aware that the Duke of Bassano called Louis XVIII. a

usurper, and regarded himself as the Minister of Napoleon

II., the only rightful ruler of France.^ Fouche also offered

his services towards his restoration.* Nor was suspicion

allayed by the fact that the Napoleonists residing in

Austria expressed a desire to settle in the neighbourhood

of Vienna. Every one was convinced that they united

with this wish the intention of some day abducting the

little Prince.^ The majority of the numerous portraits

' Krusemark's despatch from Vienna, February 4, 18 18. Royal
State Archives of Prussia.

- Eduard Wertheimer, " Die Verbannten des ersten Kaiserreichs."

p. 252.

' Ibid. p. 300. * Ibid. p. 200,

' Statement of May 23, 18 17. M. I,
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representing the son of the dethroned Emperor were
designed to keep in mind the remembrance of the heir

of the fallen dynasty. Medallions, pocket-handkerchiefs,

neckties, caps, braces, drinking-glasses, knives, pipes,

snuff-boxes and all similar articles of daily use, were

utilised ^ to bring the portrait of the Prince who lived in

Vienna to the notice of the masses. One of the most
zealous propagandists of these pictures was the painter

Goubeaud.'^ Naturally, there was no lack of little poems
and occasional pieces, all destined to revive the remem-
brance of those in exile. Although in Vienna they might

say there was now no Napoleon, only a Francis Duke
of Reichstadt, this made but little impression upon the

French Bonapartists.

Soon it was rumoured that Joseph, in conjunction with

important and influential partisans of the Empire, was
displaying brisk activity in favour of the enthronement

of the King of Rome.^ He laboured in soil that was all

the more fruitful, because just at that moment the idea

of the Empire was being born anew within the mind of

the liberal party. Time had softened the remembrance
of bitter experiences and only the glory which France had

enjoyed under the sway of Napoleon was now recalled to

' Welschinger, " Le Koi de Rome," p. 315.

^ Sedlnitzky to Kolovrat, Vienna, August 22, 1817. M. I. "Great

propagandist of portraits of the son of the Archduchess Marie Louise
;

dangerous." Respecting portraits of the Prince, see the interesting

book by John Grand-Carteret :
" L'Aiglon en images et dans la fiction

poetique et dramatique, avec 138 reproductions des portraits et

estampes." Paris, 1901.

^ Statement from the Embassy in Russia, 1817. " Some members
of Napoleon's family who are in the United States, together with a

great number of distinguished army men and other people prominent

on account of their genius and enlightenment, have not yet abandoned

all hope of seeing the King of Rome on the throne of France. The
centre of the conspiracy is in New York, but it extends across Spain

to France and Belgium, and comes to a standstill in Italy and a part of

Germany."
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mind ; of his once hateful despotism nothing was now
heard. ^ The Bonapartists—who had cause to fear the

Orleanists as dangerous rivals '—endeavoured, with great

success, to turn this favourable mood to their own advan-

tage. All minds were, in fact, rendered susceptible to

the most impracticable rumours, all directed to ene aim :

to clear the way for the restoration of the Empire. Thus
it was thought possible that Louis XVIII. would volun-

tarily abdicate in favour of the son of his fiercest foe,^

and that Europe, weary of the indifferent rule of the

Bourbons, would make common cause with the young
Napoleon.'* The Bonapartists, with the Imperial troops

at their head, actually dreamed already of proclaiming

the Duke of Reichstadt. They had their own signs of

recognition.^ Now as before, pictures of the Prince were

eagerly manufactured. One of the most interesting of

the articles produced was a bronze candlestick, of which
the upper part could be unscrewed from the base. The
uninitiated had no suspicion that the interior of the

candlestick concealed a surprise. Examined more
closely, the hollow stem was found to contain a beautifully

executed statuette of the Duke of Reichstadt, representing

him in a warlike attitude, with his right hand grasping

^ Capefigue, " Histoire de la Restauration," vol. v. " The idea of the

Empire pleased the people, the image of Napoleon loomed larger as the

period of his reign became more remote in the presence of posterity."

^ Despatch from Russia, 1817. Er-terhazy, ambassador in London,
informed Metternich on February 22, 18:6, that, in the opinion of the

Duke of Orleans himself, there were three parties in France, " of which

the most powerful is that in favour of tne little Duke of Parma."
^ Report of the Police-superintendent Raab, Milan, April 3, 1818.

M. I.

* Capefigue (already quoted), vol. v.

^ Statement by Kopfenberg, Carlsbad, June 24, 1819. Count

Medem, who was staying in Carlsbad on a visit to the Duchess of

Courland, relates this. One of the signs of recognition consisted of a

case of which the lower part unscrewed and contained a figure of

Bonaparte. A case like this was seen in Carlsbad.
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the hilt of his sword, as though to promise his protection

in days to come/
But the incapacity and rage for persecution among the

hot-blooded Royalists worked far more effectually for

the Empire than aU the pictures, emblems and verses

about Napoleon and his son which were circulated among
the French. This turn of events, which even Metternich

condemned,^ bore witness to a sultry atmosphere. It

led to the Paris conspiracy of 1820, which aimed at the

overthrow of the Bourbons.^ According to a despatch

from the Embassy at Florence, there existed three

separate committees in Paris, each striving for a different

object, but united in their hatred of tlie existing regime.

While Savary would only fight under the cry of " Vive

Napoleon II. !^^ the followers of the two other committees

declared that their watchword must be " Vive la Re-

puhlique! " or " Vive la Liberie / " The dispute was finally

settled by their all taking an oath for the tri-colour under

the war-cry, ^' Vive la Constitution!''^'^ The principal

conspiracy, which was of a military nature, was revealed

by treachery before it succeeded in breaking forth into

revolt.^ It is certain that the conspirators intended to

set aside the King and his dynasty.^ It was kept a dark

secret who was to be the successor of Louis XVIII.

Undoubtedly it was to be the young Napoleon, if the

conflict were crowned with success. This was the meaning

^ Report of the Director of the Baths, Prince Lobkowitz, Carlsbad,

August 19, 1820. M. I. Lobkowitz saw one of these candlesticks,

made in Paris, at this watering-place.

' Metternich's despatch of February 27, 18 18.

^ E. Guillen, " Les Complots militaires sous la Restauration," p. no
and following.

* Karcher to the Tuscan Minister Fossombroni in Florence, Paris,

September 18, 1820. M. I. Pasquier, " M6moircs," vol. iv. p. 443

and following.

* E. Guillon, " Les Complots militaires." chap. iv.

* Pasquier, vol. iv. p. 443.

U
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of General Gourgaud being despatched to the frontier,

commissioned to make preparations for the Duke's

L'^ht from Vienna.^ At the same time, the party sent

theJ'- agents to Eugene de Beauharnais at Munich, in order

to win him over to the plot. Eugfine replied very

cautiously.^ Sedlnitzky, the chief of the Police, gave

no credence to the assurances of Napoleon's step-son,

that he avoided all political conspiracies and was merely

enjoying his domestic happiness. The former was
completely convinced that these assertions were in direct

contradiction to the letters of Eugene's confidants,

' which "—as he says to the Emperor— furnish the

most undeniable proofs that he played a deep and con-

tinuous part in those intrigues and machinations which

broke out from time to time in France."^ But what was
Napoleon's attitude to all these plots ? Pasquier ascribes

the conspiracy in August* to the influence of the Emperor
and his money,° It is true that he made the possibility

^ Karcher to the Minister Fossombroni, Paris, September i8, 1820.

M. I. " Gourgaud is at the outer frontier to keep up communications
with Germany, which aim at the abduction of the Duke of Reichstadt."

Pasquier, vol. iv. p. 457. Pasquier is mistaken in speaking of Gourgaud
as staying in Vienna at this time. In November 1821 Gourgaud went
to Eugene de Beauharnais in Munich to request a pension from him,

which was granted (despatch from the Embassy at Munich, November3o,

1821 and December 17, 1822). Gourgaud had certainly expressed his

intention of going to Vienna (despatch from the Embassy in Munich,

November 30, 1821). On December 1 1, 1822, it is stated in the Embassy
despatch :

" he now appears to have given up his visit to the Duke of

Reichstadt in Vienna." JMettemich's instructions of September 5,

1823, to the Embassy in Munich contain words to the efiect that Gour-

gaud is on no account to be allowed to pass to Vienna.
* Karcher to Fossombroni, Paris, September 18, 1820. M. I.

Pasquier, vol. iv. p. 457.
^ Sedlnitzky's report of October 19, 1820 ; also his report of October

27, 1820. M. I.

* Pasquier, " Memoires," vol. iv. p. 445.
^ In 18 18 Napoleon received in some enigmatical way ;^io,ooo in

Spanish dollars. See Wertheimer, " Die Verbannlcn des ersten

Kaiserreichs," p. 95,
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of a return his chief aim, which he pursued with every

means at his disposal. It was probably to incite him
to this that Madame Montholon and Savary Duke of

Rovigo, spread the rumour that the English Government
would not stand in the way of a flight from St. Helena.^

It also points to the activity of Napoleon that he now
succeeded in sending a secret communication to Marie

Louise.^ It was found out, too, that about the same
time he despatched a secret emissary with letters to his

* Mettemich to Esterhazy in London, Prague, June 3, 1820. " I am
informed from Paris that the Bonapartists, who neglect no opportunity

of keeping up the agitation of mind in France, are trying to spread the

rumour and gain credence for the view that the Enghsh Government,

which for some time past has allowed Bonaparte to enjoy far more
liberty in his place of detention, would not in certain cases be opposed

to his escape and might even connive at it. It seems that Madame de

Montholon and General Savary are not without knowledge of the

rumours on this subject now circulating in Paris."

' Mettemich's despatch, Prague, May 29, 1820. This communication

was brought to Europe early in May. Napoleon's relations selected Tito-

Mansi, who had formerly been in the service of Murat, as the bearer of it

to Marie Louise. They had no suspicion that on April i, 1820, this same

Tito-Mansi had been already made a Councillor of the Government by
the Emperor Francis in consideration of services rendered. Tito-Mansi

himself was only informed of this privately. He believed it to be his duty

as much to the Imperial government, as to his own sense of honour, to

inform Mettemich, through Field-]\Iarshal Lieut. -Colonel Bubna, of the

mission he had undertaken, and added that under any circumstances he

must deliver Napoleon's letter to Marie Louise. This he was permitted

to do. Napoleon's communication to iSIarie Louise, of which ]\letternich

obtained knowledge, has not, unfortunately, been preserved. About the

same time a Frenchman named Honorc Vidal, who had settled in Livomo,

received letters to deliver from Joseph Bonaparte to Marie Louise.

His intention was frustrated, and Vidal was imprisoned in the fortress

of Mantua. (Mettcrnich's despatch of April 5, 1820, and the same to

Apponyi, May 18, 1820.) Did all these letters aim at a single purpose,

which was to induce Marie Louise to take steps with the Powers for the

alleviation of Najjolcon's lot ? From a report of Metternich's of

April 25, 1820, we see that Vidal expresses a desire to be moved from

Mantua to Vienna, " that I may make important disclosures in per-

son." Vidal actually went to Vienna.
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relations living in Italy. ^ Meanwhile, communications

had reached him which depicted France as devotedly

attached to his destiny. Now he yielded to a resigna-

tion which amounted almost to indifference. He believed

he could be of more service to his heir by remaining in

captivity than by making his escape. He was often

heard to say :
" If instead of suffering here, I lived,

like Joseph, in America, people would no longer think

of me ; my cause would be lost. No, no, it is better for

me to die on this rock. My martyrdom will secure the

crown to my son."" The adherents of the Duke of

Reichstadt made this resignation a cause of reproach

against the Emperor ; at least, so it would appear from

the prayer put into the mouth of the Prince at this time,

and sung at the street-corners and on the boulevards

of Paris by the ballad-singers. On his knees before God,

he bewails his father's indifference, and expresses the

hope that the Almighty, in His goodness, will not forsake

the little Napoleon.^ The Bonapartists, however, had no

^ Metternich to Esterhazy, June 3, 1820.

^ Guillon (already quoted), p. 136.

' The prayer which accompanied the picture of the Duke ran as

follows

:

" Mon papa pour sa couronne

Ne fait rien du tout.

II la donne aux Bourbons,

II me prive de tout.

Je suis tranquille, patient,

Puisque le Dieu est bon,

C'est de Lui que I'attend

Le petit Napoleon." M, I.

" My papa for his crown

Does nothing at all.

He gives it to the Bourbons

And strips me of my all.

I am still and patient,

Because our God is good,

Upon His gift awaits

The young Napoleon."
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intention of depending only upon the favour of Provi-

dence. They did not believe in sitting with their hands
before them, but rather in grasping at once some effectual

means of action. What was more natural than that

they should look towards Vienna ? But it was not to

Francis, the Prince's grandfather, nor yet to his Minister,

Metternich, that they looked for assistance. It is re-

markable that the Archduke Charles was still regarded as

the guardian-angel of the young Napoleon. This opinion,

as we have seen, prevailed in France even in 1815, with-

out any visible cause, and did not appear to have lost

its power since that time. As early as 1818, Charles

had been asked to use his influence that the Emperor's

son might be restored to France.^ Some years later

—

1821—he was addressed once again to the effect that the

French people recognised his care for the Prince and
blessed him for it, while his name lived on the lips of all.

" In your Highness," ran the communication, " we see

the new Ebroin,^who restored his nephew to the throne

after he had long protected him from his enemies. Might

to-morrow but dawn as the happy day on which France

could proclaim aloud that she owed her salvation to you,

thanks to the preservation of a beloved and ardently

desired Prince! "^ The author of this letter endeavoured,

with considerable skiU, to touch Austria in her most

vulnerable part. The Court of Vienna—he says—must
take care of its own interests, and not let itself be cheated

by Russia and England, who are working against Austria

in France. Now, before the disaffected soldiers had

carried out their intention of emigrating to Spain and

South America, would be the favourable moment to

effect the change of dynasty. All France would rejoice

* The Archduke Charles sent on this letter, received on May ii, 1818,

from an unknown correspondent, to Metternich by Count Griinne.

* F.hroin was Majordomo under the Merovingians from 656-660.

- T) the Archduke Charles, London, May 31, 1821.
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to welcome back the Duke of Reichstadt from the hands
of Austria. As his most important confederate, the

author of this letter puts forward Decazes, the Minister

who had been recently dismissed, and was about to be

sent as French ambassador to Vienna. The Archduke
Charles might speak frankly and unreservedly to Decazes

;

he would be instantly convinced that the former favourite

of Louis XVIIL was a staunch adherent of Napoleon H.-^

Metternich, to whom Charles showed this letter, was pro-

foundly impressed to find Decazes mentioned as one

of the conspirators in favour of the Duke of Reichstadt.

For some time past he had cherished a suspicion that

Decazes was reckoning on a change of dynasty after

the death of Louis XVIIL On these grounds alone he

thought it prudent to bring this curious letter, in the

strictest confidence, to the knowledge of the Duke of

Richelieu, the Premier of France.^ Who was the man
who had dared to approach Austria with such proposi-

tions ? The signature was scarcely to be deciphered
;

the letter itself came from London. Metternich thought

it might emanate from a certain Delvile, but was even

more disposed to believe that the real author of the

letter was concealing himself behind the name of Delvile,

and hazarded a conjecture that it might be Planat, " one

of Napoleon's most devoted servitors."^

Naturally enough, these plots were not calculated

to lessen the vigilant guard upon the Duke. After

Napoleon's death (May 5, 1821) even Metternich himself

believed that his party would break up and become

powerless for the future. This belief was further streng-

thened by the assurances of the cleverest of the ex-

Emperor's brothers. " Only the most incredible short-

sightedness," wrote Lucien Bonaparte to Metternich,

^ To the Archduke Charles, London, May 31, 1821.

^ jNletternich to Vincent, Vienna, June 30, 1823.

' Ihid.
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" could attribute any political significance to any one of

us since the death of our brother."^ As a matter of fact,

the Court of Vienna proceeded to mitigate the very

severe measures hitherto directed against the Napoleonists.

Yet it did not go so far as to permit one of them to have

a personal interview with the Duke, or to live next door

to his residence. " Although I have often found myself

in the neighbourhood of my nephew," writes Jerome
Bonaparte, " and even in the same town, it has never

been possible to speak to him ; apart from this, his

grandfather looks after him with the tenderest solicitude,

and as regards worldly possessions his lot leaves nothing

to be desired."^ It was, however, a mischievous delusion

to imagine that the Emperor's death would cripple the

energy and power of his adherents. If so far they had
divided their hopes and sympathies between father and
son, now they could concentrate these sentiments ex-

clusivel}^ on the latter, as the sole head of the dynasty.

Henceforward, they looked upon the Duke of Reichstadt

as the legitimate ruler of France who, as Napoleon II.,

was entitled to the throne of this country, which had
been unlawfully wrested from him by the usurper, Louis

XVIII. Even Manuel who, combined with Fouche,

had been most active in setting aside the Emperor's son

in 1815,^ was now opposed to the Bourbons.* The acces-

sion of Napoleon 11. appeared to him the sole salvation

of the mother country.^ Prince Eugene de Beauharnais

was prepared to follow any call that should reach him
to make the Duke of Reichstadt ruler of France.®

^ Lucien to Metternich, Canino, August 26, 1821.

^ Jerome to General Bertrand, Triest, October 21, 182 1. ]\T. I.

^ See the chapter " Napoleon II."

* Guizot, " Memoires," vol. i. p. 310. ^ Ibid.

'' Hortense to her sister-in-law, Princess Augr.sta of Leuchtenberg

(wife of Eugene), Rome, January 27, 1831. Royal Secret State Archives

of Prussia. Here Hortense relates that in 1821 or 1822 the Duke of

Orleans sent Lord Kinnaird to Eugtee in Munich in order " dans tous
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The army numbered many members who were always

inchned to mutiny --an eloquent testimony to deep-rooted

discontent with the present regime. At Saumur, in

1822, it was the design of the military conspirators, who
also harboured republicans in their ranks, to raise Napo-
leon II. to the throne, although not as absolute sovereign

with unlimited powers like his father. He was to be

Emperor—but only by grace of the republican constitu-

tion of 1791, to which he would have to swear allegiance.^

But this conspiracy miscarried, like that of August 1820.

Had General Berton, who led the enterprise, shown more
energy, he would, in all probability, have succeeded in

bringing about a great revolution. Liberals, Bonapar-
tists. Republicans, Carbonari, greatly as they might differ

in their views, would have united forces in support of

any effort which aimed at the overthrow of the Bourbons.

The King was scarcely allowed any breathing time. The
excitement caused by the August conspiracy had only

just subsided when, on January 27, 182 1, another event

threw the inhabitants of the Tuileries into a condition

of the greatest anxiety. On this day a smaU barrel of

gunpowder, placed by some criminal hand on the stair-

case leading to Louis XVIII. 's apartments, exploded

with such force that the doors and windows of the Palace

were shattered. This outrage, like other explosions

les cas " to secure his mutual assistance should one or the other of

them have the good fortune to win the crown of France. According to

Hortense, her brother himself informed her that he had replied to

Kinnaird as follows :
" That he willingly consented for the good of

France to unite with the Duke of Orleans, an old friend of his father,

and whose honourable character was well known to him, but he must
warn him that should fate bestow the mastery upon him (Eugene), it

would always be in order to restore to France the son of the Emperor
Napoleon ; that it would seem like treason on his part to accept the

first place for himself, and that should France decide otherwise it would
ever be the aim of his ambition to serve her merely as a private in-

dividual."

' Guillou, " Les Complots militaires," ch. vi.
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which took place in different parts of Paris, ought to have

warned the Court that the conspiracy, which was believed

to be suppressed, still existed, and that at any moment
revenge might be taken, should the Government proceed

to forcible measures against the August conspirators,

languishing in their prisons.^ The most reckless attempts

were made to throw, not only the Court, but all society into

such a condition of alarm and agitation that finally the

entire nation would be obliged to take up arms. So long as

the army remained loyal to the Court, there was no great

danger of this. But the days in August had proclaimed

loudly enough that there was no dependence to be placed

upon it. Nothing was left undone which could win over

the non-commissioned officers to the insurrection that

was brewing.^ Under the circumstances, it is not sur-

prising that we are constantly hearing of military con-

spiracies. It was even asserted that the affair at Saumur
had been only the prelude to an extensive plot in favour

of Napoleon II., which—had it not been discovered in

time—would have had the support of many important

personages in Vienna and at the Tuileries, among them
deputies of the Chamber.^

^ Baron Binder, who filled the place of Baron Vincent in his absence,

to Metternich, Paris, February 3, 1821. " It seems more probable (at

first it was thought that the explosion was Ff)ecially directed ag^-^nst

the Duke of Angoulcme) that this outrage was connected witli the

last conspiracies, and particularly with that of last August . . . and that

it was the intention of the malefactors to alarm the Government and

to put a stop to the continuation of this trial by proving that the

conspiracy still existed, and that it possessed means of action even in

the very interor of the palace where the King and his august family

reside."

* Vincent to Metternich, Paris, February i, 1822. " Also it is known
that while they work and distribute money in the poor quarters in-

habited by the working classes, they endeavour also to win over the

non-commissioned officers of the regiments."
^ Fauche Borel's despatch, Paris, March 9, 1822. Royal Secret State

.Archives of Prussia, Hardenberg's Memoirs. " Some news actually

reached the Palace of the King and the Princes, that I".ii,','ene de Beau-
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The Government, anxious for its existence, which was

threatened from all sides, endeavoured to contrive some
method of circumventing the conspirators. It did not

even shrink from the unlawful methods of bribery and
corruption in order to discover the suspects, as in the case

of Colonel Caron.^ But its chief hopes were centred

in its unrelenting severity towards those who had parti-

cipated in the recent military conspiracy, to which some
great dignitaries had pledged themselves, especially

Talleyrand.^ The general agitation and tension of mind
did not abate. Brave men were always to be found,

whose one wish was to restore the Emperor's son to

France. In August 1823 two French officers, Richard

and Lobrc, appear to have gone to Vienna intending

to abduct the Duke,' in whose name the French troops

hamais, the Bonapartists and their clique, together with the Austrian

party (here on the margin of the despatch pencilled by another hand

are the words :
" that is to say the partisans of the Duke of Reichstadt ")

—" seem to be united with the most demagogic deputies of the extreme

left, who only appear, however, in a secondary place." Fauch6 Borel,

Counsellor to the Legation and Prussian Consul-General in Switzerland,

was staying in Paris at the time, where one of the conspirators seems to

have made this communication to him. Goltz does not give entire cre-

dence to the matter." Bernstorff to Hardenberg, Berlin, March 16,

1822. Bernstorff himself writes here: "The affair is at any rate

peculiar and worthy of close attention." Royal Secret State Archives

of Prussia. The Austrian ambassador knew nothing of this concerted

conspiracy.

^ Guillon (already quoted), p. 169. The Government had troops,

among which were officers sent out in disguise, who cried, " Vive

Napoleon II. !
" in order to catch Caron tripping. He fell a victim to this

ruse, and was sent bound to Colmar. Baron Binder had no faith in these

specious methods of the Government, and ascribes to them the ill-will of

the enemies of the Court. In his despatch to Metternich of July 18,

182 1, he says :
."

. . by assisting the efforts of the malicious who are

always trying to represent the Government as imagining or provoking

conspiracies for the sake of making criminals and in order to extend its

powers by illegal methods."
- Baron Binder to Metternich, Paris, July iS, 1821.

^ Metternich to Sedlnitzky, August 26, 1823. M. I.
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recently sent to quell the Spanish revolution had estab-

lished a regency on the Franco-Spanish frontier.^ It

was even reported that the King of Rome was already
in Spain, and would appear to the army as soon as he had
crossed the Pyrenees."^ The arrest of the adjutant of

General Guillemont, commander of the French staff in

Spain, shows plainly enough how little confidence the

Court had in its troops.^ Chateaubriand himself, then
Ministerial President, said to the Austrian ambassador
Baron Vincent, that the enemies of the Government were
making the most strenuous efforts to bring about the

disaffection of the army.* The situation was all the more
dangerous because at every moment the condition of the

King's health caused grave apprehension for his life,^ and it

was even reported that his brother, the Comte d'Artois,

wished to abdicate in favour of his son.*' Had the Duke of

Reichstadt been of a suitable age, and had his grandfather

and Metternich been willing to support him, truly no better

moment could have been chosen for his proclamation.

From time to time one or another of his adherents

would venture to Austria in order to work for the Duke's

cause in person. On August 24, 1826, when he drove

out with his uncle the Archduke Lewis,'^ to witness the

illumination of the Imperial Palace at Persenbeug, a

^ Guillon (already quoted), p. 274 and following.

* Ibid. p. 277.
•' Pasquier, " Memoires," vol. v. p. 502. Guillon (already quoted),

p. 282. See also Vincent's despatches of March 29 and April 7, 1823.

* Vincent's despatch, Paris, January 17, 1823.

^ Vincent to Metternich, Paris, January 30, 1823.

' Ibid., Paris, January 12, 1824. " It seems to be certain that

M. le Comte d'Artois intended to abdicate in favour of his son

in case of the King's death."
' So says Baron Kutschera, Adjutant-General to the Emperor, in his

letter to Count Sedlnitzky dated Persenbeug, August 25, 1826. M.I.

Noe von Nordberg is wrong when in his " Aus den Erh bnissen eincs

Wiener Polizci-Dircktors " {fcuillctun of the Ficmdoib'ait, July 9, 1887).

he speaks of the Archduke Rr.incr as sitting in the carriage.
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young man, elegantly attired, suddenly threw a letter

into their carriage. It fell upon the Archduke's lap,

who immediately observed that it was directed to his

nephew, and hastily took possession of it himself. The
whole incident happened so quickly that it passed un-

noticed by the Duke. On arriving at the Palace, Lewis

handed over the letter to his brother the Emperor, who
was staying there. The communication contained a

pressing request to the young Napoleon to come to

France without hesitation. " Sire," it ran, " thirty

millions of subjects await your return, and as I have the

honour to be of this number, I bring your Majesty the

Star of Dawn"^—an allusion to the tricolour cockade

enclosed in the letter. The Emperor Francis was not

greatly edified by the Frenchman's audacity. In the

darkness which had set in, it was not possible to discover

the stranger that same night. But on August 26, Noe.

the Viennese Commissioner of Police, came to Persenteug

disguised as a commercial traveller, to look secretly for

the Frenchman, who called himself in the letter, Joseph
Romain Doudeuil, and did not forget to give his address

in Paris.^ While the search for Doudeuil was being carried

on in the neighbourhood of Persenbeug, he addressed

a second letter to the Duke from Linz. Noe immediately

set off in pursuit, but the stranger had a long start,

and effected his escape over the frontier unmolested.'

Subsequently, it was found that Doudeuil had arrived

in Vienna on August 13, showing an ordinary passport,

in which he was set down as a commercial clerk, a native

of France. In spite of this he was received into the

quarters of the Joiners' Guild in Vienna. Here he made

^ M. I. N06 (already quoted) cites the contents of the letter from

memory.
' Doudeuil to the Duke of Reichstadt, Persenbeug, August 24, 1826.

M. I. He gives his address : Paris, 23 rue de Lombard.
^ Sedlnitzky to Metternich, Vienna, November 9, 1826. M. I.
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the acquaintance of a member named Staudinger, who
had hved in Paris many years and spoke French very well.

Doudeuil told Staudinger that in the French capital a

club had been formed which desired to place the Duke
of Reichstadt upon the throne.^ Count Sedlnitzky,

Prefect of Police, was disposed to put down Doudeuil

among the class of lunatics. But he did not venture to

offer this opinion as decisive ; for Doudeuil's conduct in

Vienna, as well as the presence of mind and calm con-

sideration for trifling matters which he revealed upon the

return journey, entirely contradicted the assumption

that he was a madman. Sedlnitzky was therefore forced

to the conclusion that this man had come to Austria

with some definite design.- Noe, Commissioner of Police,

stated that Metternich had informed the French Govern-

ment of Doudeuil's proceedings. He was arrested on his

return and confined for several years in the fortress of

Ham.^ This imprisonment cannot, in any case, have

lasted more than two years, since in the summer of 1828

he returned once more to Austria. Arrested in Nussdorf,

he was brought to the police station in Vienna, where he

again betrayed, in the liveliest manner, his fanatical

enthusiasm for Napoleon's son. As it was difficult to

know how to deal with him, he was simply sent away,

with a caution never again to set foot in Austria unde'*

penalty of punishment.* This did not, however, prevent

him from risking a third attempt in 1830, after having

sent the Archduke Charles a letter for the Duke of Reich-

stadt. This time he was recognised on the frontier, at

Scherding, and sent to Bavaria, the destination for which

his passport was made out.^ Not all who espoused the

^ Sedlnitzky to Metternich, Vienna, November 9, 1826 M. I.

* Ibid. ^ See Noe's article (already quoted).

* Sedlnitzky to Metternich, October 15, 1828. M. I.

* Sedlnitzky to the Chief of Police at Linz, SejUcniber 4, 1S30. M. I.

In 1832, Doudeuil published " Stances sur la mort du fils de Napo'con."
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Duke's cause acted with such unselfishness and devotion

as Doudeuil : there were so many who hoped to gain

their own ends from the propaganda. Just such an

adventurer was the Seigneur de Parrot of MontbeHard,

who, in co-operationwith a German printer named Scherer,

pubhshed proclamations in the name of Napoleon II.,

and distributed thousands of copies, together with tri-

colour cockades manufactured bj'' himself. He profited

by the situation to visit the Prefect of the upper-Rhenish

provinces, under the assumed name of Miiller, in order to

make important disclosures, for which he intended to be

well paid. With portentous and mysterious hints he

divulged the fact that a regency in favour of Napoleon II.

had been established in Alsace, which was distributing

proclamations and cockades among the people. The
police of Baden, however, succeeded in unmasking

the impostor, who had even carried his proposals as far as

that province, and thereupon he and his confederate

Scherer were arrested.^ At the same time, Witt—also

called Doring—who was notoriously associated with

these secret societies, endeavoured to spread a rumour,

which was intended to enhance his credit with his friends,

even if he had no further designs in view. It was his

object to make them believe that Metternich and Count

Bubna—both in Milan and Verona—had tried to persuade

him to establish secret societies in Switzerland and
Germany, with the intention of bringing about a political

revolution in Italy in favour of Napoleon II. Doring

represented himself everywhere as persecuted by the

Court of Vienna because he had refused to undertake

this mission.^

When, however, he asserts that on August 24, 1826, he conversed with

the Duke of Reichstadt at Persenbeug, his statement is untrue. His

poem and his invocation to the French are printed in John Grand-

Carteret's " L'Aiglon en Images," p. 385 and following.

^ Note of the Paris Chief of Police to Vincent, 1823, without date,

but m any case \\-rittcn towards the end of June. ^ Ibid.
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Does not the fact that such dissemination of opinion

was possible show that the situation was not unfavourable

to the Duke of Reichstadt ? He had many adherents

in Switzerland.^ Even in France, the Bonapartists

increased daily in numbers and influence. Above all,

it was the French Government which paved the way for

its opponents.

As early as 1822, Metternich had given expression to

his apprehensions regarding the fatal course adopted by
the all-powerful Comte d'Artois and the Ministry

—

Villele, Corbiere, Peyronnet— which he had formed.^

Even after the death of Louis XVIIL and the accession

of the Comte d'Artois to the throne as Charles X., its

tendency remained the same. " I have known France,"

wrote the Chancellor of State from Paris, March 28, 1825,
" both under the Empire and later on during the presence

of the Allied Armies. After ten years I set foot once

more in the country, given over to itself and to the

development of its Constitutional relations. I find things

far worse."^ With horror he saw the Government

approaching nearer the edge of the fatal slope, and asked

himself whether the awakening from this situation would

not be the result of some terrible catastrophe.* The
issue of the elections of 1828 might well bring the narrow-

minded to their senses. Neither threats nor cajoleries

had availed to procure a majority favourable to the

^ Frederick von Erlach, Count of the Empire, to the Archduke John,

Paris, November 15, 1823. " I have been travelhng in Switzerland and

Germany, and I observed that the Duke of Reichstadt had a great

number of followers in Switzerland, but a want of unity in the Cantons,

which would need to be rallied by a chief.

^ Metternich's despatch, Vienna, January 6, 1822. " The news from

Paris discloses melancholy particulars as to the situation of the Ministry.

An unorganised union of weak men, gathered into one party without

discrimination or due reflection, renders it impossible to predict much
go'~'d of the new Ministrv "

'•'' Metternich's " Nachgelossene Papiere," vol. iv. p. 163.

]". etternici) to Apponyi in f'aris, Vienna, May 9, 1828.
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Court. " The new elections complete the work,"

wrote the Marquis Alfieri from Paris to Vienna ;
" the

liberal party will be strengthened by nearly a quarter

of the Chamber, and the majority of these are violent

Bonapartists. All the refugees in other countries are

intriguing here to sow the seeds of agitation, and there do

not exist sufficient means of circumventing them, nor

even of knowing what they are at."^ Cardinal LatiP

and many other Bourbonists, sincere and devoted men,

recognised the danger which threatened the ruling dynasty.^

Only Charles X. made light of the situation. The follow-

ing incident is characteristic of the King's short-sighted-

ness. At a concert given by the Duchesse de Berri,

Charles X. approached the ambassadors of Austria and
Russia in order to inform them that it had been con-

sidered advisable not to give the opera Masaniello at the

next performance in the theatre of the Tuileries, on

account of the revolutionary scene in the market place,

" But," said the King, laughing, " I replied that it was

a matter of indifference to me ; revolutions are things

of the past, which will never happen again, and there are

only a few madmen who still take pleasure in hatching

tliem."* This careless and self-delusive attitude did not,

however, hinder the Court from looking anxiously towards

the Imperial Palace of Vienna, whose walls harboured the

Duke of Reichstadt. Instead of instilling order in their own
country by means of wise regulations, thereby destroying

* Alfieri to Pralormo in Vienna, Paris, May i, 1828.

' Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, February 12, 1829. " He (Latil)

thinks that in the future only a violent upheaval—of which he does not

yet venture to determine the nature—could save the monarchy and

the throne from the dangers by which they are threatened."

^ Ibid., Paris, March i, 1829. "All good French people, who are

devoted to the royal family and desire the maintenance of order and

peace, are greatly alarmed at the actual condition of things and at the

line the Government is taking."

* loia.
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the seeds of revolution, the Bourbonists occupied them-

selves exclusively with thii Emperor's son, who was
now approaching manhood.^ They forgot what the

Emperor Francis had done for them in 1814 ; for he had
been the first to lend them a protective hand against

Alexander I. of Russia. The imagination of the Bourbons
now ran quite in the opposite direction. They believed

that in case of a quarrel with the Court of the Tuileries,

Austria would not hesitate for a moment to make use of

the Duke of Reichstadt as an effective weapon. At
that time Vienna and Paris were conferring quite seriously

on the subj ect of Italy, where France was eagerly watching

every step taken by Austria towards enlarging her sphere

of power. The possibility that Austria might promote
the interests of the young Napoleon was being earnestly

considered by the French Cabinet, with reference to an

eventual conflict." The fact that his existence was a

cause of uneasiness to the French Court was the reason

of its being accused of making attempts on his life. The
past history of the ultra-Royalists by no means contra-

dicted the possibility of such violent measures. Had
they not hired assassins to kill Napoleon in Elba ? And
had not the adherents of this fanatical party openly

^ The barrister, M. Delicges, writes from Paris on December 5,

1828, to Pillat, editor of the " Oestcrrcichischen Bcobachter" in Vienna :

" You must have learnt from some of our newspapers that the portrait

of the Duke of Reichstadt is exposed to the pubhc in every print-

shop. I can vouch for the fact with my own eyes."

' Apponyi to }iletternich, Paris, January 11, 1829. " It is not sur

prising that tlie attention of the French pubhc sliould be constantly

turned towards the Duke of Reichstadt, nor that this young Prince

should be alternately an object of interest or of fear to the various

parties now agitating in France. But what is difficult to conceive is

the fact that the Government itself, and the Court in particular, should

be the victims of a feeling oi anxiety, not only as regards tlie existence

of Napoleon's son, but also as to his residence at the Court of Vienna,

and as to the designs wliich this Court might form on his account in case

of a rtipture with 1-rance."

y
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proclaimed in Vienna that a rope must be kept in readiness

for this bastard, the son of Napoleon ? With them, too,

originated the idea of making the unlucky Prince turn

monk, in order to render him harmless in the future.

Judging from these notorious views of the royalists, the

Bonapartists might well believe that the French Court
was secretly plotting to get rid of the Emperor's son.

For some time past repeated warnings as to the need of

caution had reached the Viennese Cabinet. In May
1816, Pietro della Pietra, a native of Friaul, announced
the existence in France of a plot against Marie Louise

and the Prince of Parma, of which the ringleader was
Count Angles, the Minister of Police. In Vienna this

statement was only looked upon as originating in the

imagination of a self-interested man.^ In January 1817^

an anon5^mous person, who was actually a certain Bigaud,

wrote to the Archduke Charles from London that Count

Jules de Polignac, the Duke of Fitzjames and M. de

Bruges, who were entrusted with the management of

the project, were prepared to pay 500,000 thalers to the

assassin of the Prince, if the deed were accomplished.

He asserted that he had learnt all this from the Comte
de Beaumont, Inspector-General of the French Police,

then staying in London. Furthermore, he indicated

Countess Ducquesnoy, who was living in the English

capital, as the woman who had declared that neither

father nor son should escape, and that she had offered

to go to St. Helena to kill Napoleon, while some one else

might take upon himself to do away with the son.*

To the Viennese police the matter seemed sufficiently

serious to call for precautions.* The Emperor Francis

^ Sedlnitzky to Metternich, Vienna, June i, i8i6. M. I. Here we
find all the information relating to Pietra.

^ Sedlnitzky's report, Vienna, August 29, 181 8. M. I.

^ To the Archduke Charles, London, January 2, 181 7. M. I. The

writer of the letter requests a reply to Brussels, paste rcstante.

* Sedlnitzky's report of May 16, 1817. M.I.
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resolved, however, that the Prince's governor should be
informed of all the measures taken for the safety of the

former.^ This man, Bigaud, who had formerly been a
commissioner of police at Lyons, warned Marie Louise

in 1818 to travel with greater precautions than hitherto,

and took this opportunity of offering to reveal to her

important secrets.- In 1821 came a new w-arning,'

which, apart from many others, was followed in 1827 by
a denunciation of a certain Rochaux from Nancy.*
Avarice, no doubt, played a part in many such accusations,

in order to extort money in return for these disclosures.*

Such a base motive cannot certainly be attributed to

Savary, formerly Napoleon's Minister of Police, when,
on December 21, 1828, in company wdth M. de Resigny,

one of the ex-Emperor's artillery ofBcers, he visited Count
Apponyi to inform him of a projected plot against the

life of tlie grandson of the Emperor Francis. He told

the Austrian ambassador that the liberal part\', flushed

with victory, wished to drive out the Bourbons, and
bestow the vacant throne upon the Duke of Orleans,

against w^hom, however, the nobility and clergy would
declare themselves. These two powerful parties had
frankly said that in case of a revolution they would
prefer to make terms with Napoleon's son. In this way
the Liberals were convinced that the future belonged

to the Duke of Reichstadt.® On this account Count Pozzo,

' Autograph decision of the Emperor's, May 30, to Sedlnitzky's report

of May 16, 1817. M. I.

' Sedlnitzky's report of August 29, 18 18. M. I.

* Count Palffy, Austrian Ambassador in Dresden, to the Chief

Burgrave of Bohemia in Prague, Dresden, September 7, 1821. M. I.

* Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, August 3, 1827.

' Ibid. Count Kolovrat to Sedhiitzky, Prague, December 6, 1821.

* Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, December 21, 1828. "... It will

be the Duke of Reichstadt's note which will echo chiefly through France,

and this Prince will fmd numerous partisans throughout all clnsses in

the kingdom, hijh and low. who '.viU carry the day agrtinst the Puke gf

Orlean;?,"
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Hyde de Xeuville, Bertin de Vaux, and a general of the

Staff had agreed to have the Prince murdered,^ because

they were sure of losmg their own hves should he ascend

the throne.- " Tell Prince Metternich," said Savary in

conclusion, " that I fully believe what I have related to

you."^ An equally serious accusation was communi-
cated by the son of the well-known Cavagnari, who had

lately returned from France to Parma.* At the same time,

Colonel Werklein sent a letter of Dr. Antommarchi,

from the residence of Marie Louise, which confirmed the

existence of a plot.^

Into this heated atmosphere, where the mere shadow
of the Duke of Reichstadt sufficed to excite fear

—

even Metternich did not altogether venture to deny the

fact that a murderous plot was being hatched ^—Barthe-

lemy's celebrated poem, " Le Fils de rHo})u>ie" fell like a

bombshell." Eight years previously a far more important

' Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, December 21, iSjS. " Tliis branch

of the throne must be cut off," tliis is the expression used in the con-

fcrences held to confirm and estabUsh the plot for getting rid of the Duke
of Reichstacft. The members of these conferences are General Pozzo di

Borgo, Hyde de Ncuville, Bertin de Vaux, and a general of the Staff,

whom I (Savary) think I know, but whom I do not wish to name before

I am quite certain." ^ Ibid. "' Ibid.

* Metternich to Sedlnitzky, March 21, 1-829. * Ibid.

® Ibid. " Without its being possible to absolutely deny that so mad a

tiroposal has been made, I must confess that such a plan concocted by
men of such high rank, and at least some of them honourable, appears

to me highly improbable, because it is not clear to me what advantage

'.hese men would derive from such an action. In my opinion these dis-

closures, which only emanate from the Bonapartist adherents, are far

more likely to be the fabrications of this party to discover the intentions

of Austria respecting the Duke of Reichstadt, and to arouse the suspicions

of the royalist party." On December 13, 1S29, after Savary [in June,

1829] had gone back upon his disclosures, which he had described as

absolutely reliable, Metternich expressed even greater doubts as to the

communications of the Duke of Rovigo. Metternich to Sedlnitzky,

December 15, 1829.
' " I.e Fils de I'Homme, ou souvenir de Vienne, par Mery et Barthe-

iemy," Paris, 1829.
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poet than Bartlielemy had certainly dared to speak
of the " wonderful child." To the great annoyance of

the Royalists, Beranger, in 1821, had published a letter in

verse in which the young Napoleon warned his cousin,

the Duke of Bordeaux, not to let himself be deceived by
the liomage of courtiers, and to stud\' the fickle wa3^s of

fortune in the fate of the King of Romc.^

Only the intense excitement which prevailed among
the French in 1829 can explain the extraordinary effect

of Barth lemy's poem, which is especiallj' remarkable

among the writings of that time. He, who had formerly

been an anti-Bonapartist,- took up the pen to inflame the

hearts of others with sympathy for the unhappy Prince,

who could no longer be anj-thing more than Ic fils dc

rhoiiunc.^ With true enthusiasm he speaks of the Duke,

whom he describes as the victim of political exigencies,

whose undoing the Austrian Court did not hesitate,

gradually but surely, to bring about.' Wlio could read,

without deep emotion, Barthclemy's superb description

of the Emperor's son living in complete obscurity and

ignorant of his father's history ? But the poet does not

leave his compatriots without a hopeful prospect ; he

^ " Les deux Cousins, on letlre d'un Petit Roi a un Petit Due," in the

" Chansons de Beranger," Paris, iS::i, vol. ii. p. 235. Marie Louise being

the daughter of the XeapoHtan Princess Marie Tlierese, tlie King of Rome
could call the Duke of Bordeaux, who was also the descendant of a

Neapolitan Princess, his cousin.

- Jules Garsou, " Barthelemj- et Merj-," in the " Menioires couronnef

publics par I'acadcniie royale de Belgitpie," vol. Iviii., p. 25,

' " Le Fils dc I'Momme," p. 25.

" Tu n'es plus aujourd'hui rien que le Ids de I'hommc I

Pourtant, quel fils de roi contre ce nom obscur

N'echangerait son titre et son sceptre futur ?
"

" To-day thou art only ' the son of tin- ninn '
!

Yet what king's son for this luiinble nnni'-

Would not exchange his title and sceptre to coiiie .>

"

* Ibid., p. 17.
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prophesies that the young Napoleon, true to the greatness

of their national hero, will one day break the chains that

bind him, and, guided by his father's star, will appear

in their midst.

^

In these closing words lies the chief and most dangerous

significance of Barthelemy's poem. However severe an

indictment he might bring against the Court of Vienna,

it is lost in the assurance with which the poet announces

the restoration of the Empire. Count Apponyi seems

completely justified in ^'s assertion that in composing his

poem Barthelemy's aim was not so much to bring forward

an accusation against Austria, as to rouse the interest

of his fellow-citizens for the Duke of Rcichstadt, to goad

the courage of the Bonapartist party, and to make the

French Government unpopular."

It was certainly the Court of \"icnna that supplied liim

with the motive for publishing " Le Fils de rHommc,"
whereby the serious accusation of secret poisoning

—

groundless though it may have been—was perpetuated.

As an enthusiastic Bonapartist, Barthelemy had repaired

to Vienna in order to present, in person, his epic poem,
" Napoleon en Egypte," to the son of his revered Emperor.

On December 31, 1828, he met, in the Austrian capital,

a pseudo-Countess Palmaffy, who in reality was the wife

of a Hungarian wine-merchant of that name.^ On
January 3, 1829, he arrived at Count Dietrichstein's with

two copies of his work. One he handed to the governor,

the other he asked permission to present personally to

* " Le Fils de rHoninie," p. 27, and following.

' Apponyi to Mettcrnich, Paris, June 12, 1S29. " In publishing this

work the author seems chiefly to have intended to excite the interest

of his compatriots in favour of the Duke of Reichstadt, to revive the

hope and courage of the Bonapartists and to discredit the French

Government. This intention seems to have weighed more with him than

that of accusing the Court of Vienna and making it appear odious."

^ Police report, Vienna, January 25, 1829, supplementary to Sedl-

nitzky's of February 9, 1829. M. I.
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the Duke. Dietrichstein declined, because the Prince's

position forbade him to receive strangers, therefore not

even Barthelemy. As the Prince's governor, he must
read the poem, " Napoleon en Egypte," himself, before

giving it to the Duke. Dietrichstein invited Barthelemy

accordingly to return for his reply. ^ The latter did nto

come back, however, although he made many indirect

attempts to become personally acquainted with the

Prince." After a sojourn of four weeks, during which

he behaved with the greatest circumspection,^ tlie poet

left Vienna without having effected his purpose. His

first act, on arriving in Paris, was to write and publish his

poem, " The Son of the Man." The response of the

Government was the confiscation of the work, of which

in the meantime thousands of copies had already been

sold.* Count Apponyi called the attention of Portalis,

the French Minister for Foreign Affairs, to the scandalous

debates which the confiscation and trial would entail.

" I must concede," rejoined Portalis, " the existence of

sucli a danger. Nevertheless, the dignity of the Govern-

ment demands that we should no longer remain silent in

face of slanderous fabrications and of principles which

^ Sedlnitzky's note, January 20, 1829.—Metternich to Apponyi,

January 24, 1829.

- Sedlnitzky's note, January 20, 1829.—Report of January 25, 1829.

M. I.

* Sedlnitzky's note, January 20, 1829. Sedlnitzky's report of

February 9, 1829. M. I.

* Viel-Castel, " Histoire de la Rcstauration," vol. xix., p. 571. In a

despatch from the Embassy in Stuttgart, September 26, 1829, it is

stated that " Le Fils de I'llomme " was translated into German. " This

work," says the ambassador, " may be expected to have a great sale

among the German demagogues, because it contains the grossest

insults to the Imperial Court and your serene Person." In Vienna

Barthelcmy's work was greatly read under the very eyes of the police,

both in the original French and in the German translation, and it

long remained the fashion to speak of the Duke as " le fils de I'homme."
" Briefe iibcr den Ilerzog von Keiclij^tadl aus Wien, &c., 1831," p. 29.
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tend to shake the legitimate dynasty and to disturb the

pubHc peace, especially when advanced with such audacity

and perversity."^ Portalis had gained courage for this

step from the conviction that the judges would condemn
unconditionally both author and publisher, and punish

them severely. He flattered himself with the hope that

such a proceeding would have the salutary effect of

checking in future the appearance of such " disgraceful

and dangerous " writings."^ Apponyi, who had followed

the proceedings of the Minister with the greatest atten-

tion, conceded all this. He could not, however, refrain

from remarking that the success of the whole procedure

would depend, in the lirst place, on the fortunate choice

of a procurator of royalist tendencies, who would under-

stand the skilful preliminary drafting of the charge and

afterwards conduct the prosecution with intelligence.

Portalis took leave of the ambassador, promising to devote

special care to this highly important point. ^ On the day

of the trial—July 29, 1829—a considerable number of

men appeared in the court of justice, among them Victor

Hugo, General Gourgaud, and Schonen. All were curious

to see the young poet, who had known how to apply the

lash of political satire with such talent and courage.

The rumour had also spread that Barthelemy would con-

duct his own defence and plead in verse, an innova-

tion not without charm, which actually took place.

The Government had chosen as their advocate Menjaud

de Dammartin who, together with the judges, justihed

the expectations entertained of them. Notwithstanding

the eloquence of the defendant and the spirit with which

he delivered his verses, Barthelemy was sentenced to

three months' imprisonment and a fine of 1000 francs.*

' Apponyi to IMetternich, Paris, June 12, 1829.

2 Ibi<1* ' Ibid.

* " Proccs (In Fils de I'Homme, avec la dcfcn.se en vers prononcc? a

I'audience du 29 juillet 1829, par Barthelemy," Paris, A. J. Denain,
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The Government had triumphed, but their victory of

July 29, 1829, resembled the conquests of Pyrrhus.

Engaged as they were at that moment in a bitter struggle

for existence, they would, in this case, have shown
greater wisdom in maintaining the silence that Portalis

had desired to break at any price. The man whose ruin

was aimed at by this lawsuit was not the real sufferer
;

it was the Bourbon dynasty itself which received the

more serious injury. Barthelemy's reputation was en-

hanced by a triumph greater than he could have hoped
for in his wildest dreams. And had the Court attained

even the one thing at which it aimed, namel}^, that

after the sentence on the poet it should hear no more
about the Duke of Reichstadt ? It was in vain that the

Ministers instructed the Prefects :
" Napoleon's son

belongs neither to history nor to France."^ Charles X.
was to learn that now, for the first time, the French

were looking with sympathy to ^'ienna, where the son of

their former Emperor was being driven to an early grave.

How little the Imperial Court feared this accusation, is

shown very clearly b}^ the fact that it gave the order for

" Le Fils de 1'Homme " to be laid before the Prince.

Montbel was not deceived when he was told that the

Duke had read this poem, which touched him so nearly."

Baron Obenaus himself tells us that he had a long con-

versation with the Prince on the subject,^ and it is much
to be regretted that he did not leave us the substance of

this conversation. But even the brief account of it,

as given in his diary, is eloquent enough. It refutes,

1829. Schmidt, in " Zeitgcnossischc Gcscliicliten," is certainly niisled by

a printer's error when he speaks of the fine as 10,000 francs.

' Welschingcr, " Le Roi de Rome," p. 316.

' Montbel (already quoted), chap. iv.

^ Diary of Baron Obenaus, August 11 and 13 (1.S29). In the posses-

sion of I.ieutenant-Colonel Baron Oscar Olienaus. " Conversation

upon ' I.e Fils de I'Hommc,' and upon Bnrthi'-lfiny's ,'i ttempt to present

the Prince wilh liis epic poem (' Xapolt'on en ]Cgyi)te ')."
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in convincing fashion, the assertion that the Duke, up
to the time of Mannont's arrival in Vienna—that is to

say until after the Revolution of July 1830—had been left

in complete ignorance of the events which had occurred in

France between 1796-1815.^ Pie frequently discussed

his political situation with Obenaus,^ which is another

proof that he possessed more than a vague suspicion of

his own importance. If, until 1830, he had really known
nothing of the latest phases of French history, how
came he to speak of Napoleon in such a remarkable way as

early as 1827 ? When, at that time, Count Neipperg

advised him to devote himself with the utmost attention

to the study of the French language, he replied to

his mother's friend :
" This advice has not fallen on an

unfruitful or an ungrateful soil. Every imaginable

motive inspires me with the desire to perfect myself in,

and to overcome the difficulties of a language which,

at the present moment, forms the most essential part

of my studies. It is the language in which my father

gave the word of command in all his battles, in which his

name was covered with glory, and in which he has left

us unparalleled memoirs of the art of war ; while to the

last he expressed the wish that I should never repudiate

the nation into which I was born."^ Very early in

life he realised himself to be the Emperor's son, and
gave utterance to these words :

" The chief aim of my
life must be not to remain unworthy of my father^s fame.''*

It was the Emperor Francis who, when his grandson

had attained to a certain maturity of intellect, directed

' Masson, " L'Aiglon " in L* Revue de Paris, April i, 1900.

^ Diary of Baron Obenaus, January 18, 1825. " During the afternoon

walk conversation upon the political relations of the Prince to the

Imperial family and to the rest of the world."
^ Communicated by me in the fcuilleton of the Neue Freie Presse

of April 8, 1898 ; French translation of the same in the Pevtie Blcue,

March 24, 1900.

* Adoil Sclimidt, " Zcitgcn(ji,.si:-chc Gescliichtcn," p. 3S7,
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Metternich to place before him a presentment of Napoleon,

evolved from his full knowledge of all the facts. " I

wish," said the Emperor to his confidential Minister,
" that the Duke should revere the memory of his father,

whose great qualities, like his faults, should serve him as

an example of what to emulate and what to avoid, so

that he may escape the same unhappy consequences.

Do not suppress, the truth, but teach him, above all,

to honour his father's memory." To which Metternich

replied :

*'
I will speak to the Duke about his father as

I should wish myself to be spoken of to my own son." ^

It is greatly to be deplored that we possess no written

account of the elucidations which accompanied Napoleon's

history as set forth by the Chancellor of State. Knowing
the Duke's character, he would certainly have been

careful not to treat his father's memory from a harsh

and hostile point of view. We may be sure, however, that

it would be his chief aim to place Napoleon's unbridled

ambition before his son in such a light as to be the vindi-

cation of Austria's attitude towards him. But no matter

how Metternich may have spoken about Napoleon,

even if he tried to belittle his former opponent—which

is not credible-—he did not succeed in estranging the son

from the father. Until his death, the young Napoleon

knew no higher aim than to cherish the glorious traditions

of the Emperor as his most precious possession. He
devoured greedily everything which referred to this

period, so that General Belliard was compelled to say

of him :
" He knows the whole histor\' of his fatlier's life

and also of his own."- And it was this—his own history

—which inspired him with the wisli to become something

more than fate had hitherto permitted him to be. His

* Wilhelm Binder, " Metternich und sein Zeitnltcr," xi\\ edition, 1845,

p. 280.
'' Belliard to the Duchess of Cris at Andclot, Vienna, September 6,

1830, Intercept.
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vital spirit urged liim with demoniac power to escape

from the position into which he had been forced by
unfavourable circumstances. " I often look at myself

in the glass," he once said to Obenaus, " and think :

this head has already borne a crown, but now it is robbed

of all its glory. If the Poles will elect me as their King,

I will hold the balance between Russia and Austria."^

Scarcely had he uttered these words, when, by some
mischance, the little mirror he held in his hand was broken.

Like all people of a fatalistic turn of mind, he was imme-
diatel}' convinced that this misfortune was a bad omen
for the success of his plan.- Not yet did he suspect that

his whole future happiness stood under the influence of a

baleful star. The great name he bore was but a curse to

liim. All the Powers feared that should he come to the

throne, he would instantly take up the sword to prove

himself worthy of his father's military fame. This

conviction was an insuperable obstacle which blocked his

path in every direction. It is interesting to note, how-

ever, that in contrast to the Cabinets, the nations regarded

the young Napoleon as a saviour in their need. In the

j'^ear 1828, pictures were circulated in Poland which

depicted him in Polish national dress ; at sight of which

the people whispered to each otlier that the Duke ot

Reichstadt was destined some day to play a prominent

part in Poland, probabh- as the future King of their

countr3\' A j'oung priest, named Smagiowski, hit upon

* Obenaus's Diary, July 4, no date of year. In the possession of

Lieutenant-Colonel Baron Oscar Obenaus. According to Prokesch

(already quoted), p. ^6, the Uuke would have been only too glad to let

himself be carried off to Poland.
- Ibid., June 14, no date of year.

^ Metternich to Tatischcv, the Russian Ambassador in Vienna,

Vienna, February 18, 1828. " They end by hinting that the Prince

is destined to play a great part in Poland on some future day." At

this time all kinds of fancy wares were secretly sold in Cracow and
i?iis<;inn Poland, bearing the picture of the Duke, and inscribed below.
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the adventurous idea that the Duke, supported by Austria,

might, at the head of the Hungarians, invade Poland,

and let himself be crowned there. ^ Upon the outbreak

of the Polish revolution, a French olhcer, accompanied

by an immense crowd, actually rode through the streets

ot Warsaw, shouting continually :
" Long live Napoleon

II., King of Poland !

"'^

This challenge, however, awoke no echo, for the leaders

of the Polish nation thought only of the Archduke Charles,

the victor of Aspern, as their future Sovereign.^ It is,

however, worthy of notice that the young Napoleon was
also considered as the predestined King of Greece, which

was now released from Turkish rule. We do not know
whether the Neo-Hellenists themselves expressed such

a wish.* Prokesch claims the merit of having suggested

this idea which, according to him, was sympathetically

received by the Archduke John, Count Dietrichstein,

and even by the wile of the Emperor Francis.^ But
Prokesch cannot have known much of the Chancellor of

State if he hoped to interest him in this Greek project.

Even had IMetternich's leading idea been that of conquest

—which is improbable—one difficulty alone would have

excluded the Duke lor ever from the throne of Greece.

Before he could have worn the crown of this kingdom,

he must have abjured the Roman Catholic faith and

"Napoleon II., King of Poland." Sedlnitzky's report of March 31,

1828. M. I.

^ Report of Baron von Oechsner from the Consulate at Warsaw,

September 16, 1830. Smaglowski was considered either a lunatic or an

agent provocateur. Oeschncr inclined to the latter view.

^ Verbal narration of Renard, the courier of the Cabinet, who arrived

in Vienna December 9, 1830. Renard had reached Warsaw at 7 o'clock

on the evening of November 29, just before the outbreak of the revolu-

tion.

^ Baron von Oechsner to Metternich, Warsaw, February 22, 1831.

^ According to Apponyi's account of September 16, 1S25, the FrencH

newspapers had spoken of the Duke as King of Greece.

^ Prokesch (nlreody quoted), pp. 8 and 9,
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entered the Greek Cliurch. But Metternich would never

have lent a hand to this proceeding. When a Bavarian

Prince was to ascend the throne of Greece at the price of

his apostasy, Metternich was indignant that a Catholic

Prince should permit his son^ to do such a thing, and the

Emperor Francis shared the disgust of his Prime Minister.^

Such being the sentiments of these narrow-minded per-

sonages, the Duke of Reichstadt could never have been

seriously thought of as King of Greece. Another and far

more important throne than that of Greece now fell

vacant, in consequence of the revolution of July, 1830.

This was none other than that throne which Napoleon I.

had occupied, and which in 1815 had been assigned

—

although but for a few hours—to Napoleon II. These

events now claimed all Metternich's attention. After

the downfall of Charles X, and the expulsion of the older

Bourbon dynasty from France, he had, of course, to

consider the question, whether the French would not

demand that the grandson of his Emperor should return

to fill the empty throne. When the first news of the July

revolution reached Vienna, public opinion pointed to the

young Napoleon as the probable successor to the fallen

dynasty.^ In the Austrian capital, where he was much
liked, opinion was generally in his favour. If, mounted

^ Metternich's despatch, Konigswart, July 31, 1830. " Regarding it

from an honourable and purely religious point of view, I could only

consider the perversion of a Bavarian Prince to the schism of the Greek

Church as a most regrettable event. Your Majesty will certainly share

my sentiments in this respect. Such an incident would be worse than

the case of the Crown Princess of Prussia. There we have a weak woman
who succumbed to the poisonous influence of a Protestant family ; she

yielded and fell. The matter was limited to one conscience, but in the

other case it was the father who gave the first impulse, and this father

is a Catholic Prince."

- Decision upon the above despatch in the Emperor's own hand :

" ^Moreover, it would be horrible if such a thing should happen as is

discussed here."

" M. I..
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on his charger, he passed throiigli the streets, every one
rushed to the windows to admire the graceful rider.^ A
Viennese tradesman endeavoured to introduce gloves
with his likeness—an attempt which was speedily sup-
pressed by the police.- Undoubtedly Metternich had
long since been occupied with this question. He could not
fail to see that, sooner or later, France must come to a
Revolution or a Restoration.^

His benediction was naturally given to the cause of

the legitimate King, in the conflict he was about to wage
against the Liberals. Long ago he had advised those

measures which Polignac, by the enactments of July 25

—

the suppression of the freedom of the Press and the

introduction of a new form of franchise—wished to put in

practice* Metternich could hardly have anticipated

that the French Minister, Polignac, would be contented

to leave so bold a stroke merely to the protection of

* Laube, " Reisenovellen, " 1836, vol. iii. p. 168.

* M. I. I will only mention here that, when in 1819 the portrait

of the Duke was offered for sale in the IVieuei' Zeitungshlalt of August

i6, Metternich considered it " undesirable, having regard to the

present condition of affairs, to remind the public, especially the outer

world, of the date and place of the young Napoleon's birth." To
Sedlnitzky, August 30, 18 19. IM. I. In 1820 a tradesman named
Joseph Tschapeck, established on the " Graben " in Vienna, desired to

take as his sign " At the Duke of Reichstadt." This was forbidden

because, as Sedlnitzky said, " Tschapeck belonged to that class of trades-

people " who generally begin by getting into debt and soon become
bankrupt. In this case the sign " At the Duke of Reichstadt " woukl

furnish material for the jests of officious punsters, which might occasion

unpleasant gossip." Sedlnitzky's report of December 19, 1820. M. I.

^ Metternich to Apponyi, December 16, 1829. " Some great outbreak

will lead on either to a revolution or to a new restoration. I do not

say that the crisis would actually take place next winter, but it will

come sooner or later, because it is inevitable."

^ Metternich to .\pponyi, July 2, 1829. " Witliout the adoption of two

measures, the Monarchy in France cannot be saved ; one of these

measures would be to check the abuse of the Press, and the other to

reorganise the present methods of election on a new basis."
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Providence,^ and that he would neglect to support the

action of the State by the indispensable addition of a

military force.^ During the time that elapsed between

the success of the revolution and the election of the Duke
of Orleans to the throne, Metternich must certainly

have thought of the Duke of Reichstadt as the possible

future ruler of France ; all the more, because he was
aware tliat the Bonapartists went hand in hand with the

Liberals.'* Under the cry of " Long live Napoleon IL !"

there was fighting in the streets of Paris.* But the party

without a leader found no support in itself.^ It was the

misfortune of the Emperor's son tliat, far from France

and personally unknown to the French nation, he should

then be living in Vienna under the control of the Austrian

Court. Had he been present in the French capital at

the critical moment, there is no doubt that the crown

would have fallen to him.^ Count Apponyi needed onl\^

^ Pasquier, " Mc'moires," vol. vi. p. 247.

- Marmont to Metternich, Amsterdam, September 6, 1830. " It was
only on Tuesday, the 27th, at 11.30, that I received orders to take over

the command of a weak garrison, which did not amount to 8000 men,

lacking in all necessaries, and of whom at least half were entirely

unknown to me."
•^ Caraman to Metternich, Paris, August 12, 1830. " Everything was

guided by the hatred of the revolutionary and Bonapartist factions

against the Bourbons." This letter is not signed ; on the back of it

the writer is stated by the Chancery of State to be Caraman, formerly

French Ambassador to \'ienna.

* To Apponyi, supplementary to his despatch, Paris, August 22, 1830.

" The revolution of July was under the war-cry of ' Napoleon II.'
"

Maubreuil to Metternich, Paris, August 12, 1830. Apponyi to Metter-

nich, Paris, August 16, 1830. "... The party of the Duke of Reich-

stadt appeared less numerous and enterprising at the time when the

troubles began to break out in Paris." Queen Hortense to her son,

Charles Louis Napoleon, Arenenberg, August 21, 1830. " Le peuple a

combattu au nom de Napoleon II."

' Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, August 28, 1830. "I consider it

(the Duke of Reichstadt's party) as of no accoiint so long as it has no

hope of rallying round its chief."

^ Queen llortcnsc to her son, August 21, 1830. " But the moment
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to have given the Duke's adherents one word of encourage-

ment and the whole movement would have turned in his

favour. But the Count remained deaf to all attempts to

induce him to intervene on behalf of the Emperor's son.

It was useless to represent to him that the Duke alone

could put an end to the prevailing anarchy, that his

person offered the only safeguard to the maintenance of

the thrones of Europe. He is reported to have exclaimed

to the Duke of Padua, who went to him to beg for his

support ^
:

" I do not recognise any son of Napoleon,

only of Marie Louise." ^ And yet Apponyi could not

but admit that the Duke of Reichstadt would have
been the ruler of France, had he appeared in Paris at

that moment. ^ This was also the opinion of a former

Imperialist officer, no longer in favour of the Napoleonic

dynasty, who wrote to a friend on September 16, 1830 :

" If the young Napoleon appears on the frontier within a

month, he will become the Emperor and possessor of

the Tuileries." * In saying this, he was deeply impressed

by the propagandist powers of the Bonapartists, which

was too critical, an unknown child, far away, who would not perhaps

be exchanged for a Prince whose children have been brought up in

France, who is possessed of every desirable quality and who is on the

spot. He was sure to be chosen, I always expected it, it could not be

otherwise."

^ Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, August 7, 1830. "The Duke
d'Arrighi (Duke of Padua) and two or three obscure individuals ad-

dressed me with the object of finding out the intentions of my Court,

but they did not follow up their first proceedings by any ulterior

measures."
' Lagracinicre, staff officer of the Imperial Guard to a friend in Milan,

Paris, September 16, 1830. M. I.

^ Apponyi to jMetternich, Paris, August 28, 1830. " But if such a

supposition could be realised (that the Duke of Rciclistadt should come

to Paris) I am now convinced that liis party would become very dangerous

and would cause the Government much embarrassment. The army

would be entirely devoted to him and all the malcontents, whose

number is increasing daily, would rally round him."

* Lagrocinicre to a friend, Paris, September 16, 1830. M. I.

y
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permeated all classes of society. As in 1815 Napoleoti

boasted of Austria's concurrence in his flight from Elba,

so now the Imperialists spread a report that Metternich

had declared himself willing to surrender the Duke to

them, if the French wished it.^ They were well aware of

the power of impulse contained within such promises as

these, and sought by these means to increase the courage

and confidence of the numerous adherents of the Empire,

both in the civil and military services. No means were

spared to revive popular interest in the young
Napoleon. In all the theatres, pieces were played in

which the Great Emperor was the central figure. The
shop windows were lilled with portraits depicting him
together \vith his son. Every peep-show between the

Boulevard de la Madeleine and the Faubourg St. Antoine

offered to the gaze of the curious passer-by pictures

which invariably depicted the famous exploits of the

Empire. Lamp-shades were sold by men in the streets

upon which the Emperor was represented as emerging

from the clouds, in the act of sending down the Imperial

eagle bearing the crown of France to his sleeping child.

The Duke's conversations with people wlio were per-

mitted to have intercourse with hina in Vienna were

uni\-ersally cited. Troubling themselves little as to

the authenticity of these speeches, the Bonapartists were

chiefly concerned to represent their future Emperor as

a French Prince, warmly attached to his native land."

' Lagracinicre to a friend, Paris, September 16, 1830. ]\I. I.

^ Ibid. The Duke of Fitzjames to Mme. de C, Paris, November 5, 1830.
" Next comes the Imperial party, much stronger than you imagine, and
very active. We are dekiged with souvenirs of Napoleon, the shops are

full of his pictures and those of his son ; in the provinces the feeling is

still stronger, and you may see twenty Napoleons for one Philippe. He
is brought on in all the theatres in Paris, which resound with cries of

' Vive I'Empereur.' The power of this party is in the army, now
almost entirely reconstituted, and to which all the old soldiers of the

Empire have returned."
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Descliamp, formerly a colonel in the Imperial guards,

bold, adventurous, and of colossal stature, publicly

announced that he was going to Vienna to demand the

Duke from Metternich, and pledged liimself never to

return without him.^ Thus frankly 'and unrestrainedly

was the agitation conducted. Louis Philippe could not

deny the fact of the Colonel's journey to Menna. He
consoled himself with the confidence he felt in the Emperor
Francis, who would certainly not allow his grandson to

return to France.^ But this display of assurance was
merely assumed. Inwardly he trembled at the thought

that the Bonapartists might even yet succeed in bringing

home the Emperor's son. These fears forced from the

new King of France that decree which provoked universal

astonishment, and pronounced the further banishment

of the Napoleonists from the kingdom, even beyond liis

power of jurisdiction.'' The ostensible motive for this

unexpected measure was the king's respect for the treaties

concluded with the rest of Europe.'* After his proclama-

tion, the July King found nothing more pressing to do

tlian to reassure the Powers, by the abnegation of his

revolutionary origin, as to his intention of making no

change in the relations which had previously existed

' Apponyi to IMcttcrnich, Parib., Auj^iibt \^\ iSjo. M. Dudon's
" Memoire " (according to a note on the inanu^xript in Mettcrnich's own
^vriting). Undated. " In the late insurrection, he (Dcschanip)

wanted to proclaim Napoleon II. and actually had the cffrontcrj- to

give out that he v.as going to Vienna to carry off the Duke of Reich-

stadt ; how far he pursued his jonrncy we do not know."
^ Ibid.

' Mole to Apponyi, August 25, i>^30.

* Apponyi to Metternich, August 28, 1830. Prince Charles Louis

Napoleon to Prince Louis Napoleon in Florence, Arenenbcrg, Septem-

ber 18, 1830. " It is terrible (the banishment). All the letters which

come to us say that the King (Louis Philippe) is much vexed at it, and

that he will revoke the law of exile ; but that it was necessary, because

Napoleon II. 's name had been pronounced too often for the menti(jD

of it not to excite fresh agitations."
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between them. In return for this pledge, he begged

them to recognise the kingdom which had been conferred

on him by the French nation. Such was the mission

upon which General Count Belliard was despatched to

Vienna,^ According to Prokesch, this faithful adherent

of Napoleon's step-daughter, the Queen Hortense, was one

of those conspiring Generals who had signed a memorial

addressed to Metternich, by which they pledged themselves

to bring back the Duke in triumph to Paris.^ All our

endeavours to discover this interesting document have

been unavailing, nor do we find any proof that Belliard

while in Vienna acted in any way contrary to the interests

of his new sovereign. It is true he questioned Metternich

very closely respecting the young Napoleon, to whom he

wished to be presented ; a wish, however, which was

not gratified.^ But he said nothing about this affair

which could be taken amiss.* On the contrary, it was his

chief aim to obtain an immediate recognition of Louis

Philippe from Austria, with whom, as with the other

Powers, he desired to establish a good understanding.
" This is my policy and that of my friends," wrote Belliard

to Paris.^ Had his conduct to Metternich been ambiguous,

or his intervention on behalf of Louis Philippe less frank

and open, he would scarcely have attained so speedily

^ See "Memoires du Comte Belliard," published by M. Vinet, vol. i.,

p. 331, Paris, 1842. Metternich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. v., p. 18.

* Prokesch (already quoted), p. 80.

' Account of the Prussian Ambassador Maltzahn, Vienna, September

5, 1830. Roj-al Prussian State Archives.—"Memoires du Comte

Belliard," vol. i., p. 333.
* Ibid.

° Belliard to the Duchess of Cres at Andelot, Vienna, August 27, 1830.

" It is my policy and that of all my friends. \Vith Metternich, I will

adopt a policy both frank and loyal." The same to Count Rumigni in

Munich, Vienna, August 28, 1830. " I shall wait, but no longer than

is desirable, in order that the dignity of the King and of France may not

be compromised. ... I hope my first steps in diplomacy will be suc-

cessful, for they are to the interest of all the world."
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the object of his mission, namely, the recognition of the

new king as sovereign ruler of France. We may be

permitted to doubt that he presented to Metternich a

document signed by former Generals of the Itmpire,

or that he ever spoke to Prokesch, as the latter makes
him speak in his famous book,^ It is improbable that the

Chancellor of State could have told Prokesch that Joseph

Bonaparte was involved in the conspiracy." This brother

of the late Emperor, who was residing in America, only

received the news of the outbreak of the July revolution

about the time when Belliard had already set out for

Vienna, so that he was not in a position to form closer

relations with the Generals who were said to be taking

part in tlie conspiracy. On the other hand, it is very

probable that later, when the general dissatisfaction with

Louis Philippe was gaining ground, proposals were made
to Metternich respecting the Duke's return. It is obvious

that Prokesch mixes up the dates of various occurrences,

as he does, for instance, in that flagrant lapse of memory,
when he makes out that Fouche, Duke of Otranto, who
died at Trieste in 1820, acted as intermediary for the

Generals with Metternich in 1830,^ Fouche's son. Count

Athanasius, came to Menna in November 1830,"* not as

envoy from the Generals, but as Joseph's confidential

agent, ^ When Napoleon's brothers and sisters received

news of the downfall of Charles X.—an event for which

they were not prepared ^—they all became very eager to

raise their nephew who lived in Vienna to the vacant

tlirone. Joseph Bonaparte felt himself specially called

' " Mein Vcrhiiltniss zum Hcrzog von Rcichstadt."

2 Ihid. p. 80.

•• Prokesch (already quoted), p. So. See also Wclscliinger (already

quoted), p. 353.
* Count Athanasius Fouche to Metternich, \i''nua, November 23,

1830.
•• Ibid.

* Jung, " Lucien Bonaparte," vol. iii., p. 398,
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upon to advocate his nephew's rights. Before his death,

Napoleon had commended his child to Joseph's care.

The latter immediately displayed a feverish activity in

liis cause. From his exile in America, he wrote to

Lafayette, to Marshal Jourdan, to Generals Lamarque,
Maurice Mathieu, Belliard, to the Duke of Padua, to

Counts Bignon, Miot, Roderer, Boulay de la Meurthe,

urging them all to espouse the cause of Napoleon 11.^

At the same time, he sent a protest to the French Chamber
against the election of the Duke of Orleans, because, by
the proclamation of 1815, the Emperor's son had become
the sole lawful ruler of France. He alone, maintained

Joseph, would give the nation the same freedom they

had enjoyed under his father. Faithful to the last in-

junctions of the dying Emperor, his lawful heir would
never forget that he was before all else a Frenchman,

and he would always follow Napoleon's motto, " All for

the French." Joseph was well aware that without the

co-operation of the Court of Vienna, all his work would

be fragmentary. For this reason he entrusted Count

Fouche with letters to the Emperor Francis, Marie

Louise and Prince Metternich, reclaiming his nephew for

France. He waxed eloquent in his efforts to depict

to the Emperor and his ministers the dangers that

threatened the whole world from the rule of Louis Philippe.

The new king, he said, could only keep his position by

flattering all parties and, heedless of the welfare of

Europe, he would inevitably end by submitting to those

—meaning the anarchists and republicans—who offered

him the best chance of securing his throne. He wished

nothing for himself, protested Joseph, only to take his

nephew back to France, if Austria would entrust him to

his care. " I will answer for the success of the under-

taking," he assures the Emperor most emphatically

;

" only invested with the tricolour scarf, shall Napoleon H.
* " Momoiies d'l Roi Joseph Bonaparte," vol. x., p. 335-367.
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be proclaimed."^ The Court of Vienna did not respond

to this communication from the ex-king of Spain. On
the other hand, the veteran republican Lafayette hastened

to send him a decided refusal. He gave Joseph plainly

to understand that he would never vote for the glorious,

but despotic, Empire. " Moreover," he added, " the son

of your immortal brother has become an Austrian, and

you know what the Austrian Cabinet signifies." ^ Not
only Joseph but also Lucien Bonaparte felt called upon,

equally with his elder brother, to advance the claims of his

nephew. As early as 1827 false reports as to the Emperor
Francis's designs on the Duke's life, had disposed him to

take steps on behalf of the latter, of which Mme. L^etitia,

Napoleon L's aged mother, most strongly disapproved.^

Now he demanded from the Government in Florence,

whither he had repaired from Rome, a passport to travel

to Vienna. But without Metternich's permission no one

dared to grant his request.^ The Chancellor of State,

who desired to keep Lucien out of Austria at any price,

was quite in agreement with this method of procedure.

Very opportune was the note of Mole, the French minister

of August 25, which informed him that all the members of

the Bonaparte family were henceforth forbidden to

change their present place of abode without the consent

of the Powers.^ On the strength of this decree, it was

easy for i\Ietternich to veto Lucien Bonaparte's proposed

journey to Vienna.® When the latter heard from Count

Bombelles, the Austrian Ambassador in Florence, that

' " Mcmoires du Roi Joseph Bonaparte," vol. x., p. 351.

* Ibid. Garsou, " Barthelemy et Mery," p. 46, adduces proofsthat at

that time many were of his way of thinking.

^ Larrey, " Madame M ;re," vol. ii.

* Stahl to Metternich, Florence, September 4, i8;iO. See also

Metternich's " Nachgelassenc Papiere," vol. v., p. 154.

^ Mole's note to Count Aj^ponyi, Paris, Aug\i,st 25, 1.S30.

* Mctternich to Count Bombelles in I'lor. ncc, Vicuna, September J3,

1 8 30.
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his application had been refused, he said he was quite

prepared for this reply. But he complained bitterly of

Louis Philippe's double dealing, who, only a short time

previously, had made him the most tempting offers

through Count Alexander Laborde, on condition that

he would attach himself to the new Government. He
quite understood, so he said, that under such circum-

stances a journey to Vienna was not to be thought of

;

but the moment would come when Austria would stand

in need of him. France was steering ahead full sail for

the rocks of anarchy. Only with the help of the Emperor's

son would it be possible to exterminate " the Hydra of

Jacobinism." " Will you tell Prince Metternich," said

Lucien to Bombelles, " that he may count on me when
the opportunity arises." ^ But since the notion of relying

upon Lucien did not seem to occur to INIetternich, the

former appeared before Count Saurau on December ii

to demand once more a passport for Vienna ; for he was

of opinion that the present moment was both favourable

and urgent for the vindication of his repeated solicitations,

in the presence of Metternich himself. It seemed to him
that his brother Joseph's protest of September 14 had

been a failure, and far more calculated to do harm than

good to the Duke's cause. It was, therefore, absolutely

necessary to set right the errors of this protest and to

adopt such measures as would not discourage the Duke's

numerous adherents in France. During the impassioned

discourse, which he carried on with all his wonted ele-

quence, Lucien was impelled to make a full confession to

Count Saurau. He told him he had received numerous

letters from persons of high rank, who all encouraged him

to do his utmost for the restoration of the Empire. Among
the number he mentioned Mole, who had just retired

from the ministry of Foreign Affairs, the very same man
who had banished the Napoleonists in August. After

^ Bombelles to I^Ielternich, Florence, October 9, 1830.
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Mole came General Bertrand, whose name Count Saurau
remembered as that of Napoleon's companion in mis-

fortune at St. Helena ; but these revelations did not

dispose Count Saurau to grant the required passport.

He thought he had done quite enough already in taking

upon himself to transmit Lucien's latest request to

Metternich. Lucien was the more gratified by this promise

because he had assured the Count that he would not stir

a finger without the previous sanction of the Viennese

Court. ^ This Court was no more anxious to welcome Lucien

in December 1830 than it had been in the previous

September.'^ After this decided rebuff, he appears to

have troubled Prince Metternich with no further over-

tures.

Bolder, braver, and more resolute than either of the

Bonaparte brothers was Countess Xapoleone Camcrata,

a niece of the Emperor and daughter of Elisa Bacciochi.

Wliilst Joseph and Lucien carried on their campaign by
means of letters and negotiations, this young woman
travelled to Vienna, without even asking permission,

in order to abduct her cousin. The first news of the July

revolution had set her pulses throbbing. How she

deplored her inability to take a personal share in the Paris

events !
" Who," she exclaimed, " can foresee the end

of all this ? As for me, I believe we are only at the

beginning of a long and most significant drama." ^ For

her, in truth, a veritable drama commenced when, dis-

regarding all obstacles, she boldly grasped the wanderer's

staff to make her way from Rome to Austria. On the

plea of visiting her father and brother who resided there,

she asked the Pope's Secretary of State for a passport

to Vienna, by way of Venice and Trieste. She told tlie

' Count Saurau to Metternich, Florence, December 13, 1830.

2 Metternich to Count Saurau, Vienna, December 24, 1830.

^ Napoleone Camcrata to Mme. Bniig at the house of Countess

Lipona in Tiivste. Ronv, August 26, 1830. M. J,
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Austrian Ambassador, Count Liitzow, whom she begged

to endorse it, that, like her father and brother, she re-

garded lierself as an Austrian subject.^ Not wishing to

give undue importance to the affair, Liitzow granted her

request. He did so in the full conviction that the Countess

was an eccentric but perfectly harmless character. It

never crossed his mind that this pretty little feminine

head could be occupied with projects so high-flown and
dangerous to the State. " I venture to say," he wrote,
" that she has no political importance whatever ; she

attaches great value to her pedigree, tries to imitate her

late uncle, and loves horses and dogs, pleasure and excite-

ment ; but for political intrigues she has neither the talent,

discretion nor pecuniary resources." ^ In Venice, how-

ever, one of her intercepted letters soon revealed to the

authorities that she was travelling to Trieste^ "on im-

portant business." This letter induced the Chief of

Police to keep a watchful eye on her movements.* Not
only her writing, but her entire conduct, made the police

extremely suspicious. She always appeared in masculine

attire, adorned with the tricolour ribbon.^ The head of

the police in Venice never doubted for a moment but

that her journey had for its object " the united interests

of the Bonaparte family." ^ But since her passport was
in order, and neither the surveillance of her person nor the

thorough examination of her effects—discreetly conducted

* Count Liitzow to Prince Porcia, provincial Governor at Trieste,

Rome, September 14, 1830. M, I. The same to Metternich on

same day. M. I.

- Count Liitzow to Prince Porcia, Rome, September 14, 1830. M. L
^ Napoleone Camerata to Countess Lipona, at Trieste, Rome, Septem-

ber 4, 1830. M. L
* Note of the Chief of Pohce at Venice upon Countess Camerata's

letter of September 4, 1830. M. L
^ Report of the Cliief of Police Cattanei to Sedlnitzky, Trieste,

October 18, 1830. M. I.

" Report of the Chief of Police Amberg, Venice, September 16, 1830.

M. I,
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under some suitable pretext—revealed anything of a

suspicious nature, she was permitted to proceed on her

journey unmolested.^ After pausing at Trieste - on
September 15, when she probably divulged her designs

to her aunt the ex-Queen of Naples,^ she resumed her

journey to \'ienna on October 19, travelling as Countess

Camerata.^ It is evident, therefore, that she did not

pass under a false name in the Austrian capital, as Wels-

cliinger asserts.^ Masson, too, cannot understand how it

was that the severity of the Austrian police, who had
refused admittance to every other Napoleonist at the

gates of Vienna, should have relaxed its vigilance as

regards this young lady.^ An exception was made in her

favour because her passport was in order, because Liitzow

had reported her as quite harmless and, above all, because

she boasted that she was an Austrian and must be treated

as such. The police soon had cause to regret their care-

lessness. When, on November 14, the Duke of Reichstadt

was going to his tutor Obenaus, the Countess, who had
pursued him, succeeded in greeting her cousin on the

doorstep.^ She is said to have raised his hand passion-

' Report of the Chief of PoUce at Venice. September i6, 1830. M. I.

^ The Governor of the province of Trieste to Coant Scdlnilzky, Trieste,

September 23, 1830. M. I.

^ La Revue de Paris, June 1900. Masson, " L'Aiglon et la Comtesse

Camcrata." This article leads us to expect the letter from Countess

Camcrata to Caroline, Vienna, December 15, 1830, wliich is com-

municated here.

^ Prince Porcia to Count Scdlnitzky, Trieste, October 20, 1S30. M. I.

^ Welschinger, " La Legende et I'Histoire." Feuilleton du Journal cL s

Debats," May i, 1900.
•* Masson, " L'Aiglon," in La Revue de Paris, April i, 1900, p. 588.

In this essay Masson has even thrown doubt upon Countess Camerata's

presence in Vienna. Documents which came into his hands afterwards

caused him to abandon this view, and to corroborate the fact of her

sojourn in the Austrian capital. His article, " L'Aiglon et la Comtesse

Camcrata," in La Revue de Paris, June, 1900, deals with this.

Count Dietrichstein's Diar^-, November 11, 1830. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

" The Prince went to Obenaus and saw la Camcrata downstairs,"
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ately to her lips, exclaiming :

'• Who can prevent my
kissing my sovereign's hand ?

'' ^ But she did not rest

satisfied with this impetuous greeting. The Countess,

who spoke German well,^ appears to have bribed a

servant of the Duke's to convey letters to him. Count

Dietrichstein mentions in his diary two letters from

Camerata to her cousin.^ Prokesch speaks of one only,*

and even its authenticity has been questioned, owing

to its apparently incorrect signature.^ It is possible that

Prokesch copied Countess Camerata's signature in-

accurately from the original, which does not lie before us.

But it is an undoubted fact that the Duke received letters

from her on November 24,*^ and there is absolutely no

reason for regarding the communication of November 17

as apocr3^plial. It is quite in keeping with her whole

design of drawing her cousin into some decisive action,

that she bids him declare whether in future he intends

to play the part of an Austrian Archduke, or of a French

Prince.'' If we pronounce Camerata's letter of November
17 to be genuine, we must consequently regard all the

rest which Prokesch relates concerning the Countess as

extremely untrustworthy. According to him, the Duke,

after meeting his cousin upon the doorsteps, rushed

into liis tutor's house in the greatest excitement, where

he immediately discovered the identity of this lady who
had kissed his hands, though with such profound respect.^

How could any one have known that she was Countess

^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 31.

* Liitzow to jMetternich, Rome, September 14, 1830. M. I,

^ Diary of Count Dietrichstein, November 24, 1830. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

* Prokesch (already quoted). The letter is dated November 17,

^ Masson (already quoted), p. 5 88.

^ Diary of Count Dietrichstein. Pr. Oc.—W. A.

^ Countess Camerata's letter to the Duke, as given by Prokesch

(already quoted), p. 30.
"' Letter from the Countess Camerata to the Duke, Prokesch (already

quoted), p. 31,
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Camerata ? No one but Obenaus had seen her and

—

accordmg to Prokesch—he had not so much as asked her

name. Neither is it true that Countess Camerata only

arrived in Vienna a few days before the meeting with the

Duke.^ She must, at the latest, have come to Vienna
a fortnight before November 14," even if we allow ten days

for her journey from Trieste to the capital, which is more
than necessary. But Prokesch goes to extreme lengths

when he makes out that Metternich the Chancellor of

State, and Count Sedlnitzky the Prefect of Police, had no

knowledge of Countess Camerata's designs, and that

neither of these men discovered her well-kept secret

until after the death of the Duke of Reichstadt.^ It

must always remain a mystery, what can have induced

Prokesch to tell such incredible tales ; for there is no

doubt whatever that both Metternich and Count Sedlnit-

zky were fully informed of all the Countess Camerata's

proceedings. On account of her indiscreet behaviour,

she was actually ordered out of Vienna by the police,

leaving " very unpleasant recollections " behind her.^

It is superfluous to add that Metternich himself tells us

how completely he saw through the Countess's designs.

" Frau von Camerata," he wrote to the Ambassador in

Rome, " had undertaken nothing less than to persuade

the Duke of Reichstadt to escape and place himself at the

head of the adherents of the house of Bonaparte. Filled

with shame at the failure of her attempts, and compelled

to leave Vienna, Frau von Camerata did not wish to

return to her husband, or her father, but decided, at

least for the moment, to settle in Austria and hnally

' Letter from the Countess Camerata to the Dnkc, Prokcscli (already

quoted), p. 31.

- Masson, La Revue de Paris, June 1900, gives (p. 015) a letter of

hers from Vienna, dated October 30, lSjo, which confirms my state-

ment.
' Prokesch (already quoted), p. 79.

* Metternich to Liitzow, Vienna, May 3, 1S31. M. I.
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betook herself to Prague." ^ Not all Napoleon's family,

like Countess Camerata, were enthusiastic in the Duke of

Reichstadt's cause. The elder brother of the future

Emperor, Napoleon III., who fought against Austria in

1 83 1 and died the same year at Forh, welcomed the pro-

clamation of Louis Philippe as King of France, as the

crowning result of the revolution of 1830.^ He com-
pletely ignored his uncle's son. " As regards the party

of Napoleon, Duke of Reichstadt," writes Prince Louis

Napoleon, son of ex-King Louis and Hortense, " I do not

believe it exists ; if so, it must be exceedingly small.

What true Frenchman could desire the Emperor Francis's

grandson and Metternich's pupil for his sovereign, or would

consent thus to see himself under Austrian influence ?

No ! Nc ! This same Austrian influence has ever been

disastrous ! The idea would make me shudder, and I

have never hesitated to say so to those who do not agree

with mc on this subject."

'

What were the views of the Duke of Reichstadt himself

as regards his own position ? His eyes were turned

towards France, and the condition of that country gave

rise to animated discussions with his immediate circle.*

^ Metternich to Liitzow, Vienna, May 3, i8j[. ^Ve may gather from
the instructions of iMetternich's to Chotek, Chief Burgrave of Bohemia,

March 20, 18 ji, that the Countess Camerata uished to settle perm£i-

nently in Bohemia ; this she was not allowed to do. " As to this lady's

prolonged stay in Prague," he adds, " I find, from the information

meantime received by the police, no reason to make any change as, so

far, I know nothing as to a prospective visit cf the Duke of Reichstadt

to Prague, so we need apprehend no inconvenience from the Cotintcss in

that respect." Towards the end of 1830 the Countess went to Prague,

and later on betook herself to Italy. If she had possibly hoped, as

Masson suggests, to meet the Duke of Reichstadt in Prague—becaus';

there was actually some intention of sending him there—her hopes wen;

not fulfilled. The Duke never visited the capital of Bohemia.
- Prince Louis Napoleon to Count Belliard, Florence, August 29,

1830. M. I. ^ Ibid., Florence, August 19, 1830. M. I.

* Obenaus's diary affords proofs of this. It is also characteristic

that he repeatedly said to the Frenchmen returning to their own
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Secretly he was preparing himself for the throne which

he hoped to ascend as the worthy son of his great father.

Those most closely associated with him could not fail

to remark how profoundly he was affected by the expul-

sion of Charles X. They were not deceived by his

assumed indifference. He spoke to Foresti about the

revolution of 1830 as though it were no more to him than

an historical event. ^ He repeatedly referred to it in the

Imperial family circle,^ probably with the idea of sounding

their views with regard to himself. For he had no inten-

tion of being merely the hrst General in his adopted

country, the part assigned to him by his intimate circle.

He could be of more use to Austria as Emperor of France

—so he once declared—than as a second Prince Eugene.

The ardent desire to justify his father's last wish would

alone have deterred him from becoming an Austrian.

It was always his wish to be regarded as a French Prince,

for he could not forget tliat he had been cradled on

French soil. But ardently as he might desire to set the

crown of France upon his liead, he shrank from the thought

of snatching at the supreme power merely as the head of a

faction. The father who had had to win his way to

power might be a party-leader, not so the son. In the

proud consciousness of a rightful heir, he said : ''I

cannot be an adventurer, to lend myself to the tricks of a

party. My way must be clear in France ere I set foot

tliere." ^ He was anxious to know what was thought of

country with whom he came in contact: " Sahicz, do nia part, la

colonne de la Place Vendome." Monthel (already (luotcd), p. 167.

According to information received from Fran C'.irardi-I^atinovics in

Vienna, he expressed himself in a similar manner to her great-grand-

father. Baron Barthelemy de St. Hilaire.

' Foresti's notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

' Ibid. " At the same time I have observed on several occasions

that he often referred to this revolution in his conversation with the

Imperial family."

•• Prokesch (already quoted), p. 1 7.
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him there, and whether he was really considered as

mentally deficient, as Barthelcmy had depicted him.^

In breathless suspense he waited to hear whether the

French people, ruled by Louis Philippe the usurper ^

—

for he looked upon him as such—were longing for his

return. In October 1830, the French did actually show
a great desire for his recall, and were prepared to realise

their wish upon the first sign of encouragement from

Austria.' But he waited in vain for the unanimous

appeal of the nation. Its voice could not have reached

him. Between him and it stood Metternich, like an

impenetrable wall. Never a whisper reached him of all

the overtures made on his behalf. Metternich would

not give him up. On this question he thought m 1830

exactly as he had done in 1829. When at this time the

last ruler of the house of Bourbon showed some anxiety

lest the Court of Vienna might destine the grandson of

the Emperor Francis to play a part in the affairs of France,

Metternich most decisively put aside all such fears.*

It seemed almost as though the French Minister of

Foreign Affairs were echoing Metternich's own thoughts

when, on receiving such reassuring utterances from Count
Apponyi, he remarked that :

" Austria would be com-
mitting political suicide should she harbour the idea of

using theDuke—that instrument of confusion andunrest

—

' Prokesch (already quoted) p. 22,

' Metternich's " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. v. p. 237.
' Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, October 31, 1830. " In case the

accession of Henry V. is regarded as impossible, all the partisans of

legitimacy would rather declare in favour of the Duke of Reichstadt

than see the present state of things perpetuated. ... I am informed that

the plan for carrying off the Duke of Reichstadt, or for inducing him to

make some attempt to reach France of his o\\ti accord, or at least to

draw nearer to it, has not yet been abandoned, and that it would be

most important to discover Austria's intentions and the attitude she

would assume, were such an event to be realised."

* Metternich to Apponyi, January, 24, 1829.
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to disturb the repose of France.^ Was it probable that

the grandson would have found greater encouragement
for his ambitious designs from his grandfather than from
the Prime Minister ? Did the Emperor Francis really say

to his grandson : "If the French people demand your

return, and the Allies agree to it, I shall make no objections

to seeing you upon the Throne of France"?^ It maybe
assumed with tolerable certainty that the Emperor
never made use of such words. There was no divergence

of opinion between himself and Metternich as to the future

position of his grandson. This is clearly proved by the

following incident. Shortly before the outbreak of the

July revolution, an engraving appeared in the Nether-

lands, showing the Duke in the act of holding a review

of his regiment, and saying to the Emperor Francis :

" Sire, I should like to have thirty such regiments."

Asked by his Imperial grandfather what he would do

with them, he replies :
" I would go to Paris to fetch a

copy of my baptismal register," whereupon the Emperor

rejoins :
" It is not yet time for that." When Francis

heard of this picture, he ordered the French Ambassador

to express his indignation at " the scandalous misuse "

of his name.^ It might be contended that this was only

a feigned indignation, one of those frequent deceptions

which are a part of Court life. But this cannot be

alleged against the secret instructions of June 9, 1831,

drawn up for the use of General Count Hartmann, the

Duke's military Mentor. This document, confirmed,

signed and ratified by the Emperor Francis, is charac-

teristic as showing the views which prevailed at Court

1 Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, February 5, 1829. "Austria." said

Portalis, " would commit political suicide by trying to make the Duke of

Reichstadt play a part ; she could not employ this instrument of trouble

and revolt without very dangerously compromising her own tranquillity,

which is indissolubly bound up with that of France."

^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 41.

3 Despatch of July 22, 1830, with the Fmperor's decision of July 25.

Z
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regarding the Duke's political significance. It positively

contradicts all the Emperor's speeches quoted by Prokesch,

in which he held out to his grandson the hope of reigning

in France.^ In this document, the fact is established that

with the extinction of the father's rights, those of the son

also ceased to exist. " Legally separated from his native

land," run these instructions, " the Duke ceases to be a

Frenchman." To compensate him for this loss, says

the document, he is to be raised to the rank of first

subject of Austria, and to take precedence immediately

after the Archdukes. " In this way," it continues, " his

relations with the members of the reigning house, as

well as with the rest of my subjects, are accurately defined,

and my knowledge of his noble character and excellent

principles are my guarantee that he will always bear in

mind the duties arising out of these same exalted relations

with me, and my successors on the throne." Tlie

greatest stress is laid on that part of Count Hartmann's
instructions which points out that the Emperor's grand-

son, on account of his very peculiar position, will always

be a prey for ambitious adventurers, a danger which at

the present time, owing to his youth and facile suscepti-

bility for praise and blame, must not be underrated.
" The removal of such dangers from his path," the

Emperor informs the Count, " h your first duty. Con-

vinced that you will understand how to fulfil these duties,

^ Alarshal Castellane is very well informed when in his Journal

(vol. vii. p. 391) he makes the Emperor Francis address Belliard as

follows : "I am well aware I could injure Louis Philippe through him
[the young Napoleon], but such an idea is far removed from my
thoughts. I have brought him up as a stranger to France." Wel-
schinger (already quoted) p. 355, is mistaken in doubting the accuracy

of these words ; they express the Emperor Francis's sentiments

exactly. King Joseph Bonaparte was also misinformed in making
the Emperor Francis say that he would not oppose his return to France
if it were the wish of the nation. See the ex-King's letter in Garsou's
' Barthelemy et Mery," p. 4.1.
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the Duke will meet you half way for his own welfare and
security. You unite in your own person the duties of

guardian to the Duke in all the various dangers that may
beset him, and also those of an adviser. The Duke, on his

part, owes you his confidence, without which the means
you employ would soon prove a failure, to the great

disadvantage of the Duke. Therefore," continues the

Emperor Francis emphatically, " you must always keep
a watch upon the Duke's entourage, and extend the same
care even more strictly to his intercourse with strangers.

In course of time, persons in disguise, whose intentions are

not honourable, will undoubtedly try to thrust themselves

upon the Duke. With regard to such men "—the

Emperor enjoins Hartmann—" you must always observe

them attentively from a distance, and warn the Duke in a

friendly spirit as occasion arises. You must never allow

any one to come into personal contact with him with

whose circumstances you are not duly acquainted, so

that you may not have any suspicion of danger or disaster

upon your conscience."^

Undeniably, after the outbreak of the July revolution,

people had busied themselves with the effects it might

possibly have upon the Duke's position.^ Count Montbel,

the former Minister of Charles X., who was then residing

in Vienna, could not but admit that the Emperor had never

allowed his grandson to be mixed up in any political

intrigue.^ He was strictly enjoined to keep most care-

fully to the line of conduct laid down for him. When,
on one occasion after he had attained his majority, he

transgressed beyond " the limits of Austrian moderation,"''

his own princely establishment was ruthlessly broken uj),

and he was compelled to dine at his grandfather's frugal

table. From all that we know, it is evident his nomination

' Instructions for Count Hartmann, June 9, 1831.

^ Montbel to Esquirol Adelphe in Paris, Vienna, November 25, i8ji.

3 Ibid. ' Ibid.
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to the newly established throne of Belgium, by his partisans

in that country, met with decided opposition.^ The
protests of Louis Philippe- and Lord Palmerston against

such a choice on the part of Belgium^ were hardly needed.

Conscious of this blameless demeanour, Metternich asks

:

" Has it never occurred to any one in Paris that Austria's

attitude with regard to Napoleon H. is as prudent as it

is virtuous ?
"* Yet the Chancellor was not disposed to

make this self-imposed political restriction a hard and
fast rule for the Court of Vienna under all circumstances.

He desired to adhere to it so long only as the new French
Government did not intentionally disturb the peace and
tranquillity of the world. As soon as Metternich dis-

covered that a revolutionary crusade, directed against

Austria, was being carried on in Italy with the sanction

of France, he laid aside the reserve he had hitherto dis-

played. Now, for the first time, serious consideration

was given—not, indeed, to the idea of placing the Duke
upon the throne of France—but of using him as an ex-

tremely effective means of threatening King Louis

Philippe.^ It suited Metternich's purpose that the

^ Apponyi to Metternich, January 8, 1831. "... some orators

proposed the election of the Duke of Reichstadt and the Duke of

Leuchtenberg."
'^ Sebastian!, Minister of Foreign Affairs, said :

" that he [Louis

Philippe] would equally persist in the exclusion of the Dukes of Reich-

stadt and Leuchtenberg." Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, January 24,

1831.

^ Despatch from the Prussian Ambassador Maltzahn, Royal State

Archives of Prussia, Vienna, December 3, and January 3, 1831.

^ Metternich to Apponyi, January iS, 1831. "... that we are

as prudent as we are virtuous in our conduct with regard to Napo-

leon II." The wording given by me differs from that of Metternich's

published " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. v. p. 116.

^ Maltzahn, Vienna, February 15 (second despatch), 1S31. Royal

Secret State Archives of Prussia. " Prince Metternich concludes by

declaring that if the French Government gave its support to the

Italian revolutionists, the Cabinet of Vienna would also claim the

right to employ all the power of its strong position against the weak
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agitation in Italy assumed an entirely Bonapartist

character, that proclamations from Napoleon 11. to the

ItaHans had been found there/ and that both the sons

of the ex-King Louis had taken up arms to expel the

Pope and the other Italian Princes.^

The Chancellor of State did not hesitate for a moment
to initiate Louis Philippe into the movements of this

Bonapartist revolutionary propaganda. To complete
the picture, he also informed them in Paris of the proposals

made to him by members of Napoleon's family. Apponyi
was to lay before the King the letter which Joseph Bona-
parte had addressed to the Emperor in the Duke of

Reichstadt's interests, immediately after the July revo-

lution.^ These revelations made a deep impression, and
Metternich was glad he had laid such stress upon the

Bonapartist tendency of the Italian revolution.* Louis

Philippe constantly applied to the Austrian Ambassador

position of Louis Philippe, and would have recourse to the last and
most extreme means which it had at command ; to set up the Duke of

Reichstadt in opposition to him. It is more especially the last part of

the private despatch which his Highness rightly wishes to remain

entirely a secret between the Cabinets." See as to this Metternich's
" Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. v. p. 149, and following. Metternich,

as early as September 1830, had actually thought of using the Duke of

Reichstadt as a weapon under certain circumstances. Maltzahn writes,

September 5, 1830 (Royal State Archives of Prussia) :
" Prince Metter-

nich thinks that under these circumstances [Louis Philippe's anxiety

about Reichstadt] the young Prince may become, in the hands of the

Allied Powers, a good means by which to over-awe certain parties in

France." A despatch from Ficquelmont, Austrian Ambassador in

Russia, to Metternich, St. Petersburg, 22 October, IMarch 1831, shows

that the Emperor Nicholas was not in favour of thicatening that the

Duke of Reichstadt might be brought upon the scene.

^ Maltzahn's despatch, Vienna, February 11, 1831. Royal State

Archives of Prussia. " The name of Napoleon II. is to be found in

several of the proclamations seized upon."
^ Metternich's " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. v. p. 118.

" Metternich to Apponyi, February 19, 1831.

* Maltzahn's despatches to Berlin, Vienna, March 4, 1831. Royal

Secret State Archives of Prussia.
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for information as to the Duke of Reichstadt, and seemed
able to reassure himself regarding the danger that might

threaten him in that quarter by remarking that he had
perfect faith in the loyalty of the Emperor, and he was
convinced that Francis would never encourage any
political plot injurious to the general peace. He could

not—so he added—deny the Bonapartist tendency of the

Italian revolution, the suppression of which was to the

mutual interest of the Cabinets of Vienna and Paris.^

Count Sebastiani— formerly an Imperial General—
then Minister of Foreign Affairs for France, might pour

contempt upon the limited resources of the Bonapartists,'

but it was high time for Louis Philippe to renounce the

revolutionary propaganda which threatened to annihilate

his tottering throne. The little band of Bonapartists

was not to be despised. Louis Philippe would soon be

convinced of this fact. In the beginning of March 1831,

General Lacroix, at the head of from 10,000 to 12,000

workmen, perambulated the streets of Paris, crying :

" Vive Napoleon II. .'" 'M bas le Roi Louis Philippe .'"

Even under the windows of the royal palace similar cries

reached the sovereign's ears.^ Bonapartists and Anar-

chists joined forces to overtlirow the "July King" by
spreading the report that the Courts of Europe favoured

the proclamation of Napoleon II. " In Paris," writes a

lady, " 1200 to 1500 devils desire the Republic. Those who
are twenty-five and having four thalers in their pocket

can command a dinner, are for Henri V., or the Duke of

Reichstadt. The lower orders and the army are Bona-

partists to a man."* Every moment some Bonapartist

' Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, March I, 1831.

- Ibid.

' Despatch of the Prussian Ambas?*^c'.or Maltzahn, Vienna, March 12,

J831. Royal Secret State Archives of Prussia.
•* Letter of an unknown lady, Paris, July 20, 1831. Metternich, on

September ii, 1831, remarks to the Ambassador in St. Petersburg that

this lady, owing to her circumstances, was in a position " to know
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excess^ was taking place, and only the treachery of a Pole

saved Paris from the outbreak of a Napoleonist con-

spiracy, sanctioned by Queen Hortense and led by her

son—afterwards Napoleon III.^ The French Government
was obliged to attach great importance to this discovery,

and immediately strengthened the garrison of Strassburg

and replaced the governor, General I'Allemand—whose
sympathies seemed doubtful—by Marshal Mortier.^ It

was certainly no mere accident that just at this time

a certain Delaly—probably a pseudonym assumed for

the occasion—wrote to Metternich that the Duke of

Reichstadt's party was gaining ground daily, and that

every heart would go out to him, could he now appear on
the borders of France.* A pamphlet entitled " Revolu-

tion de 1830 " gave utterance to the same opinion.

all and see clearly." A memorandum, which probably emanates from

Baron Hiigel, Attache to the Embassy in Paris, runs as follows :
" The

Bonapartists find among the masses sympathies which are nourished

by whatever pertains to the old army and the old administration, even

down to the smallest communes ; everything connected with the

military spirit and the glitter of arms accords with national feeling

in France." Supplementary to Apponyi's despatch to Metternich,

Paris, November 30, 18.31.

^ Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, March 2 and May 14, 1831.

^ Ibid., Paris, November 30, 183 1. " It is owing to the information

of a Pole that a Bonapartist conspiracy has just been discovered

here ; it was directed by the son of Louis Bonaparte, whose letters

were seized by the Government. Mme. Hortense, iu spite of M.

Casimir Perier's kindness to her, was privy to the plot. I have these

particulars from General Sebastian! himself." See also " Mcmoires

de M. Gisquet, ancien prefet de police," vol. i. p. 349.
^ Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, November 30, 1831.

* Delaly to Metternich, Paris, November 20, 1831. Supplementary

to Apponyi's despatch. " I think I ought to inform your Highness that

the Duke of Reichstadt's party gains in strength from day to day."

On January 13, 1830, it appears that Delaly wrote from London to the

Archduke Charles, informing him of a plot against the life of the Duke of

Reichstadt, which he had discovered by chance. From the report of

Neumann, Connsellor to the Embassy in London, dated June 22, 1830, it

appears that Delaly could not furnish any further or more exact details.
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Alter declaring that France really desired republican

institutions, but kept her sympathy for the Napo-
leonic dynasty, it continued as follows :

" We are of

opinion that an appeal to the peoplewould place Napoleon's

son at the head of the Government, who would give to

France those popular institutions which were promised in

vain after the July revolution."^

Except members of the Bonaparte family, with whom
France w^ould have no dealings, no striking personality

had approached the Cabinet of Vienna with proposals in

favour of the Emperor's son. This took place for the first

time in May 1831. In conjunction with jNIauguin,

the vain and pompous orator of the extreme left, General

Montholon, one of Napoleon L's executors, pleaded

quite plainly the cause of the Duke of Reichstadt. Mont-

holon, who was then staying in Berne, announced himself

one day to the Austrian Ambassador, Count Bombelles.

After some unimportant remarks, referring to pecuniary

claims on Marie Louise, he proceeded to the subject he had
at heart, which he wished to disclose to the Ambassador
under the seal of strictest secrecy. " I am commissioned

by j\Iauguin "—he said
—

" to inquire whether, under

some assumed name, I could obtain a passport for Vienna,

in order to interview Metternich and discover the Minister's

intentions in the matter—now imminent—of the procla-

mation of Napoleon II. Since 1823," he added, " Mauguin
has been President of those secret societies which have

thrown all Europe into a revolutionary fever. His

republicanism is only a mask, and the real aim of all his

efforts is the restoration of the Empire, for which he

vvould like to claim Austria's assistance." Mauguin did

not ask for a written pledge, but only for a verbal promise

to be given to Montholon that the Court of Vienna

would not only abstain from declaring war, but would

^ Supplementary to Delaly's letter to Metternich of November 20,

1^31
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also be the Duke's ally after be had been raised to the

throne. In return for this promise, ]\Iauguin would
pledge himself to give the Chancellor of State the key
to all the secret revolutionary movements of the parties,

and he was prepared to aid him in the destruction of

Jacobinism by lending all the forces at his disposal.^

In a memorandum which Mauguin had entrusted to

Montholon, to be delivered to Metternich through the

ambassador, he set forth a complete plan of a constitution

such as he desired might be given to France by Napoleon
11.^ In this document Mauguin developed, in greater

detail than Montholon had done, the argument that

Austria's interests urgently demanded the restoration

of the Empire, because France, rent by internal convul-

sions, threatened all Europe with anarchy. As Metter-

nich met these proposals with eloquent silence, Mauguin
believed the time had come to compel x\ustria to partici-

pate in his undertakings by means of threats. On August

8, Montholon was to address a letter to Bombellcs, in

which, in the event of continued refusals on the part of

the crowned heads of Europe, the prospect was held out

of a frightful and devastating war, brought about by the

revolutionary propaganda which, it was further declared,

would dismember Austria within six weeks of firing the

first cannon shot. " Mauguin," wrote Montholon,
" commissions me to inform you that if the Austrian

Government agrees to surrender Napoleon II. and to

conduct him to the frontier, he will receive him at once

with 100,000 National Guards from Burgundy and Lyons,

and make over to him, through the Chambers, the Dictator-

ship for a period of five years. In return for this, my party

offers the Emperor of Austria the whole of Italy as well

as the crown of Poland and, should it be the l^jupcror's

desire, the restoration of Germany as a monarchy,

' Count Bombelles to Mcttc-rnich, Berne, May 29, 1831.

'' Supplementary to Bombelles' despatch of May 29, 1831.
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under the sway of his Imperial sceptre." ^ Mauguin^ who
felt himself already master of the world, dispensing thrones

and kingdoms at will, deemed it expedient during the

negotiations with Bombelles to enter into relations with

the Duchesse de Berri, mother of Henry of Bordeaux.

This at least is Montholon's account. Mauguin de-

sired to proclaim the Duke of Bordeaux as Emperor
Henry I., under the sole guardianship of his mother.

His flag was to be tricolour, with the lilies, and the eagle

surmounting them. Mauguin was generous enough to

grant Charles X., with the Dauphin and his wife, a pension

of several millions of francs, on condition of perpetual

banishment. Louis Philippe, at whose downfall he

particularly aimed, was, on the contrary, to receive

no compensation, and, together with his entire family,

was to reside permanently out of France, forfeiting all

possibility of ever succeeding Henry I.^ Taken in

connection with the well-authenticated Bonapartist

machinations, and the numerous letters addressed to

Metternich by less important partisans of the Empire,

these new symptoms of activity deserved special atten-

tion. The tone which Mauguin adopted here, as of one

Power to another, may not have made much impression^

on the Chancellor of State, particularly as the tribune of

the people had no evidence to show that Lafayette,

Odillon Barrot and Lamarque were of his way of thinking

—in short, that he had an overwhelming majority behind

him.* But Mauguin, however slightingly Metternich

might regard his character,^ was nevertheless a prominent

personality, whom even a Casimir Perier seems to have

^ Letter of Montholon to Bombelles, August 8. Supplementary to

his despatch of August 9, 1831.

- Bombelles to Metternich, Berne, September 12, 1831.

^ Metternich to Bombelles, Vienna, August 21, 1831.

* Montholon to Bombelles, August 8, 1831.

' Motleruich to Apponyi, Vienna, October 28, 1831.
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repented attacking in open debate in the Chamber.
Metternich chiefly feared that this man's influence upon
the young generation in France might lead to a rebelhon,

and finally bring about the downfall of Casimir Perier,

who had been at the head of the Ministry since March
1831. The Chancellor of State looked upon this Minister

as the last Conservative prop of the French monarchy,—
the sole person who still possessed the power and strength

of will to stem the surging tide of revolution.^ Innocent

of the accusation brought against him by Mauguin,
namely that he had conspired with dishonest Bonapartists

against Louis Philippe,^ Metternich was resolved to warn
the French Minister. Political delicacy forbade that he

should reveal to Casimir Perier the names of those men
who had made him privy to their plots. But notliing

could deter him from initiating the French statesman

into the secret plans of revolt themselves.^ Perier was

not satisfied with such half measures. " Only the know-

ledge of the actual names," he said to Apponja, "can be

of any assistance in helping us to get to the bottom of

these intrigues." Not to give them—he considered

—

created a sense of alarm rather than of security, and

obscured instead of enlightening matters.* Casimir

^ Metternich to Apponyi, Vienna, October 28, 183 1.

^ In the letter of August 8, Montholon had written to Bombelles :

" Mauguin told me, when passing through Berne, that Prince Metter-

nich was carrying on Napoleonist intrigues in Finance, but that they

were in very bad hands." To this Metternich replied to Bombelles,

August 21, 1831 :
" Monsieur le Comte, have the kindness to make the

most direct and formal denial of this assertion to IM. de Montholon
;

oiir intrigues could not be in bad hands, because in fact we are not carry-

ing on any, either with the Bonapartists, or with any other party in

France." Consequently Hillcbrand's statements in " Franzosischc

•".fcschichte," vol. i. p. 642, should be corrected.

•' Metternich to Apponyi, August 24, 183 1. The statement given by

Hillebrand (already quoted) p. 643, that Metternich entrusted Count

Bombelles with negotiations in Switzerland is entirely false.

* Api'ouyi to Metternich, November 10, 1831.
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Perier hoped to get at Metternich's secret by some
devious course. He proposed that Austria should keep

silence, but—by a trick not unknown to diplomacy

—

should at the same time manage to lose a despatch ad-

dressed to Apponyi, containing the true facts of the case,

which might subsequently be found by French agents.

Or a courier bearing similar instructions might be stopped

on the road to Paris. " The more this scheme is at

variance with this Minister's open and honest disposition,"

remarks Apponyi, " the more plainly it shows what ex-

traordinary importance he attaches to these revelations."^

But Metternich would not deviate a hair's breadth from

the attitude he had assumed, and refused to divulge the

names. On the other hand, he now felt less need to show
consideration for Napoleon's brothers. As he had not

concealed Joseph Bonaparte's aims from the French

Government, so he now acquainted Casimir Perier with

similar undertakings on the part of Jerome. In

November 1831, the latter came forward with a request

that he might send a confidential agent to Vienna to

receive from the Austrian Cabinet tacit consent to the

restoration of Napoleon II., a request which was abruptly

and categorically refused.^ The Court of Vienna could

scarcely keep pace with the numerous attempts to involve

the Emperor Francis in the Bonapartist movement in

favour of his grandson. With regard to these unremitting

but fruitless appeals, Metternich could only lay claim

before all the Courts, and before Louis Philippe himself, to

justice and integrity. No doubt a word from him would

have brought about a general rising of the Bonapartists.

That was the plan of Marshal Gneisenau, who always

reverted to his favourite scheme : Austria was to use the

Duke of Reichstadt as a tool for the dismemberment of

^ Apponyi to Metternich, November 10, 1831.

- Saurau to Metternich, Florence, November 29, 183 1. Metternich

to Apponyi, December 27, 1831.
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France. In his opinion, Austria should assist the strong

party of the Duke of Bordeaux in the South and West
of France and, by way of counterbalance, support the

Bonapartists in the North, where they were in the

majority. " From that moment," he said to the Austrian

Ambassador in Berlin, " France would cease to be a source

of danger to us, and we should find in its internal divisions

the best guarantee for our tranquillity, which we are now
obliged to purchase by unremitting and exorbitant

preparations for war."^ Opposed though Metternich

was in his inmost soul to Louis Philippe, who had raised

himself to power b}^ the violation of Legitimist principles,

he was nevertheless unwilling to apply Gneisenau's

proposed antidote. He dreaded lest the downfall of the

July King should be followed by a revival of the revo-

lutionary propaganda. Very unwillingly, therefore, and

driven to this course by the attitude of the French

Government itself, he resolved, in February 1831, to use

the Duke of Reichstadt as a menace against Louis Phi-

lippe. He did not seriously intend to make a compact

with the Duke's adherents, for since Casimir Perier

had led the affairs of France, he wished permanence

and success to his Ministry.^ It was just because he

sympathised with this man in his efforts to stem the tide

of anarchy, that in October 183 1 he drew his attention

to Mauguin who, only a short time before, had constituted

himself champion of the Duke of Reichstadt's claims
;

but there is no truth in the assertion that Metternich

broke his promise and revealed to Casimir Perier the

1 Prince TrauttmansdorfE to Metternich, Berlin, March 15, 1831.

During the Congress of Vienna Gneisenau wanted to make use of

Napoleon, in order to bring a civil war upon France.

^ Pralormo, the Sardinian Ambassador in Vienna, declares (June 30,

183 1) that Metternich kept the Duke ready for all emergencies. " For

that reason," he says, " the young man is being brought forward, his

military taste awakened, in short he is being prepared to play a part."

Ilillebrand (already quoted), p. 643. This is certainly not correct.
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secret which had been confided to him.^ When pressed

by this Minister to divulge the conspirators' names, he

retorted that it was his duty not to play any double

game.- In truth he never betrayed any Bonapartists of

high standing.^ Neither did he utter a word as to Mau-
guin having applied to him for help in his enterprise. He
merely pointed him out to Casimir Perier as a revolutionary

who, while belonging to no party, was ever ready to

form intrigues, whether Radical, Bonapartist, or Carlist,

when any advantage was to be gained.* Metternich,

however, went a step further when, at the end of

December 1831, a new emissary of the Napoleonists,

Baron Collins, formally a French officer, arrived in Vienna.

He was supplied with a letter of cordial recommendation

from General Hulot, Moreau's brother-in-law, to a pro-

minent personage in Vienna, who was intimately con-

nected with Metternich. The mission entrusted to

Baron Collins was not indicated in this letter ; but in

conversation, supported by the General's good-will, the

French officer made no secret of his commission, nor

of his earnest desire to get into confidential communica-
^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 61. " Prince Metternich would not

reveal the names of the leaders, with the exception of Mauguin, who was
of no importance to the Duke."

^ Metternich to Apponyi, Vienna, October 28, 1831. "To give the

names of these individuals would be impossible ; it would be repugnant

to our moral character. On the contrary, it is incumbent upon us not

to play a double game."
^ " You may inform this Minister in confidence that those who applied

to us were men of mark socially, but well known for their devotion to

Bonapartism."
^ Metternich to Apponyi, October 28, 1831. " This intriguing person,

whose reputation is tarnished in every way, calls for the strictest

supervision. It would be impossible to define the party to which

M. Mauguin belongs. He serves every one who wants—or may want

—

to subvert the existing order of things. Bound by no principle,

equally ready to support unbridled despotism or unrestricted

radicalism, Bonapartist, Carlist, or Radical, he is anything which

offers him a part to play, or brings him in a profit."
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tion with Metternich. It was no longer a question of

a single party, he said, but of a great national movement
directed against Louis Philippe, whose throne was un-

tenable and would inevitably collapse before March was
over, under the pressure of a general uprising. It was
really noteworthy that Collins made use of almost the

same phrases recently employed by the envoys from
the Bonapartist camp.^ Thus Collins emphatically

declared that only the young Napoleon, Henry of Bor-

deaux, or the Republic could follow Louis Philippe.

Henry was impossible, since the bulk of the people would
repudiate him. The Republic meant war, revolulionary

propaganda, and general anarchy. All this could be

avoided by granting the wish of the French nation :

the recall of Napoleon II. Collins was positive in his

assurances that, given a genuine sign of encouragement

from Austria, a famous French General would proceed

to Vienna to give full reassurance as to the measures

taken by the devoted adherents of the Napoleonic dynasty

in France ; but—with the exception of Joseph Bonaparte

—he stoutly refused to give up the names of those men
who had entrusted him with this mission. He would

only take this step when the success of his undertaking

was assured.^ As Collins resisted all attempts to make
him divulge his co-operators, Metternich ordered his

expulsion from Vienna.^ The Chancellor regarded this

new attempt on the part of the Bonapartists as sufficiently

important to be brought to the knowledge of the Frencli

Government. He did not mention Collins' visit to

Vienna, but spoke only of General Hulot's letter of intro-

duction to some Frenchman. The General's name was

to serve as a point of departure for investigation into

the doings of his confederates. Casimir Perier was

asked to give his word of honour not to adopt any other

^ Metternich to Apponyi, December 27, 1831.

» Ibid. ^ Ibid., January 8, 1832,
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means of inquir}^ otherwise he would expose Metternich

to accusations of breach of faith. ^ The French Minister

submrtted to this condition. He was not a Httle aston-

ished to find that the man who was lending a hand in

the restoration of the Empire was the brother-in-law of

that very Moreau who had lost his life in fighting against

Napoleon.^ It appeared that Casimir Perier was re-

solved to oppose with all his might every rising in favour

of the Duke of Reichstadt, He feared the Carlists and
Bonapartists less, he said, than the ultra-Liberals, who
would undo their own work—the July revolution—just as

the ultra-Royalists had driven Charles X. into exile.

^

The Minister was fully occupied with the suppression

of all the attempts, open and secret, made against the

Government of Louis Philippe. Unhappily for the

purpose he kept in view, this iron personality succumbed,

the victim of the cholera epidemic, at a most critical

moment, May i6, 1832. He had often been heard to

say :
" My wings are clipped, my health is broken, but

my country is more ailing than myself."* Under the

weaker rule of his successor in the Ministry, the parties

hostile to Louis Philippe recovered vigour. Caroline,

Duchesse de Berri, mother of Henry of Bordeaux, a bold,

resolute woman, landed in the south of France to unfurl

the Carlist banners. It was from this party that funds

were forthcoming, on the occasion of General Lamarque's

funeral procession, to assist that outbreak of republicanism

which had to be suppressed by force of arms, and which

resulted in a victory for Louis Philippe. Had these

heroic republicans, who allowed themselves to be used by

the Carlists as battering-rams against the King they

detested, adopted as their war-cry " Vive Napoleon !
"

' Metternich to Apponyi, December 27, 1S31.

^ Apponyi to ;Metternich, Paris, January 9, 1832,

^ Ibid., January 12, 1832.

^ Karl Hillebrand, " Geschichte Frankreich's," vol. i. p. 337.
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instead of " Vive la Repuhlique ! " there is little doubt
but that they would have won over thousands to their

side. But the cry " Vive la Repuhlique /" which recalled

only too vividly to the peaceful citizens the reign of

terror under Robespierre, found no responsive echo in

the hearts of the people whose idol was Napoleon.'^

Apponyi was entirely wrong when, in his exaggerated

devotion to the Carlists, he constantly declared that

the soundest part of the nation looked for salvation

solely in the return of Henry V. The great bulk of the

people and the army were for the Duke of Reichstadt.

Heine writes from Paris to Germany :
" The malcontents,

if they ever adopt any decisive measure, will begin by
proclaiming the young Napoleon."^ It was a fatal

mistake on the part of their leader not to risk giving

the signal without the acquiescence of Austria. The
Marshals of the Empire, the chief office-holders, wished

to proceed carefully, and did not care to stake their

property in a doubtful venture without the support

of the Court of Vienna. These men lacked the fire which

had stimulated them to heroic deeds under Napoleon I.

Worn out by age and infirmity,^ their powers of action

were paralysed, and they condemned their party to

perpetual procrastination. " The despicable inertia of

the Imperialists at Court," writes a lady, " has done

much harm in the public opinion." * In any case, the

proclamation of the Duke of Reichstadt remained merely

a half measure so long as the Emperor Francis turned a

deaf ear to all demands for his release ; but it would

^ See Heinrich Heine's interesting letter, Paris, June 7, 1832, in his

" Franzosische Zustiinde."

^ Heine's letter, Paris, January 19, 1832, in his "Franzosische

Zustiinde.

"

•' Victor Hugo to King Joseph Bonaparte. September 6, 1831, in

Victor Hugo's " Correspondance," p. 119. "The ancient supporters

of the Empire are either ungrateful or worn out,"

• Letter from a lady in Paris. Without date.

2A
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have answered better to proclaim him first, and after-

wards to insist upon the young Napoleon's return. Under
the stress of approaching anarchy, which would surely

follow the downfall of Louis Philippe, Metternich might

possibly have been induced to allow the Emperor's son

to assume the government of France. Once, indeed,

he was heard to say, when the Bonapartists talked of

proclaiming the Duke King of Italy :
" The King of

Rome, energetically demanded by the faction v/ith which

we are now striving, would certainly be more preferable

to us than a federal republic, or a monarchy hostile to the

existence of Austria." ^ None of the Napoleonist leaders

had any suspicion that these were the Chancellor's

sentiments, and therefore neglected the one measure

which alone could have crowned their efforts with success.

Even Prince Charles Louis Napoleon, the heir apparent to

the Empire, looked for salvation to Vienna, in opposition

to his late brother who would have nothing to do with

the cousin who had been educated at the Austrian Court.

Warned of the impending republican revolt in June,

Charles Louis Napoleon contemplated nothing less than

to utilise this rising on the part of a section of the people

to the advantage of the Imperial cause. ^ Already, on

May 28, 1832, he had written to Metternich that the

republicans were preparing to strike a decided blow for

the mastery. Now was the time to raise the standard

of the Duke, around which would flock the influential

men whom he knew ; but they must have a written

guarantee that he would not refuse the crown thus offered

him.^ The document which the Duke was to sign ran as

^ Metternich to Apponyi, March 12, 1831.

^ The same to the same, Vienna, June 21, 1832. "This letter [to

Metternich] proves that this young man was •sjxurately informed of

the existence of a vast republican conspiracy which he wished to turn

to his own account."
^ Charles Louis Napoleon to Metternich, Arenenberg, May 28, 1832.

" I know influential persons in a position to serve my cousin. Before
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follows :
" General ! I know your sentiments towards

me. I am touched by the devotion which you, in common
with other brave Frenchmen, cherish for the memory of

my father. I shall be happy if the day comes when
I can show my gratitude for this, and prove that the

welfare of France constitutes my highest ideal." ^

Metternich paid no attention to this communication
from Charles Louis Napoleon. In his enthusiasm for

the maintenance of " peace and order," he believed the

best answer he could give would be to call the attention

of Louis Philippe himself to this step on the part of

Charles Louis Napoleon. But before Count Apponyi
could apply for an audience, the Viennese envoy, Marshal

Maison, had already reported the affair to the King.

Delighted with the confidence shown him, Louis Philippe,

in his joy, wished to impart the contents of the letter

to the entire Ministry. When, however, Apponyi
requested secrecy, he admitted that he must accede to

Metternich's demand. " But I should have liked,"

he added, " the widest publicity given to this act of

loyalty on the part of your Cabinet. I am even of

opinion that it would have served the particular interests

of France, as well as the general interests of the repose

and tranquillity of Europe." ^ Was Metternich, however,

quite justified in remaining deaf to all the requests of

the Napoleonists, and thus debarring his Emperor's

grandson from the throne of France ? Would it not

have been in accordance with the interests of Austrian

policy if he had permitted the Duke, who cherished

feelings of deepest gratitude to the Court of Vienna,^ to

taking to action, they only require the assurance that he will not refuse

the position to which he is entitled."

' Supplementary to Prince Charles Louis Napoleon's letter to Metter-

nich of May 28, 1832.

^ Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, June 29, 1832.

^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 17.
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be proclaimed sovereign ruler of France ? The young
Napoleon expected this. " After the abortive attempt

to maintain the House of Bourbon on the throne of

France," he said to Prokesch, " did not the son of the late

Emperor, who had been recognised by every Court in

Europe, the son of the Archduchess Marie Louise, offer

a better security to the Powers than the son of Egalite ?

And even if they were compelled to make this concession

to the revolution, do they not realise themselv'es that it

is vain ? " ^ Under Napoleon II. the alliance between

Austria and France would have been far more reliable

than under Louis Philippe, who betrayed from the

beginning a bellicose disposition. How greatly an alliance

between Austria and France, governed by Napoleon II.,

was dreaded by Italy, Metternich had gathered from the

observations of Misle}^ who lived at Modena. This man
had declared that one thousand Italian daggers were

at his disposal in Vienna to assassinate the young Duke,

who was well-disposed towards Austria, the moment he

should return to his native land.^ Could the Chancellor

of State have entirely forgotten why he had once inter-

vened on behalf of the elder Napoleon ? Why in 1814

he hesitated even to the last to aid his dethronement ?

Surely the son, who was not raised to sovereignty by
conquest, offered a better security for peace than

the soldier-Emperor whose career depended upon an

uninterrupted series of triumphs ? Even if Metternich

^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 51.

' " Resume of a conversation with M. le Baron de Collins," Vienna,

December, 1831, supplementary to Mettemich's instructions to

Apponyi, December 27. " Misley of Modena," Collins said to me,

"speaking one day of the future of France and of the alliance which

would be formed between her and Austria under Napoleon II,, thus

strengthening the bondage of Italy, added that he had thousands of

Italians in Vienna at his disposal, and that he would know how to

do away with the young Prince before he had time to add to his country's

yoke."
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recognised the advantages which Austria would gain

from a France ruled by Napoleon II., he felt liimself

continually hampered by the treaties which existed

between Austria and the other Powers, by which the

house of Bonaparte was erased for ever from the list

of ruling dynasties. After the successful suppression of

the rebels of June 6, 1832, by Louis Philippe, he thought
less than ever of the Duke of Reichstadt. Now, in the

July King, he saw the strong ally he needed in order to

stamp out anarchy ; now he had found his model King
whom he could hold up as an example to the lesser

Princes of Germany, that they too might oppose the

arch-enemies of the old order of things with new energy

and courage.'^ But even had tlie Chancellor of State

desired to contravene the treaties of 1814 and 1815 in

favour of the Emperor's son, the proceeding would have

been quite useless at this juncture. Since the middle of

May 1832, the Duke had been a stricken man, who had no

more need to concern himself with politics. On the same
day upon which Metternich handed over Prince Charles

Louis Napoleon's letter to the French King, he wrote to

Apponyi concerning liis sovereign's grandson : "I regard

him as an almost hopeless case. His malady is a disease

of the lungs which is fully declared, and since this disease

does not spare mature age, it kills more rapidly at one

^ Metternich's despatch of June 12, 1832. "The event [referring to

the state of siege in Paris] is of the greatest importance, and bears the

stamp of the age. In this case evil outweighs the good, and vice versa.

In the abstract there could be nothing more untoward than the con-

solidation of the miserable rule of Louis Philippe, destitute as it is of any

equitable basis. Taking into account, however, the agitated condition

of the world, the suppression of the revolutionary faction is a blessmg,

since it affords a possibility to other Govemrnents, especially that of

Germany, to work for the maintenance of peace with far greater effect-

iveness than hitherto. In this, as under all conditions, kings must

endeavour to devise some btneiit to themselves from such good as

events may offer."
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and twenty," ^ The devotion to the Emperor's son,

which Victor Hugo had inspired in the youth of France,

could now avail him no more : Death had already looked

him in the face and spoken the decree that his life, upon
the very brink of great expectations, must come to a

close, not in France, but in exile and abroad.

' Mettemich, " Nachgelassene Papiere," vol. v. p. 277.
* " Correspondance de Victor Hugo," p. 119.



CHAPTER X

ILLNESS AND DEATH

The bright hopes which Austria and the Bonaparte
family entertained on behalf of Napoleon's highly gifted

son were doomed to speedy extinction. At the very

moment when in 1830 his followers were petitioning

Metternich for the surrender of his person, while Joseph
Bonaparte was seeking to obtain the Emperor Francis's

sanction to convey his nephew back to France, the young
Napoleon had already developed the germ of a fatal

malady. During his childhood there had been no apparent

indications that he would be cut off in the flower of his

age, to perish inactive—far from the fields of honour

and renown—upon a bed of suffering in the Imperial

palace of Schonbrunn. He had been an unusually

strong and healthy child, who surprised everyone by his

exuberant physique.^ Only his teeth were defective,

owing rather to want of attention than to natural ten-

dencies.^ Except for slight colds, he kept free from all

childish ailments till his eighth year. In 1819, however,

he was attacked by spotted fever, which, to his great

annoyance, confined him to his room for six weeks.^

A peculiar yellowish discolouration of the fingers, which

first made its appearance when he was about fourteen or

' In spite of this there were people who prophesied he would never

live to grow up. " Jahrbuch fiir Schweizerische Geschichte," vol. xxiii.,

p. 63.

- Dietrichstein's report of June 17, 18 16. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Dictrichbtein to Archduke Rainer, June ii, 1S19. Pr. Oc.—W. A.
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fifteen, and increased to a marked degree towards the

close of his life, troubled him very much, especially in

damp weather. When it occurred, he owned to a com-
plete loss of sensation in them. He would rub his hands

—but in vain—to restore the circulation.^ This strange

peculiarity, however, did not cause such serious anxiety

as his abnormally rapid growth. It was the more dis-

quieting because his chest did not develop in the same
proportion, but seemed rather to contract.^ " His

extremely rapid growth," reported Count Dietrichstein,
" amounting to two, three, or even four inches in a year

(as proved by measurements which are carefully kept),^

has gradually exercised a prejudicial effect on his health.

His body is long and narrow, the chest contracted, the

arms and legs weak ; he has not as yet his full complement
of teeth ; so far he has not had measles or scarlet fever,

and must be guarded against them, and on account of his

chest and lungs must be restrained from too violent or

too prolonged exercise, as well as from sudden transitions

from heat to cold.""* The first results of this over-growth

appeared in the summer of 1827. While dining at the

Imperial table at Baden, he was attacked with sudden
indisposition. He complained of dizziness and general

weakness, and was obliged to remain in bed for several

days.^ Dr. Staudenheim's efforts overcame the malady,

which he attributed to the Prince's weakly constitution.^

* Foresti's notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Ihid. " He grew visibly, whilst his chest, instead of broadening,

seemed rather to contract."

^ Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

* The measurements quoted in this report are still in the possession

of his Serene Highness Prince Oettingen-Wallerstein at the Castle

Waldstein, near Peggau (Steiermark).

^ Foresti's notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
* Ibid. " This doctor [Staudenheim] was convinced that the weakest

things about the Prince's constitution were, and always would be, his

chest and the pulmonary artery."
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According to his diagnosis, there was a scrofulous tendency,

which he tried to combat by the use of the swimming bath.

The treatment was successful, but the advent of colder

weather, and also an inflamed throat, put a stop to it,

upon which " the scrofulous tendencies, which were
always latent, broke out afresh." ^ Once more Stauden-

heim's medical skill succeeded in arresting the progress

of the disease, but, in order to effect a lasting result, he

was of opinion that the Prince's whole course of life must
be regulated with the greatest care and prudence. Accor-

ding to his directions, in winter the Prince was not to go

out in wet or windy weather, and all violent exercise was
to be avoided. Staudenhcim also ordered the patient

to avoid all injurious foods or liquors until he had finished

growing and his weakened constitution had gradually

returned to its fonner condition. Dancing and fencing,

which he had take 1 up in 1823, were strictly prohibited
;

but riding, and swimming in summer time, were permitted

as conducive to the strengthening of his frame. " In

this way," writes Dr. Staudenheim to Count Neipperg,

on January i, 1828, " I hope to establish the Prince's

health if no complications (such as scarlet fever or

measles) or any unforeseen obstacle should intervene." ^

But it was precisely from the Prince himself that such

hindrances were most to be feared. Strongly opposed

to all prudential measures, he regarded every form of

coddling as incompatible with his future career as a

soldier. Above all, he thirsted for his freedom and

independence. On the other hand, his physician and

his governor dreaded nothing so much as his excitable

temperament. Supported by Staudenhcim, Count

Dietrichstein, therefore, requested Marie Louise and the

Emperor to delay his pupil's coming of age. " If this

^ Dr. Staudenheim to Count Neipperg, January i, 182S. Pr. Oe.

—

W. A.

^ Ibid. Montbel, incorrectly, writes " Staudenheimer."
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is disregarded," he wrote, " not only might all our

cherished plans be placed in jeopardy, but there is another

important matter—it would be very prejudicial if the

Prince were permitted to enter society and be exposed

to great fatigue before he had regained his strength.

His mind outiuns his physical powers and hinders his

proper development ; so there are ample reasons why we
should turn a deaf ear to his importunate and rash desire

for independence, and listen rather to the dictates of

wisdom." ^ In the face of such urgent representations

there was no serious intention of celebrating the Duke's

majority at present. Although in 1829 he was com-

paratively well,^ he still remained under medical super-

vision. His case was confided to Dr. Malfatti after the

death of Dr. Staudenheim in May 1830. Malfatti was

one of the leading physicians in Vienna, who had formerly

attended King Louis Bonaparte and his sister Elise.

Like his predecessor, he attributed the weakness of the

Prince's lungs to his rapid growth. He ordered a strength-

ening diet of milk and seltzer water. He also con-

sidered that inaction of the skin was a secondary cause of

this pulmonary weakness. He found in various parts

of the Prince's body, but especially upon the neck and

upper arm, a condition of the epidermis indicating in-

cipient ringworm. This symptom, which seemed to be

inherited from his father's side, was the more important,

in Malfatti's opinion, because it might easily attack the

lining membranes, especially those of the windpipe and

bronchial tubes. For this malady he prescribed a

course of baths. He was just as emphatic as Staudenheim

in condemning all great excitement, extremes of heat and

cold, and errors of diet.^ Early in the winter of 1830 the

^ Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828, Pr. Oe.—W. A.
* Foresti's notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
' Dr. Malfatti's medical advice regarding the Duke's health, Vienna,

July 4, 1830. Printed by ]\Iontbel (already quoted). Montbel, how-

ever, gives the date as July 15,
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Duke caught cold, as had been predicted. " It is the Herr
von Malfatti's wish "—runs a letter from Dietrichstein to

Obenaus, the Prince's head tutor
—

" that he should not

ride or bathe or drink seltzer water, until he has lost the

cold which is heavy upon his chest. He also requests

that the Prince should not ride too far, nor too fast,

so that he should not perspire so freely and take cold so

easily." ^ When the chill had disappeared, Dietrichstein

allowed him to walk in moderately cold weather, to ride

half or three quarters of an hour, and to dance at the

Court balls, but only in the French quadrilles. " With
these precautions," says his governor, " which I do not

carry to excess, I hope he may get through the winter

well, and also Lent and Easter, the approach of which

always tries him a little every year." " When, in spite of

all care, his appearance changed for the worse, owing to

his reckless passion for riding,^ it became necessary to

forbid all exercise on horseback for a time. This pro-

hibition was the more needful because the Duke entirely

disregarded all urgent injunctions to let himself cool

gradually, and change his linen after riding further than

usual. He would go straight to his box at the theatre,

and sit there bathed in perspiration. This utter defiance

of medical advice alarmed Count Dietrichstein. Pie

feared dangerous results, not only for the Prince, but

' Dietrichstein to Obenaus. No date to the letter, but judging

from its contents it probably belongs to the year 1830. In the possession

of Baron Oskar Obenaus.
- Ihid. Undated. This letter also must have been written in 1830.

In the possession of Lieutenant-Colonel Oscar Obenaus.
^ The same to the same. This letter similarly must have been

written in 1830. In the possession of Lieutenant-Colonel Oscar

Obenaus. " Having seen with my own eyes his reckless passion for

riding, to which my attention had often been called by reliable people,

I am inclined to attribute his appearance of ill-health chiefly to the fact

that riding induces violent perspiration and overstrains the lungs ;

other ])(.()ple besides myself have observed this after his drill whicl! is

not nearly so exliausting as riding."
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for himself. " My anxiety," he writes to Obenaus,

"as regards the significant change in tlie Prince's appear-

ance, his contempt and mockery of all natural anxiety,

and my own heavy responsibility, are growing too great.

I shall see wliat may be the result of his ceasing to ride,

and act accordingly ; for, strive as I may to do my duty

by the Prince, to make things pleasant for him and gain

his increasing confidence (which is hopeless), I must also

protect myself from all reproach, and guard against the

hateful insinuations of certain writers, which to the evilly-

disposed might seem not altogether unfounded, if the

Prince continues in this condition, which one can but

fear, seeing his unhealthy colour, his hollow eyes, and

drawn features." ^ The Duke yielded all the more to his

passion for riding, because it offered some compensation

for the active military service from which he was debarred

by Malfatti's orders. He was not permitted to enter the

army until the spring of 183 1. He felt this the more
keenly because, from his earliest years, all his thoughts

and feelings had centred in his desire to become an active

unit in the Austrian army. The recollection of his father

and his great personality ever loomed before his eyes. A
storywas circulated in Vienna which told how the Emperor
said one day to his grandson :

" Frankie, what do you in-

tend to be ? " and when the boy, covered with confusion,

could make no reply, he added :
" li you do not know

yourself, I'll make you a Court chaplain "—a suggestion

which immediately provoked a remonstrance from the

Duke.^ Probably the Prince's protest is the only part

of the story that agrees with the truth. If the Emperor
Francis really uttered the words which have been put

into his mouth, they were certainly not meant seriously.

* Undated ;
probably belongs to the year 1830. In the possession of

Lieutenant-Colonel Baron Oscar Obenaus.
^ Report of September 16, 1819, supplementary to Sedlnitzky's

despatch of September 24. M.I.
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The Duke had long been intended for a soldier : his

whole education was directed to this end. In 1818,

before it occurred to the Viennese public to make him
into a chaplain, he had appeared at Court in a corporal's

uniform.^ In November 1822 he was promoted to the rank
of sergeant, a promotion which was announced to Count
Dietrichstein by Field-Marshal the Imperial Adjutant-

General Baron Kutschera in the following terms :
" The

woman (INIarie Louise) who had expected to see her son

nothing less than a colonel, is now glad he is a sergeant. It

shows how everything in this world is relative." ^ But the

Duke himself was not less enchanted with his new rank,

subordinate though it might be, in the grade of military

distinction. " The sergeant's uniform is not yet finished,"

wrote Dietrichstein to Kutschera ;
" he can scarcely

bear to wait for it. Since the recollection of the past

would make his desire for a regiment very excusable, I

cannot but praise his contentment. Besides, the thing

will be treated as a mere matter of amusement, although

everything relating to it will assume importance in his

eyes." ^ With true ardour he underwent his musketry

drill ;
•* and great was his happiness when in 1823 he was

permitted, as sergeant, to command a march past of the

guard of the Court, in the presence of Marie Louise and

the King of Naples.^ Even his choice of studies were in

accordance with a soldier's career. Besides drill and

service regulations for the infantry, he was instructed in

fortification, gunnery, and all the science pertaining to

1 Count Dietrichstcin's Diary, March 29, 18 iS. Pr. Oc.—W. A.

^ Kutschera to Dietrichstein, Verona, November 11, 1822. Pr. Oc.—

W. A.

3 Dietrichstein to Kutschera, November 17, i8j8, Pr. Oe.—V. A.

* Dietrichstcin's Diary. Pr. Oe.—W. A. A report of July 6, 1822,

says :
" In this drill the Prince knows already every rule and position

in existence, and has begun to command a few men of the Court Ruard."

Supplementary to Sedlnitzky's report of September 3, 1822. M.I.

^ Dictriclistein's Diary. Pr. Oc. —\V. A,
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the artillery.^ At a very early age Dietrichstein had
given him books bearing on mihtary matters, with a

view to preparing him for his profession.^ The young
Duke could hardly restrain his impatience to begin his

active career as a soldier. In 1826, Marie Louise, well

aware of her son's ardent desire, requested her father to

give her, by way of a birthday gift, a commission for the

Duke. Francis promised to do so on condition that the

young man should first gain the complete approbation of

his governor.^ But Count Dietrichstein, for whom the

Duke could never work hard enough, did not consider him
worthy as yet of such a distinction. " That is not the

way," he said to him, " to maintain an officer's rank.

Your entire education depends upon your industry,

your sense of virtue, justice and order ; and the more you
have neglected these inborn tendencies of humanity,

the harder and faster you must now strive to make up
for this culpable negligence." * For two long years

Dietrichstein left the yearnings and desires of his pupil

unsatisfied. It was not until August 1828 that he

consented to the Duke's receiving a captaincy in the

Imperial Light Infantry,^ This was an event in the

life of the Prince ; coming so unexpectedly, it transformed

him, in his own words, "quite suddenly into one of the

happiest of men." ® On August 17, after one of his card-

^ Dietrichsten's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^^ Ibid.

^ The Duke of Reichstadt to Dietrichstein, Weinzierl, August 3,

1826. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Dietrichstein to the Duke, September 6, 1826. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

° Dietrichstein to Obenaus, Wieselburg, August 22 (1828). In posses-

sion of Baron Oscar Obenaus. " I had to promote the affair myself,

and was glad to do it, for the sake of the soldiers in the camp [in Hun-
gary] for reasons of propriety and in order to influence the Prince

favourably. God grant I have succeeded, but only events can show."
^ The Duke to Foresti, August 18, 1828. Published by me in the

fenilleton of the Neue Freie Presse, August 8, 1898. Dietrichstein

himself writes to Obenaus on this subject :
" Meanwhile he is naturally
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parties, his grandfather sent for him. " You have long

been wishing for something," said the Emperor, " I,

your Majesty!" rephed the Duke, at a loss, and thinking

his mother was playing some joke upon him. "Yes,"
rejoined Francis, " and as a token of my satisfaction,

and of the service I expect from you, I now appoint you
Captain of my Light Infantry. Be an honest man,
that is all I desire." The Duke was intoxicated with joy.

It is a fine trait in his character that, in the moment of

his happiness, he did not forget to give immediate in-

formation of his promotion to the man who had given him
his first military instruction, and who had continually

pointed out to him the soldier's career as the only one

to which he could devote himself. " Now," he writes to

Captain Foresti, " the dearest of comrades," " we will

work seriously at all branches of military science ; nothing

shall be too difficult for me. The dictates of honour and
the wish to prove myself worthy of this distinction will

alter me ; I will lay aside childish things and become a

man in the true sense of the word. This is my firm

resolve." ^ His appointment to a captaincy did not,

however, signify his actual entrance into the army ; this

was only to follow, as he himself remarks, as the reward

of his completed education and matured intelligence.'^

Only on this condition had Dietrichstein advised that a

commission should be given him. In his report of June

30, 1828, he defines the point of view he intends to take

on this question. In constant opposition to the Duke,

who desired to escape as soon as possible from )iis

governor's guardianship, Dietrichstein was of opinion

that this wish ought not in any case to be granted. " I

enchanted ; I let him be so." August 22 (1828). In possession of

Baron Oscar Obenaus.
' Published by me in the Nctie Freie Presse, August 8, 1898.

Translated into French in the Revue Bleiic of March 24, 1900.

'-' Ibid.
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repeat," he said, " that there is no hurry for this ; his

physical, moral and intellectual development make it

more advisable that this guardianship should last until

his twentieth year. The growth of the Prince, his in-

creasing height, his pleasing behaviour, must not mislead

us. The extent of knowledge acquired, and the develop-

ment of character alone give the right standard. While

the latter is still so weak and his education still so imper-

fect, a precocious emancipation can only be a great

danger." ^ Against Dietrichstein's argument it could

have been contended that in Austria it was customary

to enter the army at a very early age. To this his reply

would have been that this was only done for the sake

of rapid promotion, and was of no benefit to the army,

for these young people were generally deficient in the

studies necessary for the higher duties of the service.

" Why should the Prince, from whom so much is ex-

pected, be placed in this class ? " he inquires. " What
will be gained if his unbridled passions and obstinacy

are given free play so early in life ; if the flatterers, to

whom he will listen only too willingly, already begin to

smooth his path towards deceit and intrigue ; if the

control which is so necessary is withdrawn before the

attainment of higher convictions, would not this plan

soon reveal in the future the swift downfall of virtue and

all morality, for which his readiness to follow the

most recent example should prepare us ? His en-

gaging appearance, his fascinating and often impressive

observations, have frequently awakened the idea that

it was time he made his appearance in the world. Those

who know the Prince through and through do not,

however, concur in this opinion." ^ To this class belonged

Dietrichstein himself. There must frequently have been

fierce conflicts between the Duke, knocking at the gate

1 Pr. Oe.—W. A.

' Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828, Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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which led to the way of independence, and his governor

who met him with such stubborn refusals. Nothing
could sliake Dietrichstein's determination ; he turned a

deaf ear to all the Duke's urgent entreaties. He con-

sidered quite enough had been done for the present

in conferring upon his pupil the rank of captain. He
wished nothing to be neglected in gradually preparing

the way for the completion of his education. Dietrich-

stein now thought it well to attend public institutions,

social gatherings and balls in the Duke's company, so

that society should grow accustomed to him and,
" ceasing to regard him with such intense curiosity,

accept him just as they did all the other Austrian and
foreign Princes." ^ Moreover, two military equerries were

to be found for him at once, as the Prince needed continual

surveillance. Dietrichstein thought the Duke would keep

these gentlemen so fully occupied tliat two would hardly

be suiftcient for his personal attendance. It is interesting

to learn the requirements which the governor demanded
from these equerries ; they are highly characteristic of

his way of thinking. The two officers were to be noblemen,

one at least a chamberlain, so that they might be unques-

tionably admitted to Court. He also required them to

have attained the rank of staff-officers, so that they

might protect the Prince from the so-called " comrade-

ship " of the younger officers, to which he was much
inclined. If matters had been arranged in accordance

with the Duke's own wishes, he would have preferred a

single subaltern in attendance upon himself. As Diet-

richstein suspected, he actually cherished a secret hope

of going about just as he pleased accompanied by this

subordinate. Dietrichstein feared nothing so much as

this. Lie was, however, quite in the wrong in supposing

that in a short time the Prince would abandon liimselt to

1 Dictrii Ii'.ti in's rf].r)rl of June 30, 182S. Pr. Oc.—W. A.

2B
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indolence, immorality and depravity. A young man,
so ambitious as the Duke, was very unlikely to let himself

be led into such vices by a subaltern. It was only an

excess of zeal which caused Dietricli stein to make use

of such figures of speech. For the same reasons he

demanded that the officers in attendance on the Duke
should possess exemplary qualities, accomplishments,

and talents,^ so that they might assist in further educating

him for the great part which Dietrichstein considered his

pupil was destined to play in the future. " The whole

army," said his governor, " hopes and believes that he

has inherited his father's genius and will lead them to

victory. Only in this way can be explained the enthu-

siasm which—even in childhood—his appearance has

created among the troops, officers and common soldiers

alike, a feeling which has steadily increased. It will be

well for him, and for us, if he answers to these expectations

in the day of danger." ^ Because Dietrichstein was aware

of the public enthusiasm for his pupil, he made it his

first care that it should not be disappointed by the

Prince. On that account he wished to feel sure he was
well equipped for the military career. He thought it

of the greatest importance that the suggestions he had set

forth in his report of June 30, 1828, should be considered

and rightly valued. " But still," he says at the con-

clusion of his statement, drawn up for the Emperor and

Marie Louise, " I must renew my decided, 'protest against

the Princess earlier emancipation which he desires,

prompted by his crude and distorted ideas, and by his

wild efforts for liberty and licentiousness ; regardless of

physical and mental activity, of ability, or of qualities

that bring honour and fame. Against a plan which over-

looks the views I have already expressed, and would

inevitably end in the swift and early ruin of the Prince,

' Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 1828. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

» Ihid.
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I most solemnly protest on behalf of my conscience, niv

honour, and on behalf of others." ^ Filled with im-

patience, he awaited the reply to his report, which still

lay, unread, in the Archduchess's study. ^ But whatever
the decision of tlie mother or the grandfather might be,

Dietrichstein felt himself buoyed up by the consciousness

of having honestly and honourably fulfilled his duty
towards the Duke.^ His joy was all the greater when
Marie Louise finally signified her approval of his views.

^

But the consent of the Emperor, who had only received

the report on August 22, was still lacking. " I must now
wait," writes Dietrichstein to Obenaus, " until she

(Marie Louise) has spoken to the Emperor on the subject,

to hear what he says and whether he desires to speak to

me ; if not, I must just remain passive and await further

issues. The latter course would be very unfortunate,

for it would mean, alas ! that another idea was preferred

to mine, and would be carried out ; then I should wash

my hands of the affair, stand fast as long as I am suffered,

and leave the rest in God's care. My conscience is free,

come what may. I should be heartily sorry, however,

if the youth to whom I have devoted myself for thirteen

years should be made wretched by the neglect of my
well-considered and well-intentioned proposals, sim]:)ly

because they judge him like any one else, and forget all

that stamps him as belonging to a special order. \\c

shall see what we shall see, that is all I can say." ^ it

' Dietrichstein's report of June 30, 182R. Pr. Oe.—\V. A.

2 Dietrichstein to Obenaus, Wiesclhurg, August 22 (1828). In

possession of Lieutenant-Colonel Baron Oscar Obenaus.

' The same to the same. Ibid. In the possession of I.icutcnant-

Colonel Baron Oscar Oljenaus. " I rejdice daily that I have \' rittrn

this paper [rejiort of Jime 30, 1828]. My conscience is cpiieted, and L

am safe from all reproach."

^ Thf sanv I0 the snme, Weinzicrl, August 26. 1826. In posscsjioii .,f

Baron Oscar Obenaus.

* Ibid.
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may be that in the immediate entourage of the Emperor
the tide of opinion was set in favour of declaring the

immediate independence of the Duke, but it was not

strong enough to set aside Dietriclistein's warning.

The Emperor accepted the governor's \'iews, to the

great dissatisfaction of tlie Prince, who had hoped to the

last for a decision in his favour. At first he must have

been greatly embittered by his disappointment. At
least, we gather this impression from the letter Dietrich-

stem sent to Obenaus on August 29, containing the

following words :
" The answer received by the Prince

as to his military position, and the questions he put to

Count Neipperg regarding the Emperor's declaration,

testify to his stubborn frame of mind, and to an in-

difference bordering on levity. I believe the uniform is

of less importance to him than the pleasure of thwarting

and getting the best of us. Mow he knows his fate, and

must have expected it. His last tw^c letters have so put

me out of temper that I prefer not to answer them at

all."^ When Dietrichstein discussed these matters

which so closely concerned the Duke, he also touched on

the question of the separate establishment that was
shortly to be set up for him. For the maintenance of

Marie Louise's son, on attaining his majority/', a sum of

about 500,000 francs per annum was provided out of the

estates of the Bavarian Palatinate, made over to him by
the Emperor Francis. From his father he could expect

no inheritance. Napoleon left a will, but the son was

not mentioned therein as residuary legatee. When the

ex-Emperor dictated his last will and testament, he had

far other aims than to endow his child, whose welfare he

knew would be assured under the protection of his

Imperial grandfather, with a few million francs. To him,

who desired to pave the way back to the tluone for his

^ Dietrichstein to Obenaus, Vienna, August 29, 1828. In the possi«-

sion of Bnron Oscar Olienaus,
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descendant, there were things of greater importance than
the enrichment of his son. Above all, he desired to

secure him a great following, and, with this object in

view, he left directions that the old army which he had
so often led to victory should inherit the largest share
of his private fortune of about 212 million francs, which,
however, was still confiscated. For the same reason he
had bequeathed to his faithful followers the rest of his

money, such as the balance of about six mihion francs,

deposited with the Paris banker, Lafitte. In this way,
he strove with all his might to lay a firm foundation
upon which his successor might build. Not millions,

but the remembrance of his glorious deeds and his great

name should form the capital which he would leave to

the Duke of Reichstadt. Marie Louise did not attach

the slightest importance to such an ideal inheritance.

She would have much preferred her child to inherit his

father's real estate, so that he should be one of the richest

grandees of her native land. Urged by Metternich and
the government of Louis XVIIL, the Emperor Francis,

as guardian to his grandson, was compelled to renounce

all his claims to this inheritance. The Ministry of Louis

XVIIL had already intimated that a renunciation of

this inheritance by the guardians was in fact unnecessary,

since after the amnesty of January 12 the Duke of

Reichstadt was deprived of the right to enter France

as the heir of his father, who, as a usurper, had been

placed under an interdict. But the worst feature of

the whole matter was, that behind all the steps taken

against the Prince's interests, Napoleon's executors

—

Bertrand, Montholon, and Marchand—intrigued con-

tinually ygainst the son of their former master, in order

to secure, for their own ends, the money doi«)sitcd

at Lahttc's. Thanks to these machinations, tli(> young

Napolecjn owed the fact that, of all which his lather 1( It

bcJund, he got nothing but a life-sized portrait of the
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cx-Emperor.^ There was, however, some probability that

Madame Lietitia, Napoleon's venerable mother, would

endow her grandson with a share of her riches. It was
understood on good authority that when she was seri-

ously ill in 1822, she had made the Duke heir to half her

l)roperty,^ the interest upon which was estimated at

two million of Roman thalers,^ without including the

great value of her jewellery. Although the old lady had
been brought to the edge of the grave by her grief at the

death of her mighty son, she had made a recovery. Her
iron constitution gave promise of long life. It would

have been foolish to base the Duke's income and domestic

expenditure upon the expectation of a future legacy from

this quarter. Marie Louise had therefore to consider

other means of increasing the resources of his household.

She decided to take steps in this direction at the close of

1825. " Count Neipperg," she says in a letter to her

father, " has written to Prince Metternich through

W'erklein^ on a subject which lies very near my heart,

which I beg you will allow to be brought before you,

and afterwards to grant it your support ; it concerns

the little I have of my own which I wish to be secured to

my son, and guaranteed to him by my successor." ^

' For further details regarding this will, see the treatise by Dr. Hans
Schlitter, " Die Stellung der osterreichischen Regierung zum Tcsta-

mente Napoleon Bonapartes," in the Archiv fiir osterreichische Geschichte

vol. Ixxx., 1893.
" Apponyi to Metternich, Rome, September 22, 1822. " Mme.

Liititia must have made her will. One hears that slie has named the

Duke heir to half her fortune, but with tlie condition, however, that the

Prince sliould marry."
^ Ibid. " The capital invested by Mme. Latitia is valued at two

niihion of Roman crown pieces. Her diamonds and other jewels

would equal this sum in value, it is affirmed."

* Colonel Werklein, who in 1S31 had to flee from Parma.
" Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, December 18, 1S25.

!n February 1826 she agreed to a fictitious loan of 300,000 francs as a

VLar'iv income, which Metternich and Werklein had concluded in
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Scarcely had these matters been arranged when, on

February 22, 1829, the man who had taken part in the

settlement, and played no inconsiderable role in the life

of the Duke of Reichstadt, passed away in the person of

Count Neipperg. The second husband of the ex-Empress
had exercised the greatest influence upon the Duke's

development. It must appear an astonishing fact that

it was Neipperg himself who took most pains over the

mental culture of this child, whose father he had success-

fully supplanted in the heart of the ex-Empress. It was
he who incited the Prince to study the Emperor's glorious

deeds, and it seems to us very strange to hear that the

Duke talked about Napoleon's importance to Count

Neipperg, of whom he sometimes spoke as " the General."

That very intimate relations existed between the Count

and the young Napoleon is clearly evident in the Duke's

letters to Neipperg.^ But had he any suspicion that his

mother had given her hand to the Count in marriage,

thereby making Neipperg his step-father ? He certainly

possessed to a great extent the art of dissimulation,

but whether he carried it as far as this we are unable to

know. There is not the slightest evidence that he was

aware of his mother's relations with Neipperg while

keeping silence on the subject. His immediate circle

Vienna with Rothschild and Mirabeau. Marie Louise's most ardent

desire was that her future successor, the Duke of Lucca, should signify

his consent to this. (Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma,

February i6, 1826.) She was glad he put no difficulties in the way.

In June 1827 she sent to her father all the documents relating to this

affair, that " in case of emergency they should be deposited among the

secret archives of the Court and State." (Marie Louise to the

Emperor Francis, Parma, June 17, 1827.) The documents, however,

are not to be found in the State Archives, so it is impossible to say more

precisely what was the full extent of I\larie f.ouise's money transactions

with l^othschild and Mirabeau on her son's behalf.

' Pubhshed by me in the Feuilleton of i\\c Nrtic Fnic fVf.siC, April f,

1898. See also the translation of this letter in the Revue Uleue of

March 24, 1900.
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would certainly not have revealed the secret, and he did

not come into contact with strangers, who might have

known it. In all probability, the marriage between the

ex-Empress and the Count was carefully kept from him.

Whatever the actual circumstances may have been,

whether he were among the initiated or not, it is certain

that he, the enthusiastic worshipper of his father, must
have been very deeply troubled by the great grief which

Marie Louise displayed at the loss of her second husband.

The certainty of Neipperg's approaching death wrung
from her words of lamentation : "I feel as though my
own life were gradually ebbing out with his ; each day

passes like another in grief and misery, for the morning

brings no improvement, and one must always dread

the restlessness of the night. I suffer terribly from my
head ; I am almost always in pain if I try to use it at all,

and it often seems as weak and stupid as though I liad

been seriously ill mj-self." ^ \Mien imally the Count, on

February 22, 1829, breathed his last, after nearly three

days of agony, she was conscious of having lost " the best

of men, the most faithful friend, and all her earthly

happiness.'"^ "Ah," she says in one of her letters, "I

must think of you, dear papa, and of my children, in

order to take any further pleasure in life."
^

Whilst Marie Louise was lamenting her beloved dead

in Parma,* her son in Vienna was waiting with scarcely

' ]\Iarie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Parma, December 26, 1828.

^ Ibid., February 22, 1829.

' Ibid., February 27, 1829.

• In the despatch of February 28, 1829, ]Mettcrnich touches upon

the "great question" of making known the "fact of tlie marriage."

" In my opinion," he says, " to make this fact pubhc would be in many
respects a matt-jr of great importance to her Majesty the Archduchess,

and the existence of the two children require it." This was Marie

Louise's most inward desire. She writes on March 18 from Parma to

the Emperor :
' With regard to the announcement of my marriage

with the late Count Neipperg, I trust myself entirely to your paternal

views ; what you decide upon is certain to be the best for us. ... I can
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restrained impatience lor the day when he would be
emancipated from his tutors. No matter what pains

they might take to make him understand the necessity

and moderation of their proceedings, he gave no heed
to them, but only to his own desires, which continually

clamoured for liberty. Things moved too slowly for his

impetuous temperament. This hot-headed lad wanted
to break all bounds, and felt confident, as he was heard
to declare, of his power to occupy—even v.'ithout prepara-

tion—an honourable place in the world. But his tutors

kept him sternly to his studies.^ Equal care was spent

upon his military education, and opportunity was given

him of practical experience. Very interesting in this

respect is a short letter to the Archduke Charles.^

Wonderfully spirited are those few lines in which he begs

the Archduke to let him be present at the mana'uvres of

the troops under his command, and the wa}- in which the

young Duke pays homage at the same time to the con-

queror of Napoleon. \\'liile the Archduke felt an almost

paternal tenderness for the son of his former opi)onent,

the Duke of Rcichstadt cherished a profound respect

for the hero of Aspern ; he regarded it as an honour to

complete his military education under the supervision of

tlie celebrated warrior. This affection for the Archduke
is intimately connected with his desire to come into

personal contact with all who had ever stood in any kind

of relation to the fath(;r he adored. It was a ]);irticular

delight, therefore, when just at this time tlic Prince

made the acquaintance of a man who, in a well-known

nnly ;i'lil lli;it I could not Ix,' ofln-iwisc tli.iii pl^'.-iscd if this is inadf ^'(.tut-

,d!v kiioiv 11, jind I am coiiviiiccd that it would ciny out I he u is! us of my
b', lov((l tiicnd."

' I'laii of stndifs in ] )i''tricliiit''in's notr-s. I'r. (''-.--W. A. Ol.rn-

aus's Diarv, in ])OSs<'Ssii)n of l^aron Ctscar (»1 i naus.

- PuMislicd by me iu tlu; l'\iulUlu>i ol the .\\ iic i'nu l'n:.bc of

Ap..l .:, iri^o.
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treatise,Miad defended Napoleon against the insults of petty

detractors. This was the knight Anton von Prokesch, who
came of a bourgeois family and had once been wrongfully

accused of revolutionary tendencies by the police in

Vienna.^ The young captain had been highly educated

in an atmosphere of free thought, which in those days

constituted a serious crime in the eyes of the police.

Metternich, however, who occasionally displayed a

sovereign contempt for the police, to whom at other

times he gave his powerful protection, and to whose
information he by no means lent a deaf ear, made no
mistake in forming a good opinion of Prokesch. He
was particularly drawn to this conclusion by " the very

valuable and exhaustive " ^ reports that Prokesch had
sent from the seat of action during the Greco-Turkish

war of 1825 ; here, with utter disregard for his health, or

for the risks he incurred, he endeavoured to inquire into

the relations between the conflicting parties.* After an

absence of some years, during which he had distinguished

himself in various missions in the East, Prokesch returned

to Gratz in 1830 to visit his family, who resided there.

In the capital of Steiermark, where the Emperor Francis

was then staying, Prokesch was invited to dine at the

Imperial table on June 22. It chanced that his place

was next to the Duke of Reichstadt, to whom it was no

secret that, some years earlier—in 1818—Prokesch had
broken a lance in defence of his father. After dinner,

the Prince who, " with his deep blue eyes, his manly brow,

his reserve and quiet self-control," had made a remarkable

impression upon Prokesch,^ turned to the latter, saying :

" I have known you a long while," and pressed his hand

' " Die Schlachtcn von Ligny, Quatrebras, und Waterloo." Short

treatise by Prokesch-Osten, vol. i. 1842.

^ Police report.

^ Metternich's despatch of November 26, 1825. * Ibtd.

* Prokesch, " Mein Vcrliilltuis zum Ilerzog von Reichstadt," p. 7.
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as though they had been old hicnds.^ A secret sense of

gratitude drew the young Napoleon to Prokesch, whose
interesting accounts of distant lands he had followed with
the greatest attention. " I have known you and loved
you for a long time past," he reiterated the following

day. " You defended my father's honour at a time
when all the world vied with each other to slander his

name. I have read your ' Battle of Waterloo,' and in

order to impress every line of it on my memory, I trans-

lated it twice—into French and Italian." ^ From this

time a tie of intimate and devoted friendship was formed
between them, of which Prokesch, in his book " ]\Icin

Verhaltnis zum Herzog von Reichstadt," ^ has left a

memorial, beautiful as it is imperishable.

Shortly after his acquaintance with this highly cultured

officer, whose conversation exercised such charms for

him, the Duke—in July 1830—was promoted to the rank

of major in the regiment of Salins. A few months later

—

November 1830—he received another step—a Lieutenant-

Colonelcy in the Nassau Infantry, the happy news of

which was brought to him by the Imperial Adjutant-

General, Baron Kutschera.
" I find no words," he writes to the Emperor, " to

express the joy and emotion which this new favour,

this new mark of your paternal love, has awakened in me.

Do not doubt, my best and most revered grandfather,

that I shall continue to grow more worthy of your good-

ness, and that I shall finally fulfil the hopes which my
careful education—watched over by yourself—and the

gifts God has given me, the development of which is my
sacred duty, entitle you to expect from me. The services

I shall render to your Majesty and the monarchy must

testify to my boundless gratitude." *

' I'rokcsch, " Mein Verhaltnis zuin Ilcrzog von Rciclistadt," p. j,

^ Ihid.

' Piil)lished in 1878 by his son Anton from his htcrary remains.

' Tiie Duke to the Emperor Fraucis, November 7, iSju.
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Tlie Duke appeared entirely absorbed in his passion

for the mihtary profession. Dietrichstein, however, did

not consider it advisable that his pupil should entirely cut

himself off from society. He was expected to put in

an appearance at Court, and during the winter he attended

the balls which were given by the leaders of society in

Vienna. He was always received with respect, and
he awakened the liveliest interest, for his peculiar destiny

made him an object of universal attention. His quick

wit, which was always ready with a repartee, his fine

features, and the distinction of his whole appearance,

secured him a social success wherever he might go.

The ladies especially, who were captivated by the

Prince's good looks, did not conceal their sympathy.

On January 25,^ 183 1, at a ball given by the

English ambassador Lord Cowley, he made the ac-

quaintance of Marshal Marmont, notorious for having

deserted Napoleon. Marmont had quitted Paris after

the July revolution. With a curiosity easily compre-

hensible, he endeavoured to obtain the closest possible

view of the son of his old friend and former Emperor.

He was greatly struck by the resemblance in features and

expression between father and son.'^ When Marmont
states that the Duke met him with the utmost confidence

and even warmth,^ he is not altogether truthful. Foresti,

in his unpublished notes, distinctly says that the Prince

could not stifle his feelings of mistrust for the man who,

by his own account, had acquired such doubtful fame.^

^ Dietrichstein in his diary, and Prokesch (already quoted, p. 45),

give January 25. Marmont in his " Memoires " (vol. viii. p. ^j-,)

says the ball took place on January 26.

- Marmont, " Memoires," vol. viii. p. 375.
^ Ibid. p. 376.
* Foresti's notes. Tr. Oe.—W. A. " In the first conversations

which the Prince held on this subject with Foresti, it was easy to

observe a certain suspicion on the part of his liij^hness towards the

Marshal, who, said he, had acquired a niclanclioly fame."
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The young Napoleon behaved with the courtesy which
his position exacted ; he showed just this measure of

pohteness, because Marmont was introduced to him as a

man who enjoyed the fa\'our of the Emperor Francis.^

Therefore, tlie presum]>tion that tlic Court brouglit

l\farmont intentionahy in contact with tlie Prince, so

that he miglit learn his father's history directly from the

lips of the treacherous General, seems to have some
justification. It was only after the Marshal had drawn a

most flattering picture of Napoleon's life for the benefit of

the Prince, who listened eagerly, that the latter began to

forget his suspicions, and ]Marmont became a welcome

guest in the apartments of the Duke.^ In his memoirs,

the Marshal relates at great length the substance of his

interviews with the Prince at which the history of Napo-

leon was told, beginning January 28 and ending April 6,

1830.^ The succession of historical events, as given by

him, does not tally with the sketches left by Dietrich-

stein, in whose presence the French Marshal depicted

the life of the Emperor.* Dietrichstein alone could s;iy

for certain whether Marmont kept faithfully to the truth

in this course of instruction to the Prince, of which he

tells us at the close of his reports. The Count, who was

satisfied with the short but precise handhng of tlie

subjects treated day by day, is silent on this point
;

' Foicsti's notes. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

- Ihid. " Later, on account of his frequent visits and tlio f^Tcat

interest of his narrations, the Marshal was rectivL-d with jileasure."

' Dietrichstein's Diary. Pr. Oc.—\V. A.

^ I give here INIarmont's digressions from the order of tlu' discourses

accortling to Dietrichstein's notes. Marmont says (v<j1. viii. p. ^So)

that he gave an account of the Egyptian campaign after 1814. Accord-

ing to Dietriclistein, after 1814 he t(K)k the war of iSfj;, and then fol-

lowed the description of the campaign in Egypt. Marmont, p. 390,

states that he followed the camp;iign of 180-; by that of iScx;. And

while Marmont (p. 391) flisc\issed tlie Spanish war immediately after

1S09, we see, according to Dietrichstein, he first treated liu3 subject

;ifur 1813.
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but we learn from him, what is also confirmed by Marmont
himself—the deep impression produced upon the Marshal

by the intelligent and apt comments made by the Duke
upon his father's career.^ On April 15, Marmont received

a portrait of the Prince in grateful recognition of his

services.^ Meanwhile, the Duke of Reichstadt, whose

military horizon had been considerably widened by
Marmont's valuable explanations, had been nearing the

important moment when his education was to come to an

end, and he was to enter society as an independent man.

Before this took place, Count Dietrichstein considered it

his duty to lay once more before the Emperor and his

daughter a memorandum upon the subject of his pupil.

" The nearer the time approaches at which I am to leave

the Prince, who was confided to my care sixteen years

ago," he says, " the more urgently do I feel the necessity

of speaking out as to the immediate future, all the more

because I have no personal or party interest to further."^

The choice of a fixed place where the Duke was to take

up his residence seemed to him of the greatest impor-

tance. He declared most emphatically against Prague or

Briinn, both of which towns had been proposed. He
was of opinion that in such troublous times, vvhen all

Europe seemed a prey to the revolutionary fever, the

Prince could only continue his service in Vienna under the

eyes of the Emperor and the highest officials. " He will

find as good opportunities of military service," Dietrich-

stein continues, " here as elsewhere. In any other place

he would appear more independent and probably give

more occasion for gossip. Even with the greatest care,

foreign emissaries and political conspirators will easil}^

obtain access to him, wherever he may be ; especially

as his increasing susceptibility and want of balance offer a

' Dietrichstein's Diary. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^ Ibid. See also Marmont's " Memoires."
' Dietrichstein's memorandum of March 18, 1831. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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congenial soil for plots of this kind. As to his moral
seduction," he continues, " even village life offers oppor-

tunities for this ; everywhere he would find means to this

end even more conveniently than in Vienna." Dietrich-

stein also advised that the Prince sliould remain in Vienna
because it contained all that was needful for the satisfac-

tion of his intellectual tastes and for the cultivation of
" good tone," and also because—as he said—the society

of educated people had become a necessity as well as a

point of honour to the Prince.^ There was another

equally weighty reason which caused Dietrichstein to

implore the Emperor not to send his grandson to Prague
or Briinn. At that time, Eebruary 1831, the revolution

had broken out in Italy, necessitating the flight of Marie

Louise from Parma. She entreated the Emperor to

hasten to her aid with such Austrian troops as were

encamped at Piacenza, so that her rule might be re-

established by the help of the Imperial bayonets.^ The
suppression of the revolution was of the greatest political

importance to the Court of Vienna, as its success would

have uieant the downfall of Austrian power in Italy.

Even at the price of a war with France, which seemed likely

to oppose the entrance of the Austrian soldiers into the

Itahan Duchies and the Papal States,, Metternicli was

resolved to achieve the pacification of the Apennine

Peninsula, even by recourse to arms. He was prepared,

if need were, to use the Duke of Reichstadt as a menace
against Louis Philippe. ^ Dietrichstein, who knew

nothinpii.as to the Chancellor's policy, considered tliat

at this moment, when a collision with Louis Pliihpj)e

seemed inevitable, the removal of the Duke from Vienna

to any other Austrian town would provoke useless

^ DictricliPtein's m'>morandum of March iS, 1S31. Pr. Oe.—\V. A.

^ Marie Louise to the EinjK'ror Francis, riaciiiza, February 20, 1.S31.

Mietternich to Apponyi, February 15, 1831. " Nachgelassene

Paj)iere," vol. v. p. 116.
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agitation and unnecessary gossip, " One thing seems

certain," he says, " that he never conld or would fight

against France or the French ; this is absolutely pro-

hibited by his birth, his filial duty, as well as by the

dictates of sound policy. But if, at this juncture, he

were to appear in a military capacity in camp, or at the

concentration of the forces, would it not be said that

he was to be permitted to take part in the war against

France ? " ^ Prokesch tells us that the Duke wished to

take the field, not against his native land, but against the

Italian revolutionaries who opposed his mother, and

that he even implored the Emperor's consent to this step.

2

This is also confirmed by Count Dietrichstein. On
February 20, 1831, when the news arrived of Marie

Louise's flight from. Parma, the following entry appeared

in his diary :
" Noble resolution on the part of the

Prince." ^ Marie Louise, however, was far from attribu-

ting such a noble impulse to her child, since on February

22 she writes to her father from Parma :
" I also wished

to ask you, on account of the present crisis,'^ to leave Count

Dietrichstein with my son, so long as he remains under

your paternal roof. The Count appears to have won
his entire confidence, and now that the Prince goes into

society he can warn and guard him from much harm,

which is a great consideration with all these revolutions

going on." ^

^ Dietrichstein's memorandum of March 18, 1831, Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Prokesch (aheady quoted), p. 49. ,^y

' According to Prokesch (aheady quoted), p. 49, the Duke, on

February 19, at the first news of the reported capture of his mother,

expressed his intention of hastening to her help. Dietrichstein only

observes in his diary, on February 19, " Bad news from Parma." It is

on'y on the 20th that he writes :
" Release of the Archduchess. Noble

resolution of the Duke." Therefore it was on the 20th, not on the 19th.,

that the Duke first expressed the wish to go to his mother's help.

* Underlined by Marie Louise herself.

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Piacenza, February 22, 1831.
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But is not Prokesch—whose book contains several errors

—telling posterity in this instance more than he actually

saw ? If we are to believe him, the Emperor, at this

moment, in the face of the impending conflict with Louis

Philippe, gave the Duke some hopes of the French
throne.-^ But such an assurance is in direct opposition

to all the Emperor's views.^ We know on the best

authority that Francis never at any time harboured such

ideas. Neither was he the man to encourage in his

grandson illusions which he never intended should become
actualities. Even if Metternich thought well, for political

purposes, to make use of the Duke as a standing menace,

this remained a mere threat, the realisation of which no
one would have shunned sooner than himself. At no
time would he have experimented seriously with the

young Napoleon. For these reasons Dietrichstein's

warning had to receive attention, and the Duke was kept

in Vienna. In reality, it seemed too great a risk to let

him leave the capital for some place not so well guarded,

from whence he could easily have carried out his high-

flown plans and escaped to Italy or another country.

This was certainly not agreeable to the Prince, and he

was greatly annoyed on learning that he was not to be

allowed to go to Prague.^ Would not his visit there

have withdrawn him from the argus-eyes of the Court ?

But now he must remain in the Imperial residence.

Here he was informed that on June 14, 1831, his tutors

would leave him for good. " Count Dietrichstein came,"

says Obenaus in his diary, " and explained that our work

was now at an end, and that we should leave quietly, with-

out any formal resignation." * Before Obenaus resigned

1 Prokesch (already quoted), p. 50.

2 See the previous chapter, " Politische Stellung des Herzogs von

Reichstadt."
3 Obenaiis's diary, May 15, 1831. In the possession of Baron Oscar

Obenaus. ' ibid. June 14, 1831.

2C
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his place as Mentor, he wrote one more memorandum, in

which he expressed his opinion as to the character of the

people who should be henceforth in attendance on the

Prince. These, he considered, should be men of proved

ntegrity, of unimpeachable morals, and possessing en-

lightened views of life. He also required that they should

be able " to perceive the events which are developing be-

fore our eyes, and to estimate their higher significance for

the State and for the human race in their concatenation

of cause and effect, so that in following the political

discussions, for which the Prince has a special inclination,

they could set him right and give him information."

Therefore he laid stress on the fact that they should

be well grounded in history, and, at the same time, be

distinguished soldiers, " in order to forward his higher

military career." Long years of intercourse with the

Duke had convinced Obenaus that the requirements set

forth in his memorandum would not of themselves suffice

to win for these new-com.ers the entire confidence of

their Prince. Besides this, he said, they must be quite

conversant with the v/ays and talk of the fashionable

world, " so that they may not make themselves objects

of ridicule to the society wits." It was equally necessary

that, with firmness and energy, they should unite delicate

tact, which should pass unnoticed by their Prince ; for

that would only excite his opposition. Furthermore,

it was important to bestow on them a position of such

consideration in the political world that the Duke should

feel himself honoured by their society. Obenaus is

convinced that the lack of these qualities would in-

variably prevent the Duke from disclosing " the inmost

recesses of his mind " to those about him ; that, at the

first favourable opportunity, he would endeavour to trip

them up in order to make them, ridiculous and ensure

their dismissal. Such a conflict, thought the tutor,

would be the greatest misfortune for the future of his
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pupil. " Under such influences," he says in conchision,
" the Prince would never become what otherwise he

might so easily be made—the worthy heir of his father's

fame, an honourable member of the Imperial family,

and a powerful upholder of the Austrian State. By
committing such a blunder, the Government would rob

itself of all the advantages it might otherwise derive from
the possession of such a political treasure, and would
incur the well-merited reproach of its contemporaries

and of posterity, that it had either failed to apprccii.te

him from ignorance, or had intentionally placed him on tlie

edge of a precipice in order to ensure his political ruin."^

These warnings of January 1831, if indeed they ever

reached the Emperor's notice, arrived too late. The men
who were to form the Duke's new entourage, although

their duties were only to begin on June 14, had been

appointed to their positions as early as October 1830.^

These were Colonel Prokop, Count Hartmann, soon after-

wards made a General; Riding-master Johann Bernard,

Baron von Moll and Captain Joseph Standeiski. Count

Hartmann, who was actually to be his guide in military

matters, now took over the part that had hitherto been

played by Dietrichstein. Before the Emperor Francis

called the Count to be in attendance upon his grandson,

he made searching inquiries from the Presideiit of llie

Council of War as to the Colonel's character, c:ipp>city.

and education. His superiors described him as a man
of agreeable appearance, who had fought v>'ith r;;r.r;i,L'e

and determination in the campaigns of 1005, I'"''"],

1S13-15. He was extolled for his rem;irka]j!(; attain-

ments in military science as weU as for his fluency in

many languages.^ Prince Liechtenstein speaks of him

1 Obenaus's memoir, January i8, 1831. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

2 The Emperor Francis to Count Gyulai, Pressburg, October 26, 1830.

Imperial Archives vi War in Vienna.

3 Conduct report, T. aud K. Arctiivoe of War.
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as an officer of great distinction, admirably suited to

fulfil important duties either in peace or in war. " He
is endowed with a noble character," runs the memo-
randum of the Minister of War, "full of honourable

feeling and punctilious in the discharge of his duties
;

benevolence is his chief characteristic. He keeps an
establishment very suitable to his circumstances, and
leads quite a satisfactory and respectable life." ^ But,

in spite of this, the choice does not seem to have been a

very happy one. Notwithstanding all the virtues

attributed to him, Prokesch declares Hartmann was of a

dry, unaspiring nature, incapable of winning the Prince's

affections.^ He made his first mistake when, instead

of knowing how to proceed from intuition, he began by
inquiring in what way he should set to work to win
the Duke's confidence.^ Prokesch does not exaggerate

when he pronounces Hartmann most unsuitable for so

important a post. Those who knew everything were soon

convinced of this. The Duke, who stood in need of an
impressive personality, amused himself at the expense

of his new Mentor, and wrote a character sketch of him
in which he is represented as narrow-minded.* It would
have been far better to entrust this important mission

to the Prince's friend Prokesch. He alone could have
been a worthy successor to Dietrichstein. " He has

never loved but us two," Prokesch wrote to the latter
;

" he has often assured me of this." ^ Mettemich, it

' I. and R. Archives of War.
2 Prokesch (ahready quoted), p. 40.

^ Obenaus's diary, April 19, 1831. In possession of Baron Oscar

Obenaus.
* Ibid. May 24, 1831. In possession of Baron Oscar Obenau3.

" The Prince read aloud from his diary a character sketch of General

Hartmann and Riding-master Moll, in which the former appeared as

narrow minded, &c." Among the staflE officers Dietrichstein proposed

lor the Duke's service were Hess, Schell and others, besides Prokesck.

iPr. Oe.—W. A.

;
• Prokesch to Dietrichstein, August 32, 1832, Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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seems, feared lest Prokesch should not have the necessary

strength of character to keep the Prince out of all adven-

turous conspiracies. The Chancellor of State must
have been apprehensive that, from enthusiasm for his

noble friend, Prokesch would be led to follow him along

paths which Metternich's policy would never have
suffered them to tread. On this account he much
preferred the capable, but dry and spiritless, Count
Hartmann. So long as the latter was by the side of the

young Napoleon, Metternich could rest assured that he

would not be upset by any ill-considered step. But it

must have been a bitter disappointment for the Duke,

after he had been drawn into closer intimacy with Count
Dietrichstein, to find himself now confronted with a man
whose narrow, insipid nature was repellent to him.

Whether he really exclaimed, " With what kind of people

do they surround me ? " ^ we do not actually know. It

seems certain, however, that, of all the gentlenicn of his

new household, he only got on with Baron von Moll,^

who proved a devoted and zealous nurse throughout the

painful days of his last illness. The information respect-

ing this officer imparted by his Colonel, Baron von

Waldstatten, had not proved false ; he fulfilled all that

was expected of him.^ A more subordinate part was

played by Captain Standeiski, whom Count Hartmann
praises as an excellent officer.'* But the Duke simply

found him good-natured,^ and never seems to have become

intimate with him..®

1 Prokcscli (already quoted), p. 45.

2 Ibid. p. 40.

3 Sedlnitzky to Muttcrnich, Vienna, October jj, 1S30. M. I.

* Count liartniann's note, July 30, 1.S3J.

^ Diary of Baron r)ljcnauJi, April 19, if^3i. In i)o>M-ssion (if Ixiron

Oscar Obcnaus.
• According to accounts given by some one wlio calls hini;,cll " a

fellow officer and contemporary of the r)uk<\" Standeiski was cli;ir;;ed to

watch every movement of the young Napoleon. " Wiener Sonn-und
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On the morning of June 14, 1831, Hartmann presented

himself in his capacity as adviser to the Duke.^ He
had already been furnished with instructions as to his

authority and duties. According to Prokesch, Metternich

requested the Count to draw up for himself the orders

which should serine him as a rule of conduct ; but Hart-

mann, who felt the full weight of his responsibility,

succeeded in convincing the Chancellor, after many vain

attempts, of his unfitness for such a task. " Prince

Metternich, therefore," continues Prokesch, " promised

to supply this composition, and undertook to draw it

up himself. To my knowledge he never fulfilled his

promise." ^ In this instance, as in many others, Prokesch

was mistaken. Taking for granted the fact, which is

not confirmed by any other testimony, that Count

Hartmann, conscious of his incapacity, turned for help

first to the Duke and then to Metternich, he is altogether

wrong in asserting that the latter gave a promise which

he failed to fulfil. There is no doubt the Chancellor

wrote the instructions for Hartmann with his own hand.

The original document has been preserved, and is dated

June 9, 1831.2

Hoping for the best, but filled with a sense of heavy
responsibility, Count Hartmann entered upon his official

duties. Was it not the Emperor's grandson, whose

great gifts he heard praised on all sides, who was to be

entrusted to his guidance ? He was a witness of the

boundless passion with v/hich the Duke devoted himself

to his militar}/ duties. The troops under the Prince's

command felt instinctively that a born leader was at

Montagszeitung," 1869, No. 52. Standeiski died at Trieste during the

fifties, having become Field-Marshal Lieutenant.

^ Diary of Baron Obenaus, June 14, 1831.

2 Prokesch, " Mein Verhaltnis, &c.," p. 49 ; see also the same, pp. 43-

45-
' Part of these instructions are to be found in the previous chapter.
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their head. On one occasion these soldiers, accustomed
to the strictest disciphne, carried away by their en-

thusiasm, had broken their usual silence and hailed his

appearance by ringing cheers.^ This devotion to his

person spurred him on to further efforts, and caused
him to disregard all the warnings to exercise prudence
and care. Major-General Prince Vasa, in whose regiment

he served, paid the following tribute to the excellent

way in which he performed his duties : "He has a
fiery temperament and an extremely lively nature. In

society his manner is courteous and engaging. He is

strict, but just, with his subordinates. He shows the

best will and the most praiseworthy zeal in perfecting

himself in the various branches of the service to which
he has adapted himself in a very short time ; he leads

and commands his battalion judiciously and with dex-

terity, is a very good and rapid rider and well-mounted." ^

Another of his superiors supplements this statement by
the remark that " this Prince unites the most excellent

abilities and qualities which offer great expectations for

the future." ' It is, however, astonishing to find Prince

Vasa writing in the Duke's report :
" Has good health

and is able to bear any fatigue." * Was he really ignorant

of the fact that Dr. Malfatti, visiting the barracks, often

surprised the Duke in a state of complete exhaustion,

and that once, impatient of his weariness, the Prince

exclaimed :
" I am angry with this miserable body of

mine, which is incapable of keeping pace with my will." ^

Malfatti was right when he preached to the Duke, who
gave himself no time for food or repose, that he possessed

a soul of iron in a body of crystal." The doctor was t'ne

^ Prok(JSch (already quoted), p. 60.

^ Conduct report of Lieutenant-Colonel the Duke of Keiclistadt, 1831.

R. and I. War Archives.

' Conduct report of the Duke of Reichstadt, 1831. R. and 1.

Archives of War. "* Ibid.

6 Montbel (already quot6<l), p. 285. ^ Ibid.
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more disposed to recommend prudence because he knew
that, even in 1827, the Prince's condition had caused

Dr. Staudenheim some anxiety. For this reason Malfatti

himself had been against the Prince's early entrance into

the army.^ His persistently rapid growth, the sudden

fatigue which overcame him, and his frequent attacks of

hoarseness were not calculated to lessen anxiety as to

his health. Count Hartmann was of opinion that the

Prince's loss of voice when commanding the battalion need

cause no anxiety. He assured every one that this was
an ordinary occurrence, even with the strongest people

who were not as yet accustomed to giving the word of

command to a long line of troops. There was no need,

he considered, to hinder him in the performance of his

duties on this account : but when, in August, the Duke
suffered from a severe feverish catarrh, and the Emperor,

at Malfatti's suggestion, sent him to recover at Schon-

brunn, he resented the doctor's interference, and said

with an angry frown :
" It is you who have placed me

under arrest." ^ In the quiet of the beautiful park of

Schonbrunn he quickly recovered. When Prokesch paid

him a visit there, he found him looking well and scarcely

any thinner. This faithful friend had the impression

that the Emperor's grandson was worried by too much,
rather than too little, attention.^ Prokesch S3anpathised

too deeply with the Duke, who was condemned to in-

activity, to recognise the necessity of the measures

which were prescribed ; but he soon confessed that the

Duke's strength was not equal to his career. With a

heavy heart he observed a great loss of energy towards

the close of 183 1. The Prince no longer took any interest

in the work he had formerly loved. Attacks of fever

now set in. Wear}- in mind and body, he ceased to go

^ See his memorandum as to the Duke's illness of July 4, 1830.

2 Montbel (already quoted), p. 288.

^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 60.
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into society, which had hitherto been an enjoyment.^

Notv/ithstanding these symptoms, no one as yet dreamed
of any real, imminent danger. Soon his condition

greatly improved. Once more he was allowed to take

the air in a carriage or on horseback, but he was enjoined

to exercise moderation. One day, however, the Duke,
who hated doctors and only submitted reluctantly to

their directions, took a long and exhausting ride on the

Prater in cold wet weather. He had hardly recovered

from his fatigue when in the evening he drove in an o -en

carriage to this damp pleasure-resort, where he rem.''.i led

until after sunset. By an unlucky accident a wheel oi his

carriage gave way. He started to go home on foot, but his

strength failed him, and he fell in the public street. The
immediate consequences of this foolish escapade were a

violent fever and coiigh.'^ As may be imagined, these

symptoms caused great anxiety. On the evening of

April 14, Malfatti held a consultation with the doctors

Wirer and Raimann.^ The next morning all three

physicians visited the Prince.* From this consultation

Malfatti drew some hopes of the invalid's recovery,

and wished to send him to the Baths of Ischl as soon

as the favourable time of the year should arrive.^ He
sent to Marie Louise the highly comforting news that he

would guarantee the complete recovery of her child.*

" I was so disheartened,"' writes Marie Louise to the

Emperor, " and so depressed and troubled about my son's

state of heath, that I had not e\cn courage to inliict

upon you, dearest papa, the laments of my anxious heart.

Now that Heaven has been gracious to me and things

are going better, I must kiss your hands a thousand
' Prokesch (already quoted), p. 69.

2 Montbel (already quoted), p. 332.

3 Dielvichstein's diary. Pr. Oe.—W. A. * (hid.

^ " Correspontlance de Marie I.ouisc," p. 29S.

8 Ibid. p. 301. "... In all Malfatti's bulletins he guarantees his

recovery."
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times for all your goodness to him during his illness, and

I pray you, dear papa, to continue this. The thought of

your kindly and paternal care for him is my only solace

during my absence, which under these circumstances

falls doubly hard on me." ^ Even while the Duchess of

Parma was writing these lines, a change was already

taking place in the conditions of which she speaks. The
Prince had suffered a relapse. There is no doubt the

Emperor and his wife, Caroline Augusta, as well as the

Archducliess Sophia and Archduke Rainer, showed him
the most devoted sympath}^ in this trying time. The
Emperor loved his grandson tenderly, and the Empress

always spoke of him as " Dearest Frankie," " my dear

little son," and signed herself " Your very loving grand-

mxother." ^ To the Archduchess Sophia he was always
" her dear, good old fellow," ^ and her husband, the

Archduke Francis Charles, signs himself " Your loving

Franz." * It was the Archduchess Sophia who took

upon herself the difficult task, which she fulfilled with the

utmost consideration, of receiving with him, from the

hands of the Court chaplain, the sacrament of the d3dng.

To guard him from the painful impression that he was
already a dying man, she told him they must unite their

prayers ; he for his recovery, and she for her approaching

confinement.^ But however great the love and sympathy
of the Imperial family, the invalid stood most in need of

his mother's attention and that of his friend Prokesch.

Marie Louise, however, considered it her first dut)^ as a

sovereign to remain in the country confided to her

^ }*Iarie Louise to the Emperor Francis, May 5, 1832,

2 The Empress Caroline Augusta to the Duke, 1822. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

r^Iarie Louise writes, March i, 1821 :
" He [the son] is the idol of my

father and of the Empress, who is like a second mother to him."
'" Catalogues des lettres autographes, Charavay."

^ Archduchess Sophia to the Duke, 1829. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

* Archduke Francis Charles to the Duke, 1827. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
^ Montbel, (already quoted), p. 335.
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care, which had just been visited by a severe earth-

quake, and was now in danger of an outbreak of cholera,

then raging in Vienna.^ Prokesch was far away in Rome,
where, on July 24, he gave the most reassuring news of

her grandson to the grandmother, now in her eighty-fifth

year and almost blind ; little dreaming that at this

moment. Napoleon's son had but a few hours to live.^

The Prince had not even the comfort of seeing his grand-

father, who was away from Vienna at the time. Count
Plartmann, his Mentor, was charged to keep the Emperor
constantly informed of his grandson's condition. The
news was not verj^ favourable. Confined to his room by
the cold, damp weather, the Prince was distressed to

find himself deprived of the outdoor exercise for which

he longed.^ The Emperor, anxious to give pleasure

to the invalid, made him Colonel of the 6oth regiment,

that of Prince Gustavus Vasa.'* The sick man was

gratified by this fresh proof of his grandfather's " gracious-

ness and affection "
; but he was now so weak that he

could not put pen to paper to express his gratitude.^

He recovered somewhat with the return of better weather,

which permitted him, although in a very limited degree,

to get out of doors on foot or in a carriage.^ Profiting

by this improvement, on May 22 he was taken to Schon-

brunn, where the Archduchess Soj:ihia gave up for his

use some of the rooms she usually occupied.' A few

1 " Correspondance de J^Iarie Louise," p. 302, May 14, 1S32." " For

if, as ill-luck would have it. he [her son] sl^ould pet -worse, and that we

had the cholera here, I could not go to Vienna, because I feel it to be the

duty of every sovereign to sacrifice his dearist affections and to stay witli

his subjects in the midst of danger." See also ihid. p. 29S.

2 Prokesch (already quoted), pp. 71-73-

3 Hartmann's report of May 18, 1832, published by mo in the Revue

Historique, May—June, 1897.

* Count Hardegg to the Duke, Vienna, May 13, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W.A.
5 Hartmann's despatch, Vienna, May 23, 1832. Revue Historique.

• Ibid. ' ^^»'»-
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days after his arrival, Hartmann was able to inform the

Emperor that the short stay in the country had already

proved beneficial. " The fever," he wrote on May 28,
" is not so violent, but it lasts longer, the nights somewhat
quieter, the cough easier and the expectoration less, but

always of the same nature. The Prince has begun to

drink asses' milk, diluted at first with seltzer and after-

wards with Marienbad water, but it is too soon as yet to

observe any results." ^ Ihe welcome improvement was
not of long duration. From June 3 the fever and cough

grew more violent, there was complete loss of appetite,

and the improvement in his sleep now gave place to a

kind of lethargy which only exhausted him. As his pulse

grew more rapid, and his cough kept away all refreshing

slumber, leeches were applied. The asses' milk was dis-

continued because it upset his digestion. " The Prince
"

—it was said on June 4
—

" is taking medicine for his

lungs and liver and also some Marienbad water, conse-

quently his appetite has somewhat improved and his

head is clearer ; but his nights are bad, his cough severe,

the expectoration continuous and unaltered in character,

his strength does not increase, his fever has not yet worn
itself out, and the pulse remains too quick." ^ In conse-

quence of these symptoms. Dr. Malfatti expressed a wish

that three Viennese physicians should be called in con-

sultal ', Vivenot, Tiirkheim and Wirer. They declared

themselves unanimously agreed as to the wisdom of the

course hitherto adopted, but they could not stifle the

conviction that the Prince's state was exceedingly pre-

carious.^ He was so emaciated that he looked more like

a very old man than a youth of one and twenty.*

^ Revue Historique, May—June, 1897.

* Hartmann's despatch, Scbonbrunn, June 9, 1832.

^ Ibid.

* So Foresti informs his brother in one of the letters communicated by
Dr. Hermann Halhvich. " Mitteilungen des Vereines fiir Geschichte der

Deutschen in Bohmen," 1898, 37th year. No. i, p. 36.
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In the meanwhile, rumours of the dangerous character

of the Duke's illness had reached the outer world. The
Viennese who, on account of his tragic destiny, always
greeted him with the greatest sympathy whenever he
appeared in public, now openly displayed the warmest
compassion.^ In the French capital the Bonapartists

took care that the most alarming news should be cried

in the streets.^ The intelligence also reached Florence,

where Louis Bonaparte, the former King of Holland,

was residing. Many times he had desired to write to his

nephew but, convinced of the hopelessness of such an
attempt, he invariably laid aside his pen.^ Now he be-

lieved that he would not be prohibited from speaking a

few words of comfort to a sick man. With this idea in

view, on May 23 he addressed a long letter to the Duke,
in which he advised him only to have recourse to natural

remedies, especially frequent change of air.* Although

Count St. Leu—as Louis called himself after his abdica-

tion in 1810—begged the Austrian ambassador in Florence

to deliver the letter to his nephew by hand, the latter

was never permitted to know of its existence. Metternich

would not have suffered it ; but by the time the letter

reached Vienna the Duke's condition was so much worse

that there could have been no question even of reading

its contents to him. Since the beginning of June all

hope of saving the Prince had been abandoned.'

1 Despatch from Brockhausen, Prussian Ambassador, to Berlin.

Vienna, July 22, 1833. Royal State Archives of Prussia.

2 Confidential communication, Paris, May 22, 1833. M. I. "The

Napoleonist party . . . cause the most sensational and ridiculous reports

to be cried in the f.treets as to the desperate condition of his health."

* Louis Bonaparte to the Duke of Reichstadt, Florence, May 33, 1833,

* Ibid.

* Despatch in Mettemich's own handwriting, Vienna, June 7, 1833.

" The Prince's condition is in keeping with liis malady. His weakness

increases in proportion as his illness progresses, and I see no possibility

of saving him." Hartmann's report to the Emperor, Schonbrunn,

June 14, 1833. t*. . . Unhappily they [the doctors in consultation] are
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At this time Marie Louise was visiting her father, who
was staying at Trieste. At the commencement of May
it had been arranged she should meet the Emperor there,

and then return immediately to Parma.^ As Counts

Hartmann and Dietrichstein reported a slight improve-

ment in the Duke, the Archduchess, having regard to

the condition of her Duchy, considered it best to postpone

her proposed journey to Vienna." She was a good mother

to her country, but she certainly failed in motherly love

for her son. It was an unpardonable crime on her part

to rest satisfied with these official communications,

instead of finding out for herself the condition of the

invalid. It was not until letters from Vienna described

her child's state as very serious—-in contradiction to

Hartmann and Dietrichstein—that she sent Baron

Marshall, who had been her adviser since Neipperg's

death, to inquire from Metternich whether these rumours

were really well-founded. Then, indeed, unless she

would incur the blame of the whole world, the Empress

must hasten from Trieste to her son's sick-bed.^ The
mother's absence produced a bad impression in the capital.

Every one thought it strange that, having come as far

as Trieste, she should not continue her journey to Vienna.'*

Already Metternich was afraid the xA-ustrian people would

never forgive her neglect. Therefore he considered it

unanimous in their opinion that the Prince is in an extremely grave

condition, and they can hold out scarcely any hope of his recovery."

^ Baron I^Iarshall to Metternich, private letter, Bologna, May, 9, 1832.

2 Ibid.

^ Ibid. " Your Highness knows that for reasons of order and

economy, as well as for the peace of the country, I should not lightly

counsel her Majesty to leave home for Vienna without good reason
;

but you will equally understand my anxiety not to contribute

unwillingly to the possibility of this august Princess being blamed some

day for her indifference (which would certainly oe merely apparent

indifference) towards her son ; I venture to asL- you, my Prince, to

give me your opinion on this subject."

* Mettemich's report of June 7, 18
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most important that this feehng of irritation should not

be concealed from the Emperor : he assured him Marie
Louise must come to Vienna under any circumstances.^

Malfatti, too, urged her coming without delay.^ The
Emperor replied to the Chancellor of State in his own
handwriting :

" My daughter had already resolved to go

to Vienna, and actuall}^ starts to-morrow afternoon : to my
sorrow I fear that she too is becoming a victim to con-

sumption, for she also has fever and a cough, but I beg you
not to mention this to her. Since writing my decision as

above, my daughter has been ill, so that I do not know
when she will be able to start." ^ Marie Louise was
ready to depart earlier than the Emperor expected.

On June 24 she clasped her child in her arms. " The
meeting, as is only too explicable," says Hartmann,
" was very affecting for both of them ; but her Majesty

felt calmer for having seen the Prince, and his Highness

himself was more cheerful, so that everything pointed

to the fact that it did him good to see his mother once

more." *

It was remarkable that, in spite of the fact that the

Prince grew steadily worse, Dr. Malfatti still cherished

illusions* which he confided to Count Hartmann.^ But

the mother-glance of Marie Louise was quicker ; she

was not to be deceived.' The unusual and parcliing heat

of July had a bad effect upon the invalid. The niglits

^ ivlarie Loiiii-e to the Emperor Francib, Trieste, J'.uie 3, i^jj

Published by me in the Revue Hislurique.

2 Metternich's despatch, June 7, 1832.

' The Emperor's decision, Trieste, June 12, 1832.

* Hartmann's despatch, June 25, 1822.

•» Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, Vienna, June 30, 1832.

"Malfatti still thinks him in a serious state, but always chcrislu s

illusions."

* Baron Moll to Count Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 6, 1832. Pr. Oe.

—W. A. " General Hartmann, as is well known, does not cjuite believe

the case is hopeless."

' Marie Louise to the Emperor Francis, June 30, 1832.
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were sleepless, and sometimes he would be seized with such

a violent bout of coughing that he seemed in danger of

suffocation. His voice sounded hoarse, and his legs,

which were white and bloodless, swelled increasingly.

Now he would no longer go into the palace garden, where,

up to the present time, he had been carried twice a day
;

the most emphatic arguments were necessary in order to

induce him to go at least once a day. Forebodings of

death now possessed him ; since July 13 he had spoken

quite plainly of his end. Even Malfatti's optimism could

not stand out against such a spectacle. Hard as it was,

he was finally forced to admit that, " we are making no

progress, but rather the reverse ; the excessive heat has

upset all my plans." ^ On July 15 no doubt could exist

as to the danger which threatened the Duke ; it was a

terrible day for him.* His limbs remained cold for hours,

and could only be kept warm by hot fomentations.

Every symptom seemed to point to the fact that the

inflammation of the lungs had now attacked the bronchial

tubes.' On the 19th he was a little quieter. This did

not last long, and the expectoration returned. For
three days he had refused all nourishment ; even liquids

were swallowed with great difficulty. As he was only

kept alive by small quantities of barley water, his mind
became clouded. His eyes alone remained clear, and

showed a kind of excitement as their glance wandered

restlessly from corner to corner of the room. When
spoken to he fixed his eyes upon the person who addressed

him, but made no reply. " I think the catastrophe is

imminent," said Moll; summing up events on July 21,

' Baron Moll to Count Dietrichstein, then on a visit to his daughter,

July 4, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

2 Princess Mettemich wrote on July 16 :
" Since yesterday evening

the Duke of Reichstadt has been unconscious." Mettemich's " Nach-

gelassene Papiere," vol. v. p. 225.

* Moll to Dietrichstein, Saturday, July 22, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
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" but no one can speak with certainty, and I must confess

that I mistook the crisis of Sunday last (July 15) for the

beginning of his last hours." ^ The agony did not actually

begin until the 21st. The difficulty of breathing, the

result of increasing pneumonia, brought on weary hours

of oppression and nervous agitation. " I desire death,"

he exclaimed in heartrending tones, " only death "
;

with these words he clenched his hands together and then

let them fall upon the bed in the limpness of despair.

When he was easier, he laughed and listened with languid

pleasure to the " visionary accounts " of a journey

to Naples with which Baron von Moll sought to cheer him.^

Even in May the doctors had promised they would send

him to the South as soon as he felt a little stronger—

a

prospect which had afforded him great pleasure, and
could still distract him momentarily from his sufferings.

He was touched whenever Moll spoke of it. The latter

waited upon him with admirable devotion and attended

to all his personal needs,^ for which the Duke thanked

1 Pr. Oe.—W. A.

2 Baron Moll to Count Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 6, 1832. Pr. Oc.

—W. A. Moll had promised Dietrichstein to write him a full account of

the Duke's last moments, of which he had been a witness. But he was

not able to fulfil his promise at once, on account of his departure for

Linz and other claims upon his time. " If my account comes ratlier

late, it has at least the merit of being more complete than any otliers

you may have received, and in this respect you will not be sorry for my
involuntary delay. It has lost nothing in truthfulness and accuracy',

because my diary, in which I noted all the principal circumstances

immediately after the catastrophe, has helped to refresh my memory."

Moll's account is the sole authentic description of tlie Duke's last

moments. From it we may correct those of Montbel (already quoted),

Wclschinger in " Le Roi de Rome " (p. 446), and others, in whicli truth is

mingled with falsehood.

3 Ibid. " I cannot describe in words how disagreeable was tht-

opcration of removing the secretions which clung to his mouth and

tongue ; each time this had to be done I felt ujiset and the Prince

thanked me with a look which showed that he realised the full un-

pleasantness of the task."

2 D
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him with a look which showed that he fully appreciated

these services. " To what things you have had to

accustom yourself !
" he exclaimed with difficulty :

" you
have had a bad time with me !

" To distract him a little,

Moll read aloud. But the Prince could give so little

attention to this that half the book might have been

skipped without his being in the least aware of it. The
reader's tone had to be loud and clear : if he dropped his

voice, or became inaudible, the Duke would immediately

open his eyes and seem to be asking why the reading

had ceased. " Les Rebelles " by D'Arlincourt was his

last book.

During the day Marie Louise visited him occasionally.

It created a profoundly tragic and injurious impression

not to see her constantly near the Duke during these

hours of suffering. A woman remains a mother, even

though she may wear the Imperial diadem, and still more
a mother when her child is lying on his deathbed. For

this no hired service or consolation can make amends.

Nature, religion, humane feeling should have told her

that her place was at her son's bedside. In such cases,

nature endows maternal love with power to overcome all

fatigue : a mother needs so little repose ! But Marie

Louise believed she had done her duty when the last thing

before her son fell asleep she came to bid him good-night !

Malfatti now began to observe that after a violent bout

of coughing and expectoration the pulse became very

weak. In case the oppression should return, he ordered

fomentations and blisters. At ten o'clock, as though his

vitality had rallied, the Duke asked Baron Moll if his

carriage was ready for the journey to Naples, and was

almost angry when the latter replied that Roller, the

coach-builder, would have to mend the vehicle. But the

difficulty with which he spoke and the long pauses between

the words were symptoms that the end was near. As

Moll did not actually expect the final catastrophe would
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occur before the following day, at midnight he retired to

the next room with the idea of taking a few hours' rest.

In the absence of his mother, who was asleep, and of

Moll, who was w^orn out, the patient was left alone with
the valet Lambert. At about 4 a.m. (July 22) Lambert
awoke Moll with the news that the Duke was at his last

gasp. The Baron hastened to the sick-bed in time to

catch the words : "I am sinking ! I am sinking !

"

They then raised the Prince, and the sudden mo\ enii^nt

seemed to relieve the suffocation, which returned, how-
ever, with, renewed violence. In a weary a.nd broken
voice he cried :

" Call my mother ! Call my mot'iicr !

Clear the table, I w^ant nothing more !
" ^ This cry

for his mother reverberates in our cars ; a cry which

will never be silenced ; it affects us like a reproachful

warning, like a bitter, poignant accusation. All the

world stood by his cradle—his deathbed was deserted

even by his own mother. In the poorest hovel there

could be no lonelier passing away !

Moll showed too much consideration for Marie Louise

by refusing, even then, to send for her. Because he believed

the crisis was over for the time being, he made a sign to

Lambert not to have her called as yet. The valet stood

by the door, while Moll and Nickert, the so-called " doctor-

in-waiting," remained by the bed to support the patient

in an upright position. Suddenly the Baron felt the Duke

clutch at his arm convulsively with one hand, while with

the other he beat his breast and ejaculated witli great

effort :
" Poultices, blisters !

" These were his last

words. Hardly had he spoken them before his eyes

grew fixed and glazed ; the convulsive movements of

his body relaxed, and he fell into a state of torpor. Wlun

1 Moll to Di'trichstcin, August 6, 1.S32. Vv. Ov.—W. A. '• These

are the authentic words used by the Duke. .Mniitb-l (;ih-'..:>l\ ji.dtid),

p. 339, o'lly cites the words: "1 am siukii:- ! iMy inotliM- . . . n.y

mother 1

"
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the valet returned in haste with the cataplasms, Moll

left the dying man to him and Nickert, while he went to

announce to the mother, to the Archduke Francis Charles

and the Court in general that the end had come. When
he came back, the Prince was dying peacefully and without

suffering ; he breathed quietly, but could no longer

articulate. He was still perfectly conscious and recog-

nised every one. When Marie Louise, led by Moll,

entered the death chamber, she was trembling from head

to foot and clung to the Baron's arm for support.

Reaching the bedside she remained standing there,

incapable of uttering a word. The Prince recognised her,

and made a slight motion of the head. Besides the

Archduchess, Hartmann, Standeiski, Baron Marshall,

Countess Scarampi and Dr. Malfatti were present. After

the arrival of the Archduke Francis Charles, whose wife

the Archduchess Sophia had not yet recovered from her

confinement, Moll brought in the priest, who was waiting

in the ante-room. He was the young Chaplain^ of the

Castle of Schonbrunn who now attended a death-bed

for the first time, but in administering extreme

unction he avoided all that was painfully emotional, as

though he had been an experienced celebrant. All

knelt while the priest performed his office ; Marie

Louise leant against a chair, the Archduke Francis

Charles at the foot of the bed, the others behind or at

the side. After extreme unction had been administered,

during which the dying man, his hands folded, followed

with his eyes each ceremonial function, the priest asked

the Duke if he should read or pray alv>(id. To the first

question he shook his head, but made an affirmative sign

in reply to the second. The Chaplain now began to

1 Montbel (p. 340) and Welschinger (p. 446) are quite wrong in repre-

senting the Court Chaplain Wagner as having performed this function.

Montbel speaks only of a bishop, Welschinger mentions Wagner by

name.
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pray half-aloud and laid his hand as though to mesmerise

him, first on the forehead and then on the folded hands
of the dying man. While this was taking place, Marie

Louise was seized with faintness. When she recovered,

she knelt down once more. At a few minutes past 5 a.m.

the Prince, whose last hour was peaceful and easy,

moved his head twice from side to side. Then his breath-

ing ceased and his lips no longer moved. Malfatti and
Moll then went to the bedside. Malfatti smoothed the

lines from the Prince's brow, remarking to Moll that the

warmth of life was already extinguished. Marie Louise

caught these half-whispered words. When she tried to

rise, she slipped back again, weak and shaken, upon her

knees. Hartmann and Marshall hastened to her assis-

tance and led her from the death-chamber, in which the

candles still burned in spite of the daylight, back to her

own apartments.^ On the anniversary of his creation

as Duke of Reichstadt—June 22, 1818—the Emperor's

son who, in his cradle, had been entitled King of Rome,
ended his existence in the very room which had been

occupied by his father in 1809, at the zenith of his fame
and glory. Even to-day it is impossible to enter this

apartment in the palace of Schonbrunn without being

deeply touched. No such feeling of reverence, however,

seems to have deterred those who almost instantly after

his death set to work to rob him of his curls. 2 Prompted

^ The account is entirely derived from Moll's letter to Dietrichstein,

August 6, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

2 Foresti to Dietrichstein, August 14, 1832. Pr. Oe.—\V. A. " De
Jonge will not be able to bring you many hairs belonging to the de-

ceased. He told me that in a few minutes, before it could be prevented,

the head of the unfortunate Prince was shorn of almost all its hair. An
hour after his death a number of people had been to look at him, who
either did not care what they did, or could not be forbidden to come."

'zTie same to the same, August 15, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A. " I do not

really believe the Prince had sufficient locks of hair on his head to supply

the supplicants who came to beg for them. When I think of the number
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by the craze to secure souvenirs of the Duke, people

crowded in and carried ofif what they could lay hands

upon. Before it was found out, a considerable number
of articles which he had in daily use disappeared entirely.^

Before the funeral a sculptor, hitherto unknown, named
Klein, asked permission to make a death-mask of the

Prince ; but this was not done on the day of his death, as

it has been asserted,^ but just after the post-mortem

examination of the body, when the dead man's features

had been made to resume as far as possible their normal

form.^ In order to get a better likeness, Foresti intro-

duced the sculptor to several people who had known
the Prince intimately and were able to give him informa-

tion on many points.'* Several Viennese artists of that

day have spoken well of this mask.^

of people who came to ask me for one, me who could not get a single one

of his hairs. Not an annoimcement of his death, nor a mourning card

—

I could get nothing at all. I do not know who were favoured, nor who
used the scissors so thoughtlessly upon the head of the poor dead man.

I was not living in Schonbrunn and did not share in the watch." In

1865 a certain Marie Klier (nie von Kappler) sent Napoleon III. a

lock of the Duke's hair, which, however, he did not accept. See a

book, in many respects highly interesting, by Henri Bordier, " L'Alle-

magne aux Tuileries 1 850-1 870," p. 208.

^ Foresti to Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 27, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
" It is as though everything had been scattered to the winds. I can

find none of his usual sticks or whips." Foresti was entrusted with the

sorting of the Prince's papers. He laid aside their own letters for

Prokesch and Dietrichstein. At the same time he packed up all family

correspondence for Marie Louise. What became of all these docu-

ments ? In Parma, where I made personal inquiries, they are no longer

in existence.

2 Welschinger, " Le Roi de Rome," p. 448.

2 Foresti to Dietrichstein, Vienna, September 8, 1S32. Pr. Oe.—W.A.
4 Ibid.

^ Ibid., September 15, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A. At the present

moment we know of four death-masks of the Duke. One is in

tlie " iNIusee Camavalet " in Paris, one in the possession of Prmce
Victor Napoleon, the third in the " Musce Lorrain de Nancy," and

the fourth in the town museum of Baden (near Vienna). In 1857
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On July 24 the funeral obsequies were celebrated with

all the ceremonies customary at the Imperial Court.

The Prince, once called to the throne of France, could

not be buried in his native soil ; the vault in the church

of the Capuchins, in which members of the Imperial

family were interred, was also the last resting place of

the Duke of Reichstadt. Although the patent which
conferred this title upon him in 18 18 spoke of him only

as the child of Marie Louise, and completely ignored

his father's name,^ he appears as the son of Napoleon
and Marie Louise in the inscription which embellished

the sarcophagus.^

Was this prompted by a desire to spare the dead the

obloquy of being handed down to posterity as a fatherless

child ? Or was it only an accident that his epitaph

mentioned Napoleon also ? Whether by an error or not,

the Court thus escaped the reproach that out of hatred

for Napoleon his dead son had been made to pass as

illegitimate : but this did not alter the fact that

—

strangely enough—the death of the Duke severed the

last tie between Marie Louise and that past in which
she had been the Empress of France and the wife of

a certain Klein of Brunn (In Bavaria) offered a death-mask of the

Duke to Napoleon III. Henri Bordier, " L'Allemagne aiix Tuileries,

1850-1870," p. 207. Was this a descendant of Klein the sciilptor,

and is this mask now in the possession of Prince Victor Napoleon ?

The French painter Goubeaiid, King Joseph Bonaparte's famous envoy
to Metternich, asked permission to make a sketch of the room in which

the Duke died. Sedlnitzky to Court Counsellor Mercy, Vienna, Sep-

tember 3, 1832.

^ See the chapter entitled " The Duke of Reichstadt."

* The inscription runs :
" Aeternae memoriae Jos. Car. Francisci,

ducis Reichstadiensis Napoleonis Gall, imperatoris et Mar. Ludovicae

Arch. Austr. filii nati Parisiis XX Mart. MDCCCXI in cunabulis regis

Romae nomine salutati. Aetate omnibus ingenii corporibusque doti-

bus florentem procera statura vultu juveniliter decoro singular!

sermonis comitate, militaribus studiis et laboribus mire intentum

phthisis tentavit tristissima mors rapuit in suburbano Augustorum
id pulchrum fontem prope Vmdobonam XXII Julii MDCCCXXXil."
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Napoleon. What must have been her feehngs, what the

workings of her inmost soul, when, kneeling by that

death-bed, she raised her head and heard from Malfatti's

lips the fateful words that her child, Napoleon's child,

had breathed his last ! Or was this page of history, so

closely linked with her name, so completely erased from

her memory, that she never gave a thought even in that

moment to the father of the dead man ? It really seems

that she was not greatly troubled by any echoes from

the past. The sense of filial duty weighed far more with

her, and reminded her, almost before she had crossed the

threshold of her room, that she must inform the Emperor
of his grandson's death. " My poor son," she wrote, " has

just this moment passed away, at ten minutes past five.

Heaven heard my poor supplications and let him fall

quietly asleep. I kiss your hands, best of fathers, for

all the gracious kindness you showed him during his

lifetime : my tenderly loving heart will always be

grateful to you." ^ Half an hour after death had entered

the palace, Metternich despatched Moll with this letter

to the Emperor, then staying at Linz. He was to give

from his own lips a detailed account of the Duke^s last

hours. Metternich himself wrote to his Imperial master

as follows : " It is fortunate for your Majesty that the

Duke, who could not have been saved, passed away
before your return. Your Majesty has been spared a

heartrending spectacle. I have recently visited him,

and I do not remember ever to have seen a more terrible

wreck." ^ Although the Emperor Francis was prepared

for this issue, yet he was greatly distressed at the news

of the death of his grandson, for whom he had cherished

a warm and sincere affection. This man, who had never

been known to shed a tear, wept bitterly at this moment.^

^ Published by me in the Revue Historique, May-June 1897.
^ Metternich to the Emperor, Vienna, July 22, 1832.
'' Foresti to Dietrichstein, Vienna, July 24. 1832. "Moll told mc
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But he immediately collected himself, and, grasping the

universal importance of this sad event, replied to Metter-

nich :
" With his complaint, my grandson's death was

a blessing for himself, and perhaps also for my children

and the world in general ; he will be a loss to me." ^

Those who formed his immediate surroundings were not

less deeply affected. " God alone knows," wrote Count
Hartmann to Dietrichstein, who was still away, " why
so precious a life should have ended, and only religion can

bring consolation in course of time to us who were loyally

devoted and attached to him." ^ Prokesch, who returned

to the capital shortly after his friend's death, could

hardly contain himself for grief when he found his home
deprived of this being, to whom he was bound by ties

of the warmest sympathy.^ " I cannot express my
feelings, my dear patron," * says Foresti to Dietrichstein :

" the sympathy shown in the town and in the provinces

is indescribable. The bustle in the streets, the crowding

to the Imperial Palace, as though it were a great European
event.

^

" No eyes," sings a poet, " but were cast down in

sorrow, when the passing bell sounded in Schonbrunn :

"The beautiful Duke of Reichstadt is no more." ^

If the Austrian ambassador is to be credited, Paris

received the news of the young Napoleon's death with

indifference. " The death of the Duke of Reichstadt,"

that the Emperor shed many tears, when first he saw him." Pr. Oe.

—W.A.
^ SchUtter, "Die SteUung der Oesterrichischen Regierung, &c."

Archives of Austrian History, vol. Ixxx., p. 122.

2 Hartmann to Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 3, 1832. Pr. Oe.

—

W.A.
* Prokesch to'Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 22, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W.A.
* Foresti to Dietrichstein, Vienna, July 22, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W.A.
5 Ibid., Vienna, July 24, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W.A.
* Levitschnigg, " West-Ocstlich," Vienna, 1846, p. 168, " Die Wacht-

parade in Walhalla." See also Bcrangcr's " Madame Mere," when the

latter gives vent to her grief for her grandson's death.
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he writes on August 20, " has made but httle impression

here, and this Prince will be far more sincerely regretted

in Vienna as the grandson of the Emperor, than in Paris

as the son of Napoleon." ^ This, however, does not tally

with the experiences of an Englishman, staying in Paris at

this time, who found the shop-windows of the capital

filled with pictures portraying every possible incident

of the Prince's last moments. He was to be seen borne

by the Imperial eagle to heavenly regions, where Napoleon

awaited him, surrounded by his Staff. Another engraving

showed him upon his death-bed making a last effort to

grasp his father's sword. A third picture represented

the great Emperor with Ney, Desaix, Lannes, Kleber,

Labedoyfere, embracing his son in Heaven. ^ Do not

even the plays then being performed in Paris, such as

"A vingt-et-un ans ! ou I'agonie a Schonbrunn," "La
mort du Roi de Rome," " Vienne et Schonbrunn," " Le

fils de I'Empereur," " Le Due de Reichstadt," testify

to the great sympathy of the French ? ^ "A vingt-

et-un ans," in particular, had a real succes de larmes.

Even before the curtain was raised the women began

to cry, while the men could not help being deeply

touched. Whenever the Jesuit Evrard was made to

desire the death of the Emperor's son, a number of

voices exclaimed :
" This is revolting ! Down with

the Jesuits !
" On the other hand, a storm of enthu-

siasm was evoked when the Duke spoke in favour of

the Bonapartist propaganda. A deep impression was
also produced when the dying Duke has the tricolour

flag brought to him, and with his last words—as spoken on

1 Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, August 20, 1832.

2 " Austria and the Austrians," vol. i. p. 254. The author states that

he was in Paris in August 1832.

' L. Henry Lecomte, " Napoleon et I'Empire racontes par le theatre

1 797-1 899," gives (pp. 318-321) a list of the plays and the names of

their authors.
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the stage—requests it may be used as his funeral pall.^

One of the greatest of French poets, Victor Hugo, has also

given touching expression to the grief occasioned by the

death of the Duke, A whole tragedy lies in the words

:

" Seigneur, votre droite est terrible !

Vous avez commence par le maitre invincible,

Par I'homme triomphant,

Puis vous avez enfin complete rossuaire :

Dix ans vous ont suffi pour filer le suaire

Du pere et de 1' enfant !
" *

Heinrich Heine, who so well understood the French

situation at that time, also bears witness to the grief

displayed by the nation, as reflected in the pictures,

poems 3 and plays of the day. He writes: "One can

^ This is related by Wurzbach, " Biographisches Lexikon," vol. xxv.,

p. 191, according to the account of an eye-witness at the " Theatre de

I'Ambigu."
2 Victor Hugo, " Oeuvres completes," edition 1880, vol. iii., p. 52.

^ A few French poems v.-ere published in John Grand-Carteret's

" L'Aiglon en Images " (p. 384 and following). Of German poems
devoted to the death of the Duke of Reichstadt I must mention N.

IMiiller's " Der Konig von Rom" in the Argus, Hamburg. 1837,

No. yy ; and further, " Napoleons Wiegenlied," by an unknown author,

of which I quote the last verse :

" Schlafst du noch nicht, toller Bube ?

Deine Kronen sind zerschellt 1

Statt des Throns—die dunkle Grube 1

Eine Insel—statt der Welt."

" Not yet asleep, thou madcap lad ?

All thy crowns are shattered now !

In place of a throne—a gloomy vault 1

An island—in place of the world."

The well-known poem below originated w'ith Saphir :

" Im Garten zu Schonbronnen,

Da licgt der Konig von Rom," &c.

" In the garden at Schonbronnen,

There lies the King of Rome," &c.

In Sajiliir's works, pojiular edition, vol. xiv., p. 103 ; ibid. p. lOl ; also

'* Der Tod des jungen Napokon."
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form no conception what an impression has been made
upon the lower classes in France by the death of the

young Napoleon. I was travelling along most of the

northern coast of France just when the news was spread-

ing. Wherever I went I found the same wonderful

display of grief among the people. The fair women of

Normandy were especially loud in their lamentations

over the early death of the hero's son. In every hut

hangs a picture of the Emperor. It is invariably crowned

with garlands of immortelles, like the pictures of the

Saviour during the Passion week. Many soldiers wore

crape. An old man with a wooden leg shook hands with

me mournfully, saying : " A present tout est fini.'^
^

Apponyi really seems to have been led astray by
King Louis Philippe when he speaks of indifference as

the prevailing feeling in Paris. The French King might

still protest that for him and his Government this event

could have no further result than to evoke sincere sym-
pathy .'^ The fact remains that the people of his capital

were far more occupied with the Prince than could have

been agreeable to him.^ What was the meaning of

that report which, originating in Paris, spread far and
wide, that the Duke had been poisoned by the Court of

Vienna ? Was it indifference which prompted a French

Academician, M. Arnault, to relate in the Revue de Paris

that the 5^oung Napoleon, disgusted by his false position,

had killed himself by refusing all remedies ? ^ These

accusations, directed against the Emperor Francis and
Metternich, found universal and ready acceptance imme-
diately after the Duke's death, and were propagated so

long and assiduously that, even now, they have not alto-

^ Heine, " Franzosische Zustiinde," letter from Dieppe, August 20,

1832, " Der Tod des Herzogs von Reichstadt."

2 Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, August 20, 1832.

^ " Austria and the Austrians," vol. i. p. 254.

* Apponyi to Metternich, Paris, August 20, 1832.
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gether lost their vitality. So widely was the poisoning

fable circulated that, in September 1832, even the King
of Bavaria questioned the Austrian representative at his

Court as to its authenticity, " Tell mc," he asked,
" did the Duke of Reichstadt die a natural death ?

"

Then, becoming aware, by the ambassador's answer, of

the impropriety of his question, the King added in

haste :
" Do not misunderstand me ; I mean that

as there are two parties in France who might derive some
advantage from his death, might there not have been an

attempt from this side against the life of Napoleon's

son ? " ^ The author of a brochure that appeared in 1842,

even dared to offer to the world the fiction that Metter-

nich had sent the Prince, by Prokesch, a poisoned melon,

the enjoyment of which had slowly, but surely, ensured

his end.^ It was also hinted that an Italian dentist,

named Carabelli, living in Vienna, had been bribed to

administer slow poison to the Prince.^ Even Dr. Malfatti

did not escape similar suspicions.*

When the celebrated Viennese comedian and humourist,

Nestroy, appeared in 1848 at the Hamburg theatre,

made up as Metternich, he wanted the actor Hesse to

ask him the apparently improvised question :
" What

really happened with regard to the poisoning of the

Duke of Reichstadt ? " But during the performance

Hesse lost courage, and only muttered something without

1 Miinch-Bellinghausen's report, Frankfort, September 22, 1832.

Published by me in the Revue Historique, May—June, 1897.

2 " Marie Luise und der Herzog von Reichstadt, die Opfer dcr Politik

Mctternichs." Pubhshed by a former servant of the State. Paris,

1842, p. 206.

3 Nouvelle Revue, January 1 5, 1S97. " Le Dur de Reiclistadt, par A."

* " Revelations sur la Mort du Due de Reichstadt." Pliilibert

Audebrand, in his work, " Napoleon a-t-il etc un homme hcurciix,"

Paris, 1897, takes the view that Austria intentionally brought about

the Duke's death. Lichtcnberger censures this in his indictment of

Audebrand's work, which appeared in the Revue Historique (p. 362).
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even bringing in the Duke's name, so that the intended

sensation fell flat, and the public had no notion to whom
the question and answer referred.^ Similar accusations,

namely, that the seeds of precocious decay had been

intentionally implanted in the Prince, were made against

the Imperial Court even before his death. It was said

in 1829 that his life in Vienna was nothing but a " moral

St. Helena " that must speedily lead him to the grave.^

Nor was Metternich spared the reproach that he had
beguiled the Duke into excesses and, with the help of the

beauties of the ballet, had purposely kindled passions

which caused his early decline. His love affair with the

charming and universally admired dancer, Fanny Elsler,

was especially commented upon.^ After the Duke's

death it was said that a wealthy young Englishman made
brilliant offers to Fanny, which met with her ready

acceptance. When, however, his wish had been fulfilled,

he took leave of her and, eye-glass in eye, as if to appraise

her charms from every point of view, said in atrocious

French :
" Thank you, now I have seen the grave of the

Duke of Reichstadt," upon which he promptly retired,

leaving a well-filled purse behind him.'*

The funeral of the Duke had not 3/et taken place when
Metternich, stung by the unveracious accounts of his

illness that had appeared in the Temps of July 14, 1832,

felt bound to contradict the lies already in circulation, and

those which might certainly be looked for in the future.

He resolved through the medium of the French newspapers

to publish the true facts bearing upon the death of the

^ Holtei, " Simmelsammelsurium," vol. i. p. 290.

2 " Le Fils de THomme, ou Souvenirs de\'ienne, par Barthelemy et

Mery," Oeuvres III.

^ Heinrich Laube in 1836 writes in his " Reisenovellen," vol. iii.

p. 168 :
" The elderly Elsler appears to have been for a considerable

length of time the object of his affections." Welschinger (already

quoted), p. 148, always writes " Essler " in mistake for " Elsler."

* Nouvelle Revue, January 15, 1897. " Le Due de Reichstadt, par A."
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young Napoleon. An anonymous subscriber, who was
of course no other than Metternich himself, wrote from
Vienna on July 23 to the editor of the Journal des Debats.

This reader desired to inform the French newspaper
that the Duke did not suffer from melancholia, as stated

in the Temps ; nor had he met his death, as had also

been said, in consequence of being sent on military duty
when the thermometer registered 18 degrees of frost,

for such a thing had never occurred.^ But Metternich

did not rest content with this defence only. He com-

missioned Count Montbel, the Minister of Charles X.,

then staying in Vienna, to write a book at once upon the

Duke of Reichstadt, with the express object of giving

the lie direct to all erroneous views respecting the life

and illness of the deceased.^ Montbel, immediately

after the revolution of July 1830, had come to Vienna,

where he settled as a Swiss under the assumed name of

Capdeville,' and in frequent interviews with Metternich

had gained the complete confidence of the Chancellor.*

Prokesch would gladly have undertaken this duty

;

but since Marie Louise scarcely responded to his offer,

and also because he observed that Count Montbel was

preferred on account of his nationality as a Frenchman,

he condemned himself, as he says, to silence.^ But he

1 Metternich to Apponyi, Baden near Vienna, August 4, 1832.

The letter to the editor is inchided.

2 Foresti to Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 27, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

" Who gave him [Montbel] the authority to do it ? Prince Metternich.

Who gave him the materials for it ? For the later periods Count liart-

mann and also Prokesch. For the earlier days I was his chief source of

information. But you may be sure I only said what was favourable.

The majority of my communications referred to the plan of study and

the instruction given." See also Metternich's " Nachgelassene Papiere,"

vol. v. p. 236.

3 Maltzahn's despatch, Vienna, September 7, 1830. Royal Secret

State Archives of Prussia.

* Metternich to Ficquelmont, February 3, 1832.

^ Prokesch to Dietrichstein, Vienna, September 16, 1832. Pr. Oe.

—

VV. A.
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did not, therefore, entirely suppress his voice. " Starting

from this point of view," he writes to Dietrichstein on

October 13, 1832, " that it is a duty of friendship to raise

some memorial to the Duke out of my slender means,

I have resolved upon a small work that may not only

exist side by side with Montbel's, but can even be of

assistance to his book, I have drawn a warm and truthful

character-sketch of the Prince," he continues, " in which

I throw light on his ways of thinking, his dreams and

desires, and discuss the greatest questions quite frankly.

This account will be a crushing answer to those who
accuse Austria of having intentionally shortened the

Duke's life." ^ With the consent of Metternich, whom
Prokesch had previously told of his work, the short

treatise now appeared :
" Letters to * * * about

the Duke of Reichstadt. By one of his friends." ^ But
Prokesch was mistaken when he regarded his publication

as a " crushing reply " to all the accusations directed

against the Court of Vienna. As we have already seen,

these calumnies continued to be industriously circulated,

and, even in recent years, Rostand in " I'Aiglon " has

not refrained from drawing false conclusions. Not long

since. Dr. Cabanes, a French physician, made a new and

searching analysis of the case, and came to the conclusion

that the Duke died from tuberculosis.^ This result had

also been ascertained at the post-mortem examination,

which took place at Schonbrunn, on July 23, 1832.

The six doctors * then present found that whilst the left

1 Pr. Oe.—W. A.
2 Freiburg in Breisgau, 1832. Metternich only permitted the appear-

ance of this work on condition that it should be published abroad.

^ L'Aiglon, " Comment est mort le Due de Rciclistadt par le docteur

Cabanes," appeared in the Gazette des Hopitaux, March 15, 1900. See

also Dard, " Le Due de Reichstadt," in Annalcs de I'ecole libre des

sciences poHtiques, May, 1896.

* Semlitsch, Royal and Imperial Court surgeon
; Johann ISIalfatti,

physician-in-ordinary ; Franz Wirer, M.D.
; Joh. Fr. Edler von Hieber,
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lung was only slightly affected, the right one was in a

terrible condition, being almost destroyed by tubercular

disease.^ The post-mortem examination further revealed

the fact that the brain, heart, and liver were in perfectly

healthy condition, as well as the stomach, which was
abnormally small ; the chest, however, was much too

narrow for a healthy person.^

The post-mortem examination having proved beyond
all doubt that the Prince died of an unusually rapid

form of consumption, all suspicions of his having been

poisoned by Metternich or his accomplices should have

been finally silenced. The fictions as to traps set on

purpose to catch the young Napoleon seem equally

incredible. Not only Fanny Elsler herself declared that

she had never had any intimate relations with the Prince,^

but Prokesch,too, when requested by Napoleon IIL to tell

him the truth as to these alleged love affairs, assured the

Emperor that these rumours were entirely without

foundation.* They were originated by the visits of the

Duke's servant to the house where Fanny Elsler lived.

In this house Gentz, who was passionately in love with

the dancer, had furnished a study or writing-room for

himself and Prokesch. Whenever the Duke wished to

send a note to his friends, he despatched his servant to

Royal and Imperial Court physician ; Dr. Rinna, Royal and Imperial

Court physician ; Dr. Zangerl, Royal and Imperial physician to the

household and actuary.

^ Result of post-mortem examination, published in Montbel (already

quoted). ^ Ibid. p. 421.

^ " Memoires d'un Bourgeois de Paris," vol. iii. p. 257. " It was
reported by several German newspapers that IMdlle. Fanny Elsler had

inspired the Duke of Reichstadt with a great passion ; I questioned the

ex-dancer of Vienna on this subject with lively curiosity ; I always

found her sincere and free from prudery, and she assured me that this

passion for her on the part of the Emperor's son was nothing but a

made-up story."

* " Briefe des Grafen Prokesch, 1849-55," published by his son

Anthony, N^icnna, 1896, p. 456.

2E
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Fanny Elsler's.^ But were all his thoughts and feelings,

actually so absorbed in other matters as to leave no room
for more than the most fleeting impressions of the fair

sex ?

" Natural instincts awoke in this youth of twenty,"

says Prokesch. " He often spoke to me of these feelings,

but in a tone of perfect innocence. This he would never

have done had he known closer intercourse with women.
The shame of misdoing would have betrayed him. He
was strictly moral. He had impulses but nothing more." *

It is natural enough that all the poets who write about

the Duke represent him as being passionately in love.^

But this is only a figment of the imagination. As a

matter of fact, only two instances are known in which

certain Countesses, whose names have not transpired,

fascinated the Emperor's son by their beauty and
amiability. In spite of this, people could not be made to

believe that he did not indulge in excessive dissipation.

In 1836 Laube writes :
" The Duke's death may be

attributed to the narrow chest of the Lorraines and to

1 Prokesch, " Mein Verhaltnic, &c.," p. 68.

2 Ibid., p. 67.

^ Hayn, " Bibliotheca Geimanorum erotica," p. 216, mentions
" Des Herzogs von Reichstadt einzige Liebe." Together with a supple-

ment. Derived from French sources. Leipzig, Lit. Museum, 1833.
" Napoleon II.," historical romance by Jean Charles (Braun von
Braunthal), Prague, 1863. There also appeared in German : Luise

Miihlbach, " Erzherzog Johann und der Herzog von Reichstadt,"

three volumes ; Otto von der Pfordten :
" Der Konig von Rom,"

dramatic poem in five acts, Heidelberg, 1S90
; J. B. Bardon :

" Palmyra,

Fils du Due de Reichstadt," 1871 ; Alexandre Dumas, " Les Mohicans de

Paris." See also in " Le Camet historique at litteraire," April 15, 1900,

the interesting article by J. Garsou. In the " Memoiren des

Herzogs von Reichstadt," Berlin, 1870 (Part XIV. of the "Sitten-

bilder"), another love affair of the Duke's and its consequences

are related. I need hardly mention that these are not authentic

memoirs. In the Italian play, " II duca di Reichstadt, drama in sai

atti di Ricardo Castelvecchio," Milano, 1S61, the Duke is repre-

sented as having relations with a dancer.
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his youthful indiscretions.^ When the grandson grew up,

the pretty girls," he adds, " kept him fully occupied." ^

Rumour even went so far as to provide him with a legiti-

mate as well as an illegitimate son.^ All these assertions

might easily have been treated as malicious slanders

had they not been partly caused by the Duke's tutor,

Obenaus himself. At the end of his diary he makes the

following ominous remark :
" The Prince died on July 22

1832, at 4.30 A.M., at Schonbrunn, of consumption,

the result of — — — — , as Obenaus frequently pro-

phesied ." What is the meaning of these dashes ?

That the Duke came to his end through unrestrained

association with women of light character ? * We must
be careful before coming to such a conclusion. Since,

in his diary, Obenaus never says a single word as to his

pupil's immorality, may not these dashes refer only to

some mistaken medical treatment ? Here the question

^ Laube, " Reisenovellen," 1836, vol. iii. p. 168.

* Ibid.

' On December 18, 1900, Clara Ludwig, nee Wendt, announced in the

Chemnitz A llgemeine A nzeiger the death of her husband the "Master-

tailor," Ludwig Bonaparte, on December 17, at the age of sixty-eight.

This master tailor pretended to be an illegitimate son of the Duke of Reich-

stadt by a certain Frau von Reitzenberg. If he was really sixty-eight in

the year 1900 he must have been born in 1833, after the death of the

Duke. In Wurzbach's " Biogr. Lexikon," vol. xxv., p. 191, a teacher at

Warnsdorf near Wurzen, Saxony, is mentioned as the Duke's legitimate

son by his marriage with a Hungarian Countess. The Duke's marriage

is supposed to have taken place on an estate situated near Debreczen.

The Prince, however, never went further than Pozsony (Pressburg),

and therefore can never have been in Debreczen, or in its neighbourhood.

This teacher, in a petition he addressed to the Embassy of Saxony in

Vienna, asking that his baptismal certificate should be delivered to him,

signed himself " Prince Eugene Joseph Napoleon Bonaparte." See also

the novel (already quoted) by Bardon.
* The Baron du Bourget, whose mother, bom a Princess Festetics,

had known the Prince in Vienna in her youth, relates what he heard

from her :
" My mother reproached his entourage for having encouraged,

ratlier than checked such excesses as his health was not able to resist."

Le Carnet Historiquc, April 15, 1890, p. 273.
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may actually be raised : whether the Prince's condition

during his illness was always correctly diagnosed by his

doctors ?

Fores ti expresses himself very frankly on this point.

On August 2, 1832, he writes to Count Dietrichstein :

" It is really sad to see how both the great lights in Vienna

continued to insist upon the presence of a malady which

did not exist, and how, on the other hand, they denied the

one of which the symptoms were so evident." ^ By one

of these " great lights " he means Malfatti. It seemed to

Foresti that this doctor devoted his medical skill exclu-

sively to the treatment of a liver complaint and regarded

the lung disease as of secondary importance. This is

evident from the scornful tone in which Foresti informs

his brother that at the post-mortem examination
" this liver that was so frequently blamed, was found

to be quite healthy, whereas the right lung was quite

destroyed by tubercular disease." * Malfatti certainly

told Montbel later on that, as long as the condition of

the liver and the hemorrhoids predominated, the chest

complaint did not make nearly as much progress as had

been feared.^ Although as early as 1830 he had diagnosed

the Duke's illness as consumption, he is still open to the

reproach that he did not bring the whole weight of his

medical skill to bear upon this serious disease.

It certainly strikes us as strange to hear it constantly

reiterated that the Prince would not carry out the doctors'

orders, and insisted on going out in wet and windy weather,

which was bad for him. Could no one convince him
of the folly of such proceedings ? When he did not obey

the doctors' orders, why did they not complain directly

to the Emperor, as Dietrichstein had always done in

1 Pr. Oe.—W. A.
"^ Foresti to his brother, Vienna, July 26, 1832, published by Hallwdch

in " Mitteilungen, &c." 1898, p. 36.

^ Montbel (already quoted), p. 487.
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similar cases ? The Prince invariably submitted to the

authority of his grandfather. Under these circumstances

we are compelled to blame the physicians for not suffi-

ciently emphasising the importance of keeping the Duke
from experiments which must have been dangerous to

his life.^

In the tragedy of this unhappy Prince many mysterious

influences played their part, all of which combined to

hasten his end before he could give proofs of his incon-

testably great mind. It was not only disease that

consumed his energy. His health was equally under-

mined by a continual struggle against his destiny, his

false position at the Imperial Court, and his restless

yearnings for action and renown. Prokesch justly

observes : "A happy and active youth would have
proved beneficial to his physical development." ^ Accus-

tomed from childhood to practise all manner of arts in

order to conceal from others his most intimate thoughts,

he must indeed have become an adept at dissimulation

if a Metternich could speak of him as " a first-rate actor."

He was aware that he was continually watched and spied

upon ; that every step he took attracted the attention

of the world. What must have been his feelings when he

received letters asking him to declare whether he regarded

himself as an Austrian or a French Prince ? This was
the profoundly seated discord which so powerfully agitated

his soul. As grandson of the Emperor Francis he wished

to be, for Austria, a second Prince Eugene ; on the other

hand, he was continually being admonished to remain

the son of the great Napoleon. At such moments his

thoughts turned with profound sadness towards France,

1 Count Hartmann to Dietrichstein, Schonbrunn, July 17, 1832.

Pr. Oe.—W. A. " You know that they [the doctors] unanimously

declared that all M. Malfatti had done was right and suitable to the

Prince's complaint, that nothing better could have been done or given."

2 Prokesch, " Mein Verhiiltnis, &c.," p. 85.
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the throne of which was occupied by another. To
emerge triumphant from such a conflict he needed a

stronger and more resistant nature. " I am quite of

your opinion," writes Foresti to Dietrichstein a few days
after the Duke's death, " that it is far better for the poor

Prince to have passed into a quieter world. His entire

position was so artificial, so constrained, so unnatural,

his character so perplexing and incomprehensible, his

dangers so many, that contentment and true happiness

were impossible for him in this life. On the other hand,"

he says emphatically, " the loss to the State is all the

greater, as people are now beginning to realise. Such a

guarantee against the wanton aggression of foreign Powers
we are never likely to possess again." ^ It is an interesting

fact that it was only after the death of the Duke that

the Viennese became conscious of his importance. " Now
the poor Prince lies in his grave," says Foresti, " we
wish him back again, or, at any rate, attach some impor-

tance to his name." * This was proved to the world by
the distinctions conferred on all those who had been in

close attendance upon the Prince.^

Austria, said a contemporary witness, had indeed lost

1 Foresti to Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 2, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.
2 Ibid.. August 7, 1832. Pr. Oe.~W. A.

^ In an undated memoir Dietrichstein says the same to Marie Louise.

He writes :
" His Serene Highness the Duke of Reichstadt, by his high

birth on both sides, by his poUtical position, and also by the great ex-

pectations which he certainly justified, had attracted the attention of

the world more than any other prince. His death in the flower of his

youth is so terrible and, especially for the [Imperial] House, so pre-

judicial and lamentable, that the painful impression it has every-

where created (as is shown by the sympathy which, during his life

and illness, he received here and throughout Europe) can only be

partly alleviated if his memory is honoured in some worthy way by the

last august and generous orders of his Serene Mother, and the blame

which awaits far and wide may be deprived of the smallest foundation."

Dietrichstein's suggestion was followed by the award of various distinc-

tions to those who had been in immediate attendance upon the Duke.
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in the Duke her " best hope and her protective spell
"

against the foreign Powers. ^ At the first moment it

seemed as if the Napoleonist party in France had suffered

a still heavier blow : but those who expected the death

of the Emperor's son to bring about the disruption and
total extinction of the Bonapartists were mistaken.

Immediately after hearing of the Prince's death, Carrel

wrote in the National :
" No, the people will never

believe this. They will say, Napoleon's son is not dead.'

For the moment the Bonapartists ceased to be a really

Imperialist party. LTnder the pressure of circumstances,

they went over to the liberal side because the French had
always looked upon the Empire as upholding liberal

ideas. 2 Under the banner of freedom, they felt more
equal to conquest than under the insignia of Caesarism.

But the leaderless party soon found a head in that young
man who, as he says of himself, had been brought up to

love^and honour the descendant of the Emperor Napoleon.^

This was Prince Charles Louis Napoleon, the second son

of Queen Hortense and the ex-King of Holland. While

all the world regarded the Bonapartist cause as lost for

the want of a suitable leader, Metternich picked out,

^ Prokesch to Dietrichstein, Vienna, August 22, 1832. Pr. Oe.

—

W. A. " In him the army has lost its brightest hope, the monarchy a

protective spell, the world perhaps the foundation stone of an enduring

edifice of peace and order."

2 Veron, " Memoires d'un Bourgeois," vol. i. p. 76.

^ Charles Louis Napoleon to the Duke of Reichstadt, Arcncnbcrg,

June 12, 1832. " If you knew all the affection which we feel for you,

if you knew how far our devotion extends, you would understand how
grieved we are to have no direct relations with him whom we have been

brought up to cherish as a kinsman and to honour as the son of the

Emperor Napoleon." He also says that he would be glad to hasten to

him, to nurse him, and hopes that this letter " will fall into the hands

of compassionate people," who will give it to his sick cousin. The Duke

received neither this letter, nor that of the ex-King of Holland. Metter-

nich kept it for himself, and the original is still to be found in the

archives of the princely house of Metternich. In Wclscliingcr, " Le

Roi de Rome," p. 444, a passage fiom this letter is rcpriutcd.
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before any one else, the future chief of the faithful adhe-

rents of the Empire. As early as June 21, 1832, he called

the attention of Louis Philippe to this man, pointing out

in these words how dangerous he was to the reigning

dynasty : "On the day of the Duke's death he will feel

called upon to place himself at the head of the State of

France." ^ The Chancellor of State prophesied correctly.

The standard that had dropped from the hands of the

dying Duke was to be raised once more by his cousin.

Prince Charles Louis Napoleon, when, some twenty years

later, he ascended the throne of his renowned uncle as

Napoleon IIL But he too was to let fall the banner of

the Empire.

' From Metternich's " Nachgelansene Papiere," vol. v. p. 277.



CHAPTER XI

THE DUKE'S CHARACTERISTICS

What experience, what knowledge of human nature, is

needed even for the judgment of a character whose energy

of spirit, set free in the world, has brought about great

and far-reaching movements ! Yet how much harder

to fathom a nature which, highly gifted and set apart

for great ends, has to fulfil an obscure destiny, and can

only reveal itself to us through small and obvious actions,

as m the case of the Duke of Reichstadt ! It was almost

impossible, even for the elect, to come into immediate

contact with him. Gentz, for so many years Metternich's

trusted adviser, spoke to the young Napoleon for the first

time, not in Vienna, but at Pressburg, during the sitting

of the Hungarian Parliament in 1830.^ General Belliard,

the envoy of Louis Philippe, was only permitted to see

him at a distance, at the theatre, or during his walks.^

No French person, no stranger, could approach him
without express permission. The consciousness of

perpetual supervision, of which he frequently com-

plained, ^ gave him the impression that he was a captive

held by golden chains, and developed his tendency to

reserve.

1 Gentz to Pilat, October 7, 1830, vol. ii. p. 310.

2 Belliard to the Duchesse de Crcs, Vienna, September, 1830.

3 According to a verbal communication madeby Frau Leonie Girardi-

Lonovics in Vienna, whose great-grandfather, Baron Barthelemy de St.

Hilaire was one of the Duke's teachers. In the " Briefen aus Wien fiber

den Herzog von Reichstadt, 1831," p. 50, it says: "lie is invariably
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The Duke died at twenty-one ; can there be any
question of a formed character ? At this age, as a rule,

no final judgment can be passed upon the intellectual

faculties. But the son of the great Emperor is an excep-

tion. We may venture to assert that he was " laden
"

with great hereditary talents. He seems to have been

mature in most respects ; the chief characteristics were

sharply defined. He had, perhaps, all that goes to the

making of a great man, save the one thing essential : the

opportunity to become one. An actor without a part, a

sculptor without marble, a general without a field of

action—these are not easy to evaluate.

So little information respecting this Prince reached

the outer world that it was not known whether he most
resembled Napoleon or the Hapsburgs. This question was
on every one's lips, and curiosity eagerly awaited a reply.

The majority very superficially drew their conclusions

from external appearances. Some thought that physi-

cally he resembled his father, others that he was more
like his mother. Most of his contemporaries, however,

agreed that although in many respects he took after

Marie Louise, it was easy to recognise the eagle glance

and the energetic chin of Napoleon I.
*' He has his

father's glance," says Marmont, " in which he most resem-

bles him. His eyes, which are not so large as Napoleon's,

are deeper set and have the same expression, the same
fire and energy. His voice immediately recalls that of

his father, and there is also a likeness in the lower part

of the face and chin." ^ " He has something of his father's

look," writes Count Montbel on November 25, 1831.2

accompanied by a keeper, generally a man who seems to have more

deas in his belly than in his head."
^ Marmont, " Memoires," vol. viii. p. 375. Wolfgang Menzel's

" Denkwiirdigkeiten," p. 368. "The Duke, a well-grown youth, has

only the energetic chin of Napoleon."
^ Montbel to Esquirol Adolphe in Paris, Vienna, November 25, 1831.

Belliard writes to the Duchesse de Crcs, Vienna, September 6, 1830:
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*' The flash of his eyes "—says another witness

—
" reveals

the fire of his youthful spirit "—a true heritage from

his father.^ It must have been true that his face combined
the classical features of Napoleon I. with the gentle

beauty of Marie Louise.^ But it is wrong to speak of the

Duke—in consequence of this strain of Austrian blood—
as a degenerate Bonaparte, whom it were better to leave

in the mysterious darkness which has hitherto shrouded

him, without any effort to let in the light.^ Napoleon's

son has nothing to fear from a closer investigation of his

personality. He was a Napoleon, for good and for evil,

although externally there was much about him that

recalled the Hapsburgs. His immediate circle respected

and stood in awe of the fiery spirit within him, and of the

kindling ambition which consumed his whole frame like

some corrosive poison. " From all I hear," wrote the

Sardinian Ambassador from Vienna in 1831, " the young
man is hot-headed, vehement, possessed by a quenchless

thirst for action and an extraordinary ambition." * The

" He is graceful, his face shows intelHgence, he is very Hke his father,

and they say he is extiemely vivacious, has plenty of capacity and a

remarkably active mind."
1 " Briefe aus Wien iiber den Herzog von Reichstadt, 1831," p. 11.

2 Ibid.

^ Masson, " L'Aiglon " in La Revue de Paris, April i, 1900, p. 598.
" That is why it is better to dream of him than to see him, to imagine

what he might have been rather than to inquire what he actually was
;

that is why, closing misleading books of history, we must leave this

life to the mystery which will enshroud it for ever, and, rather than

accept harsh conclusions, believe what the poets have sung of him, be

it Barthelemy, Hugo, or Rostand."
* Hillebrand, " Geschichte Frankreichs," vol. i. p. 642. The French

Ambassador in Vienna, Montmorency, writes on January 15, 1829, to

La Ferronays in Paris :
" This young man, who is about to keep his

eighteenth birthday and already reveals military tendencies and a kind

of vivacity which is traceable to earlier sources, must naturally become
every day more and more the object of active solicitude." Dr. Albis

Flir, Vienna, December 4, 1826, in his " Briefe aus Innsbruck, Frankfurt

und Wien, 1825-1853," p. 21, says exactly the opposite : "His eyes [the
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moderating of this unbridled impulse, which made itself

felt even in childhood, and caused him to be a stubborn

and disobedient boy, led to continual conflicts between

his tutors and himself. His education was a real school

of suffering for his governor and teachers. He always

wanted to be different from other people ; nothing filled

him with such bitterness as the thought of having to

submit to the will of another. This was the reason why
he neglected the tasks that were set him ; while he

exhausted his energies upon any work he undertook of

his own free will. So strong was his passion for freedom

and independence, that it led him to be unjust to those

whom he had not chosen as his companions. He annoyed

and provoked his teachers, whom he would otherwise

have loved, simply because he was obliged to obey their

orders. He was even set against every pleasure which

was not of his own devising. He never lost a chance

of making a show of independence. As a child it gave

him indescribable delight to steal into some room un-

known to his tutor and spend a little time there all by
himself. So jealously did he guard this sense of freedom

that he erected a kind of screen round his desk, to protect

himself from the surveillance of his teachers. Merely to

show that he dare take a walk alone, on one occasion

he suddenly left the box at the theatre occupied by the

Emperor and Empress. This strong desire for indepen-

dence showed itself even in trifles. He would not wear an

overcoat when he went for a walk simply because he was
told to do so.^ Turning over the leaves of Obenaus's

diary, we find the following entry almost every day of

Duke's] do not reveal the great soul from which he is descended."

Of course, Flir only saw him from a distance when walking out of doors.

^ All the above is taken from Baron Franz Obenaus's " Portrait

caractcrisque de Napoleon II., tire des ecrits laisses par feu le Baron

Joseph d'Obenaus." In the possession of Lieut-.Colonel Baron Oscar

Obenaus.
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the year :
" He was obstinate, perverse, violent, unruly." ^

This madcap was only happy on the heights or in the

depths. The small houses and narrow streets of Vienna

oppressed his spirits ; in autumn he returned very

unwillingly from the Imperial country residence to

the town.

Closely connected with all this was the very high

opinion which he had of himself, which influenced all his

actions. " He has the most unbounded confidence,"

thus Obenaus describes him, " partly in his cleverness and

partly in his good luck. His imagination overleaps

every obstacle, recognises no impossibility, and only

entertains the flattering picture of success." ^ He once

said that he did not believe that honour, but rather that

self-consciousness, was the highest good, and this feeling

was so implanted in him that he went on to say he had
so much intellect and such a superabundance of ideas

that he could easily spare some for other people.^ Young
as he was, he had already reflected upon the most weighty

problems of human existence. He discussed every

subject with wonderful acumen and with great fluency

of expression. " How much passes through my mind,"

he wrote once to Prokesch, " about my position, about

politics, about history and about our great science, the

maintenance or the destruction of States." * After

Goethe and Schiller, his favourite poet was Byron, of

whom he said : "At the bottom of this profound nature

lurked a painful secret, something dark as night, which

corresponds to my own temperament ; I like to let my
thoughts stray hand in hand with his." ^ Among prose

^ Diary of Obenaus. In possession of Baron Oscar Obenans.

* Obenaus's memorandum for the Emperor, January i8, 1831. Pr.

Oe.—W. A.
3 Obenaus's diary, May 28, 1831. In the possession of Lieut.-Colonel

Baron Oscar von Obenaus.
* Prokesch (already quoted), p. 62.

^ Montbel (already quoted), p. 291.
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writers he gave the preference to that deep thinker,

La Bruyere. Like his father, or perhaps in imitation of

him, he laid great stress upon rehgion as the indispensable

basis of every law of the State ; he unhesitatingly accepted

it as the strong staff upon which to lean on the journey

through the night of our life.^ Thus spoke the politician

in him, the man who already saw himself in his own
mind the ruler of a great and powerful nation. Personally

he was very far from being a believer, in the orthodox

sense. He was opposed to frequent confession ; the

constant repetition of this ceremony, he thought, easily

ended in blunting the soul against such a need.^ He
also criticised those pious people whose rule of conduct

did not accord with the religious spirit.^ On one occasion

he was very angry with his footman because the latter

had admitted to his study his confessor and spiritual

master, the Court preacher Wagner, without having first

announced him. " I do not choose," he said, " to have

the priest en such an intimate footing with me." * His

governor, Count Dietrichstein, had so little confidence

in the Duke's religious views that he had serious doubts

whether he had died " in a very Christian-like state." '

" You can never have expected," wrote Baron Moll

to Dietrichstein, " that the Prince would be remarkable

for a religious attitude, and a truly devotional spirit

;

during the last eight days of his life he was milder and
softer than he used to be. For the world, and even for

those around him, he had fulfilled the duties of a Christian,

and we must trust that this was not merely a matter of

conforming outwardly, since his weakness during the

^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 66.

' Obenaus's diary, July 4, 1825. In possession of Baron Oscar

Oienaus.
^ Prokesch (already quoted), p. 66.

* " Portrait Caracteristique." In possession of Lieut. -Colonel Baron
Oscar Obenaus.

^ Baron Moll to Dietrichstein, September 8, 1832. Pr. Oe,—W. A.
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yast days disposed him to a genuine devotion." ^ This

lukewarm attitude towards rehgion is the more surprising

because he grew up in an atmosphere in every respect

the contrary, and the Imperial family set him an example
of the greatest devotion for the Church. But enigmatical

as this fact may appear at first, it is more explicable

when we remember that he could never endure to have

any limit imposed upon his way of thinking. All who
came near him were impressed by the complete maturity

of his mind. It was always his highest aspiration to

prove himself the worthy son of his father, and to be

acknowledged as such. He set great store by what
others said and thought of him, and grudged no pains

to produce a favourable impression. The fascination

and charm of his personality were irresistible. He was

a master in the art of managing men. He was skilful

in discovering the weakness and nai'vete of others and
turning them to good account. He behaved as thoug'.i

the fate of those to whom he was speaking touched him
very closely, so that he played upon their affections.

His talent for adapting himself to other people's views,

as though they were his own, was quite remarkable.

He was not ashamed of taking up a contrary opinion

merely with the intention of discovering by argument the

actual views of his opponent, to whom, however, he never

vouchsafed a glimpse of his own way of thinking. Some
of those who saw through him pronounced him crafty

;

others, like Metternich, declared him to be a first-rate

actor. Above all, he proved himself such in his conversa-

tions with Marshals Marmont and INIaison,- whom he

tried 10 carry away and win over to himself by the

audacity of his ideas. But if he set no value upon the

1 Baron Moll to Dietrichstein, September 8, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

~ The Duke did not wish to visit Maison, the representative of a

usurper, as he called Louis Philippe, He met liini at a ball at Mettcr-

nich's. Prokesoh (already quoted), p. 47.
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opinion of those with whom he came in contact, he showed
himself taciturn, reserved, and mistrustful. Like his

father, he had not a high opinion of human nature.

With few exceptions, he regarded men as covetous and
self-seeking and generally incapable of being managed by
noble motives only. In conformity with this point of

view he based the development of his ideas upon the

turpitude of mankind.^ He considered it a sign of great-

ness to attain the goal by any kind of means, for, as he

once remarked : " Leading spirits must not be judged by
ordinary standards." ^ Had he any notion that Napoleon

had once exclaimed to Talleyrand : " What do I care

about a base action if it leads to success ? " * In spite

of his belief that doubtful methods were justifiablel

the Duke was at some pains always to adopt the sem,

ance of truthf ulness. Faults and mistakes of his ow-
committing he invariably put upon other people's

shoulders, just as his father used to do. When in 1829 he

read theArchdukeCharles's history of the campaign of 1796,

he was astounded that this general should confess his

mistake^ so frankly as he does in these pages. He openly

avowed that he would never have perpetrated such a
" blunder." * He was firmly convinced nothing could be

more injurious to a man in a high position than the

avowal of his errors. This lack of truthfulness was
coupled with his passion always to be prominent. He
was consumed with the longing to distinguish himself.

Like Caesar, he preferred to be first in a village than

second in a great city.^ For this reason it excited his

envy that Alexander the Great had won his laurels at

Chseronea before he was nineteen years of age. No other

^ " Portrait Caracteristique."

2 Obenaus's diary, May 7 (probably 1828). In possession of Lieut.

-

Colonel Baron Oscar Obenaus.
^ Mme. de Remusat, " Memoires," vol. i. p. 108.

* " Portrait Caracteristique." ^ Ibid,
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sentiment dominated his imagination so entirely as

ambition. With unusual self-control he bore physical

pain without wincing, rather than appear weak. At

fourteen he looked down without fear or shrinking from

the unprotected parapet of a tower to a great depth below,

which would have made most people shudder. When he

learnt swimming, he sprang into the water at the first

sign, without the least hesitation. Afterwards he con-

fessed he felt at the moment it would cost him his life,

but he would rather have died, then and there, than have

betrayed his fear before so many spectators. Obenaus

never saw him afraid ; the nearest approach was his

embarrassment in the society of elderly ladies. All that

was audacious, eccentric and unexpected exercised a

spell over him. Therefore he admired Napoleon, Caesar,

Hannibal and Murat. He was also attracted to novelty.

He always dressed in the latest fashion, and displayed a

tendency to extreme eccentricity in his clothes. Striking

colours and walking-sticks of extraordinary design won
his approbation in particular.^ On this account his

teachers thought it necessary to guard against a certain

inclination towards what was trivial, and even vulgar.^

It would have been more correct to see in all these pecu-

liarities the eloquent expression of his unsatisiied longing

to distinguish himself by brilliant exploits. For a young
man of high-flown ideas, who aspired to a throne, the

monotony of garrison duty was not sufficient. He had

too much fiery ambition to feel at home in the well-beaten

path of everyday life. He watched with feverish unrest

the pulses of political life when, after the expulsion of

* " Portrait Caractcristique."

^ Baron IMoll to Dietrichstcin, September 8, 1832. Pr. Oe.—\V. A.
" I need to talk over with you much that should throw light ou our

mulual darkness ; unfortunately, we can now speak more openly

between ourselves than during the lifetime of him whom it was our con-

stant effort to exalt, and whose tendency to vulgarity we had, so to

speak, to keep to ourselves."

2F
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Charles X. and the accession of Louis Phihppe, early in

February 1831, the situation became extremely critical.

At this time he was very much depressed and dissatisfied,

because he saw himself without any sphere of action, and
did not know how to acquire influence.^ Perhaps it was
from his mother that he inherited his submission to the

force of circumstances, instead of boldly creating for

himself an opportunity which must have led him to

the foot of the throne. He craved for power, but at the

decisive moment he shrank from the reckless use of

such means as alone could have assured its attain-

ment. Perhaps he had not in his veins the wild Corsican

blood which overset every obstacle with fiery impatience.

For he always found one last insurmountable difficulty,

and invariably postponed the fulfilment of an important

project until a more favourable time."

In France a strong Bonapartist faction was undoubtedly

only awaiting the appearance of the Emperor's son in

order to clear his way to the throne.^ But the fear of

seeming an adventurer paralysed his will-power. He
only desired to conquer by legitimate principles. He
hoped to rule as his father's heir and as the lawfully

elected sovereign of the nation.* He, who had the most

exalted conception of his position, found it uncommonly

^ " Portrait Caracteristique."

^ The Duke -wrote as follows to some one whose name is not known :

" Nothing would be more agreeable to me than to be able to respond to

such confidence, but an insurmountable obstacle in the situation in

which I am placed absolutely prevents my fulfilling the object of your

letter. Permit me to postpone, until happier circumstances arise, the

execution of this project which would have made me happy at the

present moment." Sale catalogue, April 1900, of the antiquarian book-

sellers Gilhofer and Ranschburg, Vienna.
^ See the statements of the Prefect of Police Gisquet, in his " Me-

moires," vol. i. p. 260.

* The Duke wrote in 1831 :
" In our time there is but one legitimate

form of Government, no other title but that which the nation's will has

made law." Sale catalogue of Gilhofer and Ranschbarg, \'ienna.
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painful to be called simply " your Highness " after ha\ ing

been entitled King of Rome. " If God gave me permission

to address Him a petition which He would fulfil, I should

ask Him to descend from His throne and let me occupy
it."^ In a campaign he saw the sole means of retrieving his

past greatness ; this alone would furnish the desired held

in which to win a hero's renown. Military glory seemed
to him the highest and most desirable thing in the whole
world ; everything else only counted in his eyes in so far

as it concerned the art of war. Even as a child, nothing

gave him such delight as the sight of soldiers passing by
in their accoutrements. When at mid-day the Grenadiers

changed guard in the Imperial Palace, the little Prince

of Parma could not be dragged away from his window,
where he would clap both hands to mark his approval.

He, who had no talent whatever for music, ^ was very

much stirred by a military march. The sound of trumpets

and the roll of drums excited his ear far more than the

arias of Rossini.^ To him Julius Caesar appeared the

greatest of all the Romans because he had won most

victories ; he ranked him far above Cicero or Horace.

We know he devoted himself with great zeal to the study

of military science, and endeavoured to learn everything

that had the remotest connection with it. Arms he

considered were a man's finest decoration. " Like

Achilles," said one of his contemporaries, " he would

have been recognisable in any disguise by his uncon-

querable desire to possess himself of weapons wherever

he saw them."* He had a fine collection of pistols, guns,

and daggers of every kind. Equally great was his passion

for horses, and he gave the preference to the swift, light-

' " Portrait Caracteristique."

^ Foresti's notes. " It would be impossible to have less talent for

music than he had. . . . No ear for a cadence, his voice was harsh ;

there was not a musical sound in his throat." Pr. Oe. -W. A.

^ " Portrait Caracteristique." * Ibid.
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footed, unwearying animals of Arab breed. When he

was able to spend hours mounted upon a mettlesome

steed, he forgot all the troubles which were the outcome
of his unsatisfactory position at his grandfather's

Court.

In all these matters the Duke was sustained by an

unusual will-power. " His will," says Obenaus, " pene-

trates his entire being and modifies all his powers. What
he wills, his mind can formulate and his body endure

;

what he does not wish, he understands how to frustrate.

He pursues his plans with restless energy, and believes

himself disgraced by every throw-back ; he only 3delds

to stern necessity."^ When he learnt from Obenaus's

history lessons—on September 9, 1830—tliat Napoleon
had sent every one away from the Court who had con-

tributed to his accession, the Duke said :
" I should

assure excellent promotion to my coadjutants, but I

should not suffer them to remain long about me, lest the

world should think I acted only on their suggestions,

not on my own initiative." When asked why he did

this or that, he replied curtly :
" Because it pleases,

or does not please me, and that is enough."^ He
often wrote down the sa3dngs which he knew to have
originated with his father, such as :

" Redder, cest se

perdre,"' or :
" Je ne veux pas avoir tort.''' Since he did

not choose to acknowledge any master but his own will,

a contemporary declared his motto to be :
" Sic volo,

sic juheo, stat pro ratione voluntas.''''^

It is obviously unjust to say of this strong-willed Prince,

who thirsted for independence and doughty deeds, that

he was merely a good young man of mediocre talents,

without intellect, who liked playing at soldiers. This is

what the Austrian poet, Bauernfeld, writes in his diary

' Obenaus's memorandum for the Emperor, January, 18 1831.

Pr. Oe.—W. A.
* " Portrait Caracteristique." ' Ibid
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for 1833.^ But he had never spoken to the Duke, and

judged him only by Montbel's work, which had just ap-

peared in a German translation. All those who came
in contact with Napoleon's son praised his rare intellectual

gifts. " No one can persuade me," writes Prokesch,
" that this Prince did not possess great qualities."-'

" Nature, like a kind and wealthy mother, has endowed
the Emperor's son with intellectual gifts, "^ says another.

It speaks well for him that he did not suffer the fate

which so frequently attends the sons of celebrated men :

merely to inherit the fame of an exceptional genius. In

any case he was predestined to win some kind of halo

as the son of Napoleon I. But his own personality carried

weight and, wherever he appeared, he excited attention,

not only as the son of the great Emperor, but because he

knew how to attract by his own brilliant qualities.*

Every one who conversed with him came away with the

impression that he was a worthy heir of Napoleon, in

whom there lay a future pregnant with great actions.

We should draw an incomplete portrait of the young

Napoleon, however, if we failed to mention that he

inherited—apparently from his mother—a sanguine,

cheerful, and extremely vivacious nature. His melan-

choly, taciturnity and self-control, which had so strange

an effect on those who witnessed them, were more the

* Annual publications of the Grillparzer Society, 1895 : from

Bauernfeld's Tagebiichern, p. 64, March, 1833.

- Prokesch to Baron Moll, August 22, 1832. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Letters from Vienna about the Duke of Reichstadt, 1831.

'' Foresti's notes :
" It is no exaggeration to say that he was re-

ceived everywhere with pleasure, that his entrance into a drawing-room

produced a stir of general interest, and that ladies and gentlemen

alike were eager for the honour of conversing with him." Pr. Oe.—\V. A.

Wessenberg says of him : "... it is sad to think a soul so noble and

lofty, so devoted to his country, so eager for great things, has had to

succumb to so pitiless a fate at the age when the activity of most men

is just beginning," Wessenbcrg's Collections, No. 141-
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product of circumstances and the reflections to which

they compelled him. He was accessible to the finer

feelings of friendship and gratitude. Although during his

student days Count Dietrichstein treated him with severity,

and often censured him more than was necessary, the

Duke's feelings for him were not unfriendly. Rather,

he cherished a sense of gratitude towards him to the end

of his days. " My heart's gratitude," he wrote to his

governor, " is as imperishable as the pains you took with

my education."^ He felt warmly for the poor, to whom
he often gave alms out of his modest pocket money.

He would deprive himself with pleasure of some object

he was attached to, in order to give enjoyment to

others.

The young Napoleon flashed like a bright meteor across

the skies of France, to disappear after a brief illu-

mination. Although he accomplished no remarkable

deeds, either for his own country or for humanity in

general, he is not without historical importance. All

classes of society looked to him as to a strong bulwark

against the encroaching ruin in political life. For this

reason his death called forth the deepest regret. At the

news of his passing away the French felt themselves

face to face with a very unsettled destiny. Since the

fall of Louis Philippe was imminent, and no one knew
what would follow it, the loss of the Duke of Reichstadt

meant a great calamity to France.^ His birth had

^ The Duke to Dietrichstein, Schonbruan, September 28, 1831. The
letter itself is not signed. Pr. Oe.—W. A.

^ Bulletin of Baron Hiigel, Paris, Tuesday, July 31, 1832. (Hiigel was
the Counsellor to the Imperial Ambassador in Paris.) " Thinking men in

this country are moved by this event : in their eyes the death of the

young Prince is a loss, for it is one cause, one halting-place the less,

against which social disorganisation might have come to a pause ; and
the vast dominion of the unknown, towards which events are pushing

society, grows greater as individuals disappear. It is in this sense that
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seemed to the French to herald a period of peace ; his

death was the announcement of a troubled future, heavy

with evil and sinister forebodings.

the leading persons of all parties have expressed themselves to me,

not excepting those of moderate views."
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THE DUKE OF
REICHSTADT
(NAPOLEON II)

A Biography compiled from New Sources of

Information

BY

EDWARD DE WERTHEIMER
With numerous Illustrations, 2 Photogravure Portraits,

and a Facsimile Letter. Demy 8vo. 2 is. net.

The Athenccum : "Exhibits throughout careful and scholarly

research into a subject which has not before been treated upon
adequate documentary evidence. ... Is enriched by copious

quotations from original authorities in the foot-notes, a fact which

greatly enhances its value for students of the period. . . . The
present edition gains artistically by the inclusion of reproductions

of works of art."

The Pall Mall Gazette :
" The importance of the work is not

fully indicated by its title. It is far more than a biography of the

Emperor's son, for we have a most incisive and convincing' portrait

of Marie Louise and a clear exposition of the delicate relations

between France and the rest of Europe during the short period for

which the Duke of Reichstadt's name expressed such unknown but

formidable possibilities."

The Academy :
" M. de Wertheimer has been at great pains to

gather every detail concerning his hero, and in addition to search-

ing the State archives and others in Vienna and Berlin, he has

been greatly helped by certain private persons descended from

those who surrounded the young Napoleon during his boyhood

and youth. Of pathetic interest are the many portraits he has also

been able to procure and publish, and from these we can gather a

very vivid impression of Reichstadt's appearance from baljyhood

to manhood."
-

^ ^_



FHE DUKE OF REICUSTADT—(continued)

The Daily Mail :
" This excellent translation of Mr. Wertheimer's

well-known German work. . . . There are many interesting illus-

trations reproduced from old and rare prints or little-known

paintings."

The Westminster Gazette : " The book, admirably produced, rein-

forced by many additional portraits, is a solid contribution to history

and a monument of patient, well-applied research."

The Outlook: " Professor Wertheimer is entitled to make the

historian's proudest boast, that he has filled a gap in historical

literature, not merely reconsidered the judgments of other and

more laborious men. He has ransacked public archives and

private collections neglected, or only dipped into, before ; and his

work has permanent value."

The British Weekly : " The Life of the Duke of Reichstadt is a

valuable contribution to history, chiefly interesting, no doubt,

because of the light it throws on the Emperor in his home rela-

tions."

The Literary World : " Mr. de Wertheimer's biography of the

young Duke is a solid contribution to historical literature. . . .

So we commend the book to the student of history, and to the

reader who has imagination enough to let his own mind play

around the incidents that excite the emotion."

Times : " A most careful and interesting work, which presents

the first complete and authoritative account of the life of this un-

fortunate Prince."

Standard : " Mr. de Wertheimer has written a singularly in-

teresting book—the outcome of patient and long-continued

research."

Daily Telegraph :
" This very exhaustive and critical biography.

. . . Mr. de Wertheimer writes with sympathy and discretion."

Globe: "A distinctly valuable contribution to the later history of

the Napoleonic era."

Evening Standard : " An excellent piece of work and makes

excellent reading."

Graphic: " The author's claim to have filled a gap in historical

literature is unquestionably borne out."

Daily Express : " An historical document of the first order."

The Manchester Guardian : " The author believes that his book

will fill a gap in historical literature. It does, and fills it admir-

ably."



NAPOLEON:
THE FIRST PHASE

Some Chapters on the Boyhood and Youth of
Bonaparte^ 1769- 179 3.

By OSCAR BROWNING
With Portraits. Demy 8vo. los. 6d. net

The Evening Standard : "A valuable survey of Napoleon's life

from his birth at Ajaccio in 1769 to his services at the Siege of

Toulon in 1793. . . . We have not read anywhere a more interest-

ing, a more detailed account of the childhood, schooldays, and
early dramatic episodes in the life of this obscure Corsican youth

who was destined to alter the map of Europe."

The World : " The story of Napoleon's childhood could not have

had an abler or more sympathetic narrator than the author of this

very fascinating work, which is to be welcomed as an extremely

valuable contribution to the study of a superlatively great historic

figure."

The Morning Post :
" The author takes us with careful and

evidently loving sympathy through the days of boyhood and youth.

. . . It is a story which should command the attention of the general

reader from its intrinsic interest ; above all, it meiits the attention

of all who are about to take up the military profession"

The Bookman: "This book will be of considerable historical

value to the general reading public. It is a united piece of work.

One reads it through with interest at a sitting, and it is accurate.

. . . It has a real sympathy with its subject."

The Speaker: "Exact, clear, and trustworthy. As the first

English presentation of the results of recent continental research

Mr. Browning's book is likely to find many readers."

Literary World : "Mr. Browning has examined all the available

sources of information and carefully weighed his liistoricil evidence.

This discriminating treatment has resulted in a jjook that is one

that arrests attention by the con\ictiun its reasoned conchisioiis

carry."

The Saturday Review :
" Mr. Browning has given us a treatise of

deep interest which will not detract from the reputation he lias

already attained in this field of historical inquiry."



THE LIFE OF PETER ILICH TCHAI-
KOVSKY, 1 840-1893. By his Brother, Modeste Tchai-

kovsky. Translated, edited, and arranged from the Russian

Edition by Rosa Newmarch. With numerous Illustrations

and Facsimiles, an Introduction, and Notes by the Editor.

Demy 8vo. Price 21s. net.

The Standard :
" Mrs. Newmarch's valuable addition to Tchai-

kovsky literature may be unreservedly commended to the atten-

tion of student and expert, while by her clear style and her excellent

English, the needs of the music-lover, to whom the colour, the

sincere emotion, and strong human element of Tchaikovsky's

music will ever make a very direct appeal, are met."

The Daily News ;
"

• . . The care we may take for granted

from Mrs. Newmarch ; the material itself, with its minute picture

of the composer, forms a biography from which nothing appears

to be missing . . . this fascinating book."

The Scotsman : " Is sure to delight the musical enthusiast. . . .

She has accomplished a difficult task admirably."

THE SINGING OF THE FUTURE.
By D. Ffrangcon-Davies. With an Introduction by Sir

Edward Elgar, and a Photogravure Portrait of the Author.

Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

The Times : " There are valuable practical hints, many aphorisms

deeply thought out, and strong artistic views expressed in vigorous

words."

The Speaker : "His book is written in such a way as to be in-

teresting not only to the singer but to all who care generally for

music and its connection with poetry."

The Musical Standard : " A new book, ye gods ! A real living

book ! A book that is a literary proof of a Man ! And a lasting

justification of his life !

"

The Musical Herald : " Mr. Davies is so successful a singer that

singers in general are bound to listen to him, and we prophesy a

large circulation for this book."

The Daily Chronicle : "We could quote endlessly from this fine

and earnest work, but we have said enough to make everyone

whose heart is in his work wish to possess and study it."



HISTORY OF THE NORTHERN IN-
TERIOR OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. By the Rev. A.

G. MoRiCE, O.M.I. With 35 Full-page Illustrations and

a Map. Demy 8vo, i6s. net.

MOORISH REMAINS IN SPAIN. By
A. F. Calvert, Author of "The Alhambra," "Life of

Cervantes," &c. With 80 Coloured Plates, 200 Black and

White Illustrations, and 200 Diagrams. Crown 4to.

Two Guineas.

JANE AUSTEN'S SAILOR BROTHERS.
Being the Life and Adventures of Sir Francis Austen, G.C.B.,

Admiral of the Fleet, and Rear-Admiral Charles Austen.

By J. HuBBACK and E. C. Hubback. With numerous

Illustrations. Demy Svo. 12s.6d.net.

The Daily Telegraph : "An unpretentious but really interesting

volume ; a volume which, though its chief attraction is literary,

has also distinct value for its glimpses of life abroad during the

early years of the nineteenth century."

The Morning Post : " Contains many letters from Jane Austen

and the sailors, and a number of interesting portraits, so that their

volume may be welcomed as an important addition to Austeniana
;

but it is besides valuable for its glimpses of life in the Navy, its

illustrations of the feelings and sentiments of naval officers during

the period that preceded and that which followed the great battle

of just one century ago, the battle which won so much but which

cost us—Nelson."

The Pall Mall Gazette :
" Many admirable family portraits

enhance the charm of this attractive book."



GREAT JAPAN : A Study of National Effi-

ciency. By Alfred Stead, Author of " Japan by the

Japanese," &c. With an Introduction by the Earl of

RosEBERY. Demy 8vo. Price los. 6d. net. Second Edition.

The Daily Chronicle : " Mr. Stead has written an excellent pane-

gyric on the Japanese people. It is written with great enthusiasm."

The Star :
*' Mr. Stead has certainly done the State a great

service in this penetrating study of Japanese ideals and methods,

and the book ought to be carefully digested by Englishmen. We
may learn from Japan as much as Japan has learned from us."

The Daily News :
" Mr. Stead has been at the pains to collect a

vast number of instructive facts, and to sort them out and present

them in a clearly constructed argument. . . . The undoubted

ability of the author m setting forth the results of wide research and

a deep knowledge of the Japanese people in a clear, vigorous, and

consecutive treatise."

The Sunday Sun :
" Every budding statesman in Europe should

read and re-read this invaluable book."

The Morning Post : " Mr. Stead's account of the Army and the

Navy, of the educational system, of the means taken to provide

industrial and agricultural success, of the prison system, of the

mercantile marine, and of the methods adopted to establish foreign

trade, are excellent and of great value for reference."

The Daily Mail : " Mr. Stead's pages give the public a vast mass

of facts skilfully digested, and are marked by sympathetic insight

into the character of the Japanese."

The Times :
" The usefulness of this volume is increased by the

liberal way in which Mr. Stead has drawn on Imperial edicts and

manifestoes."

The Westminster Gazette : "Mr. Stead has himself travelled in

Japan, and thus can at first-hand testify to many interesting

features of public life and institutions."

The Morning Leader : "This full and admirable survey, destined

to be a classic on Japan."

The Pall Mall Gazette :
" It may be described as a worthy com-

panion volume to that remarkable book 'Japan by the Japanese,'

which Mr. Stead edited last year."

JOHN LANE, The Bodley Head, Vigo St., London, W,



XOTICE
Those who possess old letters, documents, corre-

spondence, MSS., scraps of autobiography , and
also miniatures and portraits, relating to persons

and matters historical, literary, political and social,

should communicate with Mr. John Lane, The

Bodley Head, J/igo Street, London, J4^., zvho will

at all times be pleased to give hts advice and
assistance, either as to their preservation or

publication.

Mr. Lane also undertakes the planning and
printing offamily papers, histories and pedigrees.



LIVING MASTERS OF MUSIC.
An Illustrated Series of Monographs dealing with
Contemporary Musical Life, and including

Representatives of all Branches of the Art.

Edited by ROSA NEWMARCH.
Crown Svo. Cloth. Price 2/6 net.

HENRY J. WOOD. By Rosa Newmarch.
SIR EDWARD ELGAR. By R. J. Buckley.
JOSEPH JOACHIM. By J. A. Fuller

Maitl.a.nd.

EDWARD A. MACDOWELL. By Lawrence
Oilman.

THEODOR LESCHETIZKY. By Annette
HullAH.

ALFRED BRUNEAU By Arthur Hervey.
GIACOMO PUCCINI. By Wakeling Dry.
IGNAZ PADEREWSKI. By E. A. Baugha.n.

CLAUDE DEBUSSY. By Mrs. Franz Liebich.

RICHARD STRAUSS. By Ernest Newman.

STARS OF THE STAGE.

A Series of Illustrated Biographies of the
Leading Actors, Actresses, and Dramatists.

Edited by J. T. GREIN.

Crown Svo. Price 2/6 each net.

ELLEN TERRY. By Christopher St. John.
SIR HERBERT BEERBOHM TREE. By Mrs.

George Cran.
SIR W. S. GILBERT. By Edith A. Browne.
SIR CHARLES WYNDHAM. By Florence

Teignmouth Shore.



A CATALOGUE OF
MEMOI%§, "BIOGRAPHIES, ETC.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF WILLLYM
COBBETT IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA. By Lewis
Melville. Author of " William Makepeace Thackeray." With
two Photogravures and numerous other Illustrations. 2 vols.

Demy 8vo. 32s. net.

THE LETTER-BAG OF LADY ELIZABETH
SPENCER STANHOPE. By A. M. W. Stirling. Author
of " Coke of Norfolk," and '' Annals of a Yorkshire House."
With a Colour Plate, 3 in Photogravure, and 27 other

Illustrations. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 32s. net.

%* Extracts might be multiplied indefinitely, but we have given enough to
show the richness of the mine. We have notFiing but pi'aise (or the editors
work, and can conscientiously commend this book equally to the student ot

manners and the lover of lively anecdote."

—

Staiuiard.

MEMOIRS OF THE COURT OF ENGLAND
IN 1675. By Marie Catherine Comtesse d'Aulnoy. Trans-

lated from the original French by Mrs. Willi.am Henry Arthur.
Edited, Revised, and with Annotations (including an account of

Lucy Walter) Hy George D./vvid Gilbert. With Illustrations.

Demy 8vo. 2 is. net.

*** When the Corate de Gramont went back to t'rance and Mr. Pepvs
decided that to save his eyesight it was essential that he should su.spend his
Diary, the records of delecialMe gossip ot the ever in'.erestnig Restoration Court
became, of necessity, sadlj- curtailed. Indeed, of the second decade of the
Cjolden Day.s the sedate hvelyn has hitherto feen almost the only source of

information available to the public. Though the Memoirs of tlie Countess
d'Aulnoy have always been known to students, they have never received the
respect they undoubtedly merit, for until Mr. Gilbert, whose hobby is the social
histoiy of this period, took the matter in liand, no-one had succeeded in either
decipliering tlie identity of ihe leading characters of the Memoirs or of verifying
the statements made therein. To achieve this lias Ijcen f >r swme years his labour
of love and an unique contribution to Court and Domestic liistory is the- crown of

his labours. The Memoirs, wfiich have only to be knov.n to rank with the
sparkling " Cointe de Gramont" (wliich tliey much resemble), contain aimising
anecdotes and vivid portraits of King Charles II., his sun tlie Duke of Monmoutli,
I'rince Rupert, ]5uckingham, and other rufTling 'Hectors" of those romantic
da\s. Aiii'ing the ladies we notici? the (Jueen, the Duchess of Nmiolk and
Richmond, and the livelv and vivacious Maids of Honour. The new Nrll (iwvmi
matter is of particular iiiteiest 'I lie .Memoirs are fully illustrated with piriaits,
not reproduced before, from the cnl lection of the Duke of Tor t land and I'tliei s.

AUSTRIA: HER PEOin,E AND THEIR
HO.VIML.AXDS. By j,.%M!s D.xKiK, F.R.(;.S. With .<,S PicturcN

in Colour h}' Don.m.d M-\.v\vii,i.. Dciu}' Svo. 21s. net.

•y.* '1 lie r.mpirc of Austria with its strangely di versified pupiilali'in of niniiv

tongues is bul little known to finglish rc.-iili;rs. The ('apilal ami a few famous
interesting places, such as ('arlsbad, Maru-nbad, the glmious T\rMl, and smli
cities as fiiililcn I'r.'m-ue .-ind Innsbriuk are knouii to tin- Knglisli and Americriiis

;

but the ifinai kabl'-'sceneiv "I the- Cppir ICIbe, Ihe IMtav.-i or Moldau and tin-

Danube, the in'eri smig pea.-antry in their biilliant costumes, tile wild mountain
gorges, are cjui'e oii'^ide the len of the erdiiiarv traveller. The volume- is

written l)V one- who since 187 ; ha- 1 on! iiuiaiK- \isiieij v;;rioiis parts of the l'!iiipirc

and lias alreadv- wri'ten much upon Au~:r;a .aiid hc-i people. Mr. I'.aker w-as

lately decoiateci 1)V the Kinpi-ic)r fiainis jo-ejili loi he; litc-iary work and was
also voted the (.real .Silv<;r M. dal bv the I'ra.uue Sen.ite. The voheae i.s

illustrated with 4r; beautiful water-colour pictures bv Mr. DoiiaM Ma-.well. the
well-known artist of the Gicf/j/nt, who ha- made se\c:ial jouineys to AuslMa lor

studies for this volume.



A CATALOGUE OF

TAPESTRIES : THEIR ORIGIN, HISTORY,
AND RENAISSANCE. By Gkorge Leland Hunter. With
four full-page Plates in Colour, and 147 Half-tone Engravings.

Square 8vo. Cloth. i6s. net.

%* This is a fascinating book on a fascinating subject. It is written by a
scholar whose passion for accuracy and original researcii did not prevent him
from making a story easy to read. It answers the questions people are always
asking as to how tapestries differ from paintings, and good tapestries from bad
tapestries. It will interest lovers of paintings and rugs and history and fiction,

for it shows how tapestries compare with paintings in picture interest, with rugs
in texture interest, and with historic and other novels in romantic interest;
presenting on a magnificent scale the stories of the Iliad and the Odyssey, the
jEneid and the Metamorphoses, the Bible and the Saints, Ancient and Medieval
History and Romance. In a word, the book is indispensable to lovers of art and
literature in general, as well as to tapestry amateurs, owners and dealers.

FROM STUDIO TO STAGE. By Weedon
Grossmith. With 32 full-page Illustrations. Demy 8vo.

1 6s. net.

%* Justly famous as a comedian of unique gifts, Mr. Weedon (irossmith is

nevertheless an extremely versatile personality, whose interests are by no means
confined to the theatre. Tiiese qualities have enabled him to write a most
entertaining book. He gives an interesting account of hi.-; early ambitions and
exploits as an artist, which career he abandoned for that of an actor. He goes on
to describe some ot his most notable roles, and lets us in to little intimate
glimpses "behind the scenes," chats pleasantly about all manner of celebrities in
the land of Bohemia and out of it, tells many amusing anecdotes, and like a true
comedian is not bashful when the laugh is against himself The book is well
supplied with interesting illustrations, some of them reproductions of the
authors own work.

FANNY BURNEY AT THE COURT OF
QUEEN CHARLOTTE. By Constance Hill. Author of

"The House in St. Martin Street," "Juniper Hall," etc. With
numerous Illustrations by Ellen G. Hill and reproductions of

contemporary Portraits, etc. Demy 8vo. i6s.net.

%* This book deals with the Court life of Fanny Burney covering the years
1786-91, and therefore forms a link between the two former works on Fanny
Burney by the same writer, viz. "The House in St. Martin Street," and
"Juniper Hall." The writei lias been fortunate in obtaining much unpublished
material from members of the Burney family as well as interesting contemporary
portraits and relics. The scene of action in this work is constantly shifting

—

now at Windsor, now at Kew, now sea-girt at Weymoutli, and now in London
;

and the figures that pass before our eves are endowed with a marvellous vitality
by the pen of Fanny Bnrney. When the court was at St. James's the Keeper of
the Robes had opportunities of visiting her own family in St. Martin Street, and
also of meeting at tiie house of her friend Mrs. Ord "evei ything delectable in the
blue way." Thith.er Horace Walpole would come in all haste from Strawberry
Hill for the sole pleasure of spending an evening in her society. After such a
meeting Fanny writes—" he was in high spirits, polite, ingenious, entertaining,
quaint and original." A striking account of the King's illness in the winter oi

1788-9 is given, followed by the widespread rejoicings for his recovery; when
London was ablaze with illuminations that extended for many miles around, and
when "even the humblest dwelling exhibited its rush-light." The author and the
illustrator of this work have visited the various places, where King George and
Sueen Charlotte stayed when accompanied by Fanny Burney. Among these are
xfoid, Cheltenham, Worcester, Weymouth and Dorchester; where sketches

have been made, or old prints discovered, illur trative of those towns in the late
iSth icntury savours of Georgian days. Tiieie the national flag may still be seen
as it appeared bel'i-re t he union.

MEMORIES OF SIXTY YEARS AT ETON,
CAMBRIDGE AND ELSEWHERE. By Oscar Browning.
Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 14s. net.
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THE STORY OF DON JOHN OF AUSTRIA.
By Padre Luis Coloma, S.J., of the Real Academia Espanola.

Translated by Lady Moreton. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo.

1 6s. net.

*^,* "A new type o< book, half novel and half history,' as it is very aptly
called in a discourse delivered on ihe occasion of Padre Coloina's election to the
Academia de Esparia, the story of the heroic son of Charles V. is retold by one ol

Spain's greatest living writers with a vividness and charm all his own. 'Ihe
childhood oljeromin, afterwards Don John of Austria reads like a mysterious
romance. His meteoric career is traced tlirou^h the remaining chapters of the
book ; first a.s the auractive youth ; the cynosure of all eyes that were bright and
gay at the court of Philip II., \.hich Padre Coloma maintains was less austere
than is usually supposed ; then as conqueror of t!ie Moors, culminating as the
"man from God" who saved Europe from the terrible peril of a Turkish
dominion ; triumphs in Tunis

;
glimpses of life in the luxury loving Italy of the

day ; then the sad story of tlie war in the Netherlands, when our hero, victim
of an infamous conspiracy, is left to die of a broken heart ; his ind hastened by
lever, and, maybe, by the "broth of Doctor Ramirez.' Perhaps more fully than
ever before is laid baie the intrigue which led to tiie cruel death of the secretary,
Escovedo, including the dramatic interview between Philip II. and Antonio
Perez, in the lumber room of the Escorial. A miriute account of the celebrated
auto da Je \n Valladolid cannot fail to arrest attention, nor will the details of

several of the imposing ceremonies of Old Spain be less welcome than those of

more intimate festivities in the Madrid of the sixteenth century, or of everyday
life in a Spanish castle.

*^* "This book has all the fascination of a vigorous fo;)i(7(i »7 (-/(•/ . . . the
translation is vigorous and idiomatic."— /J^-. Oivcii Ed-umds in Moyning Pes/.

THIRTEEN YEARS OF A BUSY WOMAN'S
LIFE. By IVIrs. Alec Twekdik. With Nineteen Illustrations.

Demy 8vo. i6s. net. Third Edition.

^*^^ It is a novel idea for an author to give her reasons for taking up hci pen
as a iournalist and writer of books. This Mrs. Aiec ; weedie has done in

"Thirteen Years of a Husy Woman's Lite." She tells a dramatic s;orv of youthful
liappiiiess, health, wtalth, and then contrasts that life with the thn-ieen yeai's of

liard work that folio, ed the lo.-s of her hii-br.nd, !i(;r lather, and her income in

quick succes.^ion in a iew weeks. Mrs. Alec Twcodie's books oi li-avel and
biography :^re well-known, and have been througll many editions, even to sln'lling

copies for the bookstalls. This is hardlv an autobiography, the author is too

young for that, but it gives romantic, and tragic peeps into the life of a woman
reared in luxury, who' suddenlv found hersell obliged to live on .a tiny income
with two small children, or v.ork—and work hard— to retain soiiictI;ing ol her iKi

life and interests. It is a remarkable story with many personal sketclics of some
of the best-known men and women of the day.

»*» "One of the gayest and sanest surveys of English society we have read

for years."— fu// Mall Gaxctte.

,„*.,,
" A pleasant hiu;;h liom covei to cover."

—

Daily C/nonirli:.

THE ENGLISH AND FRENCH IN TH1^
XMIti! century. By Charles BASTitii:. With Illustrations.

Demy Svo. 125. 6</. net.

>*» Tlie nutlvr "1 lid- hf U •''. c^sass on tlir m'eiroiir^f hnween Knplnd
: nd l-'rani c in the r-e\en!eenth < (-ntiuv has g.ili.eif.l n.uili lUiiuus and lif c

known inloi niation. How did ,h'- travel iers prore- ! fr..m l.ond.,n to Parts.' I),d

tne i-renrhmeii V. ii . c.^me ovc, to I'.ngI iiid leain, an<l <lid thcv »-vr-r \'i.;uir

'o write En^li'-h'.-- An alniMst unqui lififd ;ulmir:iti'in tor cvri\ tiung 1 rentli then

prcv:ii'p<l : Fremh tailors, ndliincis, r.x.k^. even lortinicK^liM s. .-is wcii a~ wiitci-^

r.nd :ictii»ses. reigned -u]i:emo. IPiv,' tar did -a'.iomariti a lie ( I t,,e rcl.-iti.in'^

between the two countries':' Am' nit; ilic l.'ieiL'nr r:- uho^citliMl iti 1 11- land n-i!-

exerci-ed stfh vai icd iiifiiien'f s*- the Hu-cnots; students c.l .SliaVe pr.oe :.n.!

V.ilton r.-in no lonp^i lirrnKe -h'- lliigrnn' tiifiiti,* nt ilic two p.icis, 'i!-'"i ian«- .,'

the C'.nnniniwctilth r^^^t take into accnim' tfe " Nmivfl les (ndiu;.nfs df

Londre«." the FreiK h tf.z.f-, t-vnrd on th- f'uri' :,n <=ulc, bv ->; i'- rit, , pM-ini,

refugee. Is it then possible t., determine hou df-'-^iv 'lie '-'fn-er-. uepicssed

Englisli thought':' Siirh art 'he nain question. !,, uhnh •'le I.onI; :'.fr..r<:s ..n

answer. With it:i nunjerout" liirlterto iinpu'.oslif' ^'.(unien" :!f.'l 1
1

,

if • i .it lon^,

drawn U'^n i onteinpo, ;.i-v u -r~ i- r.-.nnot '.-iil '.. intei,--! ih- e .. \.\-jnn ., n;..--

brillisnl and lomanlic pe-nod in l.iiK'ish hr-'oiv iii si i:^lcs^;ul,v ^-'pe.-,.



A CATALOGUE OF

THE VAN EYCKS AND THEIR ART. By
W. H. James Weale, with the co-operation of Maurice
Brockwell. With numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo.

I zs. 6d. net.

.^^'^f The large book on "Hubert and John Van Lyck" which Mr. Weale
published in 1908 throu.uh Mr. John Lane was instantly i-ecognised by the
reviewers and critics as an achievement of quite exceptional importance. It is

now I'elt that the time has come for a revised and slightly abridged edition of that
whici) was issued four years ago at ^5 5s. net. The text has been compressed in

some places and extended in others, wliile certain emendations have been made,
and after due leflection, the plan of the book has been materially recast. This
renders it of greater assistance to the student.

The large amount of research work and methodical preparation of a revised
text obliged Mr. Weaie, through failing health and eyesight, to avail himself of
the services of Mr. Brockwell, and Mr. Weale gives it as his opinion in the new
Foreword that he doubts whether he could have found a more able collaborator
than Mr. Brockwell to edit this volume.

"The Van Eycks and their Art," so far from being a mere reprint at a popular
price of "Hubert and John Van Eyck." contains several new features, notable
among which are the inclusion of an Appendix giving details of all the sales at

public auction in any country from 1662 to 1012 of pictures reputed to be by the
Van Eycks. An entirely new and ample Index laas been compiled, while the
bibliography, which extends over many pages, and the various component parts
of the book have been brought abreast o\ the most recent criticism. Detailed
a rguments are given for the first time of a picture attributed to one of the brothers
Van Eyck in a private collection in Russia.

In conclusion it must be pointed out that Mr. Weale has, with characteristic
tare, read through the proofs and passed the whole book for press.

The use of a smaller/orwm/ and of thinner paper renders the present edition
easier to handle as a book of reference.

COKE OF NORFOLK AND HIS FRIENDS.
The Life of Thomas Coke, First Earl of Leicester and of

Holkham. By A. M. W. Stirling. New Edition, revised,

with some additions. With 19 Illustrations. In one volume.

Demy 8vo. I zs. 6d. net.

THE EMPRESS JOSEPHINE. By Joseph
TuRQUAN. Author of "The I,ove Affairs of Napoleon,"

"The Wife of General Bonaparte." Illustrated. Demy 8vo.

1 2S. 6J. net.

.*.t "The Empress Josephine" continues and completes the graphically
drawn life story begun in " The Wife of General Bonaparte " by the same author,
takes us through the brilliant period of the Empire, shows us the gradual
development and the execution ol the Emperor's plan to divorce his middle-aged
wife, paints in vivid colours the picture o; Jo.-ephine's existence after her divorce,
tells us how she, although now nothing but his friend, still met him occasionally
and corresponded frequently with him, and how she passed her time in the midst
of her minature coui't. Tliis work enables us to realise the very genuine
affection which Napoleon possessed for his first wife, an afTection which lasted
till death closed her eyes in her lonelj- hermitage at La l\Ialma-son, and until he
went to expiate at Saint Helena his rashness in braving all Eurojie. Compar-
atively little is known of the period coverinc Josephine's life after her divorce,
and yet I^I. Turquan has found much to tell U'^ that is very iiueresting; for Ihe
ex-Empress in her two retreats, Navarre and La Malmaison, was visited bv many
celebrated people, and after the Emperor's downfall was so ill-judged as to
welcome and fete several of the vanquished hero's late friends, now his declared
enemies. The story of her last illness and death forms one o.'' the uiost interesting
chapters in this most complete work upon the first Empress of the I'rench.

NAPOLEON IN CARICATURE : 1795-1821. By
A. M. Broadley. With an Introductory Essay on Pictorial Satire

as a Factor in Napoleonic History, by \. Holland Rose. Litt. D.

(Cantah.). With z\ full-page Illustrations in Colour and upwards

of 200 in Black and White from rare and unique originals.

2 Vols. Demy 8vo. 42s. net.

Also an Edition de Luxe. 10 guineas net.
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NAPOLEON'S LAST CAMPAIGN IN GER-
MANY. By F. LoRAiNE Petre. Author of " Napoleon's

Campaign in Poland," " Napoleon's Conquest of Prussia," etc.

With 17 Maps and Plans. Demy 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

-s% In the author's two first histories of Napoleon's campaigns (1806 and 1807)
the Emperor is at his greatest as a soldier. The third (1809) showed the
commencement of the decay of his genius. Now, in 1813, he has seriously declined.
The military judgment of Napoleon, the genera!, is constant'y fettered by the
pride and obstinacy of Napoleon, the Emperor. The militai y principles which
guided him up to 1807 are frequently abandoned ; he aims at secondary objectives,
or mere geographical points, instead of solely at the destruction of the enemy's
army

; he hesitates and fails to grasp the true situation in a way that was never
known in his earlier campaigns. Yet frequently, as at Bautsen and Dresden, his
genius shines with all its old brilliance.

The campaign of 1S13 exhibits the breakdown of his over-centralised system
of command, which left him without subordinates capable of exercising semi-
independent command over portions of armies which had now grown to dimensions
approaching those of our own day.

The autumn campaign is a notable example of the system of interior lines, as
opposed to that of strategical envelopment. It marks, too, the real downfall of

Napoleon's power, for, after the fearful destruction of 1813, the desperate struggle
of 1814, glorious though it was, could never have any real probability of success.

FOOTPRINTS OF FAMOUS AMERICANS IN
PARIS. By John Joseph Conway, M.A. With 32 Full-page

Illustrations. With an Introduction by Mrs. John Lane.

Demy 8vo. i zs. 6d. net.

.»*4f Franklin, Jefferson, Munroe, Tom Paine, La Fayette, Paul Jones, etc.,

etc., tlie most striking figures of a heroic age, working out in the City of Light
the great questions for which they stood, are dealt with here. Longlellow the
poet of the domestic affections; matchless Margaret Fuller who wrote so well of

women in the nineteenth century; Whistler master of American artists; Saint-

Gaudens chief of American sculptors ; Rumford, most picturesque of scientific

knight-errants and several others get a chapter each for their lives and
achievements in Paris. A new and absorbing interest is opened up to visitors.

Their trip to Versailles becomes more pleasurable when they realise what
Franklyn did at that brilliant court. The Place de la Bastille becomes a sacred

place to Americmis realizing that the principles of the young republic brought
about the destruction of the vilest old dungeon in the world. The Seine becomes
silvery to the American conjuring up that bright summer morning when Robert
F'ulton started from the Place de la Concorde in the first steam boat. The Louvre
takes on a new attraction from the knowledge that it houses the busts of

Washington and Franklyn and La Fayette by Houdon. The Luxembourg becomes
a greater temple of art to him who knows that it holds Whistler's famous portrait

of his mother. Even the weather-beaten bookstalls by the banks of the Seine

become beautiful because Hawthorne and his son loitered among them on sunny
days sixty years ago. The book has a strong literary flavour. Its history is

enlivened with anecdote. It is profusely illustrated.

MEMORIES OF JAMES McNEILL
WHISTLER : The Artist. By Thomas R. Way. Author of

"The Lithographs of J.
M. Whistler," etc. With numerous

Illustrations. Demy 4 to. i o.s. 6d. net.

%* This volume contains about forty illusti alions, including an unpubli.shcd

etching drawn by Whistler and bitten in by Sir Frank Short, A.R.A., nn original

lithograph sketch, seven lithographs in < olour drawn by the Author upon brown

paper, and many in black and white. The remainder are laisiiiiilcs bv photo-

lithography. In most cases the originals are drawings and sketches bv Whistler

which have never been published before, and are do.sely connected with the

matter ol the book. Thf text deals with the Author's memories of nearly twenty

year's close association with Whistler, and he endeavours to treat only with the

man as an artist, and perhaps, especially as a lithographer.

*Also an EnrrioN de Luxh on hand-made paper, with the etching

printed from the origin.il plate. Limited t(j :;o copies.

*This is Out of Print with the Publisher.



A CATALOGUE OF

HISTORY OF THE PHILHARMONIC SO-
CIETY : A Record of a Hundred Years' Work in the Cause of

Music. Compiled by Mylks Birket Foster, F.R.A.M., etc.

With 1 6 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. los. 6d. net.

**„*As the Philharmonic Society, whose Centenary is now being celebrated, is

and has ever been connected, during its long existence, with the history of
musical composition and production, not only in this country, but upon the
Continent, and as every great name in Europe and America in the last hundred
years (within the realm of high-class music), has been associated with it, this
volume will, it is believed, prove to be an unique woik, not only as a book of

reference, but also as a record of the deepest interest to all lovers of good
music. It is divided into ten Decades, with a small narrative account of the
principal happenings in each, to which are added the full programmes of every
concert, and tables showing, at a glance, the number and nationality of the per-
formers and composers, with other particulars ot interest. The book is made of
additional value by means of rare illustrations of MS. works specially composed
for the Society, and of letters from Wagner, Berlioz, Brahms, Liszt, etc., etc.,

written to the Directors and, by their permission, reproduced for the first time.

IN PORTUGAL. By Aubrey F. G. Bell.

Author of "The Magic of Spain." Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

j/*^ The guide-books give full details of the marvellous convents, gorgeous
palaces, and solemn temples of Portugal, and no attempt is here made to write
complete descriptions of them, the veiy name of some of them being omitted.
But the guide-books loo olteii treat Portugal as a continuation, almost as a province
of Spain. It is hoped that this little book may give some idea of the individual
charactei- of the country, of the quaintnesses of its cities, an<i of peasant life in

its remoter districts. While the utterly opposed characters of the two peoples
must probably rentier the divorce between Spain and Portugal eternal, and reduce
hopes ot union to the idle dreams of politicians. Portugal in itself contains an
infinite variety. Each of the eight provinces (more especially tho.'^e of the
alcfn/cjaiios. ttiinliotos and bcirncs) preserves many peculiarities of language,
customs, and dress ; and each will, in return for hardships endured, give to the
traveller many a day of delight and interest.

A TRAGEDY IN STONE, AND OTHER
PAPERS. By Lord Redesdalk, G.C.V.O., K.C.C., etc.

Demy 8vo. 7.S. 6d. net.

#% " From the author ot 'Tales of Old Japan ' his readers always liope for

more about Japan, and in this volume they will find it. The earlier papers,
however, are not to be passed over."

—

Tunes.

#*« " Lo>-d Redesdale's present volume consists of scholarly essays on a

variety ot subjects ol historic, literary and artistic appeal."

—

Standard.

jf.*» "The author of the classic 'Tales of Old Japan' is assured of welcome,
and the more so when he returns to the field in which his literary reputation was
made. Charm is never absent from his pages."

—

Daily Chronicle

.

MY LIFE IN PRISON. By Donald Lowrie.
Crown 8vo. 6s. net.

jf% This book is absolutely tiue and vita!. Within its pHges passes the
myriorama of prison life. And within its pages may be found revelations of the
divine and the undivine ; of srange humility niid stranger arrogance ; of !ree
men brutalized and caged men humanized; of big and little tragedies; of love,
cunning, hate, despair, hope. There is humour, too though sometimes the jest is

made ironic by its sequel. And there is romance—the romance of the real ; not the
romance of Kipling's 9.15, but the romance of No. 19,093, and of all the other
numbers that made up the arithmetical hell of San Quentin prison.

Few novels could so absorb interest. It is human utterly. That is the reason.
Not only is the very atmosphere of the prison preserved, from the colossal sense
of encagcment and defencelessness, to the smaller jealousies, exultations and
disappointments ; not onlv is there a succession of characters emerging into the
clearest individuality and genuineness,— each with its dislinctive contribution
and sepaiate value ; but beyond the details and through all the contrasted
variety, there is the spell of complete drama,—the drama of lite. Here is the
underworkl in continuous moving pictures, with the overworld watching. True,
the stage is a prison; but is not all the world a stage ?

It is a book that should cxercisj a profound influence on the lives of the
caged. a!id ou the whole attitude of society toward the problems of poverty and
criminality.
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AN IRISH BEAUTY OF THE REGENCY : By
Mrs. Warrenne Blake. Author of " Memoirs of a Vanished
Generation, i 81 3-1855." With a Photogravure Frontispiece and
other Illustrations. Demy 8vo. i6s. net.

''j,*Tlie Irish Beauty is the Hon. Mrs. Calvert, daujjhter of Viscount Pery,
Speaker of the Irish House of Commons, and wile of Nicholson Calvert, M.P., of
Hunsdon. Born in 1767, Mrs. Calvert lived to the age of ninety-two, and there
are many people still living who remember her. In the delightlui journals, now
for the first time published, exciting events are described.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY. By Stewart Houston Chamberl.mn. A Translation

from the German by John Lees. With an Introduction by

Lord Redesdalk. Demy 8vo. 2 vols. 25s. net. Second

Edition.

*.,* A man who can write such a really beautiful and .solemn appreciation o!

true Christianity, of true acceptance of Oirist's teachings and personality, as
Mr. Chamberlain has done. . . . represents an influence to be reckoned with
and seriously to be taken into account.' — Theodore Roosevelt tn the Outltok, New
Yoik.

*,,* •' It is a masterpiece of really scientific history. It does not m.,ke con-
fusion, it clears it away. He is a great generalizer of thought, as distinguished
fi'om the crowd of mere specialists. It is certain to stir up thought. Whoever
has not read it will be rather out of it in political and sociological discussions for
some time to come. "

—

George Beniard Shaxv in Fabian Nczvs.

%* "This is unquestionably one of the raie books that really matter. His
judgments of men and things are deeply and irKlii-:putabiy sincere and are based
on immense reading . . . i!ut even many \v<:ll-inlornied people . . . will be
grateful to Lord Redesdaie tor the biographical details which he gives them in the
valuable and illuminating introduction contributed by him to thi.s En.glish
translation."- 7"imfs.

THE SPEAKERS OF THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS from the Earliest Times to the Present Day, with

a Topographical Account of Westminster at Various B'pochs,

Brief Notes on Sittings of Parliament and a Retrospect of

the principal Constitutional Ch.mges during Seven Centuries. By

Arthur Irwin Dasent, Author of "The Life and Letters of John

Delane," "The History of St. James's Square," etc., etc. With

numerous Portraits, including two in Photogravure and one in

Colour. Demy 8vo. 21s. net.

ROMANTIC TRIALS OF THREE CENTU-
RIES. By Hugh Childers With numerous Illustrations.

Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

','' 1 his volume de.ds with Bome iamous trials, occun ing between the years
11^50 and 18=0, Ail of them po-sess some exceptional interest, or introduce
historical person'. ges in a fascinating style, pei uliariy likely to attract attention.

The book is written for the general reading public, though in many respects
It ."-hould be of value to lawyers, who will be especially interested in the trials of
the great William I'enn and Elizabeth Canning. Tfic latter case is one of the

most enthralling intere^.t.

'Iwenly-two year.s later tlir same kind of excitement was amused over
Elizab'^th Cliudleigh, aluif. Duchess ol Kingston, who attrac ted more attention in

1776 than the war ol American independence.
Then the liistoiy of! he fhicnt Dr. Dndd, a curiously palhe'ic one, is lelatrH,

and the iiu-(jnsistencie:^ of his chaiarter very clearly brougl-l riut; peihnpp mw he

may have a little more sympathy than he has usually received, .'-^rveial im-
portant lelteis of Ins appear here fur the fn.^t lime in pi int.

Among other impr.it.'^nt tna's discus-^ed we find the libel r.ction ;iga,nHt

Disraeli and thestoiy ol the Lyons Mail. Our knowledge ol the filter is chirflv

cra:hered from the London .";t:ii.'e. hut there is in it a far greater historical iiyt.-ic-'.

than \'-"n'rl iic suspected by ih'.se who have only "cen the much .^ileied »tory

ei;.jc ed before them.
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THE OLD GARDENS OF ITALY—HOW TO
VISIT THEM. By Mrs. Aubrey Le Blond. With loo

Illustrations from her own Photographs. Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

"-v* Hitherto all books on the old gardens of Italy have been large, costly, and
incomplete, and designed for the library rather than for the traveler. Mrs.
Aubrey Le Blond, during the course of a series of visits to all parts ol Italy, has
compiled a volume that garden lovers can carry with them, enabling them to
decide which gardens are worth visiting, where they are situated, how they may
be reached, il special permission to see them is required, and how this may be
obtained. Though the book is practical and technical, the artistic element is

supplied by the illustrations, one at least of which is given lor each of the 71

gardens described. Mrs. Aubrey Le Blond was the illustrator of the monumental
work bv H. Inigo Triggs on "The Art ol Garden Design in Italy," and has since
taken three special journeys to that country to collect material for her " The Old
Gardens of Italy."

The illustrations have been beautifully reproduced by a nevf process which
enables them to be printed on a rough light paper, instead of the highly glazed
and weighty paper necessitated by half-tone blocks. Thus not only are the
illustrations delightful to look at, but the book is a pleasure to handle instead of
a dead weight.

DOWN THE MACKENZIE AND UP THE
YUKON. By E. Stewart. With 30 Illustrations and a Map.
Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

%* Mr. Stewart was former Inspector of Forestry to the Government of
Canada, and the experience he thus gained, supplemented by a really remarkable
journey, will prove of great value to those who are interested in the commercial
.erowth of Canada. The latter portion of his book deals with the various peoples,
animals, industries, etc., of the Dominion ; while the story of the journey he
accomplished provides excellent reading in Part I. Some of the difficulties he
encountered appeared insurmountable, and a description of his perilous voyage
in a native canoe with Indians is quite haunting. There are many interesting
illustrations of the places of which he writes.

AMERICAN SOCIALISM OF THE PRESENT
DAY. By Jessie Wallace Hughan. With an Introduction

by John Spargo. Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

^.^^' All who are interested in the multitudinous political problems brought
about by the changing conditions of the present day should read this book,
irrespective of personal bias. The applications of Socialism throughout the
world are so many and varied that the book is of peculiar importance to
English Socialists.

THE STRUGGLE FOR BREAD. By " A
Rifleman " Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

^it^' This book is a reply to Mr. Norman Angell's well-known wcik, "The
Great Illusion" and also an enquiry into the present economic state of Europe.
The author, examining the phenomenon of the high food-prices at present ruling
in all great civilized states, proves by statistics that these are caused by a
re lative decline in the production of food-stufTs as compared with the increase in

general commerce and the production of manufactured-articles, and that con-
sequent 'v there has en.-^ued a rise in the exchange-values of manufactured articles,
which with our system of society can have no other efTect than of producing high
food-prices and low wages. The author proves, moreover, that this is no tem-
porary fluctuation of prices, but the inevitable outcome of an economic movement,
which whilst seen at its fullest development during the last few years has been
slowly germinating for the last quarter-century. Therefore, food-prices must
continue to rise whilst wage-i must continue to fall.

THE LAND OF TECK & ITS SURROUNDINGS.
By Rev. S. Baring-Gould. With numerous Illustrations (includ-

ing several in Colour) reproduced from unique originals. Demy
8vo. JOS. 6d. net.
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GATES OF THE DOLOMITES. By I . Marion
Davidson. With 32 Illustrations from Photographs and a Map.
Crov,'n Hvo. Second Edition. 5s. net.

'.J.* Wliilst many English books have appeared on the Lande Tirol, few have
given more than a chapter on the fascinating Dolomite Land, and it is in the hope
of helping other travellers to explore the mountain l:,nd with less trouble and
inconvenience tlian fell to lier lot that the author has penned these attractive

pages. The object of this book is not to inform the traveller Ir w to scale the
apparently inaccessible peaks of the Dolomites, but rather how to find the roads,
and thread the valleys, which lead him to the recesses of this most lovely part of

the world's lace, and Miss Davidson conveys just the knowledge which is wan;ed
for this purpose ; especially will her map be appreciated by those who wish to

make their own plans for a tour, as it shows al a g.ance the geography of the
country.

KNOWLEDGE AND LIFE. By William
Arkwright. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

':^^' This is a remarkably written book—brilliant and vital. Mr-. Arkwiiirht
illumines a number of subjects with jewelled flashes of woid liannnny and chisels
them all with the keen edge of his w'it. Art, Letters, and Reii^'ion of ilifTerent

appeals move before the reader in vari-coloured array, like tf.e da/.zling phan-
tasmagoria of some Eastern dream.

CHANGING RUSSIA. A Tramp along the Black
Sea Shore and in the Urals. By Stkphkn Graham. Author of

"Undiscovered Russia," "A Vagabond in the Caucasus," etc.

With Illustrations and a Map. Demy Hvo. 7s. 6d. net.

%* In " Changing Kus.sia," Mr. .Stephen Graham describes a journ'-y from
Rostol-on-the-lJon to Hatum and a summer spent on the Ural M imtains. Tlie
author has traversed all the re;gion which is to be developed by the new railway
from Novo-rossisk to Poti. It is a tramping diary w ith notes ami ledections.
The book deals more with the commercial life of Ru.-sia than with that of the
peasantry, and tliere are chapters on the Russia of the hour, the Russian town,
life among the gold miners of the Urais, the bourgeois, Kussian joui'nalism, the
intelligentsia, the election of the fourth Duma. An account is given of Russia at

the seaside, and each of the watering places of the Black .Sea shore is

described in detail.

ROBERT FULTON ENGINEER AND ARTIST:
HIS LIFE AND WORK. By H. W. 1)ickix:-ox, A.M.l.Mech.K.

Demy 8vo. los 6d. net.

•'..;* No i'.iographv dealing a- a whole with the lilc work ol the celcbraud
Robert Euiton has appeared of late year.-,, m spite ot the fad that the iiitrodiichoii

of sleam navigalion on a commercial .scale, which was hi-, g: i-.;;est ach:t:veiiiijn

lias recently celebrated its centenary.

The author has been instrumental in bringing to light a mass nf (loniinenlaiy
matter relative to Fulton, aud has thus been able to present llie lads about him in

an en' i rely n'.'w I ight . The interesting; but little known episode oT lijc raieer as
an arlis! is tor the first time fully d!:alt wllh Hi- ^iav in frame and his
experiments under the Dircclory and the Empire with the su' marine and wilh
the steamboat are elucidated witli the aid . .1 ilo.iiiiifnts pi eserved in the Archive--.

Nationa'es at I'ari^. Ills sub-er|ucnt witlidi a>v:il fii'in Eraiur and hi^
employment l.y I he I'.ritish CabinU to dost: oy I he ! "iulognc (lol ilia that Napnleon
had prcp:'.re'l in i->.i to i:i\-aiie England ai<- Loric int.i luli\. Tli<- lat lei pan ..fliis

c;trccr in the- I Fill ted .Stales, spent in the intimlm ii.,n '>! sli-ai;i iia\ lyation aiui in

the const 1 uft ion 'if the fir- 1 stcaiii-propellcrl \v:ii sl;'p, i,-. >! the l- i rate.-,! in! rrcsl.

With the lapse nf lime far'- a-suin'- iiat ii i .all',- '!:. r t ; lie i 'ci - [u: I ive. l-ull,>n,

instead of I.eiiig rcprc-icirril, ;i(-c,Mdiiii,' I., llii- i- nglisli p.. ml of view, as a

cliaila'an and rvin .is a laitoi, nr limii the .Aim-iiiaiis :i - a iiniv(-i-al g'-nius, i-

clearod lioin tlii;se c-h:i rgc -,, and Ins pret ensi.ins (-Mtir^illy e.N.-uin iic-d. \'.-iih \:r.

11 --ni' that he appears as a i nsimiiwilitaii, an eaiiust student, a paiiislakin;;

experimeiitei and an enterpi Isiiig engineer.

It is lietieved that [iiai ti' allv n .thing i.l in, >iii('iil in Eiillnn's ( ;it( < r li.-is liccn

omit led. Th'- il lustrations, which are iiiiiMeriais, an- drawn in nc';ii ly i vei y c ;r <

from the nriginal sources. It may ronddeiitlv b(' cxpcilrd, tlieMf.n-, il,;! 'Im-

hook will take its place as the aulhi>i native Liot;! apln- which evci yone inteie.-ttd

in llie -i: .jet's enumerated above will icfjuiie t,i pos.,ess.
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A STAINED GLASS TOUR IN ITALY. By
Charles H. Sherrill. Author of " Stained Glass Tours in

England," " Stained Glass Tours in France," etc. With

33 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. js. 6d. net.

%* Mr. Sherrill has already achieved success with his two previous books
on the subject of stained glass. In Italv he finds a new field, which oifers con-
siderable scope for his researches. His present work will appeal not only to
tourists, but to tl:e craftsmen, because of the writers sympathy with the craft.
Mr. Sherrill is not only an authority whose writing is clear in style and full o)
understanding for the requirements of the reader, but one whose accuracy and
reliability are unquestionable. Tliis is the most important book published on the
subject with which it deals, and readers will find it worthy to occupy the
position.

SCENES AND MEMORIES OF THE PAST.
By the Honble. Stephen Coleridge. With numerous Illustrations.

Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

*4,* Mr. Stephem Coleridge has seen much of the world in two hemispheres
and has been able to count among: his intimate personal friends manj' of those
whose names have made the Victorian age illustrious.

Mr. Coleridge lortunately kept a diary for some years of his life and has
religiously preserved the letters of his distinguished friends ; and in this book
the public are permitted to enjoy the perusal of much vitally interesting
correspondence.

With a loving and appreciative hand the author sketches the characters of
many great men as they were known to their intimate associates. Cardinals
Manning and Newman, G. F. Watts, iames Russell Lowell, Matthew Arnold,
Sir Henry Irving, Goldwin Smith, Lewis .Monis, Sir Stafford Northcote, Whistler,
Oscar Wilde, Ruskin, and many others famous in the nineteenth century will be
found sympatheticallj' dealt with in this book.

During his visit to America as the guest of the American Bar in 1883, Lord
Coleridge, the Chief Justice, and the author's father wrote a series of letters,
which have been carefully preserved, recounting his impressions of the United
States and of the leading citizens whom he met.

Mr. Coleridge has incorporated portions ot these letters from his father in the
volume, and they will prove deeply interesting on both sides of the Atlantic.

Among tl'.e illustrations are many masterly portraits never before published.
From the chapter on the author's li'orary, which is full of priceless literary

treasures, the reader can appreciate the appropriate surroundings amid which
this book was compiled.

ANTHONY TROLLOPE : HIS WORK, ASSO-
CIATES AND ORIGINALS. By T. H. S. Escott. Demy
8vo. I 2s. 6d. net.

"ft'' The author of .his book has not solely relied for his materials on a
personal intimacy with its subject, during the most active years of Trollope's life,

but from an equal intimacy with Trollope's contemporaries and from those who
had seen his early life. He has derived, and here sets forth, in chronological
order, a series of personal incidents and experiences that could not be gained
but tor the author's exceptional opportunities. These incidents have never before
appeared in print, but that are absolutely essential for a right understanding ol

the opinions—social, political, and religious— of which Trollope's writings became
the medium, as well as of the ciiief personages in his stories, from the
" Macdermots of Ballycloran " (1847^ to the posthumous " Land Leaguers " (1883).

All litelike pictures, whether of place, individual, character o\ incident, are
painted from life. The entirely fresh light now thrown on the intellectual and
spiritual forces, chiefly felt by the novelist during his childhood, youth and early
manhood, helped to place within his reach the originals of hi.s long portrait
gallerv. and had their further result in the opinions, as well as the estimates
of events and men. in which his writings abound, and which, whether they cause
agreement or dissent, always reveal life, nature, and stimulate thought. The
man, who had for his Harrow schoolfellows Sidney Herbert and Sir William
Gregory, 'vas subsequently brought into the closest relations with the first State
officials of his time, was himself one of the most active agents in making penny
Eostage a national and imperial success, and when he planted the first pillar-

ox in the Channel l.-lands, accomplished on his own initiative a great postal
reform. A life so active, varied and full, gave him a greater diversity of friends
throughout the British Isles than belonged to anv other nineteenth century
worker, literary or official. Hence the unique interest of Trollope's course, and
liierefore this, its record.
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THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH PATRIOTISM.
By EsME C WiNGHELD Stratford, Fcllow King's College, Cam-
bridge. In 2 vols. Demy 8vo. With a Frontispiece to each
volume, (1,300 pages). 25s, net.

*,* This work compresses into about HALF A MILLION WORDS the
substance of EIGHT YE.'VRS of uninterrupted labour.

Tlie book has been read and enthusiastically commende.l by the leading
experts in the principal subjects embraced in this encyclopaedic survey of Enfflisfi
History.

When this work was first announced under the abo\e title, the publisher
stisgested calling it "A New History of England." Indeed it is both. Mr.
Wingfield Stratford endeavours to show how everything of value that nations in
general, and the English nation in particular, haveat any time achieved has been
the direct outcome of the common feeling upon which patriotism is built. He
sees, and makes his readers see, the manifold development of England as one
connected whole wi:h no more branch of continuity than n living body or a perfect
work of art.

The author may fairly claim to have accomplished what few previous
historiaus have so much as attempted. He has woven together the threads o(
religion, politics, war, philosophy, literature, painting, architecture. i«w and
commerce, into a narrative of unbroken and absorbing interest.

The book is a world-book. Scholars will reconstruct their ideas from it,
economics examine t!ie gradual fruition ni trade, statesmen devise fresh creative
plans, and the general reader will feel he is no insignificant unit, but the splendid
symbol of a splendid world.

CHARLES CONDER : HIS LIFE AND WORK.
By Frank Gibson. With a Catalogue of the Lithographs and
Etchings by Campbell Dodgson, M.S., Keeper of Prints and
Drawings, British Mnseum. With about 100 reproductions of

Conder's work, 12 of which are in colour. Demy 410. 21s. net.

*«* With the exception of one or two articles in English Ait Magazines, and
one or two in French, German, and American periodicals, no book up to the
present has appeared fully to record the life and work of Charles Condor, by
whose death English Art has lost one of its most original personalities. Con-
secjuently it has been felt that a book dealing with Conder'.s life so full ot interest,
and his work so full of charm and beauty, illustrated by characteristic examples
of his .Art both in colour and in black and while, would be welcome to the already
great and increasing number of his admirers.

The author of this book, Mr. Frank Gibson, who knew Conder in his eariy
days in Australia and afterwards in Ijigianii during the re^t of the artist'.*! life,

is enabled in consequence to do fu'l justice, not only to the delightful character
of Conder as a friend, but is also able to appreciate his remarkable talent.

1 he interest and value of this work will be sjreatly increased by the addition
of a complete catalogue of Conder's lithographs and engravings, compiled by
Mr. Campbell Dodgson, MA, Keeper ol the Print-Room ol the British Museum.

PHILIP DUKE OF WHARTON. By Lewis
Mklvillr. Illustrated. Demy Svo. zi>. net.

•„• A character more interesting than Philip, Duke of Wharton, does not
often fall to the lot of a biographer, yet, by some strange chance, though nearly
two hundred years have paKse<l since that wayward genius passed away, the
present work is the first that gives a comprchen^uvc account ot his lite. A man
of unusual parts and unusual charm, he at once delighted and disgusted his

Contemporaries. Unstable as water, he was like Dryden's Zimri, " I'-verytlniig

by starts and nothing long." He was poet and pamphleteer, wit, statesman,
buffoon, and amorist. The son nf one ot the most stalwart supporters of the
Hanoverian dynasty, he went abroad and joined the Pretender, who created liim

a duke. He then returned to England, renounced the .Stuarts, »nrl was by
George I. also promoted to a dukedom -while he was vet a minor. He was the

friend of Attenbury and the President ol the Hell-Fuc Club At one time he was
leading Spanish troops agaiii.'st his countrymen, at another seeking coniolation

in a monastery. It is said that he was the original ot Richai uaon's Lovelace.
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THE LIFE OF MADAME TALLIEN NOTRE
DAME DE THERMIDOR (A Queen of Shreds and Patches.)

From the last days of the French Revolution, until her death as

Princess Chimay in 18S5. By L. Gastink. Translated from

the French by J. Lewis May. With a Photogravure Frontispiece

and 16 other Illustrations Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

'^jf* There is no one in the history ot the French Revolution wtio has been
more eagerly canonised than Madame Talhen

;
yet according to M. Gastine, there

is no one in that historj' who merited canonisation so little. He has therefore set
himself the task of dissipating the mass of legend and sentiment that has
gatliered round the memory of " /,« Belle Tallien" and of presenting her to our
eves as she really was. The result of his labour is a volume, which combnies the
scrupulous exactness of conscientious research witli the richness and glamour of
a romance. In the place of the beautiful heroic but purely imaginary figure of
popular tradition, we behold a woman, dowei'ed indeed with incomparable loveli-

ness, but utterly unmoral, devoid alike of heart and soul, who readily and
repeatedly prostituted her personal charms for the advancement of her selfish

and ignoble aims. Though Madame Tallien is the central figure ofthe book, the
reader is introduced to many other personages who played tamous or infamous
roles in the contemporary social or political arena, and the volume, which is

enriched by a number of interesting portraits, throws a new and valuable light on
this storm\' and perennially fascinating period of French history.

MINIATURES : A Series of Reproductions in

Photogravure of Ninety-Six Miniatures of Distinguished Personages,

including Queen Alexandra, the Queen of Norway, the Princess

Royal, and the Princess Victoria. Painted by Ch.^rles Turrell.

(Folio.) The Edition is limited to One Hundred Copies for sale

in England and America, and Twenty-Five Copies for Presentation,

Review, and the Museums. Each will be Numbered and Signed

by the Artist. i 5
guineas net.

RECOLLECTIONS OF GUY DE MAUPASSANT.
By his Valet Francois. Translated from the French by Maurice
Reynold. Demy 8vo. i 2s. 6d. net.

THE WIFE OF GENERAL BONAPARTE. By
Joseph Turquan. Author of "The Love Affairs of Napoleon,"

etc. Translated from the French by Miss Violette Montagu.
With a Photogravure Frontispiece and 16 other Illustrations.

Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.
*,* Although much has been written concerning the Kmpress Josephine, we

know comparatively little about the vcuvc Beauharnais and the cilowtm,
Konaparte, whose inconsiderate conduct during her husband's absence caused
him so much anguish. We are so accustomed to consider Josephine as the
innocent victim of a cold and calculating tyrant who allowed nothing, neither
human lives nor natural affections, to stand m the way of his all-conquering will,

that this volume will come to us rather as a sin-prise. Modern historians are
over-fond of blaming Napoleon for having divorced the companion of liis early
years ; but after having read the above work, the reader will be constrained to

admire General Bonaparte's forbearance and will wonder how he ever came to

allow her to play the Queen at the Tuileries.

THE JOURNAL OF A SPORTING NOMAD.
By J.

T. STUDLEY. With a Portrait and 32 other Illustrations,

principally from Photographs by the Author. Demy Svo.

I2S. 6d. net.
%* " Not for a long time have we read such straightforward, entertaining

accounts of wild sport and adventure."

—

Mancftes/i-r Gn'i'ilian.
*,* "His adventures have the whou: world for their theatre. There is a

great deal of curious information and vivid narrative that will appeal to every-
body."

—

Standard.
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SOPHIE DAWES, QUEEN OF CHANTILLY.
By VioLETTE M. Montagu. Author of "The Scottish College in

Paris," etc. With a Photogravure Frontispiece and i6 other

Illustrations and Three Plans. Demy 8vo. i zs. 6d. net.

%^' Amon^ the manv queens of France, queens by right o; marriage ui(h the
reigning sovereign, queens of beauty or of intrigue, the name of Sophie Dawes,
the daughter of humble fisherloliv in the Isle of Wight, better known as ''the
notorious Mme. de Feucheres,'' "The Queen of Chautilly" and ''The Montespan
de Saint Leu" in the land which she cliose as a suitable sphere in which to
exercise her talents for money-rnakmg and for getting on in the world, stand
forth as a proof of what a woman's will can accomplish when tliat will is ac-
companied with an uncommon share of intelligence.

MARGARET OF FRANCE DUCHESS OF
SAVOY. I 523-1 574. A Biography with Photogravure Frontis-

piece and 16 other Illustrations and Facsimile Reproductions

of Hitherto Unpublished Letters. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

*.^'' A lime wlien the Italians are celebrating the Jubilee of the Italian
Kingdom is perhaps no unfitting moment in which to glance back over the annals
of that royal House of Savoy which has rendered Italian unity possible. Margaret
of France may without exaggeration be cc^iuiited among the builders of niodeni
Italy. She married Kmanuel Philibert, the founder of .Savoyard greatness; and
from the day of her marriage until the day of lier death slie laboured to advance
the interests of her adopted land.

MADAME DE BRINVILLIERS AND HER
TIMES. 1630-1676. By Hugh Stokks. With a Photogravure

Frontispiece and 16 other Illustrations. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

%*The name of Marie Murguciiie d'Aubray, Marquise de Brinvilliers, is

famous in the annals of crime, but the true history of her career is little known.
A woman 01 birth and rank, slie was also a remoi.seless poisoner, and her trial

was one oi the most sensational episodes of the early rei;;ii of Louis XIV. The
author was attracted to this curious subject by Charles le Lrun's realistic sketch
of the unhappy Marquise as she appeared on her way to execution. This c/ic/

ifoinvri: of misery and agony forms the frontispiece to the volume, and strikes a

fitting keynote to an absorbing stDry ol human pasaion and wrong iLnng.

THE VICISSITUDES OF A LADY-IN WAITING.
I 735-1 82 I. By Euf.ENE Wki.vkrt. Translated from the French

by Lilian O'Neill With a Pnologravurc Frontispiece and 16

other Illustrations. Demy Xvo. i 2s. 6d. net.

*j,* The Duchessp de Narbonne-Lara was Lady-in-Wail ing to Madame
Adelaide, the eldest (hiiighter of Louis XV'. .Aiciund the stately figure of this

['riiicess are gathered the mnst remarkable charact'-rs ol the days of the (Jid

Regime, the Revolution and the first Kmpire. The great charm of the work is

that it takes us over so much and varied ground. Here, in the gay i rowd ol

ladies and coui'tiers, in the rustle of flowei y silken panii'rs, in the (latter of high-
heeled shoes, move the figures o! Louis iXV'., Louis XVI, Ihi I'aiii and ^Llrl<

.'Vntoinette. We catch picturesque glim p.-es of the loeat wit^, dipfiinali-.l and
-iildiers of the tune, until, (inally vvc encoiiir.er Napok-^ 'U 1 oiiapai te.

ANNALS OF A YORKSHIKF HOUSE. From
the Papers of a Macaroni and hi> kiiidr-jd. V>y \. M. VV. Stiri.inc,,

author of "Coke of Norfolk and his I'Viciid^." With 3^

Illu-tratifms, including 3 in Colour and ^ in I'liotogravure.

Demy Sv(j. 2 vols. 32s. net.



MEMOIRS, BIOGRAPHIES, Etc. i6

WILLIAM HARRISON AINSWORTH AND
HIS FRIENDS. By S. M. Ellis. With upwards of 50
Illustrations, 4 in Photogravure. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 32s. net.

NAPOLEON AND KING MURAT. 1805-18 15 :

A Biography compiled from hitherto Unknown and Unpublished
Documents. By Albert Espitalier. Translated from the French
by J. Lewis May. With a Photogravure Frontispiece and i6

other Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

LADY CHARLOTTE SCHREIBER'SJOURNALS
Confidences of a Collector of Ceramics and Antiques throughout

Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Holland, Belgium,

Switzerland, and Turkey. From the year 1869 to 1885. Edited

by Montague Guest, with Annotations by Egan Mew. With
upwards of 100 Illustrations, including 8 in colour and 2 in

Photogravure. Royal 8vo, 2 volumes. 425. net.

CHARLES DE BOURBON, CONSTABLE OF
FRANCE: "The Great Condottiere." By Christopher
Hare. With a Photogravure Frontispiece and 1 6 other Illustrations.

Demy 8vo. 1 2s. 6d. net.

THE NELSONS OF BURNHAM THORPE: A
Record of a Norfolk Family compiled from Unpublished Letters

and Note Books, 1787- 1843. Edited by M. Eyre Matcham.
With a Photogravure Frontispiece and 16 other illustrations.

Demy 8vo. i6s. net.

*,* This interesting contribution to Nelson literature is drawn from the
journals and correspondence of the Rev. Edmund Nelson, Rector of Burnham
Thorpe and his youngest daughter, the father and sister of Lord Nelson. The
Rector was evidently a man of broad views and sympathies, for we find him
maintaining friendly relations with his son and daughter-in-law after their
separation. What is even more strange, he felt perfectly at liberty to eo direct
from the house of Mrs. Horatio Nelson in Norfolk to that oi Sir William and
Lady Hamilton in London, where his son was staying. This book shows how
completely and without any reserve the family received Lady Hamilton.

MARIA EDGEWORTH AND HER CIRCLE
IN THE DAYS OF BONAPARTE AND BOURBON.
By Constance Hill. Author of "Jane Austen : Her Homes
and Her Friends," "Juniper Hall," "The House in St. Martin's

Street," etc. With numerous Illustrations by Ellen G. Hill

and Reproductions of Contemporary Portraits, etc. Demy 8to.

2 is. net.

CESAR FRANCK : A Study. Translated from the

French of Vincent d'Indy, with an Introduction by Rosa New-
march. Demy 8yo. 7s. 6d. net.
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